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To the reader,
This report collects the publications of the ILIL Group since January 2017, for a total of 37 publications. As for the
previous editions, this volume is a reference of the recent activity of the Group and the impact of completed research, in
view of future directions.
The past three years were strongly characterized by the commissioning of the ILIL-PW installation, the sub-PW
upgrade to the Intense Laser Irradiation Laboratory developed in the framework of the Italian Network for the Extreme
Light Infrastructure (ELI-Italy), that was formally inaugurated in March 2018. This is an important event that marks the
arrival point of a journey started in 2014, when the first step towards the new installation was taken. Since then an
intense activity has progressed through the design of new lab upgrade, the refurbishment of the building and the
installation of both the laser amplifier, the beam compression and transport line, and the interaction area with its
radioprotection bunker. This effort has given to both CNR and the wider research community a unique experimental
capability to perform an entirely new class of experimental studies on high intensity laser-plasma interaction and
compact, plasma-based particle acceleration. Having the ILIL-PW as the pivot of the activity, the group carried out
research along several main directions.
A first direction was signed by the EuPRAXIA project, a Horizon 2020 infrastructure initiative aimed at the design of
a new infrastructure dedicated to high-quality plasma acceleration. In this streamline a strong activity was pursued that
led to several publications concerning an original scheme for laser-driven plasma acceleration named ReMPI and an
innovative design for a laser driver for the EuPRAXIA infrastructure. These results are now also part of the Conceptual
Design Report of the project that is being published while we write.
A second main direction, strongly related to the ILIL-PW development, is related to the Light Ions beamline, an
activity jointly developed with INFN, with the L3IA project, that also served as the first commissioning experimental
activity of the new installation. High quality results were obtained and published, in this context, with important further
developments planned.
In spite of the effort required for the ILIL-PW construction, the Group was constantly participating, also with a
leading role, to the studies related to Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) towards Inertial Fusion Energy (IFE), with
participation to several experimental campaign at major labs including the Vulcan laser at CLF (UK), the PALS laser in
Czech Republic and the Gekko laser in Osaka (Japan). This is part of a continued effort to develop, also in the
framework of a EURATOM funded program, a European approach to IFE based on the shock ignition scheme.
Finally, an area of major strategical developments of the Group looks at biomedical applications of novel particle and
radiation beams generated by laser-plasma acceleration either for innovative radiotherapy approaches or for diagnostic
purposes. This activity is gaining further interest especially in the context of the CNR Research Campus in which
biomedical research is very active and the new installation is becoming a fundamental tool for such developments.
We are confident that the range of activities and the results discussed in this report will succeed in triggering interest
in the reader and stimulate curiosity. At the same time colleagues from other labs and universities focusing on similar
topics will find this report an easy tool to access our results and evaluate opportunities for collaboration.
Leonida A. Gizzi
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a b s t r a c t
Therapeutic stem cell transplantation bears the promise of new directions in organ and tissue replacement, but a
number of its difﬁculties and perils are also well known. Our goal was to develop a method of transplantation by
which the transplanted cells remain conﬁned to the transplantation site and induce favorable processes. With the
help of mask-projection excimer laser stereolithography, 3D hybrid nanoscaffolds were fabricated from biodegradable, photocurable PPF:DEF resin with incorporated gold nanoparticles (Au NPs). The scaffolds were tested
in vitro and in vivo in order to ﬁnd out about their biocompatibility and ﬁtness for our purposes.
In vitro, macrophages and mouse autologous adipose stem cells (ASCs) were seeded over the hybrid scaffolds and
non-hybrid (with Au NPs) scaffolds for 4 days. The hybrid nanocomposite greater stem cell dispension and stem
cell adhesion than PPF scaffolds without Au NPs, but such a difference was not seen in the case of macrophages.
In vivo, stem cells, scaffoldings and scaffoldings covered in stem cells were transplanted under the back skin of
mice. After 14 days, blood samples were taken and the affected skin area was excised. Cytokine and chemokine
proﬁling did not indicate elevated immunomediators in the sera of experimental animals. Interestingly, the autologous-stem-cell-seeded hybrid nanocomposite scaffold induced muscle tissue regeneration after experimental wound generation in vivo. We could not observe such stem cell-induced tissue regeneration when no
scaffolding was used.
We conclude that PPF:DEF resin nanoscaffolds with incorporated gold nanoparticles offer a safe and efﬁcient alternative for the enhancement of local tissue remodeling. The results also support the idea that adipose derived
stem cells are an optimal cell type for the purposes of regenerative musculoskeletal tissue engineering.
© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
Tissue Engineering (TE) is one of the most progressively developing
disciplines [1–3], the development of which is largely stimulated by its
biomedical potential. Throughout the last decade, various health issues
have been successfully addressed utilizing a TE approach, such as bone
regeneration [4] bladder [5] and muscle [6,7] augmentation/repair and
also neuroregeneration [8,9].

⁎ Corresponding author at: University of Szeged, Faculty of Dentistry, Tisza Lajos krt. 64,
H-6720 Szeged, Hungary.
E-mail address: kr.buzas@gmail.com (K. Buzas).

The utility of polypropylene fumarate (PPF):diethyl fumarate (DEF)
(7:3 w/w) biodegradable photocurable polymers in TE has already been
widely investigated [10,11]. The results were promising, but further in
vivo corroboration is still lacking.
Mask projection excimer laser stereolithography (MPExSL) [12]
makes it possible to fabricate 3D scaffolds in the nano range, including
PPF:DEF nanocomposite scaffolds [13]. Such scaffolds act as a template
for cell organization and tissue development in the tissue engineering
process, and they are also biodegradable. Furthermore, to augment
their efﬁciency, hybrid scaffolds can be fabricated by incorporating
nanoparticles into the polymer resin, as recently reported by our
group using [14] and gold [13] nanoparticles. The optical and physicochemical properties of Au NPs have been intensively investigated,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.msec.2016.11.124
0928-4931/© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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Fig. 1. Scaffold of 200 μm pore size, with Au nanoparticles and macrophages A) confocal microscopy, B) SEM.

along with their potential biomedical uses. Au NPs appear to be optimal
candidates to be used as “transport vehicles” in scaffolds, due to their
low inherent toxicity, tunable stability, switchable plasmonic optical
properties and high surface area [15].
In this study, we conducted in vitro and in vivo experiments. The aim
of our in vitro experiment was to investigate the interactions of the biodegradable Au NP hybrid scaffold with the adhesion and proliferation of
mouse autologous adipose stem cells (ASCs) and macrophages as compared to non-hybrid PPF:DEF scaffolds.
In vitro, two different cell lines were used for the testing of the scaffolds. One of these, RAW 264.7, is a macrophage cell line of good proliferative potential and excellent adherence. In the other case, a primary
cell culture also ﬁt for real transplantation purposes was used (ASCs).
In comparison with transformed cell lines, the adherence and proliferative potential of these cells is less well-deﬁned. This way it was possible
to test the biocompatibility of the scaffolds with both a stable and a sensitive system. During the in vitro experiments we managed to optimize
the conditions for the proliferation and adherence of the stem cells.
The aim of the in vivo part of the study was to provide further support for our previous ﬁndings regarding the favorable biocompatibility
of these scaffolds [13] - this time with the Au NP hybrids. To reach
that end, stem cells, scaffoldings and scaffoldings covered in stem cells
were transplanted under the back skin of mice. Inﬂammatory and allergic reactions upon transplantation are among the ﬁrst signs of
impending failure. The measurement of inﬂammatory cytokine and
chemokine levels allows a sensitive detection of such processes, wherefore we utilized a proteome proﬁler capable of detecting 44 cytokines
and chemokines.

The cytokine and chemokine proﬁling was followed by the histological analysis of the removed implant, which was important in two ways.
First, histology veriﬁed the biodegradability of the polymer. Second, this
way we could rule out tumor formation, which is a potential and dangerous side effect of stem cell transplantation. Finally, the results of
the immunological proﬁling could be veriﬁed by the lack of inﬂammatory inﬁltration.
Interestingly, the autologous-stem-cell-seeded hybrid nanocomposite scaffold induced muscle tissue regeneration after experimental
wound generation in vivo.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Mask-projection excimer laser stereolithography (MPExSL)
MPExSL is a stereolithography process developed in our laboratory
[15] based on excimer laser irradiation of a liquid photocrosslinkable
resin. The geometry and physical properties of the scaffolds to be fabricated is selected by a set of interchangeable masks and different laser
and resin parameters, such as the laser wavelength [15], number of
laser pulses and/or pulse ﬂuence [16,17], and the photoinitiator concentration [15]. The setup is described in detail in Beke et al. [15].
2.2. Polymer resin
The PPF:DED biodegradable photopolymer resin preparation is described in detail in our previous work [18]. The preparation of
PPD:DEF–Au NP nanocomposites is described previously [13].

Fig. 2. Scaffold of 200 μm pore size, without Au nanoparticles and macrophages A) confocal microscopy, B) SEM.
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Fig. 3. Scaffold of 200 μm pore size, with Au nanoparticles and with mouse ASCs A) confocal, B) SEM.

To test the produced Au nanocomposite scaffolds, we used biodegradable scaffolds with 200 μm pore size and 5.52 μM Au nanoparticle
[13].
2.3. Biological testing: cell culture, mouse model, histology, and cytokine/
chemokine proﬁle
The primary autologous adipose stem cells were isolated from 4 to
6 weeks old Balb/c mice (Charles River Laboratories International,
Inc.). After cervical dislocation, the abdominal adipose tissue was removed. The tissue was put in 100 μg/ml RPMI (Lonza, Cat. No.: BE12115F) treated with kanamycin (Kanamycin sulfate from Streptomyces
Kanamyceticus, Sigma K 1377-16), then digested in collagenase
(Sigma) at 37 °C. After 1 h, the cells were washed and cultured in a
Petri dish for 2 weeks in MSC Medium (MesenCult, STEMCELL) with
10% fetal bovine serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 U/ml streptomycin
and 0.25 μg/μl fungizone (Promocell) at 37 °C, 5% CO2.
2.3.1. In vitro experiments
The photocured samples were sterilized with UV irradiation for
30 min and coated with 0.01% poly-Llysine (MW 70,000–150,000 Da,
Sigma) for 30 min at room temperature. Poly-L-lysine was removed
and the scaffolds were dried under laminar box, and then incubated in
Eagle's Minimum Essential Medium (EMEM, Lonza) with 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 U/ml streptomycin and 0.25 μg/μl

fungizone (Promocell) for 7 days at 37 °C. At day seven, adipose-derived
mesenchymal stem cells (ASC) isolated from Balb/c male mouse or macrophages (RAW 264.7) were seeded at 7 ×10 4 cells/ml in wells containing one scaffold each, and then incubated in humidiﬁed atmosphere
with 5% CO2 at 37 °C for 4 days. Cell-seeded-scaffolds with cells were
prepared for Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), and Confocal microscope (Nikon A1) examination. For the preparation for Confocal microscopy we used 4% paraformaldehyde and immune staining (Alpha
tubulin, Phalloidin, Dapi). SEM samples were treated 0.1 M Sodium
Cacodylate, and 1.2% Glutaraldehyde. Samples were dehydrated in ethanol of increasing concentration (50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 96%, 100%) for
10 min each concentration and 100% Hexamethyldisilazane overnight.
2.3.2. In vivo experiments
The MPExSL-fabricated samples were sterilized with UV irradiation
for 30 min and coated with 0.01% poly-L-lysine (MW 70,000–
150,000 Da, Sigma) for 30 min at room temperature. Poly-L-lysine was
removed and the scaffolds were dried under laminar box, and then incubated in Eagle's Minimum Essential Medium (EMEM, Lonza) with
10% fetal bovine serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 U/ml streptomycin
and 0.25 μg/μl fungizone (Promocell) for 7 days at 37 °C. The medium
was changed every other day. At day seven, ASCs were seeded in MSC
Medium at 5 ×10 4 cells/ml in wells containing one scaffold each, and
then incubated in humidiﬁed atmosphere with 5% CO2 at 37 °C for
7 days. After being covered with cells, the scaffolds were implanted

Fig. 4. ASC adhesion to a hybrid (A) and a normal (B) scaffold.
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Fig. 5. Images of a section with ASC seeded Au ﬁlled scaffold (A, B, C). Viable mesenchymal cell colonies and striated muscle regeneration indicated by stem cells were seen in the scaffold
specimen (D). The Y chromosome content of the transplanted stem cells was detected by the FISH technique, red dots indicated by arrowheads (E).

under the dorsal skin of 8 week old female Balb/c mice (Charles River
Laboratories International, Inc.). The control group was injected with
5 ×10 4 ASCs. Three mice per group were implanted. 14 days after transplantation, the scaffolds and dorsal skin were removed and blood samples were collected. For cytokine and chemokine proﬁle, collected blood
samples were allowed to clot for 30 min at room temperature, then
overnight at 4 °C. Serum samples were collected by centrifugation at
3000 rpm for 5 min and stored at −80 °C until the time of analysis. In
case of a successful cell implantation, the presence or absence of selected mouse ASC was followed by histology. Specimens were ﬁxed in 4%
buffered paraformaldehyde and then embedded in parafﬁn blocks.
Four-micrometer-thick sections were prepared and stained by conventional hematoxylin-eosin stain then coverslipped. The sections were visualized by scanning virtual microscope (3D Histech, Hungary).
Inﬂammatory reactions were detected by cytokine and chemokine
proﬁling.
Protein concentrations of the sera were measured by BCA Protein
Assay (Thermo Scientiﬁc) and pooled samples were tested to simultaneously detect relative levels of different cytokines according to the
manufacturer's instructions by Mouse Cytokine Array, Panel A (R&D
Systems). Immunoreactive signals were detected using an LI-COR ODYSSEY Fc imager followed by analysis with Odyssey v1.2 software. All
animal experiments were performed in accordance with national
(1998. XXVIII; 40/2013) and European (2010/63/EU) animal ethics
guidelines. The experimental protocols were approved by the Animal
Experimentation and Ethics Committee of the Biological Research Centre of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and the Hungarian National
Animal Experimentation and Ethics Board (clearance number: XVI./
03521/2011.)
For ﬂuorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), chromosome X and Y
control probe (Empire Genomics, Buffalo, NY, USA) was used to verify
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the presence of the Y chromosome of the transplanted mouse adipose
stem cells, according to the manufacturer's instructions.
3. Results
3.1. In vitro tests
Macrophages –a cell type of high adherence-could be seeded on the
scaffold surface as shown in Fig. 1.
The Au-content of the polymer resin had no inﬂuence on the adherence of the macrophages (Fig. 2).
The adherence of ASCs, however, proved to be sensitive to the Au
content. Adherence to the Au NP hybrid scaffold proved to be much better (Figs. 3, 4).
3.2. In vivo tests
The excised skin areas showed no visible signs of reactive inﬂammation (Fig. 5), and the cytokine proﬁling did not indicate inﬂammation either (Fig. 6).
Interestingly, we detected not only the implanted ASCs with X-Y
chromosome but also cells containing Y and more than one X chromosomes, most likely resulting from regenerative cellular fusion between
ASCs and stromal mesenchymal cells (Fig. 5A). This suggests that the
biopolymers applied together with ASCs were able to initiate tissue repair in the appropriate tissue environment.
We could not detect ASC or ASC-derived tissue regeneration in ASC
injected mice when scaffold support was not utilized (data not
shown). In the histological sections of the group implanted with adipose
stem cells, small residual biopolymer pieces of varying diameter (50–
500 μm) were seen.
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Fig. 6. Cytokine and chemokine proteome proﬁling detected C5 complement component, sICAM-1 adhesion molecule, M-CSF and TIMP-1 cytokines. The proﬁler did not indicate signiﬁcant
immune reaction to the ASC-seeded scaffolds (A) as compared to the control scaffold (B). This is supported by the lack of immune cell inﬁltration or relevant immune reaction against the
ASC-seeded scaffold, as revealed by histology.

4. Conclusion
To use stem cells in the regenerative medicine is one of the most important challenge of tissue engineering. Stem cell implantation is the
best way to regenerate different types of tissues based on pluripotency
but the stem cells incorporated to the circulation could initiate cancerous transformation.
Biodegradable, photocurable polymer resin, polypropylene fumarate (PPF) along with Au NPs were utilized to synthesize a hybrid nanocomposite resin, that is directly exploitable in stereolithography (SL)
processes. The resulting resin was used to fabricate nanocomposite scaffolds via mask projection excimer laser stereolithography.
In vitro studies helped to optimize scaffold structure, composition
and cell culturing conditions for further in vivo experiments. We compared the colony-forming abilities of macrophages- as a highly adherent
cell line- and the primary stem cell culture on different biomaterials.
While the stable but transformed macrophage cell line was not especially sensitive to the Au-content of the polymer, the adherence and distribution of ASCs was deﬁnitely better on the Au hybrid polymer. This is
important because of the potential value of these cells in regenerative
tissue engineering.
Our results suggested to use Au-ﬁlled scaffolds to secure the optimal
cell transfer. In the case of Au-ﬁlled scaffolds we have seen evenly distribution and adherence of stem cells.
As the potentially most dangerous sequela of the implantation of any
foreign body is a violent immune response, monitoring immune reactions is of key importance. Neither immunological proﬁling nor histology revealed any sign of inﬂammatory or allergic reactions in our
experimental animals. To our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst to have proven that PPF:DEF Au NP scaffolds do not induce immune response in experimental animals.
These scaffolds provided an optimal surface for the adherence of
ASCs and kept them in place, but an even more valuable observation
was also made: ASCs induced muscle regeneration in situ, which was
veriﬁed by the histological analysis and the FISH test. This in itself may
not be new, as several publications have dealt with scaffold-derived
muscle regeneration, but the preference of ASCs for this unique surface
[13] make the Au NP nanocomposite- ASC system a really promising one
for clinical applications.
Tumor formation is an ever-present danger of stem cell transplantation [19,20], but our system proved to be safe in this respect.

The use of the scaffold ensures that the cells are kept in place, and
the chance of stem cells getting into the bloodstream is signiﬁcantly
reduced. The use of autologous stem cells reduces the risk of rejection [21], ensures better regeneration [22], and ASCs are readily
available. ASCs are easy to harvest in a safe, minimally invasive
way from almost any patient.
We conclude that PPF:DEF resin scaffolds with incorporated gold
nanoparticles, especially in combination with ASCs carry the promise
of a new, safe and efﬁcient means of musculoskeletal tissue regeneration [2].
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Abstract – We report measurements of parametric instabilities and hot electron generation in
a laser intensity regime up to 6 × 1015 W/cm2 , typical of the shock ignition approach to inertial
fusion. Experiments performed at the PALS laboratory in Prague show that the incident laser
energy losses are dominated by Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) rather than by Stimulated
Raman Scattering (SRS) or Two-Plasmon Decay (TPD). Results are compared to hydrodynamics simulations using a code that includes self-consistent calculations of non-linear laser plasma
interactions and accounts for the laser intensity statistics contained in the beam speckles. Good
agreement is found for the backscattered SRS light, and for temperature and flux of hot electrons. The eﬀect of high-intensity speckles on backscattered SRS is also underlined numerically
and experimentally.
c EPLA, 2017
Copyright ⃝

Introduction. – Shock Ignition (SI) [1–6] is a promising approach to Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) [7–9],
that relies on the separation of the compression and ignition phases. Since the target is not meant to be ignited
by the pressure-volume work of the imploding capsule, it
can be assembled at lower velocities [1] with lower intensity nanosecond laser pulses (I ≈ 5 × 1014 W/cm2 ). This
reduces the risks associated to hydrodynamic instabilities
during the compression. The ignition of the hotspot relies
on an intense laser pulse (I up to ≈ 1016 W/cm2 ), generating a pressure P > 300 Mbar at the ablation layer which
drives a strong shock into the target. The final fuel assembly is non-isobaric resulting in higher target gains than in
conventional hotspot ignition. This scheme is compatible with present-day “NIF-like” laser technology [2,10,11]
and, therefore, a full-scale demonstration of SI could be
realized in the next decade.

The success of the SI concept depends mainly on
the coupling of the laser spike with the extended
corona surrounding the imploding shell, where an eﬃcient laser absorption, able to generate a strong shock
wave (> 300 Mbar), is needed. In recent experiments
carried out at OMEGA laser [12,13] in spherical irradiation geometry, at laser intensities relevant for SI
2
(I ∼ 6 × 1015 W/cm ), a peak ablation pressure close
to 400 Mbar was inferred, which constitutes a significant
breakthrough toward the demonstration of the feasibility
of the SI scheme. Despite this step forward, the physics of
laser-plasma interaction in this highly non-linear regime, is
still largely unknown and needs dedicated investigations.
>
Notably, laser-plasma interaction at Iλ2
14
10 Wµm2 /cm2 is strongly non-linear. Parametric
instabilities (Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS),
Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS), and Two-Plasmon
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Decay (TPD)) may arise [14–17], with the unwanted
eﬀects of reflecting a large part of incident laser light
and generating Hot Electrons (HEs). Further, laser
filamentation may alter compression uniformity and
enhance the growth of parametric instabilities [18].
The presence of HEs is usually detrimental in ICF because they may preheat the target, making compression
more diﬃcult. In the SI scheme, HEs are generated at the
end of the compression phase, when the shell areal density
is high. As a result, they do not aﬀect target compression and might even improve the shock pressure provided
their kinetic energy is not too large [1,12,13,19]. However,
recent studies using a hydrodynamic model incorporating HEs eﬀects [20] suggest that the highest energy HEs
may prevent hotspot ignition by preheating the fuel and
by driving an inner-shell interface ablation that increases
the hotspot mass prior to the ignitor shock arrival [21].
As such, the characterization of HEs generated in the SI
regime is a key physical issue that must be carried out.
While integrated SI experiments require spherical geometry, many underlying processes can be investigated in
planar geometry, which oﬀers the advantage of a simpler
scheme and an easier approach to diagnostics. In this letter, we report experimental results in the intensity range
(2–6) × 1015 W/cm2 , obtained using the Prague Asterix
Laser System (PALS) [22], and simulation results obtained with the radiative-hydrodynamic code CHIC [23]
that includes a description of the non-linear laser-plasma
interaction. While in previous work [24] we investigated
hydrodynamics and shock propagation, here we focus on
the impact of laser-plasma instabilities and their role in
the generation of hot electrons. Although plasma conditions are significantly diﬀerent from those envisaged in a
real SI reactor, in particular density scale length and electron temperature are lower than expected, we think that
the data reported here can contribute to draw a picture
of the growth of parametric instabilities in this interaction regime. Our work shows that the impact of parametric instabilities in the SI regime is controlled by local
intensities and plasma conditions, varying on the scale of
speckle dimensions, which can drive non-linear and kinetic
eﬀects. An accurate modeling of the local interaction is
therefore needed in order to allow mastering the interaction and hence the processes bringing to successful shock
ignition.
Experimental set-up. – The PALS iodine laser delivers pulses with wavelength λ0 = 1.3 µm and duration
τ = 300 ps [22]. In the experiment we used an auxiliary
pulse delivering ≈ 30 J and the main pulse delivering up to
300 J, both smoothed with Random Phase Plates (RPP)
to produce a uniform irradiation. The auxiliary pulse was
operating at the fundamental frequency and focused to
I ≈ 7 × 1013 W/cm2 in an extended spot (full width at
half-maximum, FWHM = 900 µm) to create an approximately planar plasma. The main pulse, delayed up to
1.2 ns with respect to the auxiliary pulse, was converted

to 3ω (λ0 = 438 nm) and focused by an F/2 lens to create
a strong shock. The beam profile in the laser waist and
the eﬀective energy enclosed in it were accurately measured by imaging and calorimetric techniques. A spot size
of 100 µm FWHM provided an envelope peak intensity on
the target up to Imax = 6 × 1015 W/cm2 . Local intensity in laser speckles can however exceed this value by a
factor up to one order of magnitude. By changing the delay between the pulses we tuned the density scale length
L = ne /(dne /dx) of the preformed plasma. According
to hydrodynamic simulations, L varies from 50 to 150 µm
in the underdense plasma during the interaction with the
main pulse. These values are in agreement with interferometric measurements conducted both in the visible [25]
and in the X-ray domain [26].
Three-layer targets were used. The front layer was
parylene-C plastic (C8 H7 Cl) of various thicknesses, mimicking a low-Z ICF ablator material. High-resolution X-ray
spectroscopy of chlorine ions allowed getting the plasma
temperature [26]. Underneath plastic, two tracer layers of
Ti and Cu (10 µm each) were placed. X-ray spectroscopy
of Ti and Cu Kα radiation, originating from collisions with
hot electrons, was used to estimate their average energy
and flux. Kα emission was measured with a CCD working in single-photon regime and with two spherically bent
quartz (422) and (203) crystals providing a 2D spatial distribution of Kα intensity on the target surface [27]. Both
Kα and X-ray spectrometers used Kodak AA400 films as
detectors.
The backscattered radiation from SRS and SBS was collected through the focusing lens of the main beam and
measured by two calorimeters. On the same line, backscattered radiation was spectrally analyzed by a broadband
spectrometer, allowing the detection of radiation both
in the range ω0 /2 < ω < ω 0 , originating from SRS at
ne < nc /4, and at ω ≈ ω0 /2, originating from SRS/TPD
occurring at ne ≈ nc /4. Besides, the 3/2ω0 harmonic of
the laser frequency, generated by the mixing of laser light
with electron plasma waves (EPWs) produced by TPD,
was collected inside the vacuum chamber and sent to a
UV spectrometer and a calorimeter.
Experimental results. –
X-ray spectroscopy.
X-ray spectra, showing wellresolved He- and Li-like lines from Cl ions, were compared
with SPECT3D [28] predictions, providing a timeintegrated temperature of ≈ 700–850 eV in the overdense
plasma near the ablation surface (ne ≈ 3ncr ≈ 2 ×
1022 cm3 ) [26]. This temperature is in a good agreement
with hydrodynamic simulations and, as expected, is lower
than in the underdense region (ne ≈ nc /4), as inferred
from the ω0 /2 spectra (see below).
Calorimetry.
Back-reflected light is dominated by
wavelengths near λ ≈ 438 nm, carrying 5–15% of the
incident energy and originating from SBS and laser light
reflected at the critical density. The light backscattered by
SRS, in the 630–750 nm range, is ∼ 0.02–0.2% of the laser
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energy. The energy backscattered in both spectral ranges
increases when the delay rises from 0 to 1200 ps, growing
by a factor 2 and 5, respectively. Indeed, larger delays
produce longer scale length plasmas, resulting in larger
gain for instabilities. The estimated energy scattered in
half-harmonics is ∼ 0.5% of laser light. These values are
larger than what reported in our previous paper [24] due
to a more accurate characterization of the laser intensity
profile in the focal plane. Our new evaluation is closer to
online) Typical 3/2ω0 and ω0 /2 spectra,
data from other experiments [2]. The use of an integrating Fig. 1: (Colour 15
W/cm2 .
obtained
at
5
×
10
sphere also showed the presence of light scattered outside
the lens focusing cone.
Two-plasmon decay. Emission of 3/2ω0 and ω0 /2 harmonics was detected, giving evidence that a fraction of
laser radiation reaches the nc /4 surface. Both components
show a doublet structure (see fig. 1), related to the frequency diﬀerence of plasma waves produced by TPD instability |δω|/ω0 = (9/4)(νe2 /c2 )κ, where κ = ke ·k0 /k02 −1/2,
ke is the blue EPW wave vector and ve is the electron
thermal velocity. The 3/2ω0 harmonic (λ = 292 nm) blue
peak is weaker than the red one, due the fact that the
blue EPW must be reflected at the critical density before
coupling to the laser light.
Spectra of the ω0 /2 harmonic (λ = 876 nm) agree
with the results of other experiments [29,30], showing a
broad blue-shifted peak (labeled 1), a sharp red-shifted
peak (2), and a less evident small bump at even higher
wavelengths (3), which in ref. [30] is referred to as a supplementary peak. The blue peak 1 has a shift similar
to peak 3, and approximately 3 times the shift of the
narrow red peak 2. Also the width of peak 1 is larger
(∼ 3.6 times) than that of peak 2, suggesting a diﬀerent
origin. The sharp red-shifted peak 2 is associated to hybrid TPD/SRS instability [31], as in ref. [30], where the
laser wave decays into a forward EPW with wave vector
ke ≈ k0 (κ = 1/2) and in a backward partly electrostatic and partly electromagnetic wave. Peaks 1 and 3
are associated to TPD waves and are produced by Inverse
Resonance Absorption (IRA) or Raman Downscattering
(RD) of laser light [32]. In the IRA process, an EPW with
k⊥ /k0 < 0.1 is converted into a photon near its turning
point. Considering that blue EPWs propagate inward the
density gradient, i.e., toward their turning point, it is expected that the ω0 /2 blue peak is more intense than the
red one, that is originated by outgoing EPWs and need
additional processes (e.g., Langmuir decay instability) to
reverse their direction and be converted into photons. In
the RD process, conversely, a laser photon is downscattered by a plasmon produced by TPD. The matching conditions for this process however need that the laser photon
is rescattered at a proper angle or that the photon is produced by stimulated Brillouin scattering, as shown in detail in refs. [30,32]. So, both IRA and RD need particular
coupling conditions, and many authors have speculated
on the prevalence of the one or the other in diﬀerent experiments. Here, both coupling conditions can be fulfilled

near nc /4, where filamentation, turbulence, cavitation and
laser photon scattering can occur.
According to ref. [30], the shift of the narrow peak 2 in
the ω0 /2 spectrum provides a reliable estimate of plasma
temperature not being aﬀected by the observation angle,
filamentation or cavitation [33]. By setting κ = 1/2, we
find that the plasma temperature increases from 1.35 to
1.68 keV when Imax rises from 2.4 to 3.7 × 1015 W/cm2 .
This agrees with hydrodynamic simulations and with the
Landau cutoﬀ of SRS produced at densities ne < nc /4.
Interestingly, the frequency shift of the peaks of 3/2ω0
emission, ∆ω/ω0 ≈ 1.1 × 10−2 , is equal to that of peaks 1
and 3 of the ω0 /2 spectrum, suggesting that the EPWs
responsible for these harmonics are the same (ke ≈ 2.9k0 ).
For a plasma temperature Te ≈ 1.5 keV, we get ke λD ≈
0.27, indicating that these EPWs are close to the Landau
cutoﬀ.
Stimulated Raman scattering.
Typical SRS spectra
are shown in fig. 2(a), revealing a backscattered emission
in the spectral range 630–750 nm. Wave number matching
conditions locate backward SRS in the 0.09–0.16 nc density range, well below nc /4. The short-wavelength limit
corresponds to the expected Landau cutoﬀ( kλD ≈ 0.27)
for the electron temperature of ∼ 1.5 keV.
Spectra also exhibit complex and non-reproducible
features, where intensity, spectral bandwidth and complexity strongly increase with the laser intensity and the
delay. Since the intensity threshold for SRS in a nonuniform plasma scales inversely with the density scalelength L, and the SRS growth rate γ02 is proportional to
the laser intensity I, we then plotted the spectrally integrated intensity ISRS vs. the product I · L (fig. 2(b)).
Given the time and space dependence of laser intensity, we
considered the laser intensity Iav averaged over one standard deviation in time and space (Iav = Imax /1.366). L
values for the diﬀerent shot conditions (intensity, delay)
were taken from hydrodynamic simulations. Figure 2(b)
shows a typical SRS feature of exponential growth leveling oﬀ at saturation, which is hidden in the plot as a
function of laser intensity alone (not shown here). This is
the indication that the density gradient is indeed decisive
in determining the SRS growth.
According to ref. [34], the SRS threshold intensity Ith in inhomogeneous plasmas is given by
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Fig. 2: (Colour online) (a) Backscattered SRS emission spectra
obtained with laser intensity I ≈ 4 × 1015 W/cm2 and diﬀerent
delays between prepulse and main pulse (0, 600, and 1200 ps).
The spike at 657 nm is a laser harmonic. (b) Backscattered
SRS energy vs. the product Iav · L, where Iav is the average
laser intensity. Full squares are experimental data and empty
squares hydrodynamic simulations. The vertical line represents
the SRS threshold.

v02 /c2 > 4|ke − k0 |/ke2 L, where v0 is the quiver velocity
of an electron in the laser field.
This condition implies that Ith · L = 500 ×
1015 Wµm/cm2 (vertical line in fig. 2(b)), corresponding to a threshold intensity Ith between 4.5 × 1015 and
8 × 1015 W/cm2 , depending on the density scale length,
which is above the intensity in all our shots. This suggests
that SRS is originated into the laser speckles, and the intensity statistics across the RPP-smoothed laser beam is
essential for explaining our results. Based on the focusing
geometry and focal volume size, the number of speckles
can be estimated to be ≈ 105 . Assuming an exponential speckle intensity distribution f (I) ∝ exp(−I/Iav )/Iav
typical for RPP-smoothed beams [35], intensities up to
∼ 8–10Iav can be achieved. Moreover, the most intense
speckles can undergo self-focusing further contributing to
the SRS emission. At the lowest laser intensities, only
speckles with intensities at least ≥ 5 times the average
intensity can drive SRS. Conversely, at higher laser intensities, also speckles with intensity marginally higher than
Iav can play a role. Therefore, when the laser intensity increases, SRS reflectivity increases as the result both of the
larger intensity in a single speckle, and of the increasing
number of speckles above Ithres . This trend is confirmed by
numerical simulations as explained in detail below (empty
symbols in fig. 2(b)). Nevertheless, the growth observed
in the experiment is smaller than that expected by the
Rosenbluth gain [36]. This suggests that damping and
kinetic eﬀects lead to saturation of SRS inside the speckles. The importance of kinetic mechanisms in SRS saturation is also suggested by the spectral broadening shown
in fig. 2(a), increasing with intensity and delay. This can
be related to temporal reflectivity bursts and pulsations
in non-linear saturation of anomalous SRS, as found in
kinetic (PIC) simulations [33,37].

Fig. 3: (Colour online) Correlation between Kα photon
number, generated from collisions with hot electrons, and SRS
intensity.

hence their average energy. Another approach for estimating the HE energy is to consider the ratio between Cu Kα
and Ti Kα emissions on the same shot, which is more accurate since this value does not depend on the absolute number of generated hot electrons. Monte Carlo simulations
performed with the GEANT4 [38] and PENELOPE [39]
codes were used for evaluating the hot-electron temperature, by using the electron stopping range tables [40].
Assuming an exponential distribution for hot electrons
∼ exp(−E/Thot ), the average energy (“temperature”) is
found to be Thot = 25 ± 8 keV and the energy conversion ∼ 0.1% ± 0.05% of the incident laser energy. Such
values are in agreement with data obtained from plasmas
with similar temperature and density scale length values,
where SRS is the main source of HEs [41]. Also, the HE
energy is close to what can be estimated from the phase
velocity of the SRS-driven plasma waves in the density
region 0.09–0.16 nc , which is TSRS ∼ 17–20 keV. These
arguments suggest that HEs are mainly generated by SRS,
and only marginally by TPD. This conclusion is also supported by the coarse correlation between Cu Kα photon
number and SRS signal (fig. 3).

Numerical simulations. – Simulations have been carried out using the radiative-hydrodynamic code CHIC [23].
In addition to laser refraction, diﬀraction, resonant and
collisional absorption, the code takes into account SRS
and TPD processes and generation of HEs, by means of
appropriate scaling laws using the local and instantaneous
values of laser intensity and plasma parameters [20]. Since
SBS was not included in the model, the related reflected
energy was subtracted from the incident pulse. The LPIgenerated HEs are transported into the plasma using a
reduced model based on the angular scattering approximation [42,43], validated against kinetic simulations. This
coupled approach allows accounting for the interplay between HEs energy deposition, hydrodynamics and competition between LPI processes.
In this code, laser propagation is described using a new
model based on stochastically distributed Gaussian beamHot electrons. HEs flux and average energy were ob- lets [44]. This allows reproducing the laser intensity entained by Cu Kα and Ti Kα spectroscopy. The reduction velope and, to a significant extent, the speckles in the
of the Kα yield obtained by increasing the plastic thickness focal spot. Typically, the model is able to reproduce reallowed the penetration depth of HEs to be calculated and alistic intensity distributions up to 4–5Iav but not the
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speckles of higher intensity, a limitation imposed by the
mesh size. According to the expected intensity distribution in the speckles, the energy fraction contained in
speckles above 5Iav (noted χ5 ) is only 0.67%. Nonetheless, these high-intensity speckles may play an important
role in our experimental conditions (fig. 2(b)). We addressed this issue in the simulations by maximizing the
energy fraction χ5 , within the limits of the laser propagation model. This was obtained by refining the Lagrangian
mesh to allow for smaller scale variations of the intensity distribution. Mesh refinement in the code allowed to
reach values of χ5 ≈ 0.3%. The diﬀerence between this
value and that expected in the experiment (χ5 ≈ 0.67%)
was compensated by using a value of SRS threshold lower
than the calculated one by a factor of 2. The same mesh
resolution and modified threshold were then used for all
simulations.
In order to test the validity of our model, we ran simulations at intensities well below the modified threshold
(Iav = 2.1 × 1015 W/cm2 ). An increase of χ5 from 0.02%
to 0.06% and 0.3% with reduced SRS threshold resulted in
a SRS signal increase from the noise level (i.e., no SRS predicted) to 0.003% and 0.008% of the incident laser energy.
The latter value reasonably matches the experimental results, while the increasing trend of SRS with χ5 clearly
shows the impact of the intensity statistics on the SRS
level.
Simulations accounting for the speckle statistics were
carried out in our experimental conditions, where the envelope laser intensity is significantly lower than the SRS
threshold. A good agreement is obtained (empty squares
in fig. 2(b)) confirming the importance of accurate modeling of the speckle statistics.
A general picture of the interaction can be drawn by
inspecting simulation results obtained at a laser intensity
of 4 × 1015 W/cm2 and with a 600 ps delay between the
pulses. A large fraction of the pulse energy is collisionally absorbed (∼70.5%) while a small amount (∼1.3%)
is resonantly absorbed at the critical surface. The resonant absorption produces electrons with an average energy
of ∼3 keV, which are therefore indistinguishable from the
thermal electrons. SRS and TPD appear slightly later.
The time-integrated SRS reflectivity is ∼ 0.25%, in good
agreement with the experiment. Both TPD and SRS produce forward emitted HEs, with conversion eﬃciencies
of ∼ 0.35% and 0.07% of the laser energy, respectively.
The temperature of hot electrons from TPD (≈ 66 keV) is
higher than that of electrons from SRS (≈ 17 keV), as expected. The measured HEs temperature is between these
two values but definitely closer to SRS. The discrepancy
in HE production from TPD in the simulation suggests
that, in the experiment, TPD is damped or saturated by
kinetic eﬀects. Since in our model, parametric instabilities
are described by scaling laws, saturation processes specific
for our conditions (e.g., cavitation phenomena or damping of daughter waves into small speckles) are probably
underestimated.

Fig. 4: (Colour online) Instantaneous HE flux as a function of
time for SRS (green) and TPD (blue). Density scale lengths
computed at nc /4 and 0.12nc are also shown (dashed blue and
green lines, respectively). The peak intensity of the laser pulse
is indicated as a gray line.

The evolution of the density scale length at ne ≈ 0.12nc
and ne ≈ nc /4, indicative, respectively, of the layers where
SRS and TPD are active, is shown in fig. 4 alongside the
laser/HE energy conversion eﬃciencies. SRS is maximum
after the laser peak, when the scalelength becomes large
enough while the laser intensity remains high. The plasma
temperature is similar in both layers and varies with time
from 0.5 to 2.8 keV at the laser peak. This is in good agreement with the time-integrated estimate based on TPD
splitting (Te ≈ 1.68 keV at I = 3.7 · 1015 W/cm2 ). In
the overdense region, the plasma temperature is lower, in
agreement with X-ray spectroscopy results.
Summary and conclusions. – In the present experiment, backscattering is dominated by SBS and laser
reflection (5–15%) while the contribution from SRS, occurring at 0.09–0.16nc near the Landau cutoﬀ, is of the
order of 0.1%. While the level of SBS agrees with other
experiments carried out under similar interaction conditions, SRS backscatter appears at least an order of magnitude lower [12,41,45]. This can be maybe explained by
the longer plasma scale lengths obtained in other works
and/or by the low f /# of our focussing system, that combined with the phase plate, results in small speckles, inhibiting filamentation and damping the SRS growth.
The latter seems confirmed by the spectral modulation
of SRS spectra and the reflectivity saturation observed at
the highest laser intensities/delays explored, which suggests the occurrence of kinetic eﬀects suppressing the
growth of EPWs inside the speckles. The correlation
of SRS reflectivity and Kα emission and the measured
HE temperature (25 keV) suggest that HEs are mainly
generated by SRS, similarly to conclusions of recent experiments in spherical geometry [12,41]. The presence of
half-harmonics confirms the TPD at nc /4.
Hydrodynamic simulations well reproduce SRS levels
and the plasma temperature from the experiment, while
TPD is overestimated, probably because saturation mechanisms are underestimated. The agreement of simulated
and experimental SRS reflectivities points out the need
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of correctly modeling the speckle intensity statistics for
reproducing LPI in laser-fusion experiments.
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A
: High-power lasers allow to produce plasmas extremely appealing for the nuclear physics
studies. An intense scientific program is under preparation for the experiments that will be conducted
at the Extreme Light Infrastructure for Nuclear Physics (ELI-NP) in Magurele, Romania. Among
the several planned activities, we aim to study low-energy fusion reactions and nuclear structure
in a plasma environment. In this work, we discuss the results of some preliminary tests related
to the experimental set-up, which is in phase of preparation, for the conduction of this scientific
program at ELI-NP. Tests have been performed at ILIL laboratory in Pisa, where a Terawatt laser
is installed. The goal of this experimental campaign was a systematic experimental investigation
of ion production and acceleration mechanism that occur in laser-produced plasma at moderate
intensity, I=1018 –1022 W/cm2 . We particularly focus the attention to identify the role of the target
composition: surface contaminants versus volume contribution.
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Introduction

High-power lasers have proven being capable to produce high-energy , charge particles and
neutrons, and to induce all kinds of nuclear reactions. For the first time, at ELI-NP, it will enter
into new domains of power and intensities: 10 PW and >1023 W/cm2 . The future availability of
such intense beams at high repetition rates will give the unique opportunity to investigate nuclear
reactions and fundamental interactions under the extreme plasma conditions [1] where it is expected
that the physical properties of nuclear matter (structure, lifetimes, reaction mechanisms, etc.) could
be drastically changed inside the plasma [2]. On the other hand, these studies represent one of
the largest, most difficult and challenging research areas today; the implications could cover others
fields, from quantum physics to cosmology, astrophysics, etc.
We have proposed the construction of a general-purpose experimental apparatus in order to
investigate these research topics: by using colliding plasma plumes [3], it will be possible to study
the electron-screening effects [4] at low-energy fusion reactions, in a wide variety of cases and
configurations, and the structure of the weakly bound nuclear states (see for instance the papers of
Hoyle [5], Afimov [6], etc.).
The apparatus can be schematized in three main sections [2]: the interaction zone, the charged
particles detection-wall and the neutrons detection-wall. In the interaction zone, two plasmas are
produced and collide with each other. The basic interaction principle is the following: a first
high-power laser pulse impinges on a primary solid thin target producing, through the TNSA
(Target Normal Sheath Acceleration) acceleration scheme, a plasma. This plasma collides with a
secondary plasma, produced through the interaction of another laser pulse on a supersonic gas jet
(made for example by 4 He, H, D2 , 3 He etc.). By using this configuration, we intend to minimize
the “plasma-plasma friction”, i.e. the energy dissipation of the collision between fast-flowing and
gas-jet plasmas. Moreover this configuration allows to work in a more “classical” nuclear physics
experimental scheme (i.e. projectiles on a fixed target).
Moreover, in order to reconstruct the reaction kinematic, the construction of two highlysegmented detection systems for neutrons and charged particles is required.
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The charged particles detection-wall will be realised by Silicon Carbide (SiC) detectors [7]. SiC
have been proven recently to have excellent properties: high energy and time resolution, resistance
to radiation damage, insensible to visible light, etc. Such detectors are able to work in a time of
flight (ToF) configuration or in single particle detection mode.
For these studies, the “ideal” neutron detection module should have high efficiency, good
gammas versus neutrons discrimination, excellent timing for the energy reconstruction in time of
flight of neutrons. In addition, it should be able to work in hard environmental conditions, i.e. in
the laser-matter interaction area. All these aspects may be met by configuration based on new PPOPlastic scintillator [8] coupled with a Silicon Photomultiplier [9] and a totally digital read-out system.

The target normal sheath acceleration

Thanks to the unique opportunities provided by ELI-NP (high repetition rate and Petawatt laser
beams), by operating at around 1018 W/cm2 (typically TNSA regime) with large focal spot, it will
be possible to ensure the production of a very large flux of ions and plasma with optimized energy
distributions for our nuclear purpose. Such conditions ensure the possibility to study, in a plasma
environment, the nuclear reactions at very low cross-section.
TNSA was intensively studied in the last years; experiments [10] and models [11] show that
this acceleration scheme works very well for the surface protons acceleration. Protons and ions
flows are expected expanding along a cone, whose axis is normal to the target surface [12]. The
observed energy distributions present an exponential shape [13] with a high-energy cut-off, linearly
depending on the laser intensity [10] and scaling with the atomic number.
A simple description of the TNSA mechanism is the following: laser driven electrons penetrate
the foil, escape at the rear side of the target inducing a strong longitudinal electric field (~TV/m),
which ionizes atoms in the surface layer and accelerates them in the target normal direction. Typically, this field accelerates simultaneously several ion species, but suffers of two drawbacks. The
first is related to the fact that only a thin layer of ions on the back surface of the foil is accelerated.
This is called “surface acceleration” and it is less efficient with respect to the “volumetric acceleration”, which is originated by the bulk material. The second drawback arises from acceleration of
contaminants layers (hydrocarbon, water, etc.) present on both sides of the target foils. The protons
of contaminant layer are accelerated at first, due to their lower charge-to-mass ratio, thus shielding
the region behind the front and inhibiting the acceleration of heavier ions.
Several experiments have demonstrated that, even though the thickness of the contaminant is
only few nanometers, this is sufficient to damp the acceleration of heavier ions [14, 15]. Other
experiments, in which hydrogen-rich contaminant layers were removed from the target, either by
thermal heating [16, 17] by an argon-ion sputter gun [18, 19] or using a secondary laser to ablate
the surface [20, 21], have showed more efficient acceleration of the bulk target material.
Target cleaning is technologically challenging, therefore the aim of this work is to understand
if heavier ions can be efficiently accelerated in the TNSA regime when contaminants are present.
A systematic experimental investigation to identify the role of surface contaminants and volume
contribution was carried out by using a Thomson parabola Spectrometer (TPS) with adequate
charged species discrimination capability in order to detect the energy spectra of individual ion
species.
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Results and discussion

Deuterated plastic targets were irradiated by changing the focal conditions in order to investigate
the behaviour of the accelerated ions.
Typical energy spectra for the all detected species (protons, deuterons and carbons of different
charge states) are shown in figure 1. As expected from TNSA mechanism, broad Maxwellianlike shapes are produced (i.e. a linear drop is observed in the semilog-scale). Since during the
measurements we focused our attention on highest energies values, the electric and magnetic fields
have been chosen in such a way to have a broad high-energy region. For this reason, due to the
MCP dimension, protons and deuterons at lower energies were cut in the spectra.
Our goal was to investigate the behaviour of superficial protons acceleration versus deuterons
bulk emission. Therefore, the cut-off energies of the two ion species were obtained from energy
spectra in different laser focus conditions. The results are plotted in figure 2.
Protons and deuterons cut-off energies exhibit an opposite trend: where protons exhibit a
maximum, corresponding to the best focus, deuterons show a minimum. Therefore, the contribution
of surface seems to prevail in the optimal z-focus, while in off-focus positions the two contributions
(surface and bulk target) tend to equalize [25]. Focus conditions were monitored by means of a
pin-diode, plotted in same graph of figure 2, and giving information about X-rays flux.
Protons and deuterons spectra were also integrated in order to obtain information about the
total yield, in arbitrary units, as reported in table I. The mean values were estimated among different
focus condition, because we did not observe significant changes within the error by changing the
focusing conditions.
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The preliminary tests for studies of nuclear reactions at ELI-NP [22] have been performed at the
Intense Laser Irradiation Laboratory (ILIL) in Pisa. A Ti:Sapphire laser system, which delivers 40
fs - 800 nm pulses with energy on target up to 450 mJ, was employed. The ILIL laser pulse exhibits
an ASE (Amplified Spontaneous Emission) contrast greater than 1010 and a ps contrast of 105 at
1ps before the peak pulse. The beam is focused on the target at an angle of incidence of 15°using
an off-axis parabolic mirror; the corresponding maximum intensity at the target position was up to
2 ⇥ 1019 W/cm2 . Furthermore the target was mounted on a three-axis translation stage system and
centered respect a 640 mm diameter interaction chamber.
Deuterated plastic (CD2 ) 10 µm thick foil was used as a target. The choice of this material
is based on two points. Since the target is composed of deuteron and carbon atoms, protons are
certainly originated from surface impurities. Moreover, after protons, deuterons are the ions with
smallest atomic mass, thus they are more easily detectable than heavier ions.
To investigate ions acceleration [23] in laser-matter interaction, at TNSA regime, a Thomson
Parabola Spectrometer was employed. It was placed normally to the target rear side, housed in
a separate vacuum chamber, operating at a pressure of 10 6 Torr, and differentially pumped with
respect to the main target chamber. Details about TPS are given elsewhere [24]. The ions position
is detected using an imaging system consisting of a micro-channel plate coupled to a phosphor
screen, 75 mm in diameter (MCP-PH), and an EMCCD camera.

2017 JINST 12 C04011

Figure 1. Left — Comparison between protons and deuterons spectra. Right — Comparison among
(C+ ,C+2 ,C+3 and C+4 ) spectra showing the Coulomb shift. Maxwellian fits are also plotted.

Figure 2. Trend of the maximum energy values at the cut_off versus z-focus, for a CD2 target.
Table 1. Mean protons and deuterons yield.

Protons yield (a.u.)
Deuterons yield (a.u.)

1.26 ⇥ 107 ±5.78 ⇥ 106
1.61 ⇥ 105 ±7.67 ⇥ 104
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We can conclude that at 0°, where TP has been placed, the surface contribution (in terms of
number of protons) is dominant compared to deuterons bulk emission. The total yields, both for
protons and deuterons, have not dependence from focus laser condition.
Concerning the carbons energy spectra, as can be noticed, each spectrum shows a different
energy threshold, which is shifted at higher energies relying to the different charge state; while the
total yield seams behaving vary similarly to that of deuterons.

5

Conclusions
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Transition from Coherent to
Stochastic electron heating
in ultrashort relativistic laser
interaction with structured targets
G. Cristoforetti 1, P. Londrillo2, P. K. Singh3, F. Baffigi1, G. D’Arrigo4, Amit D. Lad3,
R. G. Milazzo4, A. Adak3, M. Shaikh3, D. Sarkar3, G. Chatterjee3, J. Jha3, M. Krishnamurthy3,
G. R. Kumar3 & L. A. Gizzi 1,5
Relativistic laser interaction with micro- and nano-scale surface structures enhances energy transfer
to solid targets and yields matter in extreme conditions. We report on the comparative study of lasertarget interaction mechanisms with wire-structures of different size, revealing a transition from a
coherent particle heating to a stochastic plasma heating regime which occurs when migrating from
micro-scale to nano-scale wires. Experiments and kinetic simulations show that large gaps between
the wires favour the generation of high-energy electrons via laser acceleration into the channels while
gaps smaller than the amplitude of electron quivering in the laser field lead to less energetic electrons
and multi-keV plasma generation, in agreement with previously published experiments. Plasma
filling of nano-sized gaps due to picosecond pedestal typical of ultrashort pulses strongly affects
the interaction with this class of targets reducing the laser penetration depth to approximately one
hundred nanometers. The two heating regimes appear potentially suitable for laser-driven ion/electron
acceleration schemes and warm dense matter investigation respectively.
Relativistic interaction of an ultrashort laser pulse with micro- or nano-structured targets has recently stimulated
a large interest for possible application in many fields, including Inertial Confinement Fusion1, laser-driven ion/
electron acceleration2, 3 or warm dense matter creation4. The reason for such an interest lies in a more efficient
absorption of the laser energy, if compared to a flat target. In the more favourable cases5 absorption can be as
high as 90% and the enhancement in absorption is mainly due to the extended penetration depth of laser light
into the nanostructured target compared to the collisionless skin depth of a flat target, resulting in a much longer
interaction time.
Depending on the target geometry, improved laser-plasma coupling can result in volumetric heating of dense
matter up to extreme temperatures4, stronger X-ray emission6 and/or efficient generation and guiding of energetic
electrons/ions7–12.
A pioneering work in this area is that of Murnane et al.13 where gold gratings and gold nanoclusters were
introduced to enhance target absorptivity. Gordon et al.14 and Kulcsar et al.15, then showed a significant enhancement of X-ray emission by using nanostructured surfaces. Since then several target geometries have been tested
both in experiments and in numerical simulations, in a wide range of laser intensities from 1014 to 1022 W/cm2,
including wires/nano-brush4, 6, 11, 12, nano-spheres2, 16, gratings17, nano-holes18, nano/microtubes3, 7. However, in
spite of the considerable amount of experimental data, a satisfactory knowledge of the key control parameters is
still missing, thereby limiting the exploitation of this class of targets for applications. This is also due to the many
experimental parameters affecting the Laser Target Interaction regime of published experiments, the most relevant being the morphology of the nanostructures and the laser temporal contrast ratio (i.e. the ratio of the peak
intensity to the pedestal intensity), often poorly known.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup (left). SEM images of MicroWires (MW) (right top) and of NanoWires (NW)
(right bottom) targets.

The critical role played by the geometry of the structures can be easily understood by comparing their characteristic dimensions with the typical scales affecting the interaction process such as the collisionless skin depth,
the spatial excursion of quivering electrons in the laser field, the laser wavelength and the density scale-length,
usually in the range between 10 nm and 1 µm. It is therefore reasonable to expect that when the dimensions of
the structures fall below such values, the interaction will change dramatically. From an experimental viewpoint
an ideal investigation path would require a parametric study of the interaction by changing gradually the target
geometry. Because of the limitations in making suitable targets with tuneable structure dimensions, this approach
is not feasible. Furthermore, in spite of the major recent enhancements of the temporal contrast of laser systems,
experiments at high laser intensities are always systematically affected by premature plasma formation that can
modify the target prior to the time of peak intensity. In fact, while ns-scale amplified spontaneous emission can
be suppressed to levels below plasma formation threshold, the inherent picosecond pedestal will inevitably affect
the interaction, giving rise to a preformed plasma with a characteristic scale-length specific of each laser system
and partially dependent on target materials. Just as an example, for a relativistic pulse of peak intensity of 1019 W/
cm2, a contrast of 106 just a few ps before the laser peak can produce a pre-plasma with a scale-length of the order
of 100 nm, which can be larger than the gap between the structures in the target. Moreover, the plasma formation
threshold of nanostructured targets is usually much lower than that of flat targets, because of the higher absorption efficiency19.
In this paper we show the effects of nanostructure dimensions on the interaction at relativistic intensities,
using silicon wires targets. Nano-sized wires/gaps and micro-sized wires separated by hundreds of nanometers
are used to investigate absorption and hot electron generation via dedicated experiments and two dimensional
particle-in-cell (2D PIC) simulations. In the experiments, laser target interaction is investigated by characterizing the hot electrons emitted in the backward direction and by systematically comparing the resulting electron spectra with those obtained by using a flat silicon target. Compared with forward escaping fast electrons,
backward emitted hot electrons (BWE) are not affected by the interaction with the bulk target substrate and the
refluxing inside it, so their properties can be easily referred to the interaction region and modelled by PIC codes.
We show that wires gap and size significantly affect laser interaction with the electrons; while nano-wires/gaps,
strongly affected by any residual pre-plasma, feature an efficient laser absorption via low-energy, few keV electrons and rapidly generate a hot dense plasma, micro-wires/gaps yield a cooler plasma and a high-energy electron
component.

Experimental setup

The experiment was carried out at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research TIFR laboratory in Mumbai, using
a Ti:Sapphire CPA laser system that delivers 800 nm, 25 fs laser pulses at a maximum energy of 600 mJ (~20 TW).
The p-polarized laser beam was focussed on the target with an incidence angle of 30° to an elliptical spot of
~10 × 15 µm FWHM by means of an f/2.5 off-axis parabolic mirror (Fig. 1). The temporal profile of the laser pulse
was measured by a third order cross-correlation technique and showed a contrast value of the main peak with
Scientific RepoRts | 7: 1479 | DOI:10.1038/s41598-017-01677-5
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respect to the ns-long amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) of ~3 × 109 and with respect to a 3 ps pedestal of
~106. The laser irradiance on the target at the best focus was varied in the range Iλ2 = (1.5 – 3) ⋅ 1018 W µm2 cm−2
(a0 = 1–1.4).
Spectra of hot electrons emitted at angles of 0° and 60° were measured by two absolutely calibrated electron
spectrometers (ESMs) as sketched in Fig. 1. The ESMs consisted of a 0.1 T dipole magnet and an image plate and
detected electrons in the energy range (0.1–7.0) MeV.
Three types of silicon targets were used including optically polished FS (Flat Silicon), NanoWires (NW) and
MicroWire (MW) targets. Scanning Electron Micrographs (SEM) of the targets are shown in Fig. 1. The MW
targets consisted of pillars of length ~10 µm and 800 nm diameter regularly distributed on a Si surface in a grid
and separated by 200 nm gaps (fill factor = 0.64). The lateral walls of the pillars were partially ragged by the fabrication process. The NW targets were formed by nanowires of length ~8 µm and diameter ∼10–20 nm, randomly
distributed onto a Si surface, separated by 10–50 nm, resulting in a fill factor in the range 0.04–0.2. The MW and
NW targets used in our study, therefore, differ both in the size of the wires and of the gaps.
Light scattered in the specular direction was collected and analysed by a compact spectrometer (350–800 nm)
via an optical fiber to monitor the occurrence of three-halves harmonic (λ ~ 533 nm), which is here used a signature of preplasma formation19.

Results

The formation of a preplasma before the arrival of the main laser peak
can damage the structures on the target surface and fill the gaps between them, strongly affecting the interaction of the main peak. A meaningful understanding and modelling of the experimental observations therefore
requires a careful characterization of such a preplasma, experimentally or by means of numerical simulations. A
mean to accomplish this task is to monitor the formation of three-halves laser harmonic in the emission spectra.
The (3/2)ω 0 emission arises from the mixing of laser light with electron plasma waves produced by
two-plasmon decay (TPD) instability20. TPD occurs in the underdense plasma at an electron density nc/4, nc being
the critical density, and needs a sufficiently large density scalelength L pp = ne /(dne /dx ) to grow, usually L pp > λ 0
for ultrashort laser irradiation21, 22. Therefore, the detection of 3/2ω0 emission can be used as an indirect indicator
of the presence of a pre-plasma19. At the lowest laser irradiance explored here (Iλ2 = 1.5 ⋅ 1018 W µm2 cm−2), the
3/2ω0 harmonic was never detected in our experiment, suggesting than L pp
λ 0 during the main peak interaction, as expected, considering the large ASE contrast. A short pre-plasma in the nm range is however expected to
be generated by the ps pedestal that overcomes the plasma formation threshold. The order of magnitude of Lpp can
be estimated by assuming that the pre-plasma formation occurs 3 ps before the peak of the pulse, where the contrast ratio is approximately 106, and successively expands at the ion-acoustic wave speed. Considering a
pre-plasma temperature ≈10 eV and Z = 3, as given by hydrodynamic simulations, we obtain Lpp ≈ 35 nm. This
value is in the range of the separation of the NWs (10–50 nm) suggesting that tiny structures with gaps of tens of
nanometers are likely to be strongly affected by such a small, ubiquitous pre-plasma. In contrast, the laser interaction with MW targets is expected to be marginally perturbed by this effect.

Preplasma and target structures.

Energy spectra of hot electrons for the MW target irradiated at
Iλ2 = 1.5 ⋅ 1018 W µm2 cm−2 detected in the direction normal to the target are shown in Fig. 2a. They show a
significantly larger flux with respect to the flat target. Also the temperature Thot, calculated by fitting the spectra
with an exponential distribution, is found to be as high as 180 keV for MW targets and 36 keV for flat targets,
showing a dramatic five-fold increase. Similar results were obtained from spectra measured at 60° from the target
normal.
To check the role of a short pre-plasma on the observed rise of hot electrons, we repeated the measurements at
twice the laser irradiance, where a larger Lpp would be expected. At Iλ2 = 3 ⋅ 1018 W µm2 cm−2, a broad and weak
3/2ω0 emission centred at ~535 nm was detected for MW targets while it was not detected in FS targets. This result
suggests that gaps between MWs could be partially filled by underdense plasma during the ps pedestal. In these
circumstances, 3/2ω0 emission could be explained by the occurrence of TPD instability along the plasma channels
between the wires. Electron spectra measured with MW at Iλ2 = 3 ⋅ 1018 W µm2 cm−2 reveal a less efficient generation of high-energy electrons characterized by a lower Thot (Fig. 2a). This suggests that the damage of the
wire-structure over the surface, associated to the partial filling of the gaps, results in a less efficient laser-plasma
coupling and electron acceleration.
Measurements carried out with NW targets did not show any 3/2ω0 emission at any laser irradiance in the
range explored. BWE spectra exhibit an amount of hot electrons larger than that generated with a FS target, as
shown in Fig. 2b for I = 3 ⋅ 1018 W µm2 cm−2. However, the enhancement of both flux and temperature of hot
electrons is smaller than the values observed for MW targets, particularly for electrons measured in the normal
direction. At θ = 0°, the amount of hot electrons is approximately 30 times higher than for a FS target, while Thot
is approximately the same in the measurement uncertainty. The ESM at θ = 60° yielded a larger total flux and a
higher temperature of 70 keV, revealing anisotropic generation of hot electrons (Fig. 2b).

Energy spectra of hot electrons.

Kinetic simulations and interaction mechanisms. MicroWire Targets. Fully kinetic PIC numerical
simulations were carried out using the Aladyn23 code in 2D Cartesian geometry. The simulated MW target was
designed using realistic sizes, ly = 800 nm for solid material and dly = 200 nm for the gap size. The main pulse
impinges on the tip of nanostructures at t = 48 fs. Calculated spectra of high-energy BW electrons for MW and
FS targets are reported in Fig. 2c for a0 = 1. Spectra account for BW electrons (px < 0) in front of the target, (i.e.
integrated over all the emission angles) at time t = 100 fs, i.e. 52 fs after the main peak impinges on the tip of MWs.
22
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Figure 2. Experimental (a,b) and simulated (c,d) spectra of BW hot electrons and raw traces on the imageplate
for the different targets (e,f,g). (a) FS and MW targets (θ = 0°), Iλ2 = 1.5 ⋅ 1018 W µm2 cm−2 and
Iλ2 = 3 ⋅ 1018 W µm2 cm−2; (b) FS (θ = 0°) and NW (θ = 0° and 60°) targets, Iλ2 = 3 ⋅ 1018 W µm2 cm−2; (c) FS
and MW targets, 2D PIC at a0 = 1, t = 100 fs; (d) NW targets, 2D PIC at a0 = 1.5, t = 100 fs. The 2D PIC
spectrum obtained by filling the gaps between NWs with a pre-plasma of density 10 nc is also reported; (e,f,g)
Iλ2 = 3 ⋅ 1018 W µm2 cm−2; θ = 0°. For a fruitful comparison of the simulated with the experimental spectra the
number of electrons given by 2D simulations has been rescaled by a factor given by the extension of the 2D box
in the Z direction and by the solid angle.

Figure 3. (a) Energy absorbed by electrons and (b) electron heating, obtained by 2D PIC simulations. The
temperature here is calculated as the kinetic temperature averaged over all the electrons into the interaction
region, corresponding to a box having a transverse size equal to two times the laser waist and a depth of a
400 nm into the wires.
Simulated spectra show a fair quantitative agreement with experimental spectra measured in the corresponding conditions (Fig. 2a, Iλ2 = 1.5 ⋅ 1018 W µm2 cm−2) for the MW target, while Thot for FS target is to some extent
overestimated.
The simulation results provide us with an effective description of the interaction mechanism. The laser pulse
penetrates several microns beyond the tip of the MWs, which results in a significant enhancement of laser absorption (α ≈ 0.3) with respect to a planar surface (α ≈ 0.07) (Fig. 3a). Since the skin depth is much smaller than the
wire diameter, the structures are progressively eroded by the laser pulse. At the end of the interaction (t ~ 100 fs),
however, MWs are still well visible, with the gap channels filled by a 2–10 nc plasma and a skin depth layer of
30–50 nm, at the MW lateral wall, at a plasma density ≈60 nc. At this time, the core of MWs has an electron density of 100–150 nc and a temperature of around 0.8 keV, likely resulting from cold electron return currents or from
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Figure 4. EM field structure for FS (a,b), MW (c) and NW (d) (with no preplasma) targets at the time when
peak intensity reaches the target surface (t = 48 fs). In (e) field enhancement for NW target. (f) EM field
structure for NW target in the trailing part of the laser pulse (t = 66 fs).

electrons accelerated in the gap channels and penetrating the wire. These results suggest that the core is in a warm
dense matter regime at the end of the interaction.
According to our simulations, electrons retain almost completely the absorbed energy where only 10% of it is
transferred to ions at 200 fs after the laser peak. The large absorption results in a plasma temperature Te ≈ 1.6 keV,
significantly higher than the value obtained for FS targets Te ≈ 300–400 eV).
To gain insight into hot electron generation, it is helpful to observe the spatial distribution of the electromagnetic
field in FS and MW targets (Fig. 4). For a FS target, p-polarization results in a combination of stationary and travelling components. An electric field Ex (~3.4 TV/m at t = 50 fs) near the surface, travelling in the y direction, extracts
electrons from the target, according to Brunel’s model24 (Fig. 4a). The higher electric field ~2E0y (~6 TV/m) is however localized at a distance ≈λ0 cos(30°)/4 ≈ 175 nm from the surface, produced by the interference of incident and
reflecting light and resulting in a standing-wave (SW) pattern along the x direction (Fig. 4b). The maximum energy
that an electron reaches in vacuum is therefore ~Emax ≈ ( 1 + (2a0)2 − 1) ⋅ me c 2 ≈ 590 keV , which is much
higher than the electron mean oscillation energy in the laser field25. This estimation, similar to the one used by May
et al.26 and Kemp et al.27 for the interaction at normal incidence on a steep overdense target, is in a qualitative agreement with maximum electron energies obtained in our simulated and experimental spectra.
For a MW target, the standing-wave pattern in the x direction is still present in front of the target; however,
because of the larger absorption of the surface, the reflected wave is weaker and therefore the Ey maximum field is
slightly lower (~5 TV/m) than in a FS target (Fig. 4c). A travelling EM field (non SW) propagates into the channels
and is responsible for high-energy electron generation. The transverse Ey field extracts the electrons from the wire,
which successively quiver across the density gradient according to relativistic JxB force. Since the amplitude of oscillations is smaller than the channel size, many electrons quiver coherently without reaching the neighbouring wire
and acquire a net kinetic energy re-entering into the wire or entering an overdense region. A close look to the px vs
py phase space at the beginning of the interaction (Fig. 5a) shows evidence of a coherent forward acceleration along
the channels (central peak) and at angles corresponding to JxB quivering. A similar mechanism of forward acceleration of electrons along micro-sized channels was previously discussed by Jiang et al.11, although at a much higher
laser intensity ~1021 W cm−2. Although most of the hot electrons are accelerated forward, Fig. 5a shows the presence
of some backward hot electrons, of similar energy, whose trajectories are probably bent and randomized by magnetic
fields. The expected temperature of hot electrons accelerated in underdense plasma is that expressed by the Wilks
ponderomotive scaling28 Thot ≈ ( 1 + a02 − 1) ⋅ me c 2 ≈ 194 keV , which is in a good agreement with both experimental and numerical results.
NW targets were modelled by considering wires of 20 nm separated by 40 nm gaps. In
contrast to the experimental targets, wires are here regularly distributed onto the surface. As shown in Fig. 2d for
a pulse with amplitude a0 = 1.5, the number of generated BW HEs is slightly smaller than the experimental value
and their energy distribution, integrated over the entire emission angles, scarcely reproduces the experimental

NanoWire targets.
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Figure 5. Distribution in logarithmic scale of electron momenta Px vs. Py in the leading part of the laser pulse
(t = 40 fs).

one (I = 3 ⋅ 1018 W µm2 cm−2). PIC spectra, in fact, exhibit a lower amount of electrons with energy E ≤ 500 keV
and a tail of higher-energy electrons E ≥ 800 keV, emitted in the normal direction, which is not observed in the
experiment. The situation does not appreciably change by varying the fill factor of the structures. The discrepancy
with experimental data can be reduced by considering the presence of a tiny preplasma, which rapidly fills the
nm-scale gaps and reduces the laser penetration into the target. The effect of preplasma was tested by numerical
simulations by partially filling the gaps with a pre-plasma density of npp = 10 nc and npp = 20 nc. In Fig. 2d the BWE
spectrum obtained for a preplasma npp = 10 nc is reported. The growth of pre-plasma density produces a progressive reduction of the high-energy tail of BW electrons emitted normally to the target, and in the corresponding
growth of electrons with energy E ≤ 500 keV, resulting in a better agreement with the experimental spectrum
(blue curve in Fig. 2d). In particular, the temperature of hot electrons with E ≤ 500 keV decreases from 170 keV in
the case where the preplasma is not present to 110 keV and 90 keV for npp = 10 nc and npp = 20 nc, respectively,
approaching the value obtained for a flat target. The flux of hot electrons obtained with a preplasma is in agreement with the experimental results and remains at levels considerably higher than those obtained for a flat
target.
A picture of laser target interaction can again be drawn by observing the EM field distribution of the 2D simulations. In case of no initial pre-plasma into the channels, the laser initially enters between the wires (Fig. 4d).
A strong spatial modulation like a fine toothed-comb, with an evident field enhancement, is present at the target
surface (Fig. 4e), resulting in a much more efficient laser absorption than in a FS target. The large absorption at
this time hinders the formation of a clear SW pattern along x direction in front of the target.
PIC simulations show however that in the trailing part of the pulse the gaps are partially filled by the plasma,
expanding preferentially between the wires rather than in front of the target. At this time, no coherent EM field is
observed between the wires (Fig. 4f). The larger laser reflection now results in a clear SW pattern in front of the
target, even if the maximum EM field is lower than for a FS target.
In the actual interaction, a tenuous pre-plasma is already present between the wires at the arrival of the main
peak making the initial evolution of the fields similar to that observed above in the trailing part of the pulse. The
SW-pattern accompanied by a substantial absence of pre-plasma in front of the target, results in the generation of
hot electrons with an energy distribution similar to that obtained for a FS, as observed in the normal direction.
Here, however, their flux is enhanced by the larger absorption (Fig. 3b) resulting in a larger amount of electrons
reaching the SW accelerating fields. The oscillating EM field across the comb teeth, attenuated by the pre-plasma
presence, could result in the generation of hot electrons propagating mainly along the surface or at larger angles,
as experimentally observed, even if an accurate investigation of hot electron trajectory, accounting for magnetic
fields, is here needed. Laser interaction with the wires can be inferred by looking at the phase plot of electron
momenta into the interaction layer (Fig. 5b). Similar to the MW, the electrons are extracted by the wires and
accelerated by the laser field, but given the small gap between wires, the energy gain of the electrons is limited by
the collision with neighbouring wires and their trajectories are randomized. In this way, electrons are stochastically heated to a higher bulk electron temperature and the high-energy tail of forward hot electrons has a much
lower temperature than that obtained with a MW target. The target depth where the stochastic heating occurs,
however, decreases with the density of the preplasma present into the gaps approaching the interaction conditions
obtained by using a flat homogeneous target. For npp = 10 nc the laser penetration depth reduces approximately to
one hundred nanometers resulting also in a reduction of the total laser absorption, from α ≈ 0.5 (npp = 0) to
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α ≈ 0.29. In spite of the fact that the pre-plasma filling the gaps reduces the laser absorption to levels similar or
lower than for MW, the energy is now shared by a lower number of bulk electrons, due to the lower fill factor of
the target and to the lower temperature of HE. Therefore, NW targets results in higher plasma temperature, going
from Te ≈ 5.2 keV for npp = 0 to Te ≈ 3.6 keV for npp = 10 nc, calculated in an interaction layer of thickness 400 nm
and 100 nm, respectively. These values are in agreement with multi-keV temperatures obtained by Purvis et al.4,
who irradiated Au and Ni nanowires with a relativistic high-contrast laser at I = 5 ⋅ 1018 W cm−2. Simulations
also show that the abrupt leak of electrons from the nanowire, due to the quivering in the laser EM field, drives its
Coulomb explosion, resulting in a considerable and rapid transfer of energy to ions. This energy constitutes
35–40% of the total energy absorbed at 200 fs after the peak of the pulse.
The different interaction regime envisaged for MW and NW targets suggests that a suitable tailoring of the
surface can enhance its performance, depending on the desired aim. Additional preliminary results obtained by
a parametric investigation with 2D PIC simulations indicate that laser absorption rises for smaller NW sizes and
for larger gaps, while keeping the other parameter fixed. Larger values of laser absorption are therefore obtained
for smaller fill factors, reaching values α > 0.9 for a few-tens of nanometers tiny wires separated by hundreds of
nanometers gaps. In this case, only a small fraction of the laser energy is reflected by the tip of the NWs while
most of it penetrates between the wires and is absorbed by multiple reflection scattering. Moreover, since the skin
depth is only a few tens nanometers, the increase of NW size beyond this value does not provide an increment
of electrons capable of absorbing the laser light. These preliminary indications, however, do not account for the
possible presence of a tiny preplasma among the wires nor for the effects of 3D geometry on the laser interaction,
and therefore need an accurate validation which is out of the scope of the present work.

Conclusions and Outlook

In conclusion, our comparative study shows for the first time the role of key geometrical parameters in relativistic
laser interaction with nanostructured targets. Size and separation of wires were found to be governing parameters
in setting the interaction regime while taking into account realistic laser contrast. Gaps between structures play
a key role in determining the energy distribution of hot electrons. Larger gaps lead to high-energy hot electrons,
generated by coherent laser acceleration into the channels while small gaps give rise to a stochastic heating of the
electrons inhibiting the formation of high-energy hot electrons in favour of the formation of a hot, dense plasma.
In the first case, the enhanced generation of hot electrons makes targets with large gaps potentially suitable for
ion acceleration. In contrast, smaller gaps result in hot plasmas with temperatures reaching several keV, making
these targets suitable for warm dense matter investigation and strong shock generation. These targets are however
very sensitive to even tiny amount of pre-plasma generated by high-contrast laser pulses, which contribute to
prevent efficient acceleration of electrons but also tend to reduce the volumetric character and the efficiency of
laser absorption.

Methods

Particle In Cell simulations were carried out using the Aladyn20 code in 2D Cartesian geometry. The intensity of a
p-polarized laser pulse was modelized by a Gaussian profile in the transverse coordinate with focal spot of 10 µm
FWHM. The time profile on the focal plane was given by I (t ) = I0cos4 (πt /2τ ) where 2τ = 70 fs corresponds to a
pulse length τFWHM = 25 fs. The laser pulse enters in the computational (X, Y) box from the left edge, with incidence
angle α = 30° with respect to the target normal. The sizes of the numerical box were set to Lx = 40 µm and Ly = 50 µm
and the grid cell to dx = dy = 10 nm, assuring reasonable space-time resolution. The initial density of Si4+ ions was
set to nSi = 4.3 ⋅ 1022 cm−3, corresponding to a plasma electron density ne = 100 nc = 1.74 ⋅ 1023 cm−3. In the PIC
code, 256 (macro) electrons per cell were used. During dynamical laser-plasma interaction, field ionization using the
ADK model has been activated. At the intensities here considered, Si ions increases ionization levels from the initial
Z = 4 to a final Z = 8–10.
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Abstract: In this paper, we present the status of the line for laser-driven light ions acceleration (L3IA)
currently under implementation at the Intense Laser Irradiation Laboratory (ILIL), and we provide
an overview of the pilot experimental activity on laser-driven ion acceleration carried out in support
of the design of the line. A description of the main components is given, including the laser, the beam
transport line, the interaction chamber, and the diagnostics. A review of the main results obtained
so far during the pilot experimental activity is also reported, including details of the laser-plasma
interaction and ion beam characterization. A brief description of the preliminary results of a dedicated
numerical modeling is also provided.
Keywords: ultra-intense laser-matter interaction; laser-driven ion acceleration

1. Introduction
The development of novel ion acceleration techniques based on ultra-intense lasers has been
developing rapidly in the past decades due to the dramatic progress of laser systems capable of
delivering increasingly higher power laser pulses. Based on these developments, laser-driven
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acceleration is now moving from pure scientific exploration to applications. As described in details
in several recent review papers, the primary process known as Target Normal Sheath Acceleration
(TNSA) [1] is a robust mechanism to accelerate light ions from laser interaction with thin foil targets
with exceptional properties including high brightness and high spectral cut-off, high directionality
and laminarity, as well as short pulse duration. The process has been explored for a wide range of
laser and target parameters in addition to target specifications [2], and has proven to be reliable and
relatively easy to implement to accelerate light ions such as protons, deuterons, boron, carbon, oxygen,
to energies up to several tens of MeV using large laser systems producing sub-ps pulses with tens or
hundreds of Joules per pulse. The main challenges of the current research on TNSA include the control
of acceleration parameters, namely cut-off energy, beam divergence, charge, and emittance. At the
same time, experimental investigation is also being dedicated to target optimization and engineering,
looking at different properties of surface, geometry, and conductivity. Finally, post-acceleration
control is being tackled with special attention to selection, collimation [3], and, eventually, injection in
secondary acceleration structures, even using miniature target-driven guiding devices [4].
Indeed, ions beams produced with TNSA are ideal for applications where high ion flux is required
with relatively large energy spread. Examples of applications include injectors for high power ion
beams, neutron generation [5] for high power ion beams, and probes for fast evolving phenomena
like the ultrafast charging of laser-heated samples [6]. Additionally, laser-driven ion beams have
been proposed for space radiation studies and electronic components testing [7]. A more specific
application with potential impact on industry and cultural heritage is the proton-induced X-ray
emission spectroscopy (PIXE), which may be applicable with currently achievable TNSA performances
and may strongly benefit from the compactness of a multi-MeV laser-driven ion source [8]. For these
applications to emerge, the operation of laser-driven ion acceleration should be practical and reliable.
In this context, the operation of a compact, high-intensity proton beam line at 10 MeV has been
demonstrated recently [9]. However, for practical applications, compact, Joule-scale laser systems in the
sub-100 fs domain [10] are much more attractive [11] for their higher repetition rate, potentially reaching
the 100 Hz or even the kHz range with diode-pumping [12], which may allow future laser-driven
accelerators to reach a repetition rate in the kHz range. Here, we describe a new initiative aimed at
the construction of an all-optical accelerator line for light ions using a multi-J class, femtosecond laser
system. The line for laser-driven light ions acceleration (L3IA) project has the purpose of establishing
an outstanding beam-line operation of a laser-plasma source in Italy, taking advantage of the results
achieved so far in this field by the precursor experimental campaigns [13] and numerical modeling.
The beam-line will operate at a newly developed sub-petawatt (PW) scale laser installation to enter the
parameter range of ion acceleration currently being explored by leading European laboratories in this
field, and will provide an advanced test facility for the development and exploitation of laser-driven
ion sources. The beam-line development is linked to a strong research and development programme
with clear goals, deliverables, and objectives, implementing the required laser-plasma technology and
beam diagnostics and control techniques.
2. Materials and Methods: The ILIL-PW Laser Facility
The L3IA will be established at the Intense Laser Irradiation Laboratory and will be based at
INO-CNR where the ILIL-PW laser installation features a >200 TW laser system, a beam transport line,
and a multi-purpose interaction area with radiation shielding. An overview of the ILIL-PW facility
is shown in Figure 1, while a summary of the main laser parameters is given in the table of Table 1.
The 10-Hz front-end is shown schematically in Figure 2, with the oscillator producing 15 fs pulses at
approximately 6 nJ. A “booster” unit amplifies the oscillator pulse to the 10 µJ level and is followed
by a stretcher that delivers a chirped pulse with a duration of 600 ps to the regenerative amplifier.
The mJ energy pulse is further amplified by a 5-pass amplifier followed by a 4-pass amplifier, finally
delivering 600 mJ at 800 nm. The output pulses of the front-end are then transported to the final 4-pass
amplifier, pumped by four Nd:YAG lasers (Titan6 by Amplitude Technologies) delivering a total of
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24 J pulses at 532 nm at a maximum rep-rate of 5 Hz. The 800-nm pulse is thus amplified up to >7 J
Technologies) delivering a total of 24 J pulses at 532 nm at a maximum rep-rate of 5 Hz. The 800-nm pulse is
and compressed down to <25 fs. Pulse duration control is achieved through standard techniques
thus amplified up to >7 J and compressed down to <25 fs. Pulse duration control is achieved through standard
based on acousto-optical devices placed in the front-end to achieve control of spectral gain, phase, and
techniques based on acousto-optical devices placed in the front-end to achieve control of spectral gain, phase,
amplitude. The pulse energy losses due to acousto-optics devices are compensated in the amplification
and amplitude. The pulse energy losses due to acousto-optics devices are compensated
in the amplification
2 to operate well below the
stages. Pump fluence throughout the front-end system is kept below 1 J/cm
2
stages. Pump fluence throughout the front-end system is kept below 1 J/cm to operate well below the Ti:Sa
Ti:Sa crystal damage threshold [14], yielding a typical energy extraction efficiency of less than 30%.
crystal damage threshold [14], yielding a typical energy extraction efficiency of less than 30%.
The compressed pulse is then transported under vacuum to the octagonal interaction chamber
The compressed pulse is then transported under vacuum to the octagonal interaction chamber via two
via two remotely controlled, beam steering chambers. The beam is then focused on a target by an F/3
remotely controlled, beam steering chambers. The beam is then focused
on a target by an F/3 Off-Axis
Off-Axis Parabolic (OAP) mirror to an intensity in excess of 1020 W/cm2 . The interaction chamber
Parabolic (OAP) mirror to an intensity in excess of 1020 W/cm2. The interaction chamber is equipped with a
is equipped with a remotely controlled motorized target mount with a sub-micrometer resolution
remotely controlled motorized target mount with a sub-micrometer resolution capable of XYZ translation and
capable of XYZ translation and azimuthal rotation around the vertical axis.
azimuthal rotation around the vertical axis.

Figure 1. Schematic view of the ILIL-PW facility at INO, including the main amplifier room,
Figure 1. Schematic view of the ILIL-PW facility at INO, including the main amplifier room,
the shielded target area, and the laser-driven light ions acceleration (L3IA) dedicated line.
the shielded target area, and the laser-driven light ions acceleration (L3IA) dedicated line.
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Table 1. Summary table of the ILIL-PW laser parameters including the front-end and the full system after the
Table 1. Summary table of the ILIL-PW laser parameters including the front-end and the full system
two-step facility upgrade.
after the two-step facility upgrade.
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Front-end
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Pump Energy (J)
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12
24
Wavelength (nm)
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Pulse Duration
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12
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Energy Before
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36
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The output from the front-end can be compressed independently to deliver 450 mJ in a 30 fs
pulse with an M2 < 1.5 to a separate interaction chamber, which is used for the pilot experimental
activity. Cross-correlation measurement of the laser pulse show [15] that the front-end laser contrast
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Figure 2. Schematic view of the laser front-end, including the 10 TW compressor.
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Moreover, the higher contrast will allow sub-micron thickness targets to be used to increase the cut-off energy,
as recently investigated by our collaboration. Moreover, the higher contrast will allow sub-micron
as originally demonstrated by T. Ceccotti and co-workers [17]. In fact, our pilot experimental activity
thickness targets to be used to increase the cut-off energy, as originally demonstrated by T. Ceccotti
summarized below shows that the existing laser contrast gives rise to plasma formation with a micrometer
and co-workers [17]. In fact, our pilot experimental activity summarized below shows that the existing
spatial scale, which limits the use of this kind of target. Based on this enhancement of the laser performance,
laser contrast gives rise to plasma formation with a micrometer spatial scale, which limits the use
and on the additional increase of laser pulse energy described in Table 1, the second phase of the project is
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and energy selection and transport. Based on the output from the beam characterization phase, we will tune
project also includes post-acceleration manipulation of the accelerated ions, with collection, collimation,
and energy selection and transport. Based on the output from the beam characterization phase, we
will tune post-acceleration devices to obtain the highest collection and the highest throughput of
protons to the sample for pilot applications including radiobiology and PIXE studies. Our foreseen
applications have been selected on the basis of compatibility with the inherent properties of the
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post-acceleration devices to obtain the highest collection and the highest throughput of protons to the sample
TNSA-accelerated
beam of radiobiology
protons, namely
and large
peak current.
setup
for pilot
applications including
and large
PIXE energy
studies.spread
Our foreseen
applications
haveOur
been
selected
will
include
a
vacuum-air
interface
to
access
the
beam
in
air
and
provide
sample
exposure
at
standard
on the basis of compatibility with the inherent properties of the TNSA-accelerated beam of protons, namely
and temperature.
A quantitative
design
of will
this transport
is currently
in progress
andthe
willbeam
largepressure
energy spread
and large peak
current. Our
setup
include a line
vacuum-air
interface
to access
beand
the subject
future publications.
in air
provideofsample
exposure at standard pressure and temperature. A quantitative design of this
transport line is currently in progress and will be the subject of future publications.
4. Results: Numerical Investigation of TNSA Regime
4. Results:
Numerical
Investigation
ofcarried
TNSA Regime
Numerical
simulations
were
out using the ALaDyn code [18] following the prospects
outlined
in the
table of Table
We considered
laser
pulse with
duration
of t =
25–40
fs full outlined
width in
Numerical
simulations
were1.
carried
out usingathe
ALaDyn
codea[18]
following
the
prospects
half maximum
and a Gaussian
focal spot
7.5 µm, with
energy
the maximum
range
the table
of Table 1.(FWHM)
We considered
a laser pulse
withDaf =duration
of τ =an25–40
fs per
full pulse
widthinhalf
19 to 5 ⇥ 1020 and the normalized
of
E
=
0.4–6
J.
The
corresponding
peak
intensity
ranges
from
2
⇥
10
L
(FWHM) and a Gaussian focal spot Df = 7.5 μm, with an energy per pulse in the range of EL = 0.4–6 J.
2
18 W/cm2 )1/2 ranges from 3 to 15. Some simulations with higher intensity
a0 = 0.85(Il
The intensity
corresponding
peak/10
intensity
ranges from 2 × 1019 to 5 × 1020 and the normalized intensity
were also
The lower
intensity
to thehigher
front-end
laser were
operation,
which
2/10considered.
18 W/cm2)1/2 ranges
a0 = 0.85(Iλ
from
3 to 15. value
Some corresponds
simulations with
intensity
also considered.
has
been
extensively
explored
[15,19,20]
and
was
found
to
be
fully
consistent
with
the
above
scaling.
The lower intensity value corresponds to the front-end laser operation, which has been extensively explored
In theand
simulations,
thetolaser
impinges
with different
= 0 , 10In, 15
30 on a fullythe
ionized,
CH2
[15,19,20]
was found
be fully
consistent
with theangles
aboveqscaling.
the, simulations,
laser impinges
23
3
with aangles
thickness
2–2.5
µm30°
and
density CH
ne =2 100n
= 1.74
⇥ 10 cmlth =. No
effects
th =10°,
withslab
different
θ = l0°,
15°,
onelectronic
a fully ionized,
slab cwith
a thickness
2–2.5
μm and
originating
from
pre-plasma
due
to
finite
pre-pulse
are
taken
into
account.
The
first
outcome
of
23
−3
electronic density ne = 100nc = 1.74 × 10 cm . No effects originating from pre-plasma due to finite pre-pulse
Particle
Inaccount.
Cell (PIC)
investigation
summarized
in Cell
Figure
3 shows
a significant
dependence
of proton
are taken
into
The
first outcome
of Particle In
(PIC)
investigation
summarized
in Figure
3 shows
acceleration
on
the
laser
incidence
angle,
but
only
at
lower
intensities
a
<
5.
In
this
range,
going
from
0
a significant dependence of proton acceleration on the laser incidence angle, but only at lower intensities
= 0 togoing
q = 30from
, theincidence
proton cut-off
energy
40%. At
higher
intensities,
a0 >by
10,40%.
a0 < incidence
5. In this qrange,
θ = 0°
to θ =increases
30°, theby
proton
cut-off
energy
increases
this factor
drops to
fewfactor
percentage
points.
At higher
intensities,
a0 only
> 10, athis
drops to
only a few percentage points.

Figure
3. Calculated protons cut-off energy (MeV) at different laser intensities with strength
Figure 3. Calculated protons cut-off energy (MeV) at different laser intensities with strength parameter
parameter
a0 =Data
3–20.onData
on the
line to
alllaser
referpulse
to laser
pulsetduration
τ = 30 fs,angle
incidence
a0 = 3–20.
the red
line red
all refer
duration
= 30 fs, incidence
q = 10 angle
,
θ = 10°,
and
target
thickness
l
th = 2 μm. Different data at a0 = 3, Emax = [1.2, 1.4, 1.82] MeV refer to
and target thickness lth = 2 µm. Different data at a0 = 3, Emax = [1.2, 1.4, 1.82] MeV refer to different
different
incidence
(θ ).= The
0–30°).
The
lower
at a0 to
= 10
referslthto= a2.5larger
= 2.5 target
incidence
angles angles
(q = 0–30
lower
value
at a0value
= 10 refers
a larger
targetlth
thickness,
thickness,
whereas
the
lower
value
at
a
0
=
15
refers
to
a
lower
τ
=
25
fs
pulse
duration.
TNSA:
Target
whereas the lower value at a0 = 15 refers to a lower t = 25 fs pulse duration. TNSA: Target Normal
Normal
Sheath
Acceleration.
Sheath
Acceleration.
In PIC simulations, systematic parametric scans are necessarily restricted to 2D geometry. The main
In PIC simulations, systematic parametric scans are necessarily restricted to 2D geometry.
difficulty to extract useful quantitative information on proton acceleration is that 2D TNSA models give a
The main difficulty to extract useful quantitative information on proton acceleration is that 2D TNSA
logarithmic increase with time of the Em(t) energy. The choice of a definite time at which to stop the simulation
models give a logarithmic increase with time of the Em (t) energy. The choice of a definite time at
to evaluate the final proton energy is therefore intrinsically arbitrary. To overcome this limitation, a method
which to stop the simulation to evaluate the final proton energy is therefore intrinsically arbitrary.
has been introduced [21] that allows a unique proton energy, the so-called asymptotic E value, to be extracted
To overcome this limitation, a method has been introduced [21] that allows a unique proton energy, the
using only the information on the growth rate of energy in a finite time range. The results reported in Figure
so-called asymptotic E value, to be extracted using only the information on the growth rate of energy
3 were consistent with this approach, which enabled a more detailed description of the intensity and angular
in a finite time range. The results reported in Figure 3 were consistent with this approach, which
dependence of TNSA cut-off energy.
enabled a more detailed description of the intensity and angular dependence of TNSA cut-off energy.
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5. Results: Pilot Experimental Activity
The pilot experimental activity presented here was carried out using the laser pulse at the output
of the front-end. The pulse was compressed in a separate compressor chamber and focused, at an
angle of incidence of 15 or 30 , using an f/4.5 off-axis parabolic mirror (OAP), in a spot size of 6.2 µm
(FWHM), giving a nominal intensity on the target of about 2 ⇥ 1019 (a0 = 3). A schematic view of
the pilot experimental setup is given in Figure 4. Special attention was dedicated in the experimental
campaign to the target integrity prior to the arrival of the main pulse on the target, which strongly
depends on the temporal profile of the laser pulse [22].

Figure 4. Schematic view of the experimental setup showing the main diagnostics, including the
optical spectroscopy of the specular reflection, the rear side optical imaging, and the magnetic electron
spectrometer of the forward escaping electrons. A Thomson Parabola ion spectrometer was used in
place of the electron spectrometer to detect forward accelerated ions. CCD: Charge Coupled Device;
TR: Optical Transition Radiation.

To this purpose, we used optical spectroscopy of the light scattered in the specular direction to
monitor the generation of second harmonic emission, 2w L , and (3/2)w L of the incident laser light.
These components of the scattered radiation are associated with the coupling of the laser light at the
critical density and at the quarter critical density, respectively [23]. In fact, the formation of even a very
small pre-plasma before of the arrival of the main pulse can provide suitable conditions for the growth
of stimulated instabilities including the Stimulated Raman Scattering and the Two Plasmon Decay.
Electron plasma waves at w L /2 generated by the instabilities can couple non-linearly with incident
laser light and give rise to (3/2)w L emission. This emission is therefore a signature of the presence
of even a small pre-plasma. Second harmonic emission in the specular direction is instead generated
by the non-linear interaction of the main laser pulse at the critical density [24]. Therefore, second
harmonic emission can be taken as a signature of the presence of a critical density layer in the plasma
at the time of interaction of the main pulse, a prerequisite for the interaction with an over-dense target
and the occurrence of TNSA. In our experiments, in spite of the increase of the (3/2)w L intensity, the
intensity of the 2w L emission remained significant, indicating that the laser contrast in the best focus
was sufficient to ensure the survival of the target rear surface and, therefore, the proper onset of the
TNSA accelerating field.
Another crucial issue in this class of experiments is the control of the irradiation intensity on
the target, which is complicated by the typically very short depth of focus of the focusing optics.
These circumstances make the irradiation intensity very sensitive to small changes in the position of
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the target relative to the best focus. Also, small changes in the thermal lensing in the laser amplifiers
may lead to changes in the position of the best focus which, if not compensated for, can change
Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 984
irradiation conditions. To this purpose, as shown in Figure 4, optical imaging of the rear side of7 of 10
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across the rear surface [25], and is therefore a useful additional indicator of the integrity of the target
We also measured fast electron emission from the target rear side in the forward direction.
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Figure 5. (a) Rear side optical imaging showing Optical Transition Radiation from fast electrons from
Figure 5. (a) Rear side optical imaging showing Optical Transition Radiation from fast electrons from
laser irradiation of 10-μm thick Al foil at the best focus position. The insert shows the raw spectrum
laser irradiation of 10-µm thick Al foil at the best focus position. The insert shows the raw spectrum of
of fast electrons obtained with a permanent magnet spectrometer. (b) Same image, but with the
fast electrons obtained with a permanent magnet spectrometer. (b) Same image, but with the target
target
displaced
by two
Rayleigh
lengths
(100 μm).
displaced
by two
Rayleigh
lengths
(100 µm).
6. Results: Ion Detection
6. Results: Ion Detection
Concerning ion detection, a range of diagnostics was used in our experiments to measure ion acceleration,
Concerning ion detection, a range of diagnostics was used in our experiments to measure ion
including radio-chromic films (GAF), CR39, Thomson Parabola, and Time of Flight (TOF) diamond detectors.
acceleration, including radio-chromic films (GAF), CR39, Thomson Parabola, and Time of Flight (TOF)
Normally, Thomson Parabola, and TOF detectors were used simultaneously so that a cross-comparison of the
diamond detectors. Normally, Thomson Parabola, and TOF detectors were used simultaneously so that
signals obtained from the two devices was possible. This was done in view of a possible use of the diamond
a cross-comparison of the signals obtained from the two devices was possible. This was done in view
detector for on-line direct detection of accelerated ions during normal beamline operation. A detailed
of a possible use of the diamond detector for on-line direct detection of accelerated ions during normal
discussion of all these measurements with different detectors is given elsewhere [15,19]. Here, we focus our
beamline operation. A detailed discussion of all these measurements with different detectors is given
attention on the interpretation of the TOF signal in particular. The plot of Figure 6a shows the TOF signal
elsewhere [15,19]. Here, we focus our attention on the interpretation of the TOF signal in particular.
obtained with the diamond detector from the irradiation of a 5 μm thick Mylar target and with a laser angle
The plot of Figure 6a shows the TOF signal obtained with the diamond detector from the irradiation of
of incidence on the target of 30°. The detector was placed at a distance of 30 cm and was filtered using a 12 μm
a 5 µm thick Mylar target and with a laser angle of incidence on the target of 30 . The detector was
thick Al foil. The strong peak at −10 ns was originally attributed to a combination of X-rays and fast electrons
placed at a distance of 30 cm and was filtered using a 12 µm thick Al foil. The strong peak at 10 ns
reaching the detector soon after the interaction.
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was originally attributed to a combination of X-rays and fast electrons reaching the detector soon after
the interaction.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) Raw signal of the diamond Time of Flight (TOF) detector showing the ion signal from
Figure 6. (a) Raw signal of the diamond Time of Flight (TOF) detector showing the ion signal from the
the irradiation
of a 5 μm thick Mylar target corresponding to ions between 1.9 MeV and 0.8 MeV.
irradiation of a 5 µm thick Mylar target corresponding to ions between 1.9 MeV and 0.8 MeV. T = 0 is
T = 0arbitrary
is arbitrary
inplot.
this The
plot.strong
The strong
emission
at ns
T is
= −10
ns is due
the signal
due to fast
in this
emission
at T = 10
the signal
to fast electrons.
(b)electrons.
Same
(b) Same
measurement
as
(a),
but
with
magnetic
shielding
in
front
of
the
diamond
detector.
The blue
measurement as (a), but with magnetic shielding in front of the diamond detector. The blue arrow
arrow
indicate
the
onset
of
the
ion
signal
corresponding
to
the
cut-off
energy.
indicate the onset of the ion signal corresponding to the cut-off energy.
This peak is followed by the actual ion signal that, as shown by the blue arrow, starts at 4 ns, namely,
This peak is followed by the actual ion signal that, as shown by the blue arrow, starts at 4 ns,
15 ns after the starting of the photo-peak. Taking into account the TOF distance and assuming a signal
namely, 15 ns after the starting of the photo-peak. Taking into account the TOF distance and assuming
predominantly due to protons that have the highest charge-to-mass ratio, calculations yield a high energy cuta signal predominantly due to protons that have the highest charge-to-mass ratio, calculations
off of approximately 2 MeV. A similar measurement carried out placing a magnetic dipole with a 1T magnetic
yield a high energy cut-off of approximately 2 MeV. A similar measurement carried out placing
ﬁeld in front of the diamond detector is shown in Figure 6b. This measurement shows that the peak at −10 ns
a magnetic dipole with a 1T magnetic field in front of the diamond detector is shown in Figure 6b.
is strongly reduced, leaving a clean proton signal, indicating that the peak was due to the presence of fast
This measurement shows that the peak at 10 ns is strongly reduced, leaving a clean proton signal,
electrons that are stopped by the strong magnetic field. Incidentally, the measurements of Figure 6 were
indicating that the peak was due to the presence of fast electrons that are stopped by the strong
obtained at the 30° angle of incidence, which is comparable to the maximum energy of 1.9 MeV obtained [15]
magnetic field. Incidentally, the measurements of Figure 6 were obtained at the 30 angle of incidence,
on the 10 μm Al target at a 15° angle of incidence, indicating that such a change in the angle of incidence does
which is comparable to the maximum energy of 1.9 MeV obtained [15] on the 10 µm Al target at a 15
not lead to significant changes of the interaction conditions. This is consistent with the numerical simulation
angle of incidence, indicating that such a change in the angle of incidence does not lead to significant
results of Figure 3 where, for similar values of laser intensity, no significant dependence on the angle of
changes of the interaction conditions. This is consistent with the numerical simulation results of
incidence was expected. A more systematic investigation is planned to confirm the observed behavior with
Figure 3 where, for similar values of laser intensity, no significant dependence on the angle of incidence
the angle of incidence and target thickness.
was expected. A more systematic investigation is planned to confirm the observed behavior with the
angle of incidence and target thickness.
7. Conclusions
7. Conclusions
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quite complete characterization of the laser-target interaction regime in our experimental conditions
and a reference set of ion acceleration data for the upcoming upgrade of the laser installation that is
expected to soon provide a >20-fold increase in the laser power.
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The Target Normal Sheath Acceleration regime for proton acceleration by laser pulses is
experimentally consolidated and fairly well understood. However, uncertainties remain in the
analysis of particle-in-cell simulation results. The energy spectrum is exponential with a cut-off,
but the maximum energy depends on the simulation time, following different laws in two and three
dimensional (2D, 3D) PIC simulations so that the determination of an asymptotic value has some
arbitrariness. We propose two empirical laws for the rise time of the cut-off energy in 2D and 3D
PIC simulations, suggested by a model in which the proton acceleration is due to a surface charge
distribution on the target rear side. The kinetic energy of the protons that we obtain follows two distinct laws, which appear to be nicely satisfied by PIC simulations, for a model target given by a uniform foil plus a contaminant layer that is hydrogen-rich. The laws depend on two parameters: the
scaling time, at which the energy starts to rise, and the asymptotic cut-off energy. The values of the
cut-off energy, obtained by fitting 2D and 3D simulations for the same target and laser pulse configuration, are comparable. This suggests that parametric scans can be performed with 2D simulations
since 3D ones are computationally very expensive, delegating their role only to a correspondence
check. In this paper, the simulations are carried out with the PIC code ALaDyn by changing the target thickness L and the incidence angle a, with a fixed a0 ¼ 3. A monotonic dependence, on L for
normal incidence and on a for fixed L, is found, as in the experimental results for high temporal
contrast pulses. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4979901]
I. INTRODUCTION

The acceleration of protons by intense laser pulses is
still the subject of active experimental investigation. The
most consolidated regime is the Target Normal Sheath
Acceleration (TNSA), where the electrons, heated by a laser,
diffuse and leave the target, creating an electric field which
accelerates the surface protons present in the contaminants.
The comparison with current particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations is still affected by uncertainties. Indeed, the energy
spectra are found to be exponential with a cut-off
(
dN=dE ¼ ðEmax =TÞ e$E=T for E < Emax
dN=dE ¼ 0

for E > Emax ;

but the cut-off energy Emax and the average energy T (proton
temperature) depend on time. In 2D PIC TNSA simulations,
a monotonic rise of Emax with time is observed, whereas in
3D PIC, a slow trend towards a possible saturation to an
asymptotic value is usually observed. As a consequence, a
comparison of 2D (two dimensional) and 3D (three dimensional) simulations is difficult since the laws of the cut-off
energy rise with time Emax(t) appear to be different.
Although the different asymptotic dependence on t for
Emax for 2D and 3D PIC simulations is well known, its origin
a)
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has not been investigated. Empirical rules, based on a choice
of t related to laser pulse duration sL, have been proposed,
and the ratio between the 3D and 2D cut-off energies has
been suggested to be %2/3. To our knowledge, no model was
proposed to explain this behaviour. A logarithmic growth of
the proton energy was shown to occur in a plasma vacuum
expansion model, but no relation with PIC simulations was
suggested. A comparison of 2D and 3D simulations was presented in the literature for a model of composite targets
(foamþmetal target),1 but the problem of the different asymptotic behaviour of Emax was not addressed. Another systematic
study, using 2D and 3D simulation, was presented for thin
solid targets down to the transparency limit and for near critical
targets.2 In both cases, the acceleration regime is not TNSA,
the way the cut-off energies in 2D and 3D are determined is
not specified, and a model to relate them is not proposed.
In this paper, we try to give a phenomenological answer
to this question, by proposing two empirical laws for Emax(t),
which are suggested by a model first proposed by Schreiber
et al.,3 to describe the dependence of the cut-off energy from
the laser pulse duration.
Schreiber’s model refers to a 3D configuration, and we
worked out its 2D version obtaining an analytic approximation to the cut-off energy dependence on time. Both in 2D
and 3D, the cut-off energy Emax(t) depends only on two
parameters, the rise time t*, and the asymptotic energy E1.
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This model assumes that the hot electron cloud leaves
the rear side of the target, creating a surface density of positive charge, whose electric field accelerates the protons
belonging to the contaminants. For a Gaussian laser pulse of
waist R, we have considered a 2D model in which the surface
charge is located on a strip, with the infinite length and
height 2R, and a 3D model in which the surface charge is
located on a disc of radius R. In our model, the laser is
assumed to have normal incidence on the target and in
Figure 1, we sketch the geometric configurations.
The numerical analysis presented here refers to a laser
pulse with s ¼ 40 fs and a0 ¼ 3. This choice was made
because, recently, systematic experiments with such a laser
pulse were carried out at ILIL in Pisa.4 Furthermore, several
experiments with similar parameters, which ensure that the
acceleration regime is TNSA, are present in the literature.
For an overview on the physics of the proton acceleration by
high intensity lasers and related experiments, we refer to
recent reviews.5–7 In the intensity range that we have considered, experimental results concerning the dependence on the
target thickness, the incidence angle, and the temporal contrast are reported in many papers.8–14 When the contrast is
very high, the cut-off energy varies monotonically with target thickness and if the contrast were infinite, this behaviour
should be observed, until the radiation pressure becomes
dominant by approaching the relativistic transparency limit.
When the contrast is finite, as in experiments, a maximum in
the cut-off energy Emax is reached by decreasing the metal
foil thickness. Further reducing it, a rapid decrease to zero of
Emax is observed due to the increasing damage on the foil
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induced by the prepulse. A significant dependence on the
incidence angle is also observed, and typically, the proton
cut-off energy increases with the angle up to a maximum
value because the electrons are heated more efficiently.6
In our model, the preplasma is neglected (the temporal
contrast is assumed as infinite). Because of this choice, the
Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) prepulse is not permitted. On the other hand, a prepulse coming from compression artefacts (ps time scale) can be tolerated when
comparing our simulation results with experiments, as long
as the plasma preformed on the illuminated side of the target
has a scale length much shorter than the laser wavelength.
The 2D and 3D simulations were carried out with the
ALaDyn code,15 and the asymptotic cut-off energy E1 was
determined by a best-fit procedure on its time dependence,
following the laws obtained from the electrostatic model,
which just depend on two parameters: the asymptotic cut-off
energy E1 and the rise time t*, i.e., the time at which the
energy starts to rise.
Beyond the good agreement of the asymptotic cut-off
energies obtained from 2D and 3D simulations, the monotonic dependence on the incidence angle and the target thickness was found to be in qualitative agreement with the
experimental results for high contrast pulses.
In our 3D simulations, the transverse section of the computational box is the same as the target, whose extension is
comparable with the focal spot (four times bigger) measured
by the waist. As a consequence, a leakage of electrons from
the computational box occurs and when the fraction of lost
electrons becomes appreciable, typically for ct significantly
above 100 lm, the simulation loses reliability. That is why
we stop our analysis at this time. Increasing the box size
would enable us to go further but without adding any insightful detail.
Our method allows us to limit the simulation even to
ct ¼ 60%80 lm using small boxes since the results are
already stable and comparable with 3D results. Here, we present the results for a single laser pulse and various target
thicknesses, to assess the validity of our model, even though
we have started a more extensive exploration by varying the
laser duration, its intensity, and the metal target electron density. A detailed analysis of the dependence of E1 and t* on
laser and target parameters will give us a better insight, but,
from the encouraging results obtained so far, we can conclude that the simple method we propose here appears to be
adequate to extract the asymptotic cut-off energy from PIC
simulations.
II. THE 3D CASE

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the configurations used to compute the
accelerating field: 3D (top) and 2D (bottom).

Starting from the 3D case and considering a laser pulse
which propagates along the z axis, we choose an electrostatic
potential which vanishes at z ¼ 0, where a uniform charge
density r, within a disc of radius R, is located. This potential
is given by
"qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
#
z
2
f¼ :
V ðfÞ ¼ 2pR r
1þf $f$1
R
39
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Asymptotically, for z ! 1, it behaves as V ¼ Q/z, where
Q ¼ pR2r is the charge on the disc. A particle initially at rest
accelerates, and the law of motion is obtained from energy
conservation. Since V(0) ¼ 0, we have
m

v2
þ eV ðzÞ ¼ 0 v ¼ z:
_
2

Letting v1 ¼ zð1Þ,
_
the kinetic energy of the particle, after
integrating the equation of motion, is
EðtÞ ’ E1

"

t'
1$
t

#2

R
t>t ¼
;
4v1
'

where
E1 ¼ m

Since this is an asymptotic law, we may assume that E(t) ¼ 0
for t < t*. Notice that E is the highest energy reached at time
t, namely, E ¼ Emax.
III. THE 2D CASE

In this case, we have an infinite strip along the y axis
with uniform charge density r on –R < x < R. A potential
that vanishes at z ¼ 0 is given by
!
1
1
V ðzÞ ¼ 4Rr $f arctan þ log pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f
1 þ f2
’ $4Rr logð1 þ fÞ;

where we defined f ¼ z=R. To obtain this result, it is simpler
to compute first the electric field E x ¼ 4r arctanð1=fÞ, whose
asymptotic behaviour is 4r/f. As a consequence, a potential
having this asymptotic behaviour and which vanishes at the
origin is V^ ’ $4Rr logð1 þ fÞ. The potential in this case
diverges logarithmically, and consequently, the particle
accelerates indefinitely. We approximate the potential energy
with
E1 ( m

v21
¼ 4eRr:
2

We may then easily solve the equations of motion from energy
conservation, assuming the proton are initially at rest in the origin as for the 3D case. The result is (see the Appendix for
more details)
" #
t
R
EðtÞ ¼ E1 log '
:
t ) t' ¼
t
v1
Again, since this is an asymptotic law, we may assume that
E(t) ¼ 0 for t < t*.
IV. COMPARISON WITH PIC SIMULATIONS

Even though the models we propose are very simple, we
tried to see whether the predicted asymptotic laws for E(t)
hold for PIC simulations. The answer is positive, at least for
40

8
2DÞ ð Þ
>
< Eðmax
ct ¼ 0

ct
2DÞ ð Þ
>
ct ¼ Eð12DÞ log '
: Eðmax
ct

for t < t'ð2DÞ
for t > t'ð2DÞ :

We perform a linear fit by defining y ¼ E and x ¼ log ct so
that the previous law becomes

v21
¼ 2peRr:
2

eV^ðzÞ ¼ $E1 logð1 þ fÞ;

targets consisting of a uniform foil whose thickness is in the
micrometer range, covered by a thin layer of contaminants.
For this type of targets, the fits, both for 2D and 3D PIC simulations, are surprisingly accurate. However, the asymptotic
energy E1 and the time scale t* in 2D and 3D must be considered fitting parameters, even though the results we obtain
have the correct order of magnitude with respect to the theoretical results.
The law to be fitted for 2D simulations is

y ¼ a þ bx;

Eð2DÞ
1 ¼ b;

ct'ð2DÞ ¼ e$a=b :

The law to be fitted for 3D simulations is
8
ð 3DÞ
>
ðctÞ ¼ 0
for t < t'ð3DÞ
< Emax
"
#2
ct'ð3DÞ
3DÞ ð Þ
>
: Eðmax
ct ¼ Eð13DÞ 1 $
for t > t'ð3DÞ :
ct
pﬃﬃﬃ
We can perform a linear fit by defining y ¼ E and x ¼ 1/ct
so that the previous law becomes
y ¼ a þ bx;

Eð13DÞ ¼ a2 ;

b
ct'ð3DÞ ¼ $ :
a

V. RESULTS FOR 2D SIMULATIONS

We have considered the following model: the laser pulse
has wavelength k ¼ 0.8 lm, intensity I ¼ 2 * 1019 W/cm2,
waist 6.2 lm, and P-polarization and its duration is 40 fs.
The corresponding normalized vector potential is a0 ¼ 3. The
target is a uniform Al foil of thickness L varying between 0.5
and 8 lm, having a layer of hydrogen on the rear (nonilluminated) side, with a fixed thickness of 0.08 lm.
The ionization levels are Al9þ and Hþ, and it is fixed
throughout the simulation. The electron densities have been
H
chosen as nAl
e ¼ 100 nc and ne ¼ 10 nc . For an Al foil, whose
thickness is in the range of 0.5–8 lm, we expect that the process is dominated by TNSA (we are far above the transparency limit). The collisions have been neglected in our
simulations.
In Figure 2, we show the results obtained from 2D simulations for 0:5lm + L + 8lm, by plotting Emax(ct) in a linear and a logarithmic scale for ct with the corresponding fits.
In Table I, we quote the results of the fit: we notice that
Eð2DÞ
1 ’ Eðct ¼ 50Þ. In Figure 3, we resume the dependence
of the cut-off energy on the thickness. In Figure 4, we show
the results of 2D simulations obtained when the incidence
angle is small but different from zero: the logarithmic growth
in ct is still present, and the linear fits are quite good; see
also Table II, where the numeric values for a ¼ 5, , 10, , and
15, , and a target thickness of L ¼ 2 lm are shown.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the extrapolated cut-off energy for 2D PIC simulations (blue stars) for different target thicknesses L ¼ 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8 lm
and a fit with the curve Emax ¼ 1/L0.9 (cyan line).

20%. We may observe that the energy for ct ¼ 50 lm in the
2D simulation is very close to the extrapolated value, due to
the logarithmic growth, but in 3D, at ct ¼ 50 lm, the energy
value is less than one half of the extrapolated value E1, due
to the slower rise. In this case, there is an asymptotic limit,

FIG. 2. (Top) Cut-off energy Emax versus ct in the range 10 + ct + 100 lm
obtained from a PIC simulation (stars) and comparison with the fit (continuous line) for targets of various thicknesses L. Blue (cyan), L ¼ 0.5 lm; dark
green (green), L ¼ 1 lm; purple (violet), L ¼ 2 lm; brown (orange),
L ¼ 4 lm; and black (grey), L ¼ 8 lm. (Bottom) The same as the upper panel
but on a logarithmic scale for ct, which clearly shows the linearity and the
accuracy of the fit.
TABLE I. Fitting parameters for 2D simulations with zero incidence angle
and target thicknesses 0.5 + L + 8 lm. The chosen intervals for fitting are
ct1 ¼ 20 lm and ct2 ¼ 80 lm.
L
0.5
1
2
4
8

Emax (ct ¼ 50)

Eð2DÞ
1

ct*(2D)

rE

r ct'

2.64
1.82
1.19
0.58
0.25

2.62
1.82
1.19
0.61
0.33

17.5
18.0
18.4
19.9
23.3

0.05
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

0.03
0.15
0.2
0.5
0.9

VI. RESULTS FOR 3D SIMULATIONS

We present now the results for some 3D simulations,
precisely with L ¼ 0.5, 1, and 2 lm. Inp
Figure
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 5, we show the
curves corresponding to a linear fit to EðtÞ versus 1/ct. The
and the fitting curves up to ct
asymptotic values Eð3DÞ
1
¼ 100 lm are shown in the upper panel of Figure 5.
We notice that, even though the extrapolated data from
the 2D and 3D simulations are not the same, the correspondence is quite reasonable. In Table III, the numerical results
are quoted, and in any case, the discrepancy does not exceed

FIG. 4. (Top) Comparison of the 2D PIC solution with a small incidence
angle a. The figure shows Emax versus ct, with the stars corresponding to the
PIC simulation and the curves to the fit for various angles: a ¼ 5, , dark green
(green); a ¼ 10, , purple (violet); and a ¼ 15, , brown (orange). (Bottom) The
same data are plotted with a logarithmic scale for ct, which shows how the
data stay on a line and the accuracy of the linear fit (Table II).
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TABLE II. Fitting parameters for 2D simulations for three different incidence angles a ¼ 5, , 10, , and 15, and target thickness L ¼ 2 lm. The chosen
intervals for fitting are ct1 ¼ 20 lm and ct2 ¼ 80 lm, and the fitting errors are
quoted.
a

Emax (ct ¼ 50)

Eð2DÞ
1

ct*(2D)

rE

r ct'

5
10
15

1.28
1.47
1.59

1.40
1.62
1.82

19.9
20.1
20.7

0.01
0.01
0.02

0.1
0.1
0.15

The comparison with the experimental results is a challenging task: in Figure 6, we show the results of some
experiments whose laser pulse has the same P-polarization,
with a duration and intensity very close to the ones considered here and whose target has the same structure, namely, a
metal foil plus contaminants. The cut-off energy increases as
the target thickness is reduced, until the effect of finite contrast prevails inverting the trend. The results of various
experiments differ by more than a factor two, but the
decreasing trend is similar, and the same behaviour can be
seen in the 2D and 3D PIC simulations.
VII. CONCLUSIONS

The asymptotic value of the cut-off energy of protons,
which is what is measured in experiments, is difficult to
extract from PIC simulations. Indeed, the 2D results do not
exhibit a saturation, whereas the 3D results show that a saturation might be reached, despite at a large time (ct > 200 lm),
which is computationally too expensive to be reached. We
propose here a simple recipe based on the model described by
Schreiber et al.,3 which assumes that the acceleration of protons present in the contaminants is due to the positive surface
charge created on the rear target, thanks to the escape of the
electrons. In the 3D version, the charged spot is circular with
a radius R comparable with laser waist. The rise in time of the
cut-off energy can be analytically computed. We have formulated an analogous 2D model where the charge is on an infinite strip of height 2R, and we obtain a simple asymptotic
expression for the rise in time of the cut-off energy, which
does not saturate but exhibits a logarithmic growth, just as in
1D models of the vacuum expansion of plasmas.16 The analytical results suggest two phenomenological laws, which depend
on the asymptotic energy E1 and the time t* at which the
acceleration begins. The fits to the 2D and 3D results coming
from PIC simulations are quite good, and the statistical uncertainties r E1 =E1 and r ct' =ct' are quite small (a few percent).
FIG. 5. (Top) Results for ap
3D
PIC
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ simulation for Emax versus ct (stars) compared with the linear fit of Emax as a function of 1/ct (continuous lines, and
the asymptotic values Eð3DÞ
1 are also shown), for different target thicknesses:
L ¼ 0.5 lm, blue (cyan); L ¼
lm,
p1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ dark green (green); and L ¼ 2 lm, purple
(violet). (Bottom) Plot of Emax versus 1/ct, which shows their linearity,
with the corresponding linear fit.
TABLE III. Fitting parameters for 3D simulations for zero incidence angle
and three different target thicknesses L ¼ 0.5, 1, and 2 lm. The chosen intervals for fitting are ct1 ¼ 20 lm and ct2 ¼ 60 lm, and the fitting errors are
quoted.
L
0.5
1
2

Emax (ct ¼ 50)

Eð3DÞ
1

ct*(3D)

rE

r ct'

1.25
0.56
0.44

2.63
1.43
1.04

15.3
18.9
17.3

0.01
0.02
0.01

0.2
0.1
0.1

which is reached quite far, when ct > 200 lm. Such a large
value is computationally too expensive to be attained, but a
correct extrapolation is still possible with data just up to
ct + 50 lm.
42

FIG. 6. Plot of Emax versus L on a logarithmic scale from various experiments with a laser pulse having a0 % 3 and a metal target: the Ceccotti experiment (45, incidence angle) from Ref. 9 (blue circles), Neely experiment
(30, ) from Ref. 12 (green crosses), and Flacco experiment (45, ) from Ref.
14 (purple stars). These data are compared with the results of our 2D PIC
simulation at zero degree incidence (filled red squares) and at 30, incidence
(empty red squares) and 3D PIC simulation at zero degree incidence (empty
black circles).
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ð3DÞ
The extrapolated values Eð2DÞ
1 and E1 , computed for different target thicknesses, are comparable, and moreover, they
can be fully calculated fitting the results obtained before
ct + 50–60 lm, which is a distance reachable also in 3D
numerical simulations. There is no need to let simulations
run longer since the fit can already be correctly obtained.
The fitting appears to be satisfactory also for small incidence
angles, even though the model was developed for normal
incidence.
To conclude, we believe that, for the targets that we
have analysed, in which the protons are only on the thin layer
above the bulk, the proposed phenomenological model is
adequate to avoid the arbitrariness in the choice of the time
at which the asymptotic cut-off energy is chosen in numerical simulations. In addition, the parametric explorations,
which can be carried out only in 2D, may have a quantitative
value, with an adequate extrapolation, rather than being of
purely qualitative nature. The results we have presented refer
to a specific intensity and a range of target thicknesses chosen in order to fulfil the applicability conditions of the
model.
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APPENDIX: ASYMPTOTIC CUT-OFF ENERGY
ANALYTICAL ESTIMATES

Let us consider a target which is infinitely extended
along the plane xy and delimited by the planes z ¼ –L and
z ¼ 0. We can consider a circular radius rL which we assume
to be the spot of the laser pulse propagating along z. The
electrons are heated and diffused by the laser itself.
Supposing that they diverge with angle h, the electrons will
leave the plane z ¼ 0 from a disc of radius
R ¼ rL þ L tan h:
We assume that the target is a metallic foil and that the protons are in the contaminants deposited on the plane z ¼ 0.
The electrons, which are heated, diffuse and cross the z ¼ 0
boundary, leaving the target and inducing on it a positive
charge density r(t), which we suppose varies slowly with t.
If Qe is the total number of positive charge on the surface,
the density is
r¼

Qe
:
p R2

(A1)

This is the geometry for the 3D case, which we shall treat
analytically.
We consider another geometry in which the electrons on
the plane z ¼ L leave the rectangle jxj + R; jyj + L of area
4LR. In this case, the density is given by
r¼

Qe
:
4RL

(A2)

The intensity defined as the power per unit surface is
assumed to be the same for both geometries.

A. The 3D case: Charge density on a disk

Using cylindrical coordinates and computing the potential, we have
ðR

1
V ðzÞ ¼ 2pr
rdr pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ¼ pr
2
r þ z2
0
hp
i
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼ 2pr
z2 þ R2 $ z :

ðR
0

1
dr 2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
z þ r2

Introducing the dimensionless variable f ¼ z/R, we have
%qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
&
1 þ f2 $ f :

VðfÞ ¼ 2p Rr

Since V(0) ¼ 2pRr, we redefine the potential by subtracting
it.
^
VðfÞ
¼ VðfÞ $ Vð0Þ ¼ 2p Rr

%qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2

&

1þf $f$1 :

(A3)

The potential energy is given by eV(f). We notice that
we have
8
>
for z ! 0
< V^ðzÞ ’ $2pr z
eQ 2Qe
>
: V^ðzÞ ’
$
for z ! 1:
z
R

Letting v ¼ z_ and assuming v(0) ¼ 0, i.e., that the protons are initially at rest on the surface z ¼ 0, we can apply
the energy conservation
m

v2
þ eV ðfÞ ( E þ eV ðfÞ ¼ 0:
2

Calling v1, the speed reached at infinite distance
E1 ¼ m

v21
2Qe2
¼ $eV ð1Þ ¼
¼ 2p e R r;
2
R

we can define
$eV ðfÞ ¼ 2p e Rr sðfÞ ¼ m

v21
sðfÞ;
2

where from Equation (A3)
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sðfÞ ¼ 1 þ f $ 1 þ f2 :

As a consequence, we have

E ¼ E1 sðfÞ;

v ¼ v1

We introduce the new variables
X¼
Then, we have

pﬃﬃ
s;

s¼t

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sðfÞ:

(A4)

v1
:
R

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
df
v
¼
¼ sðfÞ:
ds v1

(A5)
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We might solve this equation with initial condition f(0) ¼ 0.
We rather solve the equation for X
dX dX ds df 1 ds
¼
¼
:
ds
ds df ds 2 df

(A6)

Let us notice that
dX 1
f
¼
1 $ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ds 2
1 þ f2

!

¼

"
#$1
1
f
1þ
:
2
1$s

Inverting s ¼ s(f), we have f ¼ ð2s $ s2 Þ=ð2ð1 $ sÞÞ, and
finally replacing this in the r.h.s. of the last equation, we
obtain
dX
¼
ds

1þ

1
ð1 $ sÞ2

!$1

¼

1þ

1
ð1 $ X 2 Þ 2

!$1

:

The results are obtained with integration by parts
ðX
du
s¼Xþ
2
0 ð1 $ u 2 Þ
'
ðX
1 d
1 ''
¼X$
2 da
a2 $ u2 '
0

¼Xþ

a¼1

1
X
1
1þX
:
þ log
2
2 1$X
4
1$X

Asymptotically, for s ! 1, we have X ! 1
s%

1
;
4 ð1 $ X Þ

X ’1$

1
:
4s

The energy asymptotic behaviour is given by E=E1 ¼ s
¼ X2 , and consequently for t ! 1
"

E ’ E1 1 $

#2

1
4s

:

B. The 2D case: Charge on slab

We consider the slab jxj + R and jyj + L on the rear surface z ¼ 0, where the density is given by Eq. (A2). The
potential is given by
ðR
ðL
dy
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V ðz Þ ¼ r
dx
2
x þ y 2 þ z2
$R
$L
ﬃ
ðR
ð L=pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
x þz2
du
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼ 4r
dx
1 þ u2
0
0
"
#
ðR
L
dx arsinh pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
¼ 4r
(A7)
x 2 þ z2
0
Since 4r ¼ eQ=ðLRÞ, we first consider the limit L ! 0,
which corresponds to the density rðzÞ ¼ eQ=ð2RÞdðyÞ, and
the result, letting f ¼ z/R, is
eQ
V ð zÞ ¼
R
44

ðR
0

"
#
1
eQ
1
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼
arsinh :
dx
2
2
R
f
x þz

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Recalling that arsinhðuÞ ¼ logðu þ 1 þ u2 Þ, we see that
VðfÞ % logð2=fÞ for f ! 0, whereas it vanishes as 1/f for f
! 1. As a consequence, we cannot have V vanishing at
f ¼ 0 with a subtraction. Indeed, if we compute V(0), we will
see that it diverges as logð1=LÞ for L ! 0 (see Eq. (A10)).
We wish to define a potential which vanishes at z ¼ 0: as a
consequence, in the definition, we have to subtract V(0). This
can be done for any finite value of L and also for L ! 1. In
order to compute V(0) for a given non vanishing L, we set
n ¼ x/L; integrating by parts, we obtain
ð
eQ R=L
1
ð
Þ
dn arsinh
V 0 ¼
R 0
n
"
#
'R=L ð R=L
eQ
1 ''
dn
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼
narsinh ' þ
R
n 0
0
1 þ n2
%
&
eQ R
L
R
¼
arsinh þ arsinh :
(A8)
R L
R
L
We see that V(0) is finite for any L > 0, that it diverges as
logð1=LÞ for L ! 0, and that it vanishes for L ! 1. We
redefine the potential as
V^ðzÞ ¼ V ðzÞ $ V ð0Þ
%
&
"
#
ð
eQ R
L
L
¼
dx arsinh pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ $ arsinh :
RL 0
x
x 2 þ z2

Let us consider the asymptotic behaviour of V(z), for z ! 1,
for L having any p
fixed
finite value. To this end, we recall
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
that, when u ¼ L= x2 þ z2 ! 0, we can approximate arsinh
with its Taylor expansion arsinhðuÞ ¼ u $ u3 =6 þ Oðu5 Þ;
retaining only the first term, we have
eQ
V ð zÞ ¼
R

ð R=z
0

du
eQ
R eQ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ¼
arsinh ’
:
2
R
z
z
1þu

We consider now the limit L ! 1: here, it is evident that
V(0) ¼ 0. Moreover, starting from Equation (A7) and computing the electric field, we have
@V
¼ 4r
@z

ðR

1
Lz
dx rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
L
ðx2 þ z2 Þ3=2
0
1þ 2
x þ z2
ðR
dx 1
1
¼ 4r
# :
2 "
z
2
2 1=2
x
0
x
þ
z
1þ 2 1þ
z
L2

Ez ¼ $

If we take the limit for L ! 1, we recover the following
result
R
E z ¼ 4rarctan ;
z

Ez %

4rR
z

for z ! 1:

(A9)

As a consequence, the potential behaves as VðzÞ ’ $4rR
logðR=zÞ for z ! 1. We compute exactly the potential corresponding to Eq. (A9), introducing again the dimensionless
variable f ¼ z/R
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ðz
R
V ðzÞ ¼ $4r arctan 0 dz0
z
0
0
1
1
1
¼ 4Rr @$f arctan þ log q(ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ)A;
f
1 þ f2

2

(A10)

where manifestly V(0) ¼ 0.
The potential now diverges for z ! 1, but we still use
the energy conservation
E þ eV ¼ 0;

E ¼ $eV ¼ E1 sðfÞ;

where we put, in analogy with the 3D,
v21
¼ 4eRr
2
1
1
sðfÞ ¼ f arctan $ log pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f
1 þ f2
E1 ( m

and Eq. (A5) holds for the coordinate f. As in the 3D case,
pﬃﬃ
we introduce the coordinate X ¼ s and Eq. (A6) holds. In
order to simplify the analysis, we replace s(f), defined by Eq.
(A8), with sðfÞ ¼ logð1 þ fÞ which has the same asymptotic
behaviour at f ¼ 0 and f ! 1. Finally, we have
dX 1 1
e$s 1 $X2
¼
¼
¼ e :
ds 2 1 þ f
2
2
The solution reads
%
" #&
ðX
1
1
2
2 1
s ¼ 2 eu du ¼ ex
þ 3þO 5 :
x
2x
x
0
Retaining only the first term, we invert the equation
x2 ¼ log s þ log x;

1
x2 ¼ log s þ log log s þ - - - :
2

The results is given by
%
&
1
v1
E ¼ E1 log s þ log log s
s¼t
;
2
R
and neglecting the loglog term, we get the required result.
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ABSTRACT
We report a review on our recent developments in Yttebium and Neodymium doped laser ceramics, along two main
research lines. The first is the design and development of Yb:YAG ceramics with non uniform doping distribution, for
the management of thermo-mechanical stresses and for the mitigation of ASE: layered structures have been produced by
solid state reactive sintering, using different forming processes (spray drying and cold press of the homogenized
powders, tape cast of the slurry); samples have been characterized and compared to FEM analysis. The second is the
investigation of Lutetium based ceramics (such as mixed garnets LuYAG and Lu2O3); this interest is mainly motivated
by the favorable thermal properties of these hosts under high doping. We recently obtained for the first time high
efficiency laser emission from Yb doped LuYAG ceramics. The investigation on sesquioxides has been focused on Nddoped Lu2O3 ceramics, fabricated with the Spark Plasma Sintering method (SPS). We recently achieved the first laser
emission above 1 W from Nd doped Lu2O3 ceramics fabricated by SPS.
Keywords: Laser ceramics, Nd:YAG, Yb:YAG, Lu2O3 sesquioxide, Layered ceramics, SPS method.

1. INTRODUCTION
Important advances have been recently achieved in the field of solid state laser materials through the development of
transparent ceramics. The first breakthrough was obtained by A. Ikesue1, who obtained substantially equivalent laser
output from Nd3+:YAG crystal transparent ceramic, overcoming the problems related to scattering. Laser performances
of commercial YAG ceramics are currently fully comparable with their crystalline equivalents2-5. In our recent work on
in Yb and Nd doped laser ceramics we aimed our investigations along two main lines. The first is the design and
development of Yb:YAG ceramics with non uniform doping distribution, for the management of thermo-mechanical
stresses and for the mitigation of ASE and re-absorption processes. Layered structures have been produced by Solid State
Reactive Sintering (SSRS), using forming processes such as spray drying and cold press of the homogenized powders, or
tape cast of the slurry. Composite structures have been characterized and compared to FEM analysis6. The second line is
the investigation of ceramics with new compositions based on Lutetium, with Yb and Nd doping. The interest on Lubased materials as laser hosts is mainly motivated by their thermal properties: in hosts such as LuAG, LuYAG and Lu2O3
doped with Nd3+, Er3+, Yb3+ the thermal conductivity remains fairly constant7 even at high doping level, because of the
small atomic weight difference between Lu3+ and the substituting ion. Conversely, the thermal conductivity of YAG
significantly decreases with doping, due to the larger difference between the atomic weight of the doping ion and of the
Y3+ . These features are very important in high power laser scaling up. A higher thermal conductivity favors the transport
of heat from the active medium pumped regions to the heat sink and reduces peak temperatures and temperature
*
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gradients, reducing thermally induced stresses and allowing higher pump power densities on the active medium. All
these advantages can improve the performances of High Power/High Energy Diode Pumped ceramic sources8,9. In this
framework we also investigated mixed garnets ((LuxY1-x)3Al5O12, LuYAG) doped with Yb, obtaining for the first time
laser emission from these ceramics, with a high efficiency and relatively broad tuning range10,11. The investigation on
Nd-doped Lu2O3 ceramics, fabricated at the Tohoku University (Japan) by the Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) method12-14
resulted in the first extraction of powers above 1 W.

2. LASER CERAMICS WITH NON-UNIFORM DOPING DISTRIBUTIONS
The control in the distribution of the doping enables to mitigate the thermal and thermo-mechanical effects (e.g. thermal
lens, stress-induced depolarization, surface deformations) deriving from the laser pumping process. These effects can
degrade the performance of the laser source, eventually leading to a catastrophic failure of the laser active element under
high pump power densities. Finally, a suitable non uniform doping distribution can reduce Amplified Spontaneous
Emission (ASE) effects with respect to an uniform doping. To evaluate this approach we analyzed both numerically and
experimentally end-pumped active media a layered, non uniform doping distribution.
2.1 Design and numerical analysis of Yb:YAG end-pumped layered systems
To study the behavior of ceramic layered structure with different doping levels we developed a 3D numerical analysis of
the slab optical properties as a consequence of the thermal load induced by the pump process, based on on Finite
Element Mesh (FEM) analysis6. The model allows both longitudinal and transverse variations of the parameters,
enabling to estimate thermal distributions and thermo-mechanical stresses in spatially structured active media.

Figure 1. Surface deformation in an axial cross-section for five differently structured layered samples (see Ref.6) under the
same thermal load in a ring cooling geometry.
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Figure 2. Thermal lens contributions (thermal, stress induced and surface deformation) as a function of the thickness for a
given diameter of the active volume.

We concentrated on end pumped disc-like systems with longitudinally varying doping concentrations, both with ringcooling and face-cooling. Our analysis included uniform active media, graded active media, stepped active media (with
doped-undoped interfaces). The FEM thermo-mechanical simulation produces the internal temperature and stress
distribution. The effects on the refractive index (thermal lens and depolarization estimations) are determined with a
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tensor post-processing calculation. Fig.1 shows an example of the deformation of five differently doped samples under
the same total thermal load. Interestingly, a longitudinal doping variation doesn’t affect the thermal lens as long as the
cooling is substantially radial6 (differently from disk or slab systems with high aspect ratios) as summarized in Fig.2.
2.2 Experimental characterization of Yb:YAG end-pumped layered systems
The numerical simulations were validated by means of experimental measurements of thermal lens (TL) on uniform and
structured samples produced with the spray-drying method. All the experiment refer to a single sided standard endpumping scheme15. The layer thicknesses and doping levels of the tested samples are summarized in Table 1. The TL
effect in the different samples was characterized using the setup shown in Figure 3. This was done both on lasing and
non lasing samples, to show possible differences in the thermal load. The samples are end pumped by a fiber coupled
diode laser (pump spot 480 µm diameter @1/e2). The TL is evaluated by measuring the wavefront distortion of a probe
beam emitted by a HeNe laser, using a Shack-Hartmann sensor. The dioptric power of the TL is proportional to the
absorbed power, with a linear coefficient C reported in Table 5. A more detailed description of the TL evaluation and its
dependence on the probe beam aperture is given elsewhere15. TL measurements show little differences between the
various samples, given the substantially radial heat flow of our cooling geometry. These experimental tests substantially
confirm the predictions of our numerical analysis. This validation allows us to our model it to other geometries and
doping distributions. This will be illustrated in the following section for a second case study.
Output coupler

f2

Shack-Hartmann
sensor

f 1+f 2

f1

Beam expander
magnification M=f1/f2

Sample and
heat sink

Probe beam
(632 nm He-Ne)

EM
Focusing mirror
(concave)

Figure 3. (Left) Experimental set up for the thermal lens measurements; (Right) Example of wavefront deformation map.
Table 1. Thermal lens dioptric power Coefficient C (dioptric power per Watt of absorbed pump radiation).
Sample
Uniform (Ceramic)
Uniform (Crystal)
Stepped (Ceramic)
Capped (ceramic)

Doping levels
10 %
8%
(0,10,0)%
(0,10)%

Layer Thickness [mm]
1.25
2
(0.6-1.2-0.6)
(1.6-2.0)

C (Laser on)
0.889
0.959
0.870
1.138

C (Laser off)
0.919
0.988
1.003
1.166

Table 2. Parameters of the samples used in the efficiency comparison experiments. SD. Samples made by cold pressing of
spray dried powders; TC: samples made by tape casting and thermal compression.
Sample n.
SD-1
SD-2
TC-1
TC-2

Yb doping %at.
0-10
1-3-5-7
0-10
1-3-5-7

Total thickness (mm)
3.4
2.0
1.9
2.0

Individual layers thickness (mm)
1.5 (0% Yb) -1.9 (10 % Yb)
0.5
1.0 (0% Yb) - 0.9 (10% Yb)
0.5

Laser slope efficiency
58.1 %
19.5 %
52.2 %
43.8 %

Laser efficiency measurements have been performed to compare samples produced with different methods. Table 2
summarizes the properties and the laser efficiencies of samples produced at ISTEC with the Spray-Drying (SD)16 and
Tape-Casting (TC)17 methods. These results show a substantial equivalence of the two methodologies in the case of a
small number of layers (2) while they indicate a relevant quality degradation when a larger number of layers is used.
Tape casting seems more suited for this kind (large number of thin layers) of devices.
2.3 Numerical analysis of Yb:Lu2O3 layered systems
We repeated a numerical analysis campaign for samples with the same geometries but based on different hosts. YAG
was compared to Lu2O3 and Sc2O3 which, as mentioned above, present higher thermal conductivity than YAG, under
relatively high Yb3+ doping levels (see table 3). Therefore for Lu2O3 hosts we obtained lower maximum temperatures
and lower deformations (thus thermal lens and depolarization), as summarized in Fig.4.
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Table 3. Parameters of the different hosts compared in our numerical simulations.
Parameter
Doping
Absorption coeff. (cm-1)
Thermal Cond. [W/(mK)]
Thermal exp. Coeff. [K-1]
Young Modulus
Poisson Number

YAG
10%, 0%
5 (10% Yb),0 (0% Yb)
6.7 (10% Yb), 10.7 (0% Yb))
8 x 10-6
0.280 x 1012 Pa
0.28

Lu2O3
4.5%, 0%,
5 (4.5% Yb), 0 (0% Yb)
11.9 (4.5% Yb), 12.5 (0% Yb)
5.5 x 10-6
0.178 x 1012 Pa
0.28

Sc2O3

Sc2O3

Lu2O3

Lu2O3

YAG

YAG
50

70
90
ΔT max (°C)

110

Sc2O3
3.0%, 0%
5 (3.0% Yb), 0 (0% Yb)
7.0 (3.0% Yb), 16.5 (0% Yb)
6.7 x 10-6
0.221 x 1012 Pa
0.28

Uniform
2 layers
3 layers
0

0.5
1
Total sag (µm)

1.5

Figure 4. Summary of max internal temperature increase and max sag of layered samples based on different hosts.

3. OTHER HOST FORMULATIONS AND PREPARATION PROCEDURES
Our recent activities in the developments of laser ceramics also included the investigation on alternative material
preparation routes, and different formulations. In particular, were investigated the use of laser ablated nanopowders as a
starting materials for the production of Nd:YAG ceramics. The other formulations under study included Nd:Lu2O3
fabricated by means of the SPS method, and mixed garnet with formulation Yb:LuYAG.
3.1 Nd:YAG ceramics produced from laser ablated powders
Transparent Nd:YAG ceramics were prepared at the Institute of the Electrophysics (Russia) by the SSRS method using
nanopowders of 1 at.% Nd:Y2O3 and Al2O3 synthesized by laser ablation. A pre-calcining step and addition of tetraethyl
orthosilicate were found crucial for the quality of the samples fabricated from such nanoparticles18. The transmittance of
a 2-mm-thick Nd:YAG ceramic was 83.6% at 1064 nm, very close to the theoretical. Output power of 4.9 W (slope
efficiency 52.7%) was obtained from Nd:YAG ceramic with quasi- CW end pumping at 805 nm (Fig. 5).
3.2 Nd:Lu2O3 ceramics produced by SPS
SPS is a new sintering technique that has been successfully applied to the fabrication of Lu2O3 transparent ceramics for
laser applications. 1% Nd doped samples were prepared at the at the Tohoku University, Sendai (Japan) 19. SPS is
comparatively simple and it requires less time than the conventional sintering methods (usually tens of minutes instead
of several hours) and lower processing temperatures12, 13. This is particularly attractive for sesquioxides because these
materials are very difficult to grow as single crystal, due to their very high melting temperature (e.g. 2490 °C for Lu2O3).
For these samples the sintering phase required about 90 min (plus cooling), with a peak processing temperature of 1450°.
Laser output from these ceramics was already reported by us20 using an experimental set up similar to that shown of Fig.
5 (a); recently, we obtained a maximum output power above 1 W with a maximum slope efficiency of 12.9% (fig. 5 c).
3.3 Yb:LuYAG ceramics
Besides the problem of the high processing temperature mentioned above, the fabrication of Lu-based hosts such as
Lu2O3 and LuAG has the disadvantage of the high cost of the high purity Lu2O3 powder required for both the ceramics
and the crystals; to overcome these problems, the mixed garnet resulting from solid solutions of LuAG and YAG, i.e.
(LuxY1-x)3Al5O12 (Lutetium-Yttrium Aluminum Garnet, LuYAG) was recently proposed [21], as crystals and ceramics.
Due to the partial substitution of Lu with Y, it requires a lower quantity of Lu3+, it has a lower melting point than LuAG
and Lu2O3, and a fairly high thermal conductivity (7.8 W/m•K [22]). Recently, we have demonstrated for the first time
the laser action for Yb:LuYAG ceramics with 15% Yb doping and various Y/Lu balances [23, 24]. Samples were
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prepared at the Shanghai Institute of Ceramics (SIC-CAS, China) by reactive sintering; a detailed spectroscopic analysis
was carried out at the Institute of Physics of the Czech Academy of Sciences (Prague). Laser tests were carried out at
INO-CNR using a longitudinally pumped cavity (Fig. 6). Remarkable laser emission results were achieved, with
maximum output power of 8.2 W, 7.3 W and 8.7 W for Y/Lu balance 25/75, 50/50 and 75/25 respectively, at 1030 nm,
with a maximum absorbed pump power of about 16 W; the slope efficiency and the optical-to-optical efficiencies
approached or exceeded 60% and 50% respectively.
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Figure 5. (a) Experimental set-up for the laser test on the Nd:doped ceramics. (b, c) Output power vs. absorbed pump power
for the Nd:YAGand Nd:Lu2O3 (output coupler reflectivity respectively 80% and 98%). QCW pumping, duty factor 12.5%.
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Figure 6. (Left) Experimental set-up for the laser test on the Yb:LuYAG ceramics, (Right) Output power vs. absorbed pump
power for the sample with Y/Lu=75/25 (QCW pumping, pump duty factor 20%; Toc: output coupler transmission).

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated, both numerically and experimentally, the performance of ceramic active media with various host
compositions and with structured design. In particular end-pumped discs with a layered structure with varying doping
level have been thoroughly analyzed. These structured ceramics appear promising in appropriate geometrical
configurations, and thus are intended to be applied in the construction of High Power Diode Pumped Solid State Laser
(DPSSL) or High Energy pulsed systems working in high repetition-rate pulsed regimes.
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Abstract

Photoinitiator-free fabrication of poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) scaffolds is achieved
using a novel three-dimensional (3D) printing method called mask projected excimer laser
stereolithography (MPExSL). The spatial resolution of photoinitiator-free curing is suitable for
3D layer-by-layer fabrication with a single layer thickness well controllable at tens to hundreds
of microns using 248 nm wavelength for the irradiation. The photoinitiator-free scaffolds are
superior compared to their counterparts fabricated by using photoinitiator molecules, showing a
higher level of biocompatibility. A release of toxic chemicals from the photoinitiator containing
scaffolds is proven by cell proliferation tests. In contrast, no toxic release is found from the
photoinitiator-free scaffolds, resulting in the very same level of cell proliferation as the control
sample. The demonstration of photoinitiator-free PEGDA scaffolds enables the fabrication of 3D
scaffolds with the highest level of biocompatibility for both in vitro and in vivo applications.
S Online supplementary data available from stacks.iop.org/NANO/28/034001/mmedia
Keywords: photoinitiator-free, scaffolds, poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate, 3D printing, excimer
laser, photocuring, stereolithography
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
sources, from metals [12, 13] and ceramics [14, 15] to
polymers [5–11].
Apart from materials though, the TE strategy itself—the
methodology of how the healing process is conducted—also
determines the success of tissue regeneration: the porous 3D
‘carrier’ structures or scaffolds used routinely in TE have to
provide an appropriate environment for the regeneration of
tissues, and eventually serve as the delivery system for the
implanted cells [10–14, 16–18]. Scaffolds must also mediate
cellular migration and maintenance of the cells by the local
presentation of physical and structural cues. Thus, the design
of and control over the physical and chemical properties of
these artiﬁcially made extracellular matrices is one of the
main pillars of an effective scaffold-based TE strategy, and
this has been studied extensively in recent years [16–18].
The work presented here aims at investigating the fabrication of scaffolds obtained by photocuring poly(ethylene
glycole) diacrylate (PEGDA) using a 3D printing process

1. Introduction
In regenerative medicine, any possible immune reaction
towards foreign matter implanted in the hosting body is of
great concern [1, 2]. Potential inﬂammation could hinder the
efﬁciency of intended healing/self repair, potentially leading
to the complete failure of the implanting process. Biocompatibility—high tolerance of the body towards the material—should be fulﬁlled by the foreign matter, determining
that cells must grow, function normally, and migrate onto the
implants [3, 4].
Tissue engineering (TE)—an interdisciplinary ﬁeld consisting of physics, chemistry, biology and medicine—was
conceived mainly to avoid this aforementioned detrimental
effect when outside matter is implanted into a body for
healing purposes. Various highly biocompatible biomaterials
were proposed, tested and extensively researched over recent
decades, ranging from organic [5–7] to inorganic [8–11]
0957-4484/17/034001+09$33.00
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named mask projection excimer laser stereolithography
(MPExSL) [19–24], which is based on the use of UV pulsed
excimer laser radiation.
PEG is US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
approved for a variety of applications, and its photocurable
derivative, PEGDA, is commercially available and already a
widely utilized polymer in regenerative medicine research; for
instance, to investigate the engineering of tissues including
bone [25], cartilage [26], cornea [27] and peripheral nerve
[28]. PEGDA has been successfully applied in combination
with two-photon polymerization using femtosecond nearinfrared lasers to fabricate TE scaffolds with high spatial
resolution [29, 30]. It is a non-toxic material generating
minimal immunogenic response [31, 32], and it has also been
photocured in the presence of living organisms [33].
The MPExSL technique expands the traditional photolithography approach widely used for the production of twodimensional (2D) microchips in the semiconductor industry,
and brings it to the third dimension by applying a layer-bylayer procedure. In the present study, we investigate the effect
on the spatial resolution (layer thickness) and biocompatibility (toxicity) of the laser parameters (laser pulse repetition
rate, number of laser pulses applied and laser energy delivered
per unit surface, i.e. the laser pulse ﬂuence), as well as photoinitiator (PI) molecules generally added to the photopolymer resin to enable the stereolithography process. In the
case of photocuring-based 3D printing processes the biocompatibility of the produced structures depends on the
components of the photopolymer resin used (polymer and PI
molecules), as well as on the effect of the photocuring process
on the resin itself apart from solidiﬁcation (e.g. new residual
molecules being formed upon irradiation). Speciﬁcally, the
presence of PI molecules is a constant source of possible toxic
effects. To tackle this problem, the main research path up to
now has been the detailed investigation of the effect of such
PI molecules and their residues on the biological systems
[34–39].
Here, we introduce an alternative way to completely
eliminate issues related to the use of PI molecules, and thus
generate highly biocompatible 3D scaffolds by employing the
MPExSL technique. In fact, we hypothesize that PEGDA can
be photocured by pulsed excimer laser radiation even without
the use of PI due to the presence of the two terminating
acrylate groups which can be photo-crosslinked under irradiation with UV light [40–43]. Acrylate groups possess a UV
absorption band which is peaked around 200 nm, and therefore short UV wavelength (<220 nm) has been used to photocrosslink the acrylate group without the use of PI by continuous light irradiation. However the use of pulsed laser
irradiation with a high peak intensity may activate an efﬁcient
photo-crosslinking process with longer wavelength photons
as well provided that sufﬁcient optical absorption is present.
Such an effect would lead to a photoinitiator-free (PI-free)
photocuring procedure, which is highly desired especially
when in vivo applications are considered, since no chance
emerges for toxic PI molecules/residuals to be released from
the constructs. Up to now no stereolithographic method
(based either on single photon absorption or on the more

sophisticated multi-photon absorption version) has yet
demonstrated the possibility of producing PI-free 3D
scaffolds.
Signiﬁcantly, we ﬁnd that the use of excimer laser pulses
(300 nm) does enable photocuring of PEGDA without the
use of any PI molecules. The demonstration of such PI-free
PEGDA 3D scaffolds fabricated by MPExSL opens the way
for the production of highly biocompatible implants, with
high potential impact in TE and regenerative medicine
applications.

2. Experimental section
2.1. The fabrication process

MPExSL is a 3D printing method relying on a layer-by-layer
building up process where the layers are deﬁned/cured by
image projection using a pulsed excimer laser [18–23]. The
MPExSL system used in the present study is described in
detail in [21], and here only a general presentation is given for
clarity.
Two pulsed excimer lasers, with a pulse duration of
20 ns, are used in the experiments: a KrF laser at 248 nm
(COMPexPro-110, Coherent), and a XeCl laser at 308 nm
(COMPexPro-110, Coherent). A motorized mask holder can
be used to select a mask (out of ﬁve), even during fabrication,
leading to complex constructs. The mask consists of chromium on quartz photomasks used for optical lithography in
which the desired pattern is written using a laser writer.
Furthermore, the shape of the scaffold (e.g. the diameter) can
be modiﬁed by means of an iris placed in front of the mask
holder in order to select a sub-portion of the mask. Laser
pulse energy, and therefore the single pulse ﬂuence, is
adjusted by a motorized variable attenuator, and a CCD
camera is used to on-line image the resin surface and monitor
the fabrication process. The laser pulse ﬂuence applied to the
resin is estimated by measuring the laser pulse energy at the
mask position and then considering the demagniﬁcation factor
of 4 and the energy losses of the optical projection system. In
ﬁgure 1 the various irradiation methods used during the
experiments are schematically reported. For single layer
photocuring two irradiation conﬁgurations are used: (i) in thin
layers (<1 mm), the resin is sandwiched in between two thin
quartz slides (see ﬁgure 1(a)); (ii) in thick layers (>1 mm) a
quartz slide is left to ﬂoat on the surface of the resin contained
in a cup (see ﬁgure 1(b)). In both cases the fabricated structures remained attached to the quartz slide through which the
irradiation occurs. For 3D constructs, the layer-by-layer
method is adopted, as schematically reported in ﬁgure 1(c).
All the structures produced were obtained by static irradiation applying the desired number of laser pulses at a pulse
repetition rate of 20 Hz if not stated otherwise. The sample
holder can be moved in the horizontal plane in order to
change the irradiation point in the resin. The entire process,
comprising laser pulse repetition rate, pulse energy setting,
mask selection and sample stage movements, is controlled
with a PC using a simple and easily programmable routine.
2
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Figure 1. Irradiation conditions used in the experiments: (a) single layer curing for thickness <1 mm; (b) single layer curing for thickness
>1 mm; (c) layer-by-layer fabrication.

The post-fabrication treatment of all produced samples is
four-times soaking (15 min each cycle) and rinsing using
Milli-Q water, then drying in a desiccator for 30 min.
Therefore all produced parts consist of the insoluble structures
after the post-fabrication treatment.

2.4. Toxicity tests

Tests were conducted to investigate the possible release of
toxic agents from the scaffolds, with and without PI. In order
to do so, fabricated scaffolds were sterilized under a fume
hood using the hood’s in-built UV lamp for 60–90 min. The
sterile samples were transferred into a multi-well and the
wells were ﬁlled with 2 ml of Dulbecco’s Eagle Medium
(DMEM, Euroclone) mixed with 5% fetal bovine serum
(FBS, Euroclone). The samples were kept into the incubator
for 3 days. This immersion procedure was performed in order
to check if toxic material was released into the culture medium. The treated DMEM was then used in cell proliferation
tests conducted using an ACEA Biosciences xCELLigence
system, equipped with E-plate 16. The device allows the realtime monitoring of cell viability, based on electrical impedance read out. All the gold electrodes were coated with polyd-lysine (PDL, Sigma-Aldrich, mw 70.000–120.000) by
adding 100 μl of a 0.1 mg ml−1 aqueous solution to each of
the 16 wells of a single plate for 24 h. The wells were then
rinsed with sterilized water and left to dry.
After the drying, the wells were ﬁlled with 100 μl
DMEM+FBS for background measurement, then Chinese
hamster ovarian cells (CHO) in 100 μl of DMEM were added
to the wells. For the control sample fresh DMEM was
employed. Cell density was 1000 or 2000 cells μl−1.
The device was kept in the incubator and left to run for 7
days. Sampling of the cell proliferation was done every
30 min by reading out the impedance of the electrodes, and
converting it to a dimensionless parameter, named Cell Index
(C.I.). The C.I. matrix was then processed by Microcal’s
Origin.
Pilot cell seeding tests on the produced scaffolds were
conducted using CHO cells. The cells were seeded on the
scaffolds immersed in DMEM for 3 days. Before cell seeding,
scaffolds were sterilized under a UV hood. Further, the
scaffolds were left for 2 h in poly-D-lysine aqeous solution
(0.1 mg ml−1), rinsed and left to dry. Finally, fresh DMEM
was added into the wells, CHO cells were seeded at a density
of 10 000 cells μl−1 and left to grow in the incubator (37 °C,
5% of CO2) for 7 days in vitro (DIV 7). At DIV 7 cells were
ﬁxed in PFA 4%, and cell nuclei were stained with DAPI.

2.2. The UV sensitive liquid resin

The PEGDA (average Mn 700) as well as the PI utilized in
this study (IRGACURE 2959) were ordered from Sigma
Aldrich. PEGDA is used as it is, i.e. not diluted in water.
Three variants of the PEGDA resin were tested,
depending on PI concentration used: 1% w/w, 2% w/w and
‘0%’, i.e. PI-free.
2.3. Material and scaffolds characterization

UV–vis spectroscopy was performed with a photospectrometer (Varian, Cary 6000i) using a quartz cuvette in
order to measure the penetration depth of UV light inside
PEGDA.
Curing depth measurements were carried out by a stylus
proﬁler (Veeco Dektak 150) with 1 mg of load on the tip for
samples with a thickness <1 mm, while magniﬁed optical
inspection and a caliper were used for samples with a thickness >1 mm.
Mechanical characterization of the produced structures
was performed by means of nanoindentation (Micro Materials
Ltd NanoTest). The tests were done using a Berkovich tip
with a maximum load of 0.6 mN, a dwell time at maximum
load of 30 s, loading and unloading periods of 30 s and 15 s,
respectively. The samples were measured at 16 different
points (in a 4×4 matrix, distance between points 50 μm).
Young’s modulus is calculated through the Oliver and Pharr
method each time. Eventually, the stiffness for one sample is
acquired by calculating the mean value of these aforementioned 16 measurements.
Electron microscopy imaging was performed with a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) JEOL JSM-6490
(JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) operating at 15 kV. Samples were
previously sputter coated with a 10 nm thick gold ﬁlm using a
Cressington 208HR coating system (Cressington Scientiﬁc
Instruments Inc., Watford, UK).
3
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Figure 2. UV–vis absorption spectra of PEGDA for various

Figure 3. SEM image of typical PI-free PEGDA structures obtained
with 248 nm laser and used for proﬁlometry and nanoindentation
measurements. The substrate is the quartz slide used during
irradiation as shown in ﬁgure 1(a).

concentrations in deionized water: the vertical dashed lines indicate
the position of the two laser wavelength used in the experiments.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Material characterization

quartz (see schematic in ﬁgure 1(b)). In both cases the
irradiation was performed using a simple aperture mask and
static irradiations varying the single laser pulse ﬂuence and
the total number of laser pulses delivered for each irradiation.
The result is an array of pillars (as shown in ﬁgure 3) that
remained attached to the quartz after the post-fabrication
treatment and that were subsequently used for proﬁlometry
and nanoindentation tests. Therefore the cured depth
measured is the height of the pillars after post-fabrication
treatment, i.e. the insoluble cured part.
The curing depth data, shown in ﬁgure 4, demonstrate
that at 248 nm the single layer thickness can be tuned in the
tens to hundreds of micron range, while mm thickness is
achieved at 308 nm. This fact reﬂects the smaller penetration
depth in PEGDA at 248 nm compared to 308 nm, leading to
the viability of PI-free 3D constructs fabricated with a KrF
excimer laser. It is noted that the curing depth obtained at
248 nm is actually larger compared to the light penetration
depth at the same wavelength. This fact indicates that there
may be signiﬁcant photo-bleaching during the irradiation,
which leads to an effective larger penetration depth of the
light [44]. In contrast, when using 308 nm light the achieved
pillar height is in the order of the penetration depth, i.e.
several mm, and no photo-bleaching is observed. However, it
has to be noted that for such long penetration depth the
projected image goes out of focus within the resin volume and
the actual ﬂuence decreases a lot deep within the resin,
leading to a much reduced curing efﬁciency for thick
structures.
In general, the longer the crosslinking time the lower the
spatial resolution, and this is also the case for PI-free
photocuring: both the lateral and vertical resolution get
degraded when longer irradiations are performed (see ﬁgure
S2 in the online supplementary data). The spatial resolution is
estimated in the few micrometer-scale for short irradiation
times (i.e. small number of laser pulses) and increases to tens
of micrometers for long irradiation times. It is also noted that

UV–vis spectroscopy of PEGDA. The UV–vis
absorption spectra of PEGDA obtained with different
concentration in Milli-Q deionized water are shown in
ﬁgure 2. It is found that the two excimer lasers wavelengths
used fall within the UV absorption band of PEGDA, the
308 nm wavelength being on the very low energy edge of
such an absorption band. The UV absorption band is due to
the excitation of the acrylic group and can lead to a direct
photochemical activation of the acrylic carbon bonds through
internal conversion in the singlet state followed by intersystem crossing to the triplet state [42]. This photochemical
activation of the carbon bond results in the cross-linking of
the acrylic groups between adjacent PEGDA molecules and
therefore in efﬁcient photocuring of the polymer resin even
without the use of any PI molecules. The speciﬁc absorption
values at the two laser wavelengths used (highlighted by the
vertical dashed lines) allowed estimating the penetration
depth in pure PEGDA (see ﬁgure S1 in the online supporting
information): 35 μm at 248 nm, and 8 mm at 308 nm. Indeed
the longer 308 nm wavelength is at the very edge of the UV
absorption band resulting in a large penetration depth, while
there is signiﬁcant absorption at 248 nm leading to a short
penetration depth which indicates the feasibility of layer-bylayer 3D fabrication even without the use of any PI.
3.1.1.

3.1.2. PEGDA photocuring WITHOUT photoinitiator (PIfree). To fabricate the appropriate pillars (reported in

ﬁgure 3) the PI-free PEGDA resin was sandwiched between
a glass holder and a quartz plate (see schematic in ﬁgure 1(a)).
This irradiation method could only be used with the 248 nm
laser. Since the penetration depth in PI-free PEGDA for
308 nm light is several mm another irradiation method was
used: a glass cup was ﬁlled with pure PEGDA and a thin
quartz sheet was positioned ﬂoating on top of the liquid
uncured resin while irradiation was performed through the
4
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Figure 4. Curing depth, i.e. height of PI-free PEGDA pillars, as a function of the number of laser pulses applied for various single laser pulse
ﬂuences: (a) for 248 nm and (b) for 308 nm.

for long irradiation times the top part of the pillars has a
‘dome’ structure which most probably arises from the nonuniform illumination occurring when the image goes out of
focus at long curing depth, decreasing the spatial resolution.
However, in 3D fabrication the layers are usually ∼100
micron thick resulting in sharp edges and micrometer-scale
resolution, well suited for tissue engineering scaffolds (see
ﬁgure S3 in the online supplementary data).
A selection of the same kind of 2D samples used for
curing depth measurements was used to perform mechanical
characterization of the PI-free PEGDA when various laser
fabrication parameters were used. The results are presented in
tables 1 and 2 in the online supplementary data ﬁle for
248 nm and 308 nm laser light, respectively. No striking
difference could be detected between the samples: all have
stiffness around 0.1 GPa. In the case of irradiation at 248 nm
with a high ﬂuence per pulse (>100 mJ cm−2) there is a
decrease of the Young’s modulus up to a factor of 4, which is
an indication of possible photodegradation of the material.

by-layer fabrication possible with the MPExSL setup coupled
with the XeCl laser.
3D layered structures with 1% and 2% PI were fabricated
for mechanical testing: circular scaffolds of 2 mm diameter
made from ﬁve layers, fabricated with six different repetition
rates (i.e., 1, 5, 10, 20, 40 and 60 Hz) and two different
ﬂuences (2 mJ cm−2 and 8 mJ cm−2). The proﬁlometry data
of ﬁgure 5 are used to ﬁnd the appropriate number of pulses
for the 2 mJ cm−2 ﬂuence (seven pulses) and 8 mJ cm−2
ﬂuence (two pulses), so each layer’s thickness would be
adjusted to ∼100 μm. Overlap between layers was set to
20 μm. The nanoindentation data (reported in table 2 of the
online supplementary data) show a Young’s modulus in the
range of tens of MPa without major disparity between the two
resins’ compositions. There is an indication of lower modulus
at higher ﬂuences which may be an indication of some photodegradation during the irradiation.
3.2. Scaffold fabrication

The fabrication capability of the MPExSL system in conjunction with PEGDA can be seen in ﬁgure 6 where a gallery
of various scaffolds is shown. The single layer multi-channel
conduit in ﬁgure 6(a) is a PI-free scaffold fabricated using
a dotted mask (see left panel in ﬁgure S4 in the online
supplementary data) with 248 nm light and delivering 500
laser pulses at a ﬂuence of 33 mJ cm−2. In ﬁgure 6(b) a 3D
multi-layer multi-channel conduit PI-free scaffold is reported;
it was fabricated using a dotted mask with 248 nm light and
delivering 100 laser pulses per layer at a ﬂuence of
67.2 mJ cm−2. The 3D multi-layer star-shaped multi-channel
conduit scaffold reported in ﬁgure 6(c) was fabricated from
PEGDA and 1% PI using 308 nm light and delivering seven
laser pulses per layer at a ﬂuence of 2 mJ cm−2. The shape of
this last scaffold was obtained alternating two star-shaped
masks (see right panel in ﬁgure S4 of the online supplementary data), one of which resulted in a laterally open
structure, as highlighted in the inset of ﬁgure 6(c).

3.1.3. PEGDA photocuring with photoinitiator. Adding PI to

the PEGDA resin leads to a lower light penetration depth due
to the increased optical absorption. From the UV–vis
absorption spectra of the PI reported in the data sheet it is
estimated that the penetration depth at 1% concentration in
PEGDA is a couple of hundred microns at 308 nm and some
tens of microns at 248 nm. The curing depth experiments
were performed with 308 nm light, and 1% and 2% PI
concentration in pure PEGDA. The use of 248 nm light would
instead lead to a very small layer thickness hampering
application of the layer-by-layer 3D printing and was
therefore not tested. The measured curing depths in PEGDA
with 1% and 2% PI at 308 nm reported in ﬁgure 5 are in
agreement with the penetration depth in the photo-resins.
The reduced curing depth (tens to hundreds of microns)
compared with PI-free photocuring at 308 nm makes layer-
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Figure 5. Curing depth of PEGDA at 308 nm irradiation: (a) 1% and (b) 2% PI.

Figure 6. SEM images of PEGDA scaffolds produced by MPExSL: (a) single layer multi-channel conduit PI-free scaffold fabricated with

248 nm light and 500 laser pulses at a ﬂuence of 33 mJ cm−2; (b) multi-layer multi-channel conduit PI-free scaffold fabricated with 248 nm
light and 100 laser pulses per layer at a ﬂuence of 67.2 mJ cm−2; (c) star-shaped multi-layer multi-channel open conduit fabricated with 1%
PI, 308 nm light, and seven laser pulses per layer at a ﬂuence of 2 mJ cm−2. In the insets, a highlight of each scaffold is reported. The scale
bar in the insets is 100 micron.

further described. The scaffolds themselves were used for
pilot cell seeding tests.
Initially, UV–vis spectroscopy was conducted to detect
traces of PI in the soaking media (data not shown), with fresh
DMEM used as comparison. The results show a slight difference in the absorbance only with the DMEM which had the
1% and 2% PI samples soaked in: from around 400 nm, the
absorbance increased slightly, ramping up quickly in the UV.
This corresponds well to the absorption properties of
IRGACURE 2959.
In order to investigate the effect of PI release in the
DMEM, the media were put under testing in an xCELLigence
system for cell proliferation and viability tests [45]. This realtime and label free method has become an established tool to
assess cell viability in the presence of toxic agents [46, 47].
The testing was repeated twice, with different cell numbers,
i.e. with 10 000 and with 20 000 cells, leading to the results
shown in ﬁgure 7. The C.I. stabilizes to the same value when
cells reach conﬂuency, independent of the initial cell numbers. In all experiments, the C.I. should always be compared
at a given time to the positive (fresh DMEM) and the negative

3.3. Toxicity test

From the results previously presented it is clear that various
PEGDA resin compositions (PI-free, 1% PI and 2% PI) with
different lasers and laser parameters (248 nm KrF excimer,
308 nm XeCl excimer) can be used to achieve physically
identical scaffolds. This offers a good basis to compare the
biocompatibility of these cured resins, focusing on the possible release and toxicity of the added PI. Thus, identical
circular scaffolds were fabricated from PI-free, 1% and 2% PI
resins. In order to achieve the same physical properties (i.e.
layer thickness), the 1% and 2% samples were fabricated with
the XeCl, while the PI-free samples were made by the KrF
laser. Layer thickness was adjusted to be ∼110 μm, which
corresponded to 300 pulses at 16.8 mJ cm−2 for irradiation at
248 nm, and seven pulses at 2 mJ cm−2 ﬂuence for irradiation
at 308 nm. Sample diameter was 4 mm.
As mentioned above, the samples were kept in DMEM
for several days. A control well containing only DMEM and
no scaffold was also included. After 7 days of soaking, the
media were removed and used for the indirect toxicity test
6
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Figure 7. xCELLigence measurements with two different cell numbers: (a) 10 000; (b) 20 000. In both cases, the C.I. drops for PI samples

and stabilizes in 3–4 days. The PI-free sample does not affect its environment.

(DMEM saturated with PI) control. The images acquired from
the cells in the wells are reported in ﬁgure S5 in the online
supplementary data.
Both experiments lead to the same results, showing a
distinct difference in the behavior of the DMEM regarding its
pre-treatement: the DMEM kept in contact with PI-containing
samples is toxic for the cells, leading to a decrease in the C.I.
over time, whilst the DMEM of the PI-free scaffold behaves
identically to the pristine (albeit, not fresh) DMEM showing a
high C.I. and, subsequently, high cell proliferation. The
negative control group with DMEM saturated with IRGACURE 2959 leads to zero C.I, i.e. immediate cell death and
detachment from the electrode surface. These results are in
accordance with the UV–vis spectra and show the toxic effect
of the PI released from the scaffolds during their soaking
period. Importantly, it also demonstrates that no toxic substances are created during the PI-free excimer laser photocuring of PEGDA when 248 nm light is used.
In a pilot experiment to test possible reduced toxicity of
the scaffolds after aging in DMEM, the specimens used for
the indirect toxicity test based on xCELLigence were used as
substrates for cell seeding. The experiment was conducted in
triplicate. The growth of CHO cells was monitored for several
days, and, as shown in ﬁgure S6 in the online supplementary
data, only the PI-free scaffolds showed at the end a uniform
coverage of cells. In contrast, no cells were proliferating on
the PI-containing scaffolds (data not shown), indicating that
even after aging in DMEM the PI scaffolds retained some
toxic agents.

excimer lasers, which enables the fabrication of PI-free 3D
PEGDA scaffolds for the ﬁrst time to the best of our
knowledge. Irradiation with a KrF laser at 248 nm results in
tens to hundreds of micron thick layers, which enables the
implementation of layer-by-layer fabrication resulting in 3D
scaffolds. In contrast, XeCl irradiation (at 308 nm) of the PIfree PEGDA leads to a few mm layer thickness, not suitable
for layer-by-layer 3D fabrication. The long penetration depth
of 308 nm light in PEGDA can be reduced by the use of
absorbing molecules or nanoparticles, which could lead to the
fabrication of (nano)composite and bio-active PI-free scaffolds. As expected, adding PI to the PEGDA resin decreases
both the curing depth as well as the amount of total energy
necessary for the curing, resulting in a slightly higher spatial
resolution.
Nanoindentation tests revealed a Young’s modulus in the
order of 100 MPa for PI-free structures and 10 MPa for PIcontaining structures. In general, a lower modulus is found in
the case of irradiation with a high ﬂuence per pulse
(>100 mJ cm−2), which may be an indication of photodegradation of the hydrogel. Further dedicated studies are
necessary to investigate this phenomenon.
Using a cell proliferation assay we demonstrate that the
PI-free scaffolds do not release any toxic substance once
submerged in culture medium for several days, whereas the
scaffolds containing the photoinitiator molecules have
adverse effects on cell proliferation once submerged in the
culture medium. Therefore the use of PI for the fabrication of
TE scaffolds should be avoided whenever possible. At the
same time, PI-free scaffolds fabricated using a 248 nm excimer laser do not release any toxic substance in the culture
medium, resulting in high biocompatibility, potentially
representing the perfect environment for both in vitro and
in vivo applications.
In some 3D bioprinting methodologies cells can be
embedded into the biomaterial [48–51]. In principle, the use
of short wavelength UV light from excimer lasers may limit
the inclusion of live cells during fabrication, decreasing the

4. Conclusions and outlook
We report an investigation of the photocuring process of
PEGDA using excimer laser and we compare the results
obtained without using PI molecules with the results obtained
with a typical PI molecule. The possibility of curing PEGDA
without the use of any PI molecules is demonstrated using
7
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viability of the cells upon irradiation [52, 53]. The precise
assessment of such effect requires dedicated systematic
experiments, speciﬁc for each cell line to be used.
In perspective, the demonstration of PI-free photocuring
of PEGDA by short wavelength UV laser pulses can have a
strong impact on the fabrication of high-resolution highly
biocompatible 3D scaffolds to be used in TE. Speciﬁc
quantum mechanical calculations are necessary to comprehend the exact molecular path way behind the PI-free curing
of PEGDA with excimer laser radiation at 248 nm and
308 nm, as has been done for other acrylate molecules
[37, 38]. Such calculations, as well as experimental investigations would be highly desirable also for other acrylatebased polymers used in TE, e.g. collagen-based gelatin
methacrylate (GelMA) [54] and methacrylated glycole chitosan (MGC) [55, 56]. A systematic investigation on the PIfree curing dynamics with IR spectroscopy would also help to
highlight and optimize the curing process.
Besides the static irradiation performed in the present
study, it is feasible to implement a direct write approach in
which each layer is cured by moving the laser beam and/or
the resin cup during irradiation in order to produce the desire
pattern. This methodology would increase the versatility of
the printing system albeit at the expenses of production time.
Finally, apart from the use of MPExSL for the fabrication
of 3D scaffolds via the layer-by-layer photocuring method,
we foresee a systematic investigation of PI-free PEGDA
photocuring via two-photon absorption using visible femtosecond laser pulses (e.g. at about 500 nm, second-harmonic of
the Nd-based and Yb-based lasers), which would enable a
direct laser writing PI-free 3D printing process.
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Laser-driven particle acceleration for radiobiology and radiotherapy:
where we are and where we are going
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ABSTRACT
Radiation therapy of tumors progresses continuously and so do devices, sharing a global market of about $ 4 billions,
growing at an annual rate exceeding 5%. Most of the progress involves tumor targeting, multi-beam irradiation, reduction
of damage on healthy tissues and critical organs, dose fractioning. This fast-evolving scenario is the moving benchmark
for the progress of the laser-based accelerators towards clinical uses. As for electrons, both energy and dose requested by
radiotherapy are available with plasma accelerators driven by lasers in the power range of tens of TW but several issues
have still to be faced before getting a prototype device for clinical tests. They include capability of varying electron
energy, stability of the process, reliability for medical users. On the other side hadron therapy, presently applied to a
small fraction of cases but within an exponential growth, is a primary option for the future. With such a strong
motivation, research on laser-based proton/ion acceleration has been supported in the last decade in order to get
performances suitable to clinical standards. None of these performances has been achieved so far with laser techniques.
In the meantime a rich crop of data have been obtained in radiobiological experiments performed with beams of particles
produced with laser techniques. It is quite significant however that most of the experiments have been performed moving
bio samples to laser labs, rather moving laser equipment to bio labs or clinical contexts. This give us the measure that
laser community cannot so far provide practical devices usable by non-laser people.
Keywords: Laser-driven particle accelerators, radiobiology, radiotherapy, dosimetry, radiation safety

1. INTRODUCTION
It is time to check state of the art and perspective of laser technologies addressed at implementing compact particle
accelerators for biological researches and clinical uses. During a recent editorial work1 I realized that the expectation
level for this novel technology is quite high in a broad community of scientists, including laser, plasma and nuclear
physicists, medical physicists, radiation biologists, radiologists and radiotherapists. Contributions from each one of these
classes of expertise become highly desirable today to actually state where we are, where we should move and how.
Physicists involved in the particle acceleration with laser techniques can provide not only the state of the art of laserdriven electron, proton and ion accelerators most suitable for biological studies and future clinical therapies, but also a
deep insight into the most advanced experiments and novel ideas. It will come out that laser produced particles have been
used in a variety of physical schemes to generate secondary sources of high-energy photons, another kind of ionizing
radiation, the most used in radiation therapy of tumors. In turn, photons of tens of MeV have been used to produce, via
photonuclear reactions, radionuclides of interest for the nuclear medicine. In addition, high-resolution ultrafast
radiography has been performed with particles accelerated by laser2. On the other hand, radiotherapists can update our
knowledge about the most advanced devices and protocols, very effective, they actually use in a hospital: the novel
practice in radiotherapy of tumors is the benchmark (continuously moving forward) for the laser-driven technologies.
While a number of biologists are systematically investigating the response of living matter to the particle bunches
produced by lasers, some others are already speculating on how this new opportunity can extend and empower the most
recent concepts of radiobiology. The action of such kind of radiation can be followed for the first time on femtosecond
time scale and nanometric spatial scale. The novel acceleration technologies, based on the interaction of ultrashort
intense laser pulses with matter, delivering sub-picosecond pulses of ionizing radiation, also demand a general renewing
*
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of dosimetry3 and safety protocols. Both absolute and relative dosimetry are currently re-considered, in the framework of
international standards4. While suitable existing devices are examined, including radiochromic foils, ionization chambers
and Faraday cups, novel concepts for ad hoc detectors are introduced and need to be carefully investigated. Dosimetric
simulations with Monte Carlo methods, in particular with the GEANT4 toolkit provide a precious support to this effort.
Also radiological safety has to be reconsidered while thinking to transfer technologies based on high power lasers in a
clinical context. It is not the same issue as with conventional accelerators delivering a well defined type of particle with
an almost monoenergetic spectrum. We are dealing now with a mix of radiological products delivered by laser-matter
interaction, at a given but changeable intensity, with a variety of materials acting as accelerating media. Of course this
kind of problems have already been faced in high-power laser facilities devoted to studies on laser-matter interactions
and in particular to particle acceleration, but for a medical facility the safety of patients and personnel is paramount, then
also doses from any secondary radiation and any kind of other hazards have to be carefully minimized5.
Though the rate of survivals increases regularly year by year, cancer is still the first cause of death everywhere. The
number of new cases of cancer in the world is estimated to have been about 14 millions in the year 2012, with an
expectation of more than 20 millions in 20206. About 50% of cases are treated with radiation therapies, possibly in
combination with surgery and/or chemotherapy, with an emerging problem for the access of low- and middle-income
countries (LMIC) to radiation therapy7, particularly to the more expensive hadron therapy. Among these treatments, more
than 90% use RF-driven linear accelerators of electrons (RF-Linac). Other techniques include internal radiation
(brachytherapy) and proton-ion beams (hadron therapy). In most cases electrons delivered by a RF-linac are not used
directly on the tumor but converted into photons (hard X-rays) by bremsstrahlung through a suitable target. In some case
electrons are used directly, either to cure superficial tumors or in the Intra-Operative Radiation Therapy (IORT) which
can be applied during surgical operation of a tumor8,9. Radiation therapy techniques evolve and progress continuously
and so do accelerators and dose delivering devices, which share a global market of about $ 4 billions, growing at an
annual rate exceeding 5%10. Most of the progress involves precision in tumor targeting, multi-beam irradiation, reduction
of damage on healthy tissues and critical organs, fractionation of dose delivering for a more effective cure11. Among
these novel techniques and protocols of treatment, particularly effective appears the so-called Cyberknife. This technique
uses a multitude of small beams which creates a large dose gradient resulting in the delivery of high dose to the tumor
while minimizing the dose to adjacent healthy tissues12.
Basically, requested electron kinetic energy ranges from 4 to 25 MeV, but rarely energy above 15 MeV is used.
Required dose/rate usually ranges from 1 to 10 Gy/min. These two ranges of performances are presently well fulfilled by
plasma accelerators driven by ultrashort laser pulses of “moderate” peak power, i.e. tens of TW, operating within high
efficiency laser-plasma interaction regimes at a pulse repetition rate of the order of tens of Hz13. However further work
has to be done on laser acceleration in order to reach the clinical standard in terms of the electron output stability and
reproducibility. Several tasks have to be afforded before proceeding to a technical design of a laser-driven linac
prototype for clinical tests. A first task is the optimization of both laser and gas-jet (or other possible targets) as well as
their coupling (involving mechanical stability and optical design). Another task is the energy control of the electron
bunch to provide different electron energies on clinical demand. These goals would require a complex scientific and
technological investigation addressed to both the laser system, in order to make it as stable, simple and easy to use as
possible, and the physics of the acceleration process, in order to get the highest possible efficiency, stability and output
control. We may nevertheless try and list some of the expected advantages of future Laser-linac’s for clinical uses. Laser
technology strongly reduces size and complexity of the acceleration section (Mini-linac) of the device; it also totally
decouples the “driver” from the acceleration section: we can imagine in a hospital a single high power laser plant in a
dedicated laser-room (with no need for radioprotection) which delivers pulses to a number of accelerators located in
several treatment or operating rooms, suitably radioprotected. Laser managing and maintenance can proceed
independently from the managing and maintenance of the Mini-linac’s. Each Mini-linac could be easily translated and
rotated according to the given radiotherapy plan. Current studies could prove that the extreme dose-rate per pulse
delivered by the Laser-linac would reduce the total dose for a therapeutic effect. This latter of course would be a major
advantage of laser-driven radiotherapy.
The original idea of Laser Wake-Field Acceleration14 and the advent of the decisive CPA laser technology15 originated
one of the most appealing scientific case of the last decades. Since then, a number of schemes for laser driven
acceleration of electrons in plasmas have been proposed and studied, some of which have been successfully tested till
very recently16,17. New experimental records have been reported in the recent literature, in terms of the maximum
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and light ions the work to be done still includes the identification of an acceleration regime able to produce particles of
suitable energy (and energy spread) in bunches delivering the right dose.
However, there is a major scientific issue which deserves to be addressed from now, concerning potential radiobiological
effects of the extremely different duration of bunches produced by laser with respect to bunches produced by
conventional accelerators. A factor exceeding 1,000,000 is involved, from μs to sub-ps timescale. The ultrashort duration
of laser-produced particle bunches may involve unexpected consequences for cancer therapy. In fact, it is not known if
delivering the same dose with particles of the same kinetic energy but at much higher instantaneous dose-rate may lead to
a different tissutal effects with possible consequences on therapeutic strategy and protocols29. From the physical point of
view we can expect that the extreme particle density we can produce in a bunch with laser acceleration could behave
“collectively” and/or lead to non-linear effects which cannot be described by the usual single-particle Monte Carlo
simulation. In other words it is possible that each ultradense bunch of electrons could produce not only the statistic sum
of the effects of each low-LET particle but also some high-LET effect due to the total charge involved. If this would be
true, the biological action could not only concern DNA but also some structural cellular feature, like membrane. This
major issue, in turn, calls for a dedicated research on radiobiological effects to be performed with the ultrashort particle
bunches produced by laser technology. It is evident that such a research also has a high conceptual value since it enables,
for the first time, the investigation of very early processes occurring in the timescales of physical, chemical, biological
responses of the living matter to ionizing radiation30. Investigation of very early effects arising from ultrashort ionizing
pulses at nanometric scale become possible in a framework of advanced femtochemistry. This opportunity move also the
interest of biologists, aimed at improving the “OMIC” approach to radiation therapy31. Finally, it has be be pointed out
that the use of laser in combination of an electron beam is capable of creating collimated energy-specific (and energytunable) X-rays and γ-rays via the laser Compton scattering process32. Such high-energy quasi-monochromatic photon
source can be very useful in radiation oncology.

2. HADRON THERAPY AND LASER-INDUCED ION ACCELERATION
In the year 1932, E. O. Lawrence (see Figure 3) and his group at University of California - Berkeley were able to
accelerate protons to 1 MeV kinetic energy into their Cyclotron, based on a 11 inch magnet. Interestingly, his brother, Dr.
John Lawrence, from University's Medical Physics Laboratory, already collaborated with him in studying medical and
biological applications of the cyclotron, and himself became a consultant to the Institute of Cancer Research. The
Cyclotron technology faced a decade of enthusiastic increase in proton energies with Nobel Prize assigned to E.O.
Lawrence in 193933 till it was realized that energy was limited by the relativistic effect of the mass growth with velocity.
The era started of synchro-cyclotrons and synchrotrons, basically the same big machines in operation today in the hadron
therapy facilities.
Just after WWII, in his decisive paper18, Robert Wilson from Harvard noticed that “The accelerators now being
constructed or planned will yield protons of energies above 125 Mev (million electron volts) and perhaps as high as 400
Mev. The range of a 125 Mev proton in tissue is 12 cm., while that of a 200 Mev proton is 27 cm. It is clear that such
protons can penetrate to any part of the body.” and “the specific ionization or dose is many times less when the proton
enter the tissue at high energy than it is in the last centimeter of the path where the ion is brought to rest.” All the future
of the Hadron Therapy was simply depicted in these two sentences. More than 10 years later, John Lawrence published
his first clinical study (see Figure 4) on “Proton irradiation of the pituitary” which opened the gate to all the subsequent
works slowly leading to the present therapeutic protocols.
While discussing the progress of Laser-induced Ion Acceleration (LIA) towards its application to cancer therapy and
possibly complaining about its delays, Figure 5 should be carefully considered. The Radio-Frequency (RF) approach to
ion acceleration asked some 25 years before getting kinetic energies suitable to deep tumor irradiation, almost 30 years to
produce significant clinical tests. Since then, 30 years were spent to experiment on samples and treat a few thousands
patients worldwide inside nuclear laboratories in order to setup suitable protocols and reliable statistics. More than 60
years after the first cyclotron a huge device was built for the first time in a Hospital and devoted to patient treatment.
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Figure 3. Left: the first 4” Lawrence cyclotron (1930). Right: Lawrence standing close to his 27” cyclotron (1933) at UC-Berkeley.
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Only 10 years later both the numbers of installed clinical facilities and treated patient showed a really fast growth rate
with a weak but sensible decrease in the last few years, possibly due to the global economical crisis. Presently the
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number of treatments performed with ions are a few percent of the total radiation treatments, while the ordinary X-ray
radiotherapy based on electron linacs covers more than 90% of the cases. The story of LIA and its steps towards medical
application is obviously shifted forward of several decades and could conventionally start with the invention of lasers
delivering short pulses and more exactly when those pulses reached a suitable power, namely early Nineties. Whether the
progress towards the medical application is comparable to the one performed by RF accelerators in a comparable period
of time is hard to say, also because physical processes to be studied and applied were well assessed in the RF case, while
laser acceleration in plasmas created from a variety of targets involves a number of physical processes and regimes
almost never explored so far, whose modeling requires sophysticated, not always fully reliable, numerical calculations.
This complex matter has been reviewed recently by several authors24,34,35 in the framework of the physics of laser-matter
interaction at extreme intensities36.
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Target Normal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA) is by far the most studied acceleration mechanism also in view of medical
applications. Typical proton spectra produced via TNSA are exponential-like up to a cut-off energy which has been so
far well below 100 MeV with the largest available lasers. 67 MeV protons were obtained at LANL using a) 80 J pulse
energy and b) hollow-cone microtargets37 a record result but both experimental features are not suitable for a Hospital
device. The more suitable table-top lasers, typically having a few joule energy, presently allow to reach up to few tens of
MeV. The use of targets with limited mass38 or surface structuring39 has recently moved the cut-off towards higher
energies.
A few years ago the exploitation of radiation pressure in laser plasma interaction at ultra-high intensity emerged from
simulations as a brilliant solution to get quasi-monochromatic bunches of energetic ions40. The regime of Radiation
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Pressure Acceleration (RPA) is usually split in two, namely Hole Boring (HB) and Light Sail (LS), depending on the
thickness of the foil used as interaction target. The HB regime applies to thicker targets where the radiation pressure
pushes as a piston the interaction surface causing its recession and the steepening of the density profile. A first
≃ 10 µm), for which nc ≃ 1019 cm−3, at a density approaching nc, using
experiment used a CO2 infrared laser (
circularly polarized pulses at intensities up to 1016 W cm−2. A high-charge proton bunch, whose spectrum peaked at 1
MeV was obtained41, with a substantial agreement with theory. Production of ion energies useful for medical applications
requires substantial advances in CO2 laser technology42. Optical lasers (λ ≃ 1 mm) require the development of targets
with suitable density values and profiles, by engineering high density gas jets43 or using low-density foams44. Differently
from most of the acceleration regimes, the presence of a low-density plasma produced by the laser prepulse in front of
solid targets may favor HB acceleration. The LS regime applies when very thin foil targets are used and the whole mass
of the irradiated portion of the foil is pushed by radiation pressure. The LS’s scaling with pulse energy for ultrashort
pulses is quite promising24, and quasi-monochromatic spectra are expected. However, first experimental investigations
(see Ref. 45 and references therein) showed some promising results but also a number of optimization and stability issues.
Recently, extremely intense and sharp rising fs pulses were focused on thin foils covered by a few-micron Carbon
nanotube foam in order to induce self-focusing and self steepening of the pulse at a plasma density close to nc. Enhanced
acceleration of carbon ions (up to •20 MeV energy per nucleon) with RPA-LS features has been obtained46.
Collisionless shock acceleration (CSA) has been invoked as the mechanism leading to the generation of highly
monoenergetic proton spectra (up to • 20 MeV energy) in the interaction of CO2 laser pulses with gaseous hydrogen jet
targets47. The laser pulse was a sequence of 3 ps pulses with peak intensity I ≃ 6 1016 Wcm-2. The energy spread of less
than 1% is the narrowest one observed in laser-plasma acceleration experiments. However, the number of accelerated
protons is very low, apparently about three orders of magnitude lower than produced via HB acceleration in similar laser
and target conditions41. Simulations47 suggest that CSA could scale with laser intensity in order to produce > 100 MeV
protons, although this will require at least substantial upgrades in the laser system to allow an increase by two orders of
magnitude in intensity. Demonstrating CSA with optical lasers requires the development of target media with suitable
density profiles. Although often confused in the literature, HB and CSA are different processes, the latter being effective
in the presence of hot electrons. As stated above, a very relevant difference is the number of ions accelerated per shot. In
CSA, such number must be low in order to preserve a monoenergetic spectrum.
A few experiments have investigated ion acceleration during the interaction with underdense gas jet targets, which would
be suited to high repetition rate operation. In these experiments, ion acceleration typically occurs in the radial direction
with respect to the laser propagation axis, as the result of the drilling of a low-density channel (see e.g. Ref. 48 and
references therein); such uncollimated ion emission has low brilliance and is not ideal for applications. Collimated,
longitudinal ion emission from a gas jet has been observed by focusing a 40-fs a laser pulse at 7 1017 W cm-2, achieving a
surprisingly high cut-off of 20 MeV49. The interpretation of these results is still not well assessed. It has to be mentioned
that next generation lasers might allow a super-relativistic regime of efficient acceleration in underdense plasmas which
has been foreseen theoretically almost two decades ago50. Once the quiver velocity reaches a given value, the electron
mass equals the rest mass of proton, so that protons stick to electrons and are accelerated in a “snow-plow” mode with
high efficiency. The simulations of Ref. 50 show that hundreds of MeV ions, collimated by self-generated magnetic
fields, may be generated. Finally, for laser intensities above the relativistic transparency threshold for ultrathin targets, it
is also possible to remove target electrons completely in a region with a size of the order of the focal radius. In such
conditions, ions undergo a Coulomb explosion, i.e. they are accelerated by the electrostatic field generated by themselves
which is the highest field attainable for a given target size. Differently from the same process undergoing in clusters51,
Coulomb explosion in thin foils accelerates ions in a preferential direction52.
Excluding the case of HB acceleration, in all the ion acceleration schemes a crucial role is played by the laser pulse
contrast53, more exactly by the ratio between the main pulse peak power and the power associated with the light emitted
by the laser chain before the main pulse itself. In Figure 5 the emitted power vs. time is sketched in a log-log diagram.
Though all the early emission is often indicated as prepulse, the actual prepulse (left hand peak in Figure 5) is an
ultrashort pulse, similar to the main pulse but much weaker, leaking from the electro-optical shutter out of the oscillator.
This prepulse usually carries a negligible amount of energy (and power). More dangerous is the amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE), also called ASE pedestal, which lasts typically a few nanosecond and then carries a considerable amount
of energy, comparable with the main pulse energy if the contrast is worse than 106. In most of the previous experiments
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on laser-driven proton acceleration this ns-contrast had to be increased above 109, with several means, including the
“plasma mirror” technique54. Early emission a few picosecond before the main pulse involves the ps-contrast which is
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usually 3-4 orders of magnitude worse than the ASE-contrast, but carries much less energy. It can be nevertheless
dangerous as well. It can be reduced only assuring high quality and accuracy in the optical compression of the stretched
amplified pulse at the end of the laser chain. A critical feature of the pre-pulse problem is that most of the undesired
effects depend on the absolute value of the pre-pulse energy and power and not from the value of the contrast. In other
words, increasing the laser power, as requested by most of the advanced schemes of acceleration, the contrast has to be
increased correspondingly. This technical point deserves a special attention for the future of laser-driven ion accelerators.
A clear example of the relevance of ultrashort laser pulse contrast was provided by the crucial experiment performed by
Ceccotti et al. on thin targets55, as shown in Figure 6.
Back to the ion accelerators presently operating in clinical background, their census at the end of the year 2015 was about
80 worldwide, possibly they raised close to one hundred today. Though the spectrum of these devices is quite rich and
varied, most of them deliver only protons and are based on standard design of cyclotrons, still the true “workhorse” of
the proton therapy of tumors. Nevertheless synchrotron, the first machine implemented in a hospital at Loma Linda, is
gaining positions in the race, also for his capability of accelerating both protons and C ions, like in the case of CNAO
machine shown in Figure 2. A number of alternative devices are under intensive study and test, including the fixed-field
alternating-gradient accelerators, proton linacs and dielectric wall accelerators. In the meantime also cyclotrons and
synchrotrons are facing a true revolution in their design, in some case already introduced in the market. Most of novelties
are due or linked to the use of superconductive materials in the construction of magnets both for the circular machines
and for dipoles and quadrupoles assembled in the gantries, with a significant reduction of their weight and footprint. As
for the actual costs reduction, the scenario is still controversial. An excellent, concise review of the status of the art in
this field has been published recently56.
Try to compete just now with such a rich offer of clinical solutions would be frustrating for the Laser-induced Ion
Acceleration (LIA) community. Nevertheless crude pessimism23 has to be rejected. It is clear that the possible application
of LIA to Ion Beam Therapy (IBT) is still far away and that a long term research and development effort is needed to
evaluate its real potential. Several projects are currently active worldwide57. For sure a great deal of innovation is
required at each stage of the design of a future LIA-IBT facility, once standard beam parameters and reliability will be
reached. Strict monoenergeticity may not be required a priori for IBT since the energy spectrum must be modulated in
order to obtain the optimal “spread-out Bragg peak” distribution for an optimal dose delivery over the tumor region.
Methods to obtain directly such distribution from the native spectrum of laser-accelerated ions have been investigated58.
The possible success of LIA as an option for IBT also relies on exploiting the peculiar properties of laser-driven ion
beams. One of the main advantages would be the option of optical transport to the treatment rooms rather than
transporting and steering high energy ion beams with large magnets, so that all costs related to ion beam transport and
radiation shielding on the way to the treatment room are removed. Such scenario would benefit further from the
development of a compact beam handling system in replacement of the massive and costly gantries used in existing
hadrontherapy facilities. Optical control combined with the dose concentration in small-duration bunches may have
potential for the irradiation of moving targets59, which is a major challenge for the IBT of specific organs. Further
progress in laser design, not necessarily towards higher pulse energies, together with ideation of new laser coupling and
related processes could provide unexpected solutions. In particular production of few-cycle pulses of high energy seems
to be a promising option. The recent proposal of a single-cycle high power fiber laser60 has triggered a new acceleration
scheme26.
Laser-driven ion sources have progressively revealed to be a unique tool for radiobiological studies, for several good
reasons. First there is now a variety of facilities, differing each other by relevant features, allowing a broad range of
investigations on biological samples with a degree of availability and flexibility unthinkable with ordinary accelerators
either operating in nuclear labs or hospitals. Second, the particle energy provided presently by most of the laser-plasma
devices ranges between 1 MeV and a few tens of MeV. Though it is too low for therapy of deep tumors, this range of
energy includes the energy of particles at Bragg peaks for any kind of tissues. By using thin layers of sensible tissue or
cultures, including tumor cells and ill tissues, it is possible to investigate the radiological action straight in the condition
occurring around the Bragg region, i.e. the region of therapeutical interest. Third, the particle bunches provided by laser
techniques can deliver on sample an unprecedented dose-rate, several orders of magnitude higher than any other device,
so allowing to study unexplored regimes of very high specific dose. In this condition each cell can be reached by a
number >>1 of particles in a time period much shorter than any DNA repairing time. It is also possible investigate the
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occurrence of non-linear or collective effects induced by such “dense” ionizing radiation. The high dose rate is partly due
to the high charge attainable with laser techniques but mostly to the ultra-short duration of the bunches. This latter
feature actually is the fourth good reason for using laser acceleration, since it could allow for the first time to investigate
very early processes in the complicate chain of physical, chemical and biological effects leading to either cure of tumors
or damage of healthy tissues.
This unique opportunity has also triggered the advance of specific dosimetry61,62. In single shot irradiations, on-cell dose
rates of the order of 109 Gy s−1 have been estimated63 from measurements. Such values are some nine orders of
magnitude higher than with conventional means. It is therefore important to assess the biological effect of laser-driven
ions with respect to conventional ion beams used in IBT and to other sources of radiation. To this aim, the Relative
Biological Effectiveness (RBE) has been measured in several experiments. Two fundamental experiments64,65 by Yogo et
al. at JAEA lab in Japan with • 2 MeV laser-accelerated protons found a RBE value of 1.2 ± 0.1, comparable to that of
protons from conventional accelerators66 having a similar value of Linear Energy Transfer (LET). Those experiments
were also relevant for their sophisticated set-up of magnets allowing to separate the protons from electrons and photons,
deflect the proton beam first towards an energy selecting pinhole, then towards the sample as shown in Figure 7.
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Another interesting biological application of energetic protons and ions produced with laser techniques is radiography2.
In fact, the unique properties of protons, multicharged ions and electron beams generated by high-intensity laser-matter
interactions, particularly in terms of spatial quality and temporal duration, have opened up a totally new area of highresolution radiography. Laser-driven radiographic sources obtained by irradiation of clustered gases were proved to be
particularly effective, leading to large-field high-contrast images with 1 µm spatial resolution. Faenov et al.67 produced >
1018 multicharged carbon and oxygen ions per laser shot by irradiating CO2 clusters from a gas-jet. The ion energy was
measured to be ≥ 300 KeV. With such rather divergent but uniform ion beam, ionography of a spider net revealed
submicron details, as shown in Fig. 7.
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or limited number of fractions to a small volume encompassing the tumor while minimizing the dose to adjacent normal
structures due to a large dose gradient and therefore reducing the risk of sequelae. It uses a multitude of small beams
requiring extremely precise control of position and movement of the linear accelerator. Moreover, SRT needs a real-time
image-guided technique that tracks the target during treatment allowing an automatic reset based on the acquired image.
SRT enables hypo-fractionated treatments, i.e strong doses delivered in a small number of fractions, due to its high level
of accuracy.
If we limit our consideration to energy and dose, present table-top laser driven electron accelerators can be already
considered as competitors of the RF-linac’s. In fact, most of the performances usually asked to electron bunches,
including energy range and delivered dose have been achieved. Collimation, monochromaticity, pointing stability, etc.
are requested at a moderate levels already available with laser techniques, while the main effort has still to be addressed
to efficiency, stability and reliability of the process in order to provide clinically acceptable devices. As far as the
efficiency is concerned, in an experiment performed at CEA-Saclay (France) a regime of electron acceleration of high
efficiency was found, using a 10 TW laser and a supersonic jet of Helium13. This table-top accelerator delivered highcharge (nC), reproducible, fairly collimated, and quasimonochromatic electron bunches, with peak energy in the range
10–45 MeV. In Figure 8 a typical cross section of the relativistic electron beam at 25 MeV is shown, after deconvolution of experimental data from the SHEEBA radiochromic film stack device74.
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Figure 8 . 25-MeV electron beam cross section (image from Ref. 13).
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3D particle-in-cell simulation performed with the numerical code CALDER75 revealed that the unprecedented efficiency
of this accelerator was due to the achievement of a physical regime in which multiple electron bunches are accelerated in
the gas-jet plasma during the action of each laser shot. With this experiment, laser driven electron acceleration
approached the threshold of suitability for medical uses, in particular for Intra-Operative Radiation Therapy (IORT) of
tumors8,9. Comparison of the main parameters of electron bunches produced by a commercial RF Hospital accelerator for
IORT treatment and those of the that laser driven accelerator is shown in the Table 1. Notice that, while main clinical
parameters, including mean current and released energy (proportional to the dose) are comparable, bunch duration is 106
times shorter and consequently the peak current (proportional to max the dose-rate) 106 times higher. In the same
experiment electron bunches of ≈ 40 MeV were converted, via bremsstrahlung in a tantalum foil, into gamma rays with
a strong component in the range 10-20 Mev, which matches the Giant Dipole Resonance of nuclei. This gamma rays
could in turn activate a foil of gold according to the nuclear reaction 197Au(γ,n)196Au. The number of radioactive gold
atoms produced in this way was measured13. This achievement opens the way to table-top laser-driven nuclear physics
and production of radio-isotopes for medical uses.
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Linac

IORT-NOVAC7

LIAC

Laser-Linac

Company

(SORDINA SpA)

(Info & Tech Srl)

(experimental)
(CEA-Saclay)

Max Electron Energy
Available Energies

10 MeV
(3, 5, 7, 9 MeV)

12 MeV
(4, 6, 9, 12 MeV)

45 MeV
(5 to 45 MeV)

Peak current
Bunch duration
Bunch charge

1.5 mA
4 µs
6 nC

1.5 mA
1.2µs
1.8 nC

> 1.6 KA
< 1 ps
1.6 nC

Repetition rate
Mean current

5 Hz
30 nA @5Hz

5-20 Hz
18 nA @10Hz

10 Hz
16 nA @10Hz

Released en. in 1 min.

18 J @ 9 MeV

14 J @12 MeV

21 J @20 MeV

Table 1. Comparison between commercial RF-linac’s and the experimental Laser-linac (table from Ref. 53).

As already said in the Introduction, in most cases electrons delivered by a RF-linac currently used in Hospitals, are not
sent directly on the tumor but previously converted into photons (hard X-rays) by bremsstrahlung through a suitable
target. Of course this is possible also for electrons of comparable energy currently produced in high-power laser labs.
Laser-driven electron accelerators would be then ready and produce X-rays for clinical uses provided a suitable stability,
uniformity and reproducibility of the electron bunches will be reached. The Laser-driven Electron Accelerator for
Radiotherapy of Cancer (LEARC) project76 aims at speeding up the transfer of a novel laser-based technology to
radiotherapy of cancer. The first point to be addressed is to make the driving laser, suitable for efficient acceleration, as
reliable and easy to use as possible, with a duty cycle allowing an effective medical use. Second, the laser beam transport
to the mini-linac located close to the patient has to be optimized. Third, the most important point, provide the mini-linac
with an acceleration process stable and reproducible at each laser shot, also at high repetition rates. This task needs the
detailed investigation of both known and novel acceleration schemes and then the optimization of both laser and target
parameters. Gas jets are the most investigated targets so far and a special effort will be devoted in making them fully
operative at high repetition rate. But other targets can be considered and studied to produce the palsma acceleration path,
including gas cells and thin foil stripes. A crucial and difficult task is to deliver electrons of the requested energy and
change their energy on demand. Several experiments proved this possibility at some extent but the methods used are
hardly transferable in a clinical device which exclude continuous tuning or frequent re-tuning of its components. It has
to be recognized that ultrashort laser systems and laser-plasma interactions are not easy to handle and put under complete
control.
It is also interesting to consider electrons of energies outside the energy range between 1 and 25 MeV currently provided
by commercial accelerators for radiation therapy. Both extremes of sub-relativistic and very high energy electrons
(VHEE) are presently studied in view of specific applications. Recently, outstanding performances were obtained with
sub-MeV electron bunches produced by the LESM laser-plasma device77. This source delivers ultrashort bunches of
electrons with kinetic energy around 300 keV, uniformly over a large solid angle. The device is presently setup for
radiobiological tests covering a previously untested energy range. Each bunch combines high charge with short duration
and sub-millimeter range into a record instantaneous dose rate, as high as 109 Gy/s. Both such a high dose rate and high
level of Relative Biological Effectiveness, attached to sub-MeV electrons, make this source very attractive for
radiobiological tests on thin samples of living cells in similar way as discussed in the previous section for sub-relativistic
protons. On the opposite side, very high energy electrons (VHEEs) with energies in the range 150-250 MeV, which
penetrate deeply into tissue where the dose can be absorbed within the tumor volume with a relatively small penumbra
have been proposed for radiation therapy of tumors a few years ago78. Electrons in this range of energy can be produced
with plasma acceleration driven by laser of hundreds of TW. Parameters of bunches of such an energy and their
dosimetry is under active investigation79,80.
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Electron average energy
Spectral shape
Bunch divergence
Bunch charge
Repetition rate
Bunch duration on the
sample
Peak current
Non-uniformity on sample
Stopping power in water
Range in water
Dose per pulse
Peak dose rate
Average dose rate

260 keV
exponential
20° FWHM
> 100 pC
up to 10 Hz
3.5 ps
> 100A
< 10% (over 25
shots)
2.49 MeV cm2/g
0.68 mm
3.5 ± 0.3 mGy
109 Gy/s
35 mGy/s

Table 2 Main features of the laser-driven sub-relativistic electron sources LESM (table from Ref. 77).

Secondary sources of high-energy photons are another exciting by-product of laser-driven electron acceleration. They
include the above mentioned bremsstrahlung sources and betatron sources originated during the laser wakefield process
itself by the strong restoring forces acting on the electron bunches. Further, the electron beam produced by laser-driven
acceleration can be sent to collide with another powerful laser pulse and produce energetic photons by Compton
scattering32,81. Generation of radiation via Thomson scattering of a laser pulse by energetic counter-propagating electrons
was initially proposed in 196382,83 as a quasi monochromatic and polarized photons source. With the development of
ultra intense lasers the interest on this process has grown and the process is now being exploited as a bright source of
energetic photons from UV to gamma-rays and atto-second sources in the full nonlinear regime. In view of medical
application, tuneability of the X-ray photon energy may be an important option of an all-optical laser-based Thomson
source. Recent experiments performed by Sarri et al.84 and Liu et al.85 obtained photons of several tens of MeV and
opened a new phase of these studies.
We mentioned in the previous Section radiography performed with protons and ions. A similar technique has been used
also with electron beams produced by laser-driven accelerators86. The laser-driven electron sources included interaction
with both ordinary and clustered gas jets87. Figure 9 shows an example of test samples and their electron radiography
obtained from a laser-produced electron beam. Resolution in this case was better than 60 µm, but 10 µm can be achieved.
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Figure 9. The sample (left) and its own electron radiograph. Overall size: 35 mm x 48 mm (image from Ref. 83).

Radiobiological studies with relativistic electrons generated by laser-plasma interactions, including evaluation of their
RBE, have been performed in the last decade. Results have been also compared with RBE of electrons produced with
conventional RF-linac’s88,89. Very recently, a multidisciplinary team of scientists performed an RBE evaluation of
electrons from a laser-driven accelerator impinging on several cell lines (including tumor tissues). The experiment
included measurements of Micronucleus Frequency, Telomere Shortening and Cell Viability (see Figure 10). The same
cell lines were also irradiated with standard reference X-rays and electrons from a RF-linac for IORT. The three series of
results were compared, giving comparable values within the error bars, except for a single cell line for which the laserproduced electron bunches resulted slightly more effective90.
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Figure 10. Cell Viability asssay in a humaan cancer cell line after A: exposure
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B conventionaal
accelerated parrticle beams. All
A values are exxpressed as meaan ± SD of threee independentt experiments. S
Statistical differrences SD weree
assessed for eaach dose comparred to negative control (* P ≤ 0.05; § P ≤ 0.01; ~ P ≤ 0.001)) (image from R
Ref. 90).
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last 25 years, the community of scientists working on laser-driven particle acceleration grew up and many great,
somehow unexpected results were obtained.

On A New Kind of Rays*

Wilhelm Konrad Röntgen

I. A discharge from a large induction
coil is passed through a Hittorf's vacuum
tube, or through a well- exhausted
Crookes' or Lenard's tube. The tube
is surrounded by a fairly close- fitting
shield of black paper; it is then
possible to see. in a completely darkened room, that paper covered on
one side with barium platinocyanide
lights up with brilliant fluorescence
when brought into the neighborhood of
the tube, whether the painted side or the
other be turned towards the tube. The
fluorescence is still visible at two metres
distance. It is easy to show that the
origin of the fluorescence lies within the
vacuum tube.
2. It is seen, therefore, that some agent
is capable of penetrating black cardFigure 11. The incipit of the 1895 Roentgen paper

This is “from where” we come. This short-review paper try to provide the community with some elements to understand
“where we are” and maybe a few indication on “where to go”. For sure the scientific crop of these enthusiastic years was
considerable, in laser and plasma physics, radiation physics, radiation biology. How far we are from setting up a
prototype device for clinical use is hard to say. Maybe a little closer for electrons (and then photons), a little farer for
proton/ions. For sure there is no reason for giving this exciting navigation up, since we have progress of knowledge as
our lighthouse: successful landing may be not so far.
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Micron-scale mapping of
megagauss magnetic fields using
optical polarimetry to probe hot
electron transport in petawatt-class
laser-solid interactions
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he transport of hot, relativistic electrons produced y the interaction of an intense petawatt
laser pulse with a solid has garnered interest due to its potential application in the development of
innovative -ray sources and ion-acceleration schemes e report on spatially and temporally resolved
measurements of megagauss magnetic fields at the rear of a 5 -µm thic plastic target, irradiated
y a multi-picosecond petawatt laser pulse at an incident intensity of 1 2 W/cm2 he pump-pro e
polarimetric measurements with micron-scale spatial resolution reveal the dynamics of the magnetic
fields generated y the hot electron distri ution at the target rear n annular magnetic field profile
was o served 5 ps after the interaction, indicating a relatively smooth hot electron distri ution at
the rear-side of the plastic target his is contrary to previous time-integrated measurements, which
infer that such targets will produce highly structured hot electron transport e measured large-scale
filamentation of the hot electron distri ution at the target rear only at later time-scales of 1 ps,
resulting in a commensurate large-scale filamentation of the magnetic field profile hree-dimensional
hy rid simulations corro orate our e perimental o servations and demonstrate a eam-li e hot
electron transport at initial time-scales that may e attri uted to the local resistivity profile at the
target rear
An intense laser pulse focussed on a solid target can generate relativistic electron currents reaching mega-ampere
levels1–3. The generation and transport of these hot electron currents through the solid are central to a number
of potential applications including the development of novel x-ray sources4 and alternate particle acceleration
schemes5. For instance, the hot electron distribution at the target rear seeds the growth of the sheath fields responsible for target-normal-sheath-acceleration and plays an important role in determining the laminarity and spatial
uniformity of the proton and ion emission profiles6 – a principal parameter in deciding the viability of such
intense-laser-based energetic ion sources for their diverse applications in medical imaging and ion therapy5. In
addition, in the fast ignition variant of inertial confinement fusion, the generation and collimated transport of
the ignitor electron pulse is crucial to the energy transfer from the point of laser-coupling to the imploded fuel
hot-spot. Self-divergence of the hot electron beam results in inefficient heating of the fuel, imposing impractical
demands on the ignitor laser pulse in terms of energy and intensity3. Consequently, various experimental techniques7–12 corroborated by numerical simulations13–16 have been designed to investigate hot electron transport by
employing a variety of diagnostics such as rear-side optical self-emission7, 10, and proton radiography8, 12. The hot
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electron transport process is inherently transient and confined to micron-scales, and therefore warrants diagnostics with a simultaneous spatio-temporal resolution capable of capturing the rapidly evolving dynamics of the hot
electron distribution17.
Mapping the evolution of the magnetic fields produced by the hot electron currents streaming into the solid
target can open a window to the complex dynamics of the hot electron currents in the solid target. These magnetic
fields, with magnitudes approaching gigagauss levels18, 19, are pivotal in determining the propagation of the hot
electron currents that generate them, leading to a complex interplay between the hot electron currents and the
magnetic fields.
In order to study the influence of the target material in the hot electron transport process, one needs to measure the magnetic fields set up at the rear surface of the target20. The spatial profile of the magnetic fields at the
target rear is determined by the spatial profile of the hot electron currents evolved through their transport across
the bulk of the target. Detailed measurements of these magnetic fields enable one to make detailed inferences
about transport in the bulk target as well as detailed comparisons with numerical models. To understand the
dynamics of hot electron transport, a simultaneous spatio-temporal characterisation of the magnetic fields at the
target rear is therefore required.
Previous magnetic field measurements have mostly been limited to the laser-irradiated front surface of the
target. For instance, the X-wave cutoff of laser-generated harmonics21 provides a measure of the magnetic fields
at the critical surface at the target front. Faraday rotation of an external probe22, 23, provides temporal snapshots of
the magnetic fields in the underdense plasma, albeit integrated along the transverse density profile. Proton deflectometry can also provide time-resolved magnetic field measurements17, albeit, in principle, integrated through
the thickness of the target. Although studying the proton beam profile at various energies can shed light on the
profile of the hot electron distribution at different instants of time, the temporal resolution of this technique
may be limited by the duration of the proton pulse and its time of flight along with the energy resolution in its
measurement.
Here, we present an optical polarimetry technique that can be a complementary diagnostic, providing spatially
and temporally resolved snapshots of hot electron transport through solids. We employ a time-delayed optical
probe, reflected off the critical surface at the target rear, for the simultaneous spatial and temporal mapping of the
magnetic fields at the target rear. The magnetic fields induce a change in the polarization state of the probe beam.
Since the magnetic fields are mostly azimuthal in nature, they induce an ellipticity in the reflected probe due to
the Cotton-Mouton effect24–26. The polarimetric measurements, localized at the target rear and spatially resolved
along the transverse plane, map the picosecond-scale temporal evolution of the magnetic fields at the target rear,
produced by the hot electron transport through the target. Consequently, this technique provides a generic recipe
of magnetic field measurement, influenced only by the hot electron distribution at the target rear, and in principle
with a spatial resolution decided by the diffraction-limited optical resolution of the probe imaging setup, and a
temporal resolution limited by the laser pulsewidth.
This paper presents the first spatio-temporally resolved magnetic field measurements at the target rear for a
multi-picosecond, petawatt driver laser pulse using optical pump-probe Cotton-Mouton polarimetry, yielding
new insights into the principal characteristics of hot electron transport through solid targets under fast-ignition
relevant irradiation conditions. We observed signatures of a relatively smooth hot electron transport in 50-µm
thick plastic (CH) targets until ~5 ps after the incidence of the main interaction pulse, mirrored in the annular
magnetic field profile measured at the target rear. At later time-scales of ~10 ps, however, a diffused and filamented magnetic field profile was observed. At these time-scales, the dynamics in the plasma sheath at the rear of
the target27, 28, including refluxing12, influence the measurements, along with the filamentation in the hot electron
distribution1. Most notably, our experimental observations identify an initial regime where the transport is relatively smooth in a material that is non-conducting at room temperature. This conforms to the proton radiography
measurements by Quinn et al.12, but is contrary to the generic description of such targets typically associated with
a highly structured hot electron transport, as opposed to metals that are characterized by a smooth hot electron
beam profile8–10, inferred from time-integrated measurements. Our experiments aim at resolving this apparent
contradiction by a spatio-temporally resolved study of hot electron transport through solids and are supported by
the results of three-dimensional (3D) hybrid simulations that elucidate the dynamic role played by the transient
temperature-dependent local resistivity profile of the target.

Results

The experiment was performed at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory using the Vulcan Petawatt laser, delivering more than 400 J on target at a central wavelength of 1.053 µm over a pulse duration of 2.5 ps and at an
irradiance of ~4 × 1020 W/cm2. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The magnetic fields
were inferred from a pump-probe polarimetric diagnostic24–26, employing a linearly-polarized, time-delayed and
frequency-doubled (λ = 526 nm) probe pulse, derived from the main interaction pulse, and focused to the rear of
the target at near-normal incidence. The polarimetric measurements indicated that the predominant polarization
change consisted of an induced ellipticity in the probe due to the azimuthal nature of the self-generated magnetic
fields according to the Cotton-Mouton effect. The Faraday rotation of the normally incident probe due to any
axial component of the magnetic field was found to be below the threshold of detection.
Figure 2 presents the magnetic field profiles at the rear of a 50-µm thick CH target at different instants of time.
At a negative time delay of 10 ps (that is, for the probe reaching the target 10 ps before the main interaction pulse),
a null magnetic field profile was obtained (Fig. 2a), indistinguishable from the background. This measurement
defines the noise level for the magnetic field and shows that the probe as well as the prepulse does not induce any
perturbative effects on the magnetic field measurements reported here.
Figure 2b and c show the magnetic field profiles at 5 ps and 10 ps after the main interaction pulse respectively. The magnetic field reaches local peak values of ~50 MG at a temporal delay of 5 ps. The most significant
Scientific RepoRts | 7: 8347 | DOI:10.1038/s41598-017-08619-1
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Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup, showing the main interaction pulse generating the magnetic
fields (B) in the plastic (CH) target, which are probed at the target rear by a time-delayed probe pulse. The inset
shows the typical transverse profile of the focal spot of the main interaction pulse on the target.

Figure 2. The magnetic field profile at the rear of a 1 mm × 1 mm, 50-µm thick plastic (CH) target at a
temporal delay of (a) - 10 ps, (b) 5 ps and (c) 10 ps after the main interaction pulse (negative delay indicates that
the probe reached the target before the main interaction pulse). The spatial resolution of the optical imaging
setup was <10 µm and the error in the estimation of the peak magnetic field is ±5 MG. A null magnetic field
profile at negative time-delays defines the noise level of the measurement and serves as a ‘control’ measurement.
An annular magnetic field profile can be observed at 5 ps, indicating a relatively smooth hot electron
distribution. However, at 10 ps, a large-scale filamentation of the hot electron distribution at the target rear can
be observed.
feature in the profile, however, is the annular distribution of the magnetic field with a central hollow (Fig. 2b),
observed repeatedly in our experiments. Qualitatively similar magnetic field profiles with a central hollow were
also observed for 100-µm thick CH targets at 5 ps. Such an annular magnetic field profile at the target rear13–15,
is indicative of a beam-like distribution of the hot electrons exiting the target29. In contrast, the magnetic field
profile 10 ps after the main interaction pulse (Fig. 2c) shows a diffused magnetic field profile with pronounced filamentation. At these time-scales, the hot electron distribution can be filamented inside a CH target1, 2, 8–10, which
can be further influenced by the dynamics in the rear-side sheath12, 27, 28.
The magnetic fields observed at the target rear are generated in conjunction with the sheath field, which is set
up when the hot electron beam generated at the target front impinges on the rear surface of the target20. As the
hot electron beam has a finite transverse extent, so will the sheath field at early times. This leads to a significant
net ∇ × E, which generates a large magnetic field (∂B/∂t), an analysis of which is given in ref. 30. A simplistic
order-of-magnitude estimate of the magnitude of these fields identifies their mechanism of generation, as follows.
Typically, B~Esheath/c, and as Esheath is of the order of a few TV/m5 we see that B > 10 MG, which agrees with the
magnitude of the magnetic fields observed in our experiments.
Detailed simulations were carried out using ZEPHYROS31, 32, a 3D hybrid code, to probe the hot electron
transport process in the CH target. The simulations assume that the energy is deposited into the target and investigate the propagation of the hot electrons, following the energy deposition. The measured magnetic fields are
established when the sheath field first forms at the target rear surface, which occurs following the first transit of
the hot electrons through the target. Consequently, early time-scales are the most significant, and hence running the simulations up to 0.7 ps was found to capture most of the relevant physics (given magnetic diffusion
time-scales are significantly longer than the experimental time-scales for our experimental parameters). The qualitative outcome of the simulations was found to be quite robust and independent of varying the energy deposition
time or the initial angular divergence of the hot electron beam.
The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. 3, where Fig. 3a and b give the longitudinal and transverse
snapshots of the electron distribution 0.7 ps after the interaction, as the electrons propagate through the target. It
is clear that, although the electrons diverge as they pass through the target, the distribution remains beam-like at
initial time-scales, as shown in Fig. 3a. The transverse hot electron density profile at the rear surface (Fig. 3b) illustrates this clearly, indicating a relatively smooth hot electron distribution. Such a hot electron distribution should
give rise to an annular magnetic field profile29. Had the beam fragmented into several beamlets due to resistive
filamentation1 in the bulk of the target, a more complex, fragmented magnetic field profile would have emerged. It
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Figure 3. Results of the ZEPHYROS simulations at 0.7 ps, showing the (a) longitudinal and (b) transverse
profiles of the electron density ne. These simulations corroborate the experimentally observed collimated hot
electron transport pattern through the target at early time-scales.

is therefore reasonable to interpret our experimental results in Fig. 2 as providing evidence of minimal fragmentation at early time-scales, corresponding to a beam-like hot electron distribution and an annular magnetic field
profile. In contrast, later time-scales are characterized by a fragmented magnetic field profile due to the onset of
large-scale filamentation, further affected by the sheath-field dynamics at the target rear12, 27, 28.

iscussion

Hot electron distribution at the rear of a solid target is rather well-documented in literature1, 2, 7–10, 12–16, 33–35;
targets that are non-conducting at room temperature (such as CH and glass) are typically associated with a
highly filamented hot electron transport, as opposed to the rather smooth beam-like hot electron propagation
in metals, supported by various time-integrated measurements8, 10, 34. Fuchs et al.8 reported on the smooth proton distribution obtained on a radiochromic film by the illumination of a ~50-µm thick gold (Au) foil with an
intense laser (~2 × 1019 W/cm2, 350 fs), in stark contrast with the “proton caustics” and filaments observed for
polished glass (SiO2) targets or alternatively, CH targets or layered Au + CH targets of thicknesses varying in the
range (50–100) µm. Similar distinctions were also made by Manclossi et al.10, who contrasted the smooth optical
emission from the rear of aluminum (Al) targets with the highly filamented emission from the CH targets, with
thicknesses ranging from 10 to 100 µm, when irradiated with 40 fs pulses at an incident intensity of 6 × 1019 W/
cm2. However, Quinn et al.12 recently quantified the non-uniformity in the spatial profile of the proton beam
emitted from the rear of Al as well as CH and SiO2 targets as a function of the target thickness varying between
50 and 1200 µm, under irradiation conditions similar to those in our experiment (5 × 1020 W/cm2, 1 ps). While
the non-uniformity parameter was found to increase significantly with increasing thickness for the CH and SiO2
targets, it was found to be fairly similar for 50-µm thick CH and Al targets. This is a clear departure from the previously established understanding that hot electron transport in metals (such as Al) is less prone to filamentation,
compared to materials such as CH. It is questionable whether this material dependence should be universal, as the
details of the interaction should also depend on local target conditions, most notably the local resistivity profile.
This naturally elicits an extensive spatio-temporally resolved investigation. Our experimental inferences that the
hot electron distribution remains relatively smooth and almost beam-like even in a CH target for at least a few
picoseconds following the incidence of the main interaction pulse are in broad agreement with the experimental
results of Quinn et al.12. For a better understanding of the hot electron transport process, additional simulations
were carried out, comparing the resistivity of CH with that of Al – an excellent conductor – as a function of the
temperature, which is the key dynamic parameter deciding the local resistivity profile.
Figure 4a shows the background electron temperature contour plot in the CH target along the longitudinal
x − y plane, 0.7 ps after the interaction. The saturated area in the figure close to the interaction represents regions
with temperatures greater than 100 eV. As can be seen, the temperature remains above 20 eV throughout most of
the hot electron distribution. At these temperatures, the resistivity of CH can be lower than Al. Figure 4b shows
the resistivity of CH (green) and Al (red) as a function of temperature, using the Lee-More resistivity model36.
Although CH is more resistive than Al at lower temperatures, this is not so above 20 eV. As the temperature
remains above 20 eV throughout most of the hot electron distribution in the CH target soon after the laser irradiation, a high degree of filamentation is not expected at early time-scales, consistent with our experimental observations. At later time-scales, the hot electron distribution and consequently the magnetic field profile suffer from
filamentation, owing to a fall in the temperature, which may be further affected by the dynamics of the evolving
sheath field structure at the target rear12, 27, 28.
Recent experiments by Scott et al.27 demonstrated the effect of Weibel instability, evolving as a function of the
scale-length of the rear-side plasma. This was experimentally achieved by a controlled, time-delayed prepulse
incident on 45-µm thick graphite foils and 5- and 25-µm thick Au foils at an intensity of 4 × 1018 W/cm2, the evolution of the Weibel instability being imprinted on the accelerated proton beam at the target rear particularly at
time-scales of several tens of picoseconds. Similar results have also been recently reported by Göde et al.28, where
strong spatial modulations of the proton beam profile were observed for a micron-scale solid-density hydrogen jet
at an intensity of 5 × 1020 W/cm2, attributed to Weibel-like instabilities in the rear-side plasma, particularly near
the critical density. In light of the above experiments, it is plausible that Weibel-like filamentary instabilities in the
micron-scale rear-surface plasma may play a pivotal role in inducing the filamentary structures we observe in the
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Figure 4. (a) Temperature (Te) contours in the x − y plane along the longitudinal direction in the CH target,
0.7 ps after the interaction. (b) Resistivities of CH (green) and Al (red) as a function of bulk temperature. The
saturated region indicates temperatures greater than 100 eV. The simulations indicate that CH is more resistive
than Al at lower temperatures, although this is not true above 20 eV. Most of the CH target reaches temperatures
above 20 eV and consequently, a high degree of filamentation is not expected in the CH target at these early
time-scales, consistent with our experimental observations.
rear-surface magnetic field profile at later time-scales of ~10 ps, in addition to the resistive filamentation1 induced
in the bulk of the target. Such filamentary instabilities hosted in the rear-surface sheath are not prominent at earlier time-scales of a few picoseconds, as observed in our magnetic field measurements at initial time-scales, and
consistent with measurements by Scott et al.27.
In conclusion, we have explored the magnetic fields at the rear of solid targets, generated by hot electrons originating from the intense laser-solid interaction at the target front surface. The optical polarimetry we employed
is a sensitive technique that enables us to resolve the dynamics of hot electron propagation with high spatial
and temporal resolution. As a result, we infer snapshots of the hot electron distribution through a CH target at
different time-scales and identify an interaction regime in terms of local temperature where the transport can be
smooth and beam-like. The hot electron distribution not only depends on the initial conductivities of the materials but also on how the conductivity changes with temperature. In fact, the local temperature or resistivity inside
the solid is inherently transient and is expected to be a complex function of the distance from the interaction
point, local lattice configurations37 and laser parameters like intensity, pulsewidth and contrast38. It is therefore
essential to have a diagnostic that can unravel the complex dynamics of hot electron propagation through solids
in order to optimise it. This is of critical importance in developing novel sources for energetic ions and engineering innovative techniques for long-range energy transport39. The experimental snapshots presented here highlight
the complexity in the phenomenon and suggest that it is highly transient in nature, yet amenable to accurate
and detailed measurement. This measurement technique would enable us to extend these studies to obtain a full
spatio-temporal understanding and a potential control of the hot electron transport process that is so central in
intense-laser-plasma research; further investigations to that end are under way.

ethods

perimental setup The p-polarized interaction (pump) laser pulse was focused on the target by an f/3
off-axis parabolic mirror at an angle of incidence of 30°. Measurements at low intensities using a microscope
objective normal to the target plane estimated the focal spot to be 4 µm (FWHM), containing about 30% of the
laser energy in the focal volume, resulting in an estimated peak intensity of ~4 × 1020 W/cm2. The amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) contrast was measured to be 1010 at 1 ns and the contrast was better than 108 at 100 ps.
The target surface was examined with a white-light interferometer, with a resolution <50 nm, and no
micron-scale initial granularity of the target surface was observed.
A linearly-polarized, time-delayed and frequency-doubled (λ = 526 nm) probe pulse, extracted from the main
interaction pulse, was focused to a 50-µm diameter spot on the target rear at near-normal incidence (~3°). The
probe energy was suitably attenuated to a few hundred mJ to allow detection of the probe above the plasma
emission as well as transition radiation in the charge-coupled-devices (CCDs), while ensuring that the probe
is non-intrusive and non-perturbative with regard to the magnetic field measurement (as indicated by Fig. 2a).
The magnetic fields induce a birefringence in the plasma at the target rear, resulting in a change in the polarization state of the incident probe. Briefly, the phase difference between the ordinary O-wave and the extra-ordinary
X-wave of the external probe, reflected from the critical surface and the X-wave cutoff respectively, induces an
ellipticity in the probe, which can be expressed in terms of the differences between the refractive indices of the Oand X-waves in accordance with the Appleton-Hartree formula. Since the refractive index of the X-wave depends
on the ambient magnetic field via the cyclotron frequency, the ellipticity induced in the probe can be uniquely
mapped on to the magnetic field experienced by the probe24, 25.
An optical streak camera was employed to synchronize the probe pulse with the main interaction pulse, the
synchronization being limited by the pulsewidth of 2.5 ps. All temporal delays between the probe and the main
interaction pulse mentioned are peak-to-peak measurements of the streak camera. A complete characterization
of the polarization of the reflected probe was performed by measuring all the Stokes’ parameters (s 1, s2, s3) of the
reflected probe, using high-extinction-ratio polarizers, quarter-wave-plates and CCDs, coupled with interference
filters. In particular, a polarizer aligned parallel to the incident polarization gave I1 = I0(1 + s1)/2, whereas a
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polarizer aligned at an angle of 45° to the incident polarization gave I2 = I0(1 + s2)/2, where I0 is the intensity of
the reflected probe. In addition, a quarter wave-plate, along with a polarizer aligned at an angle of 45° with respect
to the quarter-wave-plate, gave I3 = I0(1 + s3)/2. The Faraday rotation ψ and the induced ellipticity χ were then
measured from the Stokes’ parameters since s1 = cos 2χcos 2ψ, s2 = cos 2χsin 2ψ and s3 = sin 2χ25, 40.
The amplitude of the magnetic fields at the target rear depends on the scale-length of the rear-side plasma.
Consequently, 1D radiation hydrodynamics simulations using the HYADES code41 were performed to obtain the
scale-length of the plasma density profile at the target rear, assuming that the target rear was volume-heated to a
temperature consistent with that observed for similar targets in previous experiments under similar conditions42, 43.
These simulations were run for a CH target for the time-period (1-10) ps following the main interaction pulse and
the expansion velocity of the critical surface was found to be fairly constant at 9 × 106 cm/s during the simulation
period equivalent to a scale-length of <1 µm at 10 ps at the target rear, consistent with shadowgraphy measurements). The exponential scale-lengths were obtained from the plasma density profiles near the critical density of
the reflected probe. The error bar in the temperature was taken into account while calculating the error bar in the
magnetic field. The fact that a 100 eV change in the temperature resulted in only 1-2 MG change in the magnetic
field indicates that the magnetic field magnitude is not too sensitive to the scale-length of the rear-side plasma for
our experimental conditions and consequently, an approximate target-rear expansion velocity calculated by the
1D radiation hydrodynamics simulation suffices.

imulation details ZEPHYROS is a 3D hybrid code, where the hot electron population is treated as
macro-particles, while the background electrons and ions are treated as a two-temperature fluid. A detailed
description of the methods and approximations may be found in refs 44–46. The generation and evolution of the
magnetic field B is represented by the well-known equation45:
∂B
η
1
= η∇ × j f + ∇η × j f + ∇2 B −
∇η × B ,
∂t
µo
µ0

where η is the local resistivity (a function of the background temperature), jf is the fast electron current density
and µ0 is the permeability of free space.
The ZEPHYROS simulations were performed using a 100 × 280 × 280 box with a cell size of 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 µm3
up to 0.7 ps. The electrons were injected from a region in the center of the x = 0 plane so as to model laser irradiation at 4 × 1020 W/cm2. A laser-to-hot-electron conversion efficiency of 30% was assumed47. The transverse ‘laser
spot’ profile was chosen to be a Gaussian function with an FWHM of 4 µm. The hot electron energy distribution
used was an exponential distribution (∝exp( − ε/ε )) with the mean energy, ε , determined by the Wilks’ ponderomotive scaling48. The angular distribution of the hot electrons was considered to be ∝cos2θ, where θ is the divergence angle. The background material used was CH at an initial temperature of ~1 eV. The resistivity of CH was
determined using the Lee-More model36, which was found to be most appropriate for our experimental conditions49. The x-boundaries of the simulation box were reflective to allow refluxing50, but the transverse boundaries
were open.
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Data associated with research published in this paper can be accessed at http://dx.doi.
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We demonstrate that silicon nanowire arrays efficiently emit relativistic electron
pulses under irradiation by a high-intensity, femtosecond, and near-infrared laser
(⇠1018 W/cm2 , 25 fs, 800 nm). The nanowire array yields fluxes and charge per bunch
that are 40 times higher than those emitted by an optically flat surface, in the energy
range of 0.2–0.5 MeV. The flux and charge yields for the nanowires are observed
to be directional in nature unlike that for planar silicon. Particle-in-cell simulations
establish that such large emission is caused by the enhancement of the local electric
fields around a nanowire, which consequently leads to an enhanced absorption of laser
energy. We show that the high-intensity contrast (ratio of picosecond pedestal to femtosecond peak) of the laser pulse (10 9 ) is crucial to this large yield. We extend the
notion of surface local-field enhancement, normally invoked in low-order nonlinear
optical processes like second harmonic generation, optical limiting, etc., to ultrahigh
laser intensities. These electron pulses, expectedly femtosecond in duration, have
potential application in imaging, material modification, ultrafast dynamics, terahertz
generation, and fast ion sources. © 2017 Author(s). All article content, except where
otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4984906]

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrashort, relativistic electron bunches are created when an intense laser pulse interacts with
a solid. Such electrons are emitted both at the target front and rear and carry information on laser
absorption by the target and electron transport in the hot, dense matter, created by the propagation1–5
of these electron bunches. Nanostructures are versatile in their ability for efficient light coupling to
solids at low incident intensities, thereby enhancing various processes, namely, second harmonic generation,6 surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS),7,8 optical limiting,9 multi-photon emission,
etc. It is of considerable practical interest to explore if nanostructures facilitate such enhancement at
ultra-high laser intensities in view of the potential application of the high-energy electron bunches10
in the studies on ultrafast electron microscopy and as sources of high-energy X-rays,11 THz radiation,12 and fast ion beams.13,14 These radiation sources are indispensable tools for ultrafast imaging,15
spectroscopy,16 cancer therapy,17,18 and material science.19 Studies have shown that increased X-ray
emission is achieved when moderately high-intensity (1016 W/cm2 ), femtosecond laser pulses interact with nanostructures.20 It is still an open question whether such enhancements occur at higher
intensities21 since the structures may be damaged by the rising edges of the high-intensity pulse and
may not survive long enough to interact with the peak intensity.
aElectronic addresses: deep.sarkar@tifr.res.in; gabriele.cristoforetti@cnr.it; and grk@tifr.res.in
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FIG. 1. Schematic for the experimental setup. The laser beam is focused on the target with an (f/2.5) off-axis parabola (OAP).
Electron Spectrometers (ESM) are used for the measurement of the electron energy spectrum. The (3/2)! emission from
plasma is captured using a high-resolution, compact UV-visible spectrometer. (Inset) SEM image of the SiNW array and laser
intensity profile.

In order for the laser pulse to “see” the nanostructures on the target, the structural dimensions
must be of the same order as the characteristic length scales affecting the interaction—for instance,
the collisionless skin depth, the quiver amplitude of the electrons oscillating in the laser field, the
laser wavelength, and the pre-plasma density scale length. If the nanostructure dimensions are well
below these length scales, the laser pulse would effectively “see” a plane target and the enhanced
coupling due to structuring can no longer be expected. It is, however, difficult to experimentally investigate the nature of the interaction by tuning the target parameters owing to the difficulty inherent
in the fabrication of structured targets with tunable dimensions. Another important factor determining the nature of the laser-matter interaction and the efficiency of laser absorption is the temporal
structure of the laser pulse. The possibility of an early onset of ionization and the formation of a
plasma prior to the arrival of the main peak is the result of such a low-intensity pedestal of several
picoseconds accompanying the main peak. This can damage the structures well before the main peak
of the pulse arrives. Another challenging aspect of the problem is the fact that the ablation threshold for nanostructured targets is much lower than the plane targets due to their higher absorption
efficiency.22
In this letter, we show that silicon nanowire (SiNW) arrays23 enhance the interaction with high
contrast, high-intensity laser pulses, and generate high-flux relativistic electron pulses in the energy
range of 0.2–0.5 MeV. The flux is also found to be dependent on the emission direction—a feature
not observed in the planar case. We demonstrate local light field enhancement, normally observed
at low intensities of light, in the regime of ultrahigh intensities24 (1018 W/cm2 ). Silicon nanowires
were fabricated using a bottom-up approach with random silver deposition and silicon etching in
two separate steps. In the first step, the samples were immersed in a solution of 0.005M AgNO3 and
4.8M HF for 160 s to promote the silver nanocluster deposition on the Si (100) surface, and in the
next step, they were immersed in a second solution of 0.1M H2 O2 and 4.8M HF for 30 min to activate
the silicon etching. A Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of the nanowire arrays used for
the experiment is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. The nanowires were ⇠8 µm in length and ⇠10–20 nm
in diameter, randomly distributed on the surface with inter-wire separation ⇠10–50 nm, giving a fill
factor in the range of 0.04–0.2.
II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were carried out using the 100 TW Ti:Sapphire chirped pulse amplification25
laser system at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), Mumbai. As shown in Fig. 1,
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the laser beam (800 nm, 25 fs) was focused on the target in p-polarization at an incidence angle of
30 to a spot size of 10 µm ⇥ 15 µm (full width at half maximum) by an (f/2.5) off-axis parabolic
mirror. The intensity on the target was varied in the range I 2 = (1.5–3) ⇥ 1018 W µm2 cm 2 .
The ratio of the main peak intensity to the pedestal intensity, known as pulse contrast, is measured
by third order cross-correlation techniques and is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. The contrast ratio of
the main peak with respect to the nanosecond-long pedestal (due to amplified spontaneous emission)
was ⇠10 9 , while it was ⇠10 6 at 3 ps before the main peak.
The plasma created at the target surface was probed by electron and optical spectrometers.
A high-resolution, fiber-coupled spectrometer [ = (350–800) nm] measured the emission spectrum
along the specular direction, sent to it through a fiber. This was aimed at detecting the three-halves
harmonic emission ( ⇠ 532 nm) and second harmonic emission ( ⇠ 400 nm), the former resulting
from the Two Plasmon Decay (TPD)22 instability in the under-dense (n < nc ) plasma region at a layer
of density n4c . Since TPD requires an appreciable pre-plasma scale length (⇠ laser ) to grow,26,27 the
detection of the (3/2)!0 signal could be used to indicate the presence of a pre-plasma. However, no
such (3/2) harmonic emission was observed for the nanowire arrays at any laser irradiance, indicating
that these structures survived during the irradiation of pre-pulse.
To measure the spectra of the relativistic electrons, two magnet-based electron spectrometers
(ESM)28 were placed at angles of 0 and 60 with respect to the target normal (shown in Fig. 1) at
distances of 22 cm (✓ = 0 ) and 21.5 cm (✓ = 60 ), respectively. The laser-generated electrons are
made to pass through a narrow collimating aperture of diameter ⇠2 mm before it reaches the detector
plate.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our experiments, we characterize the electrons emitted at the front of the target and compare
their spectra with those obtained for a plane silicon target. The electrons at the front are chosen for

FIG. 2. (a) Front side ESM traces for plane Si and SiNW. (b) Electron energy spectra for plane (✓ = 0 ) and SiNW target
(✓ = 60 ). (c) Electron energy spectra for plane Si for ✓ = 0 and ✓ = 60 . (d) Energy spectra for SiNW at ✓ = 0 for two
different intensities. All intensity values are in units of W/cm2 .
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the analysis as they do not interact with the bulk of the target and hence can be compared more easily
with the simulation results.
Energy spectra of the relativistic electrons emitted from nanowire targets revealed a much higher
total yield compared to the plane silicon case, as shown in Fig. 2. The electron temperature for
the nanowire arrays (70 keV) is also observed to be higher than that of a plane silicon target
(40 keV), although along the target normal direction (45 keV), the enhancement is within the
limits of the measurement uncertainty. The flux enhancement along 0 is 20 times while that along
✓ = 60 is 40 times, indicating an anisotropic distribution of the relativistic electrons. Since the charge
yield per bunch is linearly related to the flux (Q = e ⇥ flux), the charge enhancement factor remains
the same (along 0 , 2.4 pC for flat and 58 pC for nanowires; along ✓ = 60 , 2.6 pC for flat and
114 pC for nanowires). These data indicate a clear anisotropy in the case of the nanowire arrays.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS

To comprehend these experimental results and have a closer look at the underlying mechanisms,
fully kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations with the Aladyn code29 in the 2D Cartesian geometry
were carried out. The laser pulse was modeled by a Gaussian beam profile in the transverse coordinate
with a FWHM spot size of 10 µm. The temporal profile on the focal plane was of the form I(t) = I0
cos4 (⇡t/2⌧), where 2⌧ = 70 fs corresponding to a pulse duration of ⌧FWHM = 25 fs. The laser pulse
entered into the computational (X, Y) box from the left edge, with an incidence angle of 30 with
respect to the target normal. The dimensions of the numerical box were set to LX = 40 µm and
LY = 50 µm while the grid cell dimensions were set to dx = dy = 10 nm, thus allowing for reasonable
space-time resolution. The initial density of Si4+ ions was set to nSi = 4 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 1022 cm 3 , corresponding
to the plasma electron density ne = 100 nc = 1 ⇥ 74 ⇥ 1023 cm 3 . 256 (macro) electrons were used per
cell in the PIC code. In modeling the laser-plasma interaction, field ionization using the AmmosovDelone-Krainov (ADK) model was used. For the intensities considered here, the degree of ionization
of Si ions increases from the initial Z = 4 to a final Z = (8–10).
In the case of plane silicon, p-polarization of the laser produces a mixing of a traveling wave
structure (traveling parallel to the target surface) and a standing wave pattern along the x-direction.

FIG. 3. Simulations for the EM field variations across the plane Si targets. The peak of the laser pulse impinges at t = 48 fs,
corresponding to ct = 15 µm [(b) and (d)]. Therefore ct = 10 µm [(a) and (c)] corresponds to t = 30 fs.
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This is well visible by observing the electromagnetic (EM) fields at two different times, corresponding
to the leading part and peak of the pulse, showing that the horizontal nodes move in the y-direction
while the vertical nodes are located at fixed distances from the target surface (Fig. 3); the electric
field EX (⇠3.4 TV/m at t = 48 fs) is maximum at the target surface and results in the extraction of
electrons from the target. The larger electric field 2E0Y (⇠6 TV/m), on the other hand, is localized far
from the surface, at a distance ⇡ 0 cos(30 )/4 ⇡ 175 nm. This field is produced by the interference
of the incident and the reflected laser and can accelerate the electrons to energies much higher
than their mean oscillation energiesrin the laser electric field. Since the quiver amplitude of electrons
0 0
xquiver ⇡ ⌫4c
⇠150 nm, where

⌫0
c

a20
2
a0 +1

, a few electrons are able to make it to the point of maximum
q
EY , upon which they are accelerated at the maximum energy Emax ⇡ ( 1 + 2a20 1)me c2 ⇡ 590 keV.
=

This model, similar to that introduced by May30 and Kemp31 for the interaction at normal incidence
on a steep, overdense target, is in qualitative agreement with the maximum energy electrons obtained
in the simulations and the experiment.
The nanowires were modeled by wires of size 20 nm separated by a gap of 40 nm. Unlike the real
target, the nanowires in the model have a regular distribution on the surface. For a pulse with a normalized vector potential a0 = 1.4, the PIC spectra for the front electrons exhibit a low flux of electrons with
energy E  500 keV and a high-energy tail with E 800 keV in the normal direction (red curve, Fig. 4),
features not observed in the experiment. Interestingly, the high energy tail strongly reduces on letting
the 2D PIC simulations account for the formation of low density plasma in the channels prior to the
arrival of the main pulse due to the temporal structure of the laser beam (blue curve, Fig. 4). This suggests that the high energy electrons are possibly generated by direct laser acceleration (DLA) into the
channel gaps. This hypothesis is strengthened by performing 3D PIC simulations. In the 3D geometry,
due to the low fill factor, the channels are no longer present and DLA becomes less efficient, resulting
also in a reduction of high energy electrons (black curve, Fig. 4). Both the pre-plasma and 3D geometry,
therefore, contribute to inhibit DLA acceleration, making the PIC spectra approach the experimental
ones.
The observation of the spatial EM field distribution shows that, for negligible plasma formation prior to the main pulse, the laser initially penetrates the gap between the wires; owing to
the formation of a strong spatial modulation resembling a fine tooth-comb at the target surface
[Fig. 5(a)] there is an evident field enhancement resulting in large absorption of the laser energy. Due
to the strong reduction of laser light reflection, there is no clear formation of a standing wave pattern
and the EM field at the target front has the nature of a traveling wave along the incidence direction
[Fig. 5(a)]. Similarly, due to the absence of the plasma between the channels, laser light travels
between the wires, as visible in the figure. The situation is very different in the trailing part of the
pulse, when the partial filling of the gaps by the plasma inhibits laser propagation into the target and

FIG. 4. 2D and 3D PIC electron energy spectra for the SiNW targets with no pre-plasma and in the presence of a pre-plasma
of density 10 nc .
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FIG. 5. Simulation figures of the EM field pattern in the nanowires in the absence [(a) and (b)] and presence [(c) and (d)]
of the pre-plasma. Here ct = 10 and 20 µm correspond to t = 30 and 66 fs, respectively, and refer to early and late times of
interaction.

the electrostatic fields between the wires are produced by charge separation [Fig. 5(b)]; owing to a large
reflection at this time, a clear standing wave pattern is visible in front of the target along the x-direction
[Fig. 5(b)].
In the real situation, a tenuous, low density plasma prior to the arrival of the main peak is
already present between the wires due to the structure of the laser pulse. A strong spatial modulation
and field enhancement, in the form of a fine-toothed comb [Fig. 5(c)], is however still present in a
layer of approximately 100 nm leading to a more efficient laser absorption than in the case of the
plane silicon target. The standing wave pattern at the target front gives rise to relativistic electrons
with an energy distribution similar to that for plane silicon; however, the flux is higher in this case
due to larger absorption. In this case, the EM field between the wires is prevailingly along the
y direction [Fig. 5(c)], while the Ex component is inhibited by the pre-plasma [Fig. 5(d)]. This could
result in the propagation of hot electrons primarily at larger angles, in agreement with the anisotropic
distribution observed, even if an accurate investigation of the hot electron trajectory, accounting
for magnetic fields, is required. The extent to which the electrons extracted from the wires can
be accelerated by the laser field depends upon the closeness of the nanowires, as the oscillating
phase is lost (upon reaching the neighboring wire) for separations less than the quiver amplitude.
We therefore expect an optimization of the electron acceleration by tuning the gap between the
nanowires.32
V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we show silicon nanowire arrays to be an extremely efficient absorber of laser
energy and capable of generating relativistic electron pulses in the energy range of 0.2–0.8 MeV with a
30 times higher yield than that of the plane surface. Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations of the interaction
process reveal the role of the temporal structure of the laser pulse in the acceleration mechanism. It is
seen that in the presence of an appreciable picosecond pedestal, the nanowire gaps are rapidly filled
with the pre-plasma which hinders direct laser acceleration (DLA) of the electrons into the channels.
Such relativistic electron beams show potential for applications in the study of ultrafast processes in
biology, chemistry, and condensed matter physics.
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The production of high-quality electron bunches in Laser Wake Field Acceleration relies on the
possibility to inject ultra-low emittance bunches in the plasma wave. In this paper, we present a
new bunch injection scheme in which electrons extracted by ionization are trapped by a largeamplitude plasma wave driven by a train of resonant ultrashort pulses. In the Resonant Multi-Pulse
Ionization injection scheme, the main portion of a single ultrashort (e.g., Ti:Sa) laser system pulse
is temporally shaped as a sequence of resonant sub-pulses, while a minor portion acts as an ionizing
pulse. Simulations show that high-quality electron bunches with normalized emittance as low as
0.08 mm ! mrad and 0.65% energy spread can be obtained with a single present-day 100TW-class
Ti:Sa laser system. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5000696
I. INTRODUCTION

High-quality Laser Wake Field Accelerated (LWFA)
electron bunches are nowadays requested for several applications including free electron lasers,1–3 X=c sources,4–8 and
staged acceleration.9–13 While performances of self-injected
bunches generated in the so-called bubble regime14,15 continue to improve, other promising injection schemes, including injection via density downramp,16–20 colliding pulses
injection,21–23 and ionization injection,24–32 are under active
theoretical and experimental investigation.
Evolution of the ionization injection, based on the use of
two laser pulses (either with the same or different wavelengths), was proposed in Refs. 33–36. In the two-color ionization injection,34 the main pulse that drives the plasma wave
has a long wavelength, five or ten micrometers, and a large
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
normalized amplitude a0 ¼ eA=mc2 ¼ 8:5 ! 10#10 Ik2 > 1,
being I and k the pulse intensity in W=cm2 and the wavelength in lm. The second pulse (the “ionization pulse”) possesses a large electric field though its normalized amplitude is
low. This is achieved by doubling the fundamental frequency
of a Ti:Sa pulse. While the main pulse cannot ionize the electrons in the external shells of the contaminant species due to
its long wavelength, the electric field of the ionization pulse is
large enough to generate newborn electrons that will be
trapped in the bucket. This opens the possibility of using gas
species with relatively low ionization potentials, thus enabling
separation of wake excitation from particle extraction and
trapping.
Two color ionization injection is in fact a flexible and
efficient scheme for high-quality electron bunch production.
The main drawbacks of the two color ionization injection are
the current lack of short (T<100 fs) 100TW-class laser
a)
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systems operating at large ($10lm) wavelength and lasers
synchronization jitter issues. These limitations make the
two-color scheme currently unpractical for application to
LWFA-based devices requiring high quality beams.
In this paper, we propose a new injection configuration
(Fig. 1) (we will refer to it as Resonant Multi-Pulse
Ionization injection, ReMPI) that overcomes these limitations and opens the way to a reliable generation of high quality Laser Wakefield accelerators. The breakthrough of our
ReMPI scheme consists in the replacement of the long wavelength high peak power driving pulse of the two-color
scheme with a short wavelength, resonant multi-pulse laser
driver. In fact, due to the resonant enhancement of the ponderomotive force, a properly tuned train of pulses37–39 is
capable of driving plasma waves with larger amplitude than
a single pulse with the same energy. In such a way, given the
much lower intensity of the driving pulses, it is possible to
match the conditions of both particle trapping and unsaturated ionization of the active atoms level. Notably, such a
driver can be obtained via temporal shaping techniques from
a single, linearly polarized, standard CPA laser pulse. A
minor fraction of the same pulse can be frequency doubled

FIG. 1. Resonant Multi-Pulse Ionization injection scheme. A small fraction
of a single Ti:Sa laser pulse is frequency doubled and will constitute the ionizing pulse. The main portion of the pulse is temporally shaped as a train of
resonant pulses that will drive a large amplitude plasma wave.
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(or tripled) and used as the ionizing pulse. Recently,40,41
exciting experimental results on the generation of such a
time shaped pulses demonstrate that a multi pulse scheme is
obtainable with present day technology.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we recall
the resonant multi-pulse wakefield excitation comparing it
with typical single pulse excitation conditions. In Sec. III,
we set-up trapping conditions for electrons extracted in a
plasma wave driven by a resonant train of pulses designed
for a state-of-the-art 250TW Ti:Sa laser system. In Sec. IV,
we will discuss in detail the process of electron extraction by
a linearly polarized ultraintense pulse. We carried out extensive numerical simulations to evaluate applicability and
robustness of the scheme. In Sec. V, we will report on the
simplest case of un-guided pulses designed for a state-of-theart 250TW Ti:Sa laser system. Finally, Sec. VI is devoted to
discussion of the results obtained by our simulations. In the
Appendices details on the ADK ionization model will be
found, along with a description of the hybrid fluid/kinetic
QFluid code used for the simulations.
II. THE MULTI-PULSE LWFA

The excitation of plasma waves using multiple laser
pulses rather than a single, higher energy one was first studied, from a theoretical viewpoint, by Umstadter et al.37 and
Dalla and Lontano.38 In this Multi Pulse (MP) option, the
Langmuir wave is gradually excited by means of a resonant
train of pulses. The Self-Modulated LWFA process (see,
among others Refs. 42 and 43), is, for instance, based on
such a kind of multi pulse excitation, each short pulse resulting from the self-modulation of a single, long laser pulse
with length exceeding the plasma wavelength kp.
In a linear regime, the resonant enhancement of the ponderomotive force effect takes place when the pulse-to-pulse
delay Tdelay matches the plasma wave period. When the
plasma wave amplitude is relatively high, both the optimal
pulse-to-pulse delay Tdelay and pulse duration can change
(even significantly)37,38 from the simpler case of constant
delay Tdelay ¼ kp =c given by the linear theory. In that case, a
parametric scan for Tdelay is needed to obtain an efficient resonant regime. On the experimental side, the Multi-Pulse
acceleration can be achieved either starting from a set of
pulses generated by different laser systems (e.g., from fiber
lasers39 to reach kHz repetition rates) or, as considered in the
present paper, from a single pulse passing through a timeshaping device.40,41
It is worth noting that, for the excitation of the plasma
wave, an optimized train of pulses is more efficient than a
single laser pulse with the same duration and delivered
energy. As an illustrative example, a comparison between
the two cases is shown in Fig. 2 where we report the line
outs of the on-axis longitudinal electric field in the cases of
excitations by either a single driving pulse or an optimized
eight-pulses driving train with the same total energy as the
single pulse. Simulations reported were performed with the
ALaDyn PIC code44 in 2D slice geometry and with the
QFluid code45 (see also Appendix B) in 2D cylindrical
geometry. The QFluid code is the cold-fluid/kinetic code that
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FIG. 2. Single-pulse vs eight-pulses train comparison. Pulses (moving
through the left) with a duration of 10fs and a waist size of 25 lm are
focused in a ne ¼ 5 ! 1018 cm– 3 plasma. The single-pulse (red thick line)
with a peak intensity of 5:9 ! 1018 W=cm2 drives a plasma wave whose
maximum accelerating gradient is 20% less than that of the wave excited by
the eight-pulses train having the same delivered energy and intensity
7:4 ! 1017 W=cm2 . A numerical scan of the pulse-to-pulse-delay has been
performed to obtain the resonance condition. QFluid and PIC (ALaDyn 2D)
simulation are in excellent agreement.

solves the plasma dynamics in a 2D cylindrical geometry by
means of the Quasi Static Approximation.46 Electron macroparticles move kinetically in a full 3D dynamics depicted by
the longitudinal Ez and radial Er electric field, the azimuthal
magnetic field B/ and ponderomotive forces due to laser
pulses. The main laser pulse train propagates following the
envelope evolution equation with the second time derivative
included,47 while the evolution of the ionization pulse follows the Gaussian pulse evolution prescription. For our purposes, in the absence of non-fluid plasma behavior, strong
longitudinal background gradients and radial anisotropies,
QFluid returns the same results of a 3D PIC code with much
less demanding computation time/resources. In the simulations of Fig. 2, each pulse has a duration of 10fs and a waist
size of 25 lm and is focused in a plasma having density of
ne ¼ 5 ! 1018 cm–3. According to these plots, the eightpulses train is capable of exciting a plasma wave whose electric field gradient is approximately 20% larger than the peak
accelerating gradient of the single pulse.
III. TRAPPING CONDITIONS IN REMPI

To set conditions of particles trapping in the plasma
wave, we will focus on a configuration where the longitudinal ponderomotive force dominates over the radial wakefield
force, with a train of driving pulses having waist w0;d
exceeding the plasma wavelength kp. In the 1D limit, the
Hamiltonian of a passive particle in the plasma wave is48
H ¼ ð1 þ u2z Þ1=2 # bph uz # /; where bph is the wave phase
velocity (transverse contribution to the Lorentz factor has
been neglected since relatively low values of the pulse
amplitudes will be considered here). The separatrix
Hamiltonian Hs decomposes the phase space in a sequence
of periodic buckets, so trapping of newborn electrons occurs
if the particle Hamiltonian satisfies H ( Hs , i.e., if
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/e ) 1 # 1=cph þ /min
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(1)

/e being the normalized electrostatic potential at particle
extraction and /min the minimum potential. Equation (1)
clearly states that the trapping condition relies on wave phase
velocity and on wake electrostatic potential, i.e., on plasma
density and normalized electric field Enorm ¼ Ez =E0 solely,
where E0 ¼ mcxp =e. The exact solution of the fully nonlinear
wave equation in the 1D limit gives us a relationship between
the normalized electric field and maximum/minimum potenqﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tial48 /max;min ¼ E2norm =26bph ð1 þ E2norm =2Þ2 # 1.
Trapping starts when Eq. (1) holds, i.e., when electrons
reach the end of the bucket with the same speed as the wake
phase speed (v ¼ bph c). Since these electrons will not be
accelerated further, we will refer to this condition as a “weak
trapping condition”
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(2)
2bph ð1 þ E2norm =2Þ2 # 1 ) 1 # 1=cph :

Moreover, electrons that reach the speed of the wake before
they experience the maximum accelerating field will dephase
in the early stage of acceleration. As a consequence, a
“strong trapping condition” can be introduced in such a way
that electrons move with v ¼ bph c when they are in phase
with the maximum longitudinal accelerating field. In this
case the potential at Ez ¼ Emax is null, so we get
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(3)
E2norm =2 þ bph ð1 þ E2norm =2Þ2 # 1 ) 1 # 1=cph :
Trapping analysis (see Fig. 3) reveals that efficient trapping
occurs in a nonlinear wave regime since Enorm $ 0:5,
but far from the deep-nonlinear regime, Enorm being well
below the longitudinal wavebreaking limit Enorm * EWB =E0
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼ 2ðcph # 1Þ + 1.49 Such an analysis is confirmed by our

simulations and it is useful to set trapping threshold values for
peak pulse normalized amplitude a0;d in single or multi-pulse
schemes.
If a plasma density of ne ¼ 5 ! 1017 cm#3 is selected, a
matched set of parameters for the driving train gives each
pulse duration of Td ¼ 30 fs FWHM, with a minimum waist
w0;d ¼ 45 l m (the same parameters set will be used in the
250 TW state-of-the-art simulation, see below). Results of a
set of QFluid simulations with a scan of the maximum accelerating field versus pulse normalized amplitude and the number of pulses in the driving train is reported in Fig. 3
(bottom). Three delivered energies of 2.5 J, 5.0 J, and 7.5 J
have been considered and, for any of them, a single-pulse,
two, four and eight-pulses trains have been simulated. As
shown in Fig. 3 (bottom), for a fixed total delivered laser
energy, as the number of pulses in the train increases the
maximum accelerating gradient of the wave increases due to
a resonance enhancement of the wave. Moreover, from Fig.
3 (top and bottom), we can infer that the weak-trapping
threshold Eq. (2) is reached with a single-pulse of normalized amplitude exceeding a0;d ¼ 1:6, while in the case of an
eight-pulses train, weak-trapping threshold normalized
amplitude is reduced to a0;d ¼ 0:5.

FIG. 3. Trapping conditions. Blue lines: weak trapping threshold; red lines:
strong trapping condition. Top: trapping conditions in a 1D nonlinear limit vs
plasma density from 1D analytical expression Eqs. (2) and (3). RUN 1,2 refer
to the working points of the state-of-the-art simulation (Sec. V) and the simulation in Appendix B, respectively. Bottom: scan of maximum accelerating
normalized fields as in the RUN 1 setup (Td ¼30fs;ne ¼5!1017 cm#3 ;w0;
d ¼45lm) as a function of pulse amplitude and the number of pulses in the
train. The cases of a single pulse and two, four and eight-pulses trains with
three different delivered energies of 2:5J; 5:0J and 7:5J have been considered.
A numerical scan with QFluid of the pulse-to-pulse delay has been performed
to obtain the resonance condition for each number of pules.

IV. IONIZATION DYNAMICS IN LINEAR POLARIZATION

Ultraintense laser pulses possess electric fields large
enough to make tunneling as the dominant ionization mechapﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nism (i.e., Keldysh parameter50 cK ¼ 2UI =mc2 =a0 * 1)
so the Ammosov-Delone-Krainov (ADK) ionization rate51
(see also Ref. 52 for a general discussion about the strong
laser field ionization) can be assumed to evaluate electron
extraction from the initial level (see the Appendix).
Ionization potential of 6th electron from nitrogen is UI6th ¼
552eV and efficient extraction of 6th electron of nitrogen
requires a0 $ 1:7 for a few tens of femtoseconds long pulses
at k ¼ 0:8 lm. On the other hand, Argon can be ionized
from the 8th level to 9th level (UI9th ¼ 422:5eV) at a much
lower intensity, where a0 $ 0:8 and a0 $ 0:4 with k ¼
0:8lm and k ¼ 0:4 lm, respectively.
We point out that a detailed description of ionization
dynamics is crucial not only to correctly estimate the number
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of bunch electrons but (more importantly) to get a precise
measure of the transverse phase space covered by newborn
electrons. In the linear polarization case, most of the electrons are ejected when the local electric field is maximum,
i.e., when the pulse normalized amplitude ae (the normalized
amplitude at the extraction time) is null. These electrons will
leave the pulse with a negligible quivering mean momentum
along the polarization axis x. If newborn electrons leave the
atom when electric field is not exactly at its maximum, a non
null transverse momentum ux ¼ px =mc ¼ #ae is acquired,
ae being the local pulse potential at the extraction time.
Moreover, ponderomotive forces introduce an axisymmetric
contribution to particle transverse momentum. Following
Ref. 53, we can write an expression for the rms momentum
along the x direction as a function of the pulse amplitude
envelope at the extraction time a0e
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r ux ﬃD - a0e ¼ a30e =ac ;
(4)

3=2
where ac ¼ 0:107ðUp
I =U
H Þ ﬃ k is a critical pulse normalized
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
amplitude and D ¼ a0e =ac [see Eqs. (7) and (10) in Ref.
53]. Equation (4) gives us an accurate estimate of the minimum transverse momentum obtainable by the ionization
process.
Trapping analysis with a standard single driving pulse
shows that nitrogen could be used in a simplified ionization
injection (as suggested in Ref. 34). Since efficient ionization
threshold for N 6þ is a0;d $ 1:7 for kd ¼ 0:8 lm, a small
interval of 1:6 < a0;d < 1:7 for the pulse normalized amplitude is suitable for both trapping and ionization purposes.
Such a simplified scheme could be useful either for demonstration purposes or to obtain a controlled injection for goodquality bunches without ultra-low emittance requirements. A
two-pulses driver is a far better choice since an optimal pulse
normalized amplitude 1:1 < a0;d < 1:3 allows us to strongly
inhibit driver pulses ionization. Using argon (Ar 8þ ! Ar 9þ )
as a contaminant instead of nitrogen gives us a drastic reduction of transverse particle momentum since the ionization
level is saturated with an ionizing pulse with normalized
amplitude above a0;i ¼ 0:4 at ki ¼ 0:4 lm. Multi-pulse ionization injection with argon; however, requires trains with at
least four pulses since the normalized pulse amplitude should
not exceed a0;d ¼ 0:8 at kd ¼ 0:8 lm (see Fig. 3).
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with a pure argon pre-ionized up to the 8th level. The frequency
doubled component (the “ionizing pulse”) with wavelength
ki ¼ 0:4 lm, amplitude a0;i ¼ 0:41 and duration Ti ¼ 38 fs is
focused with a waist w0;i ¼ 3:5 lm. The QFluid simulation
(see Fig. 4) has been performed in a moving cylinder having a
radius 4 ! w0 with a resolution of kp =100 and kp =200 in the
radial and longitudinal coordinates, respectively.
Electrons extracted in the bulk of the ionizing pulse move
suddenly backwards in the wake reaching the peak of the accelerating gradient of relative intensity Enorm ¼ Ez =E0 ¼ 0:685,
i.e., very close to the strong-trapping condition (see Fig. 3).
Even though the driving pulse sequence generates a marginal
further ionization of Ar 8þ with a maximum percentage ionization of about 3%, such a dark current will not be trapped in the
wake (particles are extracted away from the optimal extraction
point of maximum potential /max ) and so it will have no detrimental effect on beam quality. Moreover, the short Rayleigh
length ZR ¼ pw20;i =ki $ 100 lm ensures a sudden truncation of
beam charging that turns into a small rms absolute energy
spread DE $ Enorm ! E0 ! ZR $ 5 MeV and extracted charge
Q ¼ 3:8 pC.
At the end of beam charging, i.e., after about 200 lm of
propagation, the rms bunch length is 0:56 l m and the transverse normalized emittance is !n;x ¼ 0:070 mm ! mrad in
the polarization direction x and !n;y ¼ 0:016 mm ! mrad
along the y direction. Afterwards, the quasi-matched beam

V. STATE-OF-THE-ART 250 TW SIMULATION

The reported simulation (RUN 1) of our Resonant
Multi-Pulse Ionization injection is based upon a linearly
polarized Ti:Sa laser pulse that is initially split into the ionizing pulse and the eight-pulses driver train, each sub-pulse
being 30 fs FWHM in duration and delivering 895 mJ of
energy, with a maximum pulse amplitude a0;d ¼ 0:64 and
minimum waist size w0;d ¼ 45 l m. In the present working
point, consisting of a relatively low number of pulses that
drive a weakly nonlinear plasma wave, the optimal pulse-topulse delay used for the simulation Tdelay ¼ 1:015 ! kp =c
differs of a most a few percent from the linear one.
The uniform plasma electron density is set to ne ¼
5 ! 1017 cm–3 (plasma wavelength is kp ¼ 46:9 lm), obtained
108

FIG. 4. QFluid Snapshot after 100 lm of propagation and after 6:5 mm.
Top: (after 100 lm) lineout of the pulses amplitudes (red/purple lines),
accelerating gradient (blue line) fluid longitudinal momentum (green line)
and extracted particle’s longitudinal phase-space. Electrons ejected by the
driving pulse train do not comply with trapping conditions and move as a
(quasi) fluid. Bottom: laser pulse amplitude comparison after 100 lm (upper)
and after 6:5 mm (lower).
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normalized emittances of 0.076 mm ! mrad (x axis) and
0.018 mm ! mrad (y axis), with an rms energy spread 0.65%
and the peak current of about 1 kA. These extremely low values of emittance and energy spread show that the proposed
Resonant Multi-Pulse Ionization injection scheme is ideal
for the generation of very high quality accelerated bunches.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 5. Bunch quality. Top: Final longitudinal position-energy distribution.
Blue and red lines represent the accelerating gradient and pulse amplitude
on axis on a.u., respectively. Inset: zoom of the longitudinal phase space.
Bottom: Normalized emittance in mm ! mrad as bunch moves into the
wake. Inset: final transverse phase space.

experiences dumped betatron oscillations with a converging
beam radius of 0:4 lm that generates an emittance growth of
about 10% as simulation ends (see Fig. 5).
Since in the weak nonlinear regime there is no electron
density cavitation as in the bubble regime, beam loading
might be a serious limit for beam quality. In the current working point, however, beam loading is present but exerts a tiny
perturbation (of about 1%) of the longitudinal field on the
bunch core, as it is evident in Fig. 6. We expect, therefore,
that the transverse asymmetry of the bunch (rðxÞ $ 2rðyÞ)
arising from the initial transverse momentum will generate
asymmetric beam loading effects but with very low
amplitude.
At the end of the 6:5 mm long extraction/acceleration
phase, the bunch has mean energy 265 MeV, with final

We described a new, ultra-low emittance, LWFA injector
scheme that uses a Resonant train of pulses to drive plasma
waves having amplitude large enough to trap and accelerate
electrons extracted by ionization. The train of pulses is obtained
by temporal shaping of an ultrashort pulse. Unlike the original
two-color ionization injection, a single laser system (e.g.,
Ti:Sa) can be therefore employed to both drive the plasma
wave and extract newborn electrons by ionization. Simulations
consistently show that the main processes, including extraction
of electrons due to the ionizing pulse, their trapping in the
bucket and subsequent acceleration can be controlled by tuning
electron density and laser intensity. Simulations also show a
negligible contribution of spurious electrons extracted directly
by the driver pulses. Simulations carried out under different
plasma conditions show feasibility of the scheme with state-ofthe-art-lasers making ReMPI suitable either for direct interaction (e.g., Thomson Scattering or FEL) or as ultra-low emittance injector for GeV-scale energy boosting.
Very recently Cowley et al.41 reported on very encouraging results about the feasibility of their time-shaping setup,
with the demonstration of efficient excitation of the plasma
wave via Multi-Pulse LWFA. The ReMPI scheme could be
tested with two pulses in the train at first, with nitrogen as a
contaminant species. In order to obtain very good-quality
electron bunches; however, argon should be preferred and in
this case more than four pulses in the train are necessary as
shown in Sec. III.
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APPENDIX A. ADK IONIZATION RATE

In this paper, we use the following formulation of the
instantaneous ADK ionization rate in the tunneling regime:51
nðjmjÞ

FIG. 6. Beam loading effect at the end of the simulation. The longitudinal
phase space of the beam is shown along with the (on axis) beam density (red
line), accelerating field (full blue line), and reference field without beamloading (dashed blue line). Beam loading makes a decrease of the longitudinal field of about 1% at most.

wADK ðjmjÞ ¼ C ! q ADK ! expð#1=q ADK Þ ;

(A1)

where nðjmjÞ ¼ #2n. þ jmj þ 1, C is a coefficient depending
on the atomic numbers and ionization energy UI
(UH ¼ 13:6eV)
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FIG. 7. Comparison between the numerical estimation of the mean-cycled
ADK rate and the widely used analytical result of Eq. (A4) for Ar9þ and
N 6þ final states.

$
%n. $
%lþ1
" #
1 UI 3=2 ð2n. #jmj#1Þ
4e2
n. # l. 2
C¼
3
; (A2)
4p UH
n.2 # l.2
n. þ l.
and q ADK ¼ 3=2ðE=Eat ÞðUH =UI Þ3=2 , where Eat ¼ 0:514
TV=m and E the atomic and the local electric fields,
prespecﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tively. The effective quantum numbers are n. ¼ Z UH =UI
and l. ¼ n.0 # 1, n.0 being referred to the lower state with the
same l. A critical electric field Ec ¼ 2=3Eat ðUI =UH Þ3=2 , giving a scale of a short-time scale ionization, can be introduced. By expressing E=Ec using vector potentials, we get
a=ac ¼ q ADK ¼ 9:37ðUH =UI Þ3=2 a=k which is nothing but the
square of D parameter in Refs. 53 and 54.
In the circularly polarized pulse case, the electric field
rotates within each cycle still retaining the same intensity, so
in the tunnelling regime the mean-cycled ionization rate
coincides with the instantaneous rate of Eq. (A1)
hwc i ¼ wADK :

(A3)

In the linearly polarized pulse case, the mean over a
cycle can be performed analytically after a Taylor expansion
of the leading exponential term. The well-known result
(rewritten in our notation) is
hwL i ¼ wADK ðq ADK;0 Þ !

"

2
q
p ADK;0

#1=2

;

(A4)

where q ADK;0 is the peak value of q ADK ¼ a=ac within the
cycle. A numerical estimation of the mean-cycled rate confirms the validity of Eq. (A4) with errors below 4% in the
ionization rates, for q ADK parameters in the range of interest
for ionization injection techniques (see Fig. 7).
APPENDIX B: QFLUID CODE

The 2D cylindrical, cold-fluid/kinetic code QFluid solves
the plasma dynamic by means of the Quasi Static
Approximation.46 Electron macroparticles move kinetically in
a full 3D dynamics depicted by the longitudinal Ez and radial
Er electric field, the azimuthal magnetic field B/ and ponderomotive forces due to laser pulses. The main laser pulse train
propagates following the envelope evolution equation with the
second time derivative included.47 Particle extraction from
atoms/ions is simulated with an ADK rate including the mean
over a pulse cycle, while newborn particles are finally ejected
with a random transverse momentum u?, whose rms value
110

FIG. 8. FB-PIC vs QFluid in a two-pulses driver configuration with nitrogen.
Snapshot after 700 lm of propagation into a plasma with background density
of ne ¼ 1:5 ! 1018 cm#3 . Left: longitudinal electric field on axis. Right:
pulse electric field (FB-PIC) and its amplitude (QFluid). The injected pulse
amplitude (blue dotted line) has been shown for reference.

depends on the polarization of the pulses. For a linear polarization (as for the ionizing pulse), we assigned r ux ﬃD - a0e
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼ a30e =ac [see Eq. (4)], while for the circular polarization

each extracted particle is associated to a random extraction
phase /e so as ux ¼ a0e ! cosð/e Þ; uy ¼ a0e ! sinð/e Þ.
Benchmark of QFluid with a multi-pulse setup has been
obtained in a nonlinear regime with ALaDyn44 (used here in
either a 3D with laser envelope configuration or a 2D slice
with a full-PIC pulse evolution) and with FB-PIC (quasi-3D
PIC).55 The comparison of QFluid with FB-PIC is focused on
a 2-pulses driver scheme with nitrogen as atomic species. The
selected working point consists of linearly polarized pulses of
duration Td ¼ 30 fs, minimum waist size w0;d ¼ 12 lm and
amplitude a0;d ¼ 1:2 delayed by a plasma wavelength
(kp ¼ 27 lm with ne ¼ 1:5 ! 1018 cm#3 ). FB-PIC simulations
were performed with two azimuthal modes, i.e., possible deviation from perfect azimuthal symmetry were included.
The comparison between FB-PIC and QFluid simulation
(see Fig. 8) shows a perfect superposition between the codes
output, notwithstanding the nontrivial evolution of the pulses
due to both nonlinear effects and the variation of the susceptivity due to the wake.
The first QFluid and ALaDyn comparison shown here
has been focused on an eight-pulses driver train with
argon as atomic species, with selected working point as
the same as the state-of-the-art setup. To fasten the 3D
PIC simulation, ALaDyn has been equipped with an envelope pulse solver. The ALaDyn/envelope code implements
a fully 3D PIC scheme for particle motion whereas the
laser pulses are represented by the envelope model proposed in Ref. 56.
Once again (see Fig. 9), QFluid outcomes deviate at
most of a few percent from those of a 3D PIC (full 3D in this
case).
Finally, a full-PIC (not in envelope approximation) in 2D
slice geometry vs QFluid comparison, including the bunch
extraction and trapping, will be presented (RUN 2). To save
computational time, a high-density setup has been simulated.
A train of eight 10 fs linearly polarized Ti:Sa pulses impinge
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FIG. 9. ALaDyn vs QFluid in an eight-pulses setup with argon (state-of-theart run parameters). Top: Snapshot of the on-axis longitudinal electric field
after 1 mm of propagation. Bottom: radial maps of Enorm ¼ Ez =E0 for Qfluid
(upper side) vs ALaDyn (lower side).

onto a preformed plasma of Ar 8þ with density 5 ! 1018 cm–3.
The driver pulse train has a waist size w0;d ¼ 25 lm and a
normalized amplitude a0;d ¼ 0:589, having a pulse delay of a
single plasma period Tp ¼ 2p=xp . We use a relatively large
focal spot with w0;d > kp;d ¼ 14:8 lm, so as to reduce the
effects of the missing third dimension in the PIC simulations.
The frequency doubled ionizing pulse is injected with a delay
of 1:5 ! Tp in the vicinity of its focus with a waist w0;i ¼
3:5 l m and possesses a peak pulse amplitude of a0;i ¼ 0:41.
PIC simulations were performed with a 170 ! 150 lm2 box in
the longitudinal and transverse directions with a resolution of
kd =40 and kd =10, respectively. QFluid simulations were carried out in the same (cylindrical) box size with resolution
kp =70 and kp =35 in the longitudinal and radial coordinates,
respectively.
The final snapshot of both simulations, after 300 lm
propagation in the plasma is shown in Fig. 10, where the
injected electron bunch just at the end of the charging phase
is visible (black and blue dots). Due to the large ponderomotive forces (that scale as a20;i =w0;i , see Eq. (23) in Ref. 53),
bunch transverse rms momentum (0:26 mc for QFluid and
0:27 mc for ALaDyn, respectively) shows an increase of
about a factor of 2 from the value expected by Eq. (4).
We finally stress that QFluid cannot face with the
plasma exit of the generated bunch since the Quasi Static
Approximation requires a steady plasma density within the
box. A PIC code will be used in a future work to simulate
the plasma exit, too.
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FIG. 10. 2D-slice ALaDyn and QFluid in RUN 2 setup. QFluid and ALaDyn
PIC results after 300 lm of propagation. Top: (on-axis) ALaDyn phase space of
particles (black dots), QFluid phase space of particles (blue dots), ALaDyn accelerating field (blue line, a.u.), and QFluid accelerating field (red line, a.u.). The
green line represents fluid momentum of QFluid output. Bottom: Longitudinal
electric field Enorm ¼ Ez =E0 from QFluid (upper) and ALaDyn (lower).
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Abstract
Laser Wake Field accelerated electrons need to exhibit a good beam-quality to comply with
requirements of FEL or high brilliance Thomson Scattering sources, or to be post-accelerated in
a further LWFA stage towards TeV energy scale. Controlling electron injection, plasma density
profile and laser pulse evolution are therefore crucial tasks for high-quality e-bunch production. A
new bunch injection scheme, the Resonant Multi-Pulse Ionization Injection (RMPII), is based on
a single, ultrashort Ti:Sa laser system. In the RMPII the main portion of the pulse is temporally
shaped as a sequence of resonant sub-pulses, while a minor portion acts as an ionizing pulse.
Simulations show that high-quality electron bunches with energies in the range 265M eV −1.15GeV ,
normalized emittance as low as 0.08 mm·mrad and 0.65% energy spread can be obtained with a
single 250 T W Ti:Sa laser system. Applications of the e-beam in high-brilliance Thomson Scattering
source, including 1.5 − 26.4M eV γ sources with peak brilliance up to 1 · 1028 ph/(s · mm2 · mrad2 ·

0.1 % bw), are reported.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Ultra-high brilliance UV /X/γ ray sources including Free Electron Lasers [1–3] and Thomson/Compton scattering sources [4, 5, 7–9], as well as multi-stage schemes in LWFA acceleration [10–12] require high-quality electron bunches. Controlled self-injection schemes as
density downramp injection [15–19], colliding pulses injection [20–22] and ionization injection [23–28], are therefore under active theoretical and experimental investigation.
In the two-colour ionization injection [29–31] two laser systems are needed. The main
pulse that drives the plasma wave has a long wavelength, five or ten micrometers, and a
√
large amplitude a0 = eA/mc2 = 8.5 · 10− 10 Iλ2 > 1, being I and λ pulse intensity in

W/cm2 and wavelength in µm. The second pulse (the “ionization pulse”) is constituted by a
frequency doubled Ti:Sa pulse. While the main pulse cannot further ionize the electrons in
the external shells of the of the large Z contaminant species due to its large wavelength, the
electric field of the ioniziation pulse is large enough to generate newborn electrons that will
be trapped in the bucket. This opens the possibility of using gas species with relatively low
ionization potentials, thus enabling separation of wake excitation from particle extraction
and trapping. Two colour ionization injection is therefore a flexible and eﬃcient scheme for
high-quality electron bunch production. The main drawbacks of the two colour ionization
injection are the current lack of availability of short (T<100 fs) 100TW-class laser systems
operating at large (≈ 10µm) wavelength and lasers synchronization jitter issues. These
limitation make the two-colour scheme currently unpractical for application to LWFA-based
devices requiring high quality beams.
A new injection scheme, the Resonant Multi-Pulse Ionization Injection [32], is derived
from two-colour ionization and it has the possibility to be operative with present-day single
Ti:Sa laser systems. Simulations show that such a scheme is capable of generating ultra-low
emittance GeV-scale bunches that can be employed in High-Brilliance Thomson Scattering
sources.
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Figure 1. Multi-Pulse ionization injection scheme. A small fraction of a single Ti:Sa laser pulse
is frequency doubled and will constitute the ionizing pulse. The main portion of the pulse is
temporally shaped as a train of resonant pulses that will drive a large amplitude plasma wave.
II.

THE RESONANT MULTI-PULSE IONIZATION INJECTION

A new ionization injection scheme, the Resonant Multi-Pulse ionization injection [32],
has been recently proposed to overcome the (current) limitation of two-colour ionization
injection. In the Resonant Multi-Pulse scheme only one short-wavelength laser system (e.g
a Ti:Sa) is needed. The long wavelength driving pulse of the two-colour scheme is replaced
by a short wavelength, resonant multi-pulse laser driver. Such a driver can be obtained via
temporal shaping techniques from the single, linearly polarized, standard CPA laser pulse.
A minor fraction of the same pulse is frequency doubled and used as ionizing pulse. Due to
the resonant enhancement of the ponderomotive force, a properly tuned train of pulses is
capable of driving amplitude waves larger than a single pulse with the same energy [33, 34].
Noticeably, since the peak intensity of the driver is reduced by a factor equal to the number
of train pulses, it is also possible to match the conditions of both particle trapping and
unsaturated ionization of the active atoms level. Recently [35] new experimental results
on the generation of such a time shaped pulses demonstrate that a multi pulse scheme is
obtainable with present day technology.
Trapping analysis with a standard single pulse shows [32] that Nitrogen could be used in
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Figure 2. Pulse amplitude , bunch density and accelerating gradient after 100 µm of propagation.

a simplified ionization injection (as suggested in [29]). Since eﬃcient ionization threshold for
N 6+ is a0 ≈ 1.7 for λ = 0.8 µm, a two-pulses driver is an optimal choice since pulse amplitude

in the range 1.1 < a0 < 1.3 allows us to strongly inhibite driver pulses ionization. Using

Argon (Ar 8+ → Ar 9+ ) as a contaminant instead of Nitrogen gives us a drastic reduction of t
http://spie.org/x14105.xml ransverse particle momentum. Multi-pulse ionization injection
with Argon requires trains with at least four pulses since ionization level is saturated with
amplitude above a0 = 0.8 at λ = 0.8 µm.

A.

Flat background density simulation

The following QFluid [40] simulation of our Resonant Multi-Pulse Ionization Injection is
based upon a Ti:Sa laser pulse that is initially split into the ionizing pulse and the eightpulses driver train, each sub-pulse being 30 f s FWHM in duration and delivering 895 mJ of
energy, with a maximum pulse amplitude a0 = 0.64 and minimum waist size w0 = 45 µm.
Plasma electron density is set to ne = 5 · 1017cm− 3 (plasma wavelength is λp = 46.9 µm),
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Figure 3. 265MeV simulation. Bunch quality as simulation ends. Top left: Longitudinal positionenergy distribution. Top left: Transverse distribution (blue dots for x component and red dots for
y component). Bottom: normalized emittance as the bunch propagates into the plasma.

obtained with a pure Argon pre-ionized up to level 8th . The frequency doubled component
(λion = 0.4 µm) with amplitude a0,ion = 0.41 and duration Tion = 38 fs is focused with a
waist w0,ion = 3.5 µm. The simulation (see Figs. 2 and 3) has been performed in a moving
cylinder having a radius 4 · w0 with a resolution of λp /100 and λp /200 in the radial and
longitudinal coordinates, respectively.

Electrons extracted in the bulk of the ionizing pulse move suddenly backwards in the
wake reaching the peak of the accelerating gradient. The short Rayleigh length ZR =
2
πw0
,ion /λion ≈ 100 µm ensures a sudden truncation of beam charging that turns into a small

rms absolute energy spread ∆E ≈ Enorm · E0· ZR ≈ 5 MeV and extracted charge Q = 3.8 pC
.
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At the end of beam charging, i.e after about 200 µm of propagation, the rms bunch
length is σl = 0.56 µm and the transverse normalized emittance is ϵn,x = 0.070 mm·mrad in
the polarization direction x and ϵn,y = 0.016 mm·mrad along the y direction. Afterwards,
the quasi-matched beam experiences dumped betatron oscillations with converging beam
radius of σt = 0.3 µm that generate an emittance growth of about 10% as simulation ends
(see Fig. 3). At the end of the 6.5 mm long extraction/acceleration phase the bunch has
mean energy 265 MeV, with final normalized emittances of 0.076 mm·mrad (x axis) and
0.018 mm·mrad (y axis) , with an rms energy spread 0.65% and peak current exceeding
2 KA. These extremely low values of emittance and energy spread show that the proposed
Resonant Multi-Pulse Ionization Injection scheme is ideal for the generation of very high
quality accelerated bunches.

B.

Preformed plasma-channel simulation

To extend the acceleration length a pulse guiding technique is necessary since low-density
plasmas don’t allow for pulse self-guiding at those pulse powers. A possible setup consists of
a gas-jet containing pure Argon (for bunch injection) and a 5 cm long capillary waveguide
filled with Helium (for energy boosting). The driver pulses are focused close to the entrance
of the capillary and enter into the guide with a matched radius wm = w0 and radial density
profile

ne (r) = naxis

!

"

# 2$

1.1 · 1020 r
1+η
2
naxis w0
w0

,

(1)

being naxis the on-axis plasma density. The η factor accounts for weakly nonlinear
corrections and in the case of short pulses (T << 2π/ωp can be evaluated as [43] η ∼
=
1−

1
(a ω T )2
16 0 p

· (1 + 4.6 · 10− 21 ne w 20), which is very close to unity in our simulations.

Plasma background density is flat in the injector stage with nominal density of 3.5 ·

1017cm− 3. At the end of the 4 mm long gas-jet, a contiguous capillary with preformed
plasma having a channel with center density of 3.3 · 1017cm− 3 is placed. Transition scale

to the first to the second stage has been set to Ltrans = 2 mm. The driver pulse train
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Figure 4. 1GeV simulation. Plasma radial density (back), pulse amplitude (red) and bunch density
(blue) inside the plasma channel.

enters the gas jet with a waist w = 45 µm with minimum waist w0 = 40 µm placed 3.2 mm
after plasma entrance. At the end of the gas jet the driver pulses train has waist close the
minimum value and enters into the channel with a matched size. The ionizing pulse has
minimum waist w0 = 4 µm, a bit higher than the pulse of the 265 MeV case to compensate
for the lower atomic density so as to extract 4.6 pC of charge. Due to the defocusing eﬀect
of the wake, at the end of the 3.5 cm of propagation the rear part of the train is partially
disrupted (See Fig. 5).
The final electron bunch has energy 1.15 GeV and energy spread 0.81 % rms. While
normalized emittance is the same of the lower energy bunch (0.08 mm · mrad and 0.02 mm ·
mrad in x and y directions, respectively), the present bunch is spatially more compact than
the 265 MeV one. Transverse size has been reduced down 0.2 µm by transverse wakefield
forces while longitudinal size has been strongly reduced down 0.25 µm by having selected
an injection phase closer to the maximum of the accelerating force (see Table 1).

III.

POSSIBILE APPLICATION IN ULTRA HIGH BRILLIANCE SOURCES

The ultra-low emittance bunches reported above have ideal application in either X/γ
Thomson/Compton scattering sources or FEL sources. The Thomson Scattering process is
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the classical limit of Compton Scattering, i.e. the limit of negligible quantum recoil of the
electron when it absorbs one (or more) photons. This is the case when a Ti:Sa laser pulse
impinges onto a bunch with energy below tens of GeV’s [4, 5]. Relativistic eﬀects generate
a blue-shift of the scattered radiation
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Bunch E, GeV σE /E Q, pC σl , µm σt , µm ϵnx , µm · rad
A

0.265 0.65 %

3.8

0.56

0.30

0.078

B

1.15

4.6

0.25

0.22

0.080

0.81%

Table I. Bunches A and B quality

λrad = λ0(1 + θ̃2 + a20/2)/(4γ 2)

(2)

and its collimation into a cone of aperture θ ≈ 1/γ, being λ0 the wavelength if the

counterpropagating laser pulse and θ̃ the angle from the scattered photon and the incoming
electron [5, 6]. Nonlinear Thomson Scattering occurs when quivering velocity approaches c
so as magnetic field induces non harmonic components in electrons trajectories, i.e. when

more than one photon is absorbed. Main signatures of nonlinear features are harmonic
generation and redshift associated to spectral broadening [4, 5]. In quasi-monocromatic
X/γ sources, therefore, a linear or weakly-nonlinear regime is preferrable.
A possible sub-micromer γ source is obtained either with a single laser-system setup
or with a two-laser systems setup. In the former case the counterpropagating pulse is a
portion of the Ti:Sa pulse that generates the electron beam, while in the latter the pulse is
generated by a dedicated laser system. In both cases the counterpropagating pulse should
have a significantly larger duration than the beam driver pulse in order to reduce unwanted
nonlinear eﬀects.
In the following simulations a single laser system setup is assumed. The counterpropagating pulse has length T = 1ps and delivers 1 J of energy in a spot of waist w0 = 15 µm.
Since pulse amplitude is well below unity (a0 = 0.23) a weakly-nonlinear regime is reached
so the energy spread of the collected radiation mainly depends upon electron beam quality
and acceptance angle. Following [5, 6] we can write an expression for the expected energy
spread once the normalized acceptance Ψ = θmax · γ has been fixed
(δE/E)|F W HM ≈ Ψ2 + 2(δγ/γ)|rms + δu2⊥ ,
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(3)

Peak Energy

Energy spread Collected Photons per Shot
4.8 % rms

1.5 M eV

Acceptance Angle Source Surface
0.65 mrad

Duration

1.3· 106 ph

1.9 fs

Spectral Density

Brilliance

12 eVphbw

ph
9· 1026 s·mm2 ·mrad
2 ·0.1 % bw

0.4 µm2

Table II. Thomson Scattering Source parameters list (bunch A)

it is therefore commonplace to set the normalized acceptance to a value close to Ψ ≈

[2(δγ/γ)|rms + δu2⊥ ]1/2 , value that can be adjusted after source optimization.
A.

TS source from the 265 MeV bunch A

The low-energy bunch A energy spread and transverse momentum are (δγ/γ)|rms =
6.5 · 10− 3 and δu⊥ = 0.32, respectively, so from Eq. 3 we get Ψ ≈ 0.25. We expect that

the energy spread of the γ source will not decrease by reducing the accepted normalized

below Ψ ≈ 0.25. To collect the maximum number of photons still mantaining the energy

spread as low as possible we perform parameters optimization in the range 0.2 < Ψ < 0.5.
The number of scattered photons roughly scales as Ψ2 for Ψ ≪ 1, therefore an optimization
of the source leads to the best compromise between the flux and the energy spread on the
basis of the application of the generated radiation. Here we suppose that the enphasis is on
a limit energy spread of 10% FWHM. Simulations of the Thomson Scattering process were
performed with the Thomson Scattering Simulation Tool (TSST) [6] with a sample of 1000
bunch macroparticles. In Figure 6a a scan of the energy spread and the number of collected
photons as a function of the acceptance is reported. From Figure 6a we infer that, having
selected a goal energy spread of 10%, the optimal normalized acceptance is Ψ = 0.28, that
corresponds to an acceptance of θmax = 0.56 mrad and a flux of Nph = 1.3 · 106 collected

photons per shot.

The angular/spectral distribution of the γ radiation exhibits strong anisothropy due
to the diﬀerent rms transverse momenta along x and y directions (0.31 mc and 0.14 mc,
respectively. Finally, the integrated spectrum (Fig. 6 c) has peak energy of 1.5 MeV , rms
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energy spread of 4.8 % and FWHM energy spread 10%. The source emits ultrashort bursts of
γ radiation, with rms duration δtγ ≈ σl /c = 1.9 f s within a spot of size S = π σt2 = 0.4 µm2.
To compute peak brilliance of the source, we evaluated the number of photons emitted
close to the peak with energy spread within 0.1 %, resulting in Nph /(0.1%bw) = 2.9 · 104.
Peak brilliance is

B=

Nph /0.1 % bw
= 9 · 1026 ph/(s · mm2 · mrad2 · 0.1 % bw)
2
δtγ (s) S(mm2 ) θmax
(mrad2 )

(4)

which is orders of magnitude more than brilliance reported in Thomson scattering experiments with LWFA generated electrons [44, 45].
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Figure 7. Integrated spectrum of the γ rays emitted by the TS source driven by bunch B within
an acceptance angle of 0.21 mrad.
B.

TS source from the 1GeV bunch B

Though the 1GeV bunch possesses the same emittance as the 265MeV one, we expect
that the minimum energy spread of the TS source obtainable with the bunch B is higher
than the previuous case. This is because during the post-acceleration phase focusing forces
reduced the transverse size roughly by a factor 1.5. The transverse momentum spread
along x and y directions are now 0.37 mc and 0.21 mc, respectively. From Eq. 3 we can
estimate the minum energy spread as (δE/E)min ≈ 2(δγ/γ)|rms + δu2⊥ ≈ 0.2. After source

optimization with goal energy spread of 20% FWFM, the selected normalized acceptance is
Ψ = γ · θmax = 0.45, corresponding to a geometrical acceptance of 0.21 mrad. The TSST

simulation, obtained with the same laser parameters of the previous case, results in a sub-fs
bursts of γ radiation with rms duration δtγ = 0.8 f s within a spot of size S = 0.14 µm2,
with peak energy 26.4 MeV (see Fig. 7) and and a flux of Nph = 4.6 · 106 collected photons

per shot.

As expected, the energy spread of this source is roughy as double as that of the 1.5 MeV
source, with the peak of Nph /(0.1%bw) = 4.9 · 104 photons emitted within 0.1 % spread.
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Peak Energy

Energy spread Collected Photons per Shot
9.8 % rms

26.4M eV

Acceptance Angle Source Surface
0.21 mrad

0.14 µm2

Duration

4.6 · 106 ph

0.8 fs

Spectral Density

Brilliance

1.6 eVphbw

ph
1 · 1028 s·mm2 ·mrad
2 ·0.1 % bw

Table III. Thomson Scattering Source parameters list (bunch B)

Nevertheless, since source size is considerably smaller than the case A, peak brilliance is one
order of magnitude higher B = 1 · 1028 ph/(s · mm2 · mrad2 · 0.1 % bw).

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

We employed the new RMPII injection scheme to (numerically) generate two electron
bunches with outstanding quality and compactness. Bunch A has been obtained with a flat
density profile and reaches the energy of 265 MeV prior laser pulse(s) defocusing. Bunch B
has been generated with the REMPII scheme and further accelerated into a plasma channel
for pulse guiding, obtaining a final energy of 1.15GeV with a similar beam quality. Highbrilliance Thomson Scattering sources have been investigated with the classical nonlinear
ph
TSST code, showing that a sub-fs γ ray source with brilliance B = 1 · 1028 s·mm2 ·mrad
2 ·0.1 % bw

can be obtained with this setup. A future work will be focused on the another natural
application of those high-quality bunches, i.e. Free Electron Laser drivers.
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Abstract.
A high-sensitivity high-speed second-harmonic interferometer is used to monitor the particle
number density inside a pulsed flow gas cell designed for laser wakefield acceleration. The
interferometer can precisely follow the particle density temporal evolution therefore oﬀering a
practical way to control in real-time the target density during laser-plasma interaction. The
presented results are relevant for the evaluation of density diagnostic tools for flow gas cells used
as laser-plasma acceleration stages.

1. Introduction
The demonstration of laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) of electrons to the GeV level [1, 2]
opens the way for the application of LWFA-based accelerators and high photon energy radiation
sources [3] within user oriented facilities with superior beam quality and reliability necessary for
actual high-level applications, as envisaged within the EuPRAXIA project [4]. The transition
from fundamental research to actual implementation must go along with a full control and
tailoring of the laser-plasma based accelerator, and specifically of the plasma free-electron
density. In LWFA the plasma in the gas target is created either by the laser pulse itself or
pre-generated by an electric discharge or by a second laser pulse.
Gaseous targets used in LWFA are: i) supersonic gas jets that are easy to implement, allow
for a good control over the peak particle number density [5], but produce density profiles that
can vary shot-to-shot due to reproducibility of valve operation over time and turbulent flow,
and prevent high repetition rate operation due to pulsing capability. ii) Capillary discharges
that provides guiding of the laser up to centimeters, thus increasing the acceleration length [1],
but can get damaged during usage and may require somehow sophisticated density diagnostics
methods [6] which pose technical challenges; iii) flow gas cells that are very good candidates
to avoid the above mentioned limitations, allowing for a stable and controllable laser-plasma
interaction even at high repetition rate along with easily tunable accelerator length [7–14].
Flow gas cells are also suitable to be implemented in multi-stage accelerators [15, 16], which
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Figure 1.
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Schematic of the experimental Figure 2. Schematic of the second-harmonic
interferometer.

is important in the perspective of designing and implementing LWFA-based facilities. In
this context the reliable and robust measurement and control of the free-electron density is
a crucial aspect, and interferometry plays a major role as diagnostic tool being non-invasive and
versatile. Typical two-arm interferometers [17] suﬀer from a high sensitivity to environmental
conditions which limits their use outside the laboratory environment. Nomarski and folded twoarm interferometers provide better stability compared to standard two-arm interferometers, are
widely used in research laboratories [18–21], and provide an interferogram from which the phase
is retrieved applying image analysis software and phase-unwrapping algorithms. The lengthy
data analysis limit their use in real-time measurements, while they may be suitable for oﬀ-line
measurements during alignment and tuning of the laser-plasma accelerator stages.
When stability and ease of implementation matters, an alternative robust interferometric method
is the second-harmonic interferometer (SHI), also called dispersion interferometer [22]. The
SHI is a single-arm, two-color interferometer, which is sensitive to the change of refractive
index between! the fundamental and second-harmonic wavelength, measured phase shift given
4π
by∆ φ = 4π
λ L ∆n(λ)dl = λ L∆n(λ), where∆ n(λ) = n(λ) − n(λ/2), n(λ) is the refractive
index, λ is the wavelength, and L the optical path in the sample. Being a fully commonpath interferometer the SHI is insensitive to vibration when compared with typical two-arm
interferometers, which allows long term stable operation even in a harsh environment [23].
In this work, the latest results on the use of a high-speed (∼ µs) and high-sensitivity (∼ mrad)
SHI based on a CW Nd:YAG laser to measure the particle number density inside a pulsed flow
gas cell in vacuum are presented.
2. Experiment
Fig.1 shows a schematic block diagram of the experimental apparatus. The cell (model SL-ALC,
SourceLAB) is placed in a cylindrical vacuum chamber, evacuated by a turbo-molecular pump
to 10−5 mbar. The gas cell comprises two 600 µm-diameter apertures to allow the gas to flow
in the vacuum chamber, two lateral glass windows at L = 35 mm to enable transverse interferometry. When the gas pulse flows out of the cell the pressure in the chamber increases shortly,
not exceeding however values of the order of 10−2 mbar. The vacuum chamber is equipped with
three KF50 vacuum flanges on the lateral surface. Two lie opposite along a diameter and are
used to mount BK7 optical precision windows, anti-reflection coated for 1064 nm and 532 nm
wavelengths, providing entrance and exit of the interferometer beams. The third flange hosts
the gas and electrical feedthroughs between the cell and the controller. The argon gas at 2
2
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bar enters the control unit which then sends a gas puﬀ to the cell at a pre-set pressure and
duration. It is noted that if the cell would be continuously feed with gas or long gas pulses were
used, the eﬀect from back-ground density build up in the chamber would become visible during
the interferometric measurement. Such eﬀect was not revealed for the gas pressure and pulse
length used. In case longer pulses and/or higher pressures would be needed the vacuum system
(chamber plus pump) would have to be adequately scaled in order to avoid density build up in
the interaction chamber.
Fig. 2 shows a detailed sketch of the fully fiber-coupled SHI interferometer used in the experiment [24–26], which is here briefly described. The radiation of a CW DPSS Nd-YAG laser is
sent to the first interferometer head using a single mode polarization maintaining optical fiber.
The laser light emerging from the fiber is collimated to a diameter of 1 mm. A half-wave plate
is used to adjusts the polarization, in order to ensure an optimal harmonic generation in the
first type-I SHG crystal. Both the 1064 nm and 532 nm beams leave the first head and are
sent collinearly thought the cell. In the cell the two components suﬀer a de-phasing due to the
gas dispersion and proportional to the gas number density. The transmitted beams enter the
second head where a half-wave plate rotates the second-harmonic polarization by an angle of
90◦ leaving the fundamental beam polarization unchanged. A tilted glass slab adds a controlled
de-phasing acting as a compensator, in order to tune the phase diﬀerence to an optimal working
point. In a second type-I SHG crystal the 1064 nm beam is duplicated again. Following the
filtering out of the residual 1064 nm beam, the two 532 nm beams with crossed polarizations
enters a polarizing cube oriented by an angle of 45◦ , where the two beams are mixed giving rise
to two complementary interference patterns. The beams emerging from the beam-splitter cube
are finally collected by two fiber optic cables and sent to photodiodes, directly connected to
ultra low-noise transimpedance amplifiers. The output signals are acquired by a 15 MHz USB
digitizing oscilloscope controlled by a labview software which calculates in real-time the ratio
between the diﬀerence and the sum of the digitalized signals. The recorded quantity is equal to
V sin(∆φ + φ0 ) + α [24], where φ0 ≪ 1 is the oﬀ-set phase that can be controlled acting on the
phase compensator, V is the fringe visibility, and α ≪ 1 is related to the detector responsivities.
The visibility is directly obtained by scanning the phase compensator over half-fringe [25, 27]
and it is V = 0.9.

3. Results
The Gladstone-Dale relation between the refractive index n and the number density N , i.e.,
(n − 1) ∝ N , is used to obtain the particle number density from the measured phase by the
λ N0
19 cm−3 , where N = 2.69 × 1019 cm−3 is the Loschmidt
equation N = 4πL
0
∆n0 ∆φ = 1.63∆φ × 10
constant and∆ n0 = 4 × 10−6 the diﬀerence of the refractive index of argon at 1064 nm and 532
nm [28].
The results of the systematic measurements for a 100 ms gas pulse at various values of the
pre-set backing pressure are reported in Fig. 3. The zero point represent the time when the
trigger is sent to the cell’s controller. In less then 100 ms from the trigger the filling up of the
cell starts and lasts for about 100 ms. Then the gas density in the cell drops exponentially with
a decay time of ∼0.9 s.
In Fig. 4 a comparison between 100 ms and 500 ms long gas pulses is shown for two values of
the backing pressure. As expected the filling up of the cell lasts longer for the longer gas pulse
and the achieved peak density value is larger by a factor ∼1.5.
Fig. 5 shows the values of the peak density value obtained in the experimental conditions
investigated, while the dashed-line indicate the density estimated from the ideal gas law at the
preset backing pressure and ambient temperature, reported as reference.
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4. Conclusions
A second-harmonic interferometer is used to monitor in real-time the particle number density
in a commercial pulsed flow gas cell designed for LWFA. It is found that diagnostic method
is successful in measuring the density temporal evolution inside the cell from the filling up
to the evacuation in the range up to 1019 cm−3 . The achieved peak value is less then what
estimated from the ideal gas law especially for the shortest gas pulse, therefore characterization
and continuous monitoring of the gas density is necessary in order to tune and control the laserplasma interaction process inside the cell. The experiment performed and the results obtained
are important towards the implementation of gas cells as laser-plasma based acceleration stages
in a fully controlled and user oriented particle accelerator facility, as that envisaged within the
EuPRAXIA design study project.
It is noted that the SHI presented can be used also to measure the particle density for other gases
typically used in LWFA, like H2 and He. The diﬀerence between the refractive indices at 1064
nm and 532 nm in hydrogen and helium at STP are 2.8 × 10−6 and 2.2 × 10−7 respectively [28].
Therefore, the measurement can be performed with hydrogen instead of argon. In case of helium,
the expected phase shift at STP is ∼90 mrad, therefore the SHI with a noise level down to less
the 1 mrad [24] is capable of measuring He number density within the cell in the order of 1017
cm−3 .
In perspective, the development of a 2D imaging version of the SHI would allow to monitor
4
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samples with non-uniform and/or non-cylindrically symmetric spatial density distribution, like
gas jets from square nozzles and/or with shock fronts. There are reports in the literature about
2D second-harmonic interferometry [29–31] however more research and development activity is
necessary to validate the imaging SHI methodology as viable diagnostics for LWFA gas target.
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Functional Multichannel Poly(Propylene Fumarate)-Collagen
Scaffold with Collagen-Binding Neurotrophic Factor 3
Promotes Neural Regeneration After Transected Spinal
Cord Injury
Xi Chen, Yannan Zhao, Xing Li, Zhifeng Xiao, Yuanjiang Yao, Yun Chu, Balázs Farkas,
Ilaria Romano, Fernando Brandi,* and Jianwu Dai*
Many factors contribute to the poor axonal regrowth and ineffective functional
recovery after spinal cord injury (SCI). Biomaterials have been used for SCI
repair by promoting bridge formation and reconnecting the neural tissue
at the lesion site. The mechanical properties of biomaterials are critical for
successful design to ensure the stable support as soon as possible when
compressed by the surrounding spine and musculature. Poly(propylene
fumarate) (PPF) scaffolds with high mechanical strength have been shown
to provide firm spatial maintenance and to promote repair of tissue defects.
A multichannel PPF scaffold is combined with collagen biomaterial to build a
novel biocompatible delivery system coated with neurotrophin-3 containing
an engineered collagen-binding domain (CBD-NT3). The parallel-aligned
multichannel structure of PPF scaffolds guide the direction of neural tissue
regeneration across the lesion site and promote reestablishment of bridge
connectivity. The combinatorial treatment consisting of PPF and collagen
loaded with CBD-NT3 improves the inhibitory microenvironment, facilitates
axonal and neuronal regeneration, survival of various types of functional
neurons and remyelination and synapse formation of regenerated axons
following SCI. This novel treatment strategy for SCI repair effectively promotes
neural tissue regeneration after transected spinal injury by providing a
regrowth-supportive microenvironment and eventually induces functional
improvement.
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1. Introduction
Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a severe and
irreversible central nervous system (CNS)
injury with varying degrees of damage and
loss of motor and sensory functions below
the injury level.[1] Numerous mechanisms
underlie the deficient axonal regrowth and
poor functional recovery that occur postSCI, including an absence of neurotrophic
factors to protect neurons and to stimulate
intrinsic neuronal regeneration-related
responses,[2] the lack of growth-permissive
substrates to support axon elongation
through the lesion area,[3] the production
of various myelin-associated and extracellular matrix-derived inhibitory molecules
including Nogo, oligodendrocyte myelin
glycoprotein (OMgp), and chondroitin
sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs),[4] and
the occurrence of a range of secondary
effects including vascular damage, scar
formation, and inflammation.[4a,5] Given
that even apparently minor displacement of spinal tissue can result in severing of axons and loss of function, the
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complex nature of SCI poses a significant challenge for clinical
treatment.[6]
Various biomaterials have been used for promoting SCI
repair. Biomaterials play therapeutic effects by providing a
bridge between the two damaged spinal cord ends, reconnecting
the neural tissue within the lesion site, hindering scar formation and the inflammatory process, reconstituting the conductive circuits of the nerve, reducing glutamate and calcium
ions in cerebrospinal fluid, protecting neurons of spinal cord
from apoptosis and finally enhancing locomotion recovery after
spinal cord injury.[7] Neural tissue engineering studies have
paid much attention to the essential parameters for biomaterial
design such as biocompatibility, biodegradability, porosity and
permeability.[8] Mechanical properties are especially crucial for
successful transplantation of biomaterial, because the grafted
biomaterial should not only be able to direct axonal regeneration prior to complete biodegradation, but also must be strong
enough to bear normal forces from the spine and surrounding
muscles.[9] The mechanical properties of biomaterials such as
hydrogel scaffolds may influence the growth rates of regenerated nerve fibers.[10] The results of studies of neurite extension in 3D cultures reinforce that the mechanical properties
of biomaterials play an important role in their ability to facilitate axonal regrowth.[10b,11] The fast biodegradation rate and
low mechanical strength of some natural materials have limited their use as biomaterials, and modification by crosslinking
techniques and optimization of the material composition are
required to improve their mechanical properties and to enable
tissue bridging and to achieve optimal results.[8,12]
Poly (propylene fumarate) (PPF) polymer is a photo-crosslinkable or chemically cross-linkable biomaterial with biocompatibility and absorbability.[13] Synthetic PPF can be manufactured into various shapes and sizes and plays a therapeutic role
when implanted in vivo either as an injectable biomaterial or in
prefabricated scaffolds possessing high mechanical strength.[14]
Porous PPF scaffolds have been extensively used in both bone
and blood vessel regeneration tissue engineering studies,
where they provide structural maintenance and suitably filling
up tissue defects.[13,15] A recent study showed that PPF-based
scaffolds can be coated with growth factors, including basic
fibroblast growth factor (FGF-2), platelet-derived growth factor
(PDGF-BB), or epidermal growth factor, which enhances the
conventional application of PPF coated with bone morphogenetic protein alone.[16] There has been little research into
the potential use of PPF-based biomaterial for CNS injury
repair. However, in SPL201 cells, a conditionally immortalized
Schwann cell precursor line that myelinates axons could be cultured on cross-linked PPF discs which did not cause cytotoxicity
and significantly improved cell attachment and proliferation,
suggesting that PPF-based biomaterial may be used for neural
damage repair.[17]
Collagen, with desirable attributes including low antigenicity, excellent biocompatibility and biodegradability when
grafted in vivo, has been used widely as a biomaterial for spinal
cord repair.[18] Linear ordered collagen scaffold is a nerve guidance material with excellent tissue compatibility and low antigenicity in vivo,[19] and when coated with myelin-associated
inhibitor antibodies, it facilitates bridge establishment, synapse
formation and locomotor enhancement.[19,20] Furthermore, 3D
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collagen biomaterials combined with neurotrophic factors promoted neurite outgrowth in vitro and nerve fiber regrowth.[4b]
Previous studies have shown that collagen biomaterial-based
therapies for SCI induced numerous regenerative axons with
myelination and functional recovery in canine models, and
improvement of sensory function in lower limbs of humans
without adverse events such as infection, allergic reaction, and
aggravation of neurological status.[21]
Neurotrophin-3 (NT3) has neuroprotective and neurotrophic
roles in neurons and neural grafts, and promotes long-distance axonal extension and reconstitution of neural connectivity through the lesion site after severe SCI.[22] The results
from several studies of CNS injury have indicated that effective controlled delivery of growth factor could limit the initial
burst release of growth factors from biomaterials and enable
the local delivery of growth factors with a sustained dosage over
a prolonged time.[23] NT3 with an engineered collagen-binding
domain (CBD-NT3) specifically binds to collagen biomaterials and retains high neurotrophic bioactivity when cultured
with dorsal root ganglia neurons.[24] And collagen scaffolds
exhibit controlled release of CBD-NT3 that promotes nerve
fiber regeneration followed by hind limbs movement recovery
after SCI.[24,25] In this study, we combined PPF with collagen
biomaterial to establish biocompatible delivery system which
may form a more stable spatial support without deformation in
a short period and has higher mechanical properties than collagen alone. Combined with collagen and CBD-NT3, the functional parallel-aligned multichannel PPF scaffold was made
for directing neural tissue regeneration across the lesion site
through the porous structures, rebuilding bridge connectivity
and accelerating axonal regrowth between the two spinal cord
stumps after transection injury. The multichannel PPF scaffolds were produced by excimer laser photocuring,[26] specifically using the novel 3D printing methodology Mask Projection
Excimer laser StereoLithography (MPExSL),[27] which is capable
of high production yield of well-shaped 3D scaffolds with
micrometer resolution. Within the combinatorial approach
here adopted, collagen also acted as an effective cell attachment
platform, along which neural lineage cells including neurons
and oligodendrocytes could regenerate. Controlled-releasing
CBD-NT3 loaded onto the collagen biomaterial provided continued neurotrophy and promoted survival of various types
of functional neurons. This novel treatment strategy for SCI
repair, combining biomaterials with growth factor, resulted
in electrophysiological and locomotor improvements, and has
potential for use in clinical therapy in the future.

2. Results
2.1. Characterization of PPF-Collagen Scaffold with
Collagen-Binding NT3 and Promotion of Neurite Outgrowth
In Vitro by CBD-NT3
The prepared functional PPF scaffolds with regular lateral prisms consisted of an ≈4 mm deep × 5 mm diameter
columnar structure with 24 equal-sized pores (Figure 1A). After
the PPF scaffold was sectioned into pieces, it exhibited a uniform parallel-aligned porous structure and the pores could be
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combined with collagen biomaterial (Figure 1A). The
presence of multiple rounded channels in the PPF
biomaterial was confirmed by examination under an
optical microscope (Figure 1B).
PPF scaffold samples with or without collagen
were freeze-dried and sprayed with gold powder for
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) characterization. Similar to the results described above, SEM
analysis showed the homogeneous porous structure
of the PPF scaffold with a smooth surface inside. Surprisingly, the collagen coating penetrated into each
channel of the PPF scaffold while maintaining its
intrinsic ordered structure (Figure 1B). Images captured at higher magnification revealed that collagen
firmly adhered to the side walls of the PPF scaffold
(Figure 1B).
The mechanical properties of the PPF and collagen
biomaterial were examined. Acquisition and analysis
to compressive press showed the results within compressive strain of 50%. The maximum compressive
stress of the PPF scaffold at 2.68% strain (423.2 ±
5.7 kPa) was considered the compressive failure stress,
and this was markedly higher (21.7-fold) than that
of collagen (19.44 ± 3.2 kPa) at the same strain
(Figure 1C). The elastic modulus of the PPF scaffold
was 15.78 MPa, which was significantly higher than
that of the collagen biomaterial (0.725 MPa). These
findings indicated stronger and more stable mechanical properties of PPF compared with collagen, and
supported the idea for establishment of a molecule

Figure 1. A–C) Macroscopic and scanning electron microscope images and
mechanical properties of functional parallel-aligned multichannel PPF combined
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with collagen. D,E) Neurite outgrowth of CGNs cultured
with CBD-NT3 in vitro. (A) PPF scaffold combined with or
without collagen. (1), (2) Columnar and porous structure of
PPF scaffold with a diameter of 5 mm. Sliced PPF (3) with
a thickness of 1 mm shows uniform parallel-aligned porous
structure that sustains its shape when combined with collagen (4). (B) Optical and scanning electron micrographs of
PPF samples with or without collagen. (1) PPF scaffold with
multiple rounded channels observed under an optical microscope. Scale bars represent 250 µm. (2) A channel of PPF scaffold showed rounded structure. (3)-(6) Collagen biomaterials
filled into every channel of the PPF scaffold and well attached
to inner surfaces of poroid structure. (C) Assessment of
mechanical properties of PPF and collagen determined by
measuring compressive stress at various levels of compressive strain. The observation of significantly higher stresses of
PPF compared with collagen under the same level of strain
led to the idea for establishment of a stable molecular delivery
platform combining the two biomaterials. (D) Representative
fluorescence micrographs of dissected CGNs cultured in vitro
with CBD-NT3 or PBS control. Neurons were identified by
immunofluorescence using antibodies directed against Tuj-1
(green) and cell nuclei were stained with Hoechst (blue). Scale
bars represent 50 µm. (E) Quantification of length of neurite
outgrowth of dissected CGNs cultured with 40 × 10−9 M
CBD-NT3 or PBS control indicated that CBD-NT3 facilitated
longer neurite outgrowth in vitro than the control treatment
(n = 3 samples per group). F) Elisa assay of concentration of
released CBD-NT3 at 1 h, 6 h, 12 h, 24 h, 3 d, 7 d after initial
release. Data are presented as mean ± standard error of the
mean. Error bars indicate the SD from three different experiments (n = 4 scaffolds per group). * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.
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delivery platform combining PPF and collagen, which was predicted to be more stable than collagen biomaterial alone.
Both CBD-NT3 and NT3 provide neurotrophic stimulus for
neurons, however, when tightly bound to collagen biomaterial,
CBD-NT3 promotes survival of more neurons and elicits longer
neurite outgrowth than NT3.[24] Isolated rat cerebellar granule
neurons (CGNs) were cultured in 48-well plates with 40 × 10−9 M
CBD-NT3 to confirm the bioactivity of CBD-NT3. In wells containing CBD-NT3, neurons exhibited neurite outgrowth, and
under neurotrophic stimulus, these neurons extended significantly longer nerve fibers in wells with CBD-NT3 than in wells
with PBS (p < 0.01, Figure 1D,E), verifying the bioactivity of
CBD-NT3. Furthermore, we evaluated the release of CBD-NT3
from PPF and combinatorial scaffold in vitro by ELISA assay
(Figure 1F). The released CBD-NT3 was detected at 1 h, 6 h,
12 h, 24 h, 3d, 7d after initial release. The results of accumulated concentration of released CBD-NT3 indicated that within
short period (12 h) after initial release, most CBD-NT3 could
be released rapidly from PPF scaffold. In contrast, CBD-NT3
loaded onto combinatorial scaffold exhibited more stable controlled releasing in vitro. It suggested that collagen significantly
enhanced binding ability of CBD-NT3 to combinatorial scaffold
and effectively achieved controlled releasing of CBD-NT3.

2.2. Transplantation of PPF-Collagen Scaffold with CBD-NT3
Reduced Glial and Fibrotic Scar Formation in the Lesion
Center Following SCI
In the rat complete transection SCI model, PPF scaffold,
PPF-collagen scaffold or PPF-collagen scaffold loaded with
CBD-NT3 were implanted into the injury sites, and SCI rats
without scaffold implantation were used as a negative control
(Figure 2A). At 12 weeks posttransplantation, the spinal cords
of the four groups were harvested. Macroscopic observations indicated spinal cord tissue in the lesion site of control
group was severely destroyed after injury and morphology
of damaged tissue was clearly different form that of host tissues (Figure 2B). In contrast, there were good connectivity
and integration of injured spinal cords with host tissues
after treatment in the PPF+C group and PPF+C+NT3 group
(Figure 2B).
Next, we examined whether reduced scar formation resulted
in the good spinal cord connectivity observed in the PPF+C+NT3
group compared with the other groups. Glial scars secrete a
series of inhibitory molecules and are one of the main barriers
to regeneration of damaged axons after CNS injury.[28] After transected spinal cord injury, control group exhibited obvious GFAPpositive astrocytic scar formation in the lesion area while there
were fewer GFAP-positive areas in injury site of three scaffold
groups (Figure S1A, Supporting Information). The number of
GFAP-positive astrocyte in lesion center of control group were
much greater than those of other groups (Figure S1B,C, Supporting Information, p < 0.01). There were least number of
GFAP-positive astrocyte in lesion center of PPF+C+NT3 group
(Figure S1B,C, Supporting Information, p < 0.01). Within the
inhibitory microenvironment following SCI, one family of
molecules, the chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs), has
a significant role in limiting the reparative response and CSPG
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deposits are regarded as a substantial barrier.[4c] CS-56 staining
was used to indicate CSPG expression at the lesion site. After
transected SCI, the abundance of CS-56-positive signals at the
lesion site in the control group was significantly higher than in
the scaffold implantation groups (p < 0.01, Figure 2C,D). Among
the three transplant therapy groups, the functional PPF-collagen
scaffold with CBD-NT3 showed the greatest effect in reduction of
CSPG deposits (p < 0.01, Figure 2D). All primary antibodies used
in this study were listed in Table 1.
Fibrotic scarring, characterized by excessive deposition of
extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules, is another important constituent of scar tissue that inhibits axons growing past the lesion
site after SCI.[29] Furthermore, fibrotic scar is produced by fibroblasts that invade into the lesion area from adjacent meningeal
and perivascular cells. The main extracellular matrices derived
from those invading fibroblasts contain fibronection, laminin,
and type IV collagen.[30] Given collagen was used as a major component of the combinatorial scaffolds, laminin was labeled to
represent the accumulation of fibrotic scarring in the damaged
area. Laminin-positive signals were detected at the lesion sites of
rats in all groups, with the highest number of laminin-positive
signals (81 ± 5.1) at the damage site of the control group (without
any treatment). The number of laminin-positive signals in the
control group was statistically significantly higher than those of
all the other groups (p < 0.01, Figure 2E,F), and the laminin-positive signals were distributed across almost the whole injury site
in the control group (Figure 2E). The PPF+C+NT3 group showed
a significant reduction in the number of laminin-labeled cells
(31 ± 3.9) compared with the other two groups with transplantation of PPF scaffolds (p < 0.01, Figure 2F). When combined
with collagen, the grafted PPF scaffold exhibited significantly
less laminin-positive fibrotic scar formation than PPF used alone
(p < 0.05, Figure 2F). These results demonstrated that transplantation of a PPF scaffold promoted neural connectivity and integration of damaged tissues to host spinal cord with reduction
of scar formation, which was enhanced when combined with
collagen. The PPF scaffold combined with collagen and CBDNT3 prevented production of regeneration-inhibitory molecules
under CBD-NT3 neurotrophic stimulation.

2.3. Treatment with PPF Combined with Collagen and CBD-NT3
Increased Production of Newly Generated and Mature Neurons
and Facilitated axonal Regrowth at the Lesion Site
We used β-III tubulin (Tuj-1), a marker of neuronal precursors,
to examine the production of new neurons in the lesion area.
The results showed that Tuj-1-positive neural tissue regenerated into the lesion site, and the regenerated neurons in the
PPF+C+NT3 group effectively established a neuronal bridge
between the two stumps following transection SCI (Figure 3A).
We also found regrowth of several Tuj-1-positive tissue strips
across the lesion area in the three groups in which functional
PPF scaffold was implanted, illustrating guided nerve regeneration through the parallel-aligned multichannel structures of
the porous PPF scaffold (Figure 3A). Furthermore, although
Tuj-1-positive neurons were detected in all groups, the number
of Tuj-1-positive neurons in the PPF+C+NT3 group was
statistically significantly higher than those in the other three
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Figure 2. Functional PPF scaffold combined with collagen and bioactive CBD-NT3 facilitated neural tissue connection with inhibition of scar formation. A) Schematic diagram of experimental model of combinatorial treatment with PPF, collagen and CBD-NT3. B) Macroscopic observation of spinal
cord tissues containing injury sites at 12 weeks postsurgery. Spinal cord tissue in the PPF+C+NT3 group had the greatest connectivity and integration
with normal spinal cord. C) Confocal images of CS-56-positive signals (red) in the injury site of each group indicated abundant chondroitin sulfate
proteoglycans (CSPGs) deposited within the lesion area after transected spinal cord injury (SCI) without any therapy (n = 6 animals per group). Scale
bars represent 50 µm. D) Quantification of mean CS-56-positive signal per visual field in the lesion center of each group. The PPF+C+NT3 therapy
resulted in the greatest improvement to the microenvironment after SCI with a statistically significant decrease in chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans.
E) Representative images of laminin-labeled signals (red) in the lesion centers in each group indicating fibrotic scar deposition following SCI (n = 6
animals per group). Scale bars represent 50 µm. F) Quantification of mean laminin-positive signals per visual field in the lesion center of each group.
Functional PPF scaffold combined with collagen and bioactive CBD-NT3 significantly inhibited formation of fibrotic scarring. Data are presented as
mean ± standard error of the mean. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

groups (p < 0.01, Figure 3B,C), while the number of Tuj-1-positive neurons in both the PPF and PPF+C groups were significantly higher than that of the control group (p < 0.05, Figure 3C).
These results demonstrated that new neurons were generated in
the lesion center following transplantation of PPF scaffolds after
SCI, while the combinatorial treatment of PPF combined with
collagen and CBD-NT3 exerted the greatest therapeutic effect.
The survival or generation of mature neurons was determined under conditions with or without PPF treatment. Rats of
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the PPF+C+NT3 group exhibited the largest number of Map2positive mature neurons at the middle of damage area compared with other groups (p < 0.01, Figure 3D,E). The PPF+C and
PPF groups also exhibited promotion of neural regeneration,
because the quantity of mature neurons in these two groups
was also significantly greater than that of the control group
(p < 0.01, Figure 3D,E). The curative effect of PPF combined
with collagen was much greater than implantation of PPF alone,
based on the statistically significant differences in the numbers
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Table 1. Primary antibodies.
Antibody

Species

Source

Catalog number

Dilution

Anti-βIII tubulin (Tuj-1)

Rabbit

Abcam

Ab18207

1:500

Anti-neurofilament (NF)

Rabbit

Abcam

Ab8135

1:500

Mouse

Abcam

Ab7795

1:500

Anti-serotonin (5-HT)

Rabbit

Immunostar

20080

1:500

Anti-Choline acetyltransferase (ChAT)

Rabbit

Abcam

Ab6168

1:500

Anti-GABA

Rabbit

Sigma

A2052

1:500

Anti-Tyrosine Hydroxylase(TH)

Rabbit

Abcam

Ab112

1:500

Anti-Map2

Rabbit

Abcam

Ab11267

1:500

Anti-Chondroitin Sulfate(CS56)

Mouse

Abcam

Ab11570

1:500

Anti-myelin-associated glycoprotein (MAG)

Mouse

Abcam

Ab89780

1:200

Anti-Synaptophysin (Syn)

Rabbit

Abcam

Ab32594

1:200

Anti-Laminin

Rabbit

Sigma

L9393

1:500

of mature neurons (p < 0.01, Figure 3E). These results indicated
that PPF-based treatment could facilitate production of mature
neurons, and when coated with CBD-NT3 that provides continuous neurotrophic effects and binding to collagen, the functional PPF scaffold biomaterial enhances survival of existing
neurons and production of NSCs-derived mature neurons.
The immunofluorescence staining results also showed that
neurofilament (NF)-positive signals were present in the lesion
centers of rats in all groups after transected SCI (Figure 3F and
Figure S2, Supporting Information). The PPF+C+NT3 group
exhibited significantly more NF-positive signals than the other
three groups, which indicated that it had the greatest amount of
axonal regeneration (p < 0.01, Figure 3F,G), while the numbers
of NF-positive signals in both the PPF and PPF+C group were
higher than that of the control group, but were not significantly
different from each other (p > 0.05, Figure 3G).

2.4. Implantation of PPF Scaffold Combined with Collagen and
CBD-NT3 into SCI Lesion Site Promoted Functional Axonal
Regeneration Along with Myelination and Synapse Formation
of Regenerated Axons
As observed above that we had found numerous regenerative
axons in PPF+C+NT3 group, we further examined whether the
numerous regenerative axons observed in the PPF+C+NT3 group
were functional neurons. We detected that 5-HT-positive motor
neurons had regenerated into the lesion area and co-labeled
with NF-positive axons (Figure 4A,B), indicating the regrowth of
serotonergic axons into the lesion site. Next, we used ChAT antibody to label spinal cord motor neurons and motor axons. ChATlabeled motor neurons were abundant in the injury center in the
PPF+C+NT3 group after SCI and observation at higher magnification showed distinct colocalization of NF-positive axons with
ChAT-positive neurons, indicating the regeneration of cholinergic
neurons and axons (Figure 4C,D). Two types of sensory neurons,
GABA-positive and TH-positive neurons, were also observed in
the lesion area, and parts of these neurons showed double labeling with regenerated axons, indicating effective regeneration of
gamma-aminobutyric acid-energetic and dopaminergic axons
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(Figure 4E–H). These findings suggested that the combination
of PPF and collagen formed a stable delivery platform, which
closely bound with and enabled controlled release of CBD-NT3 in
vivo, and this combinatorial treatment consisting of a PPF scaffold with collagen and CBD-NT3 directed axonal regrowth and
accelerated the regeneration of various functional neurons and
axons into the injured area after severe SCI.
To confirm the remyelination, myelination and synapse formation of the abundant regenerated axons in the PPF+C+NT3
group, we double-stained for NF with myelin-associated glycoprotein (MAG) or synaptophysin (Syn). In the damage center,
plentiful MAG-positive myelin co-localized with NF-positive
axons and clear double labeling of regenerated axons and
myelin was observed at higher magnification (Figure 4I,J).
Additionally, Syn-positive signals also existed in the NF-positive
axon-enriched area of the lesion site, and multiple synapse formations onto regenerated axons were detected at higher magnification (Figure 4K,L). These results demonstrated that there
was not only abundant functional neuronal axon regrowth in
the PPF+C+NT3 group, but also that these regenerated axons
were effectively myelinated, accompanied by remyelination in
the lesion site and the formation of synapses.

2.5. Combinatorial Treatment Consisting of PPF Scaffold and
Collagen Loaded with CBD-NT3 Induced Improvement of
Electrophysiology and Locomotor Function Recovery After
Transected Spinal Cord Injury
To measure enhancement of motor function, electrophysiological tests were carried out. Before SCI, animals receiving
electrophysiological stimulation exhibited an average cortical motor-evoked potential (MEP) with a latent period of
2.6 ms and an amplitude of 6.95 mV, which was completely
eliminated immediately after transected SCI (Figure 5A). At
12 weeks postinjury and transplant treatments, the latencies
of MEPs in all groups were not restored to normal levels (p <
0.01, Figure 5A,B), however, the latencies of potentials in the
PPF+C+NT3 group were shorter compared with those in the
control group (p < 0.05, Figure 5B), suggesting an enhancement
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Figure 3. Transplantation of functional PPF scaffolds combined with collagen and CBD-NT3 promoted production of newly generated and mature
neurons and axonal regrowth in the lesion areas of rats after spinal cord injury (SCI) (n = 6 animals per group). A) Confocal images labeled with antiTuj-1 (green) in the lesion areas, indicating that the largest number of Tuj-1-positive neurons across the injury site that established connections with
the two cut ends occurred in the PPF+C+NT3 group. Scale bars represent 1 mm. B) Higher magnification images of areas indicated by white boxes in
(A), showing significantly more Tuj-1-positive neurons in the lesion center of PPF+C+NT3 group than those of other groups. Scale bars indicate 50 µm.
C) Quantification of Tuj-1-positive cells in the lesion center of each group. The number of newly generated neurons was much higher in the lesion site
of the PPF+C+NT3 group compared with those of other groups, while PPF and PPF+C treatment displayed similar therapeutic effects. D) Representative immunofluorescence micrographs of Map2-positive signals (green) in the lesion center showed more Map2-positive neurons in the lesion center
of the PPF+C+NT3 group than those of other groups. Scale bars represent 50 µm. E) Quantification of Map2-positive mature neurons in the middle
of damage sites of each group showed the highest number of mature neurons was present in the lesion center of the PPF+C+NT3 group, suggesting
that this treatment group had the greatest protective and neurotrophic effect to host or endogenous NSCs-derived mature neurons. F) Representative
images of neurofilament (NF)-positive axons (green) regenerated into the lesion center at 12 weeks after SCI. Scale bars represent 50 µm. G) Quantification of number of NF-positive axons in the injury center demonstrated the highest number of regenerated axons in the PPF+C+NT3 group. Data
are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean. ** p < 0.01.

of the latency. The amplitudes of MEPs in all groups did not
recover to normal levels within the time period of the study,
indicating severe damage of bioelectric conduction after transected SCI (p < 0.01, Figure 5A,C). Surprisingly, the amplitude
in the PPF+C+NT3 group (20.7 ± 1.53 µV) was statistically significantly larger than those in the PPF+C (14.0 ± 2.83 µV), PPF
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(14.3 ± 1.41 µV) and control group (13.3 ± 0.58 µV) (p < 0.01,
Figure 5C). These data suggest that the abundant myelination
and synapse formation in regenerated axons described above
contributes to reconstruction of neuronal relays in the lesion
area, eventually resulting in electrophysiological improvement
in animals in the PPF+C+NT3 group.
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Figure 4. The combination of PPF scaffold with collagen and CBD-NT3 (PPF+C+NT3) induced generation of various functional neurons, and myelination
and synapse formation of regenerative axons in the middle of lesion area of rats following transected spinal cord injury (SCI). A,C,E,G) Representative
micrographs of serotonergic (5-HT), cholinergic (ChAT), gamma-aminobutyric acid-energetic (GABA), and dopaminergic (TH) neurons, respectively,
produced in the middle of lesion area of rats in the PPF+C+NT3 group. Scale bars represent 50 µm. B,D,F,H) Higher magnification images of areas
indicated by white boxes in (A), (C), (E), and (G), respectively, show various regenerated motor and sensory neurons in the lesion site following SCI and
PPF+C+NT3 treatment. Scale bars represent 20 µm. I) Representative immunofluorescence image of double-labeled NF (green)/MAG (myelin-associated
glycoprotein) (red) in the middle of lesion site indicated efficient remyelination in the regenerated axon-abundant area of rats in the PPF+C+NT3 group.
Scale bar represents 50 µm. K) Representative immunofluorescence image of double staining with NF/Syn (synaptophysin) showed multiple Syn-positive
(red) signals colocalized with regenerated axons within the damage center of SCI rats receiving implantation of PPF loaded with collagen and CBD-NT3.
Scale bar represents 50 µm. J,L) Higher magnification images of areas indicated by white boxes in (I) and (K), respectively, which revealed effective
myelination of nerve fibers and synapse formation of regenerated axons in the lesion center after PPF+C+NT3 treatment. Scale bars indicate 20 µm.

The Basso–Beattie–Bresnahan (BBB) test was applied weekly
to evaluate behavioral recovery after SCI. At 1 week after SCI,
rats in all groups exhibited undetectable locomotion restoration with BBB scores of 0 (Figure 5D). During the period of
2–12 weeks postsurgery, rats in the PPF+C+NT3 group showed
the greatest locomotion recovery, with BBB scores of 2–8, which
were statistically significantly higher than those in the other
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three groups (p < 0.01, Figure 5D). BBB scores of rats in the
PPF+C group were significantly higher than those in control
group during 7–12 weeks post surgeries (p < 0.05, Figure 5D).
BBB scores of the PPF+C+NT3 group plateaued at 10–12 weeks
postinjury at levels of 8–9, meaning that there was at least
sweeping of lower limbs with no weight support.[31] These findings indicated that the animals subjected to transected spinal
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Figure 5. Combinatorial treatment consisting of functional PPF scaffold, collagen and CBD-NT3 (PPF+C+NT3) enhanced electrophysiological and locomotor recovery following spinal cord injury (SCI) (n = 6 animals per group). A) Schematic diagrams of motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) of untreated rats
and rats in SCI, PPF, PPF+C and PPF+C+NT3 groups at 12 weeks postinjury. B) Quantification of latencies of MEPs in each group at 12 weeks postinjury,
showing that latency in PPF+C+NT3 was closest to the normal level, suggesting a partial restoration. C) Quantification of amplitudes of MEPs in each
group at 12 weeks postinjury, indicating that the greatest electrophysiological improvement occurred in the PPF+C+NT3 group with statistically significantly larger amplitudes than the control group and other treatment groups. D) Weekly BBB scores of rats in each group during the first 12 weeks after
surgery. From 2 to 12 weeks postsurgery, rats in the PPF+C+NT3 group exhibited distinctly better locomotor function recovery than the control group and
other treatment groups, although this did not reach the normal level. Data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

cord injury together with combinatorial treatment of functional
PPF scaffold with collagen and CBD-NT3 showed restored
effective hindlimb motor function, including significant movement ability in the three predominant joints.

3. Discussion
Numerous complex biological processes contribute to the poor
capacity for spontaneous regeneration after SCI. Formation
of an inhibitory microenvironment following SCI results in
failure of effective axonal regrowth even when there are small
numbers of damaged axons caused by incomplete contusion.[32]
In complete transection or spinal cord removal injury, the loss
of all motor and sensory axonal tracts eliminates the possibility
of translesion regeneration and restoration within a week,
posing a significant challenge for treatment.[33] It is necessary
to combine different biomaterials to integrate their respective
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advantages and provide multiple therapeutic effects.[34] In
addition, a recent study reported that multichannel agarose
scaffolds combined with brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF) could induce motor axon regeneration into a severe
injured spinal cord and organize linearly axons regrowth.[35] In
the present study, we used a 3D printing approach based on
stereolithography to fabricate parallel-aligned multichannel
PPF scaffolds that enhanced the mechanical properties of a
molecular delivery platform loaded with collagen. We confirmed the superior mechanical properties of the PPF scaffold compared with collagen. Specially, the uniform pores and
parallel-aligned structure of the PPF scaffold provided guided
channels for regeneration of neural tissues along the axial
direction of spinal cord. Collagen biomaterials greatly filled
into each channel and adhered to inner structures of pores in
scaffold, promoting attachment of NSCs or new neurons and
inducing axonal regeneration as regrowth-permissive matrix. A
recent study reported an aid for peripheral nerve repair using
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nerve conduits prepared by 405 nm micro-stereolithography.[36]
However, they did not reported that these single-channel
conduits possessed biodegradability. We are the first, to our
knowledge, to have implanted a combinatorial scaffold comprising also multichannel biodegradable stereolithographycally 3D scaffolds for repair of CNS injury. A previous research
using similar technology in present study has reported the degradation of PPF material in vitro.[37] The weight of PPF material
decreased by about 30% after degrading for 90 d.[37] The data
indicates that PPF scaffold is a kind of degradable biomaterial
in vitro. However, the degradation in PBS is significantly different from body fluid in SCI sites.[37] In our present study, we
found the most of this biodegradable PPF scaffold degraded
at 12 weeks post-surgery. And we further weighed these small
PPF residues (11.8 ± 2.8 mg) compared with mass of 1-mm
PPF scaffold (70 ± 2.6mg). Mass decay of PPF scaffold ranged
from 79.20% to 87.10%.
We have also focused on the utilization of a CBD to enhance
the collagen-binding ability of growth factors. CBD-fused proteins can bind tightly to native and insoluble collagen, limiting
the likelihood of them being washed away or diluted and preventing their rapid diffusion in the extracellular fluids, thus
enabling enhanced aggregation onto the collagen-based biomaterial.[38] Moreover, CBD-fusion has been reported to have
no impact on the bioactivity of growth factors.[39] In fact, CBDfused growth factors have been shown to elicit greater biological
effects than native growth factors in vitro, enabling collagenbased biomaterials to be developed as sustained-release delivery
system.[4b,25,39] CBD-NT3 is bioactive and promotes neurite outgrowth in vitro, and controlled release of CBD-NT3 coated on
a delivery platform exhibits continual neurotrophic effects and
contributes to an improved microenvironment following SCI
for 2–3 d,[40] assisting neural regeneration in the lesion center.
In this study, we found that within short period (12 h) after initial release, plentiful CBD-NT3 could be released rapidly from
PPF scaffold. Combinatorial scaffold exhibited more stably controlled releasing for CBD-NT3 loaded in vitro. We speculate the
release of CBD-NT3 in the SCI sites might be rapid than in PBS,
because the sustained flow of cerebrospinal fluid and the degradation of scaffold. But the release rate of CBD-NT3 in PPF+C
scaffold might still be much slower than in PPF (Figure 1F).
Ependymal cells of the central canal in the adult spinal cord
are considered to be potential endogenous NSCs, and they are
able to be induced to proliferate and differentiate after traumatic
SCI.[41] Previous studies have revealed robust proliferation of
activated endogenous NSCs in the lesion center and initiation
of migration of these NSCs from the central canal within 3 d
after SCI.[42] In the present study, there were likely abundances
of endogenous NSCs in uninjured segments adjacent to lesion
site in short term after transected spinal cord injury. At the
lesion site, we observed the highest number of newly generated
neurons in the PPF+C+NT3 group, suggesting that controlled
release of CBD-NT3 could offer neurotrophy and neuroprotection to the host spinal cord neurons, sparing endogenous NSCs
after SCI and likely further directing neural differentiation of
NSCs within 2–3 d postsurgery. Moreover, in all three PPF treatment groups, Tuj-1-positive signals across the lesion area demonstrated that parts of likely activated endogenous NSCs and
sparing NSCs might be able to attach to the porous biomaterials
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and proliferate, migrate and differentiate along the pores or
channels, potentially contributed to regeneration of neural tissue
bridges that connect the two transected spinal cord ends. Actually, part of Tuj-1-positive neuron might be deprived from other
sources, such as survived or uninjured host neurons. Additional
production of sprouting from surviving neurons in the spinal
cord induced with treatment was another important reason for
effective neural regeneration. Collagen enhanced attachment of
NSCs or neurons and CBD-NT3 further promoted surviving of
host neural tissues and regeneration of neural tissues across the
lesion site. The maximum number of mature neurons was also
observed in the injury center of the PPF+C+NT3 group, which
could be explained by effects of CBD-NT3 on survival of likely
endogenous NSC-derived neurons and of host sparing neurons.
Surprisingly, the combinatorial treatment involving PPF, collagen and CBD-NT3 also resulted in a decrease in deposition
of inhibitory molecules and reduction of scar tissue formation
(Figure 2C,E), resulting in improved neural connection and
integration between damaged and host spinal cord (Figure 2B).
These results indicate that coated onto collagen, the tissue
regeneration-permissive matrix, neurotrophic CBD-NT3 contributes to provide a supportive microenvironment for neural
regeneration and further vastly amplifies therapeutic effect of
PPF+C+NT3 treatment, supporting the idea that optimal repair
of SCI is likely to involve combined treatment strategies.
In addition to finding higher numbers of regenerated axons
in the PPF+C+NT3 group than in the other groups, we confirmed functional neuronal regeneration and colocalization with
regenerated axons in the lesion area. These findings indicated
that the addition of CBD-NT3 soon after injury clearly enhanced
the neural regeneration response. The generation and regrowth
of various types of functional motor and sensory neurons in
the PPF+C+NT3 group corresponded with improved functional
assessment outcomes (Figure 5D). Plentiful regrowth of axons
into the lesion site represented potential reestablishment of
neural connections. The remyelination in axon-abundant areas
and myelination of newly generated axons that benefited bioelectric conduction, together with detectable synapse formation
on the regenerated axons, indicating potential rebuilding of
neural relays. Regrowth of axons across lesion area and reestablishment of neural relays potentially underlied the improvement of electrophysical function with restored latency and
enhanced amplitude of MEP in PPF+C+NT3 group (Figure 4I,J
and 5B,C).[43] However, a limitation of our study was that we
did not perform retrograde or anterograde tracing which might
better evaluate regrowth of axonal tracts across lesion site and
reestablishment of neural relays.
A recent study has revealed numerous and long-distance
axonal regeneration beyond the transected spinal cord injury site
with effective myelination, synapse formation and expression
of neurotransmitters resulting in significant improvement of
electrophysiological and locomotor recovery,[22a] demonstrating
the formation of new functional neural relays to support functional restoration. In the present study, remyelination and synapse formation in the regenerated axon-abundant area of the
PPF+C+NT3 group was associated with eventual improvement
of electrophysiology and locomotion. These functional recoveries indicated the potential establishment of new neuronal
circuits.
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4. Conclusion
In this study, we prepared parallel-aligned multichannel PPF
with high mechanical strength and successfully combined this
with collagen biomaterial, creating a novel molecule delivery
platform with stable spatial support in vivo. When coated with
bioactive CBD-NT3 (PPF+C+NT3) and implanted into transected spinal cord, the treatment showed effective neurotrophy
and protection of neural tissues, inducing axonal regrowth and
functional neuron regeneration. PPF+C+NT3 also promoted
myelination and synapse formation of these regenerated axons.
The porous structure of the delivery platform provided attachment and channels for host endogenous NSCs, which achieved
migration, proliferation and differentiation under this improved
microenvironment, along with reduction of CSPG deposits and
fibrotic scarring, contributing to neuronal regeneration. The
anatomical outcomes corresponded with the enhancement of
functional assays that showed significantly better electrophysiological and locomotor recovery in rats receiving treatment
combining PPF with collagen and CBD-NT3 that could be beneficial to clinical research in the future.

5. Experimental Section
Ethics: All experimental procedures were performed in accordance
with Chinese Ministry of Public Health (CMPH) Guide and the Guide
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals from the National Institutes
of Health.
Preparation of Poly(Propylene Fumarate) Scaffold: To synthesize PPF,
fumaric acid was heated in access of propylene glycol at 145 °C, with
overhead mechanical stirrer under chemical hood, a Barrette trap
was connected beneath the condenser and water was collected as
by-product.[44] After 17 h of reaction the temperature was increased
to 185 °C for 5 h and then cooled to room temperature. The PPF was
then dissolved in dichloromethane, repeated for three times. The
synthesized PPF was blended with diethyl fumarate (DEF) at a ratio
of 70:30 (PPF:DEF), and with the photoinitiator bis-acyl phosphine
oxide Irgacure 819 at a concentration of 1.0% wt/wt. The photoinitiator
was first dissolved in ethanol, then after complete dissolution DEF
was added, and finally PPF was added. The solution was then stirred
under hood for 3 d. The 3D multichannel scaffolds were produced
using MPExSL following the procedure presented in.[27,45] Briefly, the
surface of the photocurable PPF-based resin is irradiated with 308 nm
light pulses from an excimer XeCl laser (COMPexPro-110, Coherent)
using a mask projection system. The resin surface is cured only on the
irradiated part, thus creating a solid layer with 500 µm channels. The
layer thickness is defined by the number of laser pulses applied, and in
the present case was 120 µm. The 3D scaffolds were created layer-bylayer, i.e., recasting fresh resin on top of the cured layer and repeating
the laser irradiation, with 20 micron overlap between adjacent layers.
The final size of the cylindrical scaffolds is 5 mm in diameter and few
mm long.
Combining of Collagen onto PPF Scaffolds: Prepared porous PPF
biomaterials were steeped in 75% alcohol for 24 h and then washed
10 times with sterile water. The PPF biomaterials were placed on a
sterile surface and gently cut into several uniform 1-mm thick pieces.
After drying, one piece was placed into each well of a 96-well plate, and
the remaining pieces were stored in sterile tubes. Each PPF-containing
well was then filled by injection of prefabricated collagen biomaterial
prepared as previously described,[18] and the plate was centrifuged for
10 min at 5000 rpm. Plates were frozen at −80 °C for 48 h followed by
24 h of freeze-drying. The dried and stable combinatorial biomaterials
were cut into 1 mm thick pieces and stored in sterile tubes.
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Test of Mechanical Properties: For measurement of mechanical
properties, 1 mm thick pieces of PPF or collagen were placed in a
materials-testing machine (Instron 3365) with 30 mm diameter plates
at room temperature. The mechanical sensor was used with a 10-N
load cell and the upper plate was lowered at a rate of 3 mm min−1.
Compressive strain and compressive pressure data were collected.
Protein Bioactivity Assessment: CBD-NT3 was purified as previously
described.[24,25] Briefly, the coding sequence of CBD, TKKTLRT, was fused to
human NT3, into which a His-linker and pET-28a were inserted, producing
engineered CBD-NT3. Then CGNs were cultured with CBD-NT3 to estimate
its bioactivity. Briefly, CGNs were isolated from 5 d old Sprague Dawley
rats and the cerebellums were dissected in trypsin solution (0.25% in PBS
buffer) and seeded on 48-well plates with 40 × 10−9 M CBD-NT3 or PBS as a
control. After culture for 24 h, neurons were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde
at 4 °C for 20 min, and incubated in DPBS containing 5% bovine serum
albumin with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 1 h at RT. The neurons were incubated
with βIII tubulin primary antibody overnight at 4 °C and incubated with
corresponding secondary antibody for 1 h at RT. Cell nuclei were then
stained with Hoechst 33342 and neurite outgrowth of CGNs was visualized
under a Zeiss 200 fluorescence microscope (Carl Zeiss). The mean length
of the neurite outgrowths per field was assessed using the accessory
software of AxioVision (Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Germany).
ELISA Assay: Four 1 mm PPF scaffolds and four 1 mm combinatorial
scaffolds were loaded with 5ug CBD-NT3 and 200 µL PBS was added to
detect CBD-NT3 releasing from the scaffold at room temperature. The
released CBD-NT3 was detected at 1 h, 6 h, 12 h, 24 h, 3 d, 7 d after
initial release, respectively. All samples were measured with Human
NT-3 DuoSet Elisa plate (R&D System, USA). The results were quantified
at 450 nm using an ELISA reader (Molecular Devices, USA).
Surgery Processing: Animals were anesthetized by intraperitoneal
injection of sodium pentobarbital. A 1.5 cm midline incision was
made on the back to expose the T8–T10 vertebrae. Laminectomy
was performed at the T9 vertebral level using a #11 surgical blade. A
1 mm long transection of the T9 spinal cord was made and the lesion
site was irrigated with normal saline followed by control of bleeding
with gelatin sponge. Rats were randomly divided into four groups: (1)
control group, no treatment after 1 mm long transected spinal cord
injury; 2) PPF group, a 1 mm thick piece of PPF prepared as described
above was transplanted into the transection site immediately after SCI;
3) PPF + Collagen (PPF + C) group, a 1 mm thick piece of combinatorial
biomaterial containing PPF and collagen bound with 20µL of PBS was
implanted into the lesion site after SCI; 4) PPF + Collagen + CBD-NT3
(PPF + C + NT3) group, a piece of combinatorial biomaterial loaded with
20 µL of CBD-NT3 (5 µg) was implanted into the transected lesion gap
after SCI. The muscle and skin layers were then closed with sutures.
Electrophysiology: Twelve weeks after surgery, animals in each
group were intraperitoneally anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital
and cortical motor-evoked potentials (cMEPs) were measured using
the Keypoint bichannel-evoked potential/electromyography system
(9033A07, Dantec Company, Copenhagen, Denmark) as previously
described.[46] Briefly, two steel stimulating electrodes were inserted into
the cranial surface of the motor cortex behind the anterior fontanel.
Two recording electrodes and one reference electrode were inserted into
the contralateral gastrocnemius muscle at a depth of 2 mm and dorsal
skin at a depth of 3 mm. Then, a cMEP was recorded following a single
stimulation with intensity of 45 mA.
Behavioral Assessment: The BBB 21-point open field locomotion rating
scale was applied weekly following surgeries.[31] Hind limb movements
of each animal were assessed by two independent observers blinded to
group identity.
Mass Decay Test of Scaffold: PPF scaffolds were weighed and four
animals underwent operations with PPF as described above. At 12 weeks
post surgeries, several remanant little PPF residues were taken out
from each animal carefully. Obvious connnective tissues on PPF were
cleared away by using microforceps and PPF residues were added with
100 U mL−1 collagenase (Invitrogen, USA) for 4 h at 37 °C to clear the
rest of connnective tissues. Washed with PBS for 5 times, PPF residues
were dried at room temperature and weighed.
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Statistical Analysis: All statistical analyses were conducted using
the statistical software SPSS19.0. Data were presented as means ±
standard deviations. Multiple group comparisons were performed using
one-way analysis of variance. Two-group comparisons were performed
by applying Student’s t-test. Statistically significant differences were
represented as * p-value < 0.05 and ** p-value < 0.01.
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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Abstract
This paper provides a summary of recent research connected with the shock ignition (SI) concept of the inertial confinement fusion which was carried out at PALS. In the experiments, Cu
planar targets coated with a thin CH layer were used. Two-beam irradiation experiment was
applied to investigate the effect of preliminary produced plasma to shock-wave generation.
The 1ω or 3ω main beam with a high intensity >1015 W/cm2 generates shock wave, while the
other 1ω beam with the intensity below 1014 W/cm2 creates CH pre-plasma simulating the
pre-compressed plasma related to SI. Influence of laser wavelength on absorbed energy transfer to shock wave was studied by means of femtosecond interferometry and measuring the
crater volume. To characterize the hot electron and ion emission, two-dimensional (2D)
Kα-imaging of Cu plasma and grid collector measurements were used. In single 1ω beam
experiments energy transport by fast electrons produced by resonant absorption made a significant contribution to shock-wave pressure. However, two-beam experiments with 1ω main
beam show that the pre-plasma is strongly degrading the scalelength which leads to decreasing
the fast electron energy contribution to shock pressure. In both the single 3ω beam experiments and the two-beam experiments with the 3ω main beam, do not show any clear influence of fast electron transport on shock-wave pressure. The non-monotonic behavior of the
scalelength at changing the laser beam focal radius in both presence and absence of preplasma reflects the competition of plasma motion and electron heat conduction under the
conditions of one-dimensional and 2D plasma expansion at large and small focal radii,
respectively.

Introduction
Iodine laser PALS provides excellent opportunities for a comparative study of the interaction of
laser radiation with different wavelengths. These possibilities were used in experiments
(Gus’kov et al., 2004, 2006) to study the effect of laser-accelerated fast electrons on the efficiency of energy transfer to a shock wave in a flat target. These investigations using Cu massive
planar targets irradiated by the laser beam with different wavelengths (first and third harmonics of the iodine laser) and different intensities were carried out. As diagnostics the three-frame
interferometry, in combination with the diagnostics characterizing electrons, ion emission, and
the crater formation efficiency, was applied. These experiments as the very first ones have
shown increasing contribution of fast electrons to energy transfer to shock wave with growing
intensity and wavelength of laser radiation. To determine the role of the fast electrons in the
laser energy transport to shock wave next experiments were performed with the PALS iodine
laser, delivering a 300 ps duration pulse at intensities of 1–50 PW/cm2 using the first
(1315 nm) and third (438 nm) harmonics radiation (Kalinowska et al., 2012; Gus’kov et al.,
2014). In these experiments massive targets of Al and Cu have been irradiated at various focal
spot radii of the laser beam, RL, to identify the mechanisms of laser absorption and to determine their influence on the absorbed energy transfer to the target. The mass of the ablated
solid material as well as the fraction of the laser energy deposited in the plasma have been
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determined by using a three-frame interferometer and by measuring the volume of the crater created on the solid surface. In order
to identify the absorption mechanisms, the Ne/Vcr parameter has
been introduced for the first time. This parameter shows how
many electrons participate in creation of the crater volume unit
(1 cm3). These experiments have shown a strong influence of the
wavelength and the intensity of the laser beam on the efficiency of
the laser energy transfer to a massive target, independent of its
material. Two-dimensional (2D) numerical simulations, including
fast electron transport (Gus’kov et al., 2004) as well as theoretical
analysis based on an analytical model (Pisarczyk et al., 2015), confirmed the experimental results and demonstrated conclusively
that in the case of 1ω beam, intensities of 10–50 PW/cm2, the
dominant ablation mechanism is the heating by fast electrons
generated at the resonant absorption. For the maximum laser
energy of 580 J and intensity of 50 PW/cm2, the ablative pressure
reaches about 180 Mbar in spite of 2D expansion of the target
corona. However, for 3ω, the ablation pressure originates from
thermal electron conductivity heating, and its value of about
50 Mbar is several times lower in comparison with the 1ω case.
To confirm these possibilities in the generation of the highablative pressure in the case of the first harmonic as well as, to
identify other absorption mechanisms of the laser irradiation in
the case of the third harmonic which are responsible for the
laser energy transport with participation of fast electrons, the further experiments at PALS for the conditions corresponding to the
shock ignition (SI) conception were carried out (Koester et al.,
2013; Batani et al., 2014; Pisarczyk et al., 2014).
In these experiments, the SI conditions were simulated by twobeam irradiation of two-layer targets, consisting of massive Cu
and a 25 µm thick layer of light plastic (CH) material. The first
1ω beam with energy of 40–70 J produced pre-plasma imitating
the corona of the pre-compressed inertial confinement fusion
(ICF) target that is a spherical target designed for creation of inertially confined thermonuclear plasma under action of pulsed
energy driver. The spike-driven shock wave was generated by the
main pulse (1ω or 3ω) with the intensity of radiation in the
range of 1–50 PW/cm2. In the paper of Pisarczyk et al. (2014),
the influence of pre-plasma on parameters of the shock wave was
determined from the crater volume measurements and from the
electron density distribution measured by three-frame interferometry. The ignited shock wave was generated by the main pulse
with energy of 200 J (either at 1ω or 3ω). The 1ω pulse with the
energy of 50 J produced pre-plasma, imitating the corona of the
pre-compressed ICF target. Similarly in the paper of Pisarczyk
et al. (2015), experiments with a single 1ω beam confirmed the
enhanced efficiency of energy transfer to shock wave associated
with fast electrons transporting energy to the dense plasma region.
However, two-beam experiments have shown a significantly
decreasing efficiency of the 1ω radiation energy transmission to
the solid part of the target in comparison with the case without preplasma. The presence of pre-plasma creates poor conditions for resonant absorption and, therefore, for the laser energy conversion to
fast electrons. The significantly smaller effectiveness of the energy
transfer to the shock wave is clearly seen on both the crater volumes
and the density gradient data. However, these experiments have not
provided data indicating alteration of the fast electron generation
due to resonant absorption by any other mechanism connected
with parametric plasma instabilities in the pre-plasma.
Investigations of the fast electron generation connected with
parametric plasma instabilities and their influence on the generation of a strong shock wave are presented in Koester et al. (2013).
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Similarly in the previous PALS experiments (Pisarczyk et al.,
2014) pre-plasma was created by the 1ω auxiliary beam with an
intensity about 1013 W/cm2 which was achieved by enlarging
the focal spot diameter to 900 µm. A strong shock was generated
by the 3ω laser beam at intensities in the range of 1015–1016 W/
cm2 at various delays with respect to the first beam. As main diagnostics X-ray spectroscopy and calorimetry of the backscattered
radiation were applied. The fast electron production is characterized through 2D imaging of the Kα emission. Information on the
shock pressure is obtained using shock breakout chronometry and
measurements of the craters produced by the shock in a massive
target. The preliminary results show a low level of backscattered
radiation (<10%) mainly due to simulated Brillouin scattering.
The conversion efficiency into kinetic energy of suprathermal
electrons was inferred to be well below 1% and the experimental
results indicate that the suprathermal electrons are predominantly
generated through the simulated Raman scattering process. The
mean energy of the suprathermal electron population was estimated to be ≈50 keV. The shock pressure inferred from our measurements is in the range of 60–100 Mbar for the highest laser
intensities. To know better development of the parametric plasma
instabilities additional two-beam experiments were carried out at
PALS (Batani et al., 2014). In these experiments different kinds of
targets were used. To estimate the average energy of fast electrons,
Cu massive targets with plastic layers of different thicknesses in
front of the Cu layer were used. To allow X-ray spectroscopic
measurements, the parylene (C8H7Cl) plastic layer with Cl was
applied. To measure the velocity of shock wave by shock chronometry, two-layer targets with 25 µm plastic (parylene-C) on
the laser side, and 25 µm Al (with an additional 10 µm Al step)
on the rear, were used. The targets were illuminated with the
1ω auxiliary beam delivering 30 J, and the 3ω main beam delivering up to 250 J, with a delay of up to 1.2 ns with respect to the
auxiliary beam. As in previous experiments, the auxiliary beam
was focused with an intensity of 1013 W/cm2 in an extended
focal spot diameter to create an approximately one-dimensional
(1D) plasma. To produce uniform irradiation the beam was
smoothed with a random phase plate. These investigations confirmed that using the third harmonic of the PALS laser as a
main beam, one can generate a strong shock with the ablative
pressure reaching 90 Mbar. It should be noted that it is indeed
the highest pressure measured so far in this kind of experiment,
showing a clear progress in approaching a SI relevant regime.
Higher pressures (up to 180 Mbar) are inferred when a much
larger focal spot is used.
In hitherto studies performed at PALS (described above) connected with the SI concept, the three-frame interferometry was
applied. This diagnostic system worked with the second or third
harmonic of the iodine laser featuring approximately 350 ps pulse,
identical by its duration to the main plasma-generating laser pulse.
With such relation between the diagnostic and the main laser
pulse duration, this system could not allow for detailed-enough
plasma probing taking into account the expansion velocities of
the order of 108 cm/s corresponding to the fast component of the
ablation plasma generated in the initial stage of the plasma expansion. Under such conditions blurring of interference fringes close
to the critical density region, caused by plasma movement and/or
oscillations, did not allow for measurement of the maximal reachable concentration given by the wavelength of the diagnostic laser.
From the point of view of the “shock ignition” research, particularly interesting is the initial phase of the expansion related
to the interaction of the laser pulse with plasma generated by
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the rising parts of the laser pulse itself. In this phase the abovementioned processes of anomalous absorption appear which are
responsible for the generation of fast electrons, and there are electric and magnetic fields created. They result both from the motion
of electrons and the effects of various phenomena and processes
occurring in the non-homogeneous plasma, such as spontaneous
magnetic fields associated with the effect of crossed gradients of
temperature and electron concentration. These fields can significantly modify the plasma parameters and fast transport of electrons from their source to the ablation zone (surface) and
influence the formation of the shock-wave ablation pressure.
It should be emphasized that the studies of the early phase of
the expansion of the ablation plasma (including the interaction of
the laser pulse with the plasma produced by it) have not been the
subject of detailed research so far, because it requires the use of
very high resolution time diagnostics. A multi-frame interferometric system irradiated by the use of a Ti:Sa femtosecond laser
with a pulse duration of about 40 fs turned out to be particularly
useful diagnostics in these studies. Due to the application of the
femtosecond interferometry in the research on SI carried out on
PALS, for the first time information about the time changes of the
electron density distributions in ablative plasma during the laser
pulse interaction with plasma created by it was obtained. The
space–time electron density distributions allowed determining such
parameters of the ablation plasma as: the axial density profile, the
scalelength, the maximal density gradient, the linear density, and
the total electron number in different expansion times in the
ablative plasma. Information obtained from femtosecond interferometry in combination with parameters of the electron and ion
emission obtained by means of the spectroscopic measurements
in the X-ray range and the grid collectors, they proved to be
extremely useful from the point of view of identification of absorption mechanisms of the laser irradiation by the ablative plasma, and
which are responsible for the energy transport to the shock wave, in
particular of the energy carried by fast electrons.
This paper is summary of the last investigations performed in
experiments at PALS related to the SI concept of the ICF
(Pisarczyk et al., 2015, 2016) in which comprehensive measurements involving the multi-frame femtosecond interferometry as
the main diagnostic were carried out.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section “Experimental
setup”, the experimental setup is presented which includes
description and operation of the three-frame interferometer as
well as the way of synchronization of the Ti:Sa diagnostic laser
with the PALS iodine laser. Results of the interferometric and
the crater volume measurements with use of both 1ω and 3ω of
the PALS laser to create the igniting shockwave are presented in
Section “Ablation and energy transfer to shock wave”. The N/
Vcr parameter (defined in Gus’kov et al., 2014; Pisarczyk et al.,
2014) was determined to identify of the possible absorption
mechanisms of the laser radiation for different wavelengths that
generate a shockwave and to assess their influence on the energy
transport to the shock wave under conditions without pre-plasma
as well as with pre-plasma simulating the SI concept. In Section
“Fast electron emission”, measurements characterizing the electron and ion emission are presented. Obtained quantitative information about the population and the energy of the fast electrons
from the 2D imaging of the Kα emission, clearly demonstrate the
differences between 1ω and 3ω which were used for creation of a
shockwave, both without pre-plasma and with pre-plasma presence. The influence of pre-plasma for various irradiation conditions is shown on the angular distributions of ions obtained
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with the use of the grid collectors. Section “Ion emission measurements” concerns the results of 2D numerical simulations (2DSs).
Summary of the obtained results is presented in Section “2D
numerical modeling of laser–plasma interaction in different wavelength experiments”.
Experimental setup
The experiments were performed using the double planar targets,
Figure 1a, consisting of a massive Cu plate coated with a thin CH
layer, which was irradiated by the 1ω or 3ω PALS laser beam at
the energy of 250 J.
To imitate the SI conditions, the lower-intensity auxiliary 1ω
beam with the energy of 40 J and angle of incidence α = 25° created CH-pre-plasma that was irradiated by the main beam with a
delay of 1.2 ns, thus generating the shock wave in the massive part
of the target. Both beams were equipped with phase plates to generate homogeneous irradiation of the target surface. As the fundamental option of measurements, two-beam experiments for
different irradiation conditions of the targets depending on the
focal spot radius were realized. The investigations were carried
out at different intensities of the main 1ω and 3ω beams controlled by varying the focal spot radius in a range of 50–200 µm
and keeping the laser energy fixed. To better characterize of the
pre-plasma influence on the laser energy transport to the massive
part of the target and the fast electron emission parameters, the
results of two-beam experiments have been compared with the
single-beam experiments (without pre-plasma) for the same irradiation condition as in the case of two-beam experiments when
the pre-plasma was created.
The multiframe interferometric investigations of the ablative
plasma with the femtosecond resolution and the measurements of
the crater creation efficiency were the main source of information
about absorption mechanisms responsible for the laser energy
transport process to the shock wave generated in the solid target.
The optical scheme of the three-frame interferometric system
which was used in measurements is presented in Figure 2. The
optical delay line is an integral part of this system and it enables
space–time separation of the diagnostic beam into three independent channels.
Transmission of mirrors in the delay line is selected in such a
way to ensure the same intensity for each channel of the interferometer. The construction of the delay line enables to change the
time distance between frames in the range of 0.3–3 ns. Moreover,
the diagnostic beam that irradiates this line is synchronized in
such a manner that the first frame is recorded in a required
moment of the plasma expansion (related to the maximum intensity of the laser beam which creates the plasma). Each interferometric channel is equipped with its own independent
interferometer of the folding-wave type (Kasperczuk et al., 1993;
Borodziuk et al., 2005) and with a charge-coupled device camera
(RM-4200GE) enabling registration of interferograms with the
high-spatial resolution (2048 × 2048 pixels with a size of
7.3 µm) and the 12-bit dynamics. Cameras are connected to a
computer through a Gigabit Ethernet interface and controlled
by a custom-build application PALS Vision GigEV, which is capable of pre-treatment of images (modification of the Fourier spectra, correction of histograms, correction of colors, calibration,
etc.). In the case of high-quality interferograms, electron density
distribution may be obtained after the laser shot with on-the-fly
mode. For more detailed analysis of interferograms, specialized
software (created at IPPLM) is used.
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Fig. 1. Experimental set-up: (a) the construction and the geometry of irradiation of the two-layer target and (b) the location of the diagnostics on the PALS
experiment.

Fig. 2. Three-frame interferometric system.

To implement this three-frame interferometric system for the
plasma investigation in the femtosecond regime, the method of
the electronic synchronization between the Ti:Sa and the PALS
laser described in Dostal et al. (2017) has been developed. This
method enables plasma probing in selected times of plasma
expansion (related to the maximum intensity of the main pulse)
with the accuracy of ±100 ps.
To characterize the fast electron and ion emission, measurements were carried out using the following diagnostic sets:
• 2D imaging of the emission of Cu Kα line using spectrograph
with a spherical crystal type (211) to determine the distribution
of fast electron population and their energy; for this purpose
experiments with use of two-layer targets, covered by the polyethylene layers of different thickness: Δpl = 15, 25, 50, and
100 µm were carried out and
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• the grid collectors to measure the angular distributions of the
ion emission, as a source of information about the ablative
plasma electron temperature, the average energy of fast electrons and the geometry of the ablative plasma expansion.
The location of the all diagnostics used in the PALS experiment is
shown in Figure 1b.
Ablation and energy transfer to shock wave
Interferometric measurements. 1ω-experiments
The main aim of the femtosecond interferometry was obtaining
interferograms with a high-time resolution, to observe temporal
changes of the electron density distributions during the laser
pulse interaction with a target. These electron density distributions are necessary to obtain information about the changes of
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the maximal density gradient and the density scalelength which
are very important from the point of view of identification of
the absorption mechanism, because they are responsible for the
laser energy transport to the shock wave generated in the massive
part of the two-layer target.
Therefore, to know the electron density of the ablative plasma
in the period which included the main pulse interaction with a
target, three-frames were recorded successively with the time distance of 400 ps and the first frame was recorded before the main
laser pulse in the range of −400 to 200 ps relative to the maximum intensity of the main laser beam. Tens of interferograms
were obtained for different conditions of irradiation of two-layer
targets. Only interferograms obtained under the same conditions
were analyzed.
On the basis of electron density distributions, the maximum
density gradient and the density scalelength have been calculated.
To obtain the information about these parameters, an exponential
fitting of the experimental axial density profiles has been applied:
ne(z) = n0e−z/L (Pisarczyk et al., 2014). The parameters of this
function determine the maximum electron density gradient in
the opacity zone: (dne/dz)z=0 = – n0/L, where L is the density scalelength and n0 is the maximum electron density. The time
sequences of interferograms obtained for different expansion
times during the interaction of the main laser pulse with the double target and at different irradiation conditions by changing the
dimensions of the focal spot radius on the target were analyzed.
The comparison of the electron density distributions of the ablative plasma and axial density profiles and the scalelength corresponding to these distributions obtained in the absence of the
pre-plasma at different focal spot radii and for different times
of the plasma stream expansion is presented in Figure 3. The
time delays of each individual frame relate to the maximal intensity of the main pulse. As it results from Figure 3, the electron
density distributions demonstrate the quasi-spherical character
of the expansion for the small focal spot radius with the characteristic minimum of the density on the axis. When increasing the
focal spot radius of the laser beam, the plasma stream expansion
becomes more axial. It is seen from both the time sequence of the
density distributions and the axial profiles related to larger focal
spot radii: RL = 150 and 200 µm. This change in the character
of the ablative plasma expansion (from spherical to axial) by
the relevant scalelengths is demonstrated.
The comparison of the electron density distributions of the
ablative plasma and axial density profiles as well as the scalelength
corresponding to these distributions obtained in the pre-plasma
presence at different focal spot radii and for different times of
the plasma stream expansion is presented in Figure 4.
The electron density distributions indicate that the light
plasma with a higher pressure, being generated from the thin plastic layer by an auxiliary beam, limits the radial expansion of the
central plasma created by the main laser beam. The radial limitation favors the axial character of the plasma expansion particularly in the case of larger focal spot radii. The radial limitation
results in the growth of the electron density on the axis and in
the increase of the scalelength. This is clearly demonstrated by
the axial density profiles and the scalelength values in Figure 4.
In contrast, when the pre-plasma is not created, the density
scalelength of the ablative plasma is considerably greater. A
detailed comparison of the ablative plasma expansion in the
case of absence and presence of the pre-plasma is presented in
Figure 5. This figure shows the maximal density gradient, the scalelength, and the maximal density for three characteristic times of
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the expansion: 0, 300, and 600 ps related to the maximum intensity of the main laser beam. Single values corresponding to the
chosen expansion times have been determined by approximating
the experimental data.
Figure 5a shows that in the case of without the pre-plasma, the
density gradient increases with the decreasing RL for the focal spot
radii smaller than 150 µm. The largest growth of the density gradient corresponds to the maximum laser pulse intensity (t = 0).
The density gradient achieves a value of about 1 ×10 22/cm4 for
the minimum focal spot radius (RL = 50 µm) and this gradient
corresponds to the minimal density scalelength L = 160 µm. It can
be explained by the fact that for the time of the ablative plasma
expansion t = 0, the favorable conditions for high energy fast electron generation due to resonant absorption occur. This effect is
responsible for the energy transfer to the shock wave generated in
a solid target. As follows from Figure 5a, the density gradient also
increases with increasing the focal spot radii above 150 µm.
However, this growth is connected with a transition to predominating 1D expansion of the ablative plasma at large focal spot radii
(Gus’kov et al., 2014).
In the case of pre-plasma presence (Fig. 5b), the density gradient falls in the whole range of the focal spot radii and the expansion time includes the maximum intensity of the laser pulse and
ensuing 600 ps. The scalelength is increased by approximately two
times as compared with the case of with the pre-plasma absence.
At the maximum laser intensity t = 0 and the minimal focal spot
radius RL = 50 µm, the scalelength grows to a level of about L =
330 µm. This proves that in the presence of the pre-plasma, the
effect of energy transfer by fast electrons becomes smaller. The
presence of the extended pre-plasma leads to decreasing density
gradients of the plasma created by the action of the main beam.
Crater volume measurements. 1ω-experiments
The crater volume and the interferometric measurements are very
useful combination and they can provide essential information
about mechanisms of the laser radiation absorption using the
ratio N/Vcr, where N is the total electron number in the plasma
plume, and Vcr is the crater volume in cm3. This parameter
defines how many numbers of thermal electrons are participating
in the creation of a crater volume unit (1 cm3). To obtain information about the N/Vcr parameter, the craters and interferograms
obtained for the same irradiation conditions of two-layer targets
were taken into account. Data about the total electron number
obtained from the interferometric measurements (presented in
the previous paragraph) in Figure 6 are shown. The time changes
of the total number of electrons for different focal spot radii in the
case of pre-plasma absence are shown in Figure 6a, while
Figure 6b shows the time changes in the case of the presence of
pre-plasma. As it results from the presented dependences in figures below, the total number of electrons increases during the
laser pulse interaction with target, both in the cases of the absence
and presence of the pre-plasma. As expected, in the case of twobeam irradiation (with pre-plasma) the total number of electrons
is larger than the single-beam irradiation (without pre-plasma)
and it increases with increasing of the focal spot radius.
The examples of photographs of the crater replicas and their
shapes in mutually perpendicular cross-sections obtained in the
case of the absence and presence of the pre-plasma for the same
irradiation conditions as for the interferograms are presented in
Figure 7. For measuring the crater volume the method described
in the paper of Pisarczyk et al. (2014) was applied.
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Fig. 3. Electron density distributions illustrating the time evolution of the ablative plasma expansion during the laser pulse interaction with the target at different
focal spot radii in the pre-plasma absence.

Considering that the time of the crater formation is longer
than the duration of the laser pulse, the N/Vcr parameter was evaluated only for the expansion time t = 600 ps, that is after the end
of the main laser pulse, when both the ablation process and the
processes related to absorption of laser radiation have ended.
Figure 8 presents a comparison of N/Vcr parameter, the crater volume Vcr, total number of electrons N, and obtained for the target
irradiation without and with the pre-plasma.
As it results from Figure 8, in the case of pre-plasma absence,
the crater volumes and the N/Vcr parameter demonstrate the
increased efficiency of the crater creation with the decreasing
focal spot radius in the range of RL < 150 µm. According to
our previous papers (Gus’kov et al., 2014; Pisarczyk et al.,
2014), this corresponds directly to the energy transfer into the target by fast electrons generated due to resonant absorption.
However, the crater creation efficiency also grows in the range
of the focal spot radii larger than RL = 150 µm. When the beam
radius exceeds this value, the fast electron temperature decreases
(with decreasing the laser intensity) and the role of the fast electron energy transfer in the ablation process becomes smaller than
the role of thermal conductivity. In this case, the crater volume
growth is due to decreasing the transverse expansion of the laserproduced plasma. This is confirmed by interferometric results,
which show an increasing density gradient (see Fig. 5a), that is
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connected with the axial (1D) expansion of the ablative plasma,
which predominates in the case of the 1ω radiation and RL >
150 µm. Therefore, the transverse plasma expansion decreases,
the pressure increases and hence, the efficiency of the energy
transformation to the shock wave also increases. According to
Borodziuk et al. (2004a, b) the largest crater in the massive Cu target is created by means of the 1ω laser beam focused on the focal
spot radius about 300 µm.
At the pre-plasma presence, Figure 8b, the crater volume
decreases to the level about 3 ×10 −5 cm3, and this value does
not depend on the focal spot radius of the main laser beam. A
comparison with Fig. 8a indicates that in the presence of preplasma, the effect of the fast electron energy transfer on the
solid target is suppressed. The experimental data stating the rate
of the electron number growth in the presence of pre-plasma
(Fig. 8) are approximately by a factor of 1.5 larger in comparison
with the case of pre-plasma absence. It can be explained by the
fact that in this case the absorption coefficient (according to
results of numerical simulation presented below) is two times
higher than that in the case of pre-plasma absence. The rate of
8 ×10 25 electrons per s can provide the number of electrons
equal to approximately 1.2 ×10 16 and 3.6 ×10 16. These values
are about two times smaller than the data of Fig. 8, which is
ascribed to the contribution of the electrons from the pre-plasma.
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Fig. 4. Electron density distributions illustrating the time evolution of the ablative plasma expansion during the laser pulse interaction with the target at different
focal spot radii in the presence pre-plasma.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the maximal density gradient, the scalelength, and the maximal density obtained in the cases of absence and presence of the pre-plasma.

To conclude, according to the temporary changes of the gradient
determined from interferometric measurements the temporal
changes of the N/Vcr parameter confirm that electrons produced
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in time t = 0 provide the largest contribution to the creation of the
craters, corresponding to the maximum of the main laser pulse
intensity.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the changes of total number of electrons in the cases of
absence (a) and presence of the pre-plasma (b) for three characteristic times of
the expansion.

Interferometric measurements. 3ω-experiments
To simulate the SI conditions the third harmonic (λ3 = 438 nm)
iodine laser beam with the intensity of radiation in the range of
1–20 PW/cm2 corresponding to changes of parameter Iλ23 of
2 ×10 14–4 ×10 15 Wm2/cm2. The desired intensity of the main
beam has been achieved at a constant laser energy at the level
of about 200 J by changing the focal spot radius of the laser
beam impinging the target in range of RL = 50–200 µm. As in
the experiments with the first harmonic of the iodine laser, to
simulate the SI conditions two-beam irradiation of two-layer targets (Fig. 1) consisting of a planar massive part with Cu, covered
by a 25 µm layer of polyethylene was applied. The pre-plasma,
which simulates the pre-compressed plasma in a real inertial
fusion experiment, was created by means of the first harmonic
laser beam with an energy of about 40 J, defocused to the focal
spot radius RL = 300 µm. Analogously as in the 1ω-experiment,
the main 3ω pulse was delayed by 1.2 ns relative to the pulse creating the pre-plasma. Obtaining information about the temporal
changes of the density scalelength (L) and the maximal density
gradient (dne/dz) on the basis of the space–time electron density
distributions was the main aim of investigations using the femtosecond interferometry.
The summary comparison of the electron density distributions
and the axial density profiles of the ablative plasma obtained in the
absence of pre-plasma at different focal spot radii and for different
times of the plasma stream expansion is presented in Figure 9. The
time delay of each individual frame relates to the maximal intensity
of the main pulse. On each individual frame the information about
the maximal electron density in near of the target and the scalelength using by the exponential fitting the axial density profiles is
given.
As results from the temporal changes of the electron density
distributions and the axial density profiles, the axial expansion
increases with increasing the focal spot radius and leads to an
increase in the electron density on the axis at later times of the
laser pulse interaction with a target. It is in contrast to temporal
changes of electron density in the case of the 1ω-experiments,
where the electron density on the axis decreases with the expansion time due to the spherical expansion. Consequently, a larger
electron density on the axis in the vicinity of the target for the
3ω case leads to a decrease of the scalelength due to the greater
axial expansion of the ablation plasma. This scalelength is on
the level of L = 200 µm and it is almost two times smaller compared with the scalelength in the case of the 1ω-experiments.
The comparison of temporal sequences of electron density distributions of the ablative plasma obtained in the presence of preplasma at different focal spot radii is presented in Figure 10. As it
results from Figure 10, both the equidensity lines of electron
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density and the space density profiles demonstrate that the light
plasma with a higher pressure, being generated from a thin plastic
layer by the auxiliary beam, limits radial expansion of the central
plasma created by the main laser beam. The radial limitation
favors the axial character of the plasma expansion particularly
in the case of larger focal spot radii. These changes in the character of the ablative plasma expansion, caused both by the increasing focal spot radius and the radial expansion limitation by
pre-plasma, lead to an increase in the electron density on the
axis and to the elongation of the plasma stream at later times of
its expansion. However, despite the increase in the electron density on the axis, the strong elongation of the plasma stream causes
an increase of the scalelength. As it results from Figure 10, in the
case of pre-plasma presence the scalelength is about two times
larger than that when the pre-plasma is not created.
The detailed comparison of the ablative plasma expansion in
the cases of absence and presence of pre-plasma is presented in
Figure 11. This figure shows the maximal density gradient, the
scalelength, and the maximal density for three characteristic
times of expansion: 0, 300, and 600 ps in relation to the maximum
intensity of the main laser beam. Single values corresponding to
chosen expansion times have been determined by interpolation
of the experimental data.
From Figure 11a it results that in the case of without preplasma the highest density gradient values correspond to the maximum laser pulse intensity (t = 0). Its maximum value is about
5 ×10 22/cm4 for the focal spot radius RL equal to 100 µm and it
corresponds to the minimal scalelength L = 100 µm.
Such value of the scalelength is approximately the same in the
whole range of the changes of the focal spot radius. For later times
of plasma expansion, the density gradient decreases rapidly,
reaching a value five times smaller (at t = 600 ps) in comparison
with the maximum value, while the scalelength increases to a
value about 300 µm at the same expansion time of the ablative
plasma.
An increase of the focal spot radius above RL = 100 µm leads to
a decrease of the density gradient and to small changes in the scalelength. Further increasing the focal spot radius (above RL =
150 µm) increases the density gradient, reducing the scalelength
a little, which is the result of the increasing role of 1D expansion
of the ablative plasma for larger focal spot radii (Gus’kov et al.,
2014; Pisarczyk et al., 2015).
However, the presence of pre-plasma, Figure 11b, degenerates
neither the maximal density gradient nor the scalelength of electron density, unlike the case of the first harmonics main beam
generating igniting shock wave (Pisarczyk et al., 2015). As it
results from Figure 11b, the strong limitation of the radial expansion of the 3ω ablative plasma by the external light plastic preplasma which is created by means of the 1ω auxiliary laser
beam, leads to an increase in the electron density on the axis,
and, consequently to an increase in the density gradient. The largest density gradient occurs during the intensity peak of the main
laser beam (t = 0), for the smallest focal spot radius (RL = 50 µm)
and its value is about 7 ×10 22/cm4, which is even a bit higher than
in the absence of pre-plasma. However, this gradient drops rapidly, both as a function of the expansion time and focal spot
radius. It should be noted also that the plasma stream formed
in the presence of pre-plasma is characterized by a greater scalelength than in its absence. As it results from Fig. 11b, the smallest
density scalelength, L = 220 µm, corresponds to the maximum
laser pulse intensity (t = 0) and minimal focal spot radius. With
the increase in the focal spot radius, the scalelength increases
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Fig. 7. The craters and their shapes in two cross-sections for different focal spot radii obtained in cases absence (a) and presence (b) of the pre-plasma.

Fig. 8. Comparison of: (a) N/Vcr parameter, (b) the
crater volumes, and (c) the total electron number
obtained in the case of absence (WP) and presence
(PP) of the pre-plasma.

monotonously, reaching a value of one and a half time greater
(about L = 340 µm) than in the case of without pre-plasma. For
later times of ablative plasma expansion the changes of scalelength
as a function of focal spot radius are very similar to those for the
initial phase of expansion. This proves the stabilizing influence of
the pre-plasma on the central plasma created by the main 3ω beam.
In previous experiments carried out with the first harmonic
main pulse (Pisarczyk et al., 2015), a significant effect of energy
transfer by fast electrons on the formation of plasma density
and temperature distributions was found and, as a result, also
on the formation of ablation pressure and laser energy transfer
to shock wave. In the absence of pre-plasma the fast electron
energy transport deep into the corona at a high-laser intensity
(at small radii of laser beam) was more effective than the electron
thermal conductivity and led to a significant increase in the ablation density in comparison with the low critical plasma density
corresponding to the first harmonic radiation. This explains the
measured rather high values of electron density gradient of
about 1022/cm4 at the small beam radii. The generation of fast
electrons is due to a significant contribution of resonant mechanism of laser light absorption. The presence of pre-plasma
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significantly worsened both the conditions for generation of fast
electrons and the effectiveness of the energy transfer by them,
that was manifested by a significant decrease (two to four
times) of the density gradient.
The results of the experiments with the third harmonic main
pulse, presented here, do not reveal the influence of energy transfer by fast electrons on the plasma formation. The nonmonotonic dependence of the density gradient on the laser
beam focal spot radius in both the presence and absence of preplasma is determined by the competition of the processes of
plasma motion and electron heat conduction under the conditions of 1D and 2D expansion at large and small values of the
focal spot radius, respectively. The significant increase in the density gradient in the case of the third harmonic main pulse in comparison with the first harmonic one is due to the ninefold excess
of the critical plasma density.
Crater volume measurements. 3ω-experiments
The N/Vcr parameter has been determined taking into account
the total electron number obtained from the interferometric
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Fig. 9. Electron density distributions illustrating the time evolution of the ablative plasma expansion during the laser pulse interaction with the target at different
focal spot radii in the pre-plasma absence.

measurements and the crate volume values obtained for
the same experimental conditions for which interferograms
were registered. A comparison of temporal changes of the
total electron number in the case of absence and presence of
pre-plasma is presented in Figure 12. As it follows from
Figure 12, the total electron number in the plasma streams
increases both with the expansion time and the focal spot
radii. For measuring the volume of craters which were obtained
together with interferometry, a digital microscope (HIROXKH-8700 model) from the Institute of Optoelectronics of
Military University of Technology (MUT) was used. This
microscope enables determination of the crater parameters in
the selected cross-sections with micron accuracy and their
visualization.
The N/Vcr parameter was evaluated only for the expansion
time t = 600 ps, that is after the end of the main laser pulse,
when both the ablation process and processes related to absorption of laser radiation were completed. The results of calculations
of the N/Vcr parameter, the total electron number N, and the crater volumes Vcr, for the different options of irradiation of twolayer targets are shown in Figure 13.
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First of all, it should be noted that in comparison with the
results of 1ω main pulse experiments (Pisarczyk et al., 2015), in
the 3ω case the crater volume increases significantly less with
decreasing radius in the region of its low value, RL < 100 µm.
This indicates that in the case of the 3ω radiation the strong effect
of energy transfer by fast electrons deep into a dense plasma,
observed in the case of the 1ω case, is absent. As a result, at 3ω
only one transport mechanism works, namely that caused by
the electron thermal conductivity. This fact leads to just a weak
growth in the crater volume with increasing laser intensity with
decreasing beam radius. Furthermore, the crater volume in the
case of the third harmonic main pulse is six to eight times larger
in comparison with the case of the 1ω main pulse. This is due to a
more efficient energy transfer to shock waves due to a larger ablation pressure associated with a significantly (ninefold) higher critical plasma density in the case of the third harmonic radiation.
The presence of pre-plasma, which increases the corona mass
and therefore the number of electrons N, slightly reduces the crater volume by reducing the efficiency of energy transfer by electron conductivity. At the same time, the decrease in the ratio
N/Vcr in the case of both the absence and presence of pre-plasma
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Fig. 10. Electron density distributions illustrating the time evolution of the ablative plasma expansion during the laser pulse interaction with the target at different
focal spot radii in the pre-plasma presence.

Fig. 11. Comparison of the maximal density gradient,
the scalelength, and the maximal density obtained in
the cases of absence and presence of the pre-plasma.

shows that in the absence of fast electron energy transfer, when
the electron conductivity is the dominant mechanism of energy
transfer, the most favorable conditions for the energy transfer to
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shock wave correspond to the plane expansion of plasma at
large values of the beam radius (Gus’kov et al., 2014; Pisarczyk
et al., 2014).
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the changes of the total electron number in the cases of
absence and presence of pre-plasma for three characteristic times of plasma
expansion.

Fast electron emission
Kα-emission. 1ω-experiments
To characterize in more detail the impact of the pre-plasma on
the laser energy transport and the formation of ablation pressure,
the interferometry and crater volume measurements were complemented by measurements of the fast electron emission. The
collected data were used to determine the population and energy of
hot electrons (HE), as well as the conversion efficiency of the laser
energy into HE for different irradiation conditions of the twolayer target is shown in Figure 1. The X-ray images were recorded
using a spherically-bent crystal of quartz (422), Figure 14, which
was setup as an imaging mode monochromator (with the Bragg
angle θB = 88.2° and magnification of c/a = 1.73) to provide a distribution of the 2D-spatially resolved Cu Kα emission along the
target surface (Smid et al., 2013; Pisarczyk et al., 2015; Renner
et al., 2016).
The time-integrated Kα signals attenuated by transmission
through filters consisting of 10 µm of Cu, 20 µm of Al, and 40 µm
of mylar were obtained with the Kodak AA400 X-ray film. The
recorded images were digitized with a calibrated table-top scanner, recalculated to optical densities and to intensities of the
impinging radiation by using the characteristic curve of the film.
The research was carried out using the 1ω main laser beam
with the energy at the level of 250 J. The intensities of the radiation impinging onto the target were varied by changing the laser
energy or the focal spot radius in range of RL = 50–200 µm. To
determine the energy of the fast electrons, the two-layer targets with
different thicknesses of the plastic (Δpl = 15; 25; 50; and 100 µm)
have been used. Typical images obtained when focusing the variable energy laser beam on focal spots with radii RL = 50 and
100 µm are presented in Figure 15. As is obvious from Figure 15,
the intensity of the Kα signal increases with the decreasing focal
spot size and with the increasing energy of the laser beam.
The 2D-resolved records contain information on the emitting
area and intensity of the Kα emission generated in cold copper
material by fast electrons. The quantitative evaluation of this
data was based on assumption of the Maxwellian energy distribution of supra-thermal electrons impacting on the double layer
target and an exponential decay of the photon emission I with
the increasing thickness x of the plastic layer I(x) = A × exp(−x/
L), where L is an attenuation coefficient. The experimental data
were interpreted by using Monte Carlo simulations of the electron
and photon transport performed with the PENELOPE code
(Salvat et al., 2009). Assuming characteristic temperature THE of
Maxwellian HE distribution, the trajectories of electrons propagating into the target were calculated both in the plastic and Cu
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layers, the generation of Kα emission inside the Cu layer and its
propagation and absorption in the target was taken into account.
A set of simulations was performed for different THE values and
various plastic thicknesses. Each simulation calculated the probability dp/dΩ(Ψ) that one electron produces a Kα photon escaping
the target in a unit solid angle at the given polar angle Ψ. These
probabilities were further used in interpretation of the experimental data and in derivation of the sought interaction characteristics,
for example, the exponential attenuation of the fast-electrongenerated photon emission due to different-thickness surface
plastic layers. The calculated dependence of the attenuation coefficient L on the supra-thermal electron energy is shown in
Figure 16. The final experimental results were obtained via fitting
the photon fluxes spatially integrated over 2D-resolved images
with simulations. To determine the energy of fast electrons E,
the Cu Kα emission was measured at targets with different thickness plastic layers. Results of these measurements are presented in
Figure 17 showing the dependence of the detected photon fluxes
on the thickness of the surface plastic layer Δpl in the absence and
presence of the pre-plasma.
All the data were taken when irradiating the target by the 1ω
beam focused on the focal spot with a radius of RL = 50 µm. In
addition to the useful Kα signal and the film noise, the recorded
images captured a non-negligible amount of the continuum radiation emitted primarily by the plastic layer covering the Cu substrate. This radiation has independently been measured using
self-supporting plastic foils and subtracted from the recorded
images, but the uncertainty estimate has significantly increased
due to the fluctuation of the background signal.
Consequently, the shown error bars indicate mainly uncertainties in the background subtraction. The number of incident photons refers to photon fluxes impinging on the filmpack, that is,
when processing the recorded images, the signal attenuation in filters covering the film was taken into account. The dependences
plotted in Figure 17 demonstrate the decrease of the Cu Kα photon fluxes with the increasing thickness of plastic. The best-fit values of the attenuation coefficient L and the HE energy E are also
indicated in Figure 17. The fitted scalelength is about L = 30 µm
without the pre-pulse and L = 29 µm for the case of the plasma
presence. The simulations show that for scalelengths L < 50 µm,
the relation is very close to THE (keV) ≈ L (μm). Thus we can
state that the energies of the fast electrons for 1ω for both cases
with and without pre-pulse are close each to other and about
THE = 29 keV.
The effect of the pre-plasma on the total number of detected
Cu Kα photons in dependence on the laser intensity, that is, on
the focal spot radius, is shown in Figure 18. All these data fitted
with the second degree polynomial were measured at Cu targets
coated with 25 µm of plastic. As it results from Figure 18 in the
case of the pre-plasma presence, the Kα emission decreases strongly
with RL. The interferometric and spectroscopic measurements
seem to confirm that the presence of the pre-plasma reduces
the contribution of fast electrons in the energy transfer process
to the Cu massive target.
To estimate the conversion of the laser energy into fast electrons, the number of detected photons NKa was related to the
number of HEs NHE propagating through the target using the
expression:

NHE =
F 6 97 C
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the crater volumes Vcr and
N/Vcr parameter obtained in the cases of absence
and presence of pre-plasma.

Fig. 14. The scheme of the measurement of Cu Kα emission.

where r = 8.3 ×10 −7 is the ray tracing constant relating the
fraction of photons impinging on the detector to the number of
photons isotropically emitted from the cold copper into the full
solid angle 4π within the Cu Kα1,2 profile (Smid et al., 2013).
This assumption is well justified for copper targets coated with
25 µm of plastic where the frequency shifted satellite emission
generated by fast electrons in the heated copper can be neglected.
By taking into account the average energies E presented in
Figure 17, the found values of NHE were further related to the conversion efficiency η of the laser energy into HEs. In the current
experiment, the typical numbers of fast electrons NHE propagating
through the target were within the range of 1–5 ×10 12. The conversion efficiencies calculated as the ratio of the total energy carried by fast electrons entering the target to the energy of the main
1ω laser beam in the presence/absence of pre-plasma are shown in
Figure 19.
Kα-emission. 3ω-experiments
Analogously to experiments using the 1ω main laser beam, similar studies were performed to determine the characteristics of
fast electrons under irradiation of two-layer targets by the 3ω
laser beam. The main aim of these measurements was to investigate the influence of the plasma formation on the fast electron
generation in the presence and absence of the pre-plasma.
The experiment was carried out with the laser energy of about
200 J and various intensities resulting from changes of the focal
spot radius of laser beam on the target in the range of RL = 50–
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200 µm. To determine the energy of fast electrons, two-layer targets with different thicknesses of the plastic (Δpl = 15, 25, 50, and
100 µm) were again used.
The imaging setup was the same as in the previous section
“Kα-emission. 1ω-experiments” (Fig. 14). The time-integrated
Kα signals attenuated by transmission through filters consisting
of 10 µm of Cu, 20 µm of Al, and 40 µm of mylar were obtained
with the Kodak AA400 X-ray film. The recorded images were digitized with a calibrated table-top scanner. Then the experimental
data were interpreted by using the methodology presented in the
previous section.
The results of the measurements showing the effect of the preplasma on the total number of photons detected as a function of
the thickness of the surface plastic layer Δpl in the absence and
presence of the pre-plasma are shown in Figure 20.
This figure demonstrates attenuation of the Cu Kα photon
fluxes with the increasing thickness of the plastic and a significant
increase of the emission in the presence of the pre-plasma. The
best-fit values of the attenuation coefficient L and the HE energy
E are also indicated in Figure 20. The characteristic energy of fast
electrons produced in the case of the single-beam irradiation of
the targets equals to 37 keV, while in the pre-plasma presence
the value of E is almost two times higher.
The effect of the pre-plasma on the total number of the
detected Cu Kα photons in dependence on the laser intensity,
that is, on the focal spot radius, is shown in Figure 21.
All these data fitted with the second degree polynomial were
measured using Cu targets coated with 25 µm of plastic. While
the number of detected Cu Kα photons (and consequently also
the production of HEs) increases only slightly with the focal spot
radius in the pre-plasma absence, the presence of the pre-plasma
results in a distinct growth of the fast electron population peaking
at RL ≈ 150 µm. Obviously the increased scalelength of the ablative plasma in the presence of the pre-plasma increases both the
production and the energy of fast electrons.
To estimate the conversion of the laser energy into fast electrons, the number of detected Kα photons was related to the number of HEs NHE propagating through the target using expression
(1). By taking into account the average energies E presented in
Figure 20, the found values of NHE were further related to the conversion efficiency η of the laser energy into HEs. As in the case of
the 1ω-experiments (see previous section), the typical numbers of
fast electrons NHE propagating through the target were within the
range of 1–5 ×10 12.
The conversion efficiencies calculated as the ratio of the total
energy carried by fast electrons entering the target to the energy
of the main 3ω laser beam in the presence/absence of pre-plasma
are shown in Figure 22. The conversion efficiencies are grouped
near four laser intensities 1 ×10 16, 2.5 ×10 15, 1 ×10 15, and 6×
1014 W/cm2 corresponding to focal spot radii of 50, 100, 150,
and 200 µm, respectively. The found values of η are considerably
scattered and do not display any distinct dependence on the laser
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Fig. 15. Images of the Kα obtained in the case of without preplasma at the minimal focal spot radii for different laser energies: (a) 290 J and (b) 590 J.

Fig. 17. Dependences of the Kα on thickness of plastic for the cases of absence and
presence of the pre-plasma.
Fig. 16. Dependences of the attenuation coefficient L as a function of fast electron
energy.

intensity. On the other hand, the presence of pre-plasma increases
their average values (1.2 ×10 −4 in the pre-plasma absence and
3.5 ×10 −4 in its presence) by a factor of approximately 2.9.
Under given conditions of the target irradiation, the observed
laser energy conversion to fast electrons is rather small in both
cases of the pre-plasma presence and absence. This conversion
efficiency is too small for fast electrons to provide major impact
on the laser-produced plasma evolution as well as on the processes of the laser energy deposition and pressure formation in
experiments using the 3ω main pulse.
Fig. 18. The influence of pre-plasma presence on the total population of photons
depending on the focal spot radius of the laser beam.

Ion emission measurements
Ion emission. 1ω-experiments
The ion diagnostics applied in the PALS experiment consisted of
the ion collectors which were installed at different angles (from 0
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to 60°) at the distance of 40 cm from the target. The collected ion
current was emitted from the two-layer targets (see Fig. 1a). The
sorted oscillograms illustrating temporary changes of the ionF 6 97 C
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Fig. 19. Conversion efficiency of the energy of 1ω main laser beam into the total
energy carried by fast electrons as a function of the laser beam intensity.

Fig. 22. Conversion efficiency of the 3ω main laser beam energy in the total energy
carried by fast electrons as a function of laser beam intensity.

main conclusions following from these results may be summarized as below:

Fig. 20. Results of the 2D fast electron emission imaging showing the influence of the
pre-plasma on the total population of photons, depending on the plastic layer thickness in the two-layer target in the cases of absence and presence of pre-plasma.

Fig. 21. Results of 2D fast electron emission imaging, showing the influence of preplasma on the total population of photons depending on the focal spot radius of
laser beam under the conditions of absence and presence of pre-plasma.

collector signals provided by this diagnostic system are presented
in Figure 23a. In the left column there are results obtained without the application of the pre-pulse and in the right column the
results obtained with the pre-pulse application. The basic difference in the subsequent experimental series is in the focal radius
which ranged from 50 to 200 µm. The parameters of the laser
beam were at the same level for all experimental series (about
250 J in the main beam and about 40 J in the pre-pulse). The diagrams show the time dependence of the ion-collector signals as a
function of time for different angles and focal diameters. The
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• The number of thermal ions (the second-delayed peak) in the
case of pre-plasma presence is two to three times larger than
that observed in the case of pre-plasma absence for all the
beam radii. It means that the absorption coefficient in the
case of pre-plasma presence is two to three times larger than
in the case of pre-plasma absence. This conclusion is confirmed
by the results of 2DSs presented in the next section.
• In the case of pre-plasma presence, fast ions (the first peak) are
generated at all radii of the laser beam. Since the fast ions are
generated in the field of fast electrons, this means that in the
presence of pre-plasma also the fast electrons are generated at
all laser beam radii. This conclusion agrees with the results of
2DSs predicting high efficiency of resonant absorption of
laser radiation for all the radii of laser beam in the presence
of pre-plasma.
• In the case of pre-plasma absence, fast ions are generated only
at the radii of 100 and 50 µm. It is in agreement with the results
on fast electrons generation from interferometric and X-ray
spectroscopic measurements presented above.
• The time of the second peak equals to about 0.7 µs; it is approximately the same for the cases both with and without preplasma and for all radii of the laser beam.
• The time of the first peak (0.15 µs) is significantly shorter than
that of the second peak which indicates that the energies of fast
ions are much higher than those of thermal ions.
The ion-collector data not sorted according to the ion types give a
possibility to determine only the scales of temperature of the
plasma plume and average energy of fast electrons. Taking the
time of the second peak as 0.7 µs, the average velocity of thermal
ions as (3T/2mp)1/2 (in the A/Z = 2 approximation) and the distance between the target and collector equals to 40 cm, we obtain
that the value of plasma temperature, averaged over space and
time, is approximately equals to 2.1 keV.
This value is obviously larger than the time-averaged temperature obtained from X-ray spectroscopy measurements, since the
latter corresponds to the relatively cold part of plasma torch near
the ablation surface. Now, taking the average velocity of fast ions
as (Eh = mp)1/2 (where the energy of fast ions was, approximately,
expressed through the average energy of fast electrons Eh as ZEh)
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Fig. 23. Influence of the pre-plasma on: (a) the ion-collector signals measured at different angles and (b) angle distributions of the ion charge density for different
focal spot radii.

and the time of the second peak as 0.15 µs, we obtain the average
energy of fast electrons approximately equal to 70 keV.
Figure 23b shows the plots of charge distributions for each
experimental series, calculated on the basis of integration of the
charge of both thermal ions (of time-of-flight ranging in 50–
500 ns).
When comparing the results from the two columns depicted in
Figure 23b, it can be seen that when increasing the focal diameter,
the ions are better collimated which is manifested in a distinct
plasma “jet”. When the pre-pulse configuration is applied together
with the 200 µm focus diameter, the jet is well visible and the whole
group of the pre-pulse series has considerably larger integrated
charges than those obtained without the pre-pulse.
Ion emission. 3ω-experiments
The ion diagnostics applied in the PALS experiment consisted of
several ion collectors installed at different angles (from 0 to 60°) at
the distance of 40 cm from the target. The collected ion current
was emitted from two-layer targets (see Fig. 1a). Some of the
selected results provided by this diagnostic system are presented
in Figure 24a and 24b.
In the left column there are the results obtained without application of pre-pulse and in the right column – those obtained with
it. The parameters of the 3ω laser beam were at the same level for
all the presented measurements (about 200 J in the main beam
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and about 40 J in the pre-pulse). Figure 24a shows the ioncollector signals for different angles and focal spot radii. All the
signals for the case of both pre-plasma absence and presence correspond to thermal ions only and do not contain any response
related to fast ions. It is in contrast to the results of our previous
experiments carried out with the 1ω main beam, where strong signals related to fast ions were measured for the case of pre-plasma
absence at high main beam intensities of 0.5–2 ×10 16 W/cm2
(Pisarczyk et al., 2015).
It should be also noted that in the case of the 1ω beam the collector signals referring to thermal ions were more than two times
less compared with the 3ω-experiment for both the cases of preplasma absence and presence. It means that in the case of 3ω
beam the absorption of laser light is significantly higher than
that for the 1ω beam. According to the results of numerical simulations presented in the next paragraph, the absorption efficiency
for 3ω is 0.7–0.8, while for 1ω (Pisarczyk et al., 2015) it was 0.4–
0.5. Other conclusions deduced from the ion-collector measurements (Fig. 24a) may be summarized as below:
• The number of thermal ions in the case of pre-plasma presence
is approximately 1.2–1.5 times larger than that observed in the
case of pre-plasma absence for all the focal spot radii.
• The signal of fast ions is not measurable, which confirms the
results of previous paragraphs concerning the negligible effect
of fast electron generation.
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Fig. 24. Influence of the pre-plasma on: (a) the ion-collector signals measured at different angles and (b) angle distributions of the ion charge density for different
focal spot radii.

• Thermal ion signals peak practically at the same time for both
the cases of pre-plasma presence and absence, at about 0.5 µs,
which is smaller by a factor of 1.4–1.6 in comparison with
the case of 1ω main pulse (Pisarczyk et al., 2015). It means
that the temperature of plasma produced by 3ω beam is higher
than that generated by the 1ω beam. This correlates well with
the increase of absorption efficiency for the shorter wavelengths
revealed by numerical simulations.
• The ion-collector data, not separated with respect to the ion
type, give a possibility to determine only the scales of temperature of the plasma plume and average energy of fast electrons.
Taking the time of the second peak as 0.5 µs, the average velocity of thermal ions as (3T/2mp)1/2 (in the A/Z = 2 approximation) and the distance between target and collector equals to
40 cm, we obtain that the value of plasma temperature, averaged
in space and time, is approximately equal to 3–4 keV.
Figure 24b shows the plots of charge distributions for each experimental series, calculated on the basis of integration of the charge
of thermal ions (for the time-of-flight ranging from 50 to 500 ns).
It can be seen that in the case of the pre-plasma presence, the ion
charge density on the axis is higher compared with the case when
the pre-plasma is absent.
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2D numerical modeling of laser–plasma interaction in
different wavelength experiments
1ω laser beam interaction
To obtain more information about the ablative plasma expansion
and the fast electrons emission, the 2D-simulations were carried
out using the 2D hydrodynamic code ATLANT-HE (Lebo
et al., 2004) from Lebedev Physical Institute in Moscow. 2D
numerical code allows modeling of the following processes: the
laser radiation refraction in the plasma, inverse bremsstrahlung
and resonance absorption of laser radiation, generation of fast
electrons due to the resonance absorption, and the fast electron
energy transfer via Coulomb collisions. The aim of the numerical
calculations was to obtain information about:
• the temporal evolution of 2D spatial distributions of the electron
density as well as electron temperature of the ablation plasma;
• the fractions of the laser energy absorbed in the plasma by resonant and inverse bremsstrahlung mechanisms as well as
• the energy of fast electrons.
The calculation details are explained in our recent paper (Gus’kov
et al., 2014). To model the experimental conditions, the
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Fig. 25. The density (a) and temperature (b) distributions in the
ablative plasma created by the main laser beam at the maximum
of the laser pulse intensity.

computations were performed for the 1ω radiation of the main
laser beam with the energy of 250 J and three values of the
focal spot radius: 50, 100, and 200 µm.
In the case of a two-beam experiment referring to the SI concept, the pre-plasma was created by the auxiliary 1ω laser beam
with the energy of 40 J focused on the focal spot radius RL =
300 µm and preceding by 1.2 ns the main laser pulse. For the
case of pre-plasma absence, the 2D calculations of the density
and temperature corresponding to the maximum laser intensity
are presented in Figure 25. In contrast to the experimental results
shown in Figure 3, these density distributions do not show any
growth of the axial character of plasma expansion with the
increasing focal spot radii.
As demonstrated in Figure 25, the growth of the focal spot
radius leads to the increased transverse dimension of the ablative
plasma. The distribution of the electron density and temperature
of the pre-plasma produced by the auxiliary laser beam is shown
in Figure 26.
This distribution corresponds to time t = 400 ps, that is, to the
end of the pulse. 2D distributions of the density and temperature
characterizing the process of the interaction of the main beam
with the pre-plasma created by the auxiliary laser beam are presented in Figure 27.
Compared with the situation when the pre-plasma is not created, the density scalelength of the ablative plasma is considerably
larger. Comparison of the experimental data with the 2DS is presented in Table 1. This comparison has been performed in the
range of the electron density smaller than 1020/cm3 as determined
from the femtosecond interferometry. Table 1 indicates that there
is a satisfactory agreement between experimental and numerical
data in the case of pre-plasma presence. In the case of pre-plasma
absence, the qualitative character is the same, but the observed
and simulate the scalelength values differ considerably. The
large values of experimental scalelengths result from the action
of the temporally extended beam profile which is characteristic
for the PALS laser and contributes to the creation of the low density plasma even in the case of pre-pulse absence.
A long pedestal (even about 1 ns long) of the pulse is not taken
into account in numerical simulations. In the case of pre-plasma
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Fig. 26. Distributions of the density (a) and temperature (b) in pre-plasma for the
expansion moment of t = 400 ps.

presence, the contribution of the pre-pulse is significantly smaller
compared with the pre-plasma itself. This is why the experimental
and numerical scalelengths agree well in the case of the preplasma presence. In Table 2 the numerical simulations of the
total (δtotal ), the resonant (δres) and the inverse bremsstrahlung
δib absorption coefficients are compared for the cases of the preplasma absence and presence.
This comparison demonstrates the significantly larger total
absorption coefficient in the case of pre-plasma presence compared with the case of the pre-plasma absence. The excess is,
approximately, of the factor of 3 for the beam radius of 50 µm
and the factor of 2 for the beam radius of 100 µm. This explains
the ion-collector measurements, where the number of thermal
ions in the case of pre-plasma presence is by a factor of 2–3 larger
in comparison with the case of pre-plasma absence. The maximal
temperature (occurring near the region of the plasma critical density) obtained by numerical simulations falls within the interval of
2–3 keV which agrees well with the evaluation based on ioncollector data. The pre-plasma provides better conditions for resonant absorption of the laser energy. For the beam radius of 50–
100 µm, the resonant absorption coefficient is equal to δres = 0.32–
0.23 in the case of pre-plasma presence and to δres = 0.06–0.09 in
the case of pre-plasma absence. The maximal energies of fast electrons are about 140–120 keV. This value relates to the electrons
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Fig. 27. The density (a) and temperature (b) distributions after
the time delay of t = 1.2 ns relate to the auxiliary laser pulse, created when affecting the main laser beam with a pre-plasma.

Table 1. Comparison of the experimental L with the 2DS in the cases of
presence and absence of pre-plasma
RL (μm)

L (μm)
1ω

1ω + 1ω

Exp.

2D

Exp.

2D

50

125

30

326

320

100

190

36

420

346

200

140

34

365

296

which two times crossed the region of plasma resonance after
their reflection from external plasma boundary.
These estimates are very close to the values evaluated from the
ion-collector data. This evaluation gives the value of 70 keV of the
average fast electron energy, that corresponds to the maximal
energy of 140 keV. According to the numerical modeling presented in Gus’kov et al. (2014), the increased efficiency of the resonance absorption in the case of pre-plasma results probably from
a better fitting of the angles between the individual laser beams
and the direction of the density gradient near the critical surface
(these angles are closer to optimum angles because of a smaller
scalelength).
3ω laser beam interaction
2DSs of the ablative plasma created by the 3ω main laser beam
were carried out using the 2D hydrodynamic code
ATLANT-HE, which was described in section “1ω laser beam
interaction”. Analogously as in the 1ω experiment to compare
the experimental results obtained by femtosecond interferometry
and fast electron measurements with 2DSs was the main task, in
order to formulate final conclusions about the laser energy transport to the shock wave with the participation of fast electrons.
To model the experimental conditions, the computations were
performed for the 3ω radiation of the main laser beam with the
energy of 200 J and three values of the focal spot radius: 50,
100, and 200 µm. In the case of two-beam experiment, the pre.C
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plasma was created by an auxiliary 1ω laser beam of energy of
40 J, focused on a focal spot radius RL of 300 µm and preceding
the main laser pulse by 1.2 ns.
For the case of pre-plasma absence, the 2D calculations of the
density and temperature show that the increase of focal spot
radius leads to an increase of transverse size and a decrease of
axial size of expanding plasma. Due to that, the angles between
the directions of density gradient and the normal to the target
surface decrease and the geometry of expansion is close to a planar one. Similarly as for the 1ω-experiments (without preplasma), the 2D calculations of the density and temperature do
not show any growth of the axial character of plasma expansion
with the increasing focal spot radii (Pisarczyk et al., 2015).
A satisfactory agreement of calculations with the experiment
was obtained in the case of laser beam interaction with a two-layer
target (Fig. 1) in the presence of pre-plasma. A comparison of the
axial density profiles and L in the ablative plasma, in the cases of
both pre-plasma absence and presence, is presented in Figure 28.
As it results from Figure 28, the scalelength of the ablative plasma
in the case of the pre-plasma presence is considerably larger in
comparison with the situation when the pre-plasma is not created.
A more detailed comparison of the experimental data with the
2DS is presented in Tables 3 and 4. As in the 1ω-experiments presented in the previous chapter, the comparison of the experimental and simulation data has been performed in the range of the
electron density smaller than 1020/cm3. Table 3 shows a satisfactory agreement between experimental and numerical data in the
case of pre-plasma presence. In the case of pre-plasma absence,
the qualitative character is the same but the observed and simulated L values differ considerably. The large values of experimental L result from the action of the temporarily extended beam
profile which is characteristic for the PALS laser and contributes
to creation of a low density plasma even in the case of pre-pulse
absence. It was explained in the previous section.
In Table 4 the numerical simulations of the total (δtotal), resonant (δres), and inverse bremsstrahlung (δib) absorption coefficients
are compared for the cases of pre-plasma absence and presence.
From Table 4 it results that in the case of absence of preplasma, the total absorption increases with the increasing focal
spot radius from 0.593 to 0.876. In contrast, the fraction of resonant absorption decreases from 0.0883 to 0.0697 staying small.
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Table 2. Comparison of numerical simulations of the total δtotal, resonant δres, and inverse bremsstrahlung δib absorption coefficients in the cases of pre-plasma
absence and presence
RL (μm)

50 1ω

1ω + 1ω

100 1ω

1ω + 1ω

200 1ω

1ω + 1ω

δtotal

0.21

0.64

0.29

0.57

0.42

0.59

δib

0.15

0.31

0.19

0.34

0.25

0.39

δres

0.06

0.32

0.09

0.23

0.17

0.21

Eh(max) (keV)

143

Temax (keV)

152.8

2.48

129

3.27

144

2.20

121

2.99

114

1.92

2.31

Fig. 28. Comparison of the axial density profiles and the
scale-length obtained in the cases of: (a) absence and
(b) presence of pre-plasma.

Table 3. Comparison of the experimental values L with the 2DS in the cases of
presence and absence of pre-plasma
RL (μm)

L (μm)
3ω
Exp.

1ω + 3ω
2D

Exp.

2D

50

125

39

220

298

100

115

34

290

307

200

100

29

340

283

3ω case and strong effect in the case of 1ω. In the case with
pre-plasma, for the 3ω main pulse the fraction of resonance
absorption (and hence the energy contained in the fast electrons)
is several times smaller than that for the 1ω main pulse. This is
confirmed by ion-collector measurements, too. The average
energy of fast electrons generated by resonant absorption is
approximately two times smaller in the case of the 3ω main
pulse (30–35 keV) as compared with the 1ω main pulse (50–
70 keV) (Pisarczyk et al., 2015).

Conclusion
1ω-experiment

The average energy of fast electrons Eh(max)/2 is about 30–35 keV
for both the cases with and without pre-plasma. The average fast
electron energy is close to the experimental values obtained from
Cu Kα line measurements in the experiment without a preplasma. The pre-pulse has a small effect on these quantities and
does not alter their dependence on the radius of the main
beam. These results differ significantly from the case of the 1ω
main pulse which was presented in section “1ω laser beam interaction” [see Table 2 and the paper of Pisarczyk et al., (2015)].
Numerical simulations show that without pre-plasma, the total
absorption is considerably larger for 3ω than that of the 1ω main
pulse. This is confirmed by the data from ion-collector measurements. The fraction of the resonance absorption is about the
same. The pre-plasma has a small effect on absorption in the
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Summing up the comparison of the experimental and numerical
data we can claim that:
• Based on the interferometric results, measurements of the crater
volume, spectroscopic determination of the temperature, and
density near the ablation surface, and imaging via Kα emission,
there is a good reason to conclude that the presence of preplasma leads to a decrease in the energy transfer efficiency of
the main 1ω laser beam to a solid target by means of fast electrons. In the same time, 2DSs show that the presence of preplasma makes the conditions of resonant absorption of the
laser radiation more favorable, increases the fraction of the
laser energy absorbed by resonant mechanism, and hence
increases the energy contained in the fast electron stream.
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Table 4. Comparison of numerical simulations of the total δtotal, resonant δres, and inverse bremsstrahlung δib absorption coefficients in the cases of pre-plasma
absence and presence
RL (μm)

50

100

3ω

1ω + 3ω

3ω

1ω + 3ω

3ω

1ω + 3ω

δtotal

0.593

0.553

0.751

0.691

0.876

0.789

δib

0.505

0.462

0.655

0.592

0.806

0.716

0.0883

δres
Eh(max) (keV)

0.091

69.4

Temax (keV)

0.0963

73.8

3.67

3.91

The performed investigations show that by using the thirdharmonic main pulse the laser energy conversion into the energy
of fast electrons is very small – the fraction of fast electron energy
does not exceed a few tenths of a percent of laser energy both in
the absence and in the presence of pre-plasma. This conclusion
deduced from Kα-emission measurements and numerical simulations is confirmed by the measurements of ion yield and volumes
of laser-produced craters, which characterizes the amount of
energy transferred to shock waves. The measurements of ion signals show virtually no contribution of the fast ion component.
The crater volume measurements, in combination with femtosecond interferometry, both in the cases of pre-plasma presence and
absence, show that the target ablation and evolution of laserproduced plasma are determined by energy transfer via electron
conductivity under conditions of 1D or 2D matter expansion
without any appreciable effect of energy transfer by fast electrons.
Both the maximal volume of the crater (the maximum energy of
the shock wave) and the minimal N/Vcr parameter corresponds to
the greatest radius of the focal spot at which the negative effect of
2D-expansion of plasma is minimal and, as a result, the ablation
pressure is maximal (Gus’kov et al., 2004, 2014). This result holds
for the experiments both in absence and presence of pre-plasma.
With the decrease of focal spot radius the negative effect of
2D-plasma expansion increases and the crater volume decreases.
This is in contrast with experiments with the first-harmonic
main pulse, in which increasing the intensity of long-wavelength
radiation leads to such a significant generation of fast electrons by
the resonance mechanism and to such a strong effect of the fast
electron energy transfer in the target depth that its contribution
to the shock generation is significant and the crater volume
C 898 : CA
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69.6

2.81

3ω-experiment

DF

0.0993

62.3

• The results of the interferometric measurements, as well as the
results of 2DSs, show that the presence of pre-plasma decreases
the axial density gradient.
• The decrease of the contribution of the fast electron energy
transfer to a solid target when increasing the laser energy converted to fast electrons can be explained by the deterioration of
the conditions of energy transfer by fast electrons in the presence of pre-plasma. There are two reasons for such a decline:
– a large divergence of streaming fast electrons which are
generated far from the target surface in the presence of preplasma and
– the effect of plasma density gradient at the irradiated target
boundary on the efficiency of energy transfer from the streaming fast electrons to the shock wave. Such an effect was predicted and numerically investigated in Nicolai et al. (2014).

.C
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0.0697
58.2

3.27

0.0733
54.8

2.09

2.58

strongly increases with decreasing the focal spot radius (Gus’kov
et al., 2004, 2006, 2014).
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Abstract. This work aim to prepare a program of studies on nuclear physics and astrophysics,
which will be conducted at the new ELI-NP Laser facility, which actually is under construction
in Bucharest, Romania. For the arguments treated, such activity has required also a
multidisciplinary approach and knowledge in the fields of nuclear physics, astrophysics, laser
and plasma physics join with also some competences on solid state physics related to the
radiation detection. A part of this work has concerned to the experimental test, which have been
performed in several laboratories and in order to study and increase the level of knowledge on
the different parts of the project. In particular have been performed studies on the laser matter
interaction at the ILIL laboratory of Pisa Italy and at the LENS laboratory in Catania, where
(by using different experimental set-ups) has been investigated some key points concerning the
production of the plasma stream. Test has been performed on several target configurations in
terms of: composition, structure and size. All the work has been devoted to optimize the
conditions of target in order to have the best performance on the production yields and on
energies distribution of the inner plasma ions. A parallel activity has been performed in order
to study the two main detectors, which will constitute the full detections system, which will be
installed at the ELI-NP facility.

1. Introduction
Given its nature, the plasma state is characterized by a complexity that far exceeds the one exposed by
the solid, liquid, and gaseous states. Correspondingly, the physical properties of nuclear matter
(structure, reaction mechanisms, lifetimes, etc.) could change inside the plasma. Thus, the study of
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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these properties represents one of the most far ranging, difficult and challenging research areas today.
Implications can cover also others fields, from quantum physics to cosmology, astrophysics, etc.
One of the crucial topics related to nuclear reactions in the ultra-low energy regime is the electron
screening, which prevents a direct measurement of the bare nucleus cross section at the energies of
astrophysical interest. Since in the laboratory interacting particles are in the form of neutral atoms,
molecules or ions, in direct experiments at very low beam energy, electron clouds partially screen the
nuclear charges thus reducing the Coulomb suppression. This results in an enhancement of the
measured cross section compared with the bare nucleus one. The electron screening effect is
significantly influenced by the target conditions and composition. In this context, it is of particular
importance the measurement of cross-sections at extremely low energetic domains including plasmas
effect, i.e. in an environment that under some circumstances and assumptions can be considered as
“stellar-like”. A further key point is connected with the fact that in such environment nuclear reactions
can be triggered also by the excited states of the interacting nuclei. Thus, determining the appropriate
experimental conditions that set the role of the excited states in the stellar environment can strongly
contribute to the development of nuclear astrophysics [1]. The study of direct measurements of
reaction rates in plasma offers this chance.
The future availability of high-intensity laser facilities [2,3] capable of delivering tens of peta-watts of
power into small volumes of matter at high repetition rates will give the unique opportunity to
investigate nuclear reactions and fundamental interactions under extreme plasma conditions, including
also the influence of huge magnetic and electric fields, shock waves, intense fluxes of γ and X rays
originating during plasma formation and expansion stages.
A laser is a unique tool to produce plasma and very high fluxes of photons and particles beams in very
short duration pulses. Both aspects are of great interest for fundamental nuclear physics studies. In a
plasma, the electron–ion interactions may modify atomic and nuclear level properties. This is of prime
importance for the population of isomeric states and for the issue of energy storage in nuclei. Nuclear
properties in the presence of very high electromagnetic fields, nuclear reaction rates or properties in
hot and dense plasmas are new domains of investigation. Furthermore, with a laser it is possible to
produce electric and magnetic fields strong enough to change the binding energies of electronic states.
If nuclear states happen to decay via internal conversion (IC) through these perturbed states, a
modification of their lifetimes will be seen. The excitation of nuclear levels by means of energy
transfer from the atomic part to the nuclear part of an atom is the subject of a large number of
investigations. Their goal is to find an efficient mechanism to populate nuclear isomers in view of
further applications to energy storage and development of lasers based on nuclear transitions. In
addition, other new topics can be conveniently explored such as three-body fusion reactions as those
predicted by Hoyle [4,5].
Several Laser facilities are under construction around the world to push the physics beyond the actual
level of knowledge. Among of these, the Extreme Light Infrastructure for Nuclear Physics at Magurele
(Bucharest) in Romania, will be the only one devoted to Nuclear Physics studies.
ELI-NP [2] will be made up of a very high intensity laser system, consisting of two 10 PW laser arms
able to reach intensities of 1023 W/cm2 and electrical fields of 10 15 V/m, and very short wavelength γ
beams with very high brilliance (1013 γ/s) and energy up to 19.5 MeV. This combination allows for
three types of experiments: stand-alone high power laser experiments, stand-alone γ beam experiments
and combined experiments of both facilities. Here the low repetition rate (1/min) of the high power
laser requires the same low repetition rate for the γ beam in combined experiments. While the
standalone γ beam will be used with typically 120 kHz, the low repetition mode requires few very
intense γ pulses. With the high power laser we do not plan to interact with nuclear dynamics directly,
but we use the laser for ion acceleration or to produce relativistic electron mirrors followed by a
coherent reflection of a second laser beam in order to generate very brilliant X-ray or γ beams. We
plan to use these beams later to produce exotic nuclei or to perform new γ spectroscopy experiments in
the energy or time domain. The production of heavy elements in the Universe, a central question of
astrophysics, will be studied within ELI-NP in several experiments.
In this article some of the activities, related to the project of study of nuclear astrophysics at ELI-NP
will be discussed. A brief introduction is given to present the main open problems on nuclear
2
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astrophysics and the opportunity offered by the laser matter interaction scheme. Afterwards, it is
shown a short presentation of ELI-NP project and the studies performed to prepare the future activities
and test on plasma and nuclear detectors. Finally, same results of the tests performed on the new
targets are presented and discussed.
2. Open problems on nuclear astrophysics
Accurate measurements of nuclear reaction rates of proton and alpha burning processes are essential
for the correct understanding of many astrophysical processes, such as stellar evolutions, supernova
explosions and Big Bang nucleo-synthesis, etc. To this aim direct and indirect measurements of the
relevant cross sections have been performed over the years. Since in the laboratory interacting
particles are in the form of neutral atoms, molecules or ions, in direct experiments at very low beam
energy, electron clouds partially screen the nuclear charges thus reducing the Coulomb suppression
[6]. This results in an enhancement of the measured cross section compared with the bare nucleus one
[7]. The electron screening effect is significantly affected by the target conditions and composition [8];
it is of particular importance the measurement of cross-sections at extremely low energetic domains
including plasmas effect, i.e. in an environment that under some circumstances and assumptions can
be considered as “stellar-like” (for example, for the study of the role played by free/bounded electrons
on the Coulombian Screening can be done in dense and warm plasmas). Electron screening prevents a
direct measurement of the bare nucleus cross section at the energies of astrophysical interest. In the
last decade, the bare cross section has been successfully measured in certain cases by using several
indirect methods [9]. Habitually, astrophysical appropriate reactions are performed in laboratories with
both target and projectile in their ground state. However, at temperatures higher than about 10 8K, an
important role can be also played by the excited states, as already deeply discussed in the innovative
theoretical work of Bahcall and Fowler [10]. In that case, the authors studied the influence of low
lying excited 19F states on the final 19F(p,alpha) reaction, predicting an increase of a factor of about 3
in reaction rate at temperatures of about 1-5 GK.
Thus determining the appropriate experimental conditions that allow the role of the excited states in
the stellar environment could strongly contribute to the development of nuclear astrophysics. The
study of direct measurements of reaction rates in plasma offers this chance. In addition others new
topics can be conveniently explored such as three body fusion reactions as those predicted by Hoyle
[4], lifetime changes of unstable elements [11] or nuclear and atomic levels [12] in different plasma
environments; other fundamental physics aspects like non-extensive statistical thermodynamics [13]
can be investigated in order to validate/confute the general assumption of local thermal equilibrium
that is traditionally done for plasmas. The future availability of high-intensity laser facilities capable of
delivering tens of peta-watts of power (e.g. ELI-NP) into small volumes of matter at high repetition
rates will give the unique opportunity to investigate nuclear reactions and fundamental interactions
under extreme conditions of density and temperature that can be reached in laser generated plasmas
[14], including the influence of huge magnetic and electric field, shock waves, intense fluxes of X and
γ-ray originated during plasma formation and expansion stages.
To investigate these research topics, we are proposing the construction of a general-purpose
experimental set-up, where it will be possible to study the electronic screening problem in a wide
variety of cases and configurations with different purposes [4,5,15]. Through the laser-target
interaction, we aim at producing plasmas containing mixtures of 13C + 4He and 7Li + d appropriate to
investigate inner-plasma thermo-nuclear reactions. The 13C+4He reaction is of key interest for the
investigation of the helium burning process in advanced stellar phases [16]. The 7Li(d,n)4He-4He
reaction was recently addressed by Coc et al. [17] as one of the most important reactions affecting the
CNO abundances produced during the primordial nucleosynthesis (BBN). Very few experimental data
exist, and authors consequently assume a constant S-factor ranging between two extreme hypotheses
values.
Also, we propose to investigate the 11B(3He, d)12C* reaction in a plasma. Nucleonic matter displays a
quantum-liquid structure, but in some cases finite nuclei behave like molecules composed of clusters
of protons and neutrons. To perform the proposed experiments, providing relevant data concerning the
aforementioned reactions and others, we aim to take advantage from the excellent and unique
3
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performance of the ELI-NP [2] facility and realize an experimental setup where two laser beams
generate two colliding plasmas. The reaction products (neutrons and charged particles) will be
detected through a new generation of plastic scintillators wall and through a new silicon carbides wall.
The use of colliding plasma plumes appropriate for nuclear physics studies was suggested few years
ago at LNS [14] and recently adopted also by other research teams [18]. One of the possible schemes
may be the following: a first laser pulse imping on a 13C, 7Li or 11B solid thin target (few micro-meters)
producing, through the well-known TNSA [19] (Target Normal Sheath Acceleration) acceleration
scheme, boron, carbon or lithium plasma. The rapidly streaming plasma impacts on a secondary
plasma, prepared through the interaction of a second laser pulse on a gas jet target (made by 4He, D2 or
3
He). TNSA [19] was intensively studied in the last years; experiments [20] and models [21] show that
this acceleration scheme works very well in the intensity domain between 10 18-1020 W/cm2. The
produced ions expand along a cone, whose axis is normal to the target surface, with a relatively low
emittance [22].
3. Experimental Set-Up
The project will take advantage from the excellent and unique performance of the ELI-NP facility to
create two colliding plasmas using two separate laser beams. The use of colliding plasma plumes
suitable for nuclear physics studies [23] was proposed few years ago [14] and recently adopted to
achieve such goal [18]. The idea is the following: a first laser pulse impinging on a 13C, 7Li or 11B
solid thin target (few micro-meters) produces, through the TNSA (Target Normal Sheath Acceleration)
[20] acceleration scheme, boron, carbon or lithium plasma. In view of this, an extensive experimental
investigation programme is in progress, aiming at the optimization of targets and interaction
configuration [24,25]. The rapidly streaming plasma impacts on a secondary plasma, prepared through
the interaction of a second laser pulse on a gas jet target (made by 4He, D2 or 3He). The proposed
activity requires also the construction of a highly segmented detection system for neutrons and
charged particles. The segmentation is required for the reconstruction of the reactions kinematic. The
ideal neutron detection module for these studies must exhibit: high efficiency, good discrimination of
gammas from neutrons, good timing performance for ToF (Time of Flight) neutron velocity
reconstruction. In addition, it must be able to work in hard environmental conditions, like the ones
established in the laser-matter interaction area. All these aspects may be met by configuration based on
50x50x50 mm3 PPO-Plastic scintillator plus a SiPM [26] read-out and a totally digital acquisition of
the multi-hit signals. Concerning the charged particle detector, an R&D activity was funded by INFN
on Silicon Carbide [27]. In this framework we aim to realize a wall of detectors. The SiC detectors
have been proven recently to have excellent properties [28,29]: high energy and time resolution,
resistance to radiation, low sensitivity to visible light, etc. The use of segmented SiC detectors would
be very helpful for the study of nuclear reactions where only the position and energy measurement of
light charged particles can give access to the desired information. In conclusion, we present in this
contribution the research project that our collaboration will conduct in the next years @ELI-NP. More
details about these activities are reported in reference [2].
4. Experimental Investigation on acceleration mechanisms and target.
A experimental campaign aiming at investigating the ion acceleration mechanisms through lasermatter interaction in femtosecond domain has been carried out at the Intense Laser Irradiation
Laboratory (ILIL-Pisa, Italy) [30] facility with a laser intensity of up to 2 10 19W/cm2. In recent years,
laser ion acceleration has gained much interest focusing on fast ions emitted from a solid target by
intense laser irradiation [31,32]. Protons and heavier ions can be accelerated up to tens MeV per
nucleon via various mechanisms such as target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) [19,20,33,34],
radiation pressure acceleration (RPA) [35-39], and break-out afterburner acceleration (BOA) [40-42].
Our work concerns the TNSA regime, in which an intense laser pulse is focused (> 10 18 W/cm2) on
different micrometers thick foil target.
In this context, we carried out a systematic experimental investigation to identify the role of target
properties in TNSA, with special attention to target thickness and dielectric properties. We used a full
range of ion, optical, and X-ray diagnostics to investigate laser-plasma interaction and ion
4
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acceleration. We focus on the results obtained using a Thomson Parabola Spectrometer (TPS). In the
TPS, often used in such experiments, ions with different charge-to-mass ratios are separated into
distinct parabolas. This allows to extract information for each ion species when several ions are
generated simultaneously in a given solid angle. In the paper [43] we discuss the energy spectra of
light-ions depending on structural characteristics of the target. Surface and volume contributions to the
ion acceleration have been clearly identified by using a unique target configuration consisting of a thin
CD2 foil. Preliminary results show that protons and deuterons temperatures show opposite trend,
suggesting a complex interplay between surface and volume acceleration [43] .
More experimental campaign [44] aiming at investigating the ion acceleration in laser-driven plasma
with the production of a quasi-monoenergetic beam has occurred. At the LENS (Laser Energy for
Nuclear Science) laboratory of INFN-LNS in Catania, experimental measures were carried out; the
features of LENS are: Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with 2 J laser energy, 1064 nm fundamental
wavelengths, and 6 ns pulse duration. Measures demonstrate that at the reached values of fluence even
when using ns lasers, quasi-mono-energetic protons and aluminum ion beams can be generated. The
presented results [45] represent a very stable and reproducible phenomenon. The production of monoenergetic protons from aluminum target was predicted by our previous work that correlated the
spectrum to the initial proton distribution on the target. Preliminary results show the production of
multi-charged ions having very narrow energy spreads [45-46]. The presented results are no singular
manifestations, but represent a very stable and reproducible phenomenon. The production of quasi
mono-energetic Aln from aluminum target was predicted by our previous work [47] that correlated the
spectrum to the initial ions distribution on the target. A linear dependence between the energy of the
laser and the energy of the mono-peaks of ions produced is evident.
Also, we investigate the effects of innovative nanostructured targets [48] based on Ag nanowires on
laser energy absorption in the ns time domain. The tested targets were realized at INFN-Bologna by
anodizing aluminium sheets in order to obtain layers of porous Al 2O3 of different thicknesses, on
which nanowires of various metals are grown by electro-deposition with different heights. Targets
were then irradiated by using a Nd:YAG laser at different pumping energies. Advanced diagnostic
tools were used for characterizing the plasma plume and ion production. As compared with targets of
pure Al, a huge enhancement (of almost two order of magnitude) of the X-ray flux emitted by the
plasma has been observed when using the nanostructured targets, with a corresponding decrease of the
“optical range” signal, pointing out that the energetic content of the laser produced plasma was
remarkably increased. Signs of plasma stagnation, of great interest for carrying out inner-plasma
studies, have been found [48]. Special targets, based on Co, Ni and Fe NWs, with high absorbance in
the VIS and NIR range, have been irradiated with the same laser LENS. From preliminary results [49],
a higher X-ray intensity was observed for all samples compared to bulk-Al, with about a ten-fold
increase for Co NWs and around a five-fold increase for Ni and Fe NWs. Further tests are needed to
explain such a difference among metals, which cannot be accounted in terms of different atomic
numbers. Moreover, there are strong indications that plasma conditions for NWs targets are quite
different from those obtained for bulk targets. This indication could be very promising, since it could
open the possibility to study specific nuclear reactions in plasma, at high rates. Concerning the results
on the plasma temperature analysis, NWs and the bulk-Al target seams have close temperatures. This
scenario is consistent with the indication that plasma conditions for NWs targets are quite different
from those obtained for bulk targets, at least in terms of plasma density and/or plasma stagnation [14].
If confirmed, these results could be very useful for nuclear physics studies, because can contribute to
the increasing of the total reaction events.
All these experimental observations, although in a preliminary stage of analysis, provide a quite
complete characterisation of the laser–target interaction regime in our experimental conditions and a
reference set of data for the upcoming ELI-NP facility installation.
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ABSTRACT
The construction of a novel user facility employing laser-driven plasma acceleration with superior beam quality will require an industrial grade, high repetition rate
petawatt laser driver which is beyond existing technology. However, with the ongoing fast development of chirped pulse amplification and high average power laser
technology, options can be identified depending on the envisioned laser–plasma acceleration scheme and on the time scale for construction. Here we discuss laser
requirements for the EuPRAXIA infrastructure design and identify a suitable laser concepts that is likely to fulfill such requirements with a moderate development
of existing technologies.

1. Introduction
Laser-driven plasma accelerators for user applications will require
high repetition rate laser drivers capable of petawatt peak power and
kW average laser power. The worldwide scenario for this kind of
technology is rapidly evolving and new concepts are emerging with the
promise of addressing medium and long term objectives of laser–plasma
acceleration [1] and future plasma-based particle colliders. However,
scaling the technology of existing high peak power lasers based on
Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) [2] to higher average power remains
challenging. Pulsed high energy solid state lasers have demonstrated
continuous operation at energies of approximately 100 J and repetition
rates up to 10 Hz (e.g., RAL’s DiPOLE100 [3] and the LLNL HAPLS [4]).
Solid-state lasers with peak power in the petawatt class [5] and pulse
energies exceeding 10 J have reached an average power of tens of watts
(BELLA [6]), with HAPLS aiming at 300 W. In order to address user-level
requirements, average power of ultrafast lasers will have to increase by
one or two orders of magnitude.
In this scenario, the EuPRAXIA infrastructure design study [7] aims
at delivering a full concept for a compact, user-oriented, plasma accelerator with superior beam quality to enable free electron laser operation in
the X-ray range and other developments of advanced compact radiation
sources. In its current configuration, the infrastructure relies on three
main laser systems to drive plasma acceleration in different configurations, including the 150 MeV injector, the 1 GeV injector/accelerator
and 5 GeV accelerator stage.
A pulse duration as short as 30 fs is required for the first two
configurations with an energy per pulse as high as 100 J for the 5 GeV
accelerator configuration. A repetition rate ranging from a minimum
*

of 20 Hz up to 100 Hz is envisioned to fulfill user operation. To
achieve its goals the infrastructure will therefore require a laser driver
ranging from 1 kW to 10 kW average laser power and petawatt peak
power. As shown in Fig. 1, such specifications are beyond current
demonstrated performances but, as discussed here, they may be reached
with incremental developments of current technology, although full
accomplishment may require step changes based on novel technologies.
Several technologies are developing which aim at high repetition
rate, higher average power levels and energy-efficient configurations.
Fiber laser technology is currently offering the best wall-plug efficiency
for a laser, now exceeding 50% in CW mode, and solutions based on
the coherent combination of a very large number of fiber amplifiers is
being developed [8,9]. Such a technology is particularly suited and costcompetitive for applications requiring low energy per pulse and higher
repetition rate, as technology is really optimized for repetition rate of
10 kHz and above.
Direct Chirped Pulse Amplification (DCPA) using lasing media that
can be pumped directly with diodes may offer higher efficiency and
higher rep-rate. DCPA concepts currently under development, including
Yb:YAG and Yb:CaF provide effective solution for 100 fs or longer
pulses, while for shorter pulses like those envisioned for EuPRAXIA, new
amplifying media are needed capable of a larger bandwidth. Recently,
big aperture Tm:YLF (BAT) concept has been proposed [10] that offers
significant lifetime advantage over Yb doped materials for multi-pulse
extraction and becomes very efficient for kHz repetition rates and above.
Moreover, the BAT architecture may allow amplification of shorter
pulse duration than Yb based systems and would be more efficient for
wakefield excitation due to the longer plasma wavelength of ˘ 1.9 m .
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Table 1
Main requirements of the laser drivers for the injector at 150 MeV (top), the
injector at 1 GeV (middle) and the accelerator at 5 GeV (bottom), and for the
mandatory (P0) and best effort (P1) performance levels.
Laser 1 - Injector 150 MeV
Parameter
Wavelength (nm)
Maximum energy on target (J)
Maximum output energy (J)
Energy tuning resolution (% of targeted value)
Total output energy (including diagnostic beams)
Pulse length (FWHM) (fs)
Repetition rate (Hz)
Requirement on energy stability (RMS) %

1

Etarget
Eout
E
Etot
⌧1
f1
<E>

P0

P1

800
5
8.8
7
7
30
20
1

800
7
12.5
5
10
20
100
0.6

Laser 2 - Injector 1 GeV

Fig. 1. The main EuPRAXIA laser specifications for the minimum mandatory
configuration (green dot) and the best effort specifications (red dot). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Parameter
Wavelength (nm)
Maximum energy on target (J)
Maximum output energy (J)
Energy tuning resolution (% of targeted value)
Shortest pulse length (FWHM) (fs)
Repetition rate (Hz)
Requirement on energy stability (RMS) %

The EuPRAXIA laser design focuses on a relatively short time-scale
for construction of the infrastructure. In view of this, the laser design
relies primarily on the most established laser technologies currently
available, namely those that are likely to be scaled to the required
specifications starting from existing prototypes. Titanium Sapphire technology pumped by 0.5 m, diode-pumped solid state (DPSSL) lasers,
provides a relatively safe ground, with major industrial endeavor in
place, on which the required developments can also build. As discussed
here, technologies addressing some of the most critical aspects related
to the high average power operation, primarily pump sources, but also
cooling strategies for the amplifying media and for the compressor
diffraction gratings, are reaching a readiness level that can make it
reasonably possible their deployment in the required time scale.

Label
2

Etarget
Eout
E
⌧2
f2
<E>

P0

P1

800
15
18.8
7
30
20
1

800
30
37.5
5
20
100
0.6

Laser 3 - Driver 5 GeV
Parameter
Wavelength (nm)
Maximum energy on target (J)
Maximum output energy (J)
Energy tuning resolution (% of targeted value)
Shortest pulse length (FWHM) (fs)
Repetition rate (Hz)
Requirement on energy stability (RMS) %

Label
3

Etarget
Eout
E
⌧3
f3
<E>

P0

P1

800
50
62.5
7
60
20
1

800
100
125
5
50
100
0.6

2.2. Power amplification
The amplification stages of the different beamlines will rely on
Chirped Pulse Amplification in Ti:Sapphire, pumped by frequency doubled solid state Nd or Yb based lasers with emission in the range 515–
532 nm. This technology is already well established for the amplification
of ultrashort pulses down to a duration of <20 fs, and with energies >100
J. The most challenging point in the design of the required system is
mainly related to the high pulse repetition rate, resulting in high average
pump power requirements and thus setting a severe thermal load on the
amplification stages. Indeed, petawatt lasers systems typically run in
single shot mode or up to 1 Hz, whereas the EuPRAXIA uses a pulse
repetition rate from 20 to 100 Hz.
A preliminary design of the amplification stages was carried out
considering the cooling requirements as one of the main and most
demanding design drivers. Combination of conductive cooling through
the crystal mounts and convective cooling in air of the amplifying crystal, the most commonly used cooling techniques in low repetition rate
systems, may result insufficient for high repetition rate operation at the
required energy levels. In order to minimize pump power requirements
and thermal dissipation needs, a detailed analysis was carried out of
all the factors affecting the conversion from pump energy to energy on
target, including extraction efficiency, transport and compression.
Another driver in the design study was the modularity of the
laser system. As pointed out before, some different plasma injection
and amplification configurations are currently under consideration,
resulting in a set of laser amplification chain systems with different
requirements. These laser systems can be considered as consisting of a
limited set of base modules that can be used alone, or built in multi-stage
amplification chains, with minor adaptations. In view of an industrial
development, this approach will help to reduce costs and development
time.
A schematic layout of power amplification sections for each laser
system is given in Fig. 3. Here the modules AMP1 and AMP2 have the

2. Preliminary laser design
The baseline architecture of the EuPRAXIA laser relies on Ti:Sa
technology and includes the most advanced components implemented
so far in industrial systems plus leading edge technologies to conceive
operation of the demanding detailed specification. Simultaneous operation of the three main laser systems and auxiliary laser beams for
diagnostics and photocathode laser are considered, with a common
oscillator. As shown in Fig. 2, each laser chain includes a front-end,
amplification sections, a propagation area and a compressor, with final
transport to the target.
As for the front-end, in order for the spectral amplitude/phase to be
adjusted independently, three separated systems are envisaged, sharing
the same oscillator and a common architecture. Each of these frontend will deliver stretched pulses with 1 J energy to the subsequent
amplification stages.
2.1. Front-end
The architecture adopted here is similar to several state of the art
front-end systems available also as a commercial solution [e.g. Amplitude Technologies, 100 Hz]. After a common oscillator, shared among
the three systems, a first CPA stage is devoted to the amplification of
the pulse at the 1mJ level, which is required to efficiently pump an
XPW stage immediately downstream. The resulting pulse, with typical
energy of the order of 10–100 J is then seeded into the main CPA
chain. The energy is then increased up to the >1 J level, needed by the
subsequent amplification stages, by means of a regenerative amplifier
and two multipass amplifiers, all running at 20 Hz (P0 level) or 100 Hz
(P1 level).
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Fig. 2. General layout of the EuPRAXIA laser, including the main blocks, from the common master oscillator, to the front-end, the power amplifiers, the propagation
and the compressor. The main specifications of the system before and after the compression stage are also specified. The main pumping units are also included with
the respective specifications at 0.5 m wavelength.

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of a 3-pass amplification stage, in transmission
geometry. The two pump beams are counter-propagating in the crystal, and after
the first pass each one is back-reflected in the crystal for a second pass. The gain
medium is considered to be split in two identical crystals.

Fig. 3. Layout of the power amplification sections of the three laser lines.

same structure and they operate on the same input/output and pump
energies, although they operate on pulses with different bandwidth, due
to the different compressed pulse duration. The module AMP3 is the
final energy booster specific for the 5 GeV accelerator.
Water cooling at room temperature of thin disk shaped crystals may
be a suitable solution. This approach has been recently proposed [11]
to achieve high repetition rate operation in multi-PW Ti:Sapphire laser
systems, and it is currently under development in the frame of the
ELI-ALPS related activities. Another possible approach is the cooling
of the crystals (shaped as thin slabs) with a high speed gas flow at
cryogenic temperatures, as used for instance in the DIPOLE system (see
for instance [12,13]). This technology is currently demonstrated up to
10 Hz and an average pump power of 4.65 kW. With respect to water
cooling this approach is more complex, and its cooling capability are
limited by the smaller heat capacity of the flowing gas with respect to
water.
Finally, the scalability of the technical solutions has also been
considered as a guideline in the preliminary design study. The EuPRAXIA specifications for the various laser systems currently foresees
two performance levels. The first one (P0) is considered as a (relatively)
conservative performance, achievable with reasonable incremental developments of currently available laser technologies; the second one
(P1) is more challenging, and it will require a more considerable
technological effort.
Based on these considerations power amplifiers were designed with
attention to the individual modules and the respective dimensioning,
in terms of pump energy, size and doping of the crystals, beam cross

sections. Output energies, output pulse width, output beam profile,
sensitivity to parameters, requirements on input pulse/beam were calculated using numerical simulations. Finally, cooling requirements and
water cooling architectures have been investigated and a preliminary
assessment of the thermal behavior of the different modules was made
including thermal aberrations.
2.3. Module dimensioning
The three laser modules described above were dimensioned by
means of numerical simulations using the code MIRO developed by
CEA [14], using the built-in amplification model for Ti:Sapphire. The
simulations were validated by comparison with real laser systems
[15–17]. These case studies were considered relevant because the
operating parameters of these systems are similar in terms of pump
fluence, single pass gain and output energies. As a baseline design, all
the amplifying modules feature a multi-pass amplification architecture,
between 4 to 6 passes, depending on the stage, and a two-side injection
of the pump beams. A conceptual scheme is shown in Fig. 4, for a 4 pass
layout.
As it will be described in details below, for thermal management
reasons, the amplifying crystal will not be monolithic, but it will be
divided in few identical sub-crystals (typically 2), face cooled by a liquid
flow, to increase the available cooling surface. This fractioning of the
crystal has no impact on the overall energy amplification performances.
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Table 2
Main output parameters of the AMP3 module for the P0 and P1 level of performances as obtained from numerical simulations.

In all the simulations, the seed pulse was assumed to have a
Gaussian spectral shape, with a bandwidth corresponding to the desired
pulse duration FWHM (assumed at the Fourier limit) with a stretched
duration of 500 ps FWHM and a Gaussian temporal shape, regardless its
bandwidth and compressed pulse duration, as a result of the stretching
before the amplification. The pump beam and the injected beam were
assumed to have a super-Gaussian power distribution profile with index
8; pump and seed beam diameters were chosen so that the seed beam is
slightly narrower than the pump beam, in order to have a more uniform
gain profile. Each pump beam is assumed to pass twice in the amplifying
crystal.
The amplifying crystals were considered cylindrical, with a clear
aperture larger than the pump beam of about 10 mm and a standard
orientation, that is with the c axis perpendicular to the propagation
direction and parallel to the polarization of the amplified beam. Doping
level of the crystals has been chosen to have a high absorption (>90%) of
the pump pulses, on a double pass configuration. The absorption data
with respect to doping level were derived from commercial materials
datasheets (see for instance [18] [GT 2013]). Pumping wavelength was
assumed 532 nm. In case of different pumping wavelength (e.g. 514
nm or 527 nm) the pumping energy levels must be scaled with the ratio
(532 nm)/ Pump , to ensure the same pump photon flux. The doping level
of the crystals must be revised accordingly. Passive losses (e.g. at the
optical interfaces, on the mirrors or due to volume scattering) were not
considered in this phase.
The transverse gain GT was estimated on the basis of the pump fluence, crystal size and doping using analytical formulas (see for instance
[16,19]). It is assumed that the crystal lateral faces will be surrounded
by an absorbing, index matching liquid, or by an absorbing coating to
prevent the onset of parasitic lasing (PL) effects. Considering that the
residual diffuse reflection coefficient achievable at the crystal surfaces
by these means is of the order of 10*3 [17] an estimated threshold
level for the suppression of the PL effects is GT ~ 103 . Moreover, to
reduce the transverse gain the amplifying crystals were pumped from
both sides. To mitigate parasitic lasing, Extraction During Pumping
(EDP) was implemented. Typically, a two-step pumping was adopted,
with different pump energy repartition between the two pumping steps.
The transverse gain was calculated for each passage, on the basis of
the residual stored energy and the injected energy, by means of the
Frantz–Nodvick formulas [20]. The sensitivity of the output energy to
the pump and seed pulse energy was determined by calculating the
variation output energy obtained with small variations in the pump
and seed energy; the relevant slopes were then calculated by linear
interpolation. These slopes will be denoted as Sseed and Spump below.
As an example we focus here on the output of the amplifier module
AMP3 which is the most demanding in terms of size and specifications.
The AMP3 module is based on a 6 pass amplification scheme, with repumping before the 3rd pass as EDP scheme. It is assumed that this
stage is injected by the whole output energy available from AMP2. A
summary of the output parameters is given in Table 2. As it can be seen,
the calculated output energy (62.4 J) matches the requirements.
A set of output plots is shown in Fig. 5 including the pulse energy
as a function of the number of passes, the input and output spectra and
beam fluence profiles, for the P0 performance (top) and P1 performance
(bottom). In the case of P0 performance level, due to the relatively
long output pulse duration requirements (compressed output pulse
duration 60 fs FWHM) the input pulse bandwidth is 18.7 nm FWHM,
corresponding to a compressed pulse duration (to the Fourier Transform
limit) of 50 fs. This leaves 10 fs of margin for incomplete recompression.
The red shift of the amplified pulse peak was found 1 nm with respect
to the input pulse, so that the input pulse spectrum must be peaked at
799 nm to have an output spectrum peaked at 800 nm. The spectral
bandwidth at the output is 18.8 nm, with a negligible broadening with
respect to the input pulse as shown in Fig. 5. Regarding the output beam
shape, the FWHM of the output beam remains substantially unchanged
with respect to the input beam as it can be seen in the top-right plot of
Fig. 5.

P0

P1

Crystal clear aperture … (cm)
Doping level (%Wt.)
Pump energy (J)
Pump fluence at crystal surfaces (J/cm2 )
Seed pulse energy (J)
Output energy (J)
Output beam diameter (FWHM) (cm)
EDP scheme (1st pass, 3rd pass)
Spump ( Eout _ Epump )
B integral
Crystal thickness (cm, overall)
Absorption coefficient (cm*1 )
Pump beam diameter (FWHM) (cm)
Absorbed pump energy
Seed beam diameter (FWHM) (cm)
Extraction efficiency
Output beam peak fluence (J/cm2 )
Max GT (before 1st pass)
Sseed ( Eout _ Eseed )

16
0.03
105
0.51
18.8
62.4
12.8
65%, 35%
0.53
0.17
3.2
0.47
14.0
96%
12.8
41.5%
0.49
Ì18
1.64

16
0.03
197
0.95
37.5
126.0
13.0
65%, 35%
0.54
0.22
3.2
0.47
14.0
96%
12.8
44.9%
1.08
Ì20
1.4

For the P1 performance, the upscaling of the output performances is
achieved by increasing the pump pulse energy, but leaving unchanged
the geometrical parameters. The number of passes is reduced to 4 due
to the higher energy of injection. The main parameters are resumed in
the right column of Table 2. As it can be seen, the calculated output
energy (126 J) matches the required level as given in Table 1. The pulse
energy as a function of the number of passes is shown in the bottomleft plot of Fig. 5. Due to the higher pump fluence and energy, the
transverse gain is higher as well as the B integral, but both values are
well within safety limits. The pulse bandwidth is larger than in the case
of the P0 specification, because the required compressed pulse duration
is smaller (50 fs FWHM). In this case a input pulse bandwidth of 23.3
nm FWHM, corresponds to a compressed pulse duration (to the Fourier
Transform limit) of 40 fs. This leaves 10 fs of margin for incomplete
recompression. The red shift of the amplified pulse peak was found 3
nm with respect to the input pulse, so that the input pulse spectrum
must be peaked at 797 nm to have an output spectrum peaked at 800
nm. The spectral bandwidth remains substantially unchanged as shown
in the bottom-center plot of Fig. 5. Regarding the output beam shape,
the FWHM diameter of the output beam increases to 12.4 cm, due to the
amplification of the beam wings, as it can be seen in the bottom-right
plot of Fig. 5.
3. Pump lasers
As outlined above, pump laser requirements are a critical aspect
of our design. Our approach was to minimize pump laser needs while
optimizing extraction efficiency and relying on efficient transport and
compressor throughput and optimized second harmonic conversion
efficiency of pump lasers. The compressor throughput was assumed to
be 80%, achievable with a single grating reflectivity better that 95%.
Such a value is not far from current commercial grating technology
providing gold coated gratings with demonstrated reflectivity between
90% and 94% at 800 nm. We also assume a conversion efficiency
from 1 m pump energy to 0.5 m of 70%, a conservative value if
compared to the 80% conversion efficiency demonstrated recently [De
Vido, 2016]. Based on these assumptions, we obtain average IR pump
power requirements ranging from 0.5 kW for the first amplifier module
AMP1 at 20 Hz, to approximately 30 kW for the last amplifier module
AMP3 at 100 Hz. The corresponding total pulse energies at 0.5 m range
from 20 J to 200 J, resulting in a IR pump pulse energy ranging from
27 J to 280 J. The survey of suitable pump lasers capable of delivering
these performances was based on an extensive evaluation of currently
available technologies. Moreover, a similar analysis was carried out in
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Fig. 5. Pulse energy as a function of the number of passes for the AMP3 module (top); Input and output spectrum for the AMP3 module (middle); Input and output
beam fluence profile for the AMP3 module at P0 performance level (bottom). The two profiles have been scaled to have the same graphical appearance. Note that
the horizontal scale is in m and the vertical scale is in J/m2 (=104 J/cm2 ). The top set refers to the P0 performance level while the bottom set refers to the P1
performance level.

Cooling with gas flow at cryogenic temperatures is a technique
currently under advanced development for high average power, diode
pumped Yb:YAG lasers, using a multi-slab architecture. This technique
has been adopted for the realization of DiPOLE Yb:YAG amplifiers,
targeting the generation of 10 J and 100 J ns laser pulses at a repetition
rate of 10 Hz [12,13,21]. It has also be applied to the development of an
Yb:CaF2 high energy amplifier [22]. Cooling is obtained by a He gas flow
with temperature in the range 125–175 K, 5–10 bar of pressure and a
flow velocity around 25 m/s. For several reasons, water cooling of thin
disks is considered as the candidate technology for the cooling of the
amplification stages. In fact, water cooling at near room temperature is
easier to implement than gas cooling at cryogenic temperature and the
cooling capability achievable with the water flow is higher than with
the gas flow, due to the much higher heat capacity of the cooling fluid.
Indeed, heat removal rates per unit surface, expressed by the average
Heat Transfer Coefficient, HTC) are about 1 order of magnitude higher
for water cooling than for gas cooling; this is particularly relevant in
view of the scaling up of the system toward high average power levels.
In order to achieve a sufficient heat removal rate, gas cooling requires
a large heat exchange surface. This implies that the gain medium is
usually split in several slabs, increasing the occurrence of parasitic
reflections at interfaces, which can be detrimental for the pulse contrast.
Conversely, for a given overall gain length water cooling allows using
a smaller number of thicker slabs thus reducing the risk of parasitic
reflections. A potential drawback of the water cooling technique is that
the turbulences and temperature gradients in the water flow can induce
aberrations in the laser beams. This can be critical in particular in the
schemes where the amplified beam crosses the cooling flow.
Nonetheless, a similar approach has already been experimented in
some high power laser sources. For instance Fu et al. [23] have recently

the framework of the k-BELLA project (W.Leemans, EAAC 2017). These
investigations consistently suggest that diode pumped Yb based systems
are emerging as candidates to sustain the envisaged average power. At
the same time, Nd based systems also proved to be capable of rep-rated
operation at average power levels relevant for our aims. At this stage
we can identify three different technologies for the three EuPRAXIA
lasers, all based on diode pumping or adaptable to diode pumping and
all having been demonstrated at a sufficient average power level to give
confidence on their technical feasibility.
4. Thermal management
The levels of thermal load considered here range for 200 W for
the smaller energy amplifier module to 10 kW for the maximum laser
energy (AMP3) at the highest performance level (P1). We envisage
two cooling techniques for the Ti:Sapphire crystal, namely cooling with
water flow and cooling with He flow at cryogenic temperatures. Water
cooling of thin Ti:Sapphire crystal disks has been recently tested on a
small scale system [Cvykow 2016] and scaling up to kW levels have
been studied by Nagymihaly et al. [Nagymihaly 2017]. Thin disk (TD)
technology may offer the possibility for Ti:Sa crystals to be used in high
average output power systems because the longitudinal direction of heat
extraction greatly reduces thermal lensing; scalability can be obtained
by segmenting the required crystal length in thinner slices, each one
individually cooled. The general scheme of this approach is shown in
Figs. 6–8. The surface of the disks is cooled by a high speed flow (several
m/s) of water at room temperature. The water flow is confined between
the crystal surface and an optical window. The crystal can be cooled
from both sides: in this case the use of counterpropagating water flows
ensures a more uniform temperature profile across the disk aperture.
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the crystal thickness due to thermal expansion and thermally induced
stresses. Thermally induced birefringence [26] was not considered and
the dependence of the thermal and mechanical parameters of the
Ti:Sapphire from the temperature was neglected, as well as the slight
anisotropy of some parameters in the orientation with respect to the
crystalline axes.
For the thermal modeling of the AMP3 module, the crystal was
assumed to have an overall diameter of 18 cm, with a cooled surface
diameter of 16 cm. The absorption coefficient for the pump radiation
was assumed to be 0.47 cm*1 .
The plots of Fig. 7 shows the average temperature distribution for the
P1 levels of performance for the single slab and for the thin slab with half
of the thickness. In the single crystal configuration, a peak temperature
of about 100 ˝ C was found, which is probably too high, with a surface
temperature around 40 ˝ C. On the other hand, the split (thin) crystal
configuration features a much lower peak temperature of only 40.8 ˝ C
that has a positive impact in terms of overall thermal aberrations. The
analysis of the thermal aberrations shows that the maximum OPD for the
thin crystal is 7 m, a factor of 3 smaller than in the case of the thick
crystal. Similarly, the dioptric power of the equivalent spherical thermal
for the thin crystal is 2.7E*3, i.e. approximately 30% of the thick crystal
case. In general it appears that water cooling at high flow speed is a
promising approach for the thermal management of the amplification
stages, provided a cooling scheme based on the splitting of the crystal
in twin gain elements is adopted to mitigate thermal aberrations.

Fig. 6. Schematics of the twin thin disk crystal assembly. Each crystal is
individually cooled by two counterpropagating water flows, confined by an
optical window. The outer ring of the crystal features an absorbing region or
edge coating for ASE and parasitic lasing suppression. Pump beams are also
represented.

proposed a 3 kW CW liquid cooled Nd:YAG laser. Multiple Nd:YAG slabs
are face cooled by a flow of deuterated water (D2 O) which is crossed
by the laser beam. Here D2 O is used instead of H2 O because of the
absorption at 1064 nm of H2 O, but it should not be needed at 800 nm.
A similar cooling scheme was adopted by Wang et al. [24] for a 7 kW
Nd:YAG laser system. Also in this case the gain medium is split in several
slabs, face cooled by a high speed D2 O flow crossed by the laser beam.
It must be noticed that both devices are oscillators and not multi-pass
amplifiers. This is an even more critical arrangement because the effect
of the aberrations induced by the flow turbulences are accumulated over
the high number of intra-cavity passes. Finally, a similar approach was
demonstrated to be effective in the so-called Disk Amplifier Head (DAH)
used in the P-series by Amplitude Technology. A possible alternative,
that was also considered in the design, is the use of a reflection geometry
where the laser beam is reflected on the back side of the amplifying
crystal. In this case the crystal is fluid cooled on its back side only, so
that the laser beam does not cross the cooling fluid flow. This eliminates
the problem of the fluid turbulences affecting the propagation of the
laser beam, at the price of a reduction of the available cooling surface.
This geometry was experimented for instance by V. Cvhykov et al. [25]
for a Ti:Sapphire amplifier.
In the case of the transmission scheme with two crystals with halflength is depicted in Fig. 6 the heat removal capability of the system
is doubled with respect to a single crystal and a relatively low crystal
doping level can be used, easing parasitic lasing suppression.
For the preliminary evaluation of thermal effects, it was assumed
that about 50% of the absorbed pump energy is dissipated as heat in the
crystals (heat efficiency factor = 0.5). The thermomechanical behavior
of the crystals was modeled using a commercial software package,
i.e. LAS-CAD (ver. 3.6.1) developed by LAS-CAD GmbH (www.las-cad.
com). The software features several numerical tools for the modeling of
solid state laser systems. Among them, a Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
module was extensively used for the purposes of this preliminary design.
The FEA thermal modeling was used to calculate the spatial temperature
distribution in the gain material resulting from the heat input due to
the pump absorption and from the cooling at the surfaces. The stress
mechanical modeling was then used to calculate the stress distribution
and the deformation distribution in the crystal, induced by the thermal
expansion.
The thermal aberrations were calculated by computing the Optical
Path Difference (OPD) distribution across the crystal aperture. Total
OPD is made of two main contributions, namely the variation in the
optical path length due to the variation of the refractive index with
temperature integrated along the crystal length L and the variation in

5. Candidate pumping units
Several systems are emerging in the current scenario of diodepumped solid state lasers for high average power. Among these, three
configurations have demonstrated performances relevant to our specifications. Based on an end-pumped stack of ceramic Yb:YAG slabs,
the DiPOLE system is a diode-pumped, solid state laser amplifier architecture cooled by a flow of low-temperature, high-pressure helium
gas [Ertel, 2011]. This technology was recently demonstrated at the
1 kW level, showing 100 J output energy at 10 Hz, 1030 nm with
>60 J expected conversion @ 515 nm [21]. This architecture and gain
material exhibit reduced reabsorption loss and increased absorption and
emission cross-sections in Yb:YAG, with a low quantum defect due to the
very close pump and emission wavelengths being 940 nm and 1030 nm,
respectively. These advantages enable efficient energy extraction and
potential scalability to high average power. ceramic Yb:YAG, ceramic
Nd:YAG and glass Nd.YAG. Several laser systems based on this amplifier
technology have already been constructed and successfully operated.
These lasers produce pulses of ns duration, 1030 nm wavelength, multi-J
energy and a repetition rate of 10 Hz. Frequency doubling to 515 nm, required for pumping of Ti:sapphire amplifiers, has also been successfully
demonstrated. Performance demonstrated so far includes generation of
105 J, 10 ns, 1030 nm pulses at 10 Hz and frequency doubling of 7 J
pulses at 10 Hz with 82% conversion efficiency. Recent progress [27]
also shows the possibility of increasing the output energy of an existing
system to 150 J at 1030 nm and demonstrating frequency doubling at
the 100 J level, with an expected output >100 J at 515 nm. Based
on these considerations, DiPOLE-like architecture could provide the
necessary building blocks for pump lasers up to Laser 2 at P0 with some
moderate energy scaling and staggering of two 10 Hz units to match the
required 20 Hz repetition rate. Delivering pump pulses at 100 Hz at the
>100 J energy level using the current DiPOLE amplifier design is likely
to need new approaches, such as liquid cooling and room temperature
operation. These new approaches, whilst requiring substantial up-front
investment, have the potential to significantly reduce the number of
lasers, and therefore the cost, required for a given amount of average
power.
Using Ceramic Nd:YAG, the P60 is a commercial system produced
by Amplitude Technologies as a part of the P-series systems, using an
improved ‘‘active mirror’’ configuration, the so-called Disk Amplifier
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Fig. 7. Temperature distribution (in ˝ C) at the performance level P1, for a single crystal amplifier (left) with thickness 3.2 cm and for one of the two crystals with
thickness 1.6 cm (right). Diameter of the crystal is 18 cm in both cases.

Heads (DAH). Currently delivered with flash lamp pumping, conversion
to diode pumping has been developed by Amplitude and a preliminary
design has been produced. The general architecture of the P60 includes
a seeder, followed by 6 identical Nd:YAG DAH amplifiers. The main
features of the system are (1) enhanced and simple thermal management
without cryogenic cooling with longitudinal liquid cooling in gain/heat
load distributed disks; (2) compatibility with diode pumping, (3) compact footprint 1.5 ù 4.8 m and beam specifications suitable for Ti:Sa
pumping. The demonstrated performances include >70 J at 1064 nm
with a 0.41% RMS shot-to-shot stability and 75% SHG efficiency with
5–6 ns Gaussian temporal pulse @ 2.8 J/cm2 incident fluence with a
65 mm diameter and 18 mm thick LBO type I crystal. These values
indicate that an array of a limited number of P60-like systems could
deliver the required pump energy for Laser 1 and Laser 2. Laser 3 will
require additional development to reach the >100 J level after SHG so
that an array of up to 4–5 units would provide sufficient pump energy.
The DPSSL version of the P60 is envisaged to operate at an ultimate rep.
rate of 100 Hz. However, current heat load performances would already
enable 3.5 kW average power with 75 J per pulse (IR) at 50 Hz with no
risk. In fact, the thermal load extraction capability demonstrated in disk
amplifiers with flashlamps pumping is similar to the heat load at 50 Hz
with diode pumping. Moreover, diodes with required brilliance and
Power supplies are existing and qualified. One important issue concerns
the lifetime of diodes for high rep rate. Assuming a diode lifetime 2
billions shots at 2% duty cycle, diodes should be replaced every 700
days at 8/24H operation at 100 Hz rep-rate and every 1400 days at
8/24H operation at 50 Hz rep-rate.
Based on a diode pumped, He cooled Nd:glass with cooled ASE
edge cladding, the HAPLS system developed by the LLNL for the ELI
Beamlines can operate at >100 J output energy demonstrated @ 3.3 Hz,
1053 nm, with 0.7% RMS stability and 80 J SHG energy @ 526.5 nm.
Ramping up to 10 Hz, 200 J (IR) design limit is currently in progress.
In the HAPLS system, the diode pumped system is used to pump a Ti:Sa
system to deliver 30 J in 30 fs at 10 Hz. This technology is derived from
Inertial Fusion Energy Laser architectures and can be aperture scaled to
single aperture, kilojoule, >100 kW output. Based on the data obtained
from the design, construction, and operation of this laser system, is
envisaged that increasing the repetition rate by 10 times to 100 Hz is
possible.
Summarizing the current and expected performances of kW-scale
DPSSL pumping systems currently available, we can conclude that the
three selected systems are in a highly advanced development stage. All
of them have demonstrated performances required to fulfill part, if not
all of the pumping needs of the main EuPRAXIA lasers P0 Specifications.
Some of these technologies are being considered independently for
scaled operation at higher rep rate and higher energy per pulse, making
them good candidate for pump lasers to reach the P1 specifications.
However, a significant targeted development will be needed to address
scaling of candidate systems at the desired 100 Hz repetition rate.

6. Output energy stability
Energy fluctuations of both the input pulse and of the pump energy determine the occurrence of fluctuations in the output energy.
Moreover, when the individual stages are assembled in an amplification
chain, the fluctuations in the earlier stages influences the output energy.
This effect tightens the requirements on the stability of the front-end and
on the stability of the pump sources. The evaluation of the fluctuation
of the output energy, determined by the fluctuations in the pump and
seed energy, was carried out on the basis of the results of the simulations
described above.
It was assumed that each different stage is pumped by one or more
identical pump laser, with an energy output of about 60 J at 515–
532 nm. This reflects the expected performances of possible pump lasers.
Given an absolute energy fluctuation level for each individual pump
source, assumed identical for all the modules in the pump laser array,
and assuming again that the fluctuations of the individual sources are
statistically uncorrelated, we find the overall absolute pump energy
fluctuation as shown in Fig. 8 for the case of Laser 3. In general,
the results of the analysis shown above indicate that (i) the frontend energy fluctuations have a relatively small impact on the overall
system stability, which is mainly influenced by the fluctuations of the
pump sources; (ii) as far as the P0 performance level is concerned, the
requirement of the overall output stability <1% allows a fluctuation of
the individual pump source up to about 0.8% (up to 1.1% in the case
of Laser 3); (iii)concerning the P1 performance level, a stability of the
individual pump module of 0.6% RMS should be sufficient to attain an
overall stability level in the output energy of <0.7%.
7. Beam transport control
Another very challenging task in the EuPRAXIA laser design is the
transport to the interaction chamber after amplification and here we
briefly discuss the main issues currently under scrutiny. The use of
the most effective technologies is foreseen, as shown in the conceptual
diagram of Fig. 9, including adaptive optics, spatial filters, cooled
grating technology for the compressor and compact focusing optics.
The main challenges are certainly the thermal and spectral issues
in the compressor, and the pointing stability at the interaction plane.
As for the compression, EuPRAXIA needs a compressor able to handle
around 10 W/cm2 in a Ì10*6 mbar vacuum. Regardless of the grating
technology, cooling of the gratings will most likely be necessary. Moreover, depending on the laser beamline, wide bandwidth acceptance will
be needed. In the current state of the art, studies about thermal issues on
the gratings are only in their primordial stage. At LLNL [Alessi, 2016]
measurements were carried out of surface deformations of gold gratings
at hundreds of Watts average power. As a baseline, in EuPRAXIA we
foresee the use of gold gratings, where a cooling strategy in vacuum
is being studied in deep detail. Nevertheless, new grating technologies
are emerging, like hybrid gratings with metal and multilayer dielectric
coatings or new configurations for pure multilayer dielectric gratings,
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Fig. 8. Relative variation of the output energy (relative RMS) for the Laser3, as a function of the relative fluctuations of the output energy of the individual pump
unit. The different curves in the graphs correspond to different relative energy fluctuation levels (RMS) of the seed pulse generated by the front-end. Left graph
correspond to the P0 performance level, right graph corresponds to the P1 performance level.

giving the opportunity to the EU laser industry to gain momentum and
setting the basis for another step-change in high power laser based
sciences and applications.
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to increase the compressor global spectral acceptance and work at
800 nm central wavelength. Research in this direction is very active,
so technology of these novel solutions will likely reach readiness for
EuPRAXIA construction time scale.
Regarding pointing stability, in general, the requirements depend on
the specific application involving superposition of two laser focal spots
or a laser focal spot and an electron beam in the focal region, as in
external injection or Thomson scattering [28,29], or the matching of
one or more laser focal spots with plasma targets [30]. From the point
of view of intensity in a given position in the focal spot, specifications
aim at less than 10% for Laser 1 and 2 and below 5% for Laser 3,
which call for high stability for the performance of the amplification
chain as discussed above. From the mechanical point of view, Laser 3 is
the most demanding requiring 1 rad (or less) pointing stability. These
specifications will require a major design effort, still under investigation.
In general, pointing stability will be affected by the whole system and
several strategies can be considered. Active stabilization of PW-scale
lasers using closed loops between stability detection on the interaction
point and crucial transport optics are being tested recently [31]. At the
same time, passive stabilization acting on building specification and
adopting self-stabilizing optics mounts, are also being considered.
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ABSTRACT
Recently a new injection scheme for Laser Wake Field Acceleration, employing a single 100-TW-class laser system, has been proposed. In the Resonant Multi-Pulse
Ionization injection (ReMPI) a resonant train of pulses drives a large amplitude plasma wave that traps electrons extracted from the plasma by further ionization
of a high-Z dopant (Argon in the present paper). While the pulses of the driver train have intensity below the threshold for the dopant’s ionization, the properly
delayed and frequency doubled (or more) ionization pulse possesses an electric field large enough to extract electrons, though its normalized amplitude is well below
unity. In this paper we will report on numerical simulations results aimed at the generation of GeV-scale bunches with normalized emittance and rms energy below
80 nm ù rad and 0.5%, respectively. Analytical consideration of the FEL performance for a 1.3 GeV bunch will be also reported.

1. Introduction
The Resonant Multi-Pulse Ionization injection (ReMPI) scheme is
derived from the so-called ‘‘two-color ionization injection’’. In the twocolor ionization injection [1,2] two laser systems are needed. The main
pulse that drives the plasma wave has a long wavelength, five or ten
micrometers,
and a large normalized amplitude a0 = eA_mc 2 = 8.5
˘
10*10 I 2 > 1, being I and pulse intensity in W_cm2 and wavelength
in m. The second pulse (the ‘‘ionization pulse’’) is a frequency doubled
Ti:Sa pulse with wavelength 400 nm. While the main pulse cannot further
ionize the electrons in the external shells of the large Z dopant due
to its large wavelength, the electric field of the ionization pulse is
large enough to generate newborn electrons that will be trapped in the
bucket. This opens the possibility of using gas species with relatively
low ionization potentials, thus enabling separation of wake excitation
from particle extraction and trapping. Two color ionization injection
is therefore a flexible and efficient scheme for high-quality electron
bunch production. The main drawbacks of the two color ionization
injection are the current lack of availability of short (T < 100 fs) 100
TW-class laser systems operating at large (˘ 10 m ) wavelength and
lasers synchronization jitter issues. These limitation make the two-color
*

scheme currently unpractical for application to LWFA-based devices
requiring high quality beams.
The Resonant Multi-Pulse Ionization injection [3] has the possibility
to be operating with present-day single Ti:Sa laser systems. Simulations
show that such a scheme is capable of generating ultra-low emittance
GeV-scale bunches with easily tunable length and final energy.
2. The Resonant Multi-Pulse ionization injection
In the Resonant Multi-Pulse ionization injection scheme (see Fig. 1)
only one short-wavelength laser system (e.g a Ti:Sa) is needed. The
long wavelength driving pulse of the two-color scheme is replaced by a
short wavelength, resonant multi-pulse laser driver. Such a driver can
be obtained via temporal shaping techniques from the single, linearly
polarized, standard CPA laser pulse, while the minor fraction of the Ti:Sa
CPA pulse is frequency doubled and used as an ionizing pulse.
Due to the resonant enhancement of the ponderomotive force, a
properly tuned train of pulses is capable of driving amplitude waves
larger than a single pulse with the same energy [4,5]. Noticeably, since
the peak intensity of the driver is reduced by a factor equal to the
number of train pulses, it is also possible to match the conditions of both
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Fig. 1. Multi-Pulse ionization injection scheme. A small fraction of a single Ti:Sa laser pulse is frequency doubled and, after focusing with a low F/# paraboloid,
will constitute the ionizing pulse. The main portion of the pulse is temporally shaped as a train of resonant pulses that will drive a large amplitude plasma wave.
Inset: the ionizing pulse focusing is achieved by using a mirror with a hole for the driving pulse passage.

particle trapping and unsaturated ionization (i.e. with low ionization
percentage) of the active atoms level. Recently [6] new experimental
results on the generation of such a time shaped pulses demonstrate that
a multi pulse scheme is obtainable with present day technology and
that plasma waves can be excited with this scheme [7]. Using Argon
(Ar 8+ ô Ar 9+ with ionization potential UI = 422.5 eV) as a dopant gives
us the possibility to obtain bunches with tens of nm ù rad of normalized
emittance. Multi-pulse ionization injection with Argon requires trains
with more than four pulses since ionization level is saturated with
amplitude above a0 = 0.8 at = 0.8 m (see Fig. 3 in [3]).
3. 1.3 GeV beam simulation
Fig. 2. Line-out of the longitudinal electric field (blue line, a.u.) and pulse
amplitude of the driver train at the early stage of bunch trapping. Green dots
show the longitudinal phase space of the bunch after 100 m of propagation.
The horizontal dotted line shows the energy at the trapping point ( g is the
Lorentz factor of the pulse train) and the red dots represent the longitudinal
phase-space of the bunch at the trapping point (i.e. Í Î = g ). (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

We report on a long acceleration length (of about 4 cm) simulation
performed in a 2D cylindrical geometry with QFluid [8] (see also the
Appendix in [3]). The Ti:Sa laser system generates pulses that will
pass through a beam splitter. The major portion of each pulse is time
shaped as a train of resonant eight sub-pulses having FWHM duration
of T = 30 fs each, with peak power of 200/8 TW. The driving train is
subsequently focused down to a spot of w0 = 45 m waist onto a capillary
filled with Argon, obtaining a sequence of pulses with peak intensity and
normalized amplitude of I = 7.9ù10 17 W_cm2 and a0 = 0.6, respectively.
The frequency doubled pulse from the minor portion of the Ti:Sa pulse
delivers 13 mJ and is focused with a minimum waist of w0,ion = 3.6 m .
On-axis plasma background density is set to naxis = 5 ù10 17 cm*3
and is obtained by assuming full ionization of Argon up to level eight
(ionization potentials of Ar n+ are below 144 eV for n f 8 so Argon
ionization up to Ar 8+ is achieved within the first cycles of the pulse).
To obtain a so long acceleration length pulse guiding technique is
necessary since low-density plasmas do not allow for pulse self-guiding
at those pulse powers. The driver pulses are focused close to the entrance
of the capillary (or gas-cell) and enter into the guide with a matched
radius wm = w0 and radial density profile
L
0
12 M
1.1 1020
r
.
(1)
ne (r) = naxis 1 + ⌘
naxis w2 w0

directions of 150 nm. Due to the tight focusing of the ionization pulse that
diffracts in a scale Zr,ion = ⇡ ùw20,ion _ ion Ù 100 m , the bunch population
growths and saturates (bunch charging phase) in about 150 m (see
Fig. 2, green dots representing the longitudinal phase-space of the bunch
in the charging phase) and the extracted bunch is trapped after ˘ 600 m
of propagation of the ionizing pulse (see red dots in Fig. 2) in a phase
of the bucket intermediate between the weak-trapping and the strongtrapping conditions (see Eqs. 2 and 3 in Ref. [3]).
The driver pulses evolution through the 3.7 cm of plasma shows
a twofold behavior. Though peak intensity is remarkably stable (see
the black line in Fig. 3), and no visible self-steepening occurs (we
are well below the threshold for the onset of self-steepening since
a0 ù (c ù T ) ù kp ˘ 0.8 and according to [10] the growth of self-steepening
occurs if a0 ù (c ù T ) ù kp > (32 ùlog(2)_( ⇡ *1) )1_2 ˘ 3.2) sub-pulses of
the rear part of the train propagate in the wake generated by all the
preceding pulses, thus being partially exposed to the defocusing effect
of the wake. As a final effect, a radial breathing of the rear pulses occurs
with possible off-axis maxima of the local intensity, as it is apparent in
Fig. 4 (bottom).
The final electron bunch of charge 4.3 pC has energy 1.3 GeV,
energy spread 0.49% rms and normalized emittance of 0.08 mm mrad
and 0.04 mm mrad in x (laser polarization) and y directions, respectively.

0

The ⌘ factor accounts for weakly nonlinear corrections and in the case
of short pulses (T ~ 2⇡_!p can be evaluated as [9]
1
(a ! T )2 1 + 4.6 10*21 ne w20 ,
16 0 p
which is very close to unity in our simulations.
Simulation has been performed onto a moving cylinder of radius
160 m , length 430 m and a resolution in both radial and longitudinal
⌘ˆ1*

2
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the total energy (red line) an peak intensity (black line). The
horizontal dotted line represents the intensity threshold for further ionization
of the 9th level of Argon.

Fig. 5. Transverse rms size (top) and normalized emittance (bottom) in x (pulse
polarization) and y directions.

timing jitter. This opens the possibility of fine tuning the ionization-todriver delay according to the requested bunch energy or length. The
fine-tuning of the bunch duration is easily obtainable just by selecting
the appropriate ionization-to-driver delay td . Numerical simulations
(supported by the theory in 1D) show that the minimum bunch length is
obtained when the ionization pulse is placed at the position of maximum
potential (zero longitudinal electric field) and the trapped bunch is
placed at the position of maximum accelerating gradient (i.e. exactly at
the strong-trapping point). Starting from that configuration and further
delaying the ionization pulse, the final bunch length increases. The
fulfillment of the weak-trapping condition for the whole set of bunch
electrons makes an upper limit of the bunch duration. Both the minimum
and maximum obtainable values depend on the working point. In the
current setup bunch lengths that can be obtained by simply delaying
the ionization pulse are in the range 360 as < trms < 2.2 fs. Optimization
of the bunch length/energy tuning strategy is ongoing [11].
Fig. 4. Top: longitudinal phase space of the electron bunch after 3.7 cm of
propagation (red dots). The blue line shows the electric field on axis (a.u.),
while the red line represents the transverse focusing force at a radius close to
the beam radius (a.u.). Bottom 2D maps of the longitudinal normalized electric
field Ez _E0 and of the normalized laser amplitude. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

4. Estimates of FEL performance
In this section we will report on analytical results obtained with the
1.3 GeV bunch, having supposed an emittance preserving beamline to
transport the bunch from the accelerator stage to the undulator. We
stress, therefore, that the following results do not constitute the final
stage of a start-to-end simulation but just the expected outcomes of FEL
radiation in the case of a quality-preserving optics.
For an electron beam of energy Ebeam = me c 2 , the resonance
condition for the wavelength of the emitted radiation, in a planar
undulator, is
0
1
K2
(2)
= u2 1 +
2
2

After 3.7 cm of propagation the electron bunch is still far from dephasing
(see Fig. 4 top) and almost 70% of laser energy is still available for
further energy boost. However, while normalized emittance looks stable
in the last 3 cm (see Fig. 5) due to the matched-beam configuration, the
relative energy spread finds its minimum at 3.7 cm and rapidly increases
with further acceleration up to percent level. For high-quality oriented
application, therefore, such a earlier truncation of particle acceleration
limits the overall energy conversion efficiency of the scheme (at the
present working point). We finally stress the remarkably low value of
0.2% for the slice energy spread (with slice thickness of 0.05 m ).
The simulation ends when the pulses and the bunch are close to the
plasma exit. Due to the use of the quasistatic approximation, QFluid
cannot face with rapidly varying longitudinal plasma densities so we
will be forced to use a different code to face with the plasma exit stage.
The ReMPI scheme uses a single laser system (a Ti:Sa in the present
paper) so the driving train and the ionization pulse have no relative

where u is the period of longitudinal variation of the on-axis magnetic
field for a planar undulator and K is the undulator parameter defined
as:
eB u
(3)
2⇡mc
B being the peak value of the on-axis magnetic field and e,m e and c
respectively the electron charge, the electron mass and the speed of
light.
The efficiency of energy transfer from electrons to the electric field
and so the gain of the process are summarized by the FEL Pierce
K=

3
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Table 1
Performance estimates of a Free Electron Laser driven by the electron beams
discussed in the text.

FEL signal pulse evolution in terms of saturation length and saturation
power accounting for the beam emittance, the energy spread and the
slippage corrections for the reported beam.

Bunch parameters
Beam energy [GeV]
Long. beam size (rms) L [ m]
Current intensity [A]
Norm. emittance [mm ù mrad]
Slice energy spread E _E (%)

5. Conclusions

1.3
0.655
785
0.08
0.22

We employed the new ReMPII scheme to (numerically) generate a
1.3 GeV electron bunch with outstanding quality ( E _Eslice = 0.22%,
✏n = 80 nm and compactness by using a single Ti:Sa laser system and a
preformed plasma channel of length 3.7 cm. To operate with the ReMPI
scheme a small portion of the Ti:Sa pulse has been frequency doubled
and tightly focused on the target to further ionize the dopant and extract
electron from the background. The main portion passed through a time
shaping device and after focusing by a large F/# paraboloid constituted
the driving pulse(s) of the plasma wave. The scheme takes advantage
of the virtual absence of jitter between the ionizing and driving pulses
due to the usage of a single laser system. This opens the possibility
to precisely determine bot the bunch length and energy of the final
bunch. In the current setup numerical simulations show that bunches
with duration from 360 as up to 2.2 fs can be generated.
Analytical results of FEL performance, based onto a 2.2 fs long bunch,
show that powerful 2 nm X radiation of peak power exceeding 0.8 GW
can be generated with state-of-the-art undulator parameters, provided
that quality-preserving beam optics from plasma exit to the undulator
is employed.

Common FEL parameters
Undulator magnetic field [T]
Undulator period [cm]
Deflection parameter

1
1.4
1.3

Output FEL parameters
FEL wavelength [nm]
Twiss [m]
Pierce parameter ⇢
inh. broad. gain length [m]
Saturation power [MW]
Saturation length [m]
Coherence length [ m]
Sat. power with slippage [MW]

parameter ⇢,
u
1 3
J
⇢=
2⇡
4⇡
I0

u Kfb (K)

2.0
6.16
0.0018
0.702
861
17.7
0.05
826

2

(4)
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K2
4(1 + K 2 )

and I0 = 17 kA the Alfven current. The current is expressed in terms of
the bunch root mean squared (rms) time duration ⌧ and of the bunch
charge Qb as
I[A] =

Qb [C]
˘ .
⌧ [s] 2⇡

The current density J given by
4 5
Qb [C]
A
J
=
3_2
m2
[s]
[m]
⌧
x
y [m](2⇡)

(5)
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(6)

where x,y [m] is the rms transverse size of the electron beam.
The gain length, determining the FEL growth rate, can be expressed
in terms of ⇢ as follows
Lg =

u

˘ .
4⇡ 3⇢

(7)

The Pierce parameter gives an estimate of the natural bandwidth of the
FEL, !_! Ù ⇢ and rules also the power at saturation that writes
˘
PS Ù 2⇢PE
(8)
PE being the electron beam power, linked to the peak current and energy
by the relation PE = Ebeam I. Then, the length of the undulator section
needed to reach the saturated laser power – the saturation length – is
1
0
9PS
(9)
LS = 1.066Lg ln
P0

where P0 is the input seed power.
The effect of inhomogeneous broadening due to significant energy spread and emittance can be embedded in the previous formulas [12,13]: both contribute to increase the gain and saturation length.
Furthermore, since the longitudinal beam size becomes comparable
to the coherence length, slippage corrections are taken into account
resulting in an effective saturation power. Table 1 shows the results
obtained using simple and analytical scaling laws [12,13] to describe the
4
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ABSTRACT
The construction of a novel Laser-driven Light Ions Acceleration Line (L3IA) is progressing rapidly towards the
operation, following the recent upgrade of the ILIL-PW laser facility. The Line was designed on the basis of the
pilot experimental activity carried out earlier at the same facility to define design parameters and to identify
main components including target control and diagnostic equipment, also in combination with the numerical
simulations for the optimization of laser and target parameters. A preliminary set of data was acquired following
the successful commissioning of the laser system > 100 TW upgrade. Data include output from a range of different
ion detectors and optical diagnostics installed for qualification of the laser–target interaction. An overview of
the results is given along with a description of the relevant upgraded laser facility and features.

1. Introduction
Novel acceleration techniques based on ultraintense lasers are evolving rapidly from scientific exploration to applications, relying on established and extensively investigated [1] acceleration processes like the
Target Normal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA) [2].
Examples of applications include injectors for high power ion beams,
neutron generation [3], probes for fast evolving phenomena like the ultrafast charging of laser-heated samples [4], space radiation studies and
electronic components testing [5]. Applications with potential impact
on industry and cultural heritage like the proton-induced X-ray emission
spectroscopy (PIXE) may be applicable with currently achievable TNSA
performances and may strongly benefit from the compactness of a multiMeV laser-driven ion source [6].
Laser-based applications requiring multi MeV ions are being developed for industrial use, in view of the ongoing evolution of the next
generation of Joule-scale laser drivers in the sub-100 fs domain, which
may become attractive [7] for their higher repetition rate, potentially
reaching the 100 Hz or even the kHz range. In fact, with the ongoing
transition to an extensive use of diode-pumping in high power lasers [8],
high repetition rate and higher efficiency TNSA drivers may soon be
*

available enabling laser-driven high average power sources to become
finally commercially available.
At the same time, great attention is being dedicated to the control
of acceleration parameters to enhance TNSA performances, including
energy cut-off, beam divergence, charge, emittance. Target optimization
and engineering, looking at different properties of surface, geometry and
conductivity are becoming crucial in this effort, with nano-structured
targets emerging as a potential breakthrough in table-top laser-driven
ion sources development [9]. Finally, post acceleration is being tackled
with special attention to selection, collimation [10] and injection in
secondary acceleration structures, even using miniature target-driven
guiding devices [11].
Here we describe the preliminary results of the commissioning
experiment of a new Line for Laser-driven Light Ions Acceleration (L3IA)
with the purpose of establishing an outstanding beam-line operation of
a laser–plasma source in Italy taking advantage of the results achieved
so far in this field by the precursor activity [12] and based upon
experimental campaigns and numerical modeling. The beam-line will
operate in the parameter range of ion acceleration currently being
explored by leading European laboratories in this field and will provide
an advanced test facility for the development of laser-driven ion sources.
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Fig. 2. (left) Target mount showing the 500
showing the conical hole geometry.

m hole array. (right) Detail

Fig. 1. Schematic experimental setup showing the octagonal target chamber,
the off-axis parabola and the main diagnostics.

The project includes a complete set of work-packages, including the
interface with the ILIL-PW facility, the beam line scheme comprising
targets, laser beam focusing, and diagnostic devices dedicated to both
the laser–plasma interaction and the ion beam detection and characterization. Numerical modeling is also included, with the specific tasks of
providing basic predictive simulations for the baseline parameters of the
beam line and also allowing investigation of advanced target and laser
configurations. Provision is also made for specific application cases,
including radiobiological testing and cultural heritage applications.
2. Experimental set up
Fig. 3. Cross-correlation curve of the laser pulse.

The experiment was carried out at the Intense Laser Irradiation
Laboratory using the ILIL-PW Ti:Sa laser and interaction facility with
laser pulse parameters related to the phase 1 configuration described
in Ref. [13]. Preliminary results obtained using the laser pulse at the
output of the front-end can be found in Ref. [13]. In the same reference,
an overview of the ILIL-PW facility and a summary of the main laser
parameters are also presented. In the experiment presented here the
pulse duration was 30 fs and the pulse energy was 3 J on target.
A schematic view of the experimental set up is given in Fig. 1. The
100 mm diameter laser beam was focused by an F/4.5 Off-Axis Parabolic
(OAP) mirror with an angle of incidence of 15˝ . The focal spot was
elliptical, with an average diameter of 4.4 m (FWHM) and an intensity
in excess of 1.6 ù10 20 W_cm2 (a0 = 8.6). The target was mounted
in a remotely controlled motorized support with a sub-micrometer
resolution, capable of XYZ translation and azimuthal rotation around
the vertical axis.
As shown in Fig. 2, the target mount consisted of a solid steel frame
machined to leave access to the surface of the foil from both sides
through a set of 500 m diameter holes with conical aperture to allow
oblique laser incidence on target. The whole mount was designed to
enable a 100-mm range of positioning and withstand a load of up to
500 N in all directions of motion. These specifications ensure that the
scanning of targets up to 100 mm ù 100 mm can be accomplished,
enabling a large number of laser shots to be fired on a given target
before target replacement is required. In the measurements discussed
here the target consist of a 10 m Al foil.
Special attention was dedicated, during the experiment, to establish
target integrity at the time of arrival of the main pulse on target which
strongly depends on the temporal profile of the laser pulse [14]. A crosscorrelation curve of the laser pulse taken with the Sequoia (Amplitude
Technologies) is shown in Fig. 3. According to this plot, the laser
contrast is greater than 107 up to 10 ps before the peak of the pulse. A
detailed modeling of laser–target interaction with such a laser temporal
profile is in progress, but we can anticipate that with the measured laser

contrast, no major pre-plasma formation occurs, ensuring bulk target
survival at the peak of the pulse.
These circumstances were further confirmed by optical spectroscopy
of the light scattered in the specular direction, collected shot by shot
using a F/5 collecting lens placed in vacuum to collimate scattered
light outside the target chamber. Light was than attenuated using
neutral filters and rejecting filters at 800 nm and focused on the tip
of a fiber coupled to a spectrometer. This set up enabled detection of
second harmonic emission, 2!L , and (3_2) !L of the incident laser light
scattered in the specular direction. Such components are associated to
the coupling of the laser light at the critical density and at the quarter
critical density respectively [15].
In fact, the formation of even a very small pre-plasma before of the
arrival of the main pulse can provide suitable conditions for the growth
of stimulated instabilities including the Stimulated Raman Scattering
and the Two Plasmon Decay (see [6] and references therein). Electron
plasma waves at !L _2 generated by the instabilities can couple nonlinearly with the incident laser light and give rise to (3_2) !L emission.
This emission is therefore a signature of the presence of even a small
pre-plasma.
Second harmonic emission in the specular direction is generated
by the non-linear interaction of the main laser pulse at the critical
density [16]. Therefore, second harmonic emission can be taken as a
signature of the presence of a critical density layer in the plasma at the
time of interaction of the main pulse, a prerequisite for the interaction
with an over-dense target and the occurrence of TNSA.
As shown by Fig. 4, in our experiments, in spite of the increase of
the (3_2) !L intensity compared to the previous experimental campaign
at 10 TW [13], the intensity of the 2!L emission remains always
significant, indicating that the laser contrast in the best focus is sufficient
to ensure survival of an overdense target.
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Fig. 6. Image of the Thomson Parabola Spectrometer (TPS) spectrogram from
a 10- m thick aluminium target showing protons and carbon ions with different
charge states. The proton spectrum is also reported (right) in logarithmic scale
showing the proton cut-off energy of 6 MeV.

Fig. 4. A typical spectrum obtained with the target placed near the best focus.
The second harmonic component at 400 nm is used to monitor the survival of
the target at the peak of the pulse.

Fig. 7. Summary of data from published TNSA experiments (after [1]) showing
measured dependence upon laser pulse duration (left) and laser pulse energy
(right). The arrows indicate the cutoff energy of our experiment.

Fig. 5. (left) The signal from the GAFchromic™ EBT-3 film placed at 100 mm
from the target rear surface. (right) Signal of the diamond Time of Flight (TOF)
showing the ion signal from the irradiation of a 10 m thick aluminium target.
T = 0 is arbitrary in this plot. The strong emission in the range t = [T0 * T1 ] is
the signal due to fast electrons. For t > T1 the signal is due to ions detection.

the TPS signal showing a bright proton signal. The analysis of the TPS
proton spectrum is presented in Fig. 6(right). The measured proton cutoff energy considering the minimum detectable signal above noise is
6 MeV. The TPS measurement is in agreement with the TOF estimate
that is done at a higher signal level. The possibility of using our TOF
detector for a reliable, online shot to shot proton energy evaluation is
therefore confirmed.
It is interesting to compare the measured cut-off energy with published results obtained in similar interaction conditions. A summary
of published results relevant for our experimental conditions, taken
from [1], is displayed in Fig. 7 as a function of laser pulse duration (left)
and laser pulse energy (right) showing the cut-off of our experiment for
comparison. These plots show that the cut-off energy measured in our
experiment is in agreement or even exceeds the cut-off values measured
in similar experiments with standard contrast (no plasma mirror).
Our preliminary results from this commissioning experiment meet
the expectations from first phase of L3IA as anticipated [13], enabling
foreseen applications. Further increase of ion energy and flux will
require fine tuning of laser pulse parameters and target optimization.

3. Results and discussion
A range of diagnostics were used in our experiments to measure
ion acceleration, including radio-chromic films (GAF), CR39, Thomson Parabola, and Time of Flight (TOF) diamond detectors. Thomson
Parabola Spectrometer (TPS) and a TOF detector were used simultaneously so that a cross-comparison of the signals obtained from the two
devices was possible. This was done in view of a possible use of the
diamond detector for on-line direct detection of accelerated ions during
normal operation. A detailed discussion of all these measurements
with different detectors is given elsewhere [17,18]. Here, we focus
our attention on the presentation of the preliminary results of TOF
and TPS signals obtained during the currently operating L3IA phase 1
configuration.
A typical GAF image obtained with a 10 m thick Al target is shown
in Fig. 5(left), showing an intense on-axis spot, surrounded by a broader
signal.
Fig. 5(right) shows the plot of the TOF signal obtained with the
diamond detector from the irradiation of the same 10 m thick Al target.
The TOF detector was placed at a distance of 60 cm from the target rear
side and was filtered using a 12 m thick Al foil. The strong peak between
t = T0 and t = T1 is attributed to a combination of X-rays and fast
electrons reaching the detector soon after the interaction [13,17]. This
peak is then followed by the actual ion signal that starts at t = T1 . Taking
into account the TOF distance and assuming a signal predominantly due
to protons that have the highest charge-to-mass ratio, calculations yield
a high energy cut-off of approximately 5 MeV.
For the same aluminium shot, the raw TPS spectrogram is also
presented in Fig. 6, showing the parabolic traces of protons and carbons
with different ionization states. As we can see, the assumption that
the TOF ion signal is predominantly due to protons is consistent with

4. Conclusions
In summary, we described the preliminary data obtained during an
experiment dedicated to the commissioning of the new laser-driven light
ions acceleration line (L3IA). Our experiment shows proton acceleration
cut-off energies up to 6 MeV which are in a perfect agreement with intensity scaling established by previous measurements in similar interaction
conditions. Our data demonstrate overall laser and target performances
of our setup in line with project specification planned for Phase 1.
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Abstract
A study of the structure of the electric and magnetic fields of ultraintense laser pulses focused by an off-axis parabolic
mirror is reported. At first, a theoretical model is laid out, whose final equations integration allows the space and time
structure of the fields to be retrieved. The model is then employed to investigate the field patterns at different times
within the optical cycle, for off-axis parabola parameters normally employed in the context of ultraintense laser–plasma
interaction experiments. The results show that nontrivial, complex electromagnetic field patterns are observed at the time
at which the electric and magnetic fields are supposed to vanish. The importance of this effect is then studied for different
laser polarizations, f numbers and off-axis angles.
Keywords: laser-driven particle acceleration; laser focusing; off-axis parabolic mirrors; ultrashort laser pulses

1. Introduction

either target normal sheath acceleration or radiation pressure
acceleration (see Refs. [4, 5] and references therein), or
the excitation of parametric instabilities[6–8] , are normally
modelled using focused pulses with an ideal space and
time structure. The detailed study of the structure of
the electromagnetic field of beams focused by means of
parabolic surfaces was initially undertaken in the field of
optical microscopy, and thus devoted to the investigation
of on-axis reflecting parabolic surfaces. The earliest works
were essentially based on geometric optics approaches[9] ;
in Ref. [10] a mixed method is used, based on geometric
propagation from the paraboloid surface to a spherical
surface, which is then used, in turn, as a boundary surface
for a vector diffraction treatment based on the Stratton–
Chu[11, 12] theory. The first studies based on a direct
numerical integration of diffraction integrals, for either offaxis[13] or on-axis[14, 15] parabolic mirrors, date back to
the early 2000s. Such approaches, made possible by the
availability of advanced numerical integration schemes and
increasingly powerful simulation platforms, were driven
by the need for tight focusing in applications such as
confocal microscopy (see Ref. [16] for instance). Beside
theoretical/numerical studies[14, 15, 17] , different focusing
configurations were also experimentally investigated[18–20] .
Motivated by the widespread diffusion of OAP mirrors as
optical devices to focus ultrashort laser pulses, a growing attention is being devoted by the community active in the field
of ultraintense laser–matter interaction to the experimental

Off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirrors have now become an
essential tool to focus ultrashort laser pulses down to micrometre size spots, thus allowing relativistic intensities
(&1018 W · cm 2 ) to be reached. Indeed, focusing by
means of OAP, which basically enables to get rid of the
nonlinear and dispersive effects occurring in refractive optics, is currently pursued on basically all of the 10 TW–1 PW
scale laser facilities worldwide (see Ref. [1] for instance
and references therein), providing intensities on target up
to ⇠1021 W · cm 2 . The usage of OAP is also envisaged
as essential to get tight focusing of the next generation
>10 PW scale lasers in order to reach an intensity on target
in the 1022 –1024 W · cm 2 range, thus allowing strong
field quantum electrodynamics (QED) phenomena such as
radiation reaction, vacuum polarization and pair production
to be investigated[2, 3] .
On the other hand, the wealth of physical processes
involved in laser–matter interaction at relativistic or ultrarelativistic intensity requires a detailed knowledge of the
spatial and temporal structure of the electromagnetic field
in the focal region. For instance, laser–plasma interaction
processes depending on the laser polarization, such as,
among others, the ones involved in proton acceleration, via
Correspondence to: L. Labate, Istituto Nazionale di Ottica, Consiglio
Nazionale delle Ricerche, via Moruzzi 1, 56124 Pisa, Italy.
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characterization of the intensity pattern in the focal region
of high-intensity beams. This is a crucial issue even in light
of the strong wavefront aberrations which can be expected
to occur in &10 TW laser systems, unless wavefront correction techniques are applied. In particular, the available
intensity in the focal plane has been studied for 100 TW
scale systems both with[21] and without[22] correcting the
wavefront distortions by means of adaptive mirrors. More
recently, the study of the aberrations induced by a not ideal
OAP alignment was undertaken from a theoretical as well
as an experimental point of view[23, 24] . In Ref. [24], in
particular, a theoretical model was developed, based on a
full vector diffraction treatment, to study parameters such as
the maximum intensity and Strehl ratio in the focal region
of an OAP in the presence of small misalignments. These
parameters are of particular importance in the context of
laser–matter interaction at ultrahigh intensity.
These latter studies did not account for the ultrashort
duration of the pulse; in other words, no time dependence
was considered. As it is known since the first works dealing
with the focusing of ultrashort pulses by lenses[25] , the
envelope of the focused pulse takes on a rather complex
structure in the far-field region, so that analytical frameworks
able to predict the detailed electromagnetic field behaviour
of an ultrashort pulse focused by an OAP would be desirable.
However, as it can be easily realized, such treatments are
rather involved, due to both the ultrashort duration (also
implying large bandwidth) and the structure of the boundary
surface (that is, the reflecting OAP surface).
A theory enabling the study of the far field of femtosecond
pulses focused by a parabolic mirror, although in an onaxis configuration, was recently presented in Ref. [26],
aimed at investigating the ultimate intensity achievable under
very tight focusing ( f /# < 1) with the next generation
&10 PW systems. In particular, the authors first develop
a theoretical treatment based on vector diffraction theory
for a monochromatic wave upon reflection from the onaxis parabolic surface; based on that, the fields in the focal
region of a femtosecond pulse are then calculated using
a coherent superposition of monochromatic beams with
suitable spectral amplitude and phase relationships. A
different approach was more recently proposed in Ref. [27].
The method provides an equation (for a hertz-type vector
potential) with the same structure of a unidirectional pulse
propagation equation, which can be thus numerically solved
using standard beam propagation methods. The reflection
from an on-axis parabolic surface is taken into account using
suitable initial conditions for the beam to be propagated.
By comparison with full vector diffraction calculations the
authors find out that their method gives pretty accurate
results down to f /# ⇠ 2–3, while a 2-step method, involving
the numerical integration of a diffraction integral, has to be
used for smaller f numbers.
The works reported in Refs. [26, 27] both account for
a time dependence of the focused ultrashort pulse at an
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envelope level. Recently, a group working in the field of
terahertz radiation reported on an experiment in which the
electric and magnetic fields of a THz beam focused with
a 90 OAP mirror were characterized with sub-cycle time
resolution[28, 29] . In particular, the authors observed a loss
of the original polarization structure and the formation of
what they call electromagnetic divergence and rotation at the
time of the optical cycle at which the fields are supposed
to vanish. In Ref. [28] the authors also develop a simple
and approximate model; although not directly applicable to
their experimental results, due to its validity strictly holding
only for high f numbers, this model predicts the observed
loss of the original polarization. An approximate theoretical
description of the electric field in the focal region has been
also recently proposed by the same authors[30] . Indeed, the
first guess that the original beam polarization could not be
preserved due to off-axis focusing dates back to Ref. [31],
where a theoretical model is presented predicting that the
polarization of a beam focused by an off-axis ellipsoidal
mirror exhibits a (smooth) spatial dependence in the focal
plane. However, this observation only concerned the time
averaged pattern of the polarization direction and did not
describe any change occurring at a sub-cycle level.
In this paper, we first present, in Section 2, an exact
theoretical model allowing the electric and magnetic fields
of a laser beam (with a super-Gaussian transverse profile)
focused by an OAP to be calculated. Unlike previous works,
our framework is based on a full vector diffraction treatment
and also retains a time dependence of the fields as provided
by their initial phases, thus allowing the electromagnetic
field pattern to be retrieved at any given time within the
optical cycle. Using this model and solving the resulting
integrals by numerical calculations, we study then, in Section 3.1, the field maps at different times, showing that, as
a result of the off-axis focusing, electric (magnetic) fields
are generated, during the optical cycle, along directions
different from the original polarization direction (or original
magnetic field direction, respectively). In order to assess the
importance of this unusual and unexpected effect, basically
resulting in a generation of intra-cycle cross polarization, we
carry out a parametric study as a function of the OAP f number and focal length; we also show how this phenomenon
depends upon the original pulse polarization direction with
respect to the OAP geometry. Finally, in Section 4, after
mentioning some possible consequences of this intra-cycle
depolarization in the context of laser–plasma interaction, we
draw some conclusions and outline some future work.
2. Theoretical model
As typical in the field of ultrashort laser beam focusing,
we consider in our model an OAP mirror whose boundary,
projected onto a plane orthogonal to the (parent) paraboloid
axis, is a circle. In other words, the mirror boundary results
from the intersection of a revolution paraboloid surface and
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0

0

A (x , y ) = A0 exp

Figure 1. Sketch showing the systems of coordinates used throughout the
text.

a cylinder with axis parallel to the paraboloid axis (we
denote the distance between the two axes as d O AD ). The
axis of the cylinder intersects the OAP surface at a point
which from now on we will refer to as the ‘OAP centre’.
Figure 1 provides some conventions used in the following.
In particular, the system of Cartesian orthogonal coordinates
O x yz is centred on the parent paraboloid vertex and is
oriented in such a way that the parabola focus and the OAP
centre (O 0 in Figure 1) are located at the points x f =
2
(0, 0, z f ), with z f = f > 0, and xc = (d O AD , 0, d O
AD /4 f ),
respectively. The meridional (sagittal) plane is thus the plane
x–z (y–z). The OAP surface (SOAP ) is therefore identified by
the equation
z=

1 2
(x + y 2 ) = a(x 2 + y 2 ) = s(x, y) · f
4f

(1)

together with the condition (x
d O AD )2 + y 2 6 (d/2)2 ,
where d is the OAP diameter (we have defined a = 1/4 f
and s(x, y) = (x 2 + y 2 )/4 f 2 , which will be useful in the
following). We can also introduce the so-called off-axis
2
angle # O A , defined by tan # O A = d O AD /( f ad O
AD ). In
the following, two further systems of coordinates will be
used, both having the origin at the OAP centre (see the inset
of Figure 1): the system O 0 x 0 y 0 z 0 , which is obtained from
O x yz with just a translation, and the system O 0 X Y Z , which
encompasses a further rotation of an angle # O A around the
y-axis (Z lies thus along the direction of the ray reflected
from the OAP centre, which will be occasionally called the
‘central ray’ in the following).
We now consider a monochromatic beam, with a superGaussian transverse profile, incident along the z 0 direction;
its electric and magnetic fields can thus be written, in the
O 0 x 0 y 0 z 0 system, as
E(x0 , t) = A0 (x 0 , y 0 )(cos êx 0 + sin ê y 0 )
0

⇥e
0

ik(z 0 z 00 )

0

e

i!t

0

B(x , t) = A (x , y )(sin êx 0
⇥e
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⌘ Einc (x0 )e
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⌘ Binc (x0 )e

i!t

cos ê y 0 )

,

(2)

,

(3)

(

1
2

"✓

x0
x

◆2

+

✓

y0
y

◆2 #n )

, (4)

n being the super-Gaussian order of the spatial profile of
the beam. In equations (2) and (3) we have assumed that
the phase of the incoming beam is equal to zero at t = 0
on a reference plane z 0 = z 00 , with z 00 > 0 (also, we have
implicitly ruled out any deviation from a perfect planar
wavefront). The angle was introduced in order to account
for different polarization directions; in particular, = 0
( = ⇡/2) corresponds to a polarization in the meridional
(sagittal) plane.
We are now interested in the time-dependent behaviour of
the electromagnetic fields in the focal region upon reflection
off the OAP surface. As it is well known, the problem can be
formally factorized into the time and space domains, and a
suitable diffraction approach can be used to deal with this
latter domain. As a consequence, we can write the field
at the point x P at time t as E(x P , t) = E SC (x P )e i!t (a
similar equation holds for B), where the spatial part has to
be calculated using a suitable diffraction formulation; in our
case, we use a full vector diffraction approach based on the
Stratton–Chu theory (hence the subscript SC). As recently
discussed in Ref. [32], the Stratton–Chu approach allows,
generally speaking, beams with sharper transverse profiles
to be dealt with, with respect to a more direct approach
based on Green’s theorem applied to each field. It can be
shown (see for instance our recent paper[24] ) that, assuming
a perfect (100%) reflection, the boundary fields (on the OAP
surface) appearing in the Stratton–Chu theory can be related
to the incident fields, and the resulting integrals read
Z
1
[ik(n̂ ⇥ Binc )G
E SC (x P ) =
2⇡ OAP
(5)
+ (n̂Z· Einc )rG] dA,
1
B SC (x P ) =
[(n̂ · rG)Binc
2⇡ OAP
(Binc · rG)n̂] dA.
(6)
Here G is the Green function for the Helmholtz equation,
G = exp(ik|x x P |)/|x x P | ⌘ exp(ik|u|)/|u|, with u =
x x P . The integrals are of course carried out over the OAP
surface.
Using as parameters of the OAP surface just the x, y
coordinates of each point, we can write thep(inward) normal
to the surface as n̂ = ( x/2
p f, y/2 f, 1)/ 1 + s(x, y) and
the area element as dA = 1 + s(x, y) dx dy. The incident
fields in the above integrals must be expressed in the system
O x yz and can be easily retrieved from equations (2) and (3);
the electric field, for instance, can be written as Einc (x) =
A(x, y)(cos êx + sin ê y )eikp(x) . Here p(x) is the optical
2
0
path from the point (x, y, z 0 = ad O
AD +z 0 ) on the reference
2
2
plane to the point (x, y, a(x + y )) on the OAP surface
(notice that we are assuming z 0 > a(x 2 +y 2 ), 8x, y 2 SOAP ).
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The transverse field amplitude is obtained as A(x, y) =
A0 (x

d O AD , y).
On substituting all these expressions into equations (5)
and (6) one thus gets, after some cumbersome algebra, the
following equations for the (time-dependent) electric and
magnetic field components focused by the OAP:
Z
i
E j (x P , t) = e i!t
A(x, y)eik( p(x)+u(x,x P ))
OAP

⇥ g (E j ) (x, x P ) dx dy,
(7)
Z
i!t i
ik( p(x)+u(x,x P ))
A(x, y)e
B j (x P , t) = e
✓ OAP ◆
1
1
⇥ 2 1
g (B j ) (x, x P ) dx dy, (8)
iku
u

with j = x, y, z. In these expressions u = u(x, x P ) = |u| =
|x x P | and the functions g (E j ) (u(x, x P )), g (B j ) (u(x, x P ))
can be written as
✓
◆
1
1
1
(E x )
= cos
g
1
u
iku u 2
✓
◆
x
y
⇥
(9)
cos +
sin (x x P ),
2f
2f
✓
◆
1
1
1
g (E y ) = sin
1
u
iku u 2
✓
◆
x
y
⇥
(10)
cos +
sin (y y P ),
2f
2f
✓
◆ ✓
◆
y
1
1
1 x
g (E z ) =
cos +
sin
1
u 2f
2f
iku u 2
◆
✓
y
x
cos +
sin (z z P ),
⇥
(11)
2f
2f
and

g

(Bz )

◆

x
cos
2f
+ (sin )(z
✓
x
cos +
=
2f
(cos )(z

y
sin (y y P )
2f
z P ),
◆
y
sin (x x P )
2f
z P ),

=

x P ) + (cos )( y

g (Bx ) =
g (B y )

✓

(sin )(x

y P ).

(12)

(13)
(14)

The real part of the fields, which we are going to use in the
following, can be easily calculated from the above equations.
In particular, it can be readily verified that
Z
h (E )
1
E j,r (x P , t) =
gr j sin(kv !t)
OAP
i
(E )
+ gi j cos(kv !t) A(x) dx dy, (15)

Z
1
1
B j,r (x P , t) =
g (B j ) 2 sin(kv !t)
u
OAP
1
+
cos(kv !t) A(x) dx dy, (16)
ku

where we have defined v ⌘ v(x, x P ) ⌘ p(x) + u(x, x P ),
(E )
(E )
gr j (x, x P ) = Re(g (E j ) (x, x P )) and gi j (x, x P ) =
Im(g (E j ) (x, x P )) (notice that the functions g (B j ) are real
valued). Equations (15) and (16), along with the expressions
for the g (E j ) and g (B j ) functions (9)–(11) and (12)–(14),
allow the time-dependent electric and magnetic field values
at any space–time point to be calculated. It is worth to
point out that, although not providing a closed expression,
and thus requiring a numerical approach to be solved, no
approximation or Taylor expansion has been used in our
treatment, so that they retain the validity of the original
Stratton–Chu formulation as detailed in Ref. [14].
In the field of high-intensity laser–matter interaction, one
is in general interested in the study of the field components
along longitudinal and transverse directions with respect to
the focused beam propagation direction, that is the direction
along O 0 O 00 in Figure 1. With our conventions, this basically
requires the knowledge of the field components in the system
of coordinates O 0 X Y Z ; it is readily verified that these
components can be retrieved from the components in the
O x yz system, provided by the integrals (15) and (16), using
0
the obvious transformation F(O X Y Z ) = R(# O A )F(O x yz) ,
where R(# O A ) is the matrix accounting for the rotation of
an angle # O A around the y-axis.
In the following discussion, we use the coordinates u
and v shown in Figure 1 to label the directions on a plane
orthogonal to the central ray.
3. Intra-cycle behaviour of the electromagnetic fields
3.1. General discussion
In this section, we discuss some general features of the electric and magnetic fields in the focal plane of the OAP, starting
from a numerical integration of equations (15) and (16)
at different times during the optical cycle. The numerical
integration was performed using a multi-dimensional adaptive integration scheme based on the algorithm described in
Ref. [33]. For the sake of the following discussion, we used
a beam with = 800 nm and with a transverse amplitude
profile given by formula (4) with n = 4 and A0 = 1; we also
consider a rotationally symmetric beam ( x = y = ) and
set the value of so as to have a beam with an intensity full
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 40 mm. The integration
algorithm was implemented in a C++ code; with the above
parameters, the integration required for each field component
(at a given point and time) took typically a few hundreds
of milliseconds to complete on a (Linux based) desktop PC
equipped with a pretty standard CPU.
As said above, we are interested here in the field behaviour
on the focal plane at different times of the optical cycle. For
the sake of conciseness, from now on we will refer to the
time at which the electric and magnetic fields at the centre of
the observation plane (that is, at the point which the central
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Figure 2. Left and middle columns: pattern of the E (top – plots A and B) and B (bottom – plots D and E) vector fields at t0 and t0 + T /2 for an f /2,
# O A = 40 OAP. Right column: intensity (top – plot C) and E field pattern (bottom – plot F) at tmax . The beam incident on the OAP is supposed to be
polarized along x (or u, corresponding to = 0 ).

ray is supposed to pass through) take on their maximum
amplitude as tmax ; conversely, we refer to the time at which
both fields are supposed to vanish as t0 .
The bottom right plot of Figure 2 (plot F) shows the
direction and amplitude (normalized to 1) of the electric field
(in the focal plane) at tmax , for a beam polarized along x
( = 0 in equations (2) and (3)) and focused by an OAP
with f /# = 2 and # O A = 40 . As expected, the electric
field is directed along the u direction. The top right plot
(plot C) shows, for the sake of a visual aid in considering
the importance of the effects we are going to discuss, the
intensity of the focused beam.
The first (left) column of Figure 2 shows the direction
and amplitude of the electric (plot A) and magnetic (plot
D) fields at t0 . Here, a not obvious effect can be observed.
Indeed, both the electric and magnetic fields actually only
vanish in the surroundings of the central point, while a
complex pattern is observed out of this point. Looking at the
colour scale of these plots, one can see that the nonzero field
components reach typical values of a few percent of those at
tmax ; we will discuss later how the importance of this effect
depends upon the OAP parameters such as the f number and
the off-axis angle.
The middle column of Figure 2 shows the E and B field
patterns at the other minimum within the optical cycle,
that is at t0 + T /2, being T the radiation period. As it
is rather predictable, the field patterns are similar to those
encountered at t0 , with the sign of the fields reversed.
It is interesting to look, at this point, at the behaviour of the
fields for times very close to t0 . Figure 3 shows the E-field
pattern for the times t0 T /200 (top) and t0 +T /200 (bottom)
(this time span corresponds to a few tens of attoseconds for a
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Figure 3. Pattern of the E vector field at the times t0
t0 + T /200 (bottom), for an f /2, # O A = 40 OAP.

T /200 (top) and

typical infrared laser beam). As it can be easily realized from
this Figure, the region where the field actually vanishes does
describe a sort of sweep along the meridional (x–z) plane.
In other words, for a small neighbour of the points in the
meridional plane, a time instant exists, close to t0 , at which
the field is zero; this time instant corresponds to t0 only for
the focal point.

6

Figure 4. E (top) and B (bottom) field patterns at t0 for an f /2, # O A =
40 OAP, with an incident beam polarized along y (or v, corresponding to
= 90 ).

The pattern of E and B is interchanged when an incident
beam polarized along y is considered; this can be seen
in Figure 4, which shows the electric and magnetic field
patterns at t0 for the same OAP and beam parameters as the
ones considered in Figure 2 but with = 90 . Finally, as
shown in Figure 5, the situation is somewhat intermediate
for a beam incident on the OAP with a polarization at
45 with respect to the x–z plane; in this case, the typical
convergent/divergent pattern seen for the E field (in the case
= 0 ) or for the B field (in the case = 90 ) is not
encountered any more. However, it should be observed that
the typical maximum amplitude of the fields at t0 , which is
of the order of a few percent of that at tmax , does not depend
on the beam polarization.
It is worth to observe that a longitudinal electric field
component is also appearing at t0 . Figure 6 shows a density
map of the ratio of the longitudinal
component E Z to the
p
transverse component |E tr | = |E u |2 + |E v |2 , calculated at
t0 . As it can be realized by comparing with the top left plot
of Figure 2, a longitudinal field component appears in the
regions where the transverse field component |E tr | is smaller
(except for the neighbour of the central point).
Notice that in Figure 6 we have restricted our attention
to a region of interest (ROI) over which the focused beam
intensity keeps at a level greater than 0.1 of its maximum; in
other words, we have only considered points (u, v) such that
I (u, v) > 0.1Imax and forced to a zero value all the points
outside this ROI. Beside enabling a better readability of the
plots, this procedure allows us to only consider a spatial
region where the field observed at t0 has enough magnitude
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Figure 5. E (top) and B (bottom) field patterns at t0 for an f /2, # O A =
40 OAP, with an incident beam polarized at 45 with respect to x (or u,
corresponding to = 45 ).

Figure 6. Map of the ratio (calculated at t0 ) of the E field longitudinal
component E Z to the transverse component |E tr |, for an f /2, # O A = 40
OAP and a beam polarized along x.

to potentially lead to nonnegligible physical effects in real
laser–plasma interaction experiments. Unless otherwise
specified, this procedure will be adopted in the following
discussion.
3.2. Depolarization dependence upon the OAP parameters
We are now interested in investigating how the anomalous
field patterns observed at the time t0 depend upon the OAP
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Figure 7. Maps of the ratio of |E tr |2 at t0 to the corresponding value at
tmax , calculated for a beam polarized along x ( = 0 ) and focused with the
following OAPs: f /2, # O A = 10 (plot A), f /2, # O A = 90 (plot B), f /2,
# O A = 40 (plot C), f /10, # O A = 40 (plot D).

parameters, namely the f number and the off-axis angle. To
this purpose, we first look at the ratio of the square modulus
of the electric field transverse component (|E tr |2 = |E u |2 +
|E v |2 ) at t0 to the corresponding quantity at tmax . Notice that
for this discussion, we restrict our attention to the E field,
since similar results obviously hold for the B field.
Figure 7 shows the maps (restricted to the ROI defined
above) of this ratio for an increasing off-axis angle # O A (top
row) and for an increasing f number (bottom row). In particular, the top row shows the maps of |E tr |2 |t0 /|E tr |2 |tmax for
an f /2 OAP with # O A = 10 (plot A) and # O A = 90 (plot
B). It can be seen that the amplitude of the field obtained at
t0 is strongly dependent on the off-axis angle. In fact, by integrating the equations (15) and (16) for an on-axis parabola
we find that the fields at t0 almost vanish across all the plane;
the effects observed at t0 are thus a consequence of the offaxis focusing scheme. Analogously, the maps in the bottom
row of Figure 7 show that the f /# plays a role as well: tighter
focusing causes larger field components to appear at t0 .
As it is clear from Figure 7, the (relative) magnitude of the
anomalous fields at t0 is not uniform across the ROI. For a
quantitative assessment of the dependence upon the f /# and
# O A of the observed phenomena, we thus need a spatially
averaged quantity; we can consider, for instance, the integral
of the square modulus of the transverse E field averaged over
the ROI using the local intensity as a weight:
2

h|E tr | i:=
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R

|E tr |2 I (u, v) du dv
.
R O I I (u, v) du dv

RO
RI

Figure 8. Plots of the  parameter (defined in the text) vs. the off-axis
angle # O A (top) and the f /# (bottom). In the first plot, data for both the
x ( = 0 ) and y ( = 90 ) polarizations are shown, while only the data
for the x polarizations are shown in the second plot. The results of fits with
functions of the form given in equation (17) are also shown for the case
=0 .

In particular, we define the parameter  as the ratio of
this quantity at t0 to the corresponding value at tmax :  :=
h|E tr |2 i|t0 /h|E tr |2 i|tmax . In Figure 8 we plot the  parameters
as a function of the off-axis angle (top) and of the f number
(bottom). Fitting the data, the following scaling laws can be
obtained for the x polarization:
 / (# O A )↵ ,

/

1
,
( f /#)

(17)

with ↵ ' 2.75 and ' 1.66. Finally, we notice that a weak
difference between the two orthogonal polarizations of the
incoming beam ( = 0 and = 90 ) can be observed; the
corresponding ↵ value for the y polarization is ↵ ' 2.77.
4. Conclusions and open issues
Starting from an exact time-dependent, vector diffraction
based model developed on purpose, we have studied the
electromagnetic field behaviour, at different times within the
optical cycle, of a beam focused by an OAP mirror. In particular, we have investigated the electric and magnetic field
patterns across planes orthogonal to the beam propagation
direction.
A behaviour far from trivial was found, in the focal region,
at the time (t0 ) at which the electric and magneticfields

8
are supposed to vanish; actually, this zero field value only
occurs in a small neighbour of the focus, while a complex
electromagnetic field pattern exists at farther points. Such
a complex pattern basically results in the appearance of
field components orthogonal to the original polarization
(or magnetic field) direction; furthermore, longitudinal field
components (that is, directed along the original propagation
direction) can also appear.
What seems to be relevant for laser–matter interaction
experiments at relativistic intensities is the fact that the
amplitude of these ‘anomalous’ electric and magnetic fields
can reach, depending on the focusing conditions, values
of a few percent of the maximum values expected during
the optical cycle. Beside the boundaries of the beam,
where the intensity (and thus the field amplitude) drops
down to negligible values, this may occur, under some
circumstances, even within a transverse spatial region where
the field values are supposed to be high enough so as to
potentially lead to nonnegligible effects on the laser–matter
interaction dynamics.
As mentioned in the Introduction, such effects are to
be possibly expected for laser–plasma interaction processes
dependent on the laser polarization, in particular when tight
focusing is employed, such as proton acceleration via either target normal sheath acceleration or radiation pressure
acceleration. On the other hand, according to our results,
the phenomena discussed in this paper are expected to be
negligible at high f numbers, so that, for instance, no
departure from an ‘ideal’ laser beam is expected to occur
in the context of Laser WakeField Acceleration experiments,
where long focal length OAPs are commonly employed in
order to sustain a long laser beam propagation.
As a final remark we observe that, in order to theoretically
investigate possible effects in the laser–matter interaction
at ultrahigh intensity, a full knowledge of the temporal
dynamics of the field patterns discussed here would be
needed. The discussion of a theory allowing such a study
to be carried out is beyond the scope of the current paper
and will be reported elsewhere. According to preliminary
investigations carried out by numerically calculating the
field integrals given above at different times close to the
time t0 and studying the resulting patterns, we can estimate
that the features observed around this time have typical
timescales of the order of 10 2 of the pulse cycle.
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Parametric instabilities at laser intensities in the range (2–6) ! 1015 W/cm2 (438 nm, 250 ps,
100–300 J) have been investigated in planar geometry at the Prague Asterix Laser System facility
via calorimetry and spectroscopy. The density scalelength of the plasma was varied by using an
auxiliary pulse to form a preplasma before the arrival of the main laser beam and by changing the
delay between the two pulses. Experimental data show that Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS)
is more effective than Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) in degrading laser-plasma coupling,
therefore reducing the energy available for the generation of the shock wave. The level of the SBS
backscatter and laser reflection is found to be in the range between 3% and 15% of the incident
laser energy, while Backward SRS (BRS) reflectivity ranges between 0.02% and 0.2%, depending
on the delay between the pulses. Half-integer harmonic emission is observed and provides a signature of Two Plasmon Decay (TPD) occurring around the quarter of the critical density. Data analysis suggests that SRS is driven in beam speckles with high local intensity and occurs in bursts,
particularly at higher laser intensities, due to the presence of kinetic mechanisms saturating the
SRS growth in the speckles. Time-resolved measurements also show that BRS occurs in the trailing
part of the laser pulse, when the plasma has a longer density scalelength. Our measurements also
indicate that hot electrons are predominantly produced by SRS rather than TPD. Published by AIP
Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5006021
I. INTRODUCTION

Shock ignition (SI) is a promising two-step scheme of
Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF), where a strong converging
shock wave is launched at the end of the compression phase to
ignite the fuel.1–4 Both the compression of the DT pellet and
the igniting shock wave can be produced by a single tailored
laser pulse, consisting of a ns long peak at moderate intensity
lower than 1015 W/cm2 followed by a short intense spike
(300–500 ps) at intensity between 1015 and 1016 W/cm2. The
SI approach may allow ignition with a low-velocity implosion,
reducing the growth of the Rayleigh-Taylor Instability. In addition, SI is robust with respect to non-uniform spike irradiation
and shock synchronization, as predicted by hydrodynamic simulations5,6 and leads to high gain,7 possibly enabling ignition
at moderate laser energies, which are already available at
Laser Megajoule (LMJ)8 and National Ignition Facility (NIF)
facilities.9 In this context, an extensive preparatory study has
been carried out also in the framework of the HiPER project10
and is now aiming at full scale demonstration at one of the
above facilities.

1070-664X/2018/25(1)/012702/12/$30.00
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The success of the SI concept depends mainly on the coupling of the laser spike with the extended corona surrounding
the imploding shell, where an efficient laser absorption, which
is able to generate a strong shock wave (>300 Mbar), is
needed. In recent experiments carried out at the OMEGA
laser11,12 in spherical irradiation geometry, at laser intensities
relevant for SI (I " 6 ! 1015 W/cm2), a peak ablation pressure
close to 400 Mbar was inferred, which constitutes a significant
breakthrough towards the demonstration of the feasibility of
the SI scheme. Despite this step forward, the physics of the
laser-plasma interaction in this highly non-linear regime is
still largely unknown and needs dedicated investigations. In
particular, the growth of parametric instabilities such as
Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS), Stimulated Raman
Scattering (SRS), and Two-Plasmon Decay (TPD), and their
interplay, can be considerable, and laser filamentation can further enhance their role in the interaction. These processes can
significantly degrade laser-plasma coupling due to a strong
reflection of light (SBS and SRS), resulting in the absorption
of laser energy in rarefied regions of the corona, far from the
ablation layer. Moreover, TPD and SRS generate electron
plasma waves that lead to suprathermal electrons via damping.
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Such electrons, depending on their energy,2,11–15 may preheat
the fuel or affect the shock pressure.
In the last few decades, parametric instabilities have
been deeply investigated in conditions suitable for directdrive and indirect-drive schemes16 of ICF. The majority of
these studies, therefore, refers to an interaction regime significantly different from that envisaged for the SI scheme, with
laser intensities a factor 10 lower, leaving the interaction
regime of interest for SI almost unexplored. The extrapolation of these studies to SI conditions is made complex by the
high nonlinearity of parametric instabilities in this regime.
After a rapid boost, instabilities can show a saturation due to
non-linear effects limiting the growth of electron plasma
waves (EPWs) or ionic acoustic waves (IAWs) in the interaction region. EPW decay via Langmuir Decay Instability17,18
and ponderomotive trapping of thermal electrons in the EPW
field are classical examples of phenomena, leading to EPW
saturation. More recently, other nonlinear mechanisms, such
as bowing and filamentation of EPW into laser speckles,19,20
collective speckle effects,21 or instability cascades, have
been suggested. All these mechanisms produce a phase
detuning of the waves, which in many cases results in consecutive stages of damping and excitation of instabilities, in
a burst-like, chaotic behavior.22,23 A fully kinetic approach is
therefore needed to model processes as non-local heat transport or Landau damping in the kinetic regime.19,24,25
Recently, several attempts have been made to model
laser-plasma interactions in SI conditions with fully kinetic
massively parallel PIC codes. According to Riconda et al.26
and Klimo et al.,27,28 most of the laser energy is absorbed at
densities lower than nc/4, where nc is the critical density for
the main beam, and the reflectivity due to parametric instabilities, temporally bunched in trains of bursts, can span from
the percent level to 30%–50% of the laser energy.
Simulations show the importance of kinetic effects, leading to
ps- or subps-long bursts of SRS and SBS, where SRS sometimes occurs in the inflationary regime, and to nonMaxwellian distributions of electron energies. Simulations
also reveal the importance of modelling 2D and 3D effects
such as filamentation, laser spraying, cavitation, or sidescattered EPW/light. Unfortunately, 2D numerical simulations carried out in the density range 0.01–0.3 nc are at present limited to a few picoseconds of the interaction, which is
much shorter than the ignition spike and which is inadequate
to model processes having a small growth rate, such as filamentation. While particle in cell simulations (of the VlasovFokker-Planck equation) are limited to a few picoseconds due
to their computation costs, a series of reduced-hydrodynamic
models are being investigated to partially take into account
some effects that might influence the nanosecond plasma evolution, such as the nonlocal electron transport,29 the growth of
parametric instability, the generation of fast electrons,30 and
the influence of self-induced magnetic fields.31
A few experiments carried out at OMEGA11,12,32,33 and
LULI facilities34–36 investigated the laser plasma interaction
at SI intensities. The overall energy scattered by SRS/SBS in
these experiments is disparate, in a range going from a few
percent up to "40%–50% of the incident energy, strongly
dependent on the irradiation geometry and on the laser
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intensity. SBS back-reflectivity is found to be around 10% in
all the experiments, rising to "20% when side-scattered light
is also considered.35 SRS reflectivity shows a larger range of
variability, going from a few percent in planar irradiation
experiments33–35 up to "36% in spherical geometry.11,32 SI
experiments at the OMEGA laser also suggest that SRS is
the dominant mechanism of generation of hot electrons
(HE), showing a conversion efficiency as high as "9% of the
laser energy in the case of spherical irradiation. Furthermore,
they suggest that HE can significantly contribute to the shock
formation by increasing the ablation pressure by "30%.9
Both the variability of SRS and its effects on the fuel compression call for additional investigation. In particular, the
dependence of SRS threshold and saturation on the beam
speckle size needs further attention.
In this paper, we report and discuss experimental data
obtained in a series of experiments carried out in a planar
geometry at the Prague Asterix Laser System (PALS)37 at
intensities of interest for the Shock Ignition interaction
regime. The overall description of the diagnostics used and an
overview of the experimental results obtained, including the
measured pressure of the shock wave, are reported elsewhere.38–42 Here, we focus on the laser plasma interaction and
in particular, on the Stimulated Raman Scattering and Two
Plasmon Decay instabilities. Despite our density scalelength
("100 lm) and the electron temperature ("1.5–2 keV) being
lower than those envisaged in a real SI scenario, the data
reported here provide a comprehensive study of the growth of
parametric instabilities at a laser intensity relevant for SI
where very little experimental data exist and where, as discussed above, a strong nonlinearity and interplay between different processes are expected to play a dominant role.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A basic scheme of the experimental setup relevant to the
results discussed here is shown in Fig. 1, while the complete
setup is described elsewhere.38
The interaction beam, frequency converted into the 3rd
harmonic (k0 ¼ 438 nm) of the fundamental laser frequency
and with a duration of 250 ps (FWHM), was smoothed by
means of a Random Phase Plate (RPP) and focused on the
target at normal incidence by an f/2 optical system. The
beam profile in the focal spot and the effective energy
enclosed in it were accurately measured by imaging and
calorimetric techniques. RPP resulted in a Gaussian beam
profile of "100 lm (FWHM) and peak intensity in the range
between 2 and 6 ! 1015 W/cm2, depending on the energy of
the laser shot.
In some shots, an auxiliary beam (not shown in Fig. 1)
at the fundamental wavelength (k0 ¼ 1314 nm and
FWHM $ 250 ps) and incident at 30% with respect to the target normal impinged on the target before the main pulse and
generated an extended preplasma, mimicking the corona at
the end of the compression phase in the shock ignition
scheme. The auxiliary beam had a focal spot diameter of
"900 lm (FWHM), i.e., much larger than the focal spot of
the main beam, to reduce 2D effects during the interaction,
resulting in a laser intensity of "7 ! 1013 W/cm2. The delay
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chamber and sent to a UV spectrometer (Dkres $ 0.3 nm) and
a calorimeter. Raman scattered light was also collected at a
slightly larger angle than the focusing cone ($20% ), spectrally
dispersed by a monochromator, and relayed onto the entrance
slit of a Hamamatsu C7700 Streak Camera. A spectral range
of 100 nm was detected on the camera at a maximum temporal resolution of 8 ps.
III. INTERACTION CONDITIONS

FIG. 1. Experimental setup used for the investigation of parametric
instabilities.

between the peaks of auxiliary and main pulses was varied in
the range between 0 and 1200 ps to change the density scalelength of the preplasma.
Thin multilayer targets consisting of a layer of plastic
(C8H7Cl, parylene-C) with thicknesses ranging from 10 to
180 lm on the irradiated side, one or two tracer layers (5 to
10 lm) of Cu and Ti and in some shots a 25 lm-thick Al
layer on the rear side, were used. The low-Z material on the
front played the role of the ICF ablator material, while chlorine ions allowed the plasma temperature to be measured via
high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy. Both the spectra and the
energy of the light backscattered during the laser plasma
interaction were found not to depend on the thickness of the
plastic layer nor on the presence of the Al layer. Therefore,
these features of the targets are here disregarded. The layers
of Cu and Ti were used as markers of hot electrons via Ka
photon emission, which was detected using a CCD operating
in the single-photon regime43 and using two spherically bent
quartz (422) and (203) crystal imaging spectrometers. Both
Ka and X-ray spectrometers used Kodak AA400 films as
detectors. A Bremsstrahlung spectrometer using k-edge and
differential filtering (14 filters of increasing Z from Al to Pb)
was also used with Imaging Plates to measure the x-ray fluence and, indirectly, infer a slope temperature for the hot
electron distribution.44 This spectrometer was looking at the
front side of the target at "30% from the laser axis.
The backscattered radiation originating from SRS and
SBS/laser reflection was collected by the focusing lens and
measured using two calorimeters. On the same line, the radiation was spectrally dispersed by a compact, fiber Vis-IR
spectrometer (Dkres $ 1 nm), enabling the investigation of
backscattered light up to x0/2 (k " 876 nm), originating from
SRS at densities lower than nc/4 and SRS/TPD instabilities
occurring near nc/4. Such spectral resolution, however, did
not allow the contribution of SBS to be separated from that of
laser reflection in the backscattered emission at k " 438 nm.
Light at 3/2x0 harmonics of laser frequency (k " 292 nm),
originating from TPD, was collected inside the vacuum
206

The interaction conditions of the main pulse, with and
without the auxiliary pulse, were modelled via hydrodynamic
simulations performed with the codes DUED45 and CHIC.46
Figure 2 shows the instantaneous values of temperature and
density scalelength L ¼ ne =ðdne =dxÞ at densities nc/4 and
0.12 nc for a laser intensity of Imax ¼ 2.9 ! 1015 W/cm2 and
a delay of 600 ps between auxiliary and main pulses. The
nc/4 and 0.12nc densities are the plasma regions where
TPD and Backward SRS (BRS) are driven in the present
experiment.
Figure 2(a) shows that the density scalelength rapidly
increases during the pulse. The values of the scalelength at
nc/4 and nc/12 are in the range between 20 and 80 lm and

FIG. 2. Instantaneous values of the density scalelength (a) and temperature
(b) computed at nc/4 and 0.12nc by the CHIC code for a laser intensity Imax
¼ 2.9 ! 1015 W/cm2 and a delay of 600 ps with respect to the auxiliary
pulse. The intensity of the laser pulse is indicated as a gray dashed line and
corresponds to the right-hand side ordinate axis.
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between 40 and 150 lm, respectively, depending on the time
and on the delay between the pulses. The scalelength
increases with the delay between main and auxiliary pulses,
showing a saturation at the longest delays explored. The preplasma scalelength given by the simulations is also in agreement with the 2D plasma density profiles measured by
interferometric techniques (monitor online)38 and X-ray laser
(XRL) deflectometry.39
According to Fig. 2(b), simulations show a timedependent temperature, reaching maximum values between
1.9 keV and 2.5 keV, slightly depending on the laser intensity
and density region, in the range of densities 0.10–0.25 nc.
According to the simulations, the temperature of the plasma
during the main peak irradiation does not significantly
depend on the delay between the pulses, with variations
lower than 10%, but is determined by the energy of the main
pulse. Spatially resolved X-ray spectra (not displayed here),
showing well resolved He- and Li-like lines from Cl ions,
were compared with SPECT3D predictions,47 providing a
temperature averaged over time of $700–850 eV for all
shots. Such values, however, refer to a plasma overdense
region, for which hydrodynamic simulations predict temperatures of $800–1000 eV at the time of the main laser peak.
The time-averaged value of the temperature of the preplasma
produced by the auxiliary pulse was also inferred by Cl Xray spectroscopy. In this case, a value of "175 eV was
obtained for the underdense region, which is lower than the
peak value of "300–400 eV obtained by simulations.
IV. CALORIMETRY

Here, we present the results of backscattered energy,
namely, calorimetric measurements of the energy backscattered into the cone of the focusing lens. As already presented
in Koester et al.,38 backscattering is dominated by light
around 438 nm, due to SBS and laser reflection, and ranges
between 3% and 15% of the incident laser energy [Fig. 3(a)].
On the other hand, SRS gives rise to backscattered light in
the 630–750 nm spectral range, consisting of "0.02%–0.2%
of laser energy [Fig. 3(b)]. Both these values show a clear
increasing trend with the auxiliary-main pulse delay, where
SBS and SRS reflectivities grow by factors 2 and 5, respectively, when the delay increases from 0 to 1200 ps. A similar
trend is found for the intensity of scattered light in the spectral range 600–800 nm due to SRS [Fig. 3(b)]. This behavior
can be explained by considering the inhomogeneity of the
plasma which determines the convective gain of these instabilities. Regarding the trend in Fig. 3(a), hydrodynamic simulations show that the amount of backscattered laser light
does not increase with the delay between the pulses; therefore, we expect that the trend observed is mainly determined
by the growth of SBS instability with the delay. In our interaction conditions, however, the SBS threshold and the convective gain are mainly ruled by the gradient of the
expansion velocity rather than by the density scalelength.48
By using the approximate SBS threshold taken from
Kruer49 and the profiles obtained by hydrosimulations for
shots without the auxiliary pulse, we find that the SBS
threshold in the underdense plasma, which is determined by
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FIG. 3. (a) Energy backscattered by SBS and laser backscatter (k ¼ 438 nm).
(b) SRS energy (black squares) and spectral intensity I600–800 integrated
in the range 600–800 nm (red circles) versus the delay auxiliary-main pulse
for Imax $ (3.5–6) ! 1015 W/cm2. The values of the density scalelength
calculated by the code DUED in proximity of the laser peak (Imax $ 5 ! 1015
W/cm2) and at a density ne ¼ 0.12 nc are also reported for fixed values of
auxiliary-main pulse delay.

the velocity gradients, is Ithres " (1–2) ! 1015 W/cm2, while
the threshold calculated by considering the density gradient
is an order of magnitude lower. Due to the poor spectral resolution, however, we were unable to determine accurately
the plasma density region where SBS is driven.
Hydrodynamic simulations including the auxiliary pulse
clearly show that the gradient of the expansion velocity is
strongly reduced in the underdense plasma, therefore lowering the SBS threshold and correspondingly boosting the
instability gain. This can possibly explain the experimental
results plotted in Fig. 3(a).
Figure 3(b), on the other hand, can be easily explained
by considering that larger delays produce longer plasmas,
resulting in larger gain for the SRS, whose threshold is
strongly affected by the density scalelength in the plasma. In
order to clarify the relationship between the auxiliary-main
pulse delay and the density gradient, the values of the density
scalelength calculated by the code DUED in the proximity of
the laser peak (Imax $ 5 ! 1015 W/cm2) and at a density
ne ¼ 0.12 nc are reported in Fig. 3(b) for fixed values of the
delay.
Calorimetric measurements of 3/2x0 and x0/2 emission,
obtained by using an approximate isotropic distribution,
207
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give a conversion efficiency (g3/2) of around 0.5% of incident energy and a corresponding value g1/2 in the range
(0.4–2) ! 10( 2%, i.e., a negligible loss of laser energy. Since
the actual angular dependence is not known, such values
have to be considered only as an order of magnitude.
V. HALF-INTEGER HARMONICS OF LASER
FREQUENCY

Typical x0/2 (k ¼ 876 nm) and 3/2x0 (k ¼ 292 nm) spectra are shown in Fig. 4. Both spectra exhibit an energy splitting around the harmonic wavelength, which is related to the
frequency difference of plasma waves produced by TPD
instability at ne $ nc/4.
The frequency shift of TPD blue and red EPWs from the
central frequency x0/2 can be expressed by
jdxj=x0 ¼

9 ! 2 2"
v =c j;
4 th

(1)

where j ¼ kB ) k0 =k02 ( 1=2, kB is the blue EPW wavevector, and vth is the thermal velocity.50

FIG. 4. Typical 3/2 x0 and x0/2 spectra, obtained at Imax$ 5 ! 1015 W/cm2
(black lines). Vertical lines indicate the position of the nominal laser harmonics. Red, green, and blue lines in (b) show the peaks resulting by fitting
the spectrum using 3 Lorentzian peaks. The inset in (b) shows a plot of the
shift of the blue peak 1 vs. the energy of the laser pulse. Adapted with permission from Cristoforetti et al., Europhys. Lett. 117, 35001 (2017),
Copyright 2017 EPL Association.65
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The well-defined structure of x0/2 [Fig. 4(b)] agrees
with the relevant literature on the topic.51,52 Besides the evident blue- and red-shifted peaks (labelled 1 and 2, respectively), a less evident bump at longer wavelengths (peak 3)
is visible, which we identify as a supplementary peak, as in
Seka et al.51 The blue peak has a shift from the nominal 2k0
wavelength and a width significantly larger than the red peak
2, approximately 3 and 3.6 times, respectively. Conversely,
the shift of peak 1 is similar to the shift of the weak peak 3.
The different frequency shift of peaks 1 and 3 (Dx1;3 =x0
¼ 1.1 ! 10( 2) and peak 2 (Dx2 =x0 ¼ 3.4 ! 10( 3) indicates
that the EPWs responsible for them have different wavevectors and a different origin. This is possible since TPD
instability in an inhomogeneous plasma can generate different EPWs in the range allowed by the Landau damping.
Both frequency shifts increase with laser energy, as visible in the inset of Fig. 4(b) for the blue peak. In previous
works,51 the sharp peak 2 was observed at laser intensities
higher than TPD threshold but much lower than SRS threshold. For this reason, this is usually associated with a hybrid
TPD/SRS instability rather than with a pure absolute SRS
instability, where a pump electromagnetic wave decays in a
forward electrostatic wave with k $ k0 (as TPD and SRS)
and in a backward partly electrostatic and partly electromagnetic wave53 in the proximity of the nc/4 surface (here,
ne =nc $ 0:24). According to Seka et al.,51 the shift of this
peak in the x0/2 spectrum, differently from 3/2x0 splitting,
is well applicable for the estimation of the plasma temperature because it is not affected by the angle of observation or
by geometrical effects, such as filamentation, cavitation, or
2D profiles. By using Eq. (1) with j ¼ 1=2, we obtain a
plasma temperature which increases from 1.35 keV to
1.68 keV when Imax rises from 2.4 ! 1015 to 3.7 ! 1015 W/
cm2. This value agrees with plasma temperature given by
simulations, considering that it is calculated from timeintegrated measurements; moreover, as shown below, it
agrees with the Landau cutoff of the Raman spectrum produced at densities ne < nc/4.
According to the literature,52 the broad peak 1 and the
small peak 3 can be generated by Inverse Resonance
Absorption (IRA) or by Raman Downscattering (RD) of a
laser photon. In the IRA process, an EPW with k? /k0 < 0.1
is converted into a photon near its turning point; therefore,
blue and red peaks are originated by conversion of blue and
red EPWs, respectively. In the RD process, conversely, a
laser photon is down-scattered by an EPW produced by
TPD, so that blue and red peaks are generated by scattering
with red and blue EPWs, respectively. Both IRA and RD
need particular matching conditions,51,54 and many authors
have speculated on the prevalence of the one or the other in
different experiments. Here, both coupling conditions can be
fulfilled near nc/4, where filamentation, turbulence, cavitation, and laser photon scattering can occur. For these reasons,
it is here not possible to definitively exclude neither IRA nor
RD. We note however that a blue shift DkB $ 20 nm implies
j $ 1.7, indicating the involvement of EPWs with wavevector ke $ 2.3k0. By taking a plasma temperature
Te $ 1.5 keV, as estimated above, we obtain kekD $ 0.27,
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FIG. 5. (left) Time-resolved SRS spectrum obtained at a laser intensity of
Imax $ 3.4 ! 1015 W/cm2 and no auxiliary pulse. The acquisition time window, spanning the vertical axis, is 500
ps. (top-right) SRS spectrum emitted
in the selected time window of Dt ¼ 20
ps, as shown on the left. (bottom-right)
Temporal profiles of the laser pulse
and SRS emission.

indicating that EPWs originating from the broad peaks 1 and
3 are located near the Landau cutoff at densities
ne =nc $ 0:21 ( 0:22. According to the linear theory,55 TPD
driven in such a low density region is expected to occur in a
convective regime, as previously found both in experiments
and numerical calculations.51,56,57 Such modes could be generated by ion density fluctuations driven by the ponderomotive force of the EPWs driven at nc/4, which successively
propagate down to lower densities.58 By using 2D PIC simulations with the OSIRIS code, Yan et al. showed that after a
linear growth stage, such modes could be coupled with the
SRS/TPD mode near the nc/4 surface via plasma waves and
pump-depletion, giving rise to an intermittent burst-like pattern of the instability.22
Three-halve harmonic peaks are due to the coupling of
laser photons with TPD EPWs. The blue peak is much
weaker than the red one, which can be explained by the fact
that the blue EPW must be reflected at its critical density in
order that the 3/2x0 blue peak is observed in the backscattering direction.50 Otherwise, the blue peak can be generated by
the EPW resulting from the Langmuir Decay Instability of
the primary TPD wave, as shown by Russel and DuBois.59
The frequency shift of blue and red peaks is Dx3=2 =x0
$ 1.09 ! 10( 2, i.e., similar to that of peaks 1 and 3 of the
x0/2 spectrum, suggesting that EPWs responsible for these
harmonics are the same, located near the Landau cutoff.
The splitting of half harmonic spectra shows that TPD
(including hybrid TPD/SRS instability) dominates on absolute SRS at the quarter critical density. This is in a qualitative agreement with 2D IC simulations by Weber and
Riconda,60 performed with values of temperature and density
scalelength similar to our experiment. Simulations referring
to hotter plasmas in SI conditions27,28 indicate instead a large
contribution of absolute SRS at nc/4.

complex and not reproducible spectral structure, with an
overall bandwidth usually increasing with the delay between
auxiliary and main pulses [Fig. 6(a)]. The intensity of this
emission grows with laser energy, for a fixed delay, showing
a saturation for Dt ¼ 1200 ps [Fig. 6(b)].
We associate these peaks to Backward Stimulated
Raman Scattering (BRS) occurring in the underdense
plasma. Matching conditions and a plasma temperature of
"1.5 keV, taken as an effective value during the laser peak,
imply that BRS is excited in the density range of 0.10–0.15
nc and drives forwardly directed EPWs with wave-vector
ke¼ 1.37–1.52 x0/c. The lower wavelength cutoff of the

VI. BACKWARD STIMULATED RAMAN SCATTERING

The SRS instability driven at densities lower than nc/4
gives rise to light scattered in the spectral range x0/2
< x < x0. All the emission spectra measured in our experiment exhibit peaks in the 630–750 nm spectral range, as
shown in the time resolved spectrum in Fig. 5, obtained with
a laser intensity of Imax $ 3.4 ! 1015 W/cm2 and no auxiliary
pulse. The same figure reports also a typical spectrum lineout
and the temporal profile of the SRS emission compared to
the laser pulse (discussed below). The emission has a

FIG. 6. (a) SRS spectra obtained with a laser intensity of Imax $ (3.5–5.5)
! 1015 W/cm2 and delays between auxiliary and main pulses of 350 and
1200 ps, compared with the spectrum obtained without the auxiliary pulse.
(b) Curves of growth of SRS intensity for different values of the auxiliarymain pulse delay.
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emission (ne/nc ¼ 0.10) corresponds to a value of
kekD $ 0.27, which agrees with a cutoff due to Landau damping of plasma waves; this value, indirectly, confirms the
value of the plasma temperature in the underdense plasma
estimated above.
A. SRS threshold and role of speckles

Stimulated Raman Scattering is driven by local values
of the laser intensity. An investigation of SRS threshold in
the present experiment must therefore account for the distribution of e.m. fields in the micro-scale. The use of a Random
Phase Plate on the laser beam results in the reduction of the
longitudinal and transverse spatial coherence length,61 yielding small speckles of size l? $ 2Fk0 ¼1.6 lm and length
ljj $ 8F2k0 " 14 lm (F is the f-number of the system).
Taking into account the expected laser intensity distribution
in the speckles and the number of speckles expected in the
focal volume ($105), the maximum local laser intensity
should reach "8–10 Imax. Speckle dimensions and intensity
distribution control both filamentation and parametric instabilities occurring during the interaction. Here, ponderomotive self-focusing of the most intense speckles with I > (2–3)
! 1016 W/cm2 is expected to occur at densities relevant for
SRS and TPD processes, while for lower intensity speckles,
filamentation is inhibited by their small dimensions.
The threshold of SRS instability in speckles depends on
many factors, including their possible filamentation and collective effects between speckles. The issue becomes much
more complex in the kinetic regime (kekD > 0.2), where the
non-linear Landau damping effect, depending on the electron
trapping in EPW and on their side loss across filaments,
plays an important role. Here, BRS threshold is basically
estimated by considering the main damping effects of electron plasma waves. In inhomogeneous density profiles, the
main source of damping is usually the limited resonance
region where matching conditions are
Ð l satisfied. The length
l of this region is set by imposing o jdx $ 1=2, where j
¼ k0 ( ks ( ke is the wavenumber mismatch of the interacting waves. Here, assuming a linear density profile in the resonant region, we calculate l " 1.5 lm $3.4 k0, resulting in
an effective damping rate of vs =l ¼ 4 ! 10( 2 x0 for the scattered e.m. wave and of ve =l ¼ 1:53 ! 10( 3 x0 for the EPW,
where vs and ve are the group velocities of the two waves.
Relying on classical theory, the growth of convective
SRS can be expressed by ISRS ¼ Inoise exp ð2pkÞ with the
Rosenbluth parameter k ¼ c20 =j 0 jve vs j ¼ ðc0 l=vs Þðc0 l=ve Þ,
where c0 is the homogenous growth rate, and the two terms
in brackets correspond to the number of e-folds in length l of
the scattered e.m. wave and of EPW, respectively.62 It is useful to plot the value of spectrally integrated intensity ISRS
versus the product I)L where laser intensity I is proportional
to c02 and density scalelength L is proportional to 1=j 0 (see,
e.g., Liu et al.63). Given the time and space dependences of
laser intensity, we here considered the intensity Iav averaged
over one standard deviation in time and space (Iav ¼ Imax/
1.366). Density scalelength values L were taken from the
DUED and CHIC hydrodynamic simulations for different
shot conditions (intensity and delay).
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We observe that this representation—shown in the plot
of Fig. 7—strongly reduces the scatter of points as compared
to what obtained in the graph of ISRS vs. I [Fig. 6(b)] and
therefore seems to effectively account for both the effects of
laser intensity and density scalelength; besides, the
approaching of points supports the hypothesis that the
Rosenbluth parameter, via the product I)L, is the parameter
determining the SRS threshold and growth in our experiment. Figure 7 also shows that the BRS emission rapidly
grows for smaller Iav)L values and tends to saturate at larger
values.
According to Liu et al.,63 the threshold for BRS in inhomogeneous plasmas, obtained by considering wavenumber
mismatch conditions, can be calculated by v20 =c2 > 1=k0 L,
where v0 is the quiver velocity of an electron in the e.m. laser
field. The threshold is therefore IBRS ¼ (4.5–8) ! 1015 W/cm2
depending on the auxiliary-main pulse delay. It is worth noting
that in Fig. 7, the threshold is represented by the red vertical
line Ithres)L ¼ 500 ! 1015 W lm cm( 2, showing that SRS
threshold is above the laser intensity in all our shots. Such a
value can be inaccurate for several reasons, among them the
effect of Landau damping to be considered in the kinetic
regime, the damping due to the side-loss of electrons across
the speckle edge, and the possible flattening of the density profile due to filamentation of speckles, which all need 3D fully
kinetic simulations to be correctly estimated. The calculated
threshold, however, suggests that local intensity in speckles,
higher than the envelope laser intensity, is needed to drive
BRS. At the lowest laser intensities, only speckles with intensities five times higher than Iav can drive BRS. Conversely, at
higher laser intensities, also speckles with local intensity marginally higher than Iav can play a role.
This picture is further supported by considering other
EPW damping processes, beyond the escape of the EPW from
the resonance region. Considering the present interaction conditions (Te ¼ 1.5 keV, kSRS ¼ 690 nm, ne/nc $ 0.12, and speckle
size, l? $ 1:6 lm), Landau and side-loss64 damping rates are
cL $ 5 ! 10( 4 x0 and cSL $ 2vth =l? ¼ 1:5 ! 10( 3 x0 , while
collisional damping ! ei is an order of magnitude lower. It is

FIG. 7. BRS intensity versus the product Iav)L appearing in the Rosenbluth
parameter, where Iav is the laser intensity averaged over one standard deviation in time and space. The dashed line represents the rate of BRS expected
from Rosenbluth theory, calculated for single pulse irradiation.
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therefore evident that side loss of electrons, due to the low
f/# number of focusing optics, could be more effective in
limiting the convective gain than the Landau damping of
EPWs, affecting the saturation of SRS. This picture however
changes when the SRS is driven at ne/nc $ 0.09–0.10, i.e.,
near the Landau cutoff, where the Landau damping grows
and can become predominant. When taking into account
both convection out of the resonance region and side loss
damping of EPWs, BRS threshold shifts to values near
Ithres)L ¼ 950 ! 1015 W lm cm( 2 (with a slight dependence
on L), which implies an even stronger role of high intensity
speckles. A more accurate investigation of the effect of high
intensity speckles on the BRS amplification in the present
data can be found in the study by Cristoforetti et al.,65 where
the experimental results are compared to those obtained by
the radiative-hydrodynamic code CHIC. In addition to laser
refraction and diffraction, the code also accounted for the
laser intensity statistics contained in the beam speckles and
included self-consistent calculations of non-linear laser
plasma interactions.30 The results of the simulations clearly
show that a correct modeling of the speckle intensity statistics into the beam allows the experimentally observed SRS
reflectivity to be explained.
B. Saturation and kinetic effects

Figures 6(b) and 7 show a rapid BRS growth and a saturation at higher intensities and scalelengths, visible, in particular, at delays of 600 and 1200 ps. SRS growth with Iav)L is
expected to be a combined effect of the larger intensity in single speckles and of the increasing number of speckles overcoming Ithres. The comparison of the experimental SRS
intensities with the SRS growth predicted by the classical
Rosenbluth growth rate,62 shown in Fig. 7, reveals that the
convective theory well reproduces the experiment for
Iav)L < 240 ! 1015 W lm cm( 2, i.e., before that, the SRS saturation becomes evident. The expected SRS growth rate, displayed by the dashed line in Fig. 7, is obtained by considering
single pulse irradiation and supposing that the SRS signal
observed at Iav)L ¼ 100 ! 1015 W lm cm( 2 is originated by
speckles immediately above the threshold. The gain here is
not calculated from thermal noise but just fitting the points at
lower intensities. It is worth to remark that the predicted curve
does not include the fact that an increasing number of speckles
contributes to BRS intensity for larger values of Iav, which
would make the curve steeper than that plotted in the graph,
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increasing the discrepancy with experimental results, in particular in the saturation region. The SRS saturation observed at
the highest Iav)L values suggests that damping and kinetic
effects lead to saturation of SRS into the speckles.
A similar growth followed by a rapid saturation has also
been found in experiments carried out at the Trident laser
facility17 aimed at investigating SRS occurring in single hot
spots and in PIC simulations in the kinetic regime reported
in the literature.19,66–68 In these works, the saturation is due
to a nonlinear frequency detuning occurring in large EPWs
excited in the BRS process.69,70 The frequency shift can be
due to ponderomotive and electron trapping effects as, for
example, in bowing and filamentation of plasma waves in
speckles.19,66 It was found23,67,68,71,72 that the nonlinear
phase detuning results also in a non-stationary Raman saturation, in the form of a transition from a strongly modulated
quasi-periodic to intermittent chaotic regime, with an
increasing laser intensity.23,73 Since the SRS saturation is not
mainly determined by Landau damping but rather by convective and side loss effects, we do not expect inflationary SRS
or autoresonance74 effects due to the ponderomotive trapping
of electrons to be relevant for SRS growth, as discussed by
Vu et al.64
The occurrence of kinetics mechanisms in BRS saturation in the present experiment is suggested by the chaotic
character of spectra in Fig. 6(a). Intensity dependent incoherent spectral broadening could be, in fact, attributed to nonlinear saturation of BRS with large bursts and quasi-periodic
pulsations in intensity, as observed in kinetic simulations.71,72 According to theory and PIC simulations, kinetic
mechanisms are expected to result in non-stationary SRS saturation and reflectivity bursts of the duration of the order of
the ps or lower.21,72,73 Time-resolved BRS spectra in the saturation region (Iav)L > 240 ! 1015 W lm cm( 2) with high
temporal resolution (Dt ¼ 8 ps) show evidence of emission
bursts, as shown in Fig. 8. The temporal lineout of streak
images reveals that the typical time duration of emission
bursts is FWHM $ 8–10 ps, i.e., limited by the time resolution of the streak-camera. This is consistent with numerical
PIC results and confirms the presence of kinetic mechanisms
in the SRS saturation regime.
C. Timing of SRS emission

As pointed out above, the temporal evolution of SRS
reflectivity exhibits a burst-like behavior and a considerable

FIG. 8. (Left) Time-resolved SRS
spectrum in the saturation region
(Iav)L ¼ 280 ! 1015 W lm cm( 2)
obtained with a laser intensity of
Imax $ 4.5 ! 1015 W/cm2 and no auxiliary pulse is shown. The acquisition
time window, spanning in the vertical
axis, is 500 ps, and the time resolution
is $8 ps. (Right) The time profile of
SRS emission in the spectral range
k ¼ 670 6 3 nm.
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delay with respect to the peak of the laser pulse, as shown in
Fig. 5. The delay between BRS and laser peaks, measured
only in the case of shots without the auxiliary pulse, was
"190–220 ps. The reflectivity due to Stimulated Raman
Scattering is observed at even longer times, up to 300 ps
after the laser peak, when laser intensity is very low. In order
to understand this trend, hydrodynamic simulations with the
radiative-hydrodynamic code CHIC were carried out. As in
the study by Cristoforetti et al.,65 simulations included selfconsistent calculations of Stimulated Raman Scattering and
generation of hot electrons by appropriate scaling laws using
the local and instantaneous values of laser intensity and
plasma parameters. The laser temporal profile measured shot
by shot in the PALS control room was used in the
simulations.
Simulation results obtained for Imax $ 3.7 ! 1015 W/cm2
and no auxiliary pulse are shown in Fig. 9. Here, the code
was not optimized to reproduce the speckles with the highest
laser intensity. For this reason, local laser intensity barely
overcomes the SRS threshold in a few regions of the laser
spot, which explains the low value of the hot electron flux
obtained. Consistent with our experimental findings, simulations show that SRS is driven in the trailing part of the laser
pulse, here at "180 ps after the peak of the pulse. Such a
value is understood by looking at the temporal growth of the
density scalelength in the plasma, which progressively
increases during the laser pulse and reaches the maximum
value when the laser pulse is over. Moreover, as shown in
Fig. 2(b), the plasma temperature significantly decreases in
the trailing part of the pulse, resulting in a considerable
reduction of Landau and side loss damping rates and then in
a corresponding lowering of the SRS threshold. These facts
explain why the optimal conditions for SRS onset occur in
the tail of the laser pulse.
VII. HOT ELECTRONS

A suprathermal electron propagating into the target
gives rise to Cu Ka and Ti Ka emission when it crosses Cu
and Ti tracer layers. X-ray spectroscopy of Cu Ka and Ti Ka

FIG. 9. Simulation results for Imax $ 3.7 ! 1015 W/cm2 and no auxiliary
pulse: instantaneous hot electron flux driven by BRS as a function of time
(green) and density scalelengths computed at nc/4 and 0.12 nc (dashed blue
and green lines, respectively). The intensity of the laser pulse is shown as a
black line.
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emission is therefore here used as a diagnostics of hot electrons. The flux and average energy of HEs were here estimated by measuring the reduction of the Cu Ka and Ti Ka
signals when the thickness of the plastic layer was increased.
By considering the electron stopping range in different layers
(tabulated in ESTAR database of NIST75), this value allowed
us to calculate the penetration depth of hot electrons and
hence their average energy. Monte Carlo simulations performed with the GEANT476 and PENELOPE77 codes were
used to reproduce the experimental results. Assuming an exponential distribution for hot electron energy "exp(( E/Thot), a
temperature Thot ¼ 20 6 10 keV and an energy HE conversion
eHE " 0.14% 6 0.03% were obtained. Such distribution well
fitted the Ka signal obtained for all shots with the exception
of those using plastic layers of 125 lm and overall 180 lm.
In these shots, the measured Ka emission was higher than
expected. This suggests that energetic HEs, with a temperature
of Thot > 100 keV, are also generated during the interaction.
Another approach for estimating hot electron energy is considering the ratio between Cu Ka and Ti Ka emission on the same
shot. This value does not depend on the absolute number of
generated hot electrons, which may vary shot by shot, making
this diagnostic more accurate. The HE temperature obtained
with this method was Thot ¼ 25 6 5 keV, and the energy conversion was eHE " 0.1% 6 0.05% of the incident laser energy.
Hot electron energy was also measured by using a bremsstrahlung cannon, resulting in a temperature of Thot ¼ 19 6 3 keV,
in agreement with the previous values referring to the colder
temperature.
The measured temperature of "20 keV is close to that
obtained for hot electrons generated by BRS (Thot $ 28 keV)
in the 1D PIC simulations of Klimo et al.27 Although the
simulation time ($80 ps) is shorter than our laser pulse, the
explored range of intensities (2.4–24 PW/cm2) and the preplasma scalelength (150 lm) are similar to those of the present experiment. In these simulations, however, SRS occurs
at densities closer to the quarter critical density, which determines the phase velocity of plasma waves induced by
Raman and thus the energy of the hot electrons. Conversely,
those simulations turn out in a prevailing component of hot
electrons with a lower energy of $10 keV, which are accelerated in cavities seeded at quarter-critical density by SRS
and TPD. In the present work, this low-energy hot electron
component is not observed.
The Cu Ka intensities measured using a CCD working in
the single-photon regime suggest a correlation between the
BRS backscattered intensity and the Ka photon number, as
shown in Fig. 10. This supports a scenario in which hot electrons are mainly generated by breaking of EPW induced by
BRS.
The energy of the electrons generated by BRS in the
density region 0.10–0.15 nc, obtained by considering the
phase velocity vph ¼ xe =ke of the driven EPW,
is $17–20 keV, which is in good agreement with the measured value. This again supports the conclusion that such hot
electrons, which are the main component, are produced by
BRS.
Assuming that the x0/2 spectra loosely reflect the frequencies of TPD EPWs, hot electrons of different energies
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FIG. 10. Correlation between BRS intensity and Cu Ka photon number measured with the CCD working in the single photon regime. Reproduced with
permission from Cristoforetti et al., Europhys. Lett. 117, 35001 (2017).
Copyright 2017 EPL Association.65

could be generated by the convective modes near the Landau
damping and by the hybrid SRS/TPD modes near the nc/4
surface. EPWs in low density regions (ne =nc $ 0:21 ( 0:22)
are expected to easily trap thermal electrons due to their low
phase velocity (vph $ 4vth ), resulting however in low-energy
hot electrons (Te $ 10 keV). A Maxwellian component in the
electron distribution at this low temperature was however
not clearly observed in our measurements. High frequency
hybrid modes, on the other hand, could in principle generate
much hotter electrons (Te > 100 keV), but their flux is
expected to be limited by the small number of thermal electrons that can be trapped at so large EPW phase velocities
(vph $ 10:5vth ). By means of 2D PIC and fluid simulations,
Yan et al.58 recently showed that the amount of these highenergy hot electrons can be significantly enhanced by a
staged acceleration of electrons from the low density region
(ne =nc $ 0:21 ( 0:22), generated by convective modes, to
the high density region (ne =nc $ 0:24 ( 0:25) where hybrid
SRS/TPD modes operate. Such high-energy electrons, which
could be deleterious in SI for the possible pre-heating of the
compressed fuel, could explain the Ka signal measured for
the target with large plastic thickness (125 and 180 lm).
Since the electrons generated by hybrid SRS/TPD modes are
expected to be energetic and strongly peaked in the forward
direction, the generated Bremsstrahlung emission is expected
to be mainly emitted in the forward direction.78 This could
explain why their contribution was not detected by the
Bremsstrahlung spectrometer, which was looking at the irradiated side of the target.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The impact of parametric instabilities at laser intensities
relevant for shock ignition in a planar irradiation geometry
has been investigated by both calorimetry and spectroscopy.
Measurements show that the main mechanisms reducing the
pulse energy transfer to the plasma are Stimulated Brillouin
Scattering and laser reflection with reflectivities in the lens
cone of 3%–15% of laser energy. The energy backscattered
by Stimulated Raman Scattering is lower than 1%. Both
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3/2x0 and x0/2 harmonics are measured, indicating that that
a fraction of laser energy reaches the nc/4 surface and drives
TPD and hybrid TPD/SRS instabilities.
Stimulated Raman Scattering is driven at densities compatible with classical Landau cutoff (ne ¼ 0.10–0.15 nc) in
the trailing part of the laser pulse, where the scalelength of
the plasma is larger. It results in the generation of a low flux
("0.1%) of low-energy (Thot " 20 keV) hot electrons.
Measurements also suggest the presence of a component of
high energy hot electrons (Thot > 100 keV), which could be
possibly generated by the hybrid TPD/SRS instability. BRS
is driven in the speckles generated by the RPP, where local
intensity is much higher than the envelope value. The BRS
gain, its spectral modulations, and the observation of reflectivity bursts suggest the occurrence of nonlinear and kinetic
effects into the speckles, affecting EPW growth and resulting
in the Raman saturation. BRS extent is much lower than that
measured in other experiments relevant for SI,11,32,34,35
which is partly explainable by the lower plasma scalelength.
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a b s t r a c t
In this paper we summarize the contributions presented during the Working Group 7 (WG7) sessions, dedicated
to high brightness power sources. In this context we have tackled several topics of high relevance to novel
accelerators, including laser technology for laser driven accelerators, the state of the art of high peak and average
power lasers, the laser beam quality, contrast and stability. A number of novel results were presented especially
in the area of laser beam characterization and control, advanced laser concepts, target control and electron beam
diagnostics currently under development at a range of labs engaged in the development of advanced accelerator
concepts.
© 2017 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
Many novel acceleration techniques, such as the Laser Driven Plasma
Wakefield Acceleration (LWFA) [1], rely on the use of high repetitionrate, high peak power laser drivers. In this working group special
attention was given to the use of such driver lasers in view of future
user applications.
In the current framework, aimed at the establishment of a reliable
operation of LWFA, the high power lasers used to reach high acceleration gradients in the plasma also need to exhibit high repetition rates in
order to drive applications; the laser control also needs to be improved
through the implementation of feedback systems. All this leads to high
average power lasers capable of delivering kW scale output on the target.
The control and the characterization of many parameters of the
laser, such as its longitudinal shape and transverse contrast also are
fundamental for controlling the wake-field generated in the plasma,
which influences the quality of the accelerated electron bunches. These
are some of the key areas where development is needed to finally
deliver reliable operation of laser drivers as envisaged in the EuPRAXIA
project [2].
2. Overview of research topics
Feedback Control. The feedback control of the spatio-temporal properties
of high-intensity laser pulses allows the optimization of the output
* Corresponding author.

E-mail address: la.gizzi@ino.cnr.it (L.A. Gizzi).
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parameters of an experiment by tuning the shape of the input laser.
More specifically D. Symes (STFC) reported about the optimization of
soft X-rays emission from electrons generated via LWFA thanks to the
optimization of the laser shape by changing the dazzler settings of
the 5 Hz Gemini laser. This approach clearly showed, possibly for the
first time, that spatio-temporal laser stability plays a major role in the
stability of the acceleration process and active control of these features
will finally enable a major improvement on the quality of the accelerated
electron bunches.
Characterization of the Contrast and Wavefront Control. The transverse
properties of the laser beam have a strong impact on the properties of
the wake-field generated in the plasma. Moreover the lack of control
of the laser wavefront can potentially damage the plasma capillary. A
research carried out at LUX, a collaboration between ELI-beamlines,
the University of Hamburg and DESY investigates effects of laser beam
propagation. The laser wavefront is controlled via a closed loop including a deformable mirror and a wavefront sensor. V. Leroux presented
the status of the investigations concerning the laser wavefront at the
target position, showing detailed characterization of actual laser specs
at interaction point and a first investigations of effects of rep-rated
operation on transport line.
At LMU in Munich a new concept has been developed for the
measurement of the 2D spatial and temporal intensity distribution of
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an high power laser at the focus. M. Speicher reported about the
working principle of the method, that relies on optical probing of the
dynamically generated plasma at a mm-thin foil. Experimental data
were also presented that demonstrate the possibility to extract details
of laser pulse temporal evolution on target.

considered as a method for on-line monitoring of shot-by-shot variations
of LWFA performance.
Perspectives for High Power and High Repetition rate Lasers On this topic an
overview of the US developments was given by W. Leemans (LBNL) who
reported on a recent workshop Laser Technology for k-BELLA and Beyond
[5] held at LBNL in May 2017, focused on the identification of the key
technologies for achieving, in the next decades, high (PW) peak power
and high (kW and beyond) repetition rates, for applications in advanced
accelerators concepts. Six technical approaches were presented based on
Ti:sapphire lasers, TM:YLF lasers and fiber lasers. The issues connected
to the longevity of the materials, such as heat load and carbon deposition
on gratings or non-linear crystals and mirrors were also addressed. In
general, this was one of the key subjects of the Working Group 7 that
generated significant discussion during the whole workshop.

Extended propagation in Plasmas. In the AWAKE experiment at CERN the
laser is used to ionize a rubidium vapor source along a 10 m distance. J.
Moody has reported about how the depletion of the laser in the plasma
chamber can be controlled by using pulses with sufficient energy and
intensity, thus allowing achieving sufficiently homogeneous ionization
of the vapor along the complete chamber length. This is also an excellent
example of the use of fiber pump laser technology at the multi-TW
level to achieve laser stability, both shot-by-shot and on a long term
operation.
Increasing Laser Brightness. Laser beam Circulators are used to potentially
increase the laser brightness. K. Cassou presented the status of the
realization and alignment of a laser beam circulator [3] used in the
ELI-Nuclear Physics Project. The laser brightness needs to be increased
right before the interaction point of the laser with the ELI electron
beam aimed to produce X-rays. The construction of such a system is
especially challenging because of the very precise surface manufacture
requirement of the mirrors and high precision of their parallelism.
Among the highlights of the presentation we mention the progress of
the collaboration towards a successful implementation of self-alignment
algorithms for alignment at interaction point.

3. Conclusions
We have summarized the topics and the emerging issues that have
been discussed during the WG7 sessions of the workshop concerning
development of laser power sources and their control in laser-driven
acceleration.
Presentations clearly show that a major effort is ongoing in many laboratories world-wide to address the issues connected to the laser control
for application in novel acceleration techniques. Also the strategy for
fulfilling the requirements for stable acceleration in short and medium
term has been addressed and discussed. Significant progress has been
achieved in this direction in the most recent years and we believe that
these topics will attract significantly higher attention in the near future.
It is therefore extremely important for the future editions of the EAAC
workshop to encourage participation of key contributors in these fields,
from high average power lasers development to laser characterization
and control, from laser–plasma interactions to beam diagnostics.

Effects of Laser Properties in Plasmas and LWFA Experiments. The laser
pulse propagating in the plasma experiences many changes in the
longitudinal energy distribution such as e.g. laser depletion. M. Streeter
reported about how the experimental characterization of the Gemini
laser at the Central Laser Facility has enabled the understanding of the
mechanisms influencing laser evolution in the plasma. A model well
representing this phenomenon has been included in simulations and a
good fit of the experimental data has been achieved. This is an example
of investigation in which the role of laser and plasma properties on
LWFA is clearly identified.
At SPARC-LAB the FLAME laser is being used for a variety of
experiments such as LWFA, TNSA (i.e. proton acceleration by thin metal
target), Compton Scattering etc. M.P. Anania presented an overview of
the current status of the different experiments, ranging from high intensity, high density plasmas for generation of energetic ions to extended
propagation in gases for LWFA. A. Curcio focused on recent SPARC-LAB
experimental results concerning phase-space reconstruction [4] of low
emittance electron beams in the plasma by measuring simultaneously
the electron beam and the betatron radiation spectra. This novel singleshot measurement proves to be able to provide useful limits for the
estimation of the electron bunch emittance in plasmas and may be
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a b s t r a c t
A new method for the generation of a train of pulses from a single high-energy, ultra short pulse is presented,
suited for Resonant Multi-Pulse Ionization injection (Tomassini, 2017). The method is based on different
transverse portion of the pulse being delayed by a ‘‘mask’’ sectioned in concentric zones with different thicknesses,
in order to deliver multiple laser pulses. The mask is placed right before the last focusing parabola. A hole in the
middle of the mask lets part of the original pulse to pass through to drive electron injection. In this paper a full
numerical modelling of this scheme is presented. In particular we discuss the spatial and temporal profile of the
pulses emerging from the mask and how they are related to the radius and thickness of each section.

1. Introduction
Future applications of Laser WakeField Acceleration (LWFA), such
as FELs and new generation of particle colliders, require high-quality
electron bunches. The main approach consists in injecting low-emittance
electron bunches in the plasma wave. Among the different models
proposed, the Resonant Multi-Pulse Ionization injection (ReMPI) [1]
relies on the plasma wake being excited by a train of pulses produced
from a single high-energy, ultra short laser pulse. The theory of plasma
wave excitation by a pulse train was presented in [2,3] (and more
recently discussed in [4]); the scheme takes advantage of the coherent
sum of the wakefields produced by each pulse of the train (the pulses
being separated in time by a plasma period) to excite a plasma wave with
suitable amplitude. In Fig. 1 a QFluid [5] plasma simulation shows a
comparison between this scheme and the classic LWFA. In this example
a train of 8 pulses equally separated by a plasma period, each with
duration of 10 fs and peak intensity of 7.4 ù 1017 W/cm2 , travels through
a plasma with ne = 5 ù 1018 cm*3 exciting a wave with a longitudinal
accelerating field 20% higher than the one generated by a single pulse
moving through the same plasma with duration of 10 fs, peak intensity
of 5.9 ù 1018 W/cm2 and the same delivered energy of the train. The
advantage of the resonant scheme is that the reduced peak intensity of
each train pulse enables controlled particle trapping conditions. Finally,
a fraction of the original pulse is frequency doubled in order to provide
separated ionization injection.
The generation of the pulse train from a single laser pulse has been
widely investigated, using stacked Michelson interferometers [6,7], a
*

linear array of birefringent plates [8] and spectral filtering of a chirped
pulse [9,10]. All these techniques require challenging alignments and
big optical elements due to the energy involved.
In this work we present a relatively easy-to-implement method
of train generation, employing a structured transmission mask which
allows different portions of the original beam to be delayed by different
thicknesses of the transmissive layers. Such a simple configuration
makes our technique suitable to produce pulse trains with existing laser
systems and small laboratories. We developed a complete characterization of both spatial and temporal profile of the train pulses using
vector diffraction theory and nonlinear time dependent analysis of pulse
propagation, respectively.
2. Description of the experimental method and space and time
characterization of the pulse train
As shown in Fig. 2 we consider a single high-energy pulse, with a
super-gaussian transverse profile, impacting on a concentric-sectioned
mask placed just before the last focusing Off-Axis Parabola (OAP). Each
section’s thickness di is chosen to match the time delay of the emerging
ring pulses with the plasma period. Then these rings are focused on the
plasma target and results in a multi-pulse driver for the wakefield.
For a first case study we designed a delay mask suitable for the
already mentioned ReMPI scheme. This mask (Fig. 3(a)) delivers a 4pulses train while the hole in the middle allows the so-called ‘‘ionization
pulse’’ to pass through. This pulse, with relatively low energy (Ì100 mJ),
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(a) 3D-model.

(b) Transverse beam profile.

Fig. 3. Mask and beam. The incoming beam with a super-Gaussian transverse
profile impacts normally on the mask and emerges as 4 rings time-separated.
Sections with the same area give rise to pulses carrying the same energy. The
hole in the middle is due to the necessity in ReMPI model to use part of the
original pulse for ionization injection.

Fig. 1. Comparison of wakefield excitation by a single pulse or a pulse train.
In these plasma simulations pulses moving through the left are considered. The
thin lines indicate the plasma wake. In this example a train of 8 pulses equally
separated by the plasma period drives a wave (thin blue) whose maximum
accelerating gradient is 20% more than that of the wave excited by the single
pulse (thin red) wiht the same delivered energy. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
Source: Figure from [1].

same formulation of [11] for the electric field at each point xP of the
focal plane we get
⇠
1
E(x) gj(r) (x, xP ) sin kv(x, xP )
Ej (xP ) = *
OAP
⇡
(2)
+ gj(i) (x, xP ) cos kv(x, xP ) dx dy ,
where is the laser wavelength, k the wave vector and v = u(x, xP )+p(x)
with u = x * xP  being the distance from the surface point x to the point
2
*x2 *y2 )_4f is the difference of optical path with respect to
xP ; p = (dOAP
the OAP centre. gj(r) and gj(i) are the real and imaginary part, respectively,
of the complex gj functions that can be written as:
0
1
1
x
1 x * xP
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1*
(3a)
u 2f
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0
1
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1*
(3b)
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2f
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0
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*
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Fig. 2. Geometrical model. Cartesian coordinate system with the origin in the
paraboloid vertex. The laser pulse comes from the right and splits in 4 rings
separated in time that will be focused on the focal plane x® y® .

In order to finally calculate the electric field we perform the numerical integration in Eq. (2) using a C++ code we developed. In particular,
integrating on the portion of the OAP selected by a certain ring we get
the intensity map of the corresponding train pulse.
Here we present a numerical case with the following parameters:
original laser pulse FWHM = 40 mm (see Fig. 3(b)), F /5, ✓OA = 25˝ ,
= 800 nm and r = 5 mm. In Fig. 4 we plot the intensity maps at the
focal plane of each train pulse. The maps show that the same-energy
condition results in the same intensity peak for every pulse. In Fig. 5 we
plot the line-out on the x® axis of the intensity for a better visualization.
Spot sizes are also rather similar although diffraction effects become
more important for external regions. Further studies will investigate the
effects of these small differences on the excited plasma wave. We stress
that these results are strictly related to the imposed conditions; working
in parallel with plasma simulation can underline which one of these
properties is most important or which are the best conditions to match
in order to refine the mask.

can be produced in many ways. For instance, a pick up mirror can be
used (upstream of the delay mask) and a suitable delay line can be set
up, together with a frequency doubling crystal; a second small mirror
can be used to re-insert the pulse into the main path. Since this paper
is mostly concerned with the generation of the pulse train, we defer to
another paper a deeper discussion of this issue.
The internal and external radii of each section are initially set in
order to carry the same energy, i.e. each region has the same area
(considering that the whole mask lies in the flat region of the supergaussian transverse
˘ profile, as in Fig. 3(b)). Therefore ith radius is
calculated as ri = ir with r being the central hole radius.
2.1. Study of the spatial properties of the train pulses
Each pulse of the train is spatially characterized by its electrical
field at the focal plane x® y® of the OAP. The calculations are performed
in the framework of the Stratton–Chu vector diffraction theory. Time
dependence is intentionally omitted in this analysis and contour effects
are negligible in the far-field calculation. We consider a super-gaussian
transverse profile and linear polarization along the x axis for the
incoming beam that, with reference to the coordinate system depicted
in Fig. 2, is written as
4 0⇠
1 5
x * dOAP ⇡2 ⇠ y ⇡2 4
1
E(x) = exp *
,
(1)
+
2
x
y

2.2. Study of the temporal properties of the train pulses
A time dependent numerical approach including both linear and
nonlinear interaction processes was undertaken in order to investigate
the temporal behaviour of the generated pulse train. To this purpose we
used the Mirò software [12]. In what follows we refer to a case study
aimed at a practical implementation of the ReMPI scheme.
The time distance between each pulse of the train depends solely on
the group velocity. In order to resonantly excite the plasma wave the
pulse separation has to match the plasma period; the thickness of each
section can be set according to this requirement.

with x í y = FWHM_2(ln 2)1_8 , FWHM being the transverse size of the
beam impinging on the mask, as represented in Fig. 3(b). Following the
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Table 1
Train pulses duration. Considering an initial pulse with a duration of 30 fs we
simulated the GVD-related time broadening, namely the FWHM of the intensity,
of the train pulse emerging from each region with the corresponding thickness
di . The fourth column shows the duration broadening for an initial pulse with a
*1 ù 1027 s*2 frequency chirp.
Region

di ( m)

FWHM (fs )

FWHMc (fs)

1
2
3
4

714
643
571
500

38.5
37.2
36.0
34.8

35.6
34.6
33.7
32.8

of the propagation. Preliminary QFluid plasma simulations show that
this broadening is utterly acceptable in terms of wake excitation. It is
possible to mitigate this effect by adding a tiny chirp to the incoming
beam; for instance, a negative frequency chirp of the order of 1027 s*2
results in the durations reported in the fourth column of Table 1. We
notice that these results also suggest a low impact of the nonlinear
effects occurring as a consequence of the propagation through the mask.
Finally, we mention that the estimated B-integral after the mask is of
order of 10*1 ; this confirms that the thicknesses considered here can be
safely tolerated in any practical situation.

Fig. 4. Intensity maps in arbitrary units at the focal plane. Each map is
normalized by the same Imax value. Transverse profile of the focused rings is
shown. Intensity peak is the same for each pulses and spot sizes are comparable.

3. Conclusions
We presented an experimental method to generate a pulse train
starting from a single high-energy femtosecond pulse and using a delay
mask made up by concentric rings with different thicknesses.
Diffraction effects were studied and numerical approach was developed to study the transverse profile of each train pulse allowing
a fine tuning of the rings’ size for the optimization of the ReMPI
scheme. We showed that pulse duration broadening is not a concern
for typical plasma parameters of LWFA. Further combined optical and
plasma simulations are needed to improve tuning of the mask in order to
enhance multi-pulse wake excitation and provide a valid experimental
set up.
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Fig. 5. Intensity line-out. Each plot is normalized by the same Imax value.
Sections with same area and incident energy result in the same peak intensity
but different spot size. Diffraction effects are more relevant in the external rings.

Considering a slab of fused silica, chosen for its low GVD property,
with an initial electron density of 1018 cm*3 , we get a difference in
thickness between consecutive regions d of 71.52 m. With modern
manufacturing technology it is possible to produce self-standing fused
silica slabs, suited for the used parameters, with a minimum thickness
of 500 m; the second column of Table 1 shows the resulting values for
the thickness of each ring.
The effects of the propagation through the mask on the time and
spectral shape was simulated, using the Mirò code with the quasi-1D
numerical scheme, for a pulse with 1 J energy and a duration (FWHM of
the intensity) of 30 fs; different runs were carried out for each thickness
di , corresponding to each mask’s regions.
Since we are dealing with ultra short, intense laser pulses, both
nonlinear and dispersive (up to the second order) effects were taken
into account in these simulations. The results obtained for the final
duration (that is, the pulse duration after passing through the mask)
are reported in the third column of Table 1; as it can be seen, a
difference in duration between the pulses emerging from the inner
ring and the outer one of approximately 10% arises as a consequence
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Abstract
Novel accelerator schemes are rapidly emerging in the
wake of laser-plasma acceleration research and involve
advanced high-power laser drivers for their operation.
Significant progress has been made in laser performance
during the past decade, including repetition rate, average
and peak power, and footprint, making these systems
attractive for many applications, including novel accelerators. Here we discuss laser driver requirements for the
proposed novel accelerator schemes, examine emerging
technologies and introduce a viable laser driver concept
for a first generation of plasma accelerators.

INTRODUCTION
After two decades of dramatic developments in laserplasma acceleration [1,2,3,4,5] following the original idea
of Tajima and Dowson[6], enabled by the invention of
CPA lasers [7] and the diffusion of high ultrashort pulse
lasers worldwide [8], record electron energy in the lab is
now approaching the 10 GeV [9]. As a consequence,
concepts for a new generation of industrial, high gradient
accelerators based on highly advanced laser-plasma acceleration schemes are emerging rapidly.
Among these, the European H2020 project named
EuPRAXIA[10] aims at the realization of a European
Plasma Research Accelerator with eXcellence In Applications and is delivering a conceptual design of a plasma
based electron beam accelerator to final energies between
1 and 5 GeV, with bunch duration of a few fs, transverse
emittance of about 1 mm-mrad and relative energy spread
reaching from a few % down to a few 10-3 total and few
10-4 in a 1 micro-meter slice of the beam. The EuPRAXIA
specifications [11] approach the regime of modern X-ray
free-electron lasers (FELs) and fulfil basic requirements
for a 5 GeV plasma accelerator stage of a linear collider.
The EuPRAXIA concept, like other similar programmes world-wide, builds upon ultrashort pulse laser
drivers [12] with kW average power and up to petawattscale peak power, with a repetition rate ideally up to 1
kHz and beyond. Such laser systems are not currently
available, but the scenario for enabling technologies is
evolving rapidly. Indeed, new architectures are emerging
with the promise of addressing medium and long-term
objectives of laser-plasma acceleration and future plasmabased particle colliders. Scaling the technology of existing high peak power lasers to higher average power, while
maintaining key technological performance requirements,
is challenging and required high average power pump
laser sources. Pulsed high energy solid state lasers have

demonstrated continuous operation at 100J scale energy
per pulse and repetition rates up to 10 Hz, like the DIPOLE laser [13] and the industrial P60 [14]. Solid-state
lasers with peak power in the petawatt class and pulse
energies exceeding 10 J have reached an average power
of tens of watts, like the BELLA system [15], with
HAPLS aiming at 300 W[16]. It is therefore clear that a
one order of magnitude or higher improvement in the
average power of ultrafast lasers is needed to meet laser
requirements for novel plasma accelerators.

TECHNOLOGY PATHS
Motivated by endeavours like the kBELLA project
(LBNL, US)[17] and also by EuPRAXIA [10], new concepts are emerging which are now entering the design and
prototyping demonstration phase for intermediate average
power levels and may offer solution for kHz and higher
rep-rate systems. Depending on the required laser parameters, the time to construction and the expected performance, several approaches can be identified starting from
laser technologies currently available and evaluating their
scalability to the required specifications. In the following,
a brief description of the leading technologies is given,
sorted according to their efficiency, outlining pros and
cons in the perspective of designing a driver for a laserplasma accelerator.

Titanium Sapphire
Currently used in almost all the laser-plasma acceleration laboratories and facilities, Ti:Sapphire based technology is certainly the most advanced and mature. Featuring
a broad gain bandwidth, Titanium doped Al2O3 (Ti:Sa),
allows for the amplification of a few tens of fs pulses. It is
therefore perfectly suited for the laser pulse duration
targeted by current LWFA driver parameters, at a wavelength of about 800 nm. On the other hand Ti:Sapphire
must be pumped in the visible, typically between 500 and
550 nm, commonly obtained by frequency doubled Qswitched Nd:YAG lasers. The wall-plug efficiency of the
whole system is usually quite low, in particular when
flash lamp pumped Nd:YAG lasers are used. Moreover,
the high (~ 34%) quantum defect between the pump and
the fluorescence photon energy imposes a high thermal
load on the gain medium. These elements make the operation at high average power quite challenging. Replacement of flash lamp, with diode-pumped solid state
(DPSSL) lasers provides a significant improvement in
wall-plug efficiency, with major European industrial endeavour in place. In very recent years, demonstration of
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innovative concepts and the construction of DPSSL prototypes are leading to kW average power pump lasers, possibly scalable to multi-kW [13,14].
The lack of diode pumps capable of pumping directly
the Ti:Sa, forces us to use diode-pumped Nd lasers. This
double-step impacts on the overall efficiency of the system, eventually limiting further scalability. Also, highenergy laser systems will require large aperture gain elements and, since Ti:Sa can only be produced as a single
crystal, the size of the gain element is another limitation.

This is a preprint — the final version is published with IOP

Direct Pumping Chirped Pulse Amplification
Other technologies are developing which aim at more
efficient configurations removing the double-step in the
pumping architecture, with direct pumping of the ultrafast
amplifier with diodes. This is a mandatory step to deliver
higher repetition rate and higher average power levels.
Direct Chirped Pulse Amplification using lasing media
that can be pumped directly with diodes offer an ideal
alternative solution for higher efficiency and higher reprate. Direct CPA concepts under consideration have been
explored in detail and some issues have been identified,
including the minimum achievable pulse duration and the
scaling of listed architectures.
Examples of Direct CPA are Yb based systems like
Yb:YAG and Yb:CaF2: with respect to the Ti:Sapphire,
Yb based gain media have many advantages in terms of
pumping efficiency:, they allow direct pumping by semiconductor lasers at 930-970 nm, without further wavelength conversion stages. Moreover, the quantum defect
between the pump photon energy and the laser photon
energy is rather low (around 10%) because the emission
wavelength (usually 1030-1050 nm, depending on the
host) is close to the pumping wavelength. This reduces
the thermal load on the gain medium and thus the power
dissipation requirements. Both these elements are advantageous for a high average power operation regime.
The main drawback of the Yb-based gain media is the
reduced gain bandwidth, that makes it difficult to achieve
pulse duration of 100 fs or less for high-energy pulses,
whereas operation in the range 100-200 fs is more easily
achieved. Another potential drawback is that in Yb doped
media the saturation fluence of the laser transition often
largely exceeds the damage threshold of the host so that
amplification stages cannot operate in saturation. Finally,
several hosts allow doping with Yb, and this provides
some flexibility in the choice of the gain media parameters (e.g. emission spectrum, but also thermal conductivity and thermo-optical parameters). Besides, several hosts
can be fabricated with ceramics technologies, which can
more easily allow large gain elements.
Another promising concept of direct CPA, with enhanced potential performance at very high rep rate is
based on the Tm:YLF gain media which offers significant
lifetime advantage over the well-established Yb doped
materials traditionally used for diode pumped fiber and
bulk systems. When operated in the multi-pulse extraction, it is as efficient at >70% at rep-rates > 1 kHz, while
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at 100 Hz is still capable of ≈ 20% efficiency. Among the
host materials, YLF offers several attractive properties,
including a negative dn/dT, low linear and nonlinear refractive index, and natural birefringence. The Tm dopant
in YLF emits laser radiation at ~1.9 µm, and has a long
upper-state lifetime (15 ms). It can be pumped with
commercially-available, technologically-mature, highbrightness CW laser diodes at 800 nm. Also, Tm:YLF is
commercially available in boule sizes consistent with 300
kW average power operation of a 30J compressed at 10
kHz or up to 160J at lower repetition rates [17].
Another robust and well established architecture is
based on Nd:glass. Some high energy systems adopt
Nd:glass as gain medium for the final power amplification stages. Nd-doped glasses provide a gain bandwidth
suitable for the generation and amplification of pulses in
the 100 fs time range. Large gain elements can be produced with glasses more easily than with crystal growth
technologies. Moreover, Nd:glasses can be directly
pumped with diode lasers, which is advantageous for the
overall efficiency and power dissipation requirements of
the pump system. On the other hand, even though the
thermally dissipated pump power fraction is moderate
(around 20%), the operation at high average power levels
of Nd:glass bulk amplifiers is limited by the poor thermal
conductivity of the glass host.
An additional alternative method for the amplification
of high peak power pulses is based on parametric light
amplification in nonlinear optical crystals, namely Optical
Parametric Chirped Pulse Amplification (OPCPA)
[18,19]. Instead of using ordinary laser media based on
the excitation/deexcitation of an atomic transition, the
amplification is based on optical difference frequency
generation in nonlinear crystals. With respect to standard
amplification, OPCPA has several specific features that
can be potentially advantageous: first, it can reach a very
high amplification factor of chirped pulses: up to 3-4
orders of magnitude per pass in terms of energy. Moreover, the parametric gain exists only when the pump pulse
is present, so that the amplification process inherently acts
as a temporal contrast gate, enabling high temporal contrast pulses. Finally, the process is non dissipative, because the energy difference between the pump (highest
energy) photon and the amplified signal (lower energy
photon) is emitted as a third photon (the so called idler)
and it is not dissipated into the crystal, as it happens in
stimulated emission process. Therefore, the parametric
amplification process imposes a much lower thermal load
on the amplified medium with respect to the amplification
based on the emission from atomic transitions. The amplification of high energy pulses requires large aperture
crystals: this limits the choice of the possible nonlinear
materials, mainly to KDP, DKDP and LBO.

Other Concepts
Finally, a very promising approach that has attracted a
major attention for its potential compactness and the
strong link with the industrial world of telecommunica-
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tions is based on Fiber laser technology, which is currently offering the best wall-plug efficiency for a laser, now
exceeding 50% in CW mode. For high peak power architectures, solutions based on the coherent combination [20]
of a very large number of fiber amplifiers is being developed and prototype developments are in progress. Studies
show that this technology is really optimized for repetition rate of 10 kHz and above and will be particularly
suited and cost-competitive if laser driver parameters are
going to evolve towards small energy (J level) per pulse
and higher repetition rate (>1kHz) .

INDUSTRIAL DRIVER
In the perspective of a short term approach, a driver for
a plasma accelerator capable of outstanding parameters,
like those required by the EuPRAXIA laser, should be
based on components with a high Technology Readiness
Level, ideally sourcing from a lab environment where
specific technology have been explored in depth. Ti:Sa
technology is certainly an excellent platform that leads to
the required specifications by scaling existing systems. As
anticipated, scaling still requires innovative solutions for
high repetition rate, DPSSL pump lasers and thermal
management in both the amplifier and the whole transport
chain from the compressor to the target plasma.
As anticipated, kW scale lasers suitable for pumping
Ti:Sa in the 10-20 Hz range repetition rate are just emerging with industrial systems like the P60 [14] or prototypes
like the DIPOLE [13], and can be integrated in advanced
Ti:Sa amplifiers design, provided a geometry with efficient cooling ensures heat removal from the amplifier
head. This is an important conceptual aspect of laser design that has impact on both the complexity and the compactness of the final system. As shown in Fig.1, transmission and reflection geometries of the amplifier head are
considered in this context.

Figure 1: Possible conceptual configurations of an amplifier head, the core of a laser driver where efficient heat
exchange between the gain material and the heat sink is
crucial to enable high average power operation.
Indeed, in currently explored designs, heat exchange
sets the limit of accessible average power to ≈1kW, leaving options for a 10 Hz system at 100 J energy per pulse.
Higher repetition rate, namely 100 Hz at 10 J or possibly
1kHz at 1J pulse energy, are also possible, provided higher repetition rate, high power diode laser operation can be
achieved. Also, a modest increase (2X) of the average
power performance is accessible using multiple pump
units simultaneously. This approach, while inevitably
increasing the complexity of the pumping geometry, has
the advantage of increasing the robustness of the driver
operation against failure of individual components.
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the repetition rate of currently available high power diode
lasers and to enhance thermal management in the amplifier head [21]. Yb:YAG and Yb:CaF2 are both candidates as
gain media, however major numerical modelling and
experimental data is needed to demonstrate the path to
commercial availability of diode pump sources needed for
a reliable kHz driver.

TRANSPORT AND STABILITY
The general layout of the driver delivery to target plasma includes a number of components that ensure control
and stability of the wakefield generation. Indeed, experimental studies are currently focusing attention of the role
of driver beam quality, namely focal spot intensity distribution, energy and pointing stability, that are key factors
behind the stability of the accelerated electron bunch.

Figure 2: Schematic layout of the post-amplification section required to deliver the driver beam to the target plasma and to maintain control of the beam quality.
The block diagram of Fig.2 shows the main components required to gain angular, spatial and temporal control of the driver. Scaling these components to the beam
size and average power currently required is a very challenging task that calls for a significant development. Spatial beam diagnostics in the focal plane are necessary in
order to measure and improve the beam spatial quality, in
a closed loop with the deformable mirror, and in order to
estimate the beam intensity achieved during the acceleration experiment. Requirements on beam pointing stability
are highly demanding, with pointing accuracy well below
the µrad to ensure no impact on the pointing instability of
the accelerated electron bunch, typically set by the acceleration process. Here a combination of pointing detector
and active pointing control is envisaged in the full scale
implementation of the driver.

CONCLUSIONS
First generation of high quality laser-plasma accelerator
design is progressing rapidly and needs a new generation
of ultrashort pulse laser drivers, with high average power
and high stability. A range of candidate technology paths
is being considered and will develop according to timescale for implementation and required driver performance. Evolution of widely explored Ti:Sa based system
may provide viable short term solution for kW scale drivers with rep-rate up to the kHz, while higher rep-rate,
high average power solutions will build on newer, more
efficient technology and high efficient direct DPSS CPA
laser technology.
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Abstract

This paper describes the results of a series of experiments conducted with the PALS laser
at intensities of interest for the shock ignition approach to inertial fusion. In particular, we
addressed the generation of hot electrons (HE) (determining their average energy and number),
as well as the parametric instabilities which are producing them. In addition, we studied the
impact of HE on the formation and dynamics of strong shocks.
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1. Introduction

these experiments to higher intensities is not justified. Indeed,
at higher intensities SRS and TPD are expected to be in a
strongly nonlinear regime and affected by kinetic effects
(such as Landau damping, see section 4), depending critically
on plasma conditions. SRS and Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) can reflect a large part of incident laser radiation causing a decrease of absorption. Moreover, laser beam
filamentation may ease the onset of parametric instability and
affect the uniformity of energy deposition. Therefore, parametric instabilities need to be studied not only as sources of
HE, but also since they may alter the laser-plasma coupling.
In this context, we have conducted a series of experiments
at the PALS (Prague Asterix Laser System) Laboratory in
Prague [14]. Earlier experiments [15– 17] have recently been
complemented with experiments realized in the framework of
the Eurofusion Enabling Research Project «Preparation and
Realization of European Shock Ignition Experiments» . The
laser PALS was chosen, as it is the only laser system in Europe
that can deliver energies of the order of 0.5 kJ in a duration of
about 300 ps, with the additional advantage of allowing irradiation at 1ω (1314 nm) or at 3ω (438 nm). We highlight that
pulse duration of the order of a few hundred ps is just what is
needed for SI. In addition, an auxiliary laser beam is available
which allows creating an extended plasma corona before the
arrival of the main pulse. Although due to the limited available
energy, the density scale-lengths are shorter and the corona
temperature lower than those envisaged for full-scale SI, these
conditions can be considered as a first significant step toward
really SI-relevant parameters.
The use of PALS allowed us to perform a unique set of
high intensity interaction experiments (1015–1016 W cm−2;
see details below), at both 1ω and 3ω, in a well-characterized
experimental configuration.
It is worth noticing that while the conventional approach to
ICF relies on using short wavelength lasers converted to 3ω, in
SI one could envisage using a final spike at 2ω or even 1ω. In
addition, measurements at 1ω are needed to validate advanced
hydrodynamics codes in a wider range of parameters. In particular, we are interested in testing simplified models which
are able to take into account the role of parametric instabilities
in the frame of a fluid code.

The so-called ‘shock ignition’ [1–4] approach (SI) to inertial
confinement fusion has been proposed by researchers at the
University of Rochester [1] (and somehow anticipated in [5])
as an alternative to the conventional indirect-drive, centralhotspot approach currently investigated at NIF [6]. SI is a
direct-drive scheme, and relies on the separation of the phases
of target compression and ignition. Compression is achieved
similarly to the conventional direct-drive approach with lasers
at intensity a few times 1014W cm−2 and pulse duration ≈10
ns (with temporal shaping). The ignition phase is triggered by
a high intensity laser spike (≈1016 W cm−2, lasting several
hundred ps) launching a very strong shock (⩾0.3 GBar at the
ablation front). The convergence of the shock at target centre
heats the compressed fuel creating conditions for the onset of
nuclear reactions.
A critical issue for SI concerns the role of hot electrons
(HE) generated by the interaction of the intense laser spike.
HE can either be detrimental or beneficial to SI, depending on
their quantity and energy spectrum. HE generation and transport under SI relevant conditions must then be experimentally
studied, and properly described within the hydrodynamics
simulation codes which will be used for designing full-scale
SI experiments.
In the conventional approach to ICF, HE are detrimental
since they can preheat the cold fuel in the imploding shell
making its compression more difficult. In SI, HE are produced by the fi nal high-intensity laser spike that creates the
very strong shock. At such late time the accumulated target
areal density ⟨ρr⟩ is already quite large and can prevent the
HE, depending on their energy, from passing through the
compressed shell and to reaching the fuel in the centre. On the
contrary they may deposit their energy in the denser part of the
plasma providing an extra pressure, which may be the critical
factor in reaching the needed sub-Gbar pressures. Therefore,
in contrast to the classical scenario, HE may improve lasertarget coupling and hence be beneficial to SI. This result was
indeed anticipated in several theoretical [7– 10] and numerical
[11] works.
Recent experiments at Omega facility indicate that pressure of 0.3 GBar has indeed been obtained [12, 13]. This is
an important result; however, it is not clear to what extent HE
contributed to such a pressure.
At the same time, while studying HE, it is natural to study
the impact of parametric instabilities since HE are indeed
produced by Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and two
plasmon decay (TPD). These two instabilities produce HE
with different energy and angular spectra and at different
times and locations of interaction. TPD electrons are typically
much hotter and can then be more dangerous since they can
produce preheating. Therefore, it is essential to study when
and by what mechanisms HE are produced.
Current experiments in inertial fusion are most performed at
the maximum intensity of ≈1015 W cm−2, while the intensity
regime around 1016 W cm−2 is quite unexplored. Parametric
instabilities are well studied and of relatively minor concern
at intensities of ≈1015 W cm−2, but extrapolating results of

2. Experimental set-up and diagnostics
PALS is an iodine laser system, which can deliver energies ≈0.5 kJ in a duration ≈300 ps. It can be operated either
at 1ω (1314 nm) or at 3ω (438 nm). In our experiments, the
PALS laser was focused onto multi-layered targets in order to
simultaneously study the generation of a strong shock and the
production of HE. Phase Plates were used at both irradiation
wavelengths, allowing for a uniform and well-known intensity profile. The focal spot had a nominal Gaussian profile
with FWHM of 100 µm. However, dedicated experiments on
the spatial distribution of the laser energy showed that, when
phase plates are used, the nominal Gaussian spot is superimposed to a larger energy ‘plateau’ and that about only 55% of
the laser energy is actually delivered within the 100 µm spot,
2
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of the contribution of Kα emission from the continuum radiation in the same spectral range [23].
The K-shell spectra emitted from the Ti tracer layer were
observed at an angle of 65° to the target surface by using
the x-ray spectrometer equipped with the crystal of quartz
(2 1 1) spherically bent to a radius of 150 mm. The spectrometer was aligned to cover the photon energy range of
4.4–4.8 keV and provided the 1D spatial resolution at magnification of M = 0.53. The spectra were recorded on x-ray
film Kodak Industrex AA 400 or imaging plate BAS-MS (IP).
Characteristic curves of these detectors were recalibrated
using a Fe-55 source. This set-up allowed achieving spectral
resolution E/∆E of 5000, and spatial resolution along the
target surface of 11 µm (using the fi lm) or 104 µm (using
IP). The spectral records were calibrated with respect to a raytraced dispersion relation of the experimental geometry and
crosschecked via tabulated dominant Ti K-shell transitions.
The transfer function of the x-ray spectrometer was calculated using a detailed quantitative ray-tracing analysis [24].
This procedure accounted for all relevant geometric factors
(source-to-crystal and crystal-to-detector distances, crystal
and detector dimension, and bending-broadened reflection
curves of the crystal). The computed transfer characteristics of
the spectrometer relate one photon impinging on the detector
to TF = 1.2 × 107 photons emitted from the source over the
whole solid angle. The fl uorescence yields were taken into
account to calculate the photon production probability for a
given electron. This allowed to finally determine the relation
between the relation of K-shell photons to HEs by using the
spatially integrated signal recorded on the detector within the
above-mentioned photon energy range 4450–4650 eV. It is
also worth noticing that in our conditions the generation of
Kα photons due to photo-pumping from the x-rays produced
in the plasma corona is negligible. This is due to the relatively
low temperature and to the relatively low emission of x-rays
(since the ablator is low-Z).
As for the emission from the Cu tracer layers, 2D-resolved
(time-integrated) images of the Cu Kα source were recorded
with a quartz crystal (4 2 2) spherically bent to a radius of
380 mm. Images were recorded on x-ray film Kodak Industrex
AA400, digitized with a scanner providing spatial resolution
of 5.3 µm, and converted to incident photon fluxes by using
the film calibration curve and filter transmission.
The combination of Cu Kα radiation (photon energy
8047.8 eV) and of the crystal interplanar spacing 2d =
0.154 14 nm results in quasi-normal incidence configuration
with a Bragg angle at the centre of the crystal θB = 88.15°.
The range of photon energies reflected from the crystal surface is limited to 3.86 eV, which is comparable to the FWHM
width of the cold Cu Kα1 emission (2.29 eV). The signal collected by the crystal therefore corresponds only to a fraction
of the K-shell emission due to HEs. To take this effect into
account, the recorded signal was complemented to the information obtained via high-resolution spectroscopy.
Cu K-shell spectra were observed at an angle of 10° to
the target surface by using the x-ray spectrometer equipped
with the crystal of quartz (2 2 3) spherically bent to a radius

Figure 1. Typical scheme of targets used for characterization of
hot-electron generation at PALS. The two laser pulses are also
represented. The main pulse (horizontal in the figure) is focused
onto a spot of 100 micron diameter, the auxiliary pulse onto a 300
micron spot.

both at 1ω and 3ω irradiation. Peak laser intensities on target
were up to 6 × 1015 W cm−2 at 3ω and 2 × 1016 W cm−2 at
1ω, when RPP are used.
The auxiliary laser beam, with energy up to 80 J at 1ω, and
focused onto a spot of 300 µm (again smoothed with phase
plate) was used to create a plasma corona with a flat radial
profile and relatively long axial scale-length (50– 100 micrometres, depending on the delay between auxiliary pulse and
main pulse).
We used multi-layered targets with an interaction layer of
plastics (either polyethylene or polyurethane) followed by one
or more ‘tracer layers’ (typically Ti and Cu, see figure 1). The
HE generated in the interaction propagated in the plastic layer
(low-Z, to mimic the low-Z ablator of ICF targets) and then
reached the tracer layers. Here the collisions of the HE with
the atoms result in creation of holes in inner electronic shells
and their subsequent fi lling via radiative transitions. In particular, the 2p → 1s K-shell fluorescence from the relatively
cold target material (usually referred to as Kα emission) provides a direct tool for HE investigation. In some cases, the
plastic layer was doped with Cl allowing for diagnostics of
plasma conditions through x-ray spectroscopy.
The use of plastic layers with different thicknesses (from
10 to 180 µm) allowed obtaining information on both shockwaves dynamic (through shock chronometry) and HE energy
spectrum. The information on the energy spectrum is obtained
by analysing Kα emission from targets with plastic layer of
different thickness. Indeed, HE propagate through the target
depending on their initial energy. For given laser parameters,
the intensity of Kα radiation depends on the number of HE
reaching the tracer layer and on their residual energy. When a
double tracer layer was present, a comparison of the relative
intensities of Cu and Ti Kα emissions was used to get information on the HE energy spectrum. This is a widely-used technique [18–20] for the characterization of HE. We performed
both imaging of the Kα sources using spherically bent crystals
[21] and x-ray spectroscopy [22]. This enables the separation
3
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of 150 mm. The spectrometer was aligned to cover the photon
energy range of 7.9– 8.5 keV and provided 1D spatial resolution of 14 µm in the direction of the target normal. The spectra
were again recorded on x-ray fi lm, calibrated with respect
to the dispersion relation of the experimental geometry and
cross-checked via tabulated dominant Cu K-shell transitions
(Kα doublet, resonance w and intercombination y line of
He-like Cu). The recorded signal was converted to an absolute intensity taking into account crystal reflectivity and filter
transmission.
In addition to using Kα diagnostics, we also characterized
HE by detecting the hard x-ray emission with a bremsstrahlung
cannon [25, 26]. This hard x-ray spectrometer, placed inside
the experimental chamber, allowed inferring the highenergy bremsstrahlung-produced photon distribution and
hence indirectly estimating the HE energy distribution. The
detector was made of a stack of 14 IP’s separated by filters,
leading to different transmission curves for each IP. Incident
bremsstrahlung spectra (and then HE ‘temperatures’) were
obtained with the help of GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulations
using the measured doses released in the IP’s, as well the IP
sensitivities [27].
The simultaneous use of the three diagnostics provides
higher confidence in obtained results.
The onset of parametric instabilities was studied by measuring the back-reflected radiation [28, 29]. We measured both
the time-resolved emitted spectra and the reflected energy in
the different spectral regions, by suitable spectroscopic and
calorimetric tools. Details on the setup can be found in [29].
Finally, in order to study shock propagation, we used a
shock chronometry diagnostics based on streaked optical
pyrometry. The target rear-side is imaged on the slit of a streak
camera, recording self-emission in the visible range of the
electro-magnetic spectrum [30–32]. This allows to determine
shock transit time through the sample. Shock pressure is then
inferred by using hydrodynamic simulations reproducing the
experimental shock breakout time.

Figure 2. Ti K-shell spectra emitted from the central part of the
laser focal spot and from its periphery.

detect the shift of Kα emission. In addition, it allows estimating the continuum due to bremsstrahlung emission
which may also partially superimpose to the Kα signal
(iii) Bremsstrahlung cannon, allowing measuring the hardest
x-rays generated by HE propagation inside the target.
An example of the Ti K-shell spectra emitted from the noncoated 5 µm-thick Ti foil irradiated by the 1ω-beam, is presented in figure 2. The spectra emitted from the central part
of the laser focal spot and from its periphery are governed,
respectively, by the inner-shell Kα emission (singly ionized
up to B-like Ti), and by line transitions in highly ionized
atoms (Be- up to He-like w and y lines).
Detailed interpretation of these spectral features depends
on two factors, namely hot electron (HE) production as a
driving force, and the heated, variable-temperature target
material as a diagnostic medium. Modelling of relevant
spectra was performed using the collisional-radiative atomic
code FLYCHK [33]. The synthetized spectra proved that the
occurrence of singly-ionized Ti Kα1,2 to B-like transitions in
the photon energy range up to approximately 4650 eV is due
to HE interaction with Ti at bulk temperature T ⩽ 200 eV. At
higher bulk temperatures, the K-shell emissivity is instead
governed by thermal emission and the effect of HEs is of secondary importance. Consequently, when studying HE generation, only the photon fluxes recorded in the spectral range of
4450–4650 eV were taken into account, corresponding to the
range between Kα and B-like Ti emission (see figure 2). The
number of these photons was then related to HE population
via Monte-Carlo simulations. We used GEANT4 combined
to the PENELOPE physics library [34, 35] to simulate HE
propagation and K-shell emission inside the studied targets.
Note that K-shell ionization cross sections are provided by
PENELOPE, which is known to reproduce experimental data
rather well [23]. The use of a Monte– Carlo code assumes
that HEs propagate through cold materials. Moreover, only
collisional effects are treated in GEANT4, which means that
collective effects such as self-consistent magnetic and electrostatic fields are fully ignored. Indeed, such a Monte– Carlo

3. Hot electron characterization
We characterized HE generation by either comparing Cu Kα
and Ti Kα emission, or by studying the dependence of Ti Kα
emission on the thickness of the plastic layer. As described
in the previous section we used three different diagnostics
simultaneously.
(i) Kα imaging, using a spherically bent Bragg crystal,
providing an image of the Kα source. The signal was
processed and integrated spatially to provide the total Kα
yield. The drawback of this diagnostics is its very narrow
bandwidth, which implies the possibility of losing a part
of the Kα signal whenever matter is significantly ionized
and heated producing a shift of the Kα emission (indeed
in ionized atoms the screening effect of electrons on
nuclear charge is reduced, causing a shrink of the energy
levels).
(ii) X-ray spectroscopy, centered on the Kα line. This diagnostic complements imaging data, since it can easily
4
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Figure 4. X-ray spectra emitted from Cu targets (no coating)
subject to 1ω and 3ω laser radiation.

Figure 3. Ti Kα emission versus thickness of plastic overlayer. 3ω
−2

15

irradiation, intensity of 3 × 10 W cm .

100 keV, since only electrons with such an energy can cross
125 µm of plastic. This Kα contribution could be due to HE
produced by TPD or other mechanisms.
Figure 4 shows Cu spectra obtained from bare Cu targets. These clearly demonstrate the effect of the wavelength
dependence of laser plasma coupling: at 1ω the typical density
of the interaction region (≈critical density) is lower and the
target temperature is higher (both due to the higher intensity
and to the lower density). This results in an increased emission of inner shell electronic transitions in less ionized atoms
(Kα transitions in single-ionized Cu II overlapped by Cu III
up to Cu XIX emission). At 3ω, instead, Cu K-shell emission
is governed by the resonance line transitions in highly ionized
atoms and their satellites (the so-called quasi-optical transitions). Complementary spectral structure observed between
Kα and Heα lines belongs to emission from Li-like to Ne-like
copper ions.
In addition to high-resolution x-ray spectroscopic investigation, the bremsstrahlung cannon also allowed inferring the
high-energy photon distribution and hence indirectly estimate
the HE energy distribution. Typical results from this diagnostic are shown in figure 5.
Raw cannon data were analysed by using Monte Carlo
simulations. Best results were systematically obtained using
a single exponential photon energy distribution, exp(−E/Tγ),
and are given in table 2 (notice: the value in the figure, 18 keV,
differs from that in the table, 20 keV, because this last one is
the average over different shots)
The inferred Bremsstrahlung spectra give direct information on the HE distribution, since in fi rst approximation
Tγ ≈ Thot. The data in table 2 confirm, within error bars, the
values of HE temperature obtained using Kα spectroscopy
and Kα imaging (table 1). They also confirm that HE conversion efficiency is much larger at 1ω than at 3ω.
The lack of a higher energy component in bremsstrahlung
emission could be explained as follows. At high electron
energies bremsstrahlung emission is strongly peaked in the

Table 1. HE characteristics at 3ω and 1ω irradiation deduced
2

from the χ minimization procedure. We assumed an exponential
distribution for the HE energy, described as exp(−E/Thot). Here ε is
the laser-to-electrons conversion efficiency.
3ω, Elaser = 200 J
15

I = 3 × 10 W cm
Thot (keV)
ε (%)

20+15
−8
0.28+0.28
−0.06

1ω, Elaser = 650 J
−2

I = 1016 W cm−2
38+57
−12
5.32+6.90
−0.26

approach does not intend to fully model the experiment, but
it is used as a benchmark for interpreting data. The resulting
photon fl uxes detected in dependence on the plastic coating
thickness is given in figure 3.
Figure 3 shows the Kα intensity versus target thickness, at
3ω and laser intensity of about 3 × 1015 W cm−2. The black
scattered points represent the measured fluxes while the blue
squares are the average values at each thickness. The associated error bars are defined as SE = SD/√n, where SD is the
standard deviation of the sample and n is the number of data
points. The red line in figure 3 is the result of the Monte– Carlo
simulation using an HE exponential energy distribution function [≈exp(−E/Thot)], with temperature Thot ≈ 20 keV, which
was the one that better approximates the experimental data.
The results obtained following this procedure are reported
in table 1, at both 1ω and 3ω.
The data in table 1 imply that the HE temperature is in
both cases in agreement with theoretical estimates for the
HE generation from SRS, obtained by considering the phase
velocity vph = ωe /ke of the driven plasma waves in the density
regions obtained by experimental spectra [28]. Also, the conversion efficiency is much larger at 1ω, as expected, due to the
much larger impact of parametric instabilities. Figure 3 also
shows the presence of some Kα emission even from targets
with plastic layer thickness of 125 and 180 µm. This implies
a non-negligible number of electrons with energy higher than
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Figure 5. Raw data (each circle corresponds to the signal recorded on a single IP) and related fit and deduced photon spectrum at 3ω (left
panel) and 1ω (right panel) irradiation.

18 keV [37] which is in agreement with the main component
measured in the experiment; such an agreement suggested that
SRS was the main source of HE in the present experiment.
Considering that the low-density limit of the SRS unstable
region (ne/ncr ≈ 0.1) corresponds to keλD ≈ 0.27 for a temperature Te = 1.5 keV (as estimated from the CHIC and DUED
hydro-simulations at the time of SRS onset), it is clear that
the low-density edge of SRS region was limited by Landau
damping.
At slightly higher densities (ne/ncr ≈ 0.12), where SRS
emission was maximal, the instability was mostly limited by
the length of the resonance region l where the k-matching is
satisfied, which determined also the SRS threshold. In the present experiment l ≈ 1.5 µm ≈ 3.4 λ0, as usually calculated by
´l
imposing 0 kdk ≈ 1/2 where κ = k0 − ks − ke is the wavenumber mismatch of the interacting waves [37], resulting in
a SRS threshold ISRS = (4.5– 8) ×1015 W cm−2 [38]. It can
be calculated that such a threshold almost doubles when
other damping factors of EPWs are taken into account, as
for example Landau damping and side-loss of electrons from
the speckles. It is therefore evident that in all the shots the
laser intensity was lower than the SRS threshold. However,
the intensity in laser speckles can be much higher than the
envelope intensity. Therefore, the statistics of local intensity
in speckles should be considered to explain the experimental
results. An accurate investigation of these effects is reported
in [28], where the experimental results were compared to
those calculated by the radiative-hydrodynamic code CHIC.
As described in section 5, the code was modified to account
for the local intensity in the beam speckles and included selfconsistent calculations of non-linear laser plasma interactions,
by using suitable scaling laws [39]. The results clearly showed
that a correct modelling of the speckle intensity statistics into
the beam allows the experimentally observed SRS reflectivity
to be explained.
Interesting details on SRS were also retrieved from time
resolved measurements (figure 6). Streaked spectra showed

Table 2. Bremsstrahlung emission characteristics at 3ω and 1ω

irradiation deduced from BSC data. ‘Temperature’ of the photon
distribution and number of emitted photons per unit solid angle.
3ω, Elaser = 200 J

Tγ (keV)
Nγ (/sr)

1ω, Elaser = 650 J

I = 3 × 10 W cm

I = 1016 W cm−2

20 ± 6
7 · 108 ± 2 · 108

30 ± 9
4 · 1010 ± 1 · 1010

15

−2

direction of motion of the HE beam, and the bremsstrahlung
cannon might simply be outside the lobe of emission of the
highest energy electrons.
4. Parametric instabilities
In 3ω shots, back-reflectivity was dominated by SBS and laser
reflection, accounting for 3%–15% of laser energy [28, 29].
Poor spectral resolution, however, did not allow separating
SBS contribution from laser reflection. The energy backscattered by SRS was lower than 0.2% and exhibited an increasing
trend with the auxiliary-main pulse delay [29]. DUED hydrodynamic simulations [36] showed that the delay between
auxiliary and main pulses affected the interaction conditions
mainly by modifying the density scalelength of the plasma,
increasing from 50 to 100 µm as the pulse delay increased
from 0 to 1200 ps, while the plasma temperature remained
roughly the same in the regions of interest for instabilities.
Considering that larger delays produce longer plasmas, the
trend of SRS with the time delay confirmed that SRS gain and
threshold were mainly limited by inhomogeneity effects and
had a convective character.
Emission spectra showed broad and non-reproducible
peaks in the spectral range 630– 750 nm (figure 6), implying
that SRS was driven at densities 0.10– 0.15 ncr, well below
the ncr/4 region. By considering the electrons moving with
the phase velocity of plasma waves at these densities, HE
generated by SRS are expected to have a temperature about
6
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Figure 6. (left) time-resolved SRS spectrum obtained at 3ω a laser intensity I ≈ 4.1 × 1015 W cm−2 and no auxiliary pulse. The acquisition

time window, spanning the vertical axis, is 500 ps; (centre) temporal profiles of laser pulse and SRS emission; (right) SRS spectrum emitted
in the selected time window in the image.

that SRS was driven in the trailing part of the laser pulse,
with a time delay of the SRS peak from the laser peak around
200 ps. This can be understood by considering that density
scale-length progressively increased during laser irradiation
and reached the maximum value at a time of 300– 400 ps after
the laser peak. Since the convective SRS gain, through the
Rosenbluth parameter [40], is proportional to the product
of laser intensity and density scalelength, the instability
maximized at a certain time after the laser peak. In addition,
plasma temperature was expected to fall after the laser peak.
Therefore, at the time of SRS onset, both Landau damping
and side-loss of electrons from the speckles, due to thermal
motion, were significantly reduced.
Streak camera measurements with higher temporal resolution (∆t ≈ 8 ps) also revealed a bursty behaviour of SRS,
where the duration of the measured emission spikes was limited by time resolution (see figure 8 in [29]). In agreement
with numerical PIC simulations, this confirmed the presence
of kinetic mechanisms ruling SRS emission, where large electron plasma waves (EPW) were repeatedly driven and successively damped by nonlinear frequency detuning, due to
ponderomotive and electron trapping effects.
Both 3/2 ω0 and ω0/2 harmonics were detected, indicating
that a fraction of laser energy reached the ncr/4 surface; the
splitting of these spectra also suggested the prevalence of
TPD over absolute SRS in this density region of the plasma.
Due to the linear dependence of TPD threshold on the plasma
temperature, it is in fact expected that in the ncr/4 region SRS
starts to dominate on TPD at temperatures higher (Te > 4 keV)
than that obtained in our experiment. At the same time, our
low temperature (Te < 2 keV) results in a Landau damping
rate significantly lower than in realistic full-scale shockignition plasmas and allows SRS to develop convectively in
lower density regions, as experimentally observed. A more
careful analysis of the half harmonic spectra revealed that
different instabilities were driven in different plasma regions
near ncr/4: while TPD was convectively driven at low densities ≈0.21–0.22 ncr near the Landau cut-off (ke ≈ 2.3k0,

Figure 7. Time-integrated SRS spectrum obtained at 1ω and laser
intensity I ≈ 2 × 1016 W cm−2.

keλD ≈ 0.27 for Te = 1.5 keV), hybrid TPD/SRS was present
near ncr/4 (ne ≈ 0.24 ncr, ke ≈ k0). The EPWs driven by the
latter process could in principle give rise to very energetic HE
(Thot > 100 keV), which could therefore explain the Kα emission measured for plastic thickness of 125 and 180 µm (figure
3). However, their flux is expected to be limited by the small
number of thermal electrons that can be trapped at so large
EPW phase velocities, unless a staged acceleration of electrons from low-density regions occurred, as suggested by Yan
et al [41].
Also in 1ω shots, back-reflected energy was dominated
by SBS and laser reflection, consisting of 12%–18% of
laser energy. Measurements showed that light backscattered
in the lens cone by SRS was here higher than in 3ω shots,
around 0.5%–5% of laser energy, which can be explained by
the higher Iλ2 factor (~18 times than in 3ω shots) and by the
larger size of speckles, which reduced the side-loss of electrons. This value however did not include light in the spectral range 2550–2650 nm, which could not be measured by
our calorimetric/spectroscopic apparatus. Time-integrated IR
7
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spectra showed that backscattered light covered the spectral
range 2200– 2550 (which was the upper wavelength limit of
the detector) and was peaked around 2400– 2450 nm (figure
7). By considering a plasma temperature Te ≈ 3–4 keV, as
given by CHIC hydro-simulations, emission spectra indicated
that backward SRS was excited mainly at densities ne ≈ 0.185
ncr and extended down to ~0.12 ncr. It is worth noting that
EPWs excited at ne ≈ 0.185 ncr in a plasma with temperature ~4 keV are expected to generate HE with Thot ≈ 40 keV,
which is close to the values obtained by Kα spectroscopy and
Bremsstrahlung x-ray spectra.
Time-integrated spectral measurements in the visible range
exhibited integer harmonics up to 4ω0, denoting non-linear
laser interaction near critical density, and half-integer harmonics up to 7/2ω0, indicating Thomson scattering of laser
light and integer harmonics with EPWs driven by SRS and
TPD. The analysis of half-harmonics suggested the presence
of SRS down to low densities (< 0.1 ncr), which was made
possible by the occurrence of side-scattering SRS, maybe in
inflationary regime, resulting in a reduction of the Landau
damping, as shown by PIC simulations at high laser intensity
[42]. However, the amount of side-scattered reflected light
could not be quantified.

energy loss is induced by bound electrons, free electrons, and
plasmons. Scattering on background electrons and ions widens
the beam as a significant process in ICF conditions. Each HE
beam is described by an exponential distribution function in
energy that is logarithmically discretized in a series of monoenergetic beamlets. This multigroup model for HE transport
in plasmas has been validated with a reference code [46] for
various cases in homogeneous and inhomogeneous plasmas.
The free parameters defining a given HE source are the initial energy flux, mean temperature, angular distribution, and
direction. Those parameters are determined with intensive
PIC simulations.
The characterization of HE sources from parametric instabilities is inherently challenging. Theoretical works have
demonstrated that the temperature of TPD-HEs is not related
to the EPW’s phase velocity at the quarter critical density
(ncr/4), because electrons undergo an acceleration stage.
Time-dependent scaling laws for the flux and the temperature
as a function of laser intensity were proposed from extensive
PIC simulations in the 1015–1016W cm−2 intensity range with
λ = 351 nm and in plasmas of electron temperature ≈2 keV.
The steady-state values of these scaling laws are used within
CHIC to define HE sources from TPD. The EPWs excited by
TPD have privileged directions at ±45° with respect to the
pump. Shared pump wave processes and plasma density modulations have been shown to be significant in ICF regimes and
spread the optimal angle of forward HE emission in various
directions in that cone. We assume that the multiplicity of
configurations for the pump and daughter waves produces a
uniform HE emission in the −45° to +45° cone with respect
to the PCGO ray direction. This spread is obtained by superimposing electron beamlets at various angles. HEs from TPD
are emitted at ncr/4, both forward and backward.
Contrary to the TPD process, the energy of SRS-induced
HE is correlated with the phase velocity of the EPW at its
resonance point and not with the laser intensity driving SRS
(ISRS). Conversely, the number of HEs scales with ISRS. The
asymptotic HE fl ux is set to 12.5% of the pump intensity
(ISRS), which is the maximum number of forward HEs that
SRS can drive in a steady state. The shape of the flux function
is chosen to be similar to that of TPD, and rearranged to correspond to experimental estimates. The relative pump intensity
is defined with respect to the absolute instability threshold in
inhomogeneous plasma and at ncr/4. In order to account for
the Raman gap observed in experiments, we assume that SRS
takes place at plasma densities lower than ncr/4. Experiments
have shown that SRS-driven HEs are directional with respect
to the laser drive. Consequently, HE sources from SRS are
initialized in the direction of the pump wave with no initial
angular spread, although a ‘global’ spread arises due to the
different direction of laser Gaussian optical beamlets in the
plasma.

5. LPI and HE model for advanced hydrodynamic
simulations
Modelling nonlinear laser-plasma interaction (LPI) and the
laser-plasma-electron coupling on hydrodynamic scales poses
severe difficulties related to the accurate description of the
laser intensity in plasmas and the consistent description of HE
sources from the laser propagation model. These limitations
are related to the use of geometrical optics, which implies a
ray-tracing description of the wave field and does not allow
for robust evaluations of the laser intensity in plasma. We
have developed an approach to hydrodynamic modelling
that relies on paraxial complex geometrical optics (PCGO)
[43] to describe the laser propagation in plasma using randomly distributed Gaussian optical beamlets. It is coupled to a
model for the HE source and reduced HE transport model that
describes electron propagation and computes energy deposition. The model for HE transport is based on the angular
scattering approximation [44], adapted to two-dimensional
(2D), transversally Gaussian, multigroup HE beams of arbitrary angular distribution. We consider the simultaneous and
concurrent acceleration of HE by resonant absorption (RA),
SRS, and TPD. This coupled LPI-HE model has been implemented in the CHIC arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian radiative
hydrodynamic code [45], and is computed inline, i.e. within
hydrodynamic time steps.
The reduced electron transport model is derived from the
kinetic Vlasov– Fokker–Planck equation by considering electron-ion and electron–electron collisions. The HE distribution
function is decomposed on the basis of spherical harmonics
at fi rst order, and the mean scattering angle is expressed
as a function of the curvilinear electron beam coordinate.
Assuming the HE beam propagates along a straight line, the

6. Shock dynamics
We performed several experiments on shock wave dynamics.
In two previous experiments [15– 17], we studied shock transit
8
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Figure 8. Streak images and intensity versus time lineout: (a) and (b) shot at 3ω and I = 3 × 1015 W cm−2 and lineout at space coordinate

x = 625 µm. (c) and (d) 1ω; I = 1016 W cm−2, x = 300 µm in (d). Thickness of the plastic layer: 50 µm in both cases.

time versus laser intensity, at 3ω. Targets with approximately
the same thickness (25 µm of plastic and 5–10 µm of higherZ tracer) were used. Recently, we studied transit time versus
target thickness at both 3ω and 1ω. We kept laser energy (and
then intensity) fixed: about 110 J in the nominal spot at 3ω and
300 J at 1ω. Figure 8 shows streaked images of two shots at 3ω
and 1ω. Both shots were performed using 50 µm plastic thickness. For the 3ω case we observe a very low preheating signal
before shock breakout. Moreover, the shock breakout ramp is
steep, which suggests that the preheating did not dramatically
affect the Ti layer. In the shot at 1ω, instead, the preheating
signal is comparable with the shock breakout signal. In addition, the rise of the shock breakout signal is significantly
affected by preheating.
Experiments showed the expected trends for shock breakout
times (and hence shock velocity and drive pressure) versus
both laser intensity and target thickness. However, shock
break-out times always turned out to be significantly longer
than expected from simple models and pure hydrodynamics
simulations, as reported in [15] (see, in particular, figure 5).
A summary of data is presented in figure 9, showing shock

Figure 9. PALS experiment. Laser pulse at 3ω and intensity
I = 3 × 1015 W cm−2. Targets: plastic layer and 10 µm Ti layer. The
figure shows shock breakout times versus thickness of the plastic layer.
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break-out times versus target thickness, for 3ω shots. Detailed
analysis and comparison with simulations will be discussed in
a forthcoming publication.
In discussing the comparison between experiments, simulations, and simple scaling laws, we proceeded by steps, which
allowed revealing the importance of the different processes.
(i) First we carefully characterized the laser focal spot which
was imaged at high (although not full) energy on the
streak camera used for shock chronometry operated in
focus mode, after inserting appropriate filter on the beam
to reduce the laser intensity. This resulted to be approximately Gaussian with a FWHM of 100 µm consistently
with the design of the used phase plate. However, we also
needed to take into account the real energy deposited on
target within the nominal focal spot size. This required
dedicated measurements in which the laser beam was
focused on pin-holes of different diameters and we
measured the energy going through the pinholes. Results
showed that the nominal focal spot is superimposed to a
larger energy ‘plateau’ and that about only 55% of the
laser energy is actually deposited within the spot. This
reduction of the effective energy was always taken into
account in our evaluation of the laser intensity on targets
and in following simulations.
(ii) Then, we performed 2D simulations with purely hydrodynamic models, i.e. by neglecting any effect due to
LPI and HE. We found that the experimental break out
times could be approximately recovered by DUED and
CHIC simulations with laser intensity reduced by a factor
about 2. (Notice that instead hydrosimulations correctly
reproduce recent experiments on shock propagation
conducted at lower intensities by Baton et al [47] and
by Hohenberger et al [48]). From the simulations that
reproduced the experimental break-out times we could
infer a laser-induced peak ablation pressure of about 90
Mbar at intensity of the order of (0.5–1) × 1016 W cm−2.
This pressure is much lower than the 200–300 Mbar predicted at these laser intensities from well-known, simple
1D scaling laws relating shock pressure to intensity
[p(Mbar) = 40 (I/λ)2/3, with the intensity in units of 1015
W cm−2 and the wavelength in µm; see equation (47) of
[49].
(iii) We understood that shock pressure during laser interaction is strongly affected by the spot size. In our
experiments, the distance between the laser absorption
layer and the ablation region (≈60 µm) is comparable to
spot size. Pressure therefore decreases due to the lateral
energy fl ow in the overcritical region. To evaluating
such an effect, we performed simulations with the same
intensity but increased focal spot size, approaching a 1D
ideal case. This considerably reduced the lateral flow and
increased the pressure generated. For instance, for the
case previously cited, the maximum pressure increases
by a factor of ≈2 to ≈180 Mbar. The effect and the
pressure increase were similar for all investigated laser
intensities. Notice that this effect significantly contributes
to the discrepancy between 1D scaling laws and inferred

Figure 10. Evolution of ion temperature (eV, Log-scale) inside

an irradiated CH/Ti/Cu target as a function of time (ns) and depth
in the target (µm), along the laser axis. The solid lines show the
locations of the tracer interfaces.

pressure, but cannot explain the discrepancy between 2D
hydro simulation and experimental data.
(iv) Next, we run simulations using the PCGO description
including the generation of HE but without considering
their effect on hydrodynamics. Here the main difference
with normal hydro simulations is that we have a better
description of laser absorption. Collisional absorption
is modelled more precisely, and RA and effects of parametric instabilities are taken into account. For a typical
run at 3ω, 1.3% of the laser energy is resonantly absorbed
at the critical surface layer, early in the interaction, thus
increasing the shock pressure and velocity. SRS and TPD
start slightly later generating HE with temperatures and
fluxes (averaged in time and space over the laser profile)
of ≈40 keV and ≈1% of laser energy, respectively. These
values are of the same order of magnitude and not too far
from those experimentally measured taking into account
experimental error bars (see section 3 ‘HE characterisation’). In the 3ω case the overall effect is a slight reduction
of absorbed laser energy and hence a hence a very small
decrease of shock pressure and increase of shock breakout
time. The integrated reflectivity in the simulation is 28%,
in good agreement with the experimental measurements
of 25 ± 10%. However, such simulations still predict a
shock breakout time much shorter than the experimental
timings.
(v) Finally, we performed simulations using the full
multiscale LPI-HE model. In this case, SRS and TPDgenerated HE beams gradually preheat the bulk of the
target both in front and behind of the shock to a few
tens of eV, as illustrated in figure 10. Preheating of the
dense cold target raises the plasma pressure at a nearly
constant density, thus increasing the shock velocity which
scales as √(P/ρ). However, HE preheating also rises the
local sound velocity, thus significantly decreasing target
compression during laser drive, i.e. the shock strength.
Although the shock strength is lower, the local pressure
increase leads to a post-shock pressure that is higher with
HEs, up to 40% with respect to simulations without HEs,
depending on the targets. Simultaneously to the bulk pre10
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Figure 11. (a) Temporal profile of the laser intensity and the selected simulation case A and B. (b) Initial electron density distributions for

the two simulation cases.

intensity 2 × 1016 W cm−2. As kinetic simulations consider
a relatively small plasma volume of 50 laser wavelengths in
the transverse direction, the laser pulse is assumed to be a
plane wave with 1 ps rise time following a constant intensity
corresponding to red circles in figure 11(a). Each simulation
is run for about 10 ps until a quasi-stationary state has been
reached that can be compared with the corresponding macroscopic data. The initial conditions for the kinetic simulations
are obtained from hydrodynamics simulations with the code
CHIC (see above), which provides density (figure 11(b)) and
temperature distributions of the corona at the corresponding
time moments. In the kinetic simulations, only part of the
plasma with minimum and maximum densities of 1% and
100% of the critical density was considered. Spatial resolution δx = λ0 /50 and time step δt = 0.08ω0−1 were chosen to
resolve the Debye length, where ω0 = 2πc/λ0 is the laser frequency. The simulation box length was 180 λ0 for case A and
350 λ0 for case B. Case A corresponds to density scale length
of 29 λ0, electron temperature of 2.7 keV, ion temperature of
155 eV and average ion charge of 3.5. Case B corresponds to
density scale length of 47 λ0, electron temperature 4.3 keV,
ion temperature 245 eV and the same ion charge of 3.5.
The simulations converge to a quasi-steady state after
5–10 ps where a comparison with the hydro simulations and
experiment can be made. Kinetic simulations show that the
energy balance is dominated by SBS backscattering in early
interaction, case A. The reflectivity saturates at that time at the
level of 40% (figure 12(a)) and the average electron temperature increases from 2.3 to 4 keV. A high SBS reflectivity is
explained by a low ion temperature and consequently a very
low damping of ion acoustic waves [37, 51–54]. Consequently,
SBS saturated on a rather high level. Conversely, SRS is very
weak at that time because the secondary Langmuir decay instability (LDI) has a very low threshold and quickly saturates the
SRS growth. The maximum SRS reflectivity is about 3% and
on average this is about 1%. These values are of the order of
magnitude of the measured HE energy fraction. The energy
spectra of the electrons are presented in figure 12(b). In the
case A, the HE temperature is in the range of 50– 70 keV. The
analysis of the energy transmitted through the right boundary

heat, LPI-generated HEs that reach the target rear surface
heat it to several eV, thus initiating a backside plasma
expansion that delays the shock breakout. For instance,
in the case shown in figure 10, the shock breaks out at
t = 1.2 ns, versus t = 0.9 ns in a simulation not accounting
for preheating. This effect contributes, at least partly, to
explaining the discrepancy between experimental and
simulated shock breakout times and simulated ones. It
also suggests that pressures are underestimated when
analysing experiments with pure hydro simulations.
The results obtained at 1ω (λ = 1314 nm) generally
show the same trends. At 1ω, preheating is clearly visible
in the streak camera images (see figure 8) as an early signal
before shock breakout. However, the laser to HE conversion efficiency is much higher, when compared to experimental results (as those in table 1). This is not a surprise
since the scaling laws used to define HE sources from TPD
and SRS have mainly been derived from experiments at 3ω.
Such overestimation produces a stronger target heating and
a bigger expansion before shock breakout as compared to
experimental results.
7. PIC simulations for LPI
The radiation hydrodynamic simulations of the PALS experiment, with laser wavelength λ0 = 1.314 µm and a plane CH
target, have been compared with kinetic simulations for several selected time moments within the laser pulse. The goal of
these kinetic simulations is to evaluate how the laser plasma
nonlinear microscopic interaction processes, omitted in the
hydrodynamic model, are modifying the global plasma characteristics. The kinetic simulations are performed with the
relativistic electromagnetic code EPOCH [50] in planar 2D
geometry. Absorbing boundary conditions were applied for
both electromagnetic fi elds and particles. Two representative instants are selected, during the laser pulse, as shown in
figure 11(a). Case A corresponds to a relatively low intensity
of 4 × 1015 W cm−2 at time t = 250 ps, while case B corresponds to the pulse maximum at time t = 450 ps with the
11
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Figure 12. (a) The reflectivity with the different frequency domain to distinguish SRS and SBS. (b) The electron energy spectra for the two

cases with different simulation time.

of the simulation box shows that the energy flux is dominated
by thermal electrons and contribution of SRS-generated HE
with energies above 50 keV is less than 4%.
With the increase of intensity in later interaction stage
(case B), the bulk electrons are heated to the temperature
of 6.2 keV and SRS attains a level of a few percent (figure
12(a)). Inspection of the plasma wave activity shows that it is
localized near the quarter critical density region. However, the
backward SBS still dominates reflectivity, which decreases to
the level of 15% (figure 12(a)). A part of absorbed energy is
transferred to HE generation. In case B, the HE temperature
is in the range of 70– 130 keV (figure 12(b)). SRS is identified
as the major source of electron heating and HE generation.
These HE contribute to about 40% to the energy flux transported from the corona to the dense plasma.
The presented results of kinetic simulations significantly
contribute to shed light on the laser plasma interaction and are
a unique tool to explain the experimental data. In our case, they
confirm that SBS dominates light reflectivity; considering the
progressive reduction of SBS with time, as suggested by simulations, the back-reflected energy tends to approach the value
that was measured in the experiment. PIC data also show that
SRS increases with time, reaching reflectivity values around
a few percent, and that it is the main driving source of HE.
All these features roughly agree with the experiment, even
if for the moment they also show a significant discrepancy
for what concern the plasma temperature, which in the PIC
simulations is much higher than from experimental data or
hydrosimulations.
Finally, the HE conversion efficiencies by SRS and TPD
found by the numerical simulations are in good agreement
with the predictions of hydrodynamic simulations. This confirms that the nonlinear laser plasma interaction package
implemented in the hydrodynamic code provides quite reasonable results. Concerning the HE temperature, a meaningful
quantitative comparison between numerical simulations and
experimental data is quite difficult, since HE energy distributions significantly change with time while the experiment only
provides time-averaged values. However, further comparisons
between numerical simulations and experimental data will

allow to improve the code predictive capabilities and to extend
its domain of validity.
8. Conclusions
We have reported a wide study of the physical processes
occurring in laser plasma interactions under conditions
approaching those relevant to SI (but, of course, with lower
electron temperature and significantly shorter plasma density
gradient scale-lengths). A combination of several high-resolution diagnostics in optical and x-ray domains and advanced
numerical simulations with radiation hydrodynamic and
particle-in-cell codes allows to predict the plasma characteristics and identify the nonlinear processes of HE generation
and transport. Generally we found a good agreement between
the results obtained by advanced hydrodynamics simulations
with experimental results in the UV domain of laser wavelengths (λ ~ 0.35– 0.45 µm). For the case of 1ω irradiation, our
experimental results thus provide indications on improving
the performance of existent numerical tools in the IR domain.
PIC simulations confirm several experimental results like the
fact that SBS dominates light reflectivity, that SRS increases
with time, reaching reflectivity values around a few percent,
and that it is the main driving source of HE. Future works
and comparisons between numerical simulations and experimental data will allow to improve the predictive capabilities
of both PIC and advanced hydrocodes.
Future studies should be dedicated to reaching a better
control of parametric processes and mitigation of the undesirable effects from HE, while maintaining their capacity of
increasing shock strength.
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Numerical simulation of
novel concept 4 cardiac
microtomography for small rodents
ased on all-optical homson
scattering -ray sources
aniele Panetta 1, Luca Labate 2,3, Lucia Billeci1, Nicole i ascio1, Giuseppina Esposito4,
Francesco Faita1, Giovanni Mettivier 4, aniele Palla2, Luciano andola 5,
Pietro Pisciotta 5, , Giorgio Russo5, , Antonio Sarno4, Paolo Tomassini2, Piero A. alvadori1,
eonida Gizzi2,3 & Paolo Russo4
ccurate dynamic three-dimensional 4 imaging of the heart of small rodents is required for the
preclinical study of cardiac iomechanics and their modification under pathological conditions, ut
technological challenges are met in la oratory practice due to the very small size and high pulse rate
of the heart of mice and rats as compared to humans n 4 -ray microtomography 4 µ , the
achieva le spatio-temporal resolution is hampered y limitations in conventional -ray sources and
detectors ere, we propose a proof-of-principle 4 µ platform, e ploiting the unique spatial and
temporal features of novel concept, all-optical -ray sources ased on homson scattering
he
main spatial and spectral properties of the photon source are investigated using a simulation code
he entire data acquisition wor ow has een also simulated, using a novel 4 numerical phantom of
a mouse chest with realistic intra- and inter-cycle motion he image quality of a typical single 3 time
frame has een studied using onte arlo simulations, ta ing into account the effects of the typical
structure of the
-ray eam inally, we discuss the perspectives and shortcomings of the proposed
platform.
Small rodents, like rats and mice, are the most useful and validated animal models for the study of cardiovascular
diseases (CVD), and especially of myocardial ischemia (MI) and heart failure (HF)1,2. Surgical models of acute myocardial infarction (MI) and postischemic HF in rats are well validated and commonly employed3,4. Imaging technologies are of key importance for quantitative simultaneous evaluation of regional and global changes in myocardial
contractility and perfusion; for this reason, great efforts have been made in the last two decades to implement scanners for the study of small laboratory animals, able to meet the high spatial and temporal resolution required by this
type of animal model5–7. Limitations of current preclinical imaging scanners in terms of spatio-temporal resolution
pose constraints on the accurate quantification of regional myocardial function/perfusion in small animal models of
MI and HF. Due to the complex and fast three-dimensional motion of the heart, the identification of early regional
dysfunction based on 3D strain and strain rate analysis would require real volumetric imaging at sub-millimeter spatial resolution and time-resolved imaging with more than 20–50 time frames per cardiac cycle8. High temporal resolution modalities such as micro magnetic resonance (micro-MRI) or micro-ultrasonography (micro-US) only allow
multi-slice, non-isotropic (stacked 2D) imaging. On the other hand, micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) and
micro-single photon emission tomography (micro-SPECT) with double ECG/respiratory gating do allow isotropic
1
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X-ray source

Spot size

Pulse
duration

Allows in-line
phase contrast

Prosp. Retrosp.
gating gating

Notes

refs

•

Temporal resolution limited by
the max. frame rate of X-ray
detectors

47,66

Only with low magnification/
Sub-optimal spectral quality for
small animal imaging

48,67

Minifocus tubes

30–200 µm

Continuous

Medical tubes

300–800 µm

>5 ms

•

•

Carbon nanotube field
emission X-ray tubes

>100 µm

>100 µs

•

•

Synchrotron hard X-ray
beamlines (3rd generation)

Parallel beam

10–100 ps

•

•

4D CT in-vivo studies so far
only applied to lung imaging/
few facilities

69,70

RF-based Thomson scattering

>40 µm

10–20 ps

•

•

No cardiac 4D imaging studies
reported so far

13

All-optical Thomson
scattering (this work)

<10 µm

<100 fs

•

•

68

—

Table 1. Main parameters of X-ray sources suitable for application in 4D µCT of the mouse heart.

fully 3D imaging, even though cine-mode dynamic reconstructions are limited to 10 time frames per cardiac cycle or
less9,10. In particular, dynamic micro-CT (4D µCT) appears promising for morphofunctional imaging of the cardiac
biomechanics, due to its high spatial resolution and good discrimination of myocardial walls, ventricular cavities
and lung tissue upon use of suitable blood-pool contrast agents. Several 4D µCT scanner designs have been validated
by different investigators in the last decade, using either retrospective or prospective ECG gating. A full review of the
existing systems and methods for 4D cardiac µCT imaging is beyond the scope of this paper; for a list of the most
relevant works, see the papers cited in Table 1 and references therein.
Over the past few years, a novel kind of X-ray source, based upon the Thomson scattering (TS) of optical photons off relativistic electron bunches, has been intensively studied and developed worldwide11,12. For instance, a
TS X-ray source based on conventional RF LINAC and miniaturized electron storage ring has been recently
commercialized by Lyncean Technologies Inc. and used for dynamic phase contrast imaging of the lung of living
mice13. From a practical point of view, the striking feature of a TS X-ray source lies in the possibility to produce
radiation in the hard X-ray region using electrons with a much lower energy, usually in the range of a few tens up
to a few hundreds of MeV, than that required in synchrotron or free-electron lasers (FEL) machines, due to the
much favourable scaling of the emitted photon energy with the electron γ factor11. This, in turn, results in much
smaller footprint and more affordable costs. The peak brightness of TS sources can exceed 10 20ph/
(s mm2 mrad2 0.1%BW)14,15, only a couple of orders of magnitude smaller than that of 3rd generation light sources
currently in operation (see for instance16). A TS source delivering photon beams in the hard X-ray region typically
features an RF LINAC, accelerating electrons up to a few hundreds of MeV, and a pulsed laser system, providing
optical photon beams with energy up to 1 J/pulse and duration 1 ps (the “scattering beam”). The typical footprint of such machines is of the order of a few tens up to ~100 meters, which is typical of medium scale research
infrastructures. On the other hand, laser-driven electron accelerators has been witnessing an impressive development over the past decade, making it an ideal candidate for replacing RF LINACs for applications in medicine and
biology17–19, due to the reduced footprint and costs and the higher electron energy achievable using small scale
devices. This kind of accelerator is based on the so-called Laser WakeField Acceleration (LWFA) process in a
plasma (see20,21 for recent reviews); due to the very high field gradient which can be established in the accelerating
plasma wave (up to 3 orders of magnitude higher than in a typical RF LINAC), electron bunches with energy up
to the few GeVs level can be accelerated over a few up to a few tens of millimeters distances22, which is why LWFA
sources have been dubbed “table-top” accelerators.
Based on this electron acceleration process, secondary X/γ-ray emission have been studied and successfully
demonstrated23 over the past few years; several pilot application experiments have also been reported recently24,
exploiting either the so-called betatron oscillation of the electrons into the accelerating plasma wave25,26 or the
Thomson scattering mechanism27,28. Both these kinds of novel concept sources allow an extremely small spot size
(down to 1 µm) and an ultrashort pulse duration (down to the femtosecond range) to be achieved at the same
time11,29. Static (3D) microtomographic applications have been demonstrated using betatron radiation from
laser-driven electron accelerators26,30, even though the mean photon energy around 10–30 keV appears lower
than optimal when working with living mice or rats, especially when using iodine-based contrast agents. While
betatron sources can only deliver broadband photon spectra, Thomson scattering sources have the potential to
produce narrow band X-ray beams, depending ultimately on the energy spread of the primary electron bunch.
Since LWFA acceleration of electrons with low energy spread has already been demonstrated, all-optical TS
sources offer a very promising route to get monochromatic radiation in the diagnostic energy range using
table-top devices. Such “all-optical” X-ray sources are recognized as the most promising compact alternative to
3rd and 4th generation X-ray sources, providing ultrashort pulses and high peak brightness while keeping reasonable size and costs. The potential of these sources as a future replacement of current vacuum-tube technology in
diagnostic and therapeutic regime is currently been investigated18,19.
In this paper, we investigate the use of an all-optical TS source for X-ray 4D µCT. Our analysis will make it
clear that such a kind of source meets all the requirements for such an application, namely: (a) the possibility to
image out a sample of ∼2 × 5 cm2 typical size, with a voxel size down to ~100 µm; (b) the possibility of getting a
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Figure 1. Conceptual scheme of the laser-based 4D µCT scanner prototype for cardiac imaging of small
rodents.

radiography with a single X-ray pulse (i.e., laser shot), which translates into a number of photons ~103 /px , on a
typical detector with ~100–200 µm pixel size; (c) an X-ray pulse duration 100 µs (this point will be better deepened later); (d) an energy spectrum suitable to small animal imaging using iodine-based contrast agents (i.e., with
a major part of the emission at 33 keV energy, corresponding to the iodine K-edge); a repetition rate 10 Hz ,
so as to keep the overall µCT duration limited to few tens of minutes. As it will be shown later, a laser-driven TS
source also features a high spatial coherence, due to its source size being in the order of few micrometers, which
makes it very attractive for phase contrast imaging. In order to demonstrate all these features, we rely on
start-to-end simulations to get insights of issues such as pulse duration, photon statistics and energy spectrum
using a realistic kinetic behaviour of cardiac wall implemented in a numerical 4D mouse chest phantom, as well
as radiation dose and total duration of the experiment involving the living animal. First, a general overview of the
envisioned TS 4D µCT device will be given, including the results of a simulation of the spectral and spatial features of an all-optical X-ray source. Afterwards, the simulation results of a full retrospectively gated acquisition
following the foreseen data acquisition scheme is presented. An account is also made of the expected final image
quality and of the dosimetric issues, as resulting from Monte Carlo simulations using the actual photon distribution of a TS source. The main pro’s and con’s of our approach are then discussed.

esign of the aser- ased 4 µCT Scanner Prototype

Prototype layout.

A conceptual layout of the proposed 4D µCT scanner based on an all-optical TS source
is shown in Fig. 1. Due to the inability (at least using simple setups) to put the TS source on a rotating gantry, the
animal is placed on a cradle rotating around a vertical axis. The animal support is equipped with a physiological monitoring system (ECG, respiration, temperature), and a nose cone for gas anesthesia. The source-to-axis
distance (SAD) and axis-to-detector distance (ADD) are kept flexible in our design; however, a sufficiently long
ADD would enable the interesting spatial coherence properties of a TS source to be exploited for phase contrast
imaging, although this issue will not be discussed here. All the physiological signals are acquired in a common
time reference along with the laser pulse trigger and the image sequence grabbed by the X-ray detector. A/D sampling rate >2 kHz will be used for physiological signals, in order to ensure off-line identification of the R peaks of
the ECG with sub-ms temporal precision (see Supplementary Materials). A conceptual sketch of the laser-driven
X-ray source based on Thomson scattering is shown on the left side of Fig. 1. In detail, an ultrashort laser pulse
(the “driving” pulse) is focused onto a gas-jet target, under vacuum, at a relativistic intensity28. The LWFA accelerated electron beam is set to collide with a second (“scattering”) laser beam just after having been accelerated (typically, for a well matched LWFA stage, at the exit of the gas-jet target). We defer until the next subsection a deeper
presentation of the physical parameters of this source. We just observe here that, although requiring a complex
setup (in order, for instance, to spatially and temporally overlap the accelerated electron bunch and the scattering
laser pulse), the experimental apparatus envisioned here has been already demonstrated to be accessible, even on
a routine basis, in a small scale laboratory (see for instance31 and refs therein).
The temporal rebinning scheme for tomographic acquisitions is fully described in the Supplementary
Materials. Due to the extremely short duration of each pulse (~1013 times shorter than typical R-R interval in
small animals), the likelihood that two different pulses will overlap in the same time bin of the cardiac cycle is
negligible; hence, the maximum number of non-overlapping time bins will only depend on the total number of
pulses acquired (i.e., constrained by the total absorbed dose and the total duration of the experiment). We believe
that this extremely short pulse duration will open new possibilities in the field of cardiac imaging of small rodents,
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Thomson scattering X-ray source parameters

Imaging simulation parameters

Electron bunch

SAD

1000 mm

Size

2 µm × 2 µm (tr),
3 µm (long)

ADD

1500 mm

Divergence

10 mrad

Magnification

2.5

Bunch charge

100 pC

Detector size
(transverse × axial)

50 × 25 mm2

Mean energy

~50 MeV

Detector pixel size

250 µm

X-ray pulse duration

0

Total n. of X-ray pulses (for the
entire 4D reconstruction)

6000 to 24000

Energy spread

20% rms

Scattering laser pulse
Duration

500 fs (chirped)

Unattenuated no. photons per
250 µm pixel

5000

Energy

1J

Unattenuated no. photons per
50 µm pixel

200

800 nm

Size of the cubic voxel in
tomographic reconstructions

100 µm

Central wavelength
Spot size

20 µm

a0

~0.24

X-ray source
Duration

~10 fs

Source transverse size

2 µm × 2 µm

No. of photons within
10 mrad per laser shot

~9.8 × 107

Table 2. Left column: main parameters relevant for the operating regime of the X-ray source; the electron
bunch and scattering laser pulse figures were used as input of the Thomson scattering simulation code TSST.
More parameters related to a possible LWFA regime able to provide the required electron bunch are given in
the Supplementary Materials. Right column: parameters of the numerical simulation with the 4D mouse chest
phantom (SAD: Source to axis distance; ADD: Axis to detector distance).

overcoming limitations of the current 4D µCT systems with typical reconstruction windows of 5–10 ms per cardiac phase due to the constraints on pulse duration of conventional X-ray tubes and temporal resolution of X-ray
detectors. Cooled scientific grade CCD or CMOS optically coupled or directly bonded to scintillators/phosphor
screens appear the most adequate detection systems for the proposed application26.

The Thomson Scattering Source.

In this subsection, we will briefly discuss the main features of the
all-optical Thomson scattering source envisioned for the advanced 4D µCT scanner and we provide some relevant
figures of the photon beam. As a preliminary observation, we stress that the main figures considered here for both
the electron bunch (e.g., total charge per bunch, energy spectrum and divergence/emittance) and the scattering
laser beam (e.g., pulse energy, duration and focal spot size) have been demonstrated to be achievable with existing (although state-of-the-art) laser systems. In particular, according to the current, consolidated literature on
experimental achievements in the field of LWFA, the usage of a 100 TW class laser system could be suitable for the
application discussed in this paper. As anticipated above, a 10Hz rep rate can be safely considered a standard value
for such a class of lasers. The Thomson scattering source was modelled using the TSST code32, which provides the
number of photons emitted in selected energy and solid angle bins over the desired ranges, once the parameters
of the electron bunch (energy spectrum, spatial distribution and divergence, bunch charge), of the scattering laser
pulse (central wavelength, duration and energy) and the geometry of the interaction are known. Details on the
simulation code will be provided in the Methods.
The parameters of the LWFA bunch and the scattering laser beam used as input of the TSST simulation for the
application discussed here are shown in Table 2 (left column). The scattering laser pulse, although picked off from
the same laser chain as the main one, is stretched up to 500 fs duration33. We notice here that we took into account
a “not so small” energy spread, which ultimately affects the spectral width of the X-ray photon beam29. Our choice
for the energy spread is motivated by the ambition to keep the experimental setup of the X-ray source as simple
as possible. Advanced schemes have been recently reported which allow remarkably lower energy spreads to be
attained (such as, for instance, the usage of colliding pulses34 or the so-called ReMPI scheme35). However, these
schemes either result, at the moment, in a rather low bunch charge (which is an essential parameter for the final
photon flux36) or require a complex setup. Generally speaking, a trade-off does in fact exist between the possibility
to get a monochromatic photon beam and the number of photons per laser shot. Here we require that a single
image (that is, an image with an average number of photons/pixel as the one shown in the right column in Table 2)
might be obtained using a single laser pulse. To this purpose, an electron bunch charge of ~100 pC must be accelerated on each shot. Provided that the required energy spread is not too small (~15–20% rms), as it is in our case,
such charge figures have been being reported in the literature over the past few years (see for instance37 or38). We
also report in the Supplementary Materials on Particle-In-Cell (PIC) simulations, performed using the FBPIC
code39, showing a possible LWFA regime delivering such bunches. We point out that, although all-optical TS
sources may potentially provide X-ray beams with smaller spectral width, the rather large width considered here
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Figure 2. Spectral and angular distributions of the X-ray photons from the all-optical Thomson scattering
source as retrieved using the TSST simulation code. The polar (ϑ) and azimuthal (ϕ) angles are defined in Fig. 1.
Left column, top: photon spectra integrated over the whole polar angle 0 ≤ ϑ ≤ 20 mrad (blue curve), over the
polar range 0 ≤ ϑ ≤ 10 mrad (green curve) and over the polar range 10 ≤ ϑ ≤ 20 mrad (red curve). Left column,
bottom: angular distribution of the X-ray photons (integrated over the whole energy range). Middle column:
photon angular distributions, taking into account only “low-energy” photons (0 ≤ Eph ≤ 40 keV), top, or “highenergy” photons (40 ≤ Eph ≤ 80 keV), bottom. Right column: Angular map of the average photon energy (top)
and of the photon energy standard deviation (bottom). The angular maps span an azimuthal (ϕ, as shown in
Fig. 1) range 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π and a polar angle (ϑ) range 0 ≤ ϑ ≤ 20 mrad.

is not a limiting factor for the application discussed in this work; this issue will be addressed below using Monte
Carlo simulations.
The X-ray source features a transverse size of around 2 µm FWHM. The X-ray pulse duration, in the TS geometry
considered here, is comparable to the electron bunch duration, and thus is in the sub-10 fs range40,41. Figure 2 shows, in
the left column, the spectrum of the X-ray photon beam (top) and the photon angular distribution (bottom) as calculated using the TSST code. In the TS linear regime used here the spectrum extends up to the energy corresponding to
the so-called fundamental harmonics, EX 4γ 2EL, being γ the average γ factor of the electron bunch and EL = ħωL the
photon energy of the scattering beam33. As it is usual for a TS source, there is an angular dependence of the energy
spectrum; this can be observed looking at the three curves in the first (top left) plot, which shows the photon spectrum
integrated over different polar angle intervals. In particular, higher energy photons are predominantly emitted at
smaller polar angles (0 ≤ ϑ ≤ 10 mrad), while relatively low energy photons appear at angles ϑ > 10 mrad. The angular
distribution is rather elongated along the x (ϕ = 0) direction; this corresponds to the polarization direction of the scattering laser beam. The anisotropy is mostly typical of lower energy photons, as it can be realized looking at the plots in
the middle column, which show the angular distribution for “low” energy (0 ≤ Eph ≤ 40 keV) and high
(40 ≤ Eph ≤ 80 keV) energy photons, respectively. The right column shows the average photon energy (top) and the
energy standard deviation (bottom) as a function of the emission angles. For the sake of the application discussed in this
paper, we choose our µCT geometry (basically SAD and ADD) in order to only rely on photons emitted within
ϑ ≤ 10 mrad. Over such a range, the average photon energy is between 35 and 50 keV, and the standard deviation is of
about 15 keV. We carried out extensive simulations in order to highlight possible effects of this real spectral/angular
photon distributions on the quality of the final image; we will discuss this issue below.

Results

The ability of the system just described to reconstruct 4D images of the heart of the living animal was demonstrated by
mean of analytical simulation of projection data with synthetic additive Poisson noise. The parameters of the idealized
4D numerical phantom are reported in the Supplementary Materials. The main parameters of the analytical simulation
are reported in Table 2 (right column). In the Supplementary Material, additional simulations are reported to highlight
the beneficial effect of ultrashort pulse duration on the proposed application. The peak myocardial wall velocity during
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Figure 3. (a) 2D histograms showing the distribution of the X-ray pulses on the phase/angle diagram for the
simulated acquisition of the dynamic phantom. Histograms are binned in 50 cardiac phase bins and 240 angular
bins. Dark areas show missing data due to transitory coherence between the cardiac motion and the X-ray pulse
sequence. (b) Reoriented short-axis and long-axis images of the mouse heart (only three of the 50 reconstructed
phases are shown) obtained by iterative reconstruction from the sequence of 12000 pulses. (c) M-mode-like
image of the reoriented heart, obtained along the dashed lines shown in (b) for all the 50 reconstructed time
frames. For all images, the voxel size is 100 µm and the temporal binning (frame duration) is 3 ms, calculated
as the mean R-R interval divided by the number of reconstructed frames per cycle. ED: end-diastole; PV: peak
myocardial velocity; ES: end-systole; SA: short axis; LA: long axis; LV: left ventricle; LVLW: left ventricle lateral
wall; LVAW: left ventricle apical wall; RV: right ventricle; RVLW: right ventricle lateral wall; S: septum. FBP:
filtered backprojection; SIRT: simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique.

systole was set to 45 mm/s in this simulation, based on micro-ultrasound measurements (see Supplementary Materials)
and on previous studies on murine kinetics of cardiac contraction42,43. At this velocity, the wall displacement at systole
is >400 µm over an integration time of 10 ms, which is a typical X-ray pulse duration or detector integration time for
conventional 4D µCT instrumentation. In order to get near blur-free imaging, the wall displacement should not exceed
~50 µm, i.e., half of the reconstruction voxel size which can be set to 100 µm without compromising morpho-functional
cardiac measurements in mice. Hence, the required temporal resolution is in the order of 1 ms or lower. However, due
to constraints on experiment duration (number of pulses required) and radiation dosimetry, a more realistic requirement for robust 3D strain/strain rate analysis is to set the temporal binning around 2–3 ms per cardiac phase as already
done with high-field MRI on rats8. Such requirements can be relaxed for the other phases of the cardiac cycle. In this
work, we have set the temporal binning to 3 ms throughout the entire cardiac cycle.
A simulation was performed
using the retrospectively gated acquisition strategy specifically foreseen for our 4D µCT prototype. Due to the real
X-ray pulse duration expected for the TS source, in the order of a few up to ~10 femtoseconds, we have neglected
the finite pulse duration in this simulation (∆Tpulse = 0 ms). We have generated a time series of 2D X-ray projections at constant repetition rate of 10 Hz of the 4D numerical phantom. Using real ECG and respiration waveforms previously acquired on mice and rats in our laboratory (see Supplementary Materials), each 2D projection
was generated at a specific cardiac and respiratory phase; an average heart rate of 401 bpm and respiration rate of
74 respiratory acts per minute where used. A total number of pulses ranging from 6000 to 24000 over a full rotation of 360° was employed. As shown in Fig. 3a, these pulse sequences covered almost uniformly the whole cardiac
cycle on most angular bins, allowing good flexibility in the choice of the subsequent temporal binning. In most
cases, transitory coherence between the X-ray repetition rate and the cardiac motion was observed, randomly
inducing missing data at specific ranges of projection angles and cardiac phases (Fig. 3a). Such missing data is a
common source of streak artifacts in retrospectively gated acquisitions when analytical reconstruction (such as
filtered backprojection) is performed. To reduce these artifacts, we employed the simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT)44. Figure 3b shows the reconstructed heart obtained by SIRT at end-diastole (ED) and
end-systole (ES), after 300 iterations from the acquisition sequence of 12000 pulses and reoriented in short-axis
(SA) and long-axis (LA). With an average R-R time of ~150 ms, we have obtained a temporal sampling of 3 ms by
rebinning the projection data in 50 temporal frames. The selected respiratory window was 10%–90% (relative to
the peak inspiration time), so that only 9632 projections out of a total of 12000 were employed in the reconstruction. M-mode-like reconstructions of the cardiac wall along two perpendicular directions are shown in Fig. 3c.
In order to highlight the advantage of using X-ray pulses much shorter than obtainable in conventional
micro-CT instrumentation, we have also performed additional simulations without adding noise, by varying the
duration of the X-ray pulse and of the reconstruction window. The simulations were performed on the end systolic phase (v = 25 mm/s) and at the phase of peak velocity (v = 45 mm/s) which is the most demanding phase in
terms of spatial resolution when a 3D strain rate analysis is to be performed. The results are shown in Fig. 4. Even
for this relatively coarse voxel size (100 micron), the RMSE error is nearly doubled when a pulse duration of 3 ms
is used instead of ultra-short pulses, for a reconstruction time window of 1 ms. When using typical pulse duration obtainable in conventional micro-CT instrumentation (∆Tpulse = 5–10 ms), the image quality degradation is
evident even from a qualitative point of view, especially for the phase of peak velocity. No apparent differences
can be found for pulse duration of 1 ms or below, due to the large (but realistic) voxel size used in this simulation.

4 cardiac imaging results with realistic cardiopulmonary motion
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Figure 4. Noiseless simulation showing the motion blurring for different duration of the reconstruction
window ∆Trecon and the X-ray pulse ∆Tpulse, reconstructed at end-systole (v = 25 mm/s) and at time of peak
myocardial velocity (v = 45 mm/s). (a) Reconstructed images in the transaxial plane (xy); the white arrows
indicate settings leading to non negligible motion blurring. All images have been reconstructed by FBP with a
voxel size of 100 µm from 240 projections per cardiac phase, taken at 1.5° sampling interval. (b) RMSE analysis
relative to a reconstruction of the same ROI otained with a fixed reconstruction window of negligible duration,
∆Trecon = 1 µs (reference image not shown).

osimetry and image quality assessment using onte arlo simulations with spectrum and
uence In order to assess the possible effects of the peculiar spectral and angular features of the TS X-ray

beam on the quality of the final image for the kind of study proposed here, Monte Carlo simulations of the photon
transport through a standard phantom and of the energy deposition on a conventional (phosphor screen based)
X-ray detector were carried out, using the TS source photon distribution provided by the TSST code. These simulations also allowed a dosimetric study of the envisioned CT device to be performed. The phantom was made
up by an 18 mm diameter water cylinder; at its center, a smaller cylinder, with diamter 5 mm, was supposed to be
filled with an iodinated contrast agent with 3 mgI/mL. The source-to-phantom and the source-to-detector distances were set as in the analytical simulation (see Table 2, right column). Further details on these simulations are
reported in the Methods Section and in the Supplementary Materials (examples of the synthetic images retrieved
are also shown there).
Figure 5a shows a 3D density map of the dose deposition inside the phantom by a single laser shot (that
is, according to the TSST simulation discussed above, considering ~108 photons per shot). A cubic averaging
volume with a side length of 0.5 mm was used to reconstruct a raster image from this single-shot dosimetric
simulation. The average phantom dose delivered with a single laser shot was 11.7 µGy; the entrance surface dose
was 11.3 µGy.
For each X-ray pulse, we have measured the energy deposition onto a 100 µm thick Gadox (Gd2O2S) phosphor
screen45, with pixel size and active area as in Table 2. We ran a total of 240 projections over 360° (i.e, similar to the
average number of projections per cardiac phase employed in the simulations shown above in Fig. 3b,c)), with
uniform angular sampling step of 1.5°. Each view was corrected with a flat field, which, in turn, was obtained by
averaging 100 independent projections with no phantom in the field of view. A few projection images produced
with the Monte Carlo code are reported in the Supplementary Material. A SIRT algorithm with 300 iteration was
used to reconstruct the CT volume, with an isotropic voxel size of 100 µm as already done in the previous subsection. Figure 5b shows transverse and axial slices of the tomographic reconstruction; an increasing trend of the
average reconstructed value toward the phantom periphery is observed, primarily due to the beam hardening
effect. Due to the relatively higher energy spread at the FOV periphery (see Fig. 2), this effect was more evident
on the slice reconstructed at z = 5 mm, where the average CT number in water increased from 59 HU at r = 3 mm
to 192 HU at r = 7.7 mm (denoting by r = x 2 + y 2 the radial distance from the slice center). An increasing
trend of the image noise toward the FOV periphery is also observed. In the midplane (z = 0), the image noise in
water increased from 395 HU at r = 3 mm to 501 HU at r = 7.7 mm. This is due to the decreasing average photon
energy and photon fluence away from the central beam axis (see Fig. 2). For the same reasons, the average signal
and noise of the iodine insert increased from 1189 ± 383 HU at the midplane to 1410 ± 478 HU at z = 5 mm. The
average and standard deviation of contrast to noise ratio (CNR) of the iodine insert was 3.0 ± 0.3. This is fully
compatible with a subsequent image post-processing and ventricle segmentation for morphometric analysis.

iscussion and erspectives

A compact imaging platform based on an all-optical laser-based Thomson scattering X-ray source has been
conceived, designed and fully simulated by means of analytical and Monte Carlo simulations. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, no studies (numerical or experimental) have been conducted so far on the possible
use of all-optical Thomson scattering ultrashort X-ray sources for the specific task of cardiac 4D imaging of
the small rodent. As discussed above, none of the current standard imaging modalities devoted to dynamic
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Figure 5. (a) Volume rendering of the 3D distribution of the X-ray dose delivered by a single laser shot to the
water phantom with iodine insert (see text). For visualization purposes, a virtual cutting on the yz plane has
been made on this rendering. The red arrow (y axis) shows the main direction of propagation of the X-ray beam
for the selected laser shot. (b) Transverse (top) and coronal (bottom) slices of the tomographic reconstruction
of the same phantom in (a). All images are reconstructed with a SIRT algorithm, 300 iterations, and with an
isotropic voxel of 100 µm. (c) Average reconstructed values (signal) and noise in water at several radial and axial
positions. The radial positions of the ROI’s are depicted as yellow squares in (b), whereas the axial positions are
shown as dashed lines in the coronal image (only z = 0 is marked).
morphofunctional quantification of small animal heart can achieve, at the same time, isotropic 3D spatial resolution in the order of 100 µm and temporal resolution in the order of (or better than) 1 ms, as required for robust 3D
cardiac strain and strain rate analysis in small animals. This gap is due to limitations of both current technology
of compact X-ray sources (i.e., available in small-scale laboratories) and readout speed of high resolution X-ray
detectors. Laser-based TS sources, as discussed in this paper, appear the most promising alternative to 3rd and 4th
generation synchrotron sources, providing extremely short pulse duration, high spatial coeherence and relatively
small footprint and cost15,46, and thus paving the way for the spread of X-ray sources with spatial and temporal
features boasted so far only by large scale infrastructures.
We have demonstrated here that, using the proposed 4D µCT prototype based on TS source, it is feasible to
obtain motion blur free 3D images of the mouse heart at isotropic voxel size of 100 µm with wall velocities up to
45 mm/s, which is generally higher than what practically found in mice and rats, especially under deep anesthesia42. An attractive feature of our TS-based 4D µCT prototype is that, due to the extremely short duration of the
X-ray source, no time overlap can occur between X-ray pulses at any phase of the cardiac cycle; this means that
the reconstructed time bin duration Trecon can be set to an arbitrarily short duration without any overlap of adjacent phases, provided that a sufficient amount of projections per angle is acquired for each phase. Hence, the only
practical limit to the temporal resolution is given by the radiation dose and the experiment duration. The temporal precision of R-peak identification on the ECG signal, along with the correlation between ECG and cardiac
motion periodicity, could also play a role in the final temporal resolution of long gated acquisitions with the
proposed system. These latter limitations are currently disregarded in conventional 4D µCT, as they can only have
an effect when sub-ms temporal resolution is pursued. The estimated radiation dose after 12000x-ray pulses generated during the simulated retrospectively gated acquisition was 150 mGy . This value is comparable to or lower
than doses reported on similar works using conventional sources9,47–49. Even though the focus of this paper was
not on accurate dosimetry, the GEANT4 simulation toolkit has been already shown to be accurate in dosimetric
calculations at low photon energy50. Employing as many dose-lowering setup parameters as possible is beneficial
in the proposed setup to push the temporal resolution of the system close to its fundamental limit, which is related
to the synchronization between each laser pulse and the actual phase in the R-R interval. The employment of SIRT
reconstruction, besides its beneficial effect in the suppression of streak artifacts from irregular angular sampling,
played also a beneficial role in the noise reduction and hence on the reduction of radiation dose. Besides this, the
employment of a Gadox scintillator relatively thicker than standard for small animal imaging (100 µm) and a
mean photon energy just above the iodine K-edge (35–50 keV in the selected FOV position) were beneficial to
keep the dose low enough to allow margins of improvement in the trade-off between the achievable spatial and
temporal resolution. The increased scintillator thickness is not an issue for the target spatial resolution of our
application, as Gadox thickness up to 120 micron still provide a detector resolution >6 lp/mm at 10% MTF51. The
overall spatial resolution of the tomographic system can be estimated using analytical models52; in our geometry,
it will be <60 micron FWHM which is fully compatible with cardiac morphometry in small animals.
Apart from dose consideration, the experiment duration is also a limiting factor to be carefully taken into
account. The laser repetition rate chosen for our simulation (10 Hz) lead to an experiment duration of 20 minutes
in order to get a 4D reconstruction at 3 ms of temporal binning with enough image contrast to perform 3D strain
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analysis in mice. Even though thermoregulatory devices are demonstrated to be effective to keep stable the physiological parameters of mice for experiment durations up to 30 min53, longer acquisition times might introduce
artifacts due to both myocardial uptake and blood pool washout of the contrast agent54. Hence, the total experiment duration should never exceed 30–40 minutes in total. Scaling up the laser rep rate to 100 Hz is fully feasible55, even though the present technology of low-noise, high resolution X-ray detector is still restricted to slower
frame rates. The temporal characteristics of the selected detectors should be carefully taken into account when
planning for such a source-related improvement. Prospective double cardio-respiratory gating appears unfeasible
with laser-based sources, at least at actual stage of development, due to the inability to trigger laser shots from
external sources and with random rates. Even though the X-ray pulses with fixed rep-rate could be put in AND
with a separated physiological trigger signal56, in our design we preferred to employ the retrospective gating
approach for the sake of experiment shortening, easiness of implementation and flexibility in the post-acquisition
spatio-temporal binning. The selected TS-based source implies a scanning geometry with the animal placed on
a vertically oriented cradle; even though this is less than optimal in terms of physiological stability of the animal when compared with standard rotating-gantry geometries, vertical positioning of the animal was already
employed successfully in several previous works at synchrotron facilities57, other laser-based X-ray sources58 and
even in special designs of micro-CT’s based on conventional X-ray tubes48.
We recognize that a similar approach to cardiopulmonary imaging in mice may be implemented at existing
beamlines of many synchrotron facilities. Nevertheless, it must be understood that the advantage of obtaining
comparable results with compact sources (potentially available at most biomedical laboratories or hospitals) is
extremely important in almost all preclinical experiments, requiring the proximity to a multidisciplinary environment with biology/veterinary staff and other imaging modalities in situ. As a matter of fact, the dynamic cardiac
microtomography proposed in this work is likely to remain at the proof-of-principle stage unless more compact
and affordable sources, such as the all-optical TS source considered here, become available.
The kind of apparatus described here is currently under development at the Intense Laser Irradiation
Laboratory (ILIL) of the CNR in Pisa, Italy, in the framework of the Italian project “PREclinical Laser-based
Ultrafast Diagnostics and thErapy (PRELUDE)”. It is worth stressing here that laser-driven electron accelerators
have witnessed a tremendous improvement of the final beam quality, in terms of beam divergence/emittance,
total charge energy spread, and so on, so that this kind of technology can be considered at the mature level
to reach in short times the clinical quality. For instance, the EuPRAXIA project59, whose preparatory phase is
currently funded by EU in view of the preparation of a Conceptual Design Report, is aimed at developing a
plasma-based accelerator with industrial beam quality and user areas for real applications in different fields,
including biology and medicine60.
Apart from synchrotron sources, the proposed TS source is the only one capable of providing, at the same
time, (i) ultra-short X-ray pulses, with (ii) photon energy spectra tunable in the optimal range for small animal
imaging, and (iii) with a source size under 10 µm and thus capable of enabling phase contrast edge enhancing,
all within a small-scale laboratory infrastructure. A thorough investigation of the possible beneficial effects and
possibilities open up by the point (iii) is beyond the scope of the current paper and will be carried out in a future
work.

ethods

Ethical statement.

All the animal experiments from which data has been retrieved to generate the numerical mouse chest phantom were conducted in compliance to local approved protocols at CNR-IFC, under Italian
Law 26/2014 and 2010/63/EU and approved by the Italian Ministry of Health.

nalytical dynamic simulations Analytical simulation have been performed with a custom developed
ray-tracing algorithm, calculating the intersection lengths of rays and ellipsoids arbitrarily oriented in the 3D
space. Simulation of finite duration X-ray pulses was done by averaging 10 equally spaced instantaneous (∆T = 0)
pulses in the desired time frame. Because analytical simulations were performed with the main goal of evaluating
the effect of pulse duration and of the reconstruction artifacts due to angular sampling non uniformity, the finite
source size and the real X-ray spectrum were not simulated. Statistical noise with Poisson probability density
function was added to each analytically simulated 2D projection by considering the attenuated number of photons in each detector pixel, normalized to a number of unattenuated photons (detected after just air) of 5000. This
number is realistic when taking into account the results of the TS simulated photon output at the center of the
detector, at 2500 mm from the e−-laser interaction where X-rays are originated, and by considering a detector
binning with an effective pixel size of 250 × 250 µm2. The attenuation coefficient of air has been neglected. More
details on the 4D mouse chest numerical phantom can be found in the Supplementary Materials.
The TS source simulations. The detailed spectral and angular features of the TS source proposed for the
present study were retrieved using the Thomson Scattering Simulation Tools (TSST) code32. The code evaluates
the far-field distribution of the radiation emitted incoherently by the electron bunch. The spectral and angular
distribution of the X-rays emitted by a single electron are computed using a semi-analytical approach based on
the formulas reported in32. The exact analytical description of the radiation emitted within a single laser cycle is
then coherently summed (in a numerical fashion) by taking into account the exact longitudinal pulse profile. A
head-on (backscattering TS) collision geometry was considered in our case, with the electron bunch and scattering laser figures listed in Table 2. The photon distribution function was sampled using 200 energy bins in the
range 1–100 keV, 80 polar angle (ϑ) bins in the range 0 ≤ ϑ ≤ 20 mrad and 64 azimuthal (ϕ) bins in the range
0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π.
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onte arlo code for dosimetry and image quality assessment A Monte Carlo code was developed
in order to both model the imaging capability of the TS source and to perform a dosimetric study. The code was
based on the Geant4 toolkit61–63. The low-energy physics models based on PENELOPE64,65 were used for the
simulation of the electromagnetic interactions of X-rays. The primary photons were generated according to the
energy and angular distribution provided by TSST code, using a rejection sampling method.

ata vaila ility

The datasets generated during and/or analysed during the current study are available from the corresponding
authors on reasonable request.
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Abstract
Laser–plasma interaction (LPI) at intensities 1015 –1016 W · cm 2 is dominated by parametric instabilities which can be
responsible for a significant amount of non-collisional absorption and generate large fluxes of high-energy nonthermal
electrons. Such a regime is of paramount importance for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) and in particular for the
shock ignition scheme. In this paper we report on an experiment carried out at the Prague Asterix Laser System (PALS)
facility to investigate the extent and time history of stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and two-plasmon decay (TPD)
instabilities, driven by the interaction of an infrared laser pulse at an intensity ⇠1.2 ⇥ 1016 W · cm 2 with a ⇠100 µm
scalelength plasma produced from irradiation of a flat plastic target. The laser pulse duration (300 ps) and the high
value of plasma temperature (⇠4 keV) expected from hydrodynamic simulations make these results interesting for a
deeper understanding of LPI in shock ignition conditions. Experimental results show that absolute TPD/SRS, driven at
a quarter of the critical density, and convective SRS, driven at lower plasma densities, are well separated in time, with
absolute instabilities driven at early times of interaction and convective backward SRS emerging at the laser peak and
persisting all over the tail of the pulse. Side-scattering SRS, driven at low plasma densities, is also clearly observed.
Experimental results are compared to fully kinetic large-scale, two-dimensional simulations. Particle-in-cell results,
beyond reproducing the framework delineated by the experimental measurements, reveal the importance of filamentation
instability in ruling the onset of SRS and stimulated Brillouin scattering instabilities and confirm the crucial role of
collisionless absorption in the LPI energy balance.
Keywords: plasma simulations; shock ignition; stimulated Raman scattering; two-plasmon decay
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1. Introduction
Laser–plasma interaction (LPI) at intensities ⇠1016 W · cm 2
is a regime of interaction dominated by parametric instabilities, where collisional absorption begins to turn
off and non-collisional laser-driven instabilities – mainly
stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), stimulated Raman
scattering (SRS) and two-plasmon decay (TPD) – begin
to dominate the scene. The growth of such instabilities
results partly in laser absorption in the underdense plasma
and partly in energy loss by inelastic light scattering (SBS,
SRS). In addition, some of these instabilities (SRS and
TPD) generate nonthermal ‘hot’ electrons (HE), capable of
escaping the plasma, and carrying a relevant fraction of the
laser energy. The strong nonlinearity of these mechanisms,
the role of electron kinetic effects in their growth/damping
and their mutual interplay, often giving rise to daughter
instabilities, make it very hard to accurately depict the
interaction scenario. Moreover, this aim is complicated
by the impact of local conditions of interaction – varying
in lengths of the order of the speckle size (⇠µm) – and
by the characteristic time of growth/damping – typically
shorter than one picosecond – in plasmas which usually have
dimensions of the order of 1 mm and are produced by highenergy lasers with duration of ⇠0.1–1 ns.
The interest in this interaction regime mainly concerns
the physics of inertial confinement fusion (ICF), where
the laser–plasma coupling and the generation of HE can
considerably affect the implosion of the fuel pellet. In
particular, accurate knowledge of parametric instabilities is
crucial in the shock ignition (SI) concept[1] , where ignition is produced by a strong shock driven in a pre-formed
millimetre-size plasma corona by a short spike (300–500 ps)
at intensity ⇠1016 W · cm 2 . These interaction conditions,
in fact, notably enhance the extent of parametric instabilities
with respect to conventional direct-drive ICF schemes, where
the laser intensity is a factor of ten to twenty lower. A
further peculiarity of shock ignition is the role played by HE
produced by the shock-driving spike in achieving ignition
conditions. In fact, HE produced during the compression
phase in conventional (direct-drive) ICF schemes are detrimental, because they preheat the fuel, increasing its entropy
and therefore preventing its compression. In contrast, in SI,
HE produced by the SI spike are generated at the end of
the compression phase, when the target areal density h⇢r i
is already large enough to stop the less energetic of them; in
this way, they deliver their energy in the compressed corona
layer, providing an extra pressure, possibly improving the
compression[2–5] . Only the most energetic HE are expected
to reach the pre-compressed fuel and enhance the fuel
temperature[6] , before the arrival of the shock driven by the
laser spike. In order to assess the compression performance
in SI, it is therefore decisive to investigate the amount and,
above all, the energy distribution of HE. This task is strictly
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related to the investigation of the HE sources, mainly SRS
and TPD instabilities, which produce HE with different
energetic spectra and with different angular distributions.
SRS usually generates HE of some tens of keV, with energy mainly depending on the density region where SRS
is excited. TPD provides instead a hotter (and potentially
detrimental) component, often temperatures in excess of
100 keV, by a staged acceleration mechanism occurring
close to the quarter critical density region[7] .
Most of the experiments devoted to investigating LPI
for ICF studies have been carried out at intensities of
.1015 W · cm 2 , mainly by using 351 nm laser light, in
conditions relevant for conventional direct- or indirect-drive
ICF schemes[8, 9] . Due to the nonlinearity of the processes,
extrapolating these results to laser intensities typical of SI is
infeasible. On the other hand, the experimental investigation
of parametric instabilities in SI conditions is hard, since
it requires the interaction of a sub-ns pulse at intensity
⇠1016 W · cm 2 with a millimetre-size and hot (Te > 4 keV)
plasma. Such conditions are presently attainable only at very
large laser installations, such as the National Ignition Facility
(NIF)[10] and the Laser MegaJoule (LMJ) facility[11] , which
were designed for indirect-drive ICF.
A full numerical investigation of LPI in SI conditions
is also impracticable because of the huge computational
costs due to the large plasma size; therefore, 2D particle-incell simulations of LPI in this regime are presently limited
to an interaction time of a few picoseconds (that is, a
time much shorter than the duration of the shock ignition
spike). It is worth remarking that 2D and 3D simulations
are needed to model laser filamentation, spraying, cavitation and side scattering, which can be important in the
SI regime. Advanced fully kinetic PIC simulations[12–14]
reveal the importance of nonlinear and kinetic effects, of
secondary decay processes and of competition/interplay between parametric instabilities, where all these processes
govern the instability growth and make the outcome hard
to predict. After a linear stage of growth, electron plasma
waves (EPWs) and ionic acoustic waves (IAWs), driven
respectively by SRS and SBS, enter in a nonlinear evolution,
resulting in consecutive stages of damping and excitation,
leading to a burst-like behaviour. In the case of EPWs, this
behaviour can be produced by the ponderomotive trapping
of thermal electrons or by the bowing and filamentation of
EPWs into the laser speckles[15, 16] , resulting in a phase
detuning of the waves[17] and finally in an SRS pattern
of picosecond or sub-picosecond bursts. Simulations also
reveal the possibility of competition between instabilities,
usually ruled by laser pump depletion or because they are
driven in the same density region. Particularly important
is the competition between SRS and TPD in the region
close to n c /4, because of its impact on the energy and
amount of HE generated. Recent 2D PIC simulations
by Xiao et al.[18] and by Weber et al.[19] showed that
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SRS and TPD can dominate over each other, depending on
the laser intensity, density scalelength and overall plasma
temperature. It is shown that the absolute SRS instability
begins to dominate the scene at n c /4 density at temperatures
higher than ⇠5 keV (that is, in conditions close to SI).
Klimo et al.[12, 13] showed also the occurrence of cavitation
near n c /4, resulting in a considerable absorption of laser
energy and in the damping of TPD instability driven at
higher plasma densities. Particular attention should be paid
to stimulated Raman side scattering (SRSS), the coupling
geometry where light is scattered at angles near 90 , is
then refracted towards lower densities, and finally exits the
plasma at large angles with respect to laser incidence. It
is well known that basic theory predicts that SRSS has
the lowest threshold in inhomogeneous plasmas because
of the large resonant region along the transverse direction.
Despite that, very few experiments have shown evidence of
SRSS, which was usually explained by the large collisional
absorption of side-scattered light. A recent work by Xiao
et al.[20] revisited the theory of SRSS, including the effect
of the laser beam width on the threshold of the instability,
which could explain the scarcity of experimental evidence of
SRSS. According to Xiao et al., SRSS, preferentially driven
at low plasma densities where collisional absorption is low,
can however be strong and compete with backward SRS at SI
intensities, resulting in the scattering of a significant amount
of laser energy.
To date, only a few experiments on LPI at SI-relevant
intensities have been carried out in moderate kilojouleclass laser facilities, as for example at OMEGA[2, 3, 21] ,
LULI[22, 23] and PALS[24–26] . Due to the lower available
energy, typical SI interaction conditions were relaxed, typically resulting in colder (⇠1–2 keV) or in shorter (L =
n e /(dn e /d x) ⇠ 100 µm) inhomogeneous plasmas or otherwise in shorter laser pulses. Such experiments are unable
to fully reproduce the expected LPI in the SI regime but
are anyway necessary to investigate the effects of different
experimental parameters on the growth of parametric instabilities and on HE generation, so that a scaling to real SI
conditions becomes more reliable, in view of future fullscale SI experiments. These experiments showed that the
energy lost during the interaction – due to laser reflection,
SBS and SRS – can reach 40%–50% of the laser energy,
depending on the irradiation geometry and on the laser
intensity. Among these processes, SBS and laser backreflectivity are usually of the order of ⇠10%, rising to
⇠20% when full-aperture scattering is accounted for[27] .
Conversely, the variability of SRS reflectivity is much larger,
going from a fraction of a percent, obtained in experiments
using a planar geometry of interaction[22, 27, 28] , up to 36%,
obtained in spherical irradiation experiments[3, 21] . Experiments seem to suggest that SRS is the main source of HE,
reaching conversion efficiencies up to ⇠9% of laser energy
in spherical irradiation conditions[3] ; recent experiments
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carried out at OMEGA showed that such large HE fluxes can
significantly contribute to the ablation pressure[2] , providing
an extra pressure as large as ⇠30%.
In recent years, we investigated LPI and shock generation
at the Prague Asterix Laser System (PALS) facility by using
a 300 ps laser pulse at 3!0 irradiation ( 0 = 438 nm). The
laser energy of ⇠250 J enabled irradiation of a ⇠2 keV
plasma with scalelength L = n e /(dn e /dx) ⇠ 100 µm, at
a maximum laser intensity of ⇠6 ⇥ 1015 W · cm 2 . Experimental data yielded a detailed description of the extent and
timing of parametric instabilities[29, 30] , in particular of SRS,
and enabled us to establish a correlation with the measured
HE energy distribution.
In this paper we investigate LPI and HE generation of
the full energy (⇠650 J) PALS laser pulse at 1!0 irradiation
( 0 = 1314 nm), resulting in a maximum intensity of ⇠1.2⇥
1016 W · cm 2 , a value seldom reached in experiments. In
such irradiation conditions the plasma is heated to a temperature in excess of 4 keV, which is crucial for our studies
because of the strong temperature dependence of the threshold and the damping of parametric instabilities (and therefore
their respective weights), of the density where they are
driven, and finally of the HE energy distribution. Moreover,
the use of infrared laser light resulted in an even larger
value of laser irradiance I 2 ⇡ 2 ⇥ 1016 W · µm2 · cm 2 ,
enhancing ponderomotive effects on quivering electrons and
nonlinear effects in their dynamics. We therefore believe
that the interaction regime explored here gives valuable
information for the understanding of LPI in SI conditions.
Besides, it is worth noting that while conventional ICF
schemes make use of ultraviolet (3!) lasers, in the shock
ignition scheme 2! or even 1! lasers could in principle be
considered for the final irradiation spike driving the strong
shock[31] .
2. Experimental setup
The laser pulse (300 ps), used in the fundamental mode
( 0 = 1314 nm), was smoothed by a random phase plate
and focused at normal incidence on a flat thin target by a
f /#2 optical system. Laser energy ranged from 630 to 660 J.
Accurate imaging and calorimetry were set up to measure the
effective energy enclosed in the 100 µm full-width at halfmaximum (FWHM) Gaussian focal spot and to calculate the
peak laser intensity I = 1.2 ⇥ 1016 W · cm 2 .
Thin multilayer targets were used. The front layer, namely
the interaction layer, with thickness ranging from 10 to
180 µm, was made of Parylene-C plastic, to mimic the lowZ ablation layer in ICF targets. A ‘tracer’ layer of titanium,
10 µm thick, was used to characterize the HE propagating
into the target through K↵ spectroscopy. A final 25 µm thick
Al layer was used for the measurement of shock breakout
time, with the purpose of estimating shock velocity and
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Figure 2. Instantaneous values of electron temperature Te (red squares)
and density scalelength L (blue stars) in the density range 0.05–0.25 n c , as
obtained by CHIC hydrosimulations in the experimental conditions of the
interaction. The dashed line indicates the laser pulse profile.
Figure 1. Experimental setup used for the investigation of parametric
instabilities.

driving pressure. A companion paper describing results of
shock hydrodynamics is in preparation[32] .
A scheme of the optical diagnostics used for investigating the parametric instabilities is reported in Figure 1.
The backscattered light collected by the focusing lens was
spectrally filtered and characterized by two calorimeters.
One of them measured the energy backscattered in the
spectral range around ⇡ 1314 nm, due to laser reflection
and SBS, and the other measured the energy in the range
1600–2500 nm, due to SRS. The retrieval of backscattered
energy was made possible by an accurate calibration of
the spectral transmission of the optical line in the infrared
range. Light scattered by SRS outside the cone of the
focusing lens was also collected by means of an f /#7
optical system, at angles spanning from ⇠20 , close to
the backscattering cone, to 62 , and sent to a near-infrared
(NIR) spectrometer NIRQuest Ocean Optics via an IR lowOH optical fibre. The spectral range covered by the NIR
spectrometer was 1100–2530 nm, thus excluding the !0 /2
light at = 2628 nm and the longer wavelengths. Light
emission in the UV–Vis range, including harmonics and halfharmonics of laser light, was collected by means of an f /#8
optical system at an angle of 30 . A pick-off reflection from
this line was conveyed by an optical fibre to an additional
Ocean Optics spectrometer, covering the spectral range 200–
900 nm. The remaining part of the light was spectrally
dispersed by a Czerny–Turner monochromator, and relayed
onto the entrance slit of a Hamamatsu C7700 optical streak
camera. This setup allowed time-resolution of the 3/2!0
harmonics, in a spectral window of 60 nm at a maximum
temporal resolution of 25 ps, calculated by considering the
temporal spread produced by the spectrometer[33] and the
time resolution of the streak camera. As will be shown

below, half-harmonics of laser light reveal information on
the timing of both TPD and SRS.
K↵ emission of titanium was produced by the collisions
of HE with the Ti tracer layer, resulting in the 2p ! 1s Kshell fluorescence. K↵ spectroscopy was carried out by using
a spherically bent crystal of quartz (211) and image plates
(BAS-MS), or alternatively Kodak AA400 X-ray film, as
detectors. The spectral resolution of the line profile allowed
us to subtract the continuum background emission, mainly
due to Bremsstrahlung and recombination continuum. A
Bremsstrahlung cannon spectrometer (BCS) using K-edge
and differential filtering (14 filters of increasing Z from Al
to Pb) was also used with imaging plates to measure the Xray spectrum and, indirectly, calculate the temperature of the
HE distribution. The BCS was looking at the front side of
the target at 30 from the laser axis.
3. Interaction conditions
The plasma density where parametric instabilities are driven
and their timing depend on local and instantaneous plasma
conditions (temperature and density scalelength) and the
laser intensity. Interaction conditions were modelled by
radiative-hydrodynamic simulations carried out with the
codes CHIC[34] and DUED[35] . In the CHIC code, the
onset of SRS and TPD processes as well as the generation
of HE was also implemented[36] by means of appropriate
scaling laws and using local and instantaneous values of
laser intensity and plasma parameters. The code, therefore,
accounts for the interplay between TPD/SRS and the
hydrodynamics of the plasma.
The resulting values of electron temperature and density
scalelength L = n e /(dn e /dx), in the density range of interest
for TPD and SRS instabilities (0.05–0.25 n c ), are plotted in
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Figure 2 at different interaction times. While the plasma
temperature reaches the maximum value approximately a
hundred picoseconds after the laser peak, and successively
falls, the density scalelength monotonically increases till the
end of the interaction. Simulations show that collisional absorption is only ⇠9%, due to the high intensity and the long
wavelength of the laser (high I 2 ). The energy converted
T P D = 1.1%, ✏ S RS = 2.3%),
into HE is also a few percent (✏ H
HE
E
suggesting that non-collisional absorption by parametric
instabilities is comparable to collisional absorption. It
is worth noting that the extent of parametric instabilities
is certainly underestimated by the code, as side-scattering
SRS, inflationary and secondary scattering processes are
neglected. Also, due to the scarcity of experimental results
for infrared laser light, scaling laws in this regime should be
taken with caution. According to the model implemented
in CHIC, the temperature of the two HE populations is
39 keV for SRS and 83 keV for TPD. In the experiment, the
HE energy distribution was estimated by the measurements
of K↵ and Bremsstrahlung X-ray emission. Experimental
data of K↵ emission could be satisfactorily reproduced
with GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulations by using a twotemperature distribution for the HE energy, with temperature
values of 40 keV and 85 keV, in agreement with the values
given by CHIC simulations. The experimental calibration of
the reflectivity of the crystal used for the Ti K↵ spectroscopy
also allowed us to calculate the energy conversion efficiency
of HE, giving ✏ H E = 5.3% ± 2%. Further details on the
experimental HE characterization in this experiment can be
found in a companion paper, now in preparation[32] .
The plasma conditions, determined by plasma hydrodynamics, and the resulting interaction scenario depicted
above, can be significantly modified by considering micrometre-scale variations of temperature and density, which are
produced by the profile smoothing of the laser beam. The use
of a random phase plate, in fact, limits the longitudinal and
the transverse spatial coherence of the beam, subdividing the
profile into small beamlets with random phases; according
to simple calculations[37] , in our experimental conditions
this gives rise to the formation of ⇠104 speckles of size
3.2 µm⇥3.2 µm⇥14 µm in the focal volume. The expected
intensity distribution in the speckle ensemble, produced by
the interference of the various beamlets[38] , is exponential
f (I ) / exp( I /Iav )/Iav , where Iav is the average laser
intensity, which results in a tail of local high intensities
reaching ⇠1017 W · cm 2 in a fraction of the speckles. Local
laser power into the speckles is therefore 1–10 GW – that is,
well above the critical power for ponderomotive filamentation (Pc ⇡ 0.2–0.6 GW at relevant plasma temperatures[39] ).
This implies that filamentation is rapidly driven into the
speckles, further enhancing the local laser intensity and
plasma temperature and modifying the plasma density profiles, in times of the order of a few picoseconds. Filamentation instability is therefore expected to strongly affect the
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Figure 3. Typical time-integrated SRS spectra acquired at ✓ = 20 (BRS)
and ✓ = 50 (SRSS).

onset and growth of parametric instabilities. Ponderomotive
filamentation, not included in the CHIC simulations, is here
investigated by particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations of LPI
carried out with plasma parameters (density, temperature)
defined by hydrosimulations, as shown in the following.
4. Reflectivity, backward- and side-stimulated Raman
scattering
Light backscattered in the focusing cone was dominated by
laser reflection and SBS light ( ⇡ 1314 nm), consisting of
14%–20% of the laser energy, where the relative fractions of
SBS and laser light could not be determined. A significant
fraction of laser energy ⇠0.6%–4% consisted also of light
back-reflected in the spectral range 1600–2500 nm. This
radiation was produced by convective backward SRS (BRS)
occurring at densities lower than n c /4. Infrared light at
longer wavelengths, including !0 /2 light due to absolute
SRS driven at n c /4 density, could not be quantified because
of the poor transmissivity of the backscattering optical line.
Typical time-integrated spectra of SRS scattered light up
to = 2530 nm acquired at different angles are reported
in Figure 3. Due to the small f /# of the focusing lens,
the spectrum measured at ✓ = 20 , very close to the
focusing cone, is likely comparable to the BRS spectrum.
Considering a plasma temperature of ⇠4 keV, as given by
hydrosimulations for times close to the laser peak, the measured emission originates from BRS driven in the range of
densities 0.14–0.20 n c , with a probable maximum emission
coming from n e ⇡ 0.17–0.18 n c (Figure 4). It is worth
noting that the spectra acquired by the IR spectrometer do
not allow one to determine the highest density where BRS
is driven, because of the limited spectral range of our IR
spectrometer. However, temperature values of ⇠4 keV fix
the maximum density to ⇠0.23 n c – that is, close to the
density where absolute TPD/SRS is also driven (see section
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Figure 4. Scheme of regions of density where parametric instabilities are
driven.

below). Moreover, streaked spectra shown in Section 6,
acquired at a slightly larger angle (30 ) confirm that the
stronger SRS emission comes from the n e ⇡ 0.17–0.18 n c
region (later in Figure 7). Since the Landau cutoff condition
for large damping, ke D ⇡ 0.3, corresponds to densities of
⇠0.13 n c ( S R S ⇡ 2200 nm, ke = 1.41 !0 /c) and ⇠0.15 n c
( S RS ⇡ 2350 nm, ke = 1.32 !0 /c), for plasma temperatures
of 3 keV and 4 keV, respectively, it is evident that BRS is
limited by this effect in the low-plasma-density region. In
this way, Landau damping limits the BRS growth to higher
densities when plasma temperature is large. This feature
agrees with the shift of the BRS peak region from 0.12 n c
to 0.18 n c , obtained by comparing the results in shots at 3!0
irradiation[30] , where maximum plasma temperature was 2–
2.5 keV, with the ones obtained in the present work.
While the IR spectra acquired at ✓ = 62 did not show
any appreciable emission, the ones acquired at ✓ = 50
(Figure 3) showed evidence of SRSS, suggesting that this
instability was driven at lower plasma densities and fell at
higher densities where BRS became dominant. According
to the spectra, SRSS was driven at densities 0.08–0.17 n c ,
with a maximum growth rate around n e ⇠ 0.12 n c (Figure 4).
Considering light refraction across the density distribution
obtained by CHIC simulations, SRSS light was emitted at an
angle 65 < ✓ 0 < 90 , in agreement with the PIC simulations
of Xiao et al.[20] . The side-scattered EPWs excited at
the lower densities ( S RSS ⇡ 2000 nm, ke = 1.12 !0 /c)
correspond to ke D ⇡ 0.3 for a plasma temperature Te ⇡
4 keV, as expected at times near the laser peak; this suggests
that SRSS, as BRS, is limited at lower densities by Landau
damping.
A deeper insight into the experimental data can be obtained by calculating the thresholds of BRS and SRSS at
the densities of interest. According to Liu et al.[40] , the
BRS threshold can be expressed by (⌫0 /c)2 > 1/(k0 L),
where ⌫0 is the quiver velocity of an electron in the laser
field and L is the density scalelength. Taking L = 75 µm,
i.e. the expected
scalelength value at the laser peak and
q
k0 = (!0 /c) 1 (! p /!0 )2 ⇡ 0.98(!0 /c), corresponding
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to the density n e /n c = 0.18, given by the spectral peak
in the BRS spectrum, we obtain the threshold intensity
I B RS > 2.7 ⇥ 1015 W · cm 2 . This value is approximately
six times lower than the average intensity at the laser peak,
and much lower than the local intensity expected from
filamentation and in high-intensity speckles. For calculating
the SRSS threshold, as pointed out by Xiao et al.[20] , we
have to account for the finite beam size that limits the
instability gain growing in the transverse direction. This
mechanism results in a threshold much higher than the
classical one and can explain why SRSS is seldom observed
in the experiments. According to Ref. [20], in our case the
threshold can be expressed as
◆ ✓
✓
◆✓
◆
!0 ! p 1/2 1
⌫0
Vcs
> 40
,
c
D
!p
ke c

(1)

where D is the focal spot diameter, ke is the EPW wavevector
and Vcs is the convective velocity of scattered light into
the transverse direction. In turn Vcs = c2 ks /!s , where the
subscript s refers to the scattered light. By taking D =
100 µm and n e /n c = 0.12, as obtained in the experiment, we
obtain an intensity threshold I S R SS > 6.3 ⇥ 1015 W · cm 2 ,
which is overcome during the interaction. We have to
consider that convective SRSS grows while the scattered
light propagates transversally through many speckles; it is
therefore more correct to consider the average laser intensity
and not the local intensity, which can be somewhere higher.
This threshold is quite large, suggesting that it was not
probably overcome in many of the experiments devoted to
ICF, which explains why SRSS was not observed except in
very few works. This also suggests that in SI conditions
SRSS may result in a significant amount of energy scattered
at large angles and should be taken into account. It is
interesting also to calculate the SRSS threshold intensity at
higher densities, where BRS is observed to dominate in the
experiment. By taking the density n e /n c = 0.18, considered
above for the BRS, we obtain an SRSS threshold I S R SS >
4 ⇥ 1015 W · cm 2 . Despite this value being overcome
during the interaction, it is clear that the SRSS gain at this
density is lower than the BRS gain. Furthermore, while
the envelope laser intensity has to be considered for SRSS,
the local intensity given by filamentation and by the highintensity tail into the speckles has to be considered for BRS.
This is due to the fact that convective BRS instability grows
in the longitudinal direction – that is, along and not across
the speckles. These considerations make it clear that, at
higher plasma densities, BRS modes are strongly favoured
and damp the SRSS modes. This is in agreement with the
experimental results.
5. Half-integer harmonic spectra
A valuable tool for investigating TPD and SRS is the observation of half-integer harmonic spectra, produced by the
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Figure 5. Time-integrated half-integer harmonic spectra plotted versus the
shift with respect to their nominal frequency. Dashed, red and green lines
correspond to the peaks produced by Thomson scattering with EPWs driven
by TPD, BRS and SRSS, respectively.

nonlinear coupling of laser light (!0 ) or integer harmonics
(2!0 , 3!0 , . . . ) with EPWs driven by the instabilities. A
UV–Vis time-integrated spectrometer allowed us to measure
3/2!0 , 5/2!0 and 7/2!0 spectra, which will be discussed
in the present section. In the next section, the time-resolved
spectrum of 3/2!0 , acquired with an optical streak camera,
will be discussed.
All the half-integer harmonic spectra exhibited several
peaks, produced by different instabilities or by instabilities
driven at different densities. In Figure 5 time-integrated halfinteger harmonic spectra are plotted versus the shift with
respect to their nominal frequency, for a fruitful comparison
of the spectral position of the different peaks. Spectra
refer to the same shot of the BRS spectrum reported in
Figure 3. The two inner peaks (dashed lines), clearly
visible in the 3/2!0 spectrum and just appearing in higherorder half-integer harmonics, are produced by Thomson
scattering of the laser light and higher laser harmonics
with the EPWs driven by TPD or absolute SRS (aSRS)
instabilities at densities close to n c /4. The double-hump
structure of the 3/2 !0 emission is usually considered as
a spectral signature of the TPD instability. In principle,
however, it could also be generated by the presence of
both Thomson up-scattering of laser light (!0 + !e ) and
Thomson down-scattering of the 2!0 light (2!0 !e ) with
the EPW generated by absolute SRS instability. According
to the theory, when driven at n e ⇡ n c /4 as in the present
experiment (see below), TPD and SRS can also coalesce in
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a hybrid TPD/SRS instability[41] , as claimed in the interpretation of some experimental works[42] . In the conditions of
temperature and density profiles expected in this experiment,
the threshold of TPD is lower than that of absolute SRS,
therefore suggesting a faster growth of the former instability,
leading to a prevalence of TPD or eventually to a hybrid
instability rather than to a pure aSRS. The frequency shift
of TPD blue and red EPWs from the central frequency
2 /c2 ), where
shift !0 /2 is given by | !|/!0 = (9/4)(vth
2
 = k B · k0 /k0 1/2, k B is the blue EPW wavevector and
vth is the thermal velocity. For large plasma temperatures,
corrections to this formula should be applied by considering
the relativistic modification of the Langmuir wave dispersion
relation[18] . Detailed calculations for a plasma temperature
Te ⇡ 3–4 keV, as given by hydrosimulations at times close
to the laser peak, show that the measured frequency shift
of these peaks, !/!0 = (0.5–1.5) ⇥ 10 2 , corresponds to
absolute TPD driven at densities n e ⇡ 0.245 n c (Figure 4).
A similar density would be obtained by considering absolute
SRS and SRS/TPD hybrid modes, since in all the cases
ke ⇡ k0 . More details on the timing of such instabilities will
be provided by time-resolved spectra, discussed in the next
section. The peaks at larger shifts cannot be produced by
TPD EPWs, since they would be strongly Landau damped
at the expected plasma temperatures (ke D ⇡ 0.4–0.8).
The only possibility is that such peaks were produced by
Thomson scattering of integer-harmonic light (2!0 , 3!0 ,
4!0 ), strongly visible in the acquired spectra, with the EPWs
driven by backward- and side SRS. The generation of 2!0
and higher harmonics is usually associated to the nonlinear
interaction of laser light with plasma waves excited near the
critical density, and depends critically on plasma steepness,
laser intensity and laser polarization[43, 44] ; the presence of
such peaks is therefore indirect evidence that a fraction of
laser light reaches the critical density surface. The coupling
combinations are reported in Figure 5, where the peaks on
the blue side of the nominal half-harmonic frequencies are
produced by Thomson down-scattering, while the peaks on
the red side are due to Thomson up-scattering processes. It
is worth noting that the spectral profile of the different peaks
is strongly affected by the geometrical matching conditions,
such as the angle of acquisition (✓ = 30 ), the angle of EPW
propagation and the direction of propagation of matching
integer-harmonic light. In this way, geometrical parameters
result in a distortion of the real spectral distribution of
EPWs driven by SRS at different plasma densities. Coupling
effects can therefore explain the discrepancies between the
corresponding peaks in the different half harmonics. In
some cases, a small EPW propagation can improve the
matching of light and EPW wavevector; in other cases,
Thomson scattering with secondary EPWs produced by
Langmuir decay instability (LDI), which could be easily
driven in these interaction conditions, could also generate
the observed half-harmonic peaks. A typical scheme of
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Figure 6. Geometry of the Thomson up-scattering of 3!0 harmonic light
with the EPW driven by SRSS at n e ⇡ 0.12 n c . The dotted vectors refer to
the up-scattering geometry involving the secondary EPW produced by LDI.

Thomson scattering geometry is sketched in Figure 6; it
refers to the up-scattering process of 3!0 harmonic light with
the EPW driven by SRSS at n e ⇡ 0.12 n c , resulting in the
generation of 7/2!0 light. In this case, it is evident that the
scattering geometry involving the secondary EPW produced
by LDI, represented by dotted vectors, easily generates
7/2!0 light more compatible with the angle of observation
of the spectrometer (✓ = 30 ). The refraction of the light
across the density plasma profile, probably also including
density fluctuations, could however strongly mitigate the
geometrical constraints due to matching conditions, making
it quite hard to determine the occurring processes.
The blue-side feature in the 3/2!0 spectra (right red line)
is clearly visible also in 5/2!0 and 7/2!0 spectra and is
peaked at a shift !/!0 ⇡ 0.03–0.05. This feature is
produced by Thomson down-scattering of 2!0 light (and of
3!0 and 4!0 light in the corresponding 5/2!0 and 7/2!0
spectra) by SRS EPWs with energy !e ⇡ 0.45–0.47 !0 .
Such EPWs, in turn, correspond to backscattered SRS light
peaked at ⇡ 2400–2480 nm, which is exactly the spectral
range of the peaks observed by the IR spectrometer (black
curve in Figure 3). This is a confirmation that such a peak
is produced by the light coupling with BRS EPWs, driven at
densities n e ⇡ 0.17–0.18 n c . The same EPWs give rise to
the left red peak (with the same shift) in the 5/2!0 spectra
(left red line) by Thomson up-scattering of 2!0 light. It can
also be seen that the red peak with the same shift, due to the
combination (!0 + !e ), is not visible in the 3/2!0 spectrum
plotted in Figure 5; in other shots, the peak is visible but it is
usually less intense than the corresponding blue one. To be
observed at an angle of 30 , SRS EPWs should match with
laser light !0 propagating almost perpendicularly to the laser
incidence direction; the absence or low intensity of this peak
can thus possibly be explained by the scarcity of laser light
which is side-scattered in the plasma.
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The spectrum of 7/2!0 exhibits light emitted with much
larger frequency shift values, 0.12 < !/!0 < 0.18. This
emission, labelled with green lines in Figure 5, is produced
by Thomson scattering of 3!0 and 4!0 light with EPWs
generated by SRS at low plasma densities. The extreme
values of frequency shift correspond to EPWs with energy
!e ⇡ 0.35–0.38 !0 , giving rise to scattered SRS light with
⇡ 2000–2100 nm. These wavelengths correspond to the
edge of the red spectrum in Figure 3, suggesting that these
features are produced by Thomson scattering with EPWs
at low densities (0.08–0.17 n c ) driven by SRSS. Peaks
originating from SRSS at low plasma densities are absent in
3/2!0 and 5/2!0 spectra. It can be shown that 2!0 and 3!0
light propagating in the low-density region at large angles
(✓ > 55 ) is needed to produce such features, while these
constraints are relaxed for the formation of 7/2!0 SRSS
peaks. We therefore speculate that the scarcity of large-angle
scattered light can explain the experimental results.
6. Timing of TPD and SRS instabilities
Time-resolved spectroscopy of three-halves harmonics is
here used for investigating the growth of TPD and BRS along
the plasma density profile. Two distinct spectra are reported
in Figure 7, showing typical features observed in the various
shots. The spectra obtained by the intensity lineout in the
different windows reported in the figure clearly exhibit the
presence and the temporal evolution of the peaks already
discussed in the previous section.
The two peaks produced by EPWs at density close to n c /4
due to TPD (or hybrid TPD/aSRS) with the smaller shift
with respect to = 876 nm, begin to grow ⇠100–150 ps
before the laser peak (yellow dashed line in the figure) –
that is, in the leading part of the pulse. An accurate analysis
of the splitting of these peaks at early times suggests that
such instability begins to grow at a density n e ⇡ 0.247 n c
when the temperature is around 2 keV. After the onset of
the instability, the distance between the peaks increases with
time; this shift is mainly produced by the growth of the
plasma temperature and by a migration of TPD (or hybrid
TPD/aSRS) to slightly lower densities (n e ⇡ 0.244 n c ). The
maximum splitting of the peaks is compatible with TPD (or
hybrid TPD/aSRS) driven at a temperature of ⇠3.5–4 keV,
which is close to the value given by CHIC simulations at
times before the laser peak. The instability is finally damped
at times close to the laser peak or a few tens of picoseconds
after it, depending on the shot.
At times comparable to the disappearance of the TPD
peaks, the peak produced by convective BRS becomes visible. In some shots, as shown in Figure 7 left, absolute
instabilities at ⇠n c /4 and convective BRS coexist for a few
tens of picoseconds. Since Landau damping of TPD/aSRS
EPW is here low (ke D ⇡ 0.14), the data suggest that the
instability is damped by laser pump depletion due to BRS
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Figure 7. Time-resolved 3/2!0 spectra. The time spanned across the vertical axis is 500 ps, with a time resolution of 25 ps. The laser pulse profile is
indicated by the red curve and the peak time by the yellow dashed line. The spectra on the right are obtained by the lineout in windows a, b and c.

growth at lower densities. In some shots, a corresponding
red-shifted peak, produced by !0 + !e coupling, is visible
in streaked images; this peak is usually less intense than
the blue one, as shown for example by the spectrum b in
Figure 7. Time-resolved spectra show also that BRS is
present during all the trailing part of the laser pulse, often
in visible bursts, and persists at late times. As already
discussed in Ref. [30], this is made possible by the increase
of the density scalelength of the plasma at late times, which
compensates the fall of laser intensity.
Another interesting piece of information is that BRS is
initially driven as convective instability at a lower plasma
density, corresponding to the lower wavelength edge of the
BRS spectrum in Figure 3, and successively moves to higher
densities. This can be clearly observed in #52810 and
by comparing the blue-shifted peaks in spectra a and b in
Figure 7. In the tail of the laser pulse BRS reaches the plasma
region close to n c /4 and is finally damped.
Now that local conditions (density, time) where SRS and
TPD are driven have been discussed, it is possible to inspect
the relation between these instabilities and the experimental
HE temperatures.
The energy of HE generated by BRS can be calculated
by considering the phase velocity v ph = !e /ke , where !e
and ke are the energy and the momentum of the EPW at the
density of interest. By taking a maximum BRS reflectivity
= 2400–2450 nm, as given by experimental spectra, corresponding to BRS driven at densities 0.17–0.18 n c , and a
plasma temperature of ⇠4 keV, corresponding to the laser
peak time, we obtain an HE energy of ⇡40 keV. This value
is in very good agreement with the colder HE temperature
values given by the experimental data and by CHIC simulations. It is worth noting that HE generated by SRSS at lower
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densities, estimated at n e ⇠ 0.12 n c as given by the peak of
the SRSS spectrum (red curve in Figure 3), are expected to
have a lower temperature ⇡25 keV. This suggests that lowdensity SRSS has a weaker impact on LPI and HE generation
with respect to high-density BRS.
An estimate of the energy of HE generated by absolute
TPD (or hybrid TPD/aSRS) is more tricky and less reliable.
By considering the phase velocity of EPWs retrieved by
the half-harmonic spectra, we obtain HE temperature values
higher than 100 keV. However, it is well known that such
an approach is usually not reliable for estimating HE energy,
since the acceleration of electrons at n c /4 usually can occur
in different stages[7] ; that is, thermal electrons are initially
trapped and accelerated at lower densities, and their energy is
successively boosted by absolute TPD or hybrid TPD/aSRS
modes driven near n c /4. These values suggest, however, that
the experimental hotter component of HE could be produced
by absolute instabilities driven in the plasma region close to
n c /4.
7. PIC simulations
Kinetic simulations of LPI have been performed with the
relativistic electromagnetic PIC code EPOCH[45] in the planar 2D geometry. Absorbing boundary conditions have been
applied for the electromagnetic fields leaving the simulation
box, while the particles have been thermalized to provide the
cold return current. The initial density profile has been taken
from the hydrodynamic simulations with the code CHIC
corresponding to the peak of the laser pulse on target (time
of 0 in Figure 2). The simulation is covering the density
region from 0.03 n c to n c , and thus resonance absorption and
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absolute and convective parametric instabilities including
filamentation instability, BRS, TPD, SBS and parametric
decay are accounted for. The plasma density gradient
in the transverse direction is neglected for the sake of
simplicity, as its characteristic scale is much smaller than
that of the longitudinal density gradient. The initial electron
temperature is set to 4.3 keV in the simulation box, in
agreement with the hydrodynamic simulation. The average
ion model is used to describe the ion species in the plastic
(CH) target with an effective charge Z = 3.5 and a mass
of 6.5 times the proton mass, with ions having an initial
temperature of 250 eV. Coulomb collisions are neglected,
as collisional absorption is relatively weak in this range of
plasma temperatures and densities.
The simulation box has dimensions of 355 0 in the longitudinal direction and 200 0 in the transverse direction, with
40 cells per laser wavelength ( 0 ). Each cell includes 25
particles of each species, with the weight varying according
to the local plasma density. The laser pulse has a Gaussian
spatial profile with an FWHM of 100 µm and the electric
field vector in the simulation plane (p-polarization). It is
propagating along the density gradient (normal with respect
to the initial target surface). The temporal profile has a 1 ps
ramp followed by a constant intensity (9 ps) corresponding
to the peak of the laser pulse.
The first five picoseconds of the interaction is significantly
influenced by a fast increase in the laser intensity, much
faster than in the experiment. Thus we present here the
results for the quasi-stationary stage of interaction, corresponding to the time from 5 to 9 ps. The longitudinal profile
of the electron energy flux allows one to localize spatial
zones where the laser absorption takes place. The electrons
propagating into the target behind the critical density are
responsible for a transport of about 10% of the incident
laser energy flux, which gives the overall collisionless absorption. This electron energy flux is dominated by HE
with a distribution which can be best fitted by the sum
of two exponential functions with temperatures of 49 and
85 keV. The absorption process takes place in three spatially
separated regions. About 1.3% of laser energy is absorbed in
a low-density plasma in front of the quarter critical density
surface, with the absorption rate being almost constant in
this region. This region includes also the region where
SRSS is observed in the experiment; however, since SRSS
is driven more favourably in the s-polarization plane, the
current simulation is not able to quantify this instability.
About the same energy fraction (1.3%) is absorbed in a
narrow region extending to about 10 0 down from the critical
density. The remaining part of 7.6% is absorbed in a
region extending to 20–30 0 around n c /4. This region
includes the range of densities where BRS and TPD are
observed in the experiment. These numbers correspond to
the maximum laser pulse intensity; therefore, the overall
absorption into HE may be overestimated for two reasons:
laser interaction at times before and after the laser peak
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Figure 8. Spectrum of backscattered light recorded in front of the target
during the quasi-stationary stage of the interaction (5–9 ps). The frequency
is normalized to the laser frequency !0 .

Figure 9. Distribution of the Poynting flux in the laser propagation direction
(in units W · cm 2 ) averaged temporally over 3 ps during the quasi-steady
stage of interaction and spatially over one laser wavelength. Red and blue
colours represent therefore incident and backscattered light, respectively.
The incident laser beam is propagating from the left and the black vertical
lines show the position of the quarter critical and critical density surfaces.
The black dashed line is shown to guide the eye for the opening angle of
backward propagating light.

may be less efficient in producing HE, and accounting
for the third spatial dimension may be less favourable for
HE production. Considering these factors, HE conversion
efficiency obtained by PIC simulation may be consistent with
the value observed in the experiment ✏ H E = 5.3% ± 2%.
Analysis of the simulation results shows that the overall
interaction process is dominated by the laser beam filamentation, followed by SBS and SRS (see Figure 9 later). TPD
is observed only during the initial transient stage of the
interaction, and it is then quickly suppressed and replaced
by strong SRS in the filaments, which develop in this
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region. These parametric processes manifest themselves in
the spectrum of backscattered light shown in Figure 8. It
consists of a weakly shifted part near the laser frequency,
a broad downshifted wing and narrow features at the threehalves, second and third harmonics, as can be seen in
Figure 8. A strong peak near the laser frequency is due to
SBS, which develops in filaments over the plasma density
profile up to the quarter critical density (see also Figure 9).
A broad low-frequency wing in Figure 8 shows a doublehump feature around 0.5!0 and extends to both higher and
lower frequencies. The part of the spectrum to the right
from 0.5!0 corresponds to SRS originating from plasma
densities lower than the quarter critical density. The most
intense part of the spectrum in the frequency range 0.5–
0.7!0 corresponds to SRS daughter waves generated in
plasma with densities extending from 0.25n c to 0.08n c .
The left wing at frequencies below 0.5!0 may be due to
the resonance transformation of SRS-driven plasma waves
into electromagnetic waves on local density inhomogeneities
produced by filamentation[46] . The harmonics 2!0 and 3!0
come from interaction at the critical surface. The peak
around 1.5!0 has also a two-hump structure. It is similar to
the feature near 1.5!0 observed in the experiment (Figure 7),
but as TPD was weak in the simulation, electron plasma
waves at this stage of interaction are likely produced by SRS
or by a secondary parametric decay of SRS-driven plasma
waves. The red-shifted component at 1.45!0 , corresponding
to the wavelength of 900 nm, can be attributed to Thomson
scattering of the laser wave or SBS daughter wave on the
electron plasma waves induced by SRS. This component
was observed also in some experimental shots. A weaker
blue-shifted component (1.55!0 ) is due to the scattering
of the second harmonic on electron plasma waves excited
near n c /4, and corresponds to the experimental BRS feature
shown in Figure 7. All these spectral features observed in
simulations are therefore qualitatively similar to the ones observed in the experiment during the trailing part of the laser
pulse. The double-hump structure of the 3/2!0 emission
measured in the raising part of the laser pulse and related
to TPD could here not be simulated; plasma conditions
considered in the simulation, in fact, correspond to the peak
intensity, where convective BRS dominates. The overall
energy balance in the simulation box is largely dominated by
SBS, which is responsible for 60% of laser energy reflected
through the front simulation box boundary; the fraction of
energy reflected in the back focusing cone is ⇠30% (that
is, larger than the value measured in the experiment), which
may be explained by a temporal dependence of SBS on the
interaction time. The SRS part of the backscattered light
accounts only for 3% of laser energy. This value is in good
agreement with the experimental value ⇠0.6%–4%, but it
is in contrast to both the experimental data (5.3% ± 2%)
and the numerical value of energy transferred to HE in the
region where SRS is driven (⇠7.6%). This discrepancy
indicates that there are secondary processes (for example,
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Table 1. Energy spent in different energy channels during the
interaction. The * symbol indicates mechanisms which have been
observed but not quantified

Experimental
PIC resultsa
CHIC simul.

Coll.
Abs.
–
–
9%

SBS/laser
BRS
Back
All
14%–20%
–
0.6%–4%
30%
82%b
3%
–
–
–

SRSS

HE

*
*
–

5.3%
10%
3.4%c

a Simulations do not include collisions. Therefore, these values should be

rescaled for the presence of collisional absorption.
b The value includes the energy scattered through the front (60%) and lateral
(22%) boundaries of the simulation box.
c The value includes the estimated amount of HE driven by TPD and SRS.

parametric decay instability or resonance absorption) able to
damp and transform the energy of SRS scattered light waves
into plasma waves on local density modulations before they
reach the front box boundary. These processes are described
in more detail in Ref. [47]. About 22% of laser energy is
leaving the simulation box through the lateral boundaries and
the lateral energy flux of electrons accounts for less than 1%
of laser energy.
For the sake of clarity, a summary of the amount of
laser energy spent in different channels, including both
experimental and numerical data, is reported in Table 1.
It is worth remarking that PIC results simulate ⇠4 ps of
interaction at the laser peak intensity. Moreover, collisions
are not included in PIC simulations; therefore, all the energy
values referring to PIC data should be renormalized, taking
into account the extent of collisional absorption.
Distribution of the electromagnetic field intensity in the
simulation box averaged over 3 ps during the quasi-steady
phase of the interaction is plotted in Figure 9. The laser
pulse is propagating from the left (front) boundary and
two thick vertical black lines correspond to the positions
of the quarter critical and critical density surfaces. It
can be seen clearly that the central part is dominated by
the forward propagating incident laser (red regions) and
the lateral side is dominated by backscattered light (blue
regions). Filamentation, with a transverse size of the order
of a few microns, similar to the speckle size, is observed
for both the incident laser light, beginning at densities
around 0.08n c , and the backward propagating light in all
the backscattering cone. Here, filamentation is excited
spontaneously by numerical noise rather than by spatial
intensity modulations. However, since the laser power
into the speckles significantly exceeds the critical power
for ponderomotive filamentation, we do not expect that the
description of this process is qualitatively affected by the
accurate modelling of speckle intensity statistics. It can
be seen that only a small portion of the laser light, around
⇠20% of the pulse energy, can penetrate behind the quarter
critical density surface. The light propagates in narrow
filaments with a finite angle with respect to the direction of
incidence, and thus the process of resonance absorption at
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critical density is also accounted for. On the other hand,
this process cannot significantly contribute to the overall
energy balance since only ⇠1%–2% of laser energy reaches
the critical density surface. The light filaments in front of
the quarter critical density surface with transverse size of a
few microns are also clearly observed. The intensity of the
light in these filaments can be locally an order of magnitude
higher than the incident pulse intensity (not shown in the
figure because of temporal averaging). As our simulation is
performed in a 2D planar geometry, the intensity in filaments
can be even higher in the real 3D geometry because of
filamentation and self-focusing in the third dimension. The
black dashed line included in Figure 9 is a guide for the eye
showing the backscattering light cone. Its angle is 23 with
respect to the target normal. Most of the scattered light in the
simulation is enclosed in the cone with this opening angle.
8. Conclusions
In the present experiment, LPI of an infrared laser pulse
with a multilayer target at shock ignition intensity was
characterized in detail. According to hydrodynamic simulations, the plasma temperature reaches values in excess
of 4 keV during the interaction. The combination of laser
intensity ⇠1016 W · cm 2 and temperature ⇠4 keV makes
this experiment interesting to understand the characteristics
of parametric instabilities in the SI regime.
On one hand, the value of plasma temperature determines
the density range where convective BRS is driven. When
temperature increases, Landau damping of BRS daughter
plasma waves pushes the instability towards denser regions.
On the other hand, plasma temperature is expected to rule
the balance between TPD and SRS, because the threshold
of TPD strongly increases in hot plasmas, leading to the
damping of the instability. In our experiment, the presence
of EPWs in the proximity of n c /4, probably due to TPD or
hybrid TPD/aSRS, is observed at early times of interaction
when the plasma temperature is still low, and successively
is suppressed at times close to the laser peak, when the
temperature reaches the maximum value. At a comparable
time, experimental spectra show evidence of the convective
BRS onset. However, since the BRS is driven at lower
densities, and therefore could not compete with absolute
TPD, it is possible that TPD at n c /4 is damped by laser
pump depletion due to BRS growth at lower densities or in
filaments. As expected, PIC simulation carried out at laser
peak time shows that TPD rapidly damps and SRS becomes
dominant.
We want also to emphasize that a joint observation of
3/2!0 , 5/2!0 and 7/2!0 allowed the detection and characterization of TPD (or hybrid TPD/aSRS), BRS and SRSS,
driven in different density regions of the plasma.
A meaningful result of the present work is also the measurement of SRSS, which was rarely experimentally observed. This was measured at an angle of ⇠50 which,
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considering plasma refraction, corresponds to light scattered
at angles of 65 –90 . According to recent simulations[18] ,
SRSS is expected to become important at SI laser intensities,
leading to laser energy scattered at large angles and to laser
pump depletion that can damp TPD and SRS driven in denser
plasma regions.
The results of 2D PIC simulations performed in the relevant interaction conditions confirm the framework delineated
by the measurements and contribute to shedding further
light on LPI and collisionless absorption mechanisms. PIC
results show that filamentation instability rules the transport
and the absorption of the laser light, in agreement with
thresholds of classical theory. Filamentation is driven in
the underdense plasma, in front of and slightly beyond
the n c /4 region, and results in local laser intensities up to
an order of magnitude higher than the value of incident
intensity. In this way, filamentation rules the onset of SBS
and SRS. Collisionless absorption of laser light by SRS
becomes comparable to or even stronger than collisional
absorption, and is responsible for the generation of HE with
a probable conversion efficiency of the order of several
percent. Secondary processes, such as parametric decay
and resonance absorption, result in the partial absorption of
BRS scattered light, so that calorimetry of the BRS light
exiting the plasma could result in an underestimation of
the overall collisionless absorbed energy. Inverse resonance
absorption of SRS-driven plasma waves, in turn, results in a
broad spectral range of infrared scattered light extending to
frequencies lower than 0.5!0 .
Finally, experimental data, CHIC hydrodynamic simulations and PIC kinetic simulations suggest the presence of two
HE components: the lower energy one, with a temperature
around 40 keV, generated by the damping of BRS waves, and
the higher energy one, with a temperature of ⇠80–100 keV,
probably generated by instabilities driven in the proximity of
n c /4.
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a b s t r a c t
In laser-driven, plasma wakefield acceleration regimes (LWFA), when relevant scale lengths of the laser
envelope and of the driven plasma waves are well separated from the wavelength and frequency of the
laser fast oscillating component, a reduced physical model (usually referred to as the envelope model),
has been introduced, allowing to formulate the laser–plasma equations in terms of laser cycle-averaged
dynamical variables. As a main consequence, physical regimes where this reduced model applies, can
be investigated with significant savings of computational resources still assuring comparable accuracy,
with respect to standard Particle-In-Cell (PIC) models where all relevant space–time scales have to be
resolved.
Here we propose a computational framework characterized by two previously unexplored numerical implementations of the envelope model. The first one is based on explicit second order leapfrog
integration of the exact wave equation for laser pulse propagation in a laboratory coordinate system in
3D cartesian geometry, replacing the usually quoted representation in an Eulerian frame moving at the
speed of light. Since the laser and driven wakefield wave equations in a laboratory frame are advection
dominated, we introduce a proper modification of finite differences approximating longitudinal space
derivatives, to minimize dispersive numerical errors coming from the discretized advection operators.
The proposed implementation, avoiding semi-implicit procedures otherwise required when dealing
with a comoving frame, assures significant saving in computational time and ease of implementation
for parallel platforms. The associated equation of motion for plasma particles has been integrated, as
in standard PIC codes, using the Boris pusher, properly extended to take into account the specific form
of the Lorentz force in the envelope model.
As a second contribution, a novel numerical implementation of the plasma dynamics equations in
the cold-fluid approximation, is presented. The scheme is based on the second-order one-step Adams–
Bashforth time integrator coupled to upwind non-oscillatory WENO reconstruction for discretized
space derivatives. The proposed integration scheme for the Eulerian fluid equations is equivalent to
a leapfrog scheme with an added higher order dissipative truncation errors. It can be used either as
a much faster, yet of comparable accuracy, alternative to the PIC representation of plasma particle
motion, or even in a hybrid fluid–particle combination when kinetic effects and particle injection and
acceleration in a wakefield have to be investigated.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The general formal setting describing laser–plasma interaction in LWFA, usually referred to as Vlasov–Maxwell system, is
represented by the relativistic equation of motion of Np discrete
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plasma particles (electron or positrons) with (p↵ (t), x↵ (t)) ↵ =
1, 2, . . . , Np phase space coordinates and (q, m) charge and mass,
respectively, coupled to the Maxwell equation evolving the selfconsistent (E, B) fields under the mean-field approximation. The
Klimontovitch formalism based on delta functions [x x↵ (t)], or,
as more appropriate when dealing with numerical PIC implemenx↵ (t)],
tation, using delta-like smoothing shape functions Ŝ [x
is then applied to connect discrete point particles to continuous fields. In this formalism, particle density n(x, t) and current
density J(x, t) are defined, respectively, by
n(x, t) =

X
↵

Ŝ [x

x↵ (t)],

J(x, t) = q

X
↵

v↵ (t)Ŝ [x

x↵ (t)], (1)
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and, by converse, the field assignment to each particle position is
expressed by:
E(x↵ , t) =
B(x↵ , t) =

Z

Z

dxŜ [x

x↵ (t)]E(x, t),

dxŜ [x

x↵ (t)]B(x, t).

(2)

The particle equations of motion in dimensionless variables are
given by:

i
q!p h
v↵
E(x↵ , t) +
⇥ B(x↵ , t) ,
dt
m
cq
dx↵
cp↵
= v↵ =
,
1 + |p↵ |2 ,
↵ =
dt
↵

dp↵

=

(3)

while the evolutionary pair of field Maxwell equation is given
by:

@t B =

c r ⇥ E,

@t E = c r ⇥ B

!p J.

(4)

Here all variables are expressed in dimensionless form, so that
charge and mass are normalized respectively to electron charge
and mass e, me (e.g. the coupling constant in the equations of
motion for an electron is q/m =
1), particles momenta are
normalized to mc, plasma density is normalized to the background electron density n0 , current is normalized to ecn0 , electric
and magnetic fields are normalized to E0 = B0 = A0 kp , where
A0 = me c 2 /e is the normalization unit
p for the associated A(x, t)
vector potential and !p = ckp =
4⇡ e2 n0 /me is the electron
plasma frequency.
To introduce the envelope model for the Vlasov–Maxwell
equation, one considers that in typical Laser Plasma Accelerator
(LPA) configurations, a polarized laser field propagating along the
z coordinate, when represented in terms of the normalized vector
potential a(x, t) = A(x, t)/A0 , under the Coulomb gauge r · a = 0,
can be modeled by an envelope shape function modulated by a
fast oscillating monochromatic component

⇥

a(x, t) = Re â(x, t)eik0 (z

⇤
ct)

,

(5)

where k0 = 2⇡/ 0 , !0 = ck0 is the carrier laser space–time
frequency. In this representation, the complex envelope function
â(x, t) depends on slower space–time scales, that is the spectral
modes of â(k, !) have sizes !/!0 ⇠ k/k0 = O(" ) where "
is a small number. In numerical investigation of LPA regimes,
the â(x, t) field is initialized in vacuum in the form â(x, t) =
f (z pct)g(x) where g has a Gaussian shape along the transverse
r = x2 + y2 coordinate, characterized by a waist w0
0 at the
z = zf focal point and f (z ct) is a Gaussian-like shape function
with scale Lz
ct longitudinal
0 along the comoving ⇠ = z
coordinate. In this configuration, the small parameter measuring
scale separation is defined by " = 1/(k0 w0 ) ' 1/(k0 Lz ) ⌧ 1. To
the lowest order approximation, a Gaussian field has a O(1)
field component a? = (ax , ay ), where |ay | = |ax | for circular
polarization, or ay = O(" 2 ) for linear polarization along the x
coordinate, whereas the longitudinal component has size az =
O (" ) . On the assumption that scale separation set by initial conditions is preserved in time during laser propagation, that is scale
lengths lp of the plasma density variations satisfy 1/k0 lp = O(" ),
a two-scale perturbative analysis can then be applied [1–3] to
reformulate the Vlasov–Maxwell system in terms of laser cycleaveraged dynamical variables depending only on slow space–time
coordinates.
By referring to the cited works for a detailed derivation of
the envelope model, in Section 2 the resulting set of plasma and
field equations of motion, are first shortly reported. Section 3 is
devoted to the field solvers, where we present and discuss the
details of the implementation of numerical schemes for the laser

envelope and wake fields propagation. In Section 4, the numerical
integration of Lagrangian equation of motion for PIC particles,
by extending the classical Boris pusher to the envelope model,
is then presented and discussed, whereas Section 5 contains the
presentation of a numerical integration of the plasma equations
in Eulerian fluid variables. Finally, Section 6 contains validations
and benchmarks of our schemes.
2. The envelope model equations
The envelope model has been derived using multi-scale perturbative procedures on the equation of motion either in Lagrangian form equation (3), (see [3,4] and references therein)
or in Eulerian form for plasma momenta p(x, t) derived from
the Vlasov equation in the cold-fluid approximation, see [1].
We shortly report here the main results derived in the Eulerian
approach, where the formulation appears more convincing and
self-contained. These results can then be applied for a system of
discrete Lagrangian particles by projection of fluid variables onto
the particle phase space coordinates.
In the Eulerian approach, fluid momentum p(x, t) (and all
related dynamical variables) is split into two components: p =
p + p, where the cycle-averaged part p(x1 , t1 ) depends only
on the slow space–time coordinates t1 = "!0 t , x1 = " k0 x
and the residual part p(t1 , x1 ; t0 , z0 ) depends both on the slow
and fast t0 = !0 t , z0 = k0 z coordinates. Correspondingly, the
plasma current density induced by the plasma fluid motion is
split into components J = J + J. The averaged component acts
as a source term of the Maxwell equation expressed by Eq. (4),
now evolving the driven wakefield (E, B) on the slow space–time
scales, whereas the oscillatory part J acts as a source term of a
separate Maxwell equation evolving the laser field, represented
by the dominant vector potential components

⇥
@t ,t

⇤

c 2 r 2 a? = !p2 J? .

(6)

the cycle-averaged part is

⇣
⌘1/2
2
= 1 + |p|2 + q2 |â| /2m2
. The

In the two-scale perturbative analysis [1] of the momentum equation, the leading order solution for the oscillatory momentum
component is given by p? = qa? /m, whereas the longitudinal
pz component has size O(" ) smaller. As a first consequence, the
particle
function is approximated by
= + O(" 2 ), where

oscillatory and averaged current density components can now be
expressed, respectively, by
J? = qn

p?

,

J = qn

p

(7)

where n is the cycle-averaged plasma density satisfying the continuity equation
v=

@t n + r · (nv) = 0,

cp

(8)

.

By inserting the J? relation of Eq. (7) in (6), the fast oscillating
phase part of the a? field is factored out, leading to a closed
equation for the envelope function â in complex form:

⇥
@t ,t

⇤

c 2 r 2 â(x, t) =

2i!0 (@t + c @z )

!p2 (x, t , |â|)â(x, t),

(9)

2

where (x, t , |â|) = q n/ and all dynamical variables depend
only on slow space–time coordinates (here denoted as (x, t)).
The second main achievement of the envelope modelization
is the relation expressing the cycle-averaged laser Lorentz force
acting on the plasma fluid (here specialized to linear polarization)
FL =

1
2

2

r ,

=

q2 |â|

2m2

.

(10)
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The equation of motion for the averaged plasma momentum
p(x, t), can now be expressed in closed form by


⇥
⇤
q!p
p
⇥ B(x, t) + FL (x, t),
@t + v · r p =
E(x, t) +
m

(11)

where the total Lorentz force is split into a contribution due
to the wake fields and a contribution coming from the laser
ponderomotive force FL .
In the Lagrangian framework, a two-scale perturbative analysis of the equation of motion for particle [x↵ (t), p↵ (t)] phasespace coordinates has been formulated in [3,4], often denoted as
ponderomotive guiding center (PGC) modeling, where the cycleaveraged [x↵ (t1 ), p↵ (t1 )] coordinates evolving on slow time scales
describe the guiding center motion and the residual components
[ x↵ , p↵ ] describe the oscillatory motion around the guiding
center. Using averaged momentum in the Eulerian variables of
Eq. (11) and by defining the momentum of the particle guiding
center by
p↵ (t) =

Z

dxŜ [x

x↵ (t)]p(x, t),

(12)

Eq. (11) can be formulated in a PGC Lagrangian framework as
dp↵ (t)
dt
FL =
dx↵ (t)
dt

=

1

2

q!p h

E(x↵ , t) +

m

↵

r

2

↵,

= v↵ =

↵

cp↵

v↵

i

⇥ B(x↵ , t) + FL (x↵ , t),

c

2

= 1 + |p↵ | +

↵,

(13)

,

↵

where all field variables have been projected on the particle
guiding center following Eq. (12). In this framework, the averaged
current density J(x, t) evolving on slow space–time scales, can be
evaluated by:
q X
cp↵
J(x, t) =
v↵ (t)Ŝ [x x↵ (t)], v↵ =
,
(14)
n0 c
↵
↵

x↵ (t)] now acts as distribution
where the shape function Ŝ [x
function for particle guiding centers. In the envelope equation (9),
the (x, t) function on the r.h.s is expressed by
(x, t) =

q2 X Ŝ [x

n0

↵

x↵ (t)]

(15)

.

↵

Recasting the oscillatory current component in the PGC formalism appears still an open problem, requiring elaborate perturbative analysis [4].
3. Implementing leapfrog integration scheme for envelope
and wake field equations
The dispersion relation in Fourier modes (k, !) of Eq. (9) in
linear approximation ( ' 1), is expressed by

!2 + 2!0 ! = c 2 2k0 kz + k2 + k2p ,

(16)

where kp is related to the plasma frequency as !p = ckp . Since
ckz = O(" 2 ), relation (16) can be
in the envelope model !
approximated by

! = ckz +

2
2
c k? + kp

2 k0 + kz

+ O k0 " 4 ,

(17)

giving a group velocity vg = c +O(" 2 ) for right propagating modes
kz > 0

"
@!
vg =
=c 1
@ kz
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k2? + e
k2p
1e

2 (1 + e
kz )2

#

,

k = k/k0 are the normalized wavenumbers.
where e

(18)
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In a Galilean frame moving at the speed of light (a comoving
system), using coordinate transformations (t , z) ! (⌧ , ⇠ )

⇠ =z

ct ,

⇥

⇤

⌧ = t,

@t = @⌧

c @⇠ ,

@z = @⇠ ,

the laser envelope equation (9), in the time ordering @⌧
O (!0 " 2 ) with neglected second derivative @⌧,⌧ , reduces to
1⇥

(19)

=

⇤

r?2 !p2 â
(20)
2
which is the usually quoted form considered in analytical and
numerical investigations, (see [3,5–8] and references therein). A
main reason underlying this formulation is that a Galilean coordinate transformation induces a frequency shift ! ! e
! = ! ckz ,
thus removing the highest frequency ! = ckz in Eq. (17). The
numerical integration of Eq. (20) is then expected to be free of
dispersive effects related to the laser pulse advection.
However, to solve Eq. (20) for time derivative, the M̂ ⌘ [ik0 +
@⇠ ] operator on the left has to be inverted and this poses severe
limitations on implementation based on finite differences. In fact,
the inverse operator
ik0 + @⇠ @⌧ â =

M̂

1

=

ik0
k20

@⇠
+ @⇠,⇠

(21)

once discretized on a grid with cell size ⇠ , is singular at the
Nyquist frequency kmax = ⇡/ ⇠ ' k0 , ⇠ ' 0 /2. As a consequence, in explicit integration, grid resolution and Courant number must be severely bounded to assure stability. To overcome
these limitations, in published works so far (see for example [9]),
a semi-implicit integration scheme, typically a Crank–Nicolson
integrator for the linear part, has been applied. This procedure requires inverting a fully 3D Laplacian discretized operator at each
time step, with significant increase of computational complexity,
also limiting an efficient parallel implementation.
In the cited works, differences arise on the way the envelope
field solver relates to the wake field solver and to the plasma
dynamical equations. In [3], envelope equation (20) is first integrated in a comoving (⌧ , ⇠ ) coordinates and then advected back to
the laboratory (t , z) coordinates, using @t +@z = @⌧ . This approach,
once implemented by standard finite differences, reintroduces
significant dispersive effects coming from the discretized advection operator. In work [6], laser and wakefield equations are all
integrated on the comoving (⌧ , ⇠ ) coordinate system. This entails,
in particular, that the wakefield Maxwell equations have to be
modified by a backward advection term and a streaming velocity
vs = c has to be added to the plasma particle motion. As a main
consequence, strong anomalous Cherenkov effects are artificially
produced, and additional computational costs are then required
to control or reduce unphysical current driven instabilities.
3.1. Envelope field solver in the laboratory coordinate system
These arguments suggest that implementing the envelope
wave equation directly on a laboratory coordinate system, as
expressed in Eq. (9) with second time derivative operator retained, has to be preferred. In fact, Maxwell equation for the laser
envelope can be integrated by stable explicit leapfrog schemes
with no artificial restriction on CFL condition and on the grid
resolution, thus allowing significant improvements in efficiency
and simplicity of the implementation procedures. Also consistency arguments favoring this choice have to be considered,
since Eq. (9) retains the basic (hyperbolic) structure of the wave
equation for scalar fields and of the associated Maxwell equations for the laser driven wakefields. This entails, in particular,
that the composite system of envelope, wakefields and particle
equation of motion can be integrated on a same unitary numerical
framework, as in fully kinetic PIC codes, using a second-order
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leapfrog explicit integrator both for particles and fields, under the
standard Courant number condition. To integrate Eq. (9) on a grid
we use centered first and second finite differences to approximate
time derivatives
Dt â =

ân+1

ân

2 t

ân+1

Dt ,t â =

1

,

2ân + ân

(22)

1

,

t2

where index n denotes the time grid point t n = n t and t
denotes the time step. Likewise, centered first and second finite
differences on a (non staggered) grid xg = (xi , yj , zk ) with cell
sizes ( x, y, z) approximate space derivatives of the field
â(xi , yj , zk ) discretized at integer index grid points:
Dz â =

âk+1

âk

2 z

Dy,y â =

âj+1

1

,

Dz ,z â =

2âj + âj

1

y2

âk+1

Dx,x =

,

2âk + âk
z2

âi+1

1

,

2âi + âi
x2

1

(23)

.

The Courant number
 1, relating t to the grid cell sizes is
defined, as usual in numerical Maxwell equations, by

=

c t
h z

r
h= p
2 + r2

,

(24)

where r = x/ z = y/ z is
pthe ratio of the transverse to the
longitudinal cell sizes (h = 1/ 3 for a uniform 3D grid).
In a laser-wakefield wave system, the discretized Dt + c Dz
operator entails dominant dispersive numerical errors with size
O( t 2 )
O ( z 2 ) given by the difference of second order truncation error in time and space, respectively. In long time integration of LWFA configurations, these errors shorten the dephasing
length and affect then electron acceleration efficiency. A simple
way to reduce these numerical effects is to modify finite difference operators along the z coordinate using a two-point enlarged
stencils of grid points. In this way, still second-order, optimized
numerical derivatives can be obtained, related to the standard
two-point finite differences (23), by:

⇥

Dz(o) = Dz 1 +

⇥

Dz(o)
,z = D z ,z 1 +

⇤

z 2 D z ,z ,

1
2

(25)

⇤

z 2 D z ,z ,

where the free parameters ( 1 , 2 ) are chosen in a way to cancel
out second order truncation errors of the space–time discretized
advection operator. Using the dispersion relation expressed by
numerical Fourier components, one obtains 1 = (⌫ 2 1)/6 < 0,
and 2 = (⌫ 2
1)/12 < 0, where ⌫ = h = c t / z < 1, (see
Appendix A for a short derivation).
Modified finite differences is a standard issue in numerical
analysis and has been widely used to reduce dispersive effects
in FDTD for Maxwell wave equation (see [10]). In particular, a
procedure similar to Eq. (25) has been introduced in [11], and,
by more elaborate algorithm involving modified stencils also
in transverse coordinates [12,13], especially designed to control
anomalous Cherenkov effects of relativistic accelerated electron
bunches. We point out, that the recipe here proposed involving
only the longitudinal coordinate, takes fully advantage of the
dominance of the advection operator in the envelope model, as
documented in the numerical tests of Section 6.
In terms of finite difference operators, Eq. (9) is then expressed
by

⇥

D t ,t

=

2i!0 (Dt + c Dz )

⇤

c 2 D2 ân (xg )

!p2 (xg , t n , ân )ân (xg ),

(26)

2
denotes the 3D numerical Laplacian
where D2 = Dz ,z +PD?
2
operator and D?
=
s=x,y Ds,s . In code implementation, either

standard (i.e. Eq. (23)) or optimized (i.e. Eq. (25)) finite differences
along the z coordinate can be activated.
For given [ân (xg ), ân 1 (xg )] field data at time level t n = n t
t, the one step update of Eq. (26) is impleand t n 1 = t n
mented by first evaluating at the current time level t n the source
term

⇥

⇤
!p2 (xg , t n ) ân (xg )

Ŝ [â] = 2ik0 Dz + D2

(27)

and then by solving in explicit form for the updated field data:
ân+1

e
F [a] =

i⌘ân+1 = e
F [â],
t 2 Ŝ [â] + 2ân

ân

i⌘ân

1

1

(28)

,

where ⌘ = !0 t. Finally, by separating real and imaginary
components â = (aR , aI ), the solution for the updated variables
(aR , aI )n+1 is evaluated by
anR+1 =

FR

⌘FI

1 + ⌘2

,

anI +1 =

FI + ⌘FR
1 + ⌘2

(29)

.

where the source term components are given by

e
FR =

t 2 ŜR + 2anR

anR

1

+⌘anI 1 , e
FI =

anI

t 2 ŜI + 2anI

1

⌘anR 1 .
(30)

3.2. Implementation of leapfrog Maxwell solver for driven wakefield
By representing the (E, B, J) fields on the standard Yee grid,
the leapfrog integrator of Maxwell equations for wakefield equation (4) is expressed by

[Dt B]n =
[Dt E]

n+1/2

c D ⇥ En ,

= c D ⇥ Bn+1/2

(31)

!p Jn+1/2

where, as usual in FDTD framework, finite differences in space
and time are evaluated at staggered grid points with respect to
the collocation of the derived variables.
Since also driven wakefields are advection dominated, dispersive numerical errors can be reduced following the same
procedure adopted for the envelope field solver. In the Yee staggered grid, optimized finite differences along the z coordinate
are now defined by

⇥

Dz(o) = Dz 1 +

3

⇤

z 2 D z ,z ,

3

=

⌫2

1

24

(32)

,

and are then applied to the proper components of both the (D ⇥E)
and (D ⇥ B) vector operators.
4. Leapfrog integration of equation of motion of PIC particles
4.1. Boris pusher for particle momentum update
In a leapfrog integration scheme of Eq. (13), the one-step
n 1/2
n+1/2
update p↵
! p↵
of particle momentum discretized on the
staggered time grid, is expressed by
pn↵+1/2 = pn↵

1/2

+ t



q!p
m

✓

En↵ +

vn↵
c

⇥ Bn↵

◆

1
2

n

↵

r

n

↵

. (33)

On the right side, grid defined fields [En (xg ), Bn (xg )] and [ n (xg ),
r n (xg )] are evaluated at the current time level t n by the previous t n 1 ! t n update expressed in Eqs. (29) and (31), and
then assigned to each particle position xn↵ using splines Ŝxg [xg
xn↵ ] of some order, as routinely defined in the PIC method. To
preserve the leapfrog scheme structure and accuracy, all time
centered variables, un ⌘ [E, B, , x↵ , v↵ ]n on the right hand side
are required to be at least second order approximations, un =
u(t n ) + O( t 2 ). To that purpose, in the Boris scheme [14], the
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particle velocity is defined by using mid-point rule for centered
momentum,
vn↵ =
n

↵

n

cp↵
n

h

n+1/2

p↵

pn↵ =

,

↵

n 2

n

= 1 + |p↵ | +

↵

i1/2

,

2

(34)

,

but other choices have been proposed as well [15]. In terms of
the unknown variables p ⌘ pn↵ , and
⌘ n (|p|2 ) as defined in
Eq. (34), the momentum equation (33) (particle ↵ index omitted
for brevity) can be reformulated as a fully implicit algebraic
system
p = pn

1/2

+ (e
E e
F/ ) + p ⇥ e
B/

(35)

with O( t) coefficients given by

e
E⌘

t

q!p
2m

En ,

e
B⌘

t

q!p
2m

Bn ,

t

e
F=

4

r

n

(36)

.

The Boris procedure to solve (35) is based on the following two
main computational steps:
(i) the exact function is reduced to explicit form, by a Taylor expansion to a O( t 2 ) approximation using the same
equation (35);
(ii) the term related to the magnetic field is evaluated in exact explicit form using standard vector algebra (usually
interpreted as magnetic rotation).

The main change to be applied in the envelope model refers to
task (i), of course, for the presence on the 1/ factor in the
ponderomotive force. By replacing p ! pn 1/2 + (e
E e
F/ ) +
O ( t 2 ) in the
definition equation (34), the approximated e
variable is solution of the cubic equation

e2 =



2
0

e
F

+ 2(e
E

e

) · pn

1/2

,

⇣
= 1+

2
0

n

+ |pn

1/2 2

|

⌘

,

(37)

1

1 + |h|2

pn+1/2 = 2p

where u = pn

[u + u ⇥ h + h(u · h)] ,
pn
1/2

1/2

(38)

,

+e
E e
F/e,

h =e
B/e.

4.2. Update of particle position in envelope model
The leapfrog scheme to update particle position, is given by
xn↵+1 = xn↵ +
n+1/2

↵

⇣

tvn↵+1/2 ,
n+1/2 2

= 1 + p↵

vn↵+1/2 =

+

n+1/2

↵

n+1/2

cp↵

n+1/2

,

↵

⌘1/2

(39)

,
n+1/2

n+1/2

where now the ponderomotive potential ↵
= n+1/2 (x↵
)
n+1/2
=
has an implicit dependence on the particle position since x↵
(xn↵+1 + xn↵ )/2. To evaluate Eq. (39) in closed explicit form, still
preserving the leapfrog structure and accuracy, we follow the
approach first suggested in [16]. In the shorthand notation p ⌘
pn+1/2 ,
⌘ n+1/2 , ⌘ n+1/2 the implicit (xn+1/2 ) function
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(xn+1/2 ) =
x = xn+1/2

xn + x · r
xn =

xn+1

xn

xn ,
(40)

,

2
where the gradient operator can act on the xg argument of the
shape function Ŝxg [xg
x] or of the (xg ) field. The
function
of Eq. (35) can be evaluated in explicit form by solving the cubic
equation (see [16])
t

2
2
p·r
xn ,
xn ,
0 = 1 + | p| +
2
or by a simpler, still second order, explicit approximation

e3 = e
e

1

=

2
0

1
0

+



t

1

4

3
0

(p · r ) .

(41)

(42)

In this way, the update of the particle position takes finally the
explicit form:
xn↵+1 = xn↵ +

tvn↵+1/2 ,

vn↵+1/2 ⌘ e

1

cpn↵+1/2 .

(43)

4.3. The overall integration one-step cycle of the envelope model
At the end of the momentum update step, Eq. (38), the source
term n xg , t n , ân needed to update the complex envelope
field in Eq. (29), is evaluated using the particle e(xn↵ ) function
defined in (37), by
n

(xg ) =

q2 X

n0

Ŝ xg

↵

xn↵

⇥
⇤
e xn↵

1

.

(44)

By mid-point rule, the n+1/2 (xg ) field is then computed, to
n+1/2
update particle positions xn↵+1 and velocities v↵
by Eq. (43).
Finally, the current density Jn+1/2 (xg ) in the Maxwell equation
for wakefield, (31), is then constructed using particle positions
and velocity by
q X
Jn+1/2 (xg ) =
Ŝxg [xg
xn↵+1/2 ]vn↵+1/2
(45)
cn0
↵

which reduces consistently to the approximation in standard PIC
= 0, (i.e. e
F = 0).
model when
By replacing
! e, the momentum equation (35) can now
be solved in explicit form using the Boris procedure indicated in
step (ii):
p=

can be linearized by a first order Taylor expansion

n 1/2

+ p↵
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x↵ ] has to be designed in a way
where shape function Ŝ [x
to enforce the discretized continuity equation for local charge
conservation [17].
In the following, the overall numerical procedure encoding
one-step cycle to update particle coordinates, as detailed above,
the laser envelope field, Eq. (29) and wakefield solver, (31), will be
denoted as ENV/PIC. In the following Section 6, we present a numerical documentation to support error analysis of the proposed
schemes.
We have presented in some details the ENV/PIC implementation also because only few works are available on the subject. In
work [5], the n function used to implement the Boris algorithm
is evaluated by an independent first order integration scheme.
In work [3], the Boris procedure to update particle momentum
is never explicitly documented, whereas the update of particle
position is implemented using a sequence of first order Euler
integrations, like a predictor-correction scheme. Moreover, since
no error analysis nor convergence test for particle motion has
been presented, it is quite difficult to make useful comparisons
and cross-checking.
5. Eulerian integration of laser–plasma dynamics in envelope
model
Even if the ENV/PIC implementation assures significant saving
of computational resources with respect to standard fully kinetic
PIC codes (but a precise estimate of speed-up depends crucially
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on the chosen number of particle per cell), long time integration
of plasma dynamics using particles is still challenging and time
consuming. A direct numerical integration of plasma momentumdensity equations in Eulerian variables equation (11), coupled to
Eqs. (29) and (31), can offer a promising and faster alternative
to the ENV/PIC schemes, applicable for several LWFA regimes. In
fact, the computational complexity of a discretized fluid model
can be evaluated to be roughly equivalent to the corresponding
PIC model containing just one particle per cell.
The momentum-density system of Eqs. (11) has the form of a
relativistic, pressureless Euler equation with a non-linear forcing
coupling momentum advection to the Maxwell field equations. It
is clearly challenging since no rigorous numerical analysis results
are available. However, accurate and stable integration schemes
can still be constructed by taking into account the computational
experience in the ordinary Eulerian system for collisional gas
dynamics.
A straightforward application of a leapfrog scheme to system
(11) using centered numerical derivatives in space and time fails
to preserve monotonicity in wave profile (Gibbs pathology) even
for modest non-linear steepening, finally leading to numerical
instabilities. To prevent or limit this pathology, non-oscillatory
(or monotonicity preserving) upwind scheme has been designed
and widely applied to simulate compressible fluid dynamics [18].
The implementation we propose here is based on the second
order, one-step Adams–Bashforth (AB) scheme for time integration and on second-order Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory
WENO2 upwind scheme [19] to evaluate space derivatives. We
have chosen AB scheme essentially because it is one step and it
works as a ‘‘modified’’ leapfrog scheme, and so can be naturally
associated to the Maxwell field solvers, thus assuring a unitary
computational frame-work for the overall system.
By representing the plasma fluid-dynamics equation (11) in
terms of the four-dimensional arrays of fluid variables u ⌘ [p, n]T
(overbar symbols omitted for brevity), one has

@t u(x, t) = F [u, x, t ],

(46)

where the vector F ⌘ [Fp , Fn ] has components
Fp =

Fn =

(v · r p) + Ftot ,
r· (nv),

(47)

in which v = cp/ and the total Lorentz force acting on a fluid
element is given by
Ftot [x, p, t ] =

q!p
m

⇥



E+

p

1

⇥B

2

r ,

=

q2 |â|

2

2m2

,

(48)

⇤1/2

with (p, x, t) = 1 + |p|2 +
. Here we choose to integrate
momentum equation using a non-conservative advection operator Fadv = (v · r )p, because, in this form, Eq. (46) decouples from
the density equation and implementation turns out to be simpler
than using the [np] momentum variable. We have also implemented momentum equation using a conservative advection flux,
but no significant differences between the two implementations
have been noticed. On the other hand, there are no general
reasons to use conservative advection, since plasma momentum
equation has not a general conservation
⇥ form.
⇤
Once discretized on a space–time xg , t n grid, the AB update
of momentum-density variable un (xg ) is expressed by
un+1 = un +
n

t ⇥

2

⇥

n

3F n

Fn
n

⇤

⇤
1

,

(49)

where F ⌘ F u , xg , t . We notice that the update in Eq. (49)
is in fact one-step, since F n 1 can be evaluated only once at a
previous t n 1 ! t n integration step and then stored. For linear

system, the resulting approximation for time derivative results to
be
Dt u =

un+1

un
t

=

du
dt

+ c1 t

2



d3 u

+ c2 t

dt 3

3



d4 u
dt 4

(50)

showing that the leading order approximation has a dispersive
character, as in the associated leapfrog integrator for the envelope
and wake field equations, plus a higher order O( t 3 ) dissipative
error to balance dissipative numerical errors coming from upwind
numerical space derivatives.
Upwind schemes based on the WENO reconstruction procedures offer the following advantages: (i) they assure uniform
second (or even higher) order approximation even of steep gradients, and (ii) they provide a robust and accurate numerical
approximation of space derivatives, even for non conservative
fluid-dynamics systems [20,21].
The numerical procedure encoding the composite [AB
WENO2] scheme for Eq. (46), coupled to field solvers in Eqs. (29)
and (31) is here denoted as ENV/Fluid. It turns out to be stable
and accurate even for modest grid resolution, for a wide class
of problems, covering linear and non-linear conditions, as documented below in the preliminary tests we have considered. For
strongly non-linear regimes, when a high intensity laser generates a bubble in the plasma density, a cold-fluid approximation
is no longer appropriate.
The ENV/Fluid scheme, where it applies, can fully replace
ENV/PIC scheme only in the study of time evolution, structure
and propagation properties of the laser-driven wakefield system.
When kinetic effects are of interest, like injection and acceleration
of electron bunches in a wake field, the ENV/Fluid is no longer
appropriate, of course. However, taking advantage of the unitary
computational frame-work here proposed, it can still be used
in association with the ENV/PIC scheme in a composite hybrid
fluid-kinetic computational framework.
6. Numerical benchmark of the envelope approximation
In this section, we test the accuracy of the modified Boris
pusher, of the laser envelope solver and the fluid scheme we have
introduced in this work. Laser–plasma interaction is in general
a strongly nonlinear problem and analytical expressions for the
time evolved quantities are only rarely available. Thus, in order to
propose a robust benchmark, we first check the correctness of the
single particle motion and of laser evolution in-vacuum, where it
is possible to compare directly the results with the theory, then
we investigate the fully nonlinear laser–plasma interaction.
At the current time, we always initialize a laser pulse as the
product of a Gaussian transverse profile of given waist at focus w0
and a Gaussian longitudinal profile with pulse intensity duration
(Full Width at Half Maximum) ⌧f whm , so that â(x) = aT (x)aL (x). In
particular, the transverse profile is given by
aT (z , r) = exp



r2

w(z)2

,

r 2 = x2 + y 2 ,

(51)

where w (z) is the usual expression for the waist of a Gaussian
pulse
p focalized in z = zf with a Rayleigh length ZRa , w(z) =
zf )/ZRa , while the longitudinal one
w0 1 + z̃ 2 and z̃ = (z
is
a0
exp(i' ) exp
aL (z , r) = p
1 + z̃ 2



(z

zf )2
L2z

,

(52)

z̃r 2 /w (z)2 and Lz is related
where, following [2], ' = arctan z̃
p
to the characteristic length c ⌧f whm via Lz = c ⌧f whm / 2 log(2).
From now on, our simulations will refer to a laser pulse of
wavelength 0 = 0.8 µm propagating in a 3D cartesian geometry.
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Fig. 1. Relative discretization error of the transverse component of the particle
position in function of the resolution (colors online).
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Fig. 2. We show (red circles) the simulated peak amplitude as a function of
the propagation distance, for a diffracting laser propagating in vacuum up to a
distance of 3000 µm.

6.1. Particle pusher quadratic convergence
We show a grid convergence test performed on particle trajectories interacting with a laser field. In Section 4, we have
presented a modified Boris pusher that takes into account the
ponderomotive force of the laser expressed in the envelope approximation. Error analysis shows that a second order convergence is expected. To perform this check, we initialized some
test particles, distributed with initial zero initial velocity on a
plane perpendicular to the laser propagation axis, and four broad
laser pulses in vacuum, all of them aligned, that interact via
Eq. (13) with the particles. We have chosen a nontrivial field to
enhance the effect of the ponderomotive force on the particles.
For any test particle, the test has been performed by measuring
the final position in function of the resolution and then derived
the expected value via a Richardson extrapolation. The Relative
Discretization Error (RDE) accumulated along the trajectory scales
exactly as RDE ⇠ t 2 , as it is shown in Fig. 1, where every line
in LogLog scale has a slope p = 2.
6.2. Tests in vacuum
A propagating laser pulse diffracts due to its finite width, that
is while moving away from its focal position, i.e. defocalizing, the
amplitude decreases and the spot size increases to preserve the
total energy. In particular, in a linear medium, such as vacuum, it
is possible to obtain an analytical expression for the laser pulse
evolution by directly solving the electromagnetic wave equation
in the paraxial approximation. Rayleigh diffraction thus represents a solid numerical benchmark for any electromagnetic wave
solver. Given the amplitude at focus a0 as the initial condition, the
z2 .
amplitude evolution in time is expressed as a(t) = a0 1 + e
In Fig. 2, we study the evolution of the peak amplitude for a
⌧f whm = 75 fs and w0 = 15 µm laser pulse starting at the focal
point and propagating for 3000 µm, which corresponds to 3.5
Rayleigh lengths. In black, we report the analytical peak amplitude evolution in the paraxial approximation. The measured peak
amplitude of the simulated laser pulse during its propagation,
represented with the red circles, shows perfect agreement with
the theoretical expectations.
The same laser pulse can be initialized before its focal point
so that its amplitude has to increase to reach its maximum value
exactly at focus. We let the pulse propagate for twice the initial
distance from the focus, because, since the electromagnetic field
evolution is symmetric, we expect at the end to recover the
initial conditions. In a comoving reference frame, longitudinal
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Fig. 3. A laser pulse in vacuum focalizes and then defocalizes so it can be seen
that the error is low enough for the initial condition to be recovered.

and transverse laser profiles must therefore overlap after the
diffraction process but in numerical simulations, temporal symmetry can only be achieved if numerical dissipation, affecting the
total energy, and dispersion, affecting the propagation speed, are
kept very low. In particular, in a leapfrog integration scheme,
only dispersive error is expected. In Fig. 3, is shown the peak
amplitude evolution before and after focusing. In Figs. 4(a) and
4(b), the longitudinal and transverse profiles are overlapped, to
verify that the integration scheme presents very low dispersion
over long distances. Since the results agree with the expected
values, time reversibility is assured. These simulations were run
with a resolution of 0 / z = 12.5, with y = x = 8.99 z and
a CFL = 0.7.
In Section 3, we presented an optimized numerical integration
scheme to reduce the dispersive effects affecting wave propagation speed. In the following, we study the envelope solver
dispersive error in function of the resolution for a laser pulse
with ⌧f whm = 75 fs, w0 = 30 µm, a0 = 1 propagating in
vacuum, evaluating dispersive effects measured either with the
standard FDTD centered scheme or with the optimized one defined in Eq. (25). Then, we compare the outcomes with the results
obtained simulating the same laser pulse with a standard PIC
code, that is when laser oscillations are retained. It is known that
to well reproduce group velocities in a PIC scheme, the highest
frequency (i.e. laser frequency) has to be well resolved.
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Fig. 4. Superposition of the longitudinal (Fig. a) and transverse (Fig. b) laser profile at the beginning and at the end of the simulation.

Fig. 5. Comparison between the phase velocities of the laser pulse centroid
when it is propagating in vacuum in various computational configurations. In
particular, in the ENV/PIC optimized case, 1
c is lower than the measurement
error for every resolution we considered (colors online).

For a laser pulse propagating in vacuum, we define the centroid position as

R

zc (t) = R

2

z |â(x, t)| dx
2

|â(x, t)| dx

P

x

g
= P

xg

zi âni,j,k
âni,j,k

,

(53)

where the sum is extended on all the computational grids, then
we numerically derive zc (t) to get the group velocity. For the
two computational frameworks considered (PIC and ENV/PIC),
1
vg /c for both the standard centered and the
c = 1
optimized differentiation schemes are represented in Fig. 5. In
this run, while varying z, we fixed a uniform transverse grid
(that is y = x = z) and
= 0.8. To obtain comparable
errors in the PIC scheme, resolution must be increased by at
least an order of magnitude, depending on the problem, thus
assuring the strong time saving property of the envelope solver.
We point out that for optimized derivative in the ENV scheme,
discretization error is well below the measurement one, induced
by Eq. (53).
6.3. Nonlinear laser–plasma interaction
For a robust test in the nonlinear regime, we follow the ‘‘Test
3’’ reported in [6] where a comparison of the wakefield generated
by INF&RNO/Fluid (a fluid 2D cylindrical code based on the envelope description, see [6,9]) and the 1D (broad pulse) analytical
nonlinear theory is presented. Performing the simulation with

Fig. 6. Wakefield generated by a 1D configuration. We compare it with the
theoretical result given by the 1D quasi-static nonlinear theory (black) and the
one obtained by INF&RNO/Fluid (colors online).

the same parameters, we obtain perfectly overlapping results
with the INF&RNO/Fluid and the analytical value, as shown in
Fig. 6, where the propagation distance has been normalized to
the plasma wavenumber. Such result shows the correctness of
the particle motion for particles self-consistently coupled to the
wakefield.
In LWFA experiments, where the acceleration distance can be
of the order of many Rayleigh lengths, guiding methods have
been proposed to avoid early laser diffractions. In particular, a
Gaussian pulse can be matched in a parabolic density plasma
channel, where the Rayleigh diffraction is balanced by the focalizing effect due to the medium, and therefore no significant
changes in the longitudinal and transverse profile are present
for propagation distances z
ZRay . In [7,22], a semianalytical
model is developed to compute the exact propagation velocity
of a laser pulse in a matched plasma channel of given density
profile, with a0 < 1. For accurate simulations of LWFA regimes, it
is crucial that group and phase laser velocity are well reproduced
by the laser solver even when the pulse interacts with a nonlinear
medium for long distances. To check the stability of the proposed
solver, a laser pulse with a0 = 0.1, w0 = 8.9 µm and ⌧f whm =
21.3 fs is shot through a matched plasma channel with a density
on axis n0 = 4.25 ⇥ 1018 cm 3 , then we compare the results
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Fig. 7. Relativistic factor c concerning the propagation of a Gaussian laser pulse
in a matched plasma channel in function of the resolution. The semianalytical
value is shown in red (colors online).

Fig. 8. We show a comparison after ct = 150 µm of propagation between an
ENV/PIC and an ENV/Fluid simulation in a mildly nonlinear regime, where we
expect the fluid model to hold.

of the measured group velocity obtained with the optimized and
standard numerical derivatives. With this choice of the laser and
plasma parameters, the expected value for the relativistic factor
associated with the laser centroid is c = 9.63. In Fig. 7 it
can be seen that the optimized algorithm shows much faster
than quadratic convergence to the exact value even for modest
resolutions.
6.4. Benchmark of the Eulerian integrator for the plasma fluid density
It is expected the fluid model to precisely reproduces the
same fields as the PIC scheme away from the plasma bubble
regime, where wavebreaking happens and the Lorentz–Maxwell
system of equations does not provide an adequate description.
Such regime is in fact limited by the theoretical foundation of
the plasma fluid description and by the practical need to deal
with the typical discontinuities that characterize the strongly
nonlinear laser plasma interaction. In fact, one should resort to
very specific integration schemes, able to avoid instabilities and
to enforce the numerical density positivity in the continuity equation. For this reason, simulation of an extremely nonlinear regime
in a fluid framework is still a theoretical and computational open
problem, even though some comparisons have been provided
in [23,24] that show some disagreements in the wakefield generation with respect to a fully kinetic code. In Fig. 8, we report the
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Fig. 9. Dissipation effects in density relative to the AB-WENO2 scheme after
ct = 200µm of laser propagation in a uniform plasma.

Fig. 10. Log density maps relative to the simulation presented in Fig. 8 obtained
in the ENV/PIC (left) and in the ENV/Fluid (right) (colors online).

comparison between an ENV/PIC and an ENV/Fluid simulations
when considering the nonlinear laser plasma interaction generated by the propagation of a nonlinear laser pulse with a0 = 2.5,
w0 = 12.7 µm and ⌧f whm = 20 fs in a uniform plasma of
density n0 = 4.25 ⇥ 1018 cm 3 . The ENV/PIC simulation was run
with a resolution 0 / z = 10, while in this configuration we
needed 0 / z = 18.75 with
= 0.4 in the ENV/Fluid to reach
the perfect agreement. For lower resolutions in the ENV/Fluid
configuration, the numerical diffusion induced by discretization
errors of the upwind scheme, generated high dissipation of the
density profile peak amplitude after 200 µm of propagation. The
dissipative effect is quite sensitive to the adopted resolution, as
shown in Fig. 9 where the same ENV/Fluid configuration is run
with a resolution 0 / z = 10. At the end, an overall comparison based on empirical observation, is shown in Fig. 10, where
the 2D density maps relative to the ENV/PIC and the ENV/Fluid
simulations with the same parameters as in Fig. 8 present a good
agreement also for the transverse density distribution.
7. Conclusions
We have presented in detail integration schemes and implementation procedures for numerical simulation of the envelope
model for LWFA regimes. The field solver for laser propagation
has been implemented in the laboratory coordinate system in 3D
cartesian geometry. This unconventional approach allows, in particular, to integrate the exact (to within the model) wave equation
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for the envelope field by an explicit leapfrog scheme working
under the same CFL stability condition as in the related Maxwell
solver for wakefield and PIC particles motion. Since in the physical regimes under consideration, laser-wakefield propagation is
advection dominated, that is time evolution is slow, quasi-static
in the limit, in a comoving system, numerical space derivatives
along the propagation direction have been properly designed to
reduce dispersion errors coming from discretized wave operators. This strongly improves grid convergence to the envelope
model theoretical predictions for wave propagation speed, as
documented in Section 6.
The particle equation of motion has been integrated by a
leapfrog scheme using the classical Boris pusher, properly modified to take into account the ponderomotive envelope component
in the Lorentz force. Quadratic grid convergence of numerical
error in the particle motion, supporting error analysis of the
proposed scheme, has been clearly documented in Section 6.
Besides the ENV/PIC implementation, based on PIC particles, a
second integration scheme, denoted as ENV/Fluid, where plasma
equation of motion is formulated using Eulerian fluid momentumdensity variables, has been presented and tested.
The proposed implementations, ENV/PIC and ENV/Fluid, have
been designed on a unitary, self-consistent computational framework. The resulting set of all numerical procedures has been
encoded in ALaDyn-v2018.3 package [25]. The code runs in parallel platforms using standard domain decomposition and MPI
procedures. As a preliminary estimate to evaluate the cpu computational resources needed for numerical simulations of realistic
LWFA regimes, we take under consideration the ENV/PIC run
with 0 / z = 10 and the ENV/Fluid one with 0 / z = 18.75
presented in Fig. 8. We quote a value of ⌧e ⇠ 20 h/mm (run
with Np.p.c = 20 particles per cell) for ENV/PIC code and ⌧f ⇠
2.5 h/mm for ENV/Fluid, where both cases were run on 1156
cores on MARCONI (CINECA). Clearly, the comparison has to be
made between two converged (in terms of resolution) configurations to correctly estimate the computational time. Anyway, from
our measurement, the ENV/Fluid scheme run at 0 / z = 10
takes ⌧f ⇠ ⌧e /20, which confirms that a fluid code is faster by
a factor Np.p.c with respect to an ENV/PIC scheme.
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Appendix A. Reducing dispersive error in the envelope propagation
To envisage optimal ( 1 , 2 ) parameter values in the modified
numerical derivatives equation (25), one first considers the numerical dispersion relation of the linear ( = 1) equation (9),
expressed by the eigenvalues
of the
⇥
⇤ numerical operators on a
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u3 /6 + O(u5 ), one recovers the exact
Expanding sin(u) = u
dispersion relation equation (17) to the leading second order
approximation:
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k2c (kc c)2 ],

c =x,y

come from the discretized first and second derivatives in time
and space, respectively. By expressing the time step size by t =
h z, where is the Courant number, and by taking into account
that ! = ckz + O(k0 " 2 ), the dispersive numerical errors for wave
propagation along the z coordinate can be reduced to the O(" 2 )
size by selecting 1 = (⌫ 2 1)/6 < 0, and 2 = (⌫ 2 1)/12 < 0,
where ⌫ = h.
The numerical dispersion relation for the Maxwell equation
(31) has the same form of Eq. (A.1) with !0 = 0:
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Now, if Dz applies only to D ⇥ E terms, 3 = 2 whereas if it
applies also to D ⇥ B terms, 2 3 = 2 , as reported in the main
text.
Appendix B. Linear stability analysis for the envelope equation
To evaluate the condition for linear stability, the numerical
dispersion relation of the discretized envelope equation (26)
multiplied by t 2 /4 is now expressed by
sin
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where ⌘ = ck0 t = !0 t.
Now, by evaluating each spatial wavenumber kc , c = x, y, z at
the Nyquist frequency [kc ]max = ⇡/ c, one has the upper bound
estimate,
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and then, by inserting the relation defining the Courant number
relation c t = h z,
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The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (B.1) can be
bounded by

P̂1 <

c t
z
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(B.4)
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and the linear stability condition sin2 (! t) < 1 entails the
estimate for the Courant number
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We notice, that the same procedure applied to the linearized
Maxwell equation for wake fields, gives the standard condition
for stability
0
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showing that the explicit integration of the envelope wave equation requires only a small correction
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depending on the grid resolution k0 z of laser wavenumber. In
Eq. (B.7), the longitudinal cell size z is necessarily the same as
the one in Eq. (B.6), for consistency reasons.
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Abstract
Implementation of laser-plasma-based acceleration stages in user-oriented facilities requires the definition and
deployment of appropriate diagnostic methodologies to monitor and control the acceleration process. An overview is
given here of optical diagnostics for density measurement in laser-plasma acceleration stages, with emphasis on wellestablished and easily implemented approaches. Diagnostics for both neutral gas and free-electron number density
are considered, highlighting real-time measurement capabilities. Optical interferometry, in its various configurations,
from standard two-arm to more advanced common-path designs, is discussed, along with spectroscopic techniques such
as Stark broadening and Raman scattering. A critical analysis of the diagnostics presented is given concerning their
implementation in laser-plasma acceleration stages for the production of high-quality GeV electron bunches.
Keywords: gas target; interferometry; laser-plasma; laser wake-field acceleration; Raman scattering; Stark broadening

1. Introduction

Concerning the LWFA stages, one of the fundamental
parameters is the particle number density in the gas used as
the target medium and the free-electron density in the plasma
thereby created. The gas can either be pre-ionized to form
a plasma[4] or photo-ionized by the initial part of the main
high-intensity ultra-short driving laser pulse itself[5] .
Here, an overview is given of existing optical diagnostics suitable for neutral gas and free-electron number density measurements in laser-plasma accelerator stages (LPA).
Both interferometry, in its various configurations, and optical
emission spectroscopy (OES), specifically Stark broadening
and Raman shift measurements, are discussed. These techniques are analyzed, aimed at their implementation as robust
and reliable diagnostics. The sensitivity (that is, the lowest
density value that can be reliably measured) and ease of
implementation and operation are considered.
All interferometric methods require an appropriate optical
line of sight through the sample. In the case of a freely
expanding gas jet, interferometry is easy to implement,
whereas in the case of confined samples (for example,
gas cells and square cross-section capillaries), flat optical
side windows are necessary to provide the optical path for
transverse interferometry[4, 6–8] . If a transverse line of sight
is not present (as in cylindrical capillaries), then longitudinal
interferometry must be adopted, resulting in an average density value along the main laser beam propagation direction.

Nowadays, research activities in the field of plasma-based
particle acceleration are shifting from the investigation of
fundamental processes aimed at understanding and optimizing the acceleration mechanism, to the actual practical
implementation of such promising technologies. For example, laser wake-field acceleration (LWFA) is foreseen
as being implemented in user-oriented facilities to deliver
high-quality GeV electron bunches[1, 2] which are typically
obtained from multiple laser-plasma stages (for example, injectors and accelerators), and should be suitable for injection
in a free-electron laser (FEL). Also, beam-driven plasma
wake-field acceleration is considered as a suitable candidate
for 1 GeV injectors in compact FEL facilities[3] .
In this context the definition and deployment of appropriate diagnostic tools for efficient and reliable monitoring of
the main process parameters are of paramount importance to
fulfill the goal of a functional user-oriented facility. In fact,
robust and possibly real-time diagnostic tools are needed for
the implementation of the adequate control procedures that
are necessary to achieve long-term stable operation of the
accelerator.
Correspondence to: F. Brandi, Istituto Nazionale di Ottica – Consiglio
Nazionale delle Ricerche (INO-CNR), Sede Secondaria di Pisa, Via
Moruzzi, 1, 56124 Pisa, Italy. Email: fernando.brandi@ino.cnr.it
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In contrast, optical emission spectroscopy does not require
a line of sight through the sample, thus making it easy to
implement[9] . OES can be performed both longitudinally
or transversely to the main laser beam and, if imaging
spectrometers are used, information on the space-dependent
density can be obtained from a single measurement.
Both pure gases and gas mixtures[10] have been used
in laser-plasma acceleration studies, with a very promising
medium to obtain high-quality GeV electron bunches being
hydrogen[4, 11] . Therefore, we consider hydrogen gas here,
with densities in the range 1017 –1019 cm 3 being well suited
for LWFA. In general, the number density of free electrons
in the plasma can be estimated from measurements of the
neutral particle number density[12] . Full ionization of a
hydrogen molecule creates a pair of free electrons, and a
straightforward relation exists between the neutral hydrogen
density and the free-electron density. Thus, estimation and,
ultimately, control of the electron density can be implemented through the measurement of the molecular particle
density within the target. In the case of a pre-formed plasma
– for example, discharged gas-filled capillaries[13] – a measurement of the actual plasma density has to be performed
since, due to plasma dynamics[4, 13] , the local plasma density
along the propagation path of the main laser beam is actually
different from the background plasma density value obtained
by assuming full ionization of the gas.
For the numerical estimates of the interferometric phase
shifts given in this work, the fundamental and second harmonic of a Ti:sapphire laser, at 800 nm and 400 nm, respectively, are considered as probe beams. However, the calculations can easily be extended to other gases and different
probe beam wavelengths. If gases other than hydrogen are
considered there still exists a direct relationship between
the neutral gas number density and the background freeelectron density in the plasma, which can be estimated by
evaluating the degree of ionization using well-known photoionization models[5] . For instance, helium is another gas
suitable for obtaining high-quality 1 GeV electron beams
from LWFA[14, 15] , in which more energy is necessary to
get full ionization (two electrons per atom) compared to
hydrogen molecules. If other lasers are used, the numerical
values reported can be scaled easily by considering the
wavelength-dependent index of refraction.
2. Interferometric methods
With interferometry, the density of a neutral gas or a plasma
is evaluated by measurement of the phase shift acquired by
an optical probe beam when passing through the sample
relative to a known reference phase. The refractive index
⌘(n) of the sample is in fact dependent on the particle number density n, with the refractivity ⌘(n) 1 actually being
proportional to the particle number density n g in a gas and of
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free electrons n e in a plasma. For neutral atoms/molecules,
as from the Lorentz–Lorenz equation[16] , the refractivity can
be expressed as ⌘g ( , n g ) 1 = [⌘0 ( ) 1] ⇥ n g /n 0 , where
is the wavelength of the light and the reference value ⌘0 ( )
is the refractive index at a specific number density n 0 . The
Loschmidt constant 2.69 ⇥ 1019 cm 3 , being the particle
number density of a perfect gas at standard temperature and
pressure (STP: 273.15 K and 1 atm), is typically used as a
reference value. In an underdense plasma the refractivity is
2 2
⌘e (n e , ) 1 = 8⇡n2eme ✏ c2 , where e is the electron charge,
e 0
m e is the electron mass, ✏0 is the vacuum permittivity and c
is the speed of light.
In general, the phase acquired by a light beam
R when passing through a sample of length L is = 2⇡ L ⌘(l, ) dl =
2⇡
⇥ L ⇥ ⌘( ), where ⌘( ) is the average refractive index
along the geometrical path. Therefore, with an interferometric measurement the information acquired is related to the
line-integrated particle density.
To retrieve the actual density value from interferometric
measurements, some assumptions on the spatial density
distribution of the sample have to be made. There are
two typical cases: cylindrically symmetric samples (for example, pulsed gas jets from circular nozzles) and noncylindrically symmetric samples (for example, pulsed gas
jets with rectangular nozzles). For the simplest case of
cylindrically symmetric samples the well-known Abel inversion method is used, which allows one to extract the actual
value of the radially dependent density from line-integrated
measurements along several chords[17, 18] . In the case of
non-cylindrically symmetric targets, multiple measurements
along different lines of sight are necessary to implement a
3D tomographic reconstruction procedure[19, 20] . Finally, in
the case of homogeneous samples, such as uniformly filled
gas cells, the density is actually given by the average density
measured by means of interferometry[21] .
An interferometric measurement can be performed over a
extended area of the plasma using an optical imaging system
and camera as the light detector to acquire an image (the socalled interferogram), which enables 2D mapping of the lineintegrated density over the light beam cross-section. In such
a case, a numerical analysis of the interferogram is necessary
to extract the actual phase shift using a phase-retrieval
algorithm comprising phase-unwrapping procedures. Such
measurements allow one to obtain an actual 2D map of
the density, which is necessary to understand and monitor
physical phenomena in ultra-fast laser–plasma interactions,
especially during alignment and tuning of the LPA stages.
As an example of a 2D measurement, in Figure 1 an interferogram of a supersonic gas jet in vacuum acquired by
a Nomarski interferometer is shown, along with the density
map retrieved from a phase-retrieval algorithm. Conversely,
a 1D measurement of the average density along the laser
beam path in the sample is performed when the intensity
over the entire light beam cross-section is acquired using a
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the reference and measurement arms, which are then
recombined and interfere[7, 23, 24] .
II Modified TAIs, also called two-arm folded, where the
light beam is split into two parts after passing through
the sample, and interference takes place between the
part of the beam that has passed through the sample
and the part of the beam not passing through the
sample[18, 25] . This method provides good control on
the fringe spacing and image formation.

Figure 1. Upper panel: interferogram of a pulsed gas jet in vacuum with a
rectangular orifice acquired by means of a Nomarski interferometer; lower
panel: corresponding average density map obtained with a phase-retrieval
algorithm[22] .

photodiode or a photomultiplier tube (PMT) as the light detector. These 1D measurements are much faster and require
less intense data analysis than the 2D measurements, making
them potentially more suitable during LPA operation (for
example, to monitor in real time the particle number density
in the interaction region).
The main interferometric methods used to measure the
particle density in LPA targets are schematically summarized
in Figure 2 and discussed in the following.
2.1. Two-arm interferometers
In a two-arm interferometer (TAI) the phase shift is measured
relative to the phase of a reference optical beam not passing
through the sample but typically through a vacuum where
the refractive index value is unity. The Rmeasured phase
1] dl.
shift is then given by 1 TAI ( ) = 2p L [⌘( )
Two-arm interferometry can be implemented in two main
configurations, depending on the optical design adopted.
I Standard TAI, such as Mach–Zehnder interferometers, where the light beam is split into two distinct
beams following different geometrical paths, called

The standard TAIs suffer from a very high susceptibility to environmental conditions (for example, mechanical
vibration and temperature changes) while the folded TAI
is relatively more robust against environmental conditions
due to the more compact size of the two-arm section.
The typical sensitivity of an ultra-fast imaging TAI can
be hundredths of a fringe (⇠0.1 rad). To achieve better
sensitivity, on the order of a few millradians, special care has
to be taken during the measurement by making use of a probe
beam with very good quality, active mechanical stabilization
and averaging[19] . The latter may hamper implementation
of TAIs for real-time measurement and online monitoring
applications. However, TAIs may find applications for the
characterization, alignment and optimization of LPA stages
due to their versatility.
Besides time-domain measurements, also spectral-domain
interferometry has been implemented in TAIs for the measurement of the free-electron density in discharged capillaries using ultra-fast laser pulses[26, 27] . These measurements are based on the density-dependent group velocity
of an ultra-short laser pulse when propagating in a plasma
channel[13] . Specifically, the group velocity delay between
a laser pulse propagating in vacuum and a laser pulse propagating through the plasma inside the discharged capillary
actually depends on the mismatch of the group index of
refraction due to the free electrons. However, such a twoarm configuration poses serious challenges which prevent its
use in monitoring discharged capillary-based LPA for highquality accelerators in user-oriented facilities. This limitation can be overcome by instead adopting spectral-domain
second-harmonic interferometry, as will be discussed later.
2.2. Nomarski-type interferometers
These are similar in principle to the modified TAI, and
the phase measured is exactly the same (reference beam in
vacuum and signal beam over the object), but they have a
somewhat easier setup, being a quasi-common-path configuration with minimal geometrical separation between the two
interfering parts of the beam. Typical configurations are as
follows.
I Standard Nomarski interferometer, where the two interfering beams are separated by means of a Wollaston
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the most common interferometers used for density measurements in laser-plasma accelerators; M, mirror; BS, beam
splitter; SHG, second-harmonic generation unit. Optical elements used for imaging, such as lenses, are omitted for clarity.

beam splitter and interference is recorded after a
polarizer[28–30] .
II Fresnel bi-prism interferometer, which is based on the
use of a Fresnel bi-prism that allows one to overlap
directly two different parts of the same input beam[31] .
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2.3. Multi-wave lateral shearing interferometer
A versatile and robust method to measure phase variations across a light beam is based on the use of wavefront
(WF) sensors (for example, the quadri-wave lateral shearing interferometer[32] ). This instrument measures the phase
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difference between two adjacent points of the light beam
cross-section by means of a wavefront detector. In fact
this method is sensitive to phase gradients of the beam
cross-section along two orthogonal directions, and the actual
2D map of the phase is retrieved by analyzing the data
with specific software. Finally, the phase shift of interest
is calculated by subtracting the phase map of an undisturbed beam acquired in a separate measurement without the
sample[33] . It can be considered a single-arm configuration,
since interference takes place only at the detector, and is
therefore a very robust method allowing for easy installation
with a phase sensitivity which is stated to be <2 nm (that is,
<30 mrad at 400 nm)[34] . A value of 11 mrad has actually
been estimated as the root-mean-square over 188 acquisitions using 400 nm laser light[35] . It must be noted that a
single-acquisition value has not been reported to our best
knowledge, so a conservative value of 30 mrad at 400 nm
is assumed here.
Of note, the wavefront of a laser beam, and the density
information contained therein, can be extracted also by
numerical beam intensity analysis of standard 2D images
from a camera, with a phase resolution of about 80 mrad[36] .
However, the numerical analysis involves multiple images
for this approach to be effective, thus limiting its applicability for real-time measurements, but it could be suitable for
offline tuning and optimization of LPA stages.
2.4. Second-harmonic interferometer
Another kind of interferometric approach for the measurement of particle density in optically dispersive samples (for example, neutral gas or plasma) is based on
the so-called second-harmonic interferometer (SHI), also
known as the dispersion interferometer. The SHI has a
fully common-path configuration and is sensitive to the
phase difference acquired by the fundamental and secondharmonic beams when passing collinearly through the
[37, 38] . The measured phase shift is given by 1
sample
SHI =
R
4⇡
4⇡
1⌘(l,
)
dl
=
L
⌘(
),
where
1⌘(
)
=
⌘(
)
L
⌘( /2). It is a very robust method against mechanical
vibrations and environmental conditions in general, and it
can reach a phase sensitivity of less then 1 mrad for 1D
measurements without requiring any vibration mitigation
system[39] . Although 2D measurements using the SHI
method have been demonstrated[40, 41] , there is no quantitative data available in the literature regarding the sensitivity
of the imaging SHI. Here, we assume a conservative
value of 10 mrad for quadrature detection[39, 42] . To date,
SHIs have mostly been developed and applied to monitor
the free-electron density in magnetically confined large
plasma machines[43, 44] . Recently, due to their versatility
and robustness, SHIs have been successfully applied also
for the characterization and monitoring of gas targets for

5
LWFA (namely discharged gas-filled capillaries[45, 46] and
gas cells[21, 47] ).
Specifically, spectral-domain (SD) second-harmonic
interferometry[48] has been adopted instead of spectraldomain TAI to monitor the density inside a discharged gasfilled capillary, due to the much easier implementation and
much higher stability of the common-path configuration
compared to the two-arm design[45] . In an SD SHI,
the spectral interference takes place between the secondharmonic pulse generated before the sample and the
time-delayed second-harmonic pulse generated after the
fundamental pulse has propagated through the sample.
The time delay 1T between the two second-harmonic
ultra-short pulses arises from the different group velocities
in the sample at the fundamental and second-harmonic
wavelengths, which is proportional to the density. In terms
of phase, the pulse envelope slippage due to the plasma is
4⇡
c1T , where is the fundamental laser wavelength. The
time delay is estimated by measuring the modulation period
1⌫ in the frequency spectrum of the two interfering pulses
(1T = 1/1⌫). For laser pulses propagating in a discharged
gas-filled capillary with a near-match guided configuration
typical for LPA, the relation between the time delay 1T and
the average on-axis plasma density n e can be approximated
very well by assuming free propagation in a plasma with an
average density n e [45] , resulting in the same phase shift as a
function of the electron density (see Table 1). When applying
SD interferometry, also the spectral phase of the modulated
frequency spectrum can be measured. It is noted that, given
a linear response of the plasma, the phase shift due to
the different group velocities (group delay) and the phase
shift due to the different phase velocities (spectral phase
shift) have the same magnitude but opposite sign. Recently,
sensitivities of 2.85 rad in group-delay measurements and
of 63 mrad for spectral phase measurements have been
demonstrated[46] .
The use of a continuous-wave (CW) laser-based SHI has
been successfully demonstrated for high-resolution real-time
monitoring of the gas density inside a gas flow cell placed in
a vacuum chamber[21, 47] . As an example, Figure 3 reports
the results of real-time measurements by a CW 1064 nm
second-harmonic interferometer of the Ar gas number density inside a pulsed gas flow cell specifically developed for
LWFA (SourceLAB, Model SL-ALC). The measurement is
performed transversely over a length of 35 mm for a backing
pressure of 600 mbar (1 bar = 100 kPa) and for gas pulse
lengths of 100 ms and 500 ms.
A specific issue common to all time-domain interferometric measurements is related to the periodic evolution of
the intensity pattern with alternating minima and maxima
in the detected light intensity, which gives rise to so-called
fringes. This fact implies that measurements of a phase
shift that spans multiple fringes may become indeterminate
when retrieving the absolute phase shift from the measured
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Figure 3. Real-time measurements of the Ar gas number density inside a
pulsed gas flow cell by an SHI at 1064 nm: black curve, pulse length 100 ms;
red curve, pulse length 500 ms. Backing Ar pressure 600 mbar.

approximately 0.5 bar pressure at room temperature, which
would result in a ⇠27 rad phase shift (>4 fringes) in a
TAI[51] , while the phase shift read by the SHI is <1 rad[52] ,
thus sub-fringe, allowing for a real-time measurement.
It is highlighted that a time delay measurement in SD interferometry is inherently immune to the fringe-jump issue, and
can be applied to measure plasma densities over relatively
long distances, which would result in a signal spanning many
fringes in a time-domain measurement. As an example, when
adopting SD second-harmonic interferometry to measure the
electron density in gas discharged capillary[46] the groupdelay measurement is used to determine the number of
fringes, thanks to a sub-fringe phase resolution of 2.85 rad,
while the simultaneous determination of the spectral phase
allows one to achieve an overall 63 mrad phase resolution
over multiple fringes.
2.5. Phase-shift estimates

Table 1. Expected phase shifts in TAIs and SHIs for both hydrogen
gas and free electrons at 800 nm and 400 nm wavelengths, with L
expressed in cm, n g in 1019 cm 3 and n e in 1017 cm 3 . Note that
for SHI the fundamental wavelength used is indicated, while the
phase is actually measured at its second harmonic, i.e., 400 nm.
Configuration
1 TAI (800 nm)
1 TAI (400 nm)
1 SHI (800 nm)

Neutral gas
4.0 ⇥ L ⇥ n g
8.3 ⇥ L ⇥ n g
0.3 ⇥ L ⇥ n g

Free electrons
2.2 ⇥ L ⇥ n e
1.1 ⇥ L ⇥ n e
3.4 ⇥ L ⇥ n e

intensity data. Typically, this issue is addressed during
the data analysis with specific phase-unwrapping protocols.
There are two basic requirements for such phase-unwrapping
protocols to be effective. First, the presence of a reference
data point with known phase shift, typically zero, with
respect to which all other phase shifts are referred. In
2D measurements such data can be a pixel or an area of
the image where the two interfering beams have the exact
same phase, while in 1D measurements the reference value
is typically obtained from the data acquired before the
event under investigation has started or by waiting until its
completion. Second, the measurements have to resolve all
fringes. In 2D measurements this means that the spatial
gradient of the phase to be measured must be small enough
to avoid fringe jumps between two adjacent pixels of the
detector[49] . In 1D measurements, the detector has to be
fast enough to accurately follow the evolution in time of
the interference signal in order to count the number of
fringes[50] .
When the measured phase shift is small enough to stay
within a half-fringe so that it can be determined unambiguously, i.e., 1 <⇡ , then fringe jumps are avoided and phasetracking or phase-unwrapping protocols are not necessary,
enhancing the phase measurement sensitivity and speed, and
allowing for more robust real-time monitoring. As an example, the maximum density shown in Figure 3 corresponds to
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The actual relation between the measured phase shift and the
particle density is different in the case of neutral particles in
a gas or free electrons in a plasma. The values of the refractivity of hydrogen at STP for the fundamental and secondharmonic wavelengths of a Ti:sapphire laser are ⌘(800) =
1.374 ⇥ 10 4 and ⌘(400) = 1.426 ⇥ 10 4 , respectively[53] ,
thus 1⌘(800) = ⌘(400)
⌘(800) = 52 ⇥ 10 7 . So,
based on these values and on the known equation for the
plasma refractive index as a function of wavelength and
electron density, the expected phase shifts can be evaluated
and are reported in Table 1. The wavelength reported for
SHI is the fundamental wavelength used, while the reported
phase refers to the detected second harmonic, i.e., 400 nm
wavelength. It is noted that the phase to be measured by
Nomarski-type interferometers is actually the same as for the
TAI.
The wavefront sensor measures only the gradient of the
density, and therefore there is no straightforward analytical
relation between the measured quantity and the density
which is determined from the phase extracted by dedicated software. A comparison between similar measurements performed with both wavefront-based sensors and a
modified TAI revealed a difference in the absolute value
of the measured density of 10%–20%[35] . Indeed, a 15 nm
accuracy is stated for the instrument[34] , i.e., 0.24 rad at
400 nm, which can explain the deviation of the absolute
value found with respect to the modified TAI measurement.
Thus, the WF-sensor-based instrument requires an accurate
calibration before being used for the absolute measurement
of density. For comparison, the SHI employing quadrature
detection can reach an absolute accuracy of 1% or less for
1D measurements[39] .
In Figures 4 and 5 the capabilities of the various interferometric methods are shown graphically for neutral hydrogen
and free electrons, respectively: the full lines represent
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Figure 4. Interferometric capability for neutral hydrogen density
measurements. For each methodology considered, the wavelength used and
the measured phase are shown. For SHI, the fundamental wavelength used
is reported, while the phase shift refers to the actually detected secondharmonic wavelength, i.e., 400 nm. The solid lines correspond to the
smallest measurable phase, indicated in the legend, while the dashed lines
correspond to measurements within half-fringe.

the lower detection limit set by the sensitivity, while the
dashed lines represent the upper limit for measurement
within a single fringe, i.e., 1 <⇡ . Of course a fringe
jump allows one to overcome this upper limit, but at the
expense of higher uncertainty in time-domain measurements.
As discussed, fringe jumps are not an issue in spectraldomain interferometry, thanks to simultaneous group-delay
and spectral phase measurements. In Figure 5 the capabilities
in terms of the phase of both group-delay and spectral phase
measurements are reported separately.
Interferometry is usually performed transversely to the
main laser beam. In such a case, the plasma length covered by the interferometer light beam lies between 10 µm
(roughly the dimensions of the main laser beam spot) and
hundreds of µm. The transverse neutral gas length can range
from ⇠mm typical for pulsed jets[17] to tens of millimeters
in gas flow cells[21, 24, 54] .
For neutral hydrogen measurements, from Figure 4 it is evident that both the SHI and the WF-based sensors are capable
of measuring low density values, even for few millimeters
path. The 1D measurement with the SHI allows very fast
monitoring of the neutral hydrogen density (acquisition time
⇠ 1 µs) and can be implemented as a sensor in closed-loop
gas flow regulation systems. This is very important when
gas cells are used. In fact, repetitive shots of the high-power
main laser beam will eventually modify the cell’s orifice,
usually of hundreds of microns diameter, altering the gas
flow dynamics and therefore the actual gas number density
inside the cell for a pre-set backing pressure[12] . Online
regulation of such a gas supply system is therefore necessary
in order to achieve a stable and reproducible laser-plasma
acceleration process. The 1D measurement with the SHI

7

Figure 5. Interferometric capability for free-electron density measurements.
For each methodology considered the wavelength used and the measured
phase are shown. For SHI, the fundamental wavelength used is reported,
while the phase shift refers to the actually detected second-harmonic
wavelength, i.e., 400 nm. The solid lines correspond to the smallest
measurable phase, indicated in the legend, while the dashed lines correspond
to measurements within half-fringe, except for group delay measurements
with the SHI.

can achieve a sensitivity of <1 mrad, therefore enabling the
measurement of densities of about 1017 cm 3 over a 1 mm
length[39] . The WF sensor is indeed suitable for 2D mapping,
starting at a few 1017 cm 3 and few millimeters in length. As
per the higher values of density and medium length, all the
methods can measure within a single fringe for millimetersized sample with densities up to 1019 cm 3 , except the TAI
interferometer at 400 nm.
For free-electron density measurements, Figure 5 shows
that only the imaging SHI with 10 mrad sensitivity would
be suitable to measure the lowest free-electron density in
the range of few 1017 cm 3 for a plasma length <100 µm.
However, such an instrument has not been tested yet and further development is necessary to assess the actual sensitivity
achievable with the imaging SHI. An ultra-fast probe beam
has to be used to monitor the free electrons during laser–
plasma interactions. Ultra-fast SHI has been presented in
the literature[42, 55] , but more development is necessary to
establish a femtosecond version of the SHI. The WF-sensorbased instrument is suitable for the measurement of freeelectron densities >1018 cm 3 with plasma paths longer
than hundreds of µm, and it can work readily with ultra-fast
light sources[35] . In Figure 5 the capability of SD secondharmonic interferometry is also reported. High-sensitivity
spectral phase measurements, combined with group-delay
measurements over multiple fringes, are ideal candidates
as diagnostics to monitor the electron density inside gas
discharged capillaries with relatively large line-integrated
densities.
The advantages and disadvantages (pros and cons) of each
interferometric method are summarized in Table 2.
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Figure 6. Schematic of the Stark broadening measurement setup, showing
both longitudinal and transverse configurations.

Table 2. Qualitative comparison of interferometric methods.
Diagnostics
Two-arm

Pros
Ultra-fast and 2D capability

Cons
Sensitivity to environment
Multiple beams

Nomarski-type

Ultra-fast and 2D capability
Stability

Signal processing

Second-harmonic Single-arm, ultra-fast capability
Stability, sensibility and accuracy
Lateral shearing

Single-arm, stability
Ultra-fast and 2D capability

2D capability
to be tested
Accuracy
Signal processing

3.2. Raman scattering

3. Optical emission spectroscopy
All interferometric methods require an appropriate optical
line of sight through the sample. In the case of a freely
expanding gas jet, interferometry is easy to implement,
whereas in the case of confined samples (for example,
gas cells, capillaries and tubes), flat optical side windows
are necessary to provide the optical path for transverse
interferometry. This issue must be considered when designing the actual geometry of the accelerator stage. When a
straight optical path through the sample is not available
(for example, cylindrical capillary or tubes) optical emission
spectroscopy can be considered as a means to monitor the
density. Specifically, Stark broadening of hydrogen emission
lines and wavelength-shifted Raman scattering of the main
laser beam will be considered here.
3.1. Stark broadening
Spectroscopic investigation of hydrogen emission lines (for
example, H↵ at 656.3 nm and H at 486.1 nm) may be
implemented to monitor the free electron density with a
relatively simple approach[56] . In fact, the electron density
can be estimated from the broadening of the hydrogen
emission lines as
n e = 8.02 ⇥ 1012 (1
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3/2
,
1/2 /↵1/2 )

where n e is in cm 3 and 1 1/2 , the full width at halfmaximum of the Stark-broadened spectral line, in ångstroms.
The data analysis in this case depends (slightly) on the actual
electron temperature via the tabulated parameter ↵1/2 [56] ,
and therefore a measurement (or at least a reliable estimate)
of the electron temperature may be necessary in parallel
with Stark broadening measurements. Remarkably, the
plasma temperature can be estimated from the spectroscopic
measurement via the ratio of the emission line to the
background underlying continuum[57, 58] . Stark broadening
measurements can be performed both longitudinally[59–63]
and transversely[9, 64, 65] , as shown schematically in Figure 6. Spatially resolved emission spectroscopy can be
implemented using an imaging spectrometer, and measurements on the nanosecond time scale can be achieved using
a fast camera[66] . For example, Stark broadening of H
allows the local electron density with values <1017 cm 3
to be determined with a medium-resolution spectrometer.
An experimental study comparing transverse TAI and
longitudinal Stark broadening measurements of H [63]
has demonstrated very good agreement between the two
measurement methods.

(1)

Measurement of the Raman scattering of the main laser beam
photons due to the plasma can give information on the local
free-electron density[67] . In fact, the frequency of the Raman
scattered signal ! R is shifted compared to the original laser
frequency, ! L by the plasma frequency ! p , i.e., ! R = ! L
! p , so that the free-electron density can be estimated as
n e = 1.11 ⇥ 108 (1/

L

1/

2
R) ,

(2)

where n e is expressed in 1019 cm 3 and the wavelength
in nanometers[68] . Raman scattering can be measured in
the forward or backward directions compared to the main
laser beam, as schematically shown in Figure 7. The implementation of forward scattering measurements in LWFA
experiments requires the use of a mirror with a hole in
the center such that the Raman radiation is reflected while
the electron bunch can propagate undisturbed[69] , whereas
the backward measurement can be performed mainly at
wavelengths outside the reflectivity range of the main laser
beam mirror[70] .
An experimental study comparing the free-electron density inside a 15-mm-long discharged gas-filled capillary
measured by TAI and estimated by the frequency shift
between the original TW level main laser wavelength and
the forward-scattered Raman light has indicated a good
agreement between the two diagnostics up to 1019 cm 3[69] .
However, strong discrepancies in the Raman-based measurement can occur above 1019 cm 3[70] . On the other
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Figure 7. Schematic of the Raman scattering measurement setup, showing
both backward and forward configurations. M, mirror, Mh, mirror with a
hole in the center to let the electron beam through.

hand, densities <1018 cm 3 are difficult to quantify by this
methodology since the wavelength shift and the scattered
light intensity may be too low to be accurately measured, due
also to the spurious light from the high-intensity main laser
beam. So, this methodology is indeed interesting for highquality LPA due to its relatively simple implementation, but
would be useful mainly for free-electron densities in the
range 1018 –1019 cm 3 .
Besides forward and backward Raman scattering, it is
worth noting that the measurement of side Raman scattering
of the main laser pulse interacting with the plasma can also
provide a monitor of the electron number density[71] . A
systematic experimental investigation of the spatial–spectral
properties of the side emission scattered out of the polarization plane of the drive intense laser pulse during LWFA
has shown a correlation between the wavelength shift of the
Stokes line of Raman side scattering and the electron number
density[72] . In the specific case, a detailed analysis of the
recorded spectral shifts as a function of the electron number
density, measured independently by interferometry in the
range 1018 –1019 cm 3 , revealed a very good agreement with
relativistic stimulated Raman scattering theory in plasmas
at a high laser intensity, demonstrating the feasibility of
Raman side scattering measurements as a density diagnostic
tool. From a practical point of view, side Raman scattering
measurements, being somehow easier to implement than forward and backward scattering measurements, could provide
an online monitor of the accelerator performance as well
as a density monitor during alignment, optimization and
operation of an LPA once it is calibrated by means of other
methodologies (for example, interferometry).
4. Conclusions
For LPA stages in the range 0.1–1 GeV (for example, injector in multi-stage systems) the corresponding electron
density is in the range from a few 1017 cm 3 up to a few
1018 cm 3 (lower density ! higher energy), and target
configuration may be mm-long gas jets or gas flow cells. The
2D SHI potentially has the capability of accurate diagnostics
for the electron density in the low density range, but further
development is necessary to validate the ultra-fast and 2D

imaging configuration. At higher density and/or greater
plasma lengths the WF-sensor-based instrument provides a
good solution for 2D mapping with ultra-fast resolution.
Concerning neutral gas density measurements in the range
1017 –1019 cm 3 , 1D SHI provides a ready solution for realtime monitoring, while the WF sensor is suitable for 2D
mapping.
For LPA stage(s) requiring greater acceleration lengths
to reach electron energies of several GeV, plasma channels
with densities in the range 1017 –1019 cm 3 provide adequate
target structures. In this context, small-diameter plasma
channels created with a laser pre-pulse in gas cells are
open structures that can allow transverse interferometry: at
lower density only the ultra-fast 2D SHI may be useful,
while at higher density the WF-sensor-based instrument may
be adequate. However, this LPA configuration is difficult
to control, involving two separate laser beams, and may
pose serious challenges when adopted in user-oriented highquality accelerators.
Concerning plasma channels created by a discharge in a
capillary, they do not allow for transverse interferometry
unless a square capillary cross-section is used. Then, Stark
broadening/Raman scattering measurements and/or longitudinal interferometry may be adopted. Significantly, spectraldomain second-harmonic interferometry has recently been
demonstrated to be an elegant and suitable methodology
to monitor discharged gas-filled capillaries longitudinally.
Combining simultaneous group-delay and spectral phase
measurements, a high phase resolution has been achieved in
measurements spanning multiple fringes.
TAI interferometers are in general less suitable for implementation during operation and they may be more useful
during alignment/tuning of the system due to their wellestablished use in research laboratories.
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Abstract: The purpose of the European project EuPRAXIA is to realize a novel plasma accelerator
user facility. The laser driven approach sets requirements for a very high performance level for the
laser system: pulse peak power in the petawatt range, pulse repetition rate of several tens of Hz,
very high beam quality and overall stability of the system parameters, along with 24/7 operation
availability for experiments. Only a few years ago these performances were considered unrealistic,
but recent advances in laser technologies, in particular in the chirped pulse amplification (CPA) of
ultrashort pulses and in high energy, high repetition rate pump lasers have changed this scenario.
This paper discusses the conceptual design and the overall architecture of a laser system operating
as the driver of a plasma acceleration facility for di↵erent applications. The laser consists of a
multi-stage amplification chain based CPA Ti:Sapphire, using frequency doubled, diode laser pumped
Nd or Yb solid state lasers as pump sources. Specific aspects related to the cooling strategy of the
main amplifiers, the operation of pulse compressors at high average power, and the beam pointing
diagnostics are addressed in detail.
Keywords: laser driven plasma acceleration; Ti:Sapphire lasers; Chirped Pulse Amplification

1. Introduction
Laser-driven plasma accelerators will require a substantial scale-up of their performance in order
to address user applications. In particular, to meet user requirements, a higher repetition rate of
petawatt peak power is expected in the 100 Hz range and above, implying several kW of average
laser power. Nowadays, such an improvement is made credible by the rapid advancements of the
technology in this field. Nonetheless, the possibility of scaling up the existing technology of high peak
power lasers to higher average power remains challenging.
Pulsed high energy solid state lasers were recently realized, reaching uninterrupted operation
at pulse energy levels of up to approximately 100 J and pulse repetition rates (PRR) of up to 10 Hz
e.g., DiPOLE100 (Diode Pumped Optical Laser for Experiments) [1] built by the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL), and the High-Repetition-Rate Advanced Petawatt Laser System (HAPLS) [2]
developed by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). Systems reaching the petawatt
level with pulse energies in the range of tens of J have been realized [3], such as BELLA (Berkeley Lab
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In our study, the most critical points in the of design laser systems turned out to be the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)

the pump lasers for the Ti:Sa amplifiers, in particular regarding the pulse repetition rate (PRR);
the thermal load management, and the optimization of the extraction efficiency for the
Ti:Sa amplifiers;
the design of the pulse compression system, mainly in relation to the optical damage and the
thermal management of the gratings.

For each laser system, two levels of performance have been considered, with di↵erent energy
output and PRR (see Table 1), as follows:
(a)
(b)

Minimum performance level (named P0), featuring lower pulse energy and 20 Hz PRR;
High performance level (called P1), with higher energy at a PRR of 100 Hz.

Our design shows that the less challenging P0 performance level can be implemented with
currently available technologies, requiring mainly integration e↵orts. Conversely, level P1 lies one
step ahead with respect to the current technological capabilities, in particular regarding the PRR of the
pump sources. Indeed, the choice of 100 Hz PRR was found to be the trade-o↵ between the need for a
sufficiently high repetition rate for user operation of the facility and the high technology readiness
level (TRL) of the required components, assuming a 5-year time to construction.
Table 1. Laser emission parameters for the three devices envisaged for laser plasma injection and
acceleration, at the levels of performance of P0 and P1. The maximum output energy (before transport
and compression) has been calculated from the requirements of energy on target, assuming an overall
efficiency of 80% of the compression and the beam transport system. For Laser 1, a further amount of
energy output has been considered for the diagnostic beams (2.5 J at P0 and 3.8 J at P1).
Laser 1—Injector
150 MeV
Parameter
Wavelength (nm)
Maximum energy on target (J)
Maximum output energy (J)
Energy tuning resolution
(% of Eout )
Shortest pulse length (FWHM *)
(fs)
Repetition rate (Hz)
Energy stability (RMS **)%

Laser 2—Injector
1 GeV

Laser 3
LPA—Driver
5 GeV

Label

P0

P1

P0

P1

P0

P1

Etarget
Eout

800
5
8.8

800
7
12

800
15
18.8

800
30
40

800
50
62.5

800
100
130

dE

7

5

7

5

7

5

⌧

30

20

30

20

60

60

f

20
1

100
0.6

20
1

100
0.6

20
1

100
0.6

<E>

* FWHM: Full Width Half Maximum, ** RMS: Root Mean Square.

2.1. Front End
The design of the front-end segment, either at the performance level of P0 or P1, is not critical.
Several devices that are also commercially available can be adopted. The primary source is a common
master oscillator, whose output is shared among the three systems. Then, a first CPA stage amplifies
the pulse at the ~1mJ level, in order to efficiently pump an XPW stage immediately downstream.
The resulting pulse, with typical energy in the order of 10–100 µJ, is then seeded into the main CPA
chain. A regenerative amplifier and two multi-pass amplifiers increase the energy up to approximately
>~1 J, which is needed to seed the first stages of the three amplification chains.
During the amplification, the pulse spectrum will be slightly narrowed (few percent of reduction
in the FWHM of the spectrum) and red shifted (few nm), due to the higher gain experienced by the
leading front of the pulse (which corresponds to the red end of the pulse spectrum due to the chirping).
These e↵ects were calculated in the simulations and they will be pre-compensated at the level of the
seed pulse by blue-shifting and broadening its spectrum to obtain the desired peak wavelength and
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pulse duration at the output of each amplification chain. For this purpose, each chain has its own front
end stage. The master oscillator will generate pulses with shorter duration and broader bandwidth
than that actually required for the pulse amplification; the pulse sent to each front-end stage will be
spectrally filtered to obtain the peak wavelength and bandwidth required by each amplification chain.
Options for Pulse Train Generation
One of the acceleration schemes proposed in order to obtain the high quality electron bunches
required for EuPRAXIA is the so-called Resonant Multi-Pulse Ionization injection (ReMPI) scheme [7].
In this scheme, the wakefield is resonantly excited by a train of (relatively low intensity) pulses
at the Ti:Sapphire (TiSa) fundamental wavelength, while ionization injection is driven by a shorter
wavelength (second or third harmonic) pulse. To this purpose, a small fraction of the laser pulse is
picked up and frequency doubled or tripled by a nonlinear crystal, while the most energetic fraction
(almost 97% of the total energy, in the case being studied for EuPRAXIA) is shaped temporally as a
sequence of sub-pulses. Over the past few years, a few optical schemes were proposed in order to
produce a train of ultrashort pulses from a CPA TiSa chain [8–10]. However, in their proposed variants
these schemes do not meet the two essential requisites for driving the ReMPI acceleration scheme
within EuPRAXIA, namely a high efficiency (energy throughput into the pulse train) and reduced
amplitude variations among the di↵erent pulses of the train. Within the EuPRAXIA laser design,
we are thus exploring other optical schemes able to meet these requirements. Here we sketch the two
approaches we are pursuing, briefly outlining their pros and cons.
A first scheme exploits a segmented delay mask, made up of concentric rings of thin fused silica
plates with di↵erent thicknesses. Full simulations accounting for both the temporal and spatial (that is,
focusing) issues were carried out, which were reported in previous work [11]. Of course, the beam
propagation optics upstream of the last focusing parabola must be designed taking into account the
presence of the delay mask. While very easy to setup, the main drawback of this optical scheme is the
small di↵erences among the focal spot sizes and the Rayleigh ranges expected for the di↵erent pulses.
However, theoretical estimates show that these variations can be tolerated in the ReMPI scheme.
The study of a second approach was undertaken more recently, relying on a slight variant of an
optical scheme proposed in a previous study [9]. The concept (named “quasi lossless Train generation
by an Early aMplitude dIvision” (TEMPI)) is based upon the usage of birefringent plates of increasing
(doubling) thicknesses and crossed polarization. In our scheme the stack of birefringent plates is used
early (i.e., upstream) in the laser amplification chain (on the stretched pulse), so that (a) small aperture
optics can be used for this purpose and (b) the energy loss (50%) due to the polarization rejection
can be recovered at a much smaller price in terms of pump energy (see later). Optical simulations
of the amplification process with this scheme have been carried using the MIRO (Mathématiques et
Informatique pour la Résolution des problems d’Optique—Mathematics and computer science to solve
optical problems) code [12] in order to assess the importance of the interference and nonlinear e↵ects
occurring along the chain for the EuPRAXIA Laser 1 (see Figure 1), which could possibly be used as the
injector with the ReMPI scheme. The simulation is based on a slowly varying envelope approximation
computational scheme—the pulse is modeled as an amplitude profile (with dependence on both time
and spatial coordinates) and a time varying phase profile modulating a carrier frequency, with the
assumption that the variation of the amplitude and phase envelopes are very small on the spatial scale
of the wavelength and of the time scale of the optical period. In particular, simulations were carried
out for a ReMPI acceleration regime and using four pulses, with duration of 30 fs and separation of the
pulses over approximately 103 fs. A detailed discussion of the results of these simulations is beyond
the scope of this paper and will be provided elsewhere. Here, we only mention that according to
these simulations, the accumulated B-integral for Laser 1 is ~0.4, while the maximum intensity in the
chain is ~1.1 ⇥ 109 W/cm2 , which can be considered as quite safe values; this is due to the original
dimensions of the laser amplifier (see later), which, among other issues, were aimed at minimizing
nonlinear e↵ects. On the other hand, as it can be easily realized, Kerr nonlinearity in the crystal and
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gain saturation and narrowing result (due to the splitting and delaying of the original stretched pulse)
in the appearance of pre- and post-pulses between the main pulses of the pulse train (with respect to
the desired number of pulses), and to some imbalance in the peak power levels of the amplified pulses.
In the case studied for an EuPRAXIA injector, using a ReMPI scheme with a 4-pulse train produced
by Laser 1, the maximum intensity of these spurious pulses was <~0.2 of the intensity of the main
pulses in the train; the overall energy content in the spurious pulses was about 13% of the overall
pulse train, with 2% of the total energy located in pre-pulses before the train. The fluctuation between
the peak power levels of the main pulses after the amplification was about ±3%. Particle in cell (PIC)
simulations were recently performed using the actual pulse train temporal profile resulting from the
simulations on the amplification (which will be presented elsewhere), and they show no major e↵ects
on the plasma wave excitation and final bunch quality from these smaller intensity pulses and the
small variation in the peak power of the individual pulses. Nonetheless, these spurious e↵ects can be
possibly mitigated by proper temporal, spectral, and phase shaping of the seed pulse train before of the
amplification. This will be the subject of future studies. In the case considered here, the cost in terms of
additional pump energy (needed to recover the 50% energy loss in the plate/polarizer array, so as to
keep the extraction efficiency unchanged) has been estimated to be about 4J, over a total pumping of
about 35 J for the front end and the first stage (see below).
2.2. Power Amplification
Pulse amplification relies on CPA in Ti:Sa, requiring pump sources in the visible range
(i.e., frequency doubled, solid state Nd, or Yb-based lasers with emission in the range 515–532 nm).
Several devices have been realized, achieving amplification of ultrashort (<20 fs) laser pulses with
energy output of up to 100 J or greater, but these devices operate at a very low PRR (<1 Hz, or single
shot). EuPRAXIA requires a much higher PRR, resulting in high average pump power requirements
and a severe thermal load on the amplifiers.
Thermal load issues were addressed by means of water cooling at near room temperature of the
end surfaces of the amplification crystals, shaped as disks with a relatively large diameter to thickness
ratio, as recently proposed [13]. Alternative approaches were considered, such as the cooling of the
crystals by means of a high speed gas flow at cryogenic temperatures, as implemented in the DIPOLE
Yb:YAG high energy laser system [14,15], or more recently in the Ti:Sapphire high energy amplifier
implemented in the ELI-HAPLS system [16]. This cooling method was nonetheless considered not
suitable for this design, as it cannot provide a sufficient heat removal for this application, and it can
hardly be scaled up to even higher thermal loads, as will be clarified in the following parts. For this
reason, this solution was not further studied in the conceptual design.
The optimization of the extraction efficiency was carefully considered to reduce both the
requirements on the pump lasers and the overall thermal load. This was addressed by a careful
repartition of the amplification between the various stages, and by implementing the Extraction
During Pumping (EDP) method to limit the buildup of transverse gain, and thus transverse parasitic
lasing [17,18].
Modularity and scalability were addressed in the design—the various laser chains are built by
di↵erent combinations of a limited set of amplification modules: Laser 1 (see Figure 1) is composed of
a single amplification stage (AMP1); Laser 2 consists of two amplification stages (AMP1, featuring
the same design and operating parameters as in Laser 1, and AMP2); finally, Laser 3 consists of three
stages (AMP1, AMP2, and AMP3), the first two being identical to Laser 2, and the third one featuring
a dedicated design. The modules are already dimensioned to operate at the P1 level (Table 1) if a
sufficient pump pulse energy is available, as will be clarified in the following sections. This approach
is advantageous in view of an industrial development of the system and in view of the scaling up of its
performance from P0 to P1 along its lifetime.
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Both design
design
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of the
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all
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passes.
amplifying modules feature a multi-pass amplification architecture with 4 passes. Here, we provide
Here,
details
of the
amplifier
AMP3
(see
Figure
1), as this
is running
the amplifying
unit running
detailswe
of provide
the amplifier
AMP3
(see
Figure 1),
as this
is the
amplifying
unit
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at
the
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and
power
level,
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thus
is
the
most
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and power level, and thus is the most challenging in terms of thermal management. The unit
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management.
The unit consists
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amplification
disks. The
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in
of 3 equal amplification
disks. The
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are reported
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for the performance
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Table
2
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performance
levels
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P0 and P1.

Figure
Figure 2.
2. Layout
Layoutof
ofaasingle
singleamplifying
amplifyingelement
element in
in the
the reflection
reflection geometry.
geometry.
Table 2. Main design and operational parameter for the amplifier AMP3 in the reflection configuration.

Parameter
Crystal diameter (cm)
Crystal clear aperture (cm)
Crystal thickness (mm)
Crystal doping (% Wt)

Value
16
13.2
10.7
0.045

Parameter
Beam diameter FWHM (cm)
Pump beam energy (J)
Seed pulse energy (J)
Output pulse energy (J)

Value (P0–P1)
12–13
109–189
18.8–40
62.0–130
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Table 2. Main design and operational parameter for the amplifier AMP3 in the reflection configuration.
Parameter
Crystal diameter (cm)
Crystal
clear
aperture
(cm)
Instruments
2019, 4,
x FOR
PEER REVIEW
Crystal thickness (mm)
Crystal doping (% Wt)

Value
16
13.2
10.7
0.045

Parameter

Value (P0–P1)

Beam diameter FWHM (cm)
Pump beam energy (J)
Seed pulse energy (J)
Output pulse energy (J)
bandwidth
(nm.
FWHM)
PulsePulse
bandwidth
(nm.
FWHM)

12–13
109–189
18.8–40
62.0–130
27–23
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27–23
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to the
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1.2 disks’
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Figure3.3.(Left)
(Left)amplified
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Ti:Sapphiredisks.
disks.Pump
Pumpbeams
beamsare
arenot
notrepresented
represented
Figure
forclarity.
clarity.(Right)
(Right)pump
pumpbeam
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path.Drawings
Drawingsnot
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scale,with
withangles
anglesexaggerated
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forclarity.
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for

Thepump
pumpbeam
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pathincludes
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thatthe
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thepump
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oneach
each
The
disk
is
synchronized
with
the
arrival
of
the
amplified
pulse.
disk is synchronized with the arrival of the amplified pulse.
The energy
energy amplification
is described
in Figure
4, which
reports
the pulse
The
amplificationprocess
processininAMP3
AMP3
is described
in Figure
4, which
reports
the energy
pulse
for
increasing
numbers
of
passes,
for
the
performance
levels
P0
and
P1.
For
the
P0
level
the
module
energy for increasing numbers of passes, for the performance levels P0 and P1. For the P0 level theis
seeded with
18.8 Jwith
and 18.8
pumped
109 J, with
resulting
a output in
energy
of 62energy
J; for the
performance
module
is seeded
J andwith
pumped
109 J,inresulting
a output
of P1
62 J;
for the P1
level
the
output
energy
is
130
J
with
a
seed
pulse
energy
of
40
J,
and
a
pump
energy
of
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J.
performance level the output energy is 130 J with a seed pulse energy of 40 J, and a pump energy
of
189 J. The amplification process takes advantage of the fact that in both cases the seed energy is relatively
high,
so an
efficient energy
extraction
can be realized
even
amplification
The
amplification
process
takes advantage
of the
factthough
that inthe
both
cases the per
seedbounce
energyonisa
single disk
is relatively
low. The
di↵erent
pulse duration
and spectral
P0 and
P1
relatively
high,
so an efficient
energy
extraction
can be realized
even bandwidth
though the between
amplification
per
were
found
to
have
a
negligible
impact
on
the
energy
extraction.
bounce on a single disk is relatively low. The different pulse duration and spectral bandwidth

between P0 and P1 were found to have a negligible impact on the energy extraction.
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and the stored
energy
return
pass. During
this interval
the absorption
energy absorption
is completed
and the
storedremains
energyavailable
remains
available for the amplification in the return pass, as the lifetime of the Ti:Sa is obviously much longer
than the overall pulse transit time in the disks sequence.
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in the
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2.4. Fluid Cooling Simulations
2.4. Fluid Cooling Simulations
A simulation of the temperature distribution and of the thermomechanical stresses a↵ecting
A simulation of the temperature distribution and of the thermomechanical stresses affecting the
the amplifier disks was carried out by means of Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software available
amplifier disks was carried out by means of Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software available in a
in a commercial software package, i.e., LAS-CAD (ver. 3.6.1) developed by LAS-CAD GmbH
commercial software package, i.e., LAS-CAD (ver. 3.6.1) developed by LAS-CAD GmbH
(www.las-cad.com), to calculate the spatial temperature distribution in the gain material, the resulting
(www.las-cad.com), to calculate the spatial temperature distribution in the gain material, the
stress and deformation distribution induced by the thermal expansion, and finally the thermal
resulting stress and deformation distribution induced by the thermal expansion, and finally the
aberrations computing the optical path di↵erence (OPD) distribution across the crystal aperture due to
thermal aberrations computing the optical path difference (OPD) distribution across the crystal
both the variation of the refractive index with temperature and the variation in the crystal thickness
aperture due to both the variation of the refractive index with temperature and the variation in the
due to thermal expansion and thermally induced stresses. Thermally induced birefringence [20] was
crystal thickness due to thermal expansion and thermally induced stresses. Thermally induced
not considered. Detailed results of this approach are described in previous work [6].
birefringence [20] was not considered. Detailed results of this approach are described in previous
A key point to obtain meaningful results from the FEA simulations is the modelling of the heat
work [6].
exchange between the solid and the fluid. This was modelled by means of a film coefficient k = Q/DT,
A key point to obtain meaningful results from the FEA simulations is the modelling of the heat
where DT is the local di↵erence of temperature between the solid surface and the fluid, and Q is the
exchange between the solid and the fluid. This was modelled by means of a film coefficient k = Q/ΔT,
power per unit surface transferred from the solid to the fluid. Although approximate, this approach
where ΔT is the local difference of temperature between the solid surface and the fluid, and Q is the
power per unit surface transferred from the solid to the fluid. Although approximate, this approach
is very effective in reducing the computational effort to acceptable levels, in particular with full 3D
models.
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is very e↵ective in reducing the computational e↵ort to acceptable levels, in particular with full
10 of 19
3D models.
The fluid–solid
fluid–solid heat
heat transfer
transfer process
process was
was studied
studied by
by means
means of
of dedicated
The
dedicated fluidodinamical
fluidodinamical
simulations,
in
2D
geometry,
in
order
to
obtain
reliable
values
for
the
heat
transfer coefficient
coefficient used
used
simulations, in 2D geometry, in order to obtain reliable values for the heat transfer
in
the
full
3D
simulation.
The
computational
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was
a
numerical
solution
of
the
Navier–Stokes
in the full 3D simulation. The computational method was a numerical solution of the Navier–Stokes
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cooling. We notice here that cryogenic He cooling was also recently employed for the cooling of a
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cooling was also recently employed for the cooling of a Ti:Sa multi-slab amplifier for the HAPLS
system [16]; however, in that case the system runs at 3.3 Hz, with a pump energy of about 60 J, setting
the average pump power to about 200 W. This is much lower than the average pump power expected
in the Eupraxia system for any of the amplification stages.
3. Pump Laser Requirements and Available Technologies
As outlined above, the laser amplification chains are composed of up to three individual amplifiers,
labeled AMP1, AMP2, and AMP3 in the diagram in Figure 1. From the preliminary system design,
the following pump energy requirements emerged, as summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Pump energy requirements for the various amplification stages.
Device

Pump Energy @ P0 (20 Hz) [J]

Pump Energy @ P1 (100 Hz) [J]

AMP1
AMP2
AMP3

19.2
37.2
109

25.7
65.2
189

Pump pulses must have a wavelength around 515–40 nm to match the absorption band of the
Ti:Sapphire, and a pulse duration of several nanoseconds. Possible candidates as pump laser systems
are the Premiumlite-YAG device developed by the French company Amplitude (formerly known as
P60) and the DiPOLE 100 developed by the Central Laser Facility, Science and Technology Facility
Council (STFC) Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in the United Kingdom.
The Premiumlite system is based on a chain of Nd:YAG disk amplifier heads (DAH) based
on Nd:YAG, and currently operated with flash lamp pumping, liquid-cooled at room temperature.
After conversion of the output to the second harmonic, the system delivers up to 60 J of pulse energy
at 532 nm, with a pulse duration of 5–6 ns. The system is modular, i.e., it can be scaled down by
reducing the number of active heads. Currently the repetition rate is 10 Hz, possibly limited by thermal
management issues related to flashlamp pumping [21].
DiPOLE is a diode-pumped, solid state laser amplifier based on an end-pumped stack of ceramic
Yb:YAG slabs, cooled by a flow of low-temperature, high-pressure helium gas. This technology
was recently demonstrated at the 1 kW level with the DiPOLE100 system (STFC, UK; HiLASE, CZ),
showing 100 J output energy at 10 Hz, 1030 nm, with > 60 J expected conversion at 515 nm [1]. Current
development plans are oriented toward a low energy, high repetition rate (10 J at 100 Hz) version of
the system, whereas the frequency upscale of the 100 J version is probably challenged by thermal
management issues.
4. Pulse Compression and Beam Transport System
The pulse compressor and the beam transport system also pose specific problems because of the
high average power level handled by the pulse compressor and the high pointing stability required for
the interaction with the plasma target.
A general scheme for this part of the apparatus is depicted in Figure 8. The design of the whole
subsystem has to be compliant with the final goal of recompressing the 125 J CPA pulse coming from
the last amplification stage down to 20–60 fs on-target (depending on the laser system, see Table 1
for details).
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8. General
General transport
transport and
and compression
compression scheme.
scheme.

The main system elements are:
(a)
(b)
(c)

a deformable mirror for the optimization of the phase front of the beam in a specific plane in the
compressor, to keep the phase front compatible with the required compression;
a beam expander with a given magnification, to relay the image plan on the deformable mirror,
which also includes a spatial filter implemented by placing a pinhole at the focal spot;
a temporal compression stage.

The spatial filter is required to remove high spatial frequencies from the beam (due for instance to
inhomogeneities in the Ti:Sa crystal), which would otherwise induce hot spots in the beam profile along
the transport chain. In any case, the diameter of the pinhole in the spatial filter will be much larger
than the spot size (i.e., by a factor between 2 and 10); moreover, the spatial filter is placed downstream
with respect to the deformable mirror, which manages both the wave front correction and the pointing
stabilization, so that overall there is no risk that the pinhole will be damaged by the laser beam.
Between the spatial filter and the compressor, a possible series of 2 mirrors for polarization
rotation or simple beam transport towards the compressor entrance can be considered, also to allow
the detection of beam leakage for diagnostics purpose. This stage actually depends on the choice of
compressor gratings, and it will be needed for gold gratings, as explained below.
The next section will describe for each point the available technologies and schemes, and the
choice of the best option.
4.1. Compressors
At each compressor, the average input power and output pulse parameters will be:
Laser 1: 1.2 kW (12 J @ 100 Hz), needed 20 fs after compression (62 nm bandwidth), spectral
acceptance required: 140 nm
Laser 2: 4 kW (40 J @ 100 Hz), needed 20 fs after compression (62 nm bandwidth), spectral
acceptance required: 140 nm
Laser 3 13 kW (130 J @ 100 Hz), needed 60 fs after compression (23 nm bandwidth), spectral
acceptance required: 60 nm
Laser induced damage threshold (LIDT) of gratings limits the laser fluence arriving on the
compressor for each laser system to 100 mJ/cm2 , and thus the average intensity impinging on the
compressors to 10 W/cm2 . While gratings in air might handle this intensity, it is not at all obvious
whether they can do it in a vacuum. The only study available so far on gold grating cooling in air was
carried out [22] at LLNL. For these reasons, given the current lack of studies on this issue, the baseline
choice for the EuPRAXIA compressor grating material is gold gratings without resin, which requires
the study of a cooling strategy. The absence of resin between the gold layer and the substrate might
induce less deformation in the gratings, but there is still no established evidence on this and an accurate
study is therefore mandatory. Indeed, some new grating technology could make cooling unnecessary,
thus simplifying significantly the complexity of the system.
Experimental tests were carried out on heating e↵ects of the gratings of an ultrashort pulse
compressor using a kW laser diode as the thermal source. The compressor is installed in the front end
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hall of the Apollon laser [23,24] and allows the compression of mJ level pulses at < 17 fs in air. Based
on wavelength-dependent wavefront measurements, the spatiotemporal impact on the compressed
pulses was evaluated.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 9. A typical folded gold grating based compressor is
used. In order to experimentally reproduce the high average power conditions on the compressor
gratings, a 1.2 kW laser diode at 980 nm was used as the thermal source. The heating beam from the
diode is first split into twin beams via a polarizer beam splitter (PBS) and each one is directed precisely
on
the input and output sections of the first compressor grating (G1).
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An imaging system allows a perfect overlap of the diode heating beam on the ultrashort beam
(Figure 10a). A thermal camera is used in parallel to measure the local spatial distribution of the
temperature increase (Figure 10b,c). The metrology used includes a wavefront sensor (Phasics SID4),
achromatic near and far field sensors, as well as a single shot autocorrelator and a Wizzler for the
estimation of the impact on the pulse duration.

Figure 10. (a) Image of the heating diode laser beam and of the fs laser beam on G1. The laser diode
beam has a top hat profile, with a spot size of 0.82 mm × 1.63 mm (surface ~ 1 cm2). The edge of the
diode beam is evidenced by a dashed red line, and the edge of the fs beam by a dashed green line. (b)
G1 thermal image for 130W sent on each spot (see above). (c) Temperature profiles for the beam spots
(b); left profile: input spot; right profile: output spot.
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temperature increase (Figure 10b,c). The metrology used includes a wavefront sensor (Phasics SID4),
achromatic near and far field sensors, as well as a single shot autocorrelator and a Wizzler for the
estimation of the impact on the pulse duration.
For different values of the average power (0–130 W) sent on G1, the wavefront (peak-to-valley
and RMS values in λ units), Strehl ratio, defocus, and all the higher order induced aberrations were
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were measured. A significant degradation of the spatial profile of the beam was measured, and an
accentuated astigmatism was noted, induced by the gratings when they are heated. The focal spot
Instruments
2019, 4, x FOR
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15 of
19
is asymmetrically
distorted,
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We report the study of the fast rise time and decay time in the ps time scale of the excitonic luminescence of a
multiple quantum well (MQW) heterostructure of InGaN/GaN, including the excitation density eﬀect. These
structures were proposed as ultrafast scintillators for soft X-ray detectors and particle beam diagnostics.
Measurements were carried out with a Hadland Imacon 500 streak camera following excitation of the sample by
laser pulses of few tens of µJ at 266 nm and 400 nm, with pulse duration less than 200 fs. The rise time of the
detected MWQ luminescence was less than 10 ps, with a possible contribution from the detection system and
signal collection geometry. The calibration and the signal processing techniques employed to fully exploit the
time resolution of the detection system are also described.

1. Introduction
Inorganic scintillators have many applications in various ﬁelds as
medical imaging, homeland security, high-tech industry and high energy and nuclear physics [1,2]. In particular, strong interest is motivated by the possibility to achieve a high spatial resolution in positron
emission tomography (PET) imaging in medicine [3,4] and in electromagnetic calorimetry which are a part of huge detectors installed at
high energy physics accelerators detecting particle and photon tracks
after beam collisions. In both cases, the so-called time-of-ﬂight (TOF)
techniques are used [5] where a key role is played by the timing coincidence resolution parameter that, in today's commercial PET machines, is of the order of 500 ps. Achieving the 10 ps milestone in timing
coincidence resolution would allow avoiding reconstruction algorithms
in data processing in TOF-PET and increasing the sensitivity by at least
one order of magnitude [4,6]. For this application, it is particularly
important the rise time of the luminescence signal, following the arrival
of the excitation photon, as this eventually determines the limit in the
coincidence time resolution. Short decay time of the luminescence is

also relevant to squeeze the generated luminescence photons in a short
time window. Despite the importance for applications, until now only
few studies addressed the analysis of the scintillation dynamics with
sub-10 ps time resolution (see for instance [7,8]). In order to gain access
to luminescence rise and decay dynamics in the sub-10 ps time scale,
detection schemes typically employ a streak camera.
Scintillators suitable for such a goal must show not only high light
yield, but also very fast scintillation response in the time scale of several
nanoseconds - few tens of nanoseconds, and with a negligible risetime
[6]. The so-called free Wannier exciton emission in wide direct-gap
semiconductors could oﬀer such characteristics [9,10], but due to its
inevitable small Stokes shift, it is impossible to exploit it in bulk scintillation elements as all the scintillation emission would be re-absorbed
[11] These materials are usually studied in nanocrystalline powder,
thin ﬁlm or nano-composite forms [12]. In the latter case the aim is to
provide a transparent bulk optical element with the desired scintillation
characteristics which are deﬁned by ﬁne nanocrystallite scintillator
phase, homogeneously dispersed in the volume of the host.
Further enhancement of the desirable properties of Wannier exciton
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can be achieved due to so called quantum size eﬀect. This eﬀect results
in an enhanced stability and accelerated decay of the exciton state
when the exciton motion is conﬁned in one, two or three dimension, in
so-called quantum wells, wires and dots, respectively. One of the ﬁrst
examples of 1D (quantum well) conﬁned structure featuring large light
output and fast scintillation response was presented by K. Shibuya et al.
[13] employing lead-halide-based perovskite-type layers made of
[PbX4]2- (X = Br, I), sandwiched between two insulating layers of alkylammonium, resulting in a fast decay time of 390 ps and a risetime in
the scale of tens of ps, under excitation of 20 ps electron pulses.
From a practical point of view an interesting option is oﬀered by
epitaxial technologies where multiple quantum well (MQW) structures
of alternating GaN and InGaN layers, each one a few nanometers thick,
are prepared on Al2O3 substrates with the lateral dimensions up to
several inches. Excitonic emission occurs in InGaN layers in the spectral
range 400–450 nm and can achieve subnanosecond photoluminescence
decay times [14]. Time-resolved luminescence of these MQW structures
was also investigated in [15–17]. Such a nanostructure was found to be
an interesting candidate for fast scintillation detector of soft X-ray or
low energy particles [18]. Nonetheless, the ultimate quantitative rise
time characteristics of luminescence decay in these materials have
never been determined so far. In this context, we focus here on the rise
time measurements and excitation density eﬀect of a InGaN/GaN MQW
scintillator, investigated by means of femtosecond laser excitation and
streak camera detection. The appropriate convolution procedures in the
data handling have been used to obtain their correct quantitative evaluation.

Fig. 2. Transmission spectrum at room temperature of the sample under test.

were grown on sapphire substrates with c-plane orientation. More details about the structure preparation can be found in [18].
The transmission spectrum of the sample used in the experiments is
shown in Fig. 2. From this spectrum it can be seen that it is possible to
excite selectively the InGaN quantum wells in the band ∼ 380–420 nm,
whereas an excitation below 350 nm will also aﬀect the GaN in the
barriers between the InGaN layers and in the separation layers between
of the individual MQWs groups. The oscillating behavior in the transmission for wavelengths longer than 400 nm is due to etalon eﬀects
between the surfaces of the sample.

2. Sample description and preparation
Structure with InGaN/GaN MQWs (see Fig. 1) used in our experiment have been prepared by an Aixtron 3 × 2 CCS MOVPE system
equipped with a Laytec EpiCurve TT apparatus for in situ measurement
of reﬂectivity. The structure contains 6 groups of 5 InGaN QWs in the
active region. The In content in InxGa1-xN QWs is x = 0.07 ± 0.02,
with QW thicknesses 1.4 ± 0.2 nm and GaN barrier thicknesses
5.7 ± 0.2 nm. Thickness was estimated from the simulation of X-ray
diﬀraction data and the In concentration was estimated from SIMS results. Each group of ﬁve QWs was followed by a 25 nm thick GaN separation layer with the purpose of decreasing the strain energy in the
active region and also to increase the thickness of the scintillator active
region.
Trimethylgallium (TMGa) and NH3 were used as precursors with a
hydrogen carrier gas for the growth of buﬀer layers. Triethylgallium
(TEGa), trimethylindium (TMIn), and ammonia with a nitrogen carrier
gas were used for the growth of the InGaN QWs and barriers. Structures

Fig. 1. Schematics of the InGaN/GaN MQW structure used in the experiments.
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3. Experimental set-up and data processing
3.1. Experimental set-up
Experiments were carried out at the Intense Irradiation Laser
Laboratory (ILIL) of the CNR-INO, in Pisa (Italy) (http://research.ino.
it/Groups/ilil/it/about_it/). The sample is excited by laser pulses at
about 266 nm and 400 nm obtained as the 3rd and 2nd harmonics respectively, of a Ti:Sapphire ampliﬁed laser system, delivering pulses
with a duration of 80 fs at 800 nm [19]. After the conversion to the 2nd
and 3rd harmonics the pulse duration is less than 200 fs for both wavelengths. The incident energy is of a few tens of µJ, with a spot size on
the target of about 2 mm in radius. The experimental set-up is depicted
in Fig. 3. The detection is carried out with a Hadland Imacon 500 streak
camera (spectral response from 300 nm to 650 nm, peaked at about
450 nm), ﬁtted with an image intensiﬁer. The streak image is acquired
by a cooled Electron Multiplying CCD camera (Andor LUCA,
1002 × 1004 pixels). The streak camera is triggered by a signal derived
from the laser pulse; an adjustable delay box allows for the ﬁne tuning
of the trigger delay. The streak camera has various scan speeds, from
11.1 ps/mm to 356 ps/mm, corresponding to diﬀerent values of time
resolution and time acquisition window. The sample is illuminated by

Fig. 3. Schematics of the experimental set-up (not in scale).
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the laser pulse with an angle of incidence of about 16° with respect to
the optical axis of the collecting optics. The sample surface is placed
approximately perpendicular to the optical axis of the collecting optics,
with the MQW structure facing the incident beam; the other side (Al2O3
substrate) is translucent. The ﬂuorescence of the sample is imaged on
the streak camera slit by the lenses L1, L2. matching the entrance f/# of
the streak camera. The spectral band of interest is selected by a suitable
ﬁlter placed between the two lenses. An iris between the two lenses is
used to adjust the signal intensity reaching the streak camera.
The emission spectra of the sample were collected at the input of the
streak camera using a ﬁber coupled spectrometer (Ocean Optics).
Careful calibration procedures are needed in all the experiments
performed with streak camera systems. Attention must be paid to avoid
the saturation of both the photocatode of the streak tube, and of the
image intensiﬁer, which can lead to severe distortions in the acquired
signal.
The intensity response of the streak camera was calibrated to
compensate spatial non-uniformities in the photocathode for the streak
tube and in the intensiﬁer luminosity. This calibration was carried out
by acquiring the decay traces of ﬂuorophores having a decay time of
some hundreds of ns, which provide a signal which is temporally uniform (within few %) over a time interval of few ns. The scan speed in
the diﬀerent time scales was calibrated by analyzing the signals obtained from laser pulse pairs with known temporal separation, obtained
by reﬂection on both surfaces of diﬀerent glass plates with known
thicknesses.
The streak traces were acquired on a shot by shot basis. After acquisition the individual traces were processed with the following steps:

Fig. 4. IRF to the laser pulses at 400 nm at the scan speeds used in the measurements. The traces are normalized to their peak value.

– The intensity was corrected using the previously acquired intensity
calibration traces, to compensate for spatial non-uniformities in the
photocatode for the streak tube and in the intensiﬁer luminosity;
– The time scale was re-sampled at uniform time intervals, using the
previously acquired position vs. time calibration curves;
– The traces obtained from diﬀerent shots (usually 10) were ﬁnally
synchronized and co-averaged, using the rise front as time marker.
This procedure resulted in a high signal to noise ratio, still not
compromising the temporal resolution of the acquisition system.
Conversely, a direct averaging of multiple shots would result in a degradation of the temporal resolution of the system, due to the residual
jitter between the scan trigger signal and the laser pulse.
The time resolution of the acquisition system has been determined
as the FWHM of the response after the excitation with a 200 fs duration
laser pulse at 400 nm, and using the same processing protocol adopted
for the measurements on the samples. As the laser pulse is much shorter
than the time response of the system, these measurements provide the
Impulse Response Function (IRF) of the system. In particular we obtained a IRF FWHM of 81.8 ps at the lowest scan speed (356 ps/mm)
and of 10.2 ps at the fastest scan speed (29.5 ps/mm). Fig. 4 shows the
response of the system under excitation with the laser pulses at 400 nm
at the diﬀerent scan speeds, as obtained after the synchronization and
co-averaging procedure described above.
The decay curves were ﬁnally approximated by a sum of exponential functions convoluted with the appropriate instrumental response using the software package SpectraSolve (Ametek).
4. Experimental results
4.1. Emission spectra
The emission spectrum of MQW sample described in Section 2,
under excitation at 266 nm, is reported in Fig. 5 below. Even though the
UV laser emission is cut oﬀ by the glass of the collection optics, a
bandpass ﬁlter (Filter #1, Oriel 5–58, peak wavelength 430 nm,
bandwidth 30 nm FWHM) was used to avoid possible spectral

Fig. 5. Excitonic emission of the MQW quantum well structure under 266 nm
(with and without the interferential Filter #1) and 400 nm excitation (after the
Filter #2 used to reject the excitation radiation). All the plots were rescaled to
their peak value. The Filters #1 and #2 are described in the text.

contamination on the signal (such as residual laser 2nd harmonic). A
single emission band peaked at 437 nm was observed. We observe that
no further band in the yellow region of the spectrum (which was reported in [18,20]) was detected.
When exciting at 400 nm a diﬀerent bandpass ﬁlter (Filter #2,
Andover 450FS20–50 peaked at 450 nm, bandwidth 20 nm) was used
because the laser was partially superimposed to the emission band. This
allowed to collect the MQW exciton emission tail at longer wavelengths.
4.2. Luminescence decay
The temporal dependence of the emission was acquired under excitation at 266 nm and 400 nm. At 266 nm two excitation conditions
were used, i.e. lower incident pulse energy (16 μJ, corresponding to
approximately 0.4 mJ/cm2 of average excitation ﬂuence) and a higher
one (29 μJ, i.e. 0.7 mJ/cm2). The emission signal was ﬁltered using the
Filter #1 (see above). Under excitation at 400 nm the decay behavior
was acquired with an incident energy of 30 μJ (about 0.7 mJ/cm2 of
ﬂuence), using the Filter #2 to select the detection spectral band.
For each excitation, the luminescence signal was acquired with two
diﬀerent settings of the streak camera: the fastest available scan speed,
capable to achieve the highest time resolution (i.e. 10.2 ps of IRF
FWHM) over a short time window (about 700 ps), and a slower scan
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Fig. 6. Luminescence decay with high temporal resolution (nominal scan speed 29.5 ps/mm) and with the same excitation conditions as in Fig. 4. Solid line is
convolution of IRF (also in ﬁgure) and function I (t ) = A1 × exp ( −t /T1) + A2 × exp ( −t /T2)+A3 × exp ( −t /T3)+ Background . Fitting parameters are reported in the
ﬁgure. Detection under excitation at 266 nm is made with Filter #1, under excitation at 400 nm is made with Filter #2 (see Fig. 5).

speed, capable to record a relatively long time interval (about 10 nsec)
with a lower time resolution (IRF 81.8 ps, see above). The fast acquisition mode was speciﬁcally aimed to determine the rise time of the
luminescence response after the excitation, which is the main target of
the experiment. The slow acquisition mode addressed the evaluation of
the decay behavior, mainly for comparison with previous results [18].
At the fastest scan speeds the rise time could be resolved reliably in
the decay curves, over a dynamic range of about 2 decades. The rising
edge of the luminescence was analyzed using the fast 29.5 ps/mm scan
speed (Fig. 6). The rising part of the curve was ﬁtted by means of a
negative exponential function, whose rise time is 10 ps (under excitation at 266 nm) and 7 ps (under excitation at 400 nm). IRF was convoluted with the decay function I(t) to obtain the ﬁt.
The examples of resulting decays are shown in Fig. 7. Apparently,
the departure from single exponential behavior is more evident in case
of 266 nm excitation. We did not ﬁnd any substantial diﬀerence in the
decay shape for two excitation densities of 16 and 29 µJ used in the case
of 266 nm excitation.
The decaying part of curve is approximated by diﬀerent decay times
compared with Fig. 6 due to much longer time scale and non-exponential character of the decay (see Section 5).
It must be noticed that the structure of the sample itself introduces a
slowdown in the rise time of the luminescence. The MQW structure has
an overall thickness of less than 4 µm, which is negligible in terms of
propagation delay of the excitation and signal light. On the other hand
the sample has an overall thickness of about 0.45 mm, mostly

constituted by the Al2O3 substrate, whose back face is diﬀusing. The
group velocity of light in Al2O3 at 430 nm (the peak of the emission
wavelength) is c/1.84. The path diﬀerence between the signal generated at the front surface and travelling toward the streak camera, and
the signal generated at the front surface travelling toward the back side
and reﬂected back to the streak camera results in a time delay inside the
sample of about 5.5 ps (neglecting slanted paths and multiple reﬂections). This ﬁgure is not negligible with respect to the measured rise
time, and it is not included in the evaluation of the IRF discussed above
(the latter was obtained by sending the laser beam on a surface diﬀuser
in place of the sample, and therefore it is not aﬀected by the optical
thickness of the target).
5. Discussion and conclusions
The measurement shown above demonstrate that the luminescence
of the MQW under test has a rise time of the luminescence in the sub10 ps time scale. By using convolution procedure with the measured IRF
for the fast streak camera scan (29.5 ps/mm) we have reliably resolved
the presence of comparable and very small rise time values on the range
7–10 ps in the luminescence emission mechanism under both the 266
and 400 nm excitations. The former excitation involves also massive
charge carrier migration from the GaN nanolayers into InGaN ones
where the luminescence process occurs. The obtained results mean that
this charge carrier migration does not add any delay in the photoluminescence mechanism. It must be noticed that the actual rise time

Fig. 7. Decay curves for the excitation at 266 nm (energy 29 μJ) and 400 nm (energy 30 μJ). Solid line is convolution of IRF (also in ﬁgure) and function
I (t ) = A1 × exp ( −t /T1) + A2 × exp ( −t /T2+
) Background . Fitting parameters are reported in the ﬁgure. Detection under excitation at 266 nm is made with Filter #1,
under excitation at 400 nm is made with Filter #2 (see Fig. 5).
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could be even shorter, as the calculated rise time is comparable with the
detection system IRF, and the luminescence rise time could be aﬀected
by light scattering eﬀects at the level of 5 ps.
Regarding the decay behavior, the discrepancy in the value of the
decay time resulting from the analysis shown in Figs. 6 and 7 should be
understood just as resulting from technical reasons which does not
necessarily reﬂect the physical nature of the process. In particular, the
relatively low temporal resolution in the slower acquisition time scale
(356 ps/mm) does not allow to obtain a reliable information on the fast
component of the decay; conversely, in the fastest scan speed (29.5 ps/
mm) it is possible to resolve the rise time and the fastest decay component, but the acquisition time scale is too short to obtain a reliable
assessment of the slowest decay component. It must be noticed anyway
that the measurement of the slow decay components (in the time scale
of several ns) is routinely carried out with more conventional techniques (e.g. time correlated single photon counting [18]).
While single exponential photoluminescence decay was reported
only in the case of the measurement of a single InGaN/GaN quantum
dot (QD) [21], the measurement over an ensemble of QDs [22] or in
MQW structure [23] always shows a non-exponential decay proﬁle,
which has been approximated e.g. by a stretched-exponential model
and explained by local compositional ﬂuctuations [23].
An interesting aspect, however, is the diﬀerence of the decay proﬁles under 400 nm and 266 nm excitations. Namely, the decay is noticeably accelerated in the latter case. In part, such a diﬀerence can be
due to the detection of emission in somewhat diﬀerent spectral parts of
excitonic band due the used ﬁlters (see Section 4.2 above). However,
given the peak power of the excitation laser, the excitation density effects should be also considered. In the context of non-proportionality of
scintillator materials, it has been considered that various interactions
between elementary closely spaced excitations and charge carriers in
the conversion stage of scintillation mechanism (ﬁrst few picoseconds)
induce energy losses [24]. While such a process heavily aﬀects the light
yield of a scintillator, it does not show any inﬂuence on the luminescence decay itself as it occurs before the relaxed excited state of emission centers is formed. However, noticeable distortion of the decay was
noted when high intensity femtosecond pulse laser source at 313 nm
(Urbach tail of absorption edge of CdWO4) was used for the excitation
of a CdWO4 single crystal scintillator [25]. Gradually increasing deviation of the decay from single exponential (acceleration of the decay)
with increasing laser power was successfully modeled by the Forster
dipole-dipole interaction model which works on the relaxed selftrapped exciton states of CdWO4. Even if such a process has been
forecasted to occur in semiconductors above much higher threshold
(compared to ionic crystals as CdWO4) of the onset of self-quenching
due to diﬀerences in the mobility of holes, electrons and excitons [26]
we tend to explain the above reported diﬀerence in the decay shape on
the excitation wavelength in the same way: in case of 266 nm excitation
the band-to-band absorption transition of GaN is involved and the total
absorption coeﬃcient of MQW will be much higher compared to that at
400 nm when only InGaN nanolayers are absorbing, as it was pointed
out in Section 2. Thus, total deposited energy in MQW structure will be
much higher as well in case of 266 nm excitation. However, all generated electrons and holes in MQW tend to migrate into the InGaN nanolayers which create the lowest-energy band structure for both electrons and holes. In spite of possible migration losses, the density of
excitonic states in these regions will be much higher for 266 nm excitation and, consequently, their interaction probability strongly increases. Such interaction of excitons is completely analogous to the
above mentioned situation in CdWO4 and it shows itself qualitatively
exactly in the same way. We also note that simple increase of excitation
density by factor less than two in case of 266 nm excitation did not
show any clear diﬀerence in the decay course.
In conclusion, our measurements have demonstrated that InGaN/
GaN heterostructures feature a luminescence response with rise time of
less than 10 ps; this value can still be lengthened by instrumental and

experimental eﬀects, so that it must be considered as an upper limit of
the actual rise time. The timing characteristics of MQW are thus not
deteriorated due to rising edge of the luminescence response, which is
of great importance for its use in superfast scintillation detectors.
Moreover, luminescence decay and in particular the luminescence rise
time did not show an appreciable dependence on the excitation density,
which is also an important feature in view of practical applications.
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Abstract
In the 2015 review paper ‘Petawatt Class Lasers Worldwide’ a comprehensive overview of the current status of highpower facilities of >200 TW was presented. This was largely based on facility specifications, with some description
of their uses, for instance in fundamental ultra-high-intensity interactions, secondary source generation, and inertial
confinement fusion (ICF). With the 2018 Nobel Prize in Physics being awarded to Professors Donna Strickland and
Gerard Mourou for the development of the technique of chirped pulse amplification (CPA), which made these lasers
possible, we celebrate by providing a comprehensive update of the current status of ultra-high-power lasers and
demonstrate how the technology has developed. We are now in the era of multi-petawatt facilities coming online, with
100 PW lasers being proposed and even under construction. In addition to this there is a pull towards development
of industrial and multi-disciplinary applications, which demands much higher repetition rates, delivering high-average
powers with higher efficiencies and the use of alternative wavelengths: mid-IR facilities. So apart from a comprehensive
update of the current global status, we want to look at what technologies are to be deployed to get to these new regimes,
and some of the critical issues facing their development.
Keywords: exawatt lasers; high-power lasers; petawatt lasers; ultra-high intensity

1. Introduction
There have been two published reviews of ultra-high-power
lasers separated by nearly two decades; the first by Backus
et al.[1] in 1998, when there was only one petawatt class
laser in operation[2] , and the second by Danson et al.[3]
some 17 years later, which identified approximately fifty
petawatt class lasers either operational, under construction
or in the planning phase. These review papers were cited
by the Nobel Committee for Physics in its 2018 award to
Strickland and Mourou in its Scientific Background paper[4]
‘Groundbreaking Inventions in Laser Physics’. In addition
to these the National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and
Medicine in the USA published a report in December 2017
‘Opportunities in Intense Ultrafast Lasers: Reaching for the
Brightest Light’[5] , which summarized the current status of
high-power lasers, highlighting the decline in this activity
within the USA in recent years, and making recommendations of how this should be remedied.
A special mention should also be made to the work
of ICUIL. ICUIL, the International Committee on UltraHigh Intensity Lasers, is an organization concerned with
international aspects of ultra-high-intensity laser science,
technology and education. This was formed in 2003 following the work of the OECD (Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development) Global Science Forum[6]
under the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics
(IUPAP)[7] . ICUIL has a very active programme of work
and maintains a track of ultra-high-intensity lasers on its
website[8] . It also hosts a biennial conference to bring the
community together for the exchange of information on the
subject.
1.1. Introduction – historical perspective
The possibility of using lasers to achieve previously unobtainable states of matter in the laboratory gained much
attention following the demonstration of the first pulsed
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laser in 1960[9] . In the following few years there was
vigorous research activity as attempts were made to increase
the peak power and focused intensity in order to reach
extreme conditions within the laboratory. Initial jumps of
several orders of magnitude in peak power came with the
invention of Q-switching[10] , and then mode-locking[11–15] .
Progress slowed, as illustrated in Figure 1, until the late
1980s, with the development of the technique of chirped
pulse amplification (CPA) by Strickland and Mourou[16] at
the Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE) at the University
of Rochester, USA.
A parallel problem existed in radar systems, where short,
powerful pulses that were beyond the capabilities of existing
electrical circuits were needed. Using dispersive delay
lines, the radar pulses could be stretched and amplified
prior to transmission, and then the reflected pulse could be
compressed, avoiding high-peak powers within the amplifier
circuitry[17] . In the telecommunications industry, work was
carried out on the use of prisms[18] and grating pairs[19]
to compensate for the spectral phase distortions imposed
on broad bandwidth laser pulses by long lengths of optical
fibre. By putting a telescope inside a grating pair, Martinez
produced a method to reverse the sign of the spectral phase
that was imparted, thus creating a device that could stretch a
pulse and then exactly compress it. These systems were used
in stretching pulses prior to propagation along the fibre, then
compressing them in order to reduce nonlinear effects.
Strickland and Mourou’s approach was to take the 150 ps
output from a commercial mode-locked Nd:YAG oscillator,
which was then stretched to 300 ps and spectrally broadened
in 1.4 km of optical fibre, using a combination of group
velocity dispersion and self-phase modulation. The pulse
was then amplified in a Nd:glass regenerative amplifier, and
compressed using a Treacy grating pair[20] which compensated for the second-order spectral phase imposed by the
fibre. From the original CPA paper’s conclusion, it states ‘we
have shown that by first stretching a chirped optical pulse and
then amplifying before compressing, high-peak power pulses
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Figure 1. The historical journey to multi-petawatt ultra-short-pulse laser facilities.

can be achieved. To date, we have produced 2 ps pulses with
an energy of 1 mJ.’
Due to the limitations of mode-locked lasers operating
at 1064 nm, early high-power/energy CPA lasers[21–24] all
relied on the use of self-phase modulation to generate enough
bandwidth to support pulses of a few picoseconds[25] . These
systems generated large amounts of high-order spectral
phase and spectral modulation during the nonlinear process,
making optimal compression hard to realize and, moreover,
these systems had poor stability due to the nonlinear
process. A transformative development was the invention
of the transition-metal-doped gain medium titanium-doped
sapphire (Ti:Al2 O3 ) in 1986 by Peter Moulton at the
MIT Lincoln Laboratory[26] . It has a very large gain
bandwidth (⇠640 to ⇠1100 nm) that is much larger than
other materials and absorbs conveniently at frequencydoubled Nd wavelengths. This naturally led to Ti:sapphire
mode-locked oscillators[27] which allowed much shorter
pulses to be produced. These systems could either directly
seed Ti:sapphire amplifiers[28] or, if tuned to 1054 nm[29] , be
used to seed existing large-aperture Nd:glass systems. Other
developments around this time included a neodymiumbased additive-pulse mode-locking system[30] which could
generate pulses at under 0.5 ps at 1054 nm. These new
ultra-short-pulse oscillator systems did away with the need
to use self-phase modulation to spectrally broaden the pulse.
Various geometries of stretcher were then developed, such as
the Offner triplet[31] , allowing longer stretches to be realized
and hence more energy to be generated.
1.2. Introduction – facility landmarks
The developments described above led to the first welldefined, 100 TW class laser systems being commissioned
simultaneously, with the P102 laser at CEA Limeil-Valenton
in France (Figure 2)[32, 33] and on the Vulcan system at STFC

Figure 2. The 100 TW P102 laser system at CEA Limeil-Valenton, France
(picture courtesy of CEA).

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in the UK (Figure 3)[34, 35] ,
in the early to mid-1990s.
The world’s first petawatt laser was put together in 1996
re-purposing one beamline of the existing Nova Nd:glass
laser facility based at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)[2] . It operated for three years and delivered 1.5 PW with energy up to 680 J to target. By
applying chirped-pulse-amplification and stretching pulses
from a new, Ti:sapphire based short pulse front-end tuned to
1053 nm centre wavelength to 1 ns, developing metre-scale
diffraction gratings for the pulse compressor and using a
reflective focusing configuration, the NOVA Petawatt (Figure 4) opened the door to a myriad of high intensity science
exploration. In 2004 Vulcan became the first petawatt laser
commissioned as a true user facility[36] at the Central Laser
Facility, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK. The first
multi-kJ facility, OMEGA-EP, was brought online at LLE in
2008, producing 2.1 kJ at 10 ps pulse duration[37] . It should
be noted that, with the dawn of megajoule-scale Nd:glass
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Figure 3. The Vulcan 100 TW laser from the early/mid-1990s showing
the first ever single-pass CPA compressor system with one grating in air
(centre) and the second in vacuum (bottom right) (picture courtesy of STFC
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory).

Figure 4. Inside the Nova Petawatt compressor chamber (picture courtesy
of LLNL).

lasers, these facilities are, in their own right, petawatt class
lasers, albeit multi-beam facilities. The National Ignition
Facility (NIF)[38] , commissioned at LLNL in 2009, was
originally specified to deliver 1.8 MJ in 3 ns, giving an
output power of 400 TW. Details of all these facilities can
be found in the geographical breakdown of current facilities
in the next section of this review.
Following the development of the Ti:sapphire oscillator
in 1991[27] , extraordinary progress has been made with this
medium. The first petawatt class Ti:sapphire laser was
commissioned as early as 1999 in the US on the JanUSP
system at LLNL. It was pumped by the 1970s JANUS
Nd:glass laser and produced 200 TW in 85 fs initially. In
Japan at the J-KAREN facility, they produced close to one
petawatt (0.85 PW) in 2003[39] . The next major milestone
was the BELLA laser at Berkeley, where in 2013 it produced
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the first ever petawatt system operating at 1 Hz[40] . Only
five years later the world’s first high average power petawatt
laser system HAPLS[41] developed at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory was installed at the ELI-Beamlines
facility in the Czech Republic. The laser uses a singleaperture, diode-pumped solid-state laser (DPSSL) to pump
its Ti:sapphire medium and the laser is designed to deliver
>1 PW at 10 Hz, with a commissioning demonstration in
2018 of 0.5 PW at 3.3 Hz. In March 2019 Thales reported
the first demonstration of 10 PW operation of their system
installed at ELI-NP in Magurele, Romania[42] . Several other
lasers of similar peak power performance are underway in
China, France and the Czech Republic. Details of all these
facilities are provided in the geographical breakdown of
current facilities in this review.
The development of amplifiers capable of supporting
broad bandwidths is also required to realize high-peak
powers. Early systems relied entirely on dye or Nd:glass
amplifiers. While dye lasers could support very large
bandwidths, their short lifetimes and low saturation fluences
severely limited the amount of energy that could be
extracted. Neodymium-based lasers, on the other hand,
could provide a large amount of energy but would support
only a limited bandwidth. This led to the search for a new
laser material that could provide the energy and bandwidth
required to support high-energy short pulses. Ti:sapphire
oscillators[26] coupled with optical parametric amplification
systems[43] provided the solution for these problems. These
were initially used in the pre-amplification stages of multiterawatt systems in conjunction with Nd:glass rod or disc
amplifiers. They provided many orders of magnitude of
gain at high bandwidth before larger amplifiers, generally
Nd:glass, added the last few orders and limited the reduction
of the bandwidth. As the quality and size of available
Ti:sapphire and nonlinear crystals have improved, so has
the energy that can be extracted from these systems. An
overview of the development of these systems is given in
Section 4.1.1 covering ‘The journey to 100 PW OPCPA
facilities’ later in this review.
1.3. Introduction – the future
For this review it was felt appropriate to not only give an
historical perspective and the current status of facilities,
but also to look to the future, about where facilities are
going, and what these might look like in 10–20 years’
time. New petawatt laser facilities are embracing a new
mission to establish operation of secondary source beamlines
and attract users from a much broader range of research
fields. A precursor to this approach was Laserlab-Europe,
the integrated infrastructure initiative of European Laser
Research Infrastructures[44] that provides access to laser
facilities to plasma physicists as well as biologists, chemists
and material scientists. This treats lasers in a very similar
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way to any other conventional beamline user facility, such as
synchrotrons or particle accelerators.
Facilities, currently in their final commissioning phase,
like the European Extreme Light Infrastructure (ELI) pillars
in the Czech Republic, Romania and Hungary[45] , are
pushing forward this concept, providing user access not
only to laser beamlines, but also to laser-produced secondary
radiation and particle sources, including gamma-ray, proton
and electron beams. Facilities currently in their conceptual development phase, like the European EuPRAXIA
infrastructure[46] or the US k-BELLA facility[47] , aim
at further advancing this concept, by incorporating steplike changes in the design to enable high-repetition-rate,
accelerator-like, high-quality operation of the secondary
sources, in a compact size and efficient mode of operation.
In light of these developments, the later sections of the
review therefore address three areas: ultra-high-power development; high-average-power development; and enabling
technologies.
In the ultra-high-power development section we examine
the journey to 100 PW OPCPA systems; other developments
which could be used to achieve exawatt scale facilities and
the potential use of plasma amplifiers as booster amplifiers
for these systems.
The high-average-power developments deserve a special
mention as they represent the key to the delivery of commercially relevant applications of petawatt lasers. Indeed,
research with petawatt lasers has been prolific in terms of
results with a high potential for applications in several areas,
including medicine, materials and environmental sciences.
This applies, for example, to secondary radiation sources
for phase-contrast X-ray imaging[48] , for pulsed neutron
imaging[49] or for developments of therapy using very high
energy radiation[50, 51] . The delivery of industrial products
in this context has so far been hindered by the lack of highaverage-power sources capable of supporting continuous
operation at the high repetition rate needed for such uses.
Ongoing developments are changing this landscape, with
new technologies such as diode laser pumping progressively
replacing traditional flashlamp technology, opening the way
to efficient and stable operation of petawatt laser-driven
secondary radiation and particle sources. We therefore
look at the development of new materials for HAP (high
average power) technology; new OPCPA schemes; and coherent beam combining in fibre-based systems. This later
section covers both spatially multiplexed and temporally
multiplexed schemes.
In the final section we examine enabling technologies:
where we are; the challenges facing us; and what we believe
we will be able to achieve. This will include: the development of mid-IR lasers; the use of plasma optics; grand
challenges that face the community in optics, diagnostics and
target design; and the issue of temporal contrast techniques
to improve the delivered pulse fidelity.

2. Geographic overview of facilities
In the section we give an overview of the current status of
petawatt class lasers worldwide. Unlike the 2015 review
paper, we have chosen to present this geographically. This
was felt appropriate for two main reasons: firstly, the original paper sub-divided the lasers by their classification,
but increasingly this is less clear to determine, as many
systems are designed using mixed technologies; secondly
it graphically illustrates the shift in time of the centre of
gravity of ultra-high-intensity facilities from initially the US,
through Europe, and currently firmly centred in Asia.
2.1. Geographic overview of facilities – North America
The US, with its combination of national laboratories and
university-based systems, had the lead in ultra-high-power
laser facilities worldwide until the start of the new millennium. These have ranged from: the first petawatt laser in
Nova Petawatt; the only fully operational megajoule facility
in NIF; pioneering university-based systems at the University of Rochester with OMEGA and its upgrade OMEGAEP; and the BELLA facility at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory. The pioneering CPA technique also was developed at the University of Rochester. The following section
describes the capabilities of these facilities and includes the
Advanced Laser Light Source (ALLS) in Canada.
2.1.1. USA
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has
played a critical and leading role in the development of highenergy and ultra-high-power laser facilities. The building
blocks for Nd:glass lasers were developed at LLNL over
many years and brought together to construct the Shiva
facility in the late 1970s[52] . The successor laser, Nova, had
one of its beamlines reconfigured in the late 1990s to deliver
the first-ever petawatt laser worldwide[2] . A dedicated front
end and vacuum compressor were used to deliver 680 J in a
440 fs pulse, giving 1.5 PW. One of the major developments
for Nova Petawatt was the capability to manufacture largeaperture diffraction gratings, up to 1 m, for use in the vacuum
compressor.
The NIF (National Ignition Facility)[38] at LLNL, is the
first and currently the only fully operational megajoule scale
facility. It has 192 40 cm ⇥ 40 cm beams that initially
delivered a total of 1.8 MJ in a ⇠3 ns shaped pulse @ 3!,
0.6 PW (a true petawatt class laser in its own right, albeit
delivered in multiple beamlines) configured for indirect
beam drive. It became operational and officially dedicated in
March 2009. The facility has been operational for over nine
years and delivered data for both the NIC (National Ignition
Campaign)[53] and the US stockpile stewardship programme.
In 2018 NIF achieved a record of 2.15 MJ delivered to target,
although without increase to the peak power[54] .
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Figure 5. NIF ARC compressor gratings during final alignment (picture
courtesy of LLNL).

At LLNL, NIF ARC (advanced radiographic capability)[55] is designed as an advanced X-ray radiography
capability for NIF (Figure 5). NIF ARC uses four (one
quad) of NIF’s beams to obtain a temporal resolution
of tens of picoseconds and became operational in 2015.
Each beam is split into two, producing eight petawatt
class beams delivering between 0.4 and 1.7 kJ at pulse
lengths between 1.3 and 38 ps (0.5 PW each) in the
infrared. ARC drove many developments for kJ-short
pulse lasers forward such as high-efficiency meter-scale
dielectric gratings[56] , single shot precision diagnostics[57] ,
and dispersion management[58] .
Titan[59] is one of five lasers that make up the Jupiter Laser
Facility at LLNL. It is a petawatt class laser coupled to a
kilojoule beamline for a broad range of experiments. The
short pulse beamline delivers up to 300 J in a sub-picosecond
pulse, and offers a 50 J high-contrast green option. It is
currently being upgraded to higher peak power and a third
beamline added.
There is a long history of using diode-pumped technology
at LLNL originally with the Mercury laser facility, a diodepumped Yb:S-FAP laser. Mercury was developed as a
high-average-power laser (HAPL) using diode arrays for
laser pumping and pioneered gas cooling as a precursor
to an advanced fusion driver and was later considered for
a potential pump laser for Ti:sapphire lasers[60] . This
was moth-balled and then dismantled to make way for
HAPLS[41] , a 1 PW @ 10 Hz system generating >30 J in
30 fs for ELI-Beamlines discussed later in this paper. The
high-power diode array technology was jointly developed
by LLNL and LaserTel. The LLNL team has successfully
completed the construction of the all-diode-pumped HAPLS
laser, and currently it is operated at the ELI-Beamlines in the
Czech Republic as the L3 laser, with an initial repetition rate
of 3.3 Hz to bring the target area up in steps.
The Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE) at the University of Rochester, although university based, is operated
more akin to a national laboratory. It has played a critical
role in the development of ultra-high-power lasers, from
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the original development of CPA[16] to the first of the
multi-kJ petawatt facilities, OMEGA-EP, to be operational.
OMEGA-EP is a four-beam system with an architecture very
similar to that of the NIF laser and is coupled with the
well-proven 30 kJ at 351 nm, 60-beam long-pulse OMEGA
laser system[37] . Two of the EP beams can be operated in
short-pulse mode with an OPCPA front end to add highenergy, petawatt class laser performance to provide X-ray
backlighting and proton radiography capabilities for inertial
confinement fusion (ICF) experiments. The laser can operate
between 0.6 and 100 ps, delivering almost 1 PW performance at best compression, and 1.25 to 2.3 kJ performance at
pulse widths >10 ps. It has driven the development of highdamage-threshold multi-layer dielectric gratings and their
use in tiled geometry.
At Sandia National Laboratory a large-scale kilojoule class
petawatt facility provides X-ray radiographic capability to
the Z-pinch facility. The laser facility uses Beamlet[61] ,
which was the original prototype facility for NIF at LLNL
that was decommissioned in 1998 before being transferred
to Sandia and renamed Z-Beamlet[62] . The upgrading of
the facility to Z-Petawatt[63] provides enhanced radiographic
capability. The beamline, which consists of an OPCPA
front end and Nd:phosphate glass amplifiers, delivers 500 J
in 500 fs. Updates on the capabilities of the Z-Backlighter
facility in its two modes of operation can be found in
references from 2016[64, 65] . There are now two CPA modes
of operation based on two different vacuum grating compressors. The beam directly out of the main amplifiers
can deliver 100 J/500 fs (200 TW) with a standalone target
chamber. The other compressor delivers a 500 J/500 fs,
1 PW, beamline to a new standalone chamber called Chama.
Other long pulse modes of operation are available and
upgrade to the petawatt capabilities planned.
2.1.2. LaserNet US
Given the numerous smaller-scale facilities in the USA
(many described below) the DOE’s Office of Science has
established a new coordination mechanism for institutes
operating ultra-high-power lasers through LaserNet US. This
network is designed to provide user access to petawatt class
lasers and to foster collaborations. The initial members of
LaserNet US are Colorado State University (CSU); Ohio
State University (OSU); the Universities of Michigan (UM),
Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) and Texas (UT); the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC); and Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory (LBNL). The network was expanded in
2019 to include lasers from the Jupiter facility at LLNL and
the OMEGA-EP at LLE, University of Rochester described
above, both of which have already been operating as user
facilities. A summary of the capabilities of these LaserNet
US[66] facilities is given in Table 1.
The Advanced Beam Laboratory at Colorado State University (CSU) operates a 0.85 PW Ti:sapphire laser operating
at 3.3 Hz, with an option for second-harmonic operation
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Table 1. LaserNet US facility capabilities.

Figure 6. The Advanced Beam Laboratory at Colorado State University
(picture courtesy of Colorado State University).

at ultra-high contrast (Figure 6)[67] . The pump laser for
the Ti:sapphire laser is a novel flashlamp-pumped highrepetition-rate Nd:glass amplifier. The beam propagates
in a zigzag path in the amplifier gain medium, aided by
total internal reflection in the polished wall of the slabs.
Each slab amplifier generates pulses with ⇠18 J energy and
15 ns duration at 1053 nm, with a pulse energy fluctuation
of ⇠1% RMS (root mean square). The amplified beams are
frequency-doubled by LBO crystals to generate 11 J pulses
at 527 nm to produce a total Ti:sapphire pump energy of 88 J.
They have also developed a joule class, all-diode-pumped
cryo-cooled Yb:YAG picosecond laser operating at a
0.5 kHz repetition rate[68] – a technology that is being
considered for future high-average-power petawatt class
CPA/OPCPA laser pump sources[48] .
The BELLA (BErkeley Lab Laser Accelerator) facility has
been operational since 2013 and was built for dedicated experiments on laser plasma acceleration at Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory, US (Figure 7). BELLA can operate at

Figure 7. The BELLA laser facility, the world’s first 1 Hz petawatt laser
(picture courtesy of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory).

peak power levels of 1.3 PW with, at the time, a recordsetting repetition rate of 1 Hz[40] . The Ti:sapphire laser
was commercially built by Thales and has demonstrated exceptional pointing stability (<1.3 µrad RMS), shot-to-shot
energy stability (<1% RMS) and pulse duration stability
(<5% RMS). BELLA has demonstrated quasimonoenergetic
electron beams of up to 7.8 GeV via laser-plasma wakefield
acceleration using a capillary discharge gas target system[69] .
BELLA has also begun construction of i-BELLA, where
using an ⇠ f /2 parabola and a new target chamber, they
plan to perform ion acceleration experiments at intensities
around 1022 W/cm2 . k-BELLA is a proposal for a multikW average power laser which would enable high-averagepower demonstration experiments of the rapidly advancing
laser-plasma accelerator technology; providing a stepping
stone to a laser-driven collider. The system performance is
planned to be 3 J at 1 kHz operating at 30 fs. So, although
not necessarily within the scope of the review in terms of
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power (100 TW) this is an important system which will be a
technology demonstrator for much higher power systems[47] .
HERCULES (High Energy Repetitive CUos LasEr System) was constructed at the FOCUS Center and Center for
Ultrafast Optical Science (CUOS), University of Michigan.
In 2004 ultra-high intensities of up to 1022 W/cm2 in a
45 TW laser could be generated using wavefront correction
and an f /0.6 off-axis focusing parabola[70] . By adding
a booster amplifier to the system, 300 TW operation was
achieved at a 0.1 Hz repetition rate[71] . Recently, CUOS
received funding for upgrading HERCULES to 500 TW.
The upgraded pump lasers used for the third and fourth
amplification stages of HERCULES are a 5 Hz Gaia 16 J
laser and an Atlas 100 J system from Thales Optronique SA.
CUOS also houses the lambda-cubed laser, a 500 Hz, 20 mJ,
30 fs laser, that is involved in developing high-repetition-rate
electrons, X-rays and ion sources[72] .
The Diocles laser at the Extreme Light Laboratory, University of Nebraska–Lincoln came online at a power level
of 100 TW at 10 Hz in 2008, and 0.7 PW at 0.1 Hz in
2012[73] . It has been modified since to have active feedback
spectral phase control[74] , and then with a dual-compressor
geometry[75] . The group recently discovered multi-photon
nonlinear Thomson scattering for generating X-rays[76] . The
purpose-built research facility occupies three floors of the
Behlen Laboratory Building and operates three separate and
independent systems operating at: 0.7 PW peak power at
0.1 Hz; 100 TW at 10 Hz; and 6 TW at 10 Hz.
The Texas Petawatt Laser[77] based at the Texas Centre for
High Intensity Laser Science at the University of Texas at
Austin uses a high-energy OPCPA front end with optimized
mixed glass to produce shorter pulses than traditional glass
petawatt facilities. The OPCPA system amplifies pulses up
to the joule level with broad bandwidth, followed by final
amplification in mixed glass Nd:glass amplifiers. The first
64 mm rod is silicate with eight-pass angular multiplexing
and then four-pass through two pairs of phosphate disc
amplifiers. The 1.1 PW beamline produces a bandwidth
of 14.6 nm, delivering 186 J in 167 fs. With an f /1.1
OAP and an active feedback deformable mirror, the pulses
can achieve peak focal intensities up to 2 ⇥ 1022 W/cm2 .
In 2015 the front end was upgraded to improve contrast
by implementing a picosecond OPCPA stage prior to full
pulse stretching in order to reduce parametric fluorescence.
Further improvements were made by moving away from
lens-based telescopes to an all-reflective geometry, which
eliminated a series of pre-pulses.
The Scarlet laser facility[78] at Ohio State University was
built for studies on high-energy density physics and relativistic plasma physics in a dedicated climate and particulate
controlled environment in the physics research building. The
project began in 2007, with the facility becoming operational in 2012. The dual CPA (DCPA) front end is a kHz
Femtopower system (Femtolasers) which goes through a
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contrast-enhanced cross polarized wave (XPW) process. The
final output operates at 15 J in <40 fs, achieving >400 TW
with a shot every minute. The Scarlet laser compressor
chamber is vacuum isolated from its target chamber via a
Brewster angle ⇠6 µm thick nitro-cellulose pellicle, and can
achieve peak intensities up to 8 ⇥ 1021 W/cm2 . One of the
main experimental focuses of the Scarlet facility is ion and
electron acceleration from micron-structured targets[79] .
The LCLS (Linac Coherent Light Source) is one of the
principal facilities at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. The MEC (Materials in Extreme Conditions) instrument combines the unique LCLS coherent X-ray beamline
with a femtosecond laser system. This system has been
operational at the 25 TW level, but is planned to be upgraded
to the petawatt class level.
2.1.3. Canada
At the University of Quebec, Montreal, Canada the Advanced Laser Light Source (ALLS) is a commercial
Ti:sapphire PULSAR system built by Amplitude Technologies operating at 200 TW (5 J, 20 fs, 5–10 Hz PULSAR
laser)[80] . The system has recently been upgraded to deliver
500 TW (10 J, 20 fs)[81] .
2.2. Geographic overview of facilities – Europe
Europe has been pivotal in the development of ultra-highintensity lasers, with many systems operational in both
national laboratories and universities. Many of the developments necessary for the advancement of these systems,
including OPCPA, were pioneered in Europe. There is a
very strong industrial base, in France in particular, which
supplies components, subsystems and even petawatt class
facilities to laboratories throughout the world. Looking to
the future, ELI (Extreme Light Infrastructure) is a distributed
European infrastructure comprising three pillars situated in
the Czech Republic, Romania and Hungary, and financed
through European Union structural funds. These facilities
will transform how researchers gain access to world-leading
interaction capabilities, with all three facilities due to start
operations in 2019.
Europe has also benefited from the coordination role
provided by Laserlab-Europe, bringing together researchers
from 38 organizations, as full members, from 16 countries.
Its main objective is to provide a sustainable interdisciplinary
network of European laser laboratories to: provide training
in key areas; conduct research into areas of perceived bottlenecks; and offer access to many of the member facilities to
perform world-class research.
2.2.1. United Kingdom
The UK has two national laboratories with facilities which
generate ultra-high powers: the STFC Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory, which hosts the Central Laser Facility (CLF);
and the Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE). There are
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also very active programmes within UK Universities, with
petawatt class lasers at the University of Strathclyde and
Queen’s University Belfast.
Vulcan at the STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory was
the first petawatt class laser to be used by the international
plasma physics community as a dedicated user facility. It is
a high-power Nd:glass laser[36] which has been operational
for over 40 years. It enables a broad range of experiments
through a flexible geometry[82, 83] . It has two target areas:
one with six 300 J (1053 nm at 1 ns) long-pulse beamlines
combined with two synchronized short-pulse beams and a
separate target area with high-energy petawatt capability
(500 J in 500 fs) synchronized with a single long-pulse
beamline.
The Vulcan Petawatt target area will undergo an upgrade
with the addition of a petawatt class OPCPA-based beamline
delivering pulses with 30 J and 30 fs with a centre wavelength of 880 nm. A new laser area will be created that
houses a front end based on a DPSSL-pumped picosecond
OPCPA scheme whereby the output from a Ti:sapphire
oscillator is amplified to the millijoule level in LBO. These
pulses are then stretched to 3 ns before undergoing further
stages of amplification in LBO, the final stage employing
one of the Vulcan long-pulse beamlines as a pump laser.
The pulses will then be compressed in the target area and
focused into the same target chamber as the existing petawatt
beamline.
The Vulcan 2020 upgrade project is a proposal to increase
the peak power of Vulcan to 20 PW (400 J and 20 fs), to
enhance its long-pulse capability and to introduce a new
target area for interactions at extremely high intensities.
The peak power will be increased by the installation of
an OPCPA beamline using DKDP crystals pumped by two
dedicated 1.5 kJ Nd:glass lasers. The long-pulse provision
will be increased by the use of additional 208 mm aperture
Nd:glass amplifiers, increasing the output energy of each of
the six long-pulse beams to ⇠2 kJ per beam[84] .
Gemini is a Ti:sapphire laser system[85] operated within
the Central Laser Facility. It is operated as an academic
user facility that in recent years has seen an increase in
the number of industrially focused experiments requested.
It has two ultra-high-power beamlines, each delivering 15 J
in 30 fs pulses @ 800 nm, giving 500 TW beams to target,
generating focused intensities >1021 W/cm2 . Routine highcontrast operation can be achieved with the use of a double
plasma mirror assembly within the target chamber.
AWE, Aldermaston operates the Orion facility which
became operational in April 2013 (Figure 8).
It is
a Nd:glass laser system which combines 10 long-pulse
beamlines (500 J, 1 ns @ 351 nm) with two synchronized
infrared petawatt beams (500 J in 500 fs)[86] . One of the
petawatt beamlines is operated in ultra-high-contrast mode
by frequency doubling two square 300 mm sub-apertures to
operate in the green, giving 200 J in <500 fs, 400 TW, with
nanosecond contrast levels of >1018[87] .

Figure 8. The Orion laser facility (picture courtesy of AWE).

The TARANIS (Terawatt Apparatus for Relativistic and
Nonlinear Interdisciplinary Science) laser in the Centre for
Plasma Physics in Queen’s University Belfast is a Nd:glass
system that can deliver up to 30 J in a nanosecond to
⇠10 J in <1 ps. TARANIS-X is a major upgrade based
around OPCPA to provide ⇠3 J in sub-10 fs pulses representing an ultimate specification of 300 TW in a single
beam. The key aim of this upgrade is to improve the
near-time contrast of the laser system while at the same
time opening the way for few-cycle laser–matter interactions
and investigations at relativistic intensities. The unique
architecture of TARANIS/TARANIS-X will offer a suite of
low- to high-power pulses with durations ranging from a few
femtoseconds to nanoseconds, and repetition rates ranging
from kHz to once every 10 min, respectively.
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow is home to SCAPA
(Scottish Centre for the Application of Plasma-based Accelerators), who operate a commercial Thales Ti:sapphire
system commissioned in 2017 (Figure 9). It has 350 TW
peak power (8.75 J, 25 fs per pulse) operating at 5 Hz, so
with 44 W average power after compression it is currently
Europe’s highest average power commercial petawatt-scale
laser. The front end and vacuum compressor are compatible
with an upgrade to petawatt peak power. The laser is
used to drive up to four laser-plasma accelerator beamlines:
two underdense for GeV-scale wakefield electrons; and two
for solid target 50 MeV-scale proton/ion beams. One of
the main centre goals is research into coherent radiation
production[88] .
2.2.2. France
France has played an important role in the development,
construction and operation of ultra-high-power laser facilities in its national laboratories, both academic and defence,
and in its universities. A particular strength within France
is having a very strong manufacturing base for all aspects of
lasers, from components, advanced optics, subsystems and
even full-scale petawatt class laser facilities, most notably
from Thales and Amplitude Technologies.
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Figure 9. The SCAPA facility at the University of Strathclyde (picture
courtesy of University of Strathclyde).

At CEA CESTA (Centre d’etudes scientific d’Aquitaine),
Bordeaux LMJ (Laser Megajoule), a megajoule class laser,
is currently being commissioned[89] . The facility is designed
with 176 long-pulse beams with apertures of 40 cm ⇥ 40 cm,
delivering a total energy of 1.4 MJ @ 351 nm with a maximum power of 400 TW. Five bundles (40 beams) were
operational in 2018, with the rest of the beamlines being
commissioned over the following years[90] .
A short-pulse capability is also available in LMJ through
the PETAL multi-kilojoule glass beamline[91] , which is coupled and synchronized to the long pulses. It uses four
independent compressors with the beams phased together.
The beamline is specified to operate at 3.5 kJ and was initially commissioned in 2015 with demonstrated performance
at 1.15 PW, 700 fs in 850 J[92] . The performance will be
increased when higher-damage-threshold transport optics is
deployed. Following an agreement between CEA and the
Region Aquitaine, 20%–30% of the time on LMJ/PETAL
will be dedicated to academic research access[93] . In 2017
the first academic campaigns were conducted using both
PETAL and the available LMJ long-pulse beams.
Laboratoire de l’Accélérateur Linéaire (LAL), Orsay University is host to the LASERIX facility[94] . A Ti:sapphire
system originally at the University Paris Sud and transferred
to LAL, was designed to be a high-repetition-rate multibeam laser to pump an XUV laser. The laser performance
was first demonstrated in 2006, delivering 36 J of energy,
although without full compression[95] . The system is currently operating at low-power mode (30 TW maximum) to
pursue experiments with synchronized coherent X-rays with
EUV and IR laser sources. It is expected that the facility
will return to full operations in 2020/2021. LASERIX is
currently being used as a high-intensity laser coupled with an
electron gun, producing synchronized photoelectron bunches
in the 5–10 MeV range. A plasma accelerating stage, which
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will be excited by an amplified pulse from LASERIX in
order to reach the 100 MeV range, is being implemented.
Apollon at Orme de Merisiers, Saclay is a next-generation
Ti:sapphire 10 PW facility (Figure 10)[96] . The system is a
hybrid OPCPA and Ti:sapphire system, pumped by Nd:glass
systems supplied by Thales and Amplitude Technologies to
realize short pulses at high energy with a high-contrast front
end[97] . The system is specified to deliver 150 J pulses at
15 fs, giving powers of 10 PW, at a shot rate of one shot
per minute. There are two main beamlines delivering 1 PW
and 10 PW pulses and two secondary beamlines delivering a
10 TW probe beam and a nanosecond uncompressed beam
with energy up to 250 J. All four beam lines can be alternatively directed to two independent experimental areas
for high-intensity interactions on either solid or gas targets.
Apollon has recently demonstrated[98] operation at the 1 PW
level, with the first commissioning experiments scheduled at
the beginning of 2019. The output power of the facility is
planned to increase to 4 PW before the end of 2019 (with
a 200 J pump) and 9 PW in 2020 (with an upgraded 500 J
pump), and finally to 10 PW (with the 600 J designed pump
system).
At the Laboratoire d’Optique Appliquee (LOA), Palaiseau
there is a commercial 200 TW Ti:sapphire laser delivering
6 J in 30 fs at 1 Hz, originally used as a proton source
for medical applications but now used as a multi-particle
accelerator for a broader range of applications.
2.2.3. Germany
Many of the laser facilities based in Germany have been
brought under the umbrella of the Helmholtz Association.
The Association was formed in 2001 and brings together 18
Helmholtz Centres in a broad range of scientific disciplines.
The exceptions to this are the lasers operated at CALA in
Garching and at the Institute for Laser and Plasma Physics
in Dusseldorf. These facilities are described in detail below.
CALA (Centre for Advanced Laser Applications) in
Garching is an institute run jointly by the Technical
University of Munich (TUM) and the Ludwig Maximilian
University of Munich (LMU). It operates the following two
lasers.
• ATLAS 3000 consists of a homebuilt 300 TW peak
power Ti:sapphire laser and a subsequent 90 J, 1 Hz
power amplifier provided by Thales. After compression it is expected to deliver 60 J, 25 fs, 2.4 PW
pulses at 1 Hz. The laser serves up to four experimental beamlines for laser-driven electron & ion
acceleration; the former also constitutes the basis for
well-controlled X-ray sources by undulatory radiation,
betatron radiation, and Thomson backscattering in the
energy range from keV to multi-MeV. A high-field
beam line is available for laser-driven nuclear physics
and high-field QED studies.
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Figure 10. The Apollon laser at Orme des Merisiers (picture courtesy of Apollon).

• The Petawatt Field Synthesizer (PFS), originally based
at the Max-Planck-Institute for Quantenoptik (MPQ),
in Garching is a 1 ps, 1 J, 10 Hz diode-pumped thick
disk Yb:YAG laser used for pumping a few-cycle
OPA chain with unprecedented temporal contrast[99] .
The system, now at CALA, is currently being upgraded to 10 J pump energy at 10 Hz. PFS-pro is a
5 kHz, 200 mJ, 1 ps thin-disk laser, originally intended
to pump an OPA chain analogously to PFS (hence
the name), but currently examines direct self-phasemodulation (SPM) broadening schemes to create ultrashort pulses for driving a Thomson X-ray source at
high efficiency.
At The Institute for Laser and Plasma Physics, HeinrichHeine University, Dusseldorf, Germany is the Arcturus
system[100] . This is a two-beam Ti:sapphire system where
the pulses in each beamline are compressed to ⇠30 fs
and transported onto the interaction chamber with ⇠50%
efficiency. Both pulses can be spatially overlapped and
temporally synchronized onto the target. Thus, the system
can deliver 2 ⇥ 3.5 J = 7 J energy onto the target within
a pulse duration of 30 fs, giving a total system power onto
target exceeding 200 TW.
The following is a summary of the facilities based at the
Helmholtz Centres.
The PHELIX (Petawatt High Energy Laser for heavy
Ion eXperiments) kilojoule glass laser system[101] was constructed at the Helmholtz Centre GSI and is used either in
stand-alone or in conjunction with a heavy ion accelerator.
The laser can be switched between long- and short-pulse
operation and in short-pulse mode is designed to deliver
400 J in 400 fs. Another kilojoule glass laser system is
planned at GSI for the Helmholtz Beamline at FAIR (Facility
for Antiproton and Ion Research). A repetition rate of one
shot per minute is envisioned.
There are two diode-pumped systems POLARIS and
PEnELOPE.
• POLARIS (Petawatt Optical Laser Amplifier for Radiation Intensive experiments) is based at the Helmholtz

Institute Jena. It is designed as a fully diode-pumped
Yb:glass/Yb:CaF2 petawatt class laser[102] . It operates at a central wavelength of 1030 nm with a
bandwidth of 18 nm, allowing 98 fs pulse width after
compression. The tiled grating compressor limits
the peak power on target to about 200 TW, whereas
amplification to 54 J has already been demonstrated.
• PEnELOPE (Petawatt, Energy-Efficient Laser for
Optical Plasma Experiments) is a rep-rated diodepumped laser using broadband Yb:glass/Yb:CaF2 under construction at the Helmholtz-Zentrum DresdenRossendorf Laboratory within the ELBE Center
(Electron Linac for beams with high Brilliance and
low Emittance) for high-power radiation sources[103] .
It will be dedicated to the production of laser
accelerated proton and ion beams with energies
>100 MeV, relevant to future cancer treatments. The
facility will deliver pulses of 150 J in 150 fs, giving
>1 PW at 1 Hz centred at 1030 nm, with testing of
one of the main amplifiers recently demonstrated[104] .
There are also a number of commercial Ti:sapphire lasers
based at Helmholtz Centres.
• DRACO (Dresden laser acceleration source)[105] at the
Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf Laboratory
is a commercially sourced Ti:sapphire laser supplied
by Amplitude Technologies. The facility is designed
to investigate electron, ion and proton acceleration
schemes for radiation therapy as part of the ELBE
Center. It is operating at 150 TW at 10 Hz and 1 PW
at 1 Hz.
• The commercial Ti:sapphire Jeti200 laser facility at
the Helmholtz Institute Jena delivers 17 fs pulses with
an energy of up to 5.6 J. The 300 TW system with
ultra-high contrast is dedicated to plasma physics and
particle acceleration experiments.
• The LUX group at the Center of Free-Electron Laser
Science, Department of Physics, University of Hamburg operates a 200 TW commercial Ti:sapphire laser
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system ANGUS. The 25 fs pulses produced at a repetition rate of 5 Hz are used for the investigation
of plasma accelerators and plasma-driven undulator
X-ray generation[106] .
• There is also a 300 TW, 25 fs Ti:sapphire Amplitude
Technologies laser currently being constructed for HIBEF (Helmholtz International Beamline for Extreme
Fields) at the European XFEL, DESY, Hamburg. The
HED (high energy density) end station will couple the
XFEL output with laser sources for ultra-intense laser
applications[107] .

2.2.4. Russia
The first operational petawatt class OPCPA system was
developed at the Institute of Applied Physics, Russian
Academy of Science (RAS), Nizhny Novgorod using a
homemade pump beam. The laser delivered 0.2 PW in
2006[108] and was upgraded to 0.56 PW in 2007[109] . The
facility known as PEARL (PEtawatt pARametric Laser) had
active elements of DKDP; a wavelength of 910 nm; with
pulse durations 43–45 fs. PEARL-X is the next generation
of OPCPA facility, with a theoretical limit of 10 PW, but with
a more realistic operating limit of 4–5 PW. The technology
was also transferred to FEMTA at the Russian Federal
Nuclear Center, Sarov, Nizhny Novgorod, using a 2 kJ laser
for pumping. This was a potential multi-PW system, but
constraints in the pump limited the output to 1 PW, 100 J in
100 fs.
The construction of a high-power megajoule laser facility
was started in Russian Federal Nuclear Center, VNIIEF,
Sarov, Nizhny Novgorod in 2012 with commissioning expected in the next few years[110] . The multi-beam Nd:glass
facility is designed to deliver 2.8 MJ of energy at 527 nm
for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) direct drive target
illumination. The target bay, which contains the 10-mdiameter spherical chamber, has two laser bays on either
side. The facility has 192 Nd:phosphate glass laser beams,
in a four-pass geometry, with each beam delivering 12.5 kJ
at the second harmonic, a significant design difference from
NIF or LMJ described elsewhere in this review (operating
at the third harmonic). An adaptive system, based on
deformable mirrors, will allow compensation of large-scale
nonuniformities of laser beams. Unlike NIF or LMJ, where
a cylindrical indirect drive geometry is used, at the VNIIEF
facility scientists will use a spherical indirect drive target
geometry. This uses six laser entrance holes, which achieves
a very uniform X-ray field distribution on the surface of a
DT ice cryogenic target.
2.2.5. Spain
At the Centre for Pulsed Lasers (CLPU), University of
Salamanca VEGA is a user facility open for domestic and international researchers (Figure 11). The system is a custommade Ti:sapphire laser from Amplitude Technologies[111] .
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There are three amplification lines, which share the same
front end (XPW and Double CPA): VEGA-1 0.6 J, 20 TW
at 10 Hz; VEGA-2 6 J, 200 TW at 10 Hz; and VEGA-3 30 J,
1 PW at 1 Hz[112] . The facility was officially inaugurated by
the King of Spain in September 2018.
2.2.6. Italy
In Italy two laboratories have commercial PULSAR
Ti:sapphire laser systems from Amplitude Technologies,
delivering 200 TW (5 J, 20 fs, 5–10 Hz)[113] .
• The Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati (LNF) is one
of the four main laboratories of INFN (National
Institute for Nuclear Physics). LNF has also addressed dedicated R&D on advanced accelerator concepts. Born from the integration of a high-brightness
photo-injector (SPARC) and of a high-power laser
(FLAME); SPARC LAB is mainly devoted to conducting further development, characterization and
application of compact radiation sources (FEL, THz,
Compton) driven by plasma-based accelerator modules. This will investigate the techniques of: LWFA
(laser wakefield acceleration), which uses short-pulse
laser drivers to excite the wake; and PWFA (plasma
wakefield acceleration), which uses a high-energy
particle bunch to excite the wake[47] .
• The Intense Laser Irradiation Laboratory (ILIL), CNR
(Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche) National Institute of Optics, Pisa was established in 2001 following
more than a decade of experimental activity in the
field of high-power laser–plasma interaction, also as
a founding member of European collaboration programmes in the field, pioneering access to large-scale
facilities and hosting Training Network activities. Today the laboratory is an active member of the Italian
Extreme Light Infrastructure initiative and a partner of
the EuPRAXIA H2020 collaboration (see 2.2.8) and
is also an associate partner of the Eurofusion consortium. ILIL operates a Ti:sapphire laser for laserdriven light ion acceleration, currently operating at the
⇠150 TW level (4 J, 25 fs after compression), with
plans to go to >5 J, 25 fs[114] . The laboratory features
active research programmes on laser-plasma electron
acceleration, laser-driven light ion acceleration, and
atmospheric propagation of intense laser pulses, and
has long-standing expertise in medical applications of
laser-driven radiation and particle sources[51] .
2.2.7. Romania
At the Centre for Advanced Laser Technologies INFLPR
(National Institute for Laser, Plasma and Radiation Physics),
Măgurele, Romania the CETAL Ti:sapphire laser is a commercial petawatt laser (25 J in 25 fs at 0.1 Hz) supplied by
Thales Optronics[115] . The laser system allows two modes
of operation: 1 PW @ 0.1 Hz and 45 TW @ 10 Hz.
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Figure 11. The VEGA 3 laser facility at the University of Salamanca (picture courtesy of the University of Salamanca).

2.2.8. Multi-national European programmes
ELI (Extreme Light Infrastructure) is a distributed European
infrastructure comprising three pillars situated in the Czech
Republic, Romania and Hungary. ELI[46] will provide a
unique platform for users of ultra-high-power lasers, with
each facility providing multiple laser systems delivered to
multiple dedicated target interaction areas. The facilities will
be operated through a combined multi-national management
structure known as ERIC (European Research Infrastructure
Consortium). All three facilities are due to be online to users
in 2019, with the first systems using kHz lasers going online
first in a user-supported commissioning mode.
• ELI-Beamlines, Dolni Brezany, Czech Republic will
provide a range of laser systems for research, not only
in the fields of physics and material science, but also
in biomedical research and laboratory astrophysics.
The beamlines use lasers based on either OPCPA,
Ti:sapphire, or a combination of the two to produce
pulses ranging from hundreds of millijoules at a kHz
up to a kJ beamline (flashlamp pumped mixed Nddoped glass) firing once a minute. These will be
coupled to separate interaction areas or beamlines,
allowing a wide range of experiments to be performed. The laser systems are: L1: 100 mJ/1 kHz;
L2: 1 PW/20 J/10 Hz (laser development beamline);
L3: 1 PW/30 J/10 Hz (constructed by LLNL) HAPLS
(High-repetition-rate Advanced Petawatt Laser System) uses diode-pumped solid-state laser (DPSSL)
pumped Ti:sapphire CPA technology and commissioned in 2018 (Figure 12); L4: 10 PW/1.5 kJ/one
shot per minute (constructed by a joint consortium
of National Energetics and EKSPLA with contributions from ELI-BL) uses a kJ Nd:glass direct CPA
architecture.
• ELI-NP (Nuclear Physics) Magurele, Bucharest,
Romania will have two commercial multi-petawatt

systems supplied by Thales with OPCPA front ends
and Ti:sapphire power amplifiers (Figure 13). The
beamlines will either produce 1 PW at 1 Hz (20 J,
<20 fs) or 10 PW at one shot per minute (250 J,
25 fs), capable of producing focused intensities to
target of 1023 W/cm2 .
The beamlines will be
used in the study of photonuclear physics and its
applications. The laser beams will be synchronized
to a tunable gamma-ray beamline produced by laser
light (Yb:YAG green laser) scattered from high-energy
electrons. This unique combination will provide
a capability for a wide range of nuclear physics
applications.
• ELI-ALPS (Attosecond Light Pulse Source) Szeged,
Hungary will provide three high-repetition-rate
OPCPA beamlines. The high-repetition-rate laser
will operate at 100 kHz, providing >5 mJ, <6 fs
pulses; a mid-infrared laser operating at 10 kHz,
providing >10 mJ, 4–8 µm pulses; a terahertz pump
laser 100 Hz, >1 J, <5 fs and single-cycle (SYLOS)
laser 1 kHz, >100 mJ, <5 fs; and a high-field laser
10 Hz, >2 PW, <10 fs. All the beamlines will be
used to drive secondary sources (UV/XUV, X-rays,
ions, etc.), which will be dedicated to extremely fast
electron dynamics in atoms, molecules, plasmas and
solids.
The EuPRAXIA (Compact European Plasma Accelerator
with Superior Beam Quality) collaboration is the first plasma
accelerator collaboration on this scale bringing together 16
European partner laboratories and an additional 24 associated partners from the EU, Israel, China, Japan, Russia and
the USA[116, 117] . EuPRAXIA is a Horizon 2020 project
to build a European facility with multi-GeV electron beams
based on laser/plasma acceleration. The preliminary design
envisions the use of a three-stage system, each driven by a
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Figure 12. The L3 HAPLS laser was fully commissioned at LLNL before being shipped and re-installed at ELI-Beamlines (picture courtesy of LLNL).

Figure 13. The two 10 PW lasers installed in the ELI-NP facility (picture courtesy of ELI-NP).

petawatt class Ti:sapphire laser of increasing power/energy
running at up to 100 Hz: Stage 1, 7 J, 20 fs; Stage 2, 30 J,
30 fs; Stage 3, 100 J, 50 fs[118] .
2.3. Geographic overview of facilities – Asia
Asia has a long history of operating ultra-high-power laser
facilities and has been pioneers in their development and
implementation. China, Japan and the South Korea have
all had, or have, facilities with world-leading capabilities,
described in the sections below. India has only recently
commissioned its first petawatt class laser facility.
The Asian Intense Laser Network is an unfunded consortium which uses the ASILS (Asian Symposium on Intense
Laser Science) conference series and summer schools to
maintain interactions between the various groups throughout
Asia. The following is a summary, by country/institute, of
the ultra-high-power lasers in Asia.
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2.3.1. China
China has seen the greatest growth internationally in the
development of ultra-high-power lasers and in their applications. This research is clustered around three main cities:
Shanghai, Beijing and Mianyang. In Shanghai there are
the following research institutes: SIOM (Shanghai Institute
of Optics and Fine Mechanics) National Laboratory on
High Power Laser and Physics (NLHPLP); SIOM State Key
Laboratory of High Field Laser Physics; there is a further site
within ShanghaiTech University operated by SIOM; and the
Key Laboratory for Laser Plasma (Ministry of Education) at
Shanghai Jiao Tong University. In Beijing there are highpower lasers situated at the Beijing National Laboratory
for Condensed Matter Physics, Institute of Physics (IOP),
Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and Peking University.
Mianyang is the location of the Laser Fusion Research
Centre operated by the China Academy of Engineering
Physics (CAEP).
At SIOM’s National Laboratory on High Power Laser
and Physics (NLHPLP) the first Nd:glass petawatt laser in
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China was built as an auxiliary beamline to the Shenguang
(Divine Light) SG-II high-energy facility[119] and is still
operational. SG-II was an eight-beam Nd:glass laser facility
operating at a total of 6 kJ IR or 2 kJ at 3!. A ninth beam of
4.5 kJ was commissioned and made operational in 2005, and
subsequently converted to the SG-II UP PW beamline. SG-II
UP also included the building of a separate 24 kJ, 3!, 3 ns
eight-beam facility. A recent paper describes the full scope
of the facility[120] .
An additional OPCPA beamline has been recently added to
the SG-II facility: the SG-II 5 PW laser facility is designed to
deliver 150 J/30 fs pulses and pumped by second harmonic
of the 7th and 9th beams of the SG-II facility. Currently,
this system is operating at 37 J in 21 fs (1.76 PW) and has
successfully been employed for high-energy physics experiments with a focusing intensity exceeding 1019 W/cm2 . The
third phase with a high-energy OPCPA stage as the master
amplifier is now under construction, and compressed 5 PW
pulses will be achieved in the near future[121] .
SIOM’s State Key Laboratory of High Field Laser Physics
was the home of the first Ti:sapphire petawatt class laser in
China which delivered 0.89 PW in 29 fs pulses at 800 nm
in 2006[122] . The ‘Qiangguang’ (Intense Light) Ti:sapphire
laser facility was then upgraded and produced powers of
2 PW (52 J, 26 fs) in 2012, the highest peak powers ever
achieved from a laser system at the time[123] . A high-contrast
front end gives contrasts to target of 1.5 ⇥ 1011 @100 ps.
A further upgraded version of the main amplifier of the
facility produces 192.3 J pulse energy and has demonstrated
the production of 27 fs pulses at sub-aperture, indicating
that 5 PW pulses would be produced if full-aperture beam
compression could be achieved[124] . The laser is located
in a building where space limits the option of a large
vacuum compressor, and this facility is therefore currently
operational at the 1 PW level.
The first multi-TW OPCPA laser in the world was also
developed within the laboratory producing 570 mJ/155 fs,
giving 3.67 TW in 2002[125] . In 2012 they started to implement a 10 PW CPA-OPCPA hybrid laser system with the
OPCPA booster amplifier based on a 215 mm LBO crystal.
The peak power of 0.61 PW was achieved with a pulse
energy of 28.7 J in a 33.8 fs pulse at 800 nm in 2013[126] ,
and then in 2015 they improved the output to 1 PW by
using a 100 mm LBO crystal with a pulse energy of 45.3 J
in a 32 fs pulse[127] . However, the final 10 PW (300 J in
30 fs) performance of the laser system is delayed due to the
availability of large-aperture LBO crystals.
In the joint laboratory of SIOM and ShanghaiTech University, the team from SIOM’s State Key Laboratory of
High Field Laser Physics is constructing SULF (Shanghai
Superintense Ultrafast Laser Facility), a new standalone
Ti:sapphire laser facility in a purpose-built building (Figure 14). The facility will deliver 10 PW, 1 PW, and 100 TW
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Figure 14. The SULF Prototype laser during final commissioning before
being transferred to the SULF building (picture courtesy of SIOM).

beamlines delivered to three target areas constructed underground. The SULF Prototype was constructed in a neighbouring building but without the room for a target chamber.
In 2016 the laser facility achieved powers of 5.4 PW[128] ,
with an ultimate specification of 10 PW, which is currently
limited by the availability of suitable gratings. They also
successfully demonstrated the final Ti:sapphire amplifier for
10 PW[129] , delivering 339 J at 800 nm with a 235-mmdiameter Ti:sapphire final amplifier. The pump-to-signal
conversion efficiency of the final amplifier was demonstrated
to be 32.1%. With the compressor transmission efficiency of
64% and the compressed pulse duration of 21 fs obtained
with sub-aperture compression, this laser system would
deliver 10.3 PW. New, full-aperture gold-coated gratings
from Jobin Yvon were installed when the laser was moved
into the purpose-built SULF building. The facility became
operational in 2019, with an upgraded pump laser providing
10 PW laser pulses to be delivered to target at one shot per
minute[130] .
At the Key Laboratory for Laser Plasmas (LLP), Shanghai
Jiao Tong University a commercial PULSAR Ti:sapphire
laser from Amplitude Technologies operates at 200 TW,
delivering 5 J, 25 fs pulses at repetition rates between 5 and
10 Hz[131, 132] . They also have a research programme into
high-average-power OPCPA systems and plan to construct
a 15 PW facility on a small campus they have in Pudong,
Shanghai. The facility is single-shot in the first phase and
will be eventually upgraded to a high repetition rate with kW
average power. The LLP also has a mid-IR OPCPA system
operating at 2.2 µm and 100 TW, which is included in this
review as it has been identified as a possible way forward for
future petawatt class laser facilities.
At the Laser Fusion Research Centre, CAEP, Mianyang
SILEX-I was an early Ti:sapphire petawatt class facility. The
facility produced 9 J pulses at 30 fs, giving an output power
of 286 TW at a repetition rate of 0.15 Hz[133] . The facility
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was able to produce focused intensities of 1020 W/cm2 without the need for deformable mirror corrections. This system
has been incorporated into their Xingguang (Star Light)
XG-III facility (a femtosecond, picosecond and nanosecond
beam capability). The three beamlines produce 0.7 PW at
800 nm in 26.8 fs, 0.6 PW at 1053 nm in 0.5–10 ps, and a
527 nm nanosecond beam delivering 575 J[134] .
Shenguang-IV (SG-IV)[135] is a proposed megajoule facility to be built at the Laser Fusion Research Centre as
an ignition demonstrator. The facility is planned to be
constructed following the successful commissioning of SGIII, designed to operate with 48 beams at 200 kJ. The
initial specification of SG-IV is to be of similar scale to
NIF and LMJ, although the design is yet to be finalized.
Design options can be tested on SG-IIIP, a separate prototype
beamline within the SG-III building.
There is also a 4.9 PW all-OPCPA laser at Mianyang
(CAEP-PW) operating at 800 nm delivering 168.7 J after
the final amplifier and 91.1 J post-compressor in 18.6 fs[136] .
It is planned that by using larger-aperture LBO crystals,
200 mm ⇥ 200 mm, 15 PW will be achieved.
The National Laboratory for Condensed Matter, IOP Beijing operates the Xtreme Light III (XL-III) Ti:sapphire
facility which generates 32 J in a 28 fs pulse delivering
1.16 PW to target at focused intensities >1022 W/cm2[137] .
It was the first facility to produce more than 1 PW of laser
power in China, and has high fidelity pulses with contrasts
of 1010 @100 ps. This facility was moved to a new building
and had its pump lasers upgraded. It is expected the peak
power of the system will be 1.5 PW, with a pulse duration
shorter than 20 fs and a contrast ratio better than 1011 at a
time of 10 ps.
At the Institute of Heavy Ion Physics, Peking University
CLAPA (Compact LAser-Plasma Accelerator) is a dedicated
facility for laser-driven plasma accelerator experiments; it
includes a 5 J, 25 fs, 5 Hz, 200 TW commercial Ti:sapphire
laser supplied by Thales, a plasma accelerator, proton beam
transport line and the application platform[138] . The XPW
technique is used in the system, allowing nanosecond contrasts of 109 , and the picosecond contrast can reach 1010
20 ps in front of the pulse. There is also a proposal to install a
2 PW, 1 Hz Ti:sapphire laser for proton acceleration studies.
2.3.2. Japan
The Institute of Laser Engineering (ILE), Osaka University
is host to the GEKKO XII Nd:glass facility (Figure 15);
the first large-scale (12-beam) laser system employing Nddoped phosphate laser glasses for inertial confinement fusion
research[139] . Following the development of the first largeaperture 30 TW CPA Nd:glass laser at ILE[23] , the first
petawatt class laser in Asia was constructed as part of
the high-energy nanosecond capability of the GEKKO XII
facility[140] . This petawatt beamline was composed of an
OPCPA front end, Nd:glass large-aperture amplifiers and a
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Figure 15. The GEKKO XII (right) and LFEX (left) lasers at ILE, Osaka
University, Japan (picture courtesy of Osaka University).

double-pass compressor to produce 420 J in 470 fs, giving
an output power of 0.9 PW. An f /7 off-axis parabola was
used to focus the beam to target, giving focused intensities
of 2.5 ⇥ 1019 W/cm2 .
Within the GEKKO XII facility, the LFEX (Laser for Fast
Ignition Experiment) facility has been commissioned as a
fast ignitor[141] demonstrator for the FIREX project[142, 143] .
The LFEX laser is composed of 2 ⇥ 2 segmented beams.
Each beam is 32 cm ⇥ 32 cm in size and is compressed
with two pairs of dielectric gratings and focused to target
with a 4 m focal length off-axis parabola, giving a focal
spot of 30–60 µm in diameter with 2.5 kJ energy/beam. The
pulse rise time is 1 ps and the pulse duration is controllable
through 1–20 ps, providing petawatt peak powers[144, 145] .
The output power of the compressed beam is currently 2 PW
in 1 ps. A full-aperture deformable mirror has been installed
in one of the four beams before the pulse compressor
to reduce the wavefront distortion. Pulse contrast ratio
(pedestal to main peak) has been improved from 1010 to
better than 1011 by using a plasma mirror in front of the
target.
At the Kansai Photon Science Institute (KPSI), QST (National Institutes for Quantum and Radiological Science and
Technology), Kyoto, Japan (previously Advanced Photon
Research Centre (APRC), JAEA (Japan Atomic Energy
Agency)), the J-KAREN (JAEA-Kansai Advanced Relativistic ENgineering) Ti:sapphire laser system was the world’s
first petawatt class Ti:sapphire facility, generating 0.85 PW
in 2003 (28.4 J at 33 fs)[39] . This facility could operate at
50 TW at 10 Hz and at petawatt levels once every 30 min,
due to thermal considerations in the final booster amplifier.
The upgraded J-KAREN-P (J-KAREN-Petawatt), the first
hybrid OPCPA/Ti:sapphire system, has a specification of
1 PW (30 J, 30 fs) and 0.1 Hz repetition rate with f /1.3 offaxis parabola focusing. This system is currently operated
at 0.3 PW, delivering an intensity of 1022 W/cm2 on target
with a high temporal contrast of 1012[146] .
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For laser wakefield electron acceleration, LAPLACIAN
(Laser Acceleration PLAtform as a Coordinated Innovative ANchor) is being built at RIKEN SPring-8 Centre,
Harima, Japan in the framework of a Japanese national
project ImPACT (Impulsing PAradigm Change through disruptive Technologies program). This facility is equipped
with a Ti:sapphire laser system specially designed to attain
stable electron staging acceleration by LWFA. The concept
of the laser system was designed by Osaka University and
installed by Amplitude Systems. A laser beam from an
oscillator is divided into three beams, which are amplified
and compressed to provide three beams of 1 J/20 fs at 10 Hz,
2 J/50 fs at 5 Hz and 10 J/100 fs at 0.1 Hz. These beams
are then provided to an injector, a phase rotator, and a
booster, respectively, with minimum timing jitter. The laser
parameters for each stage can be controlled independently to
maximize the total performance of the electron acceleration.
At SACLA, the X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) facility,
operated by RIKEN SPring-8 Centre, Harima, Japan, there
is a Ti:sapphire laser system delivered by Thales Optronique
with two 0.5 PW laser beams. This has been commissioned
with a maximum energy of 12.5 J in 25 fs at a 1 Hz repetition
rate. The laser has been planned as one of the HERMES laser
systems, which is coupled to SACLA under a RIKEN-Osaka
University collaboration. In 2018 one beam has started
operation in combination with SACLA for user experiments
at 200 TW (8 J, 40 fs) with a reduced rate of once every few
minutes.
The high-power laser community in Japan, led by ILE
Osaka, together with KPSI QST, has proposed a concept design of a high-repetition-rate and high-power laser facility JEPOCH (Japan-Establishment for POwer laser Community
Harvest). This facility is a 16 kJ/16 Hz/1 ns/160 beam laser
system, which is composed of 16 units of ten beams, with
each beam providing an energy of 100 J at 100 Hz and a peak
power of 1 PW at 50–100 Hz. J-EPOCH will provide laseraccelerated radiation and particle beams (GeV electrons,
protons, X-rays, g-rays and neutrons) and 25 PW beam lines.
The 25 PW beam line consists of two 10 PW/20 fs beams
with a 10 Hz repetition rate based on Ti:sapphire lasers and
one 5 PW/a few ps/5–10 kJ beam with a 10 Hz repetition
rate based on ceramic lasers.
2.3.3. South Korea
At the Centre for Relativistic Laser Science (CoReLS),
Gwangju, South Korea, a petawatt Ti:sapphire laser facility (Figure 16) has been operational for the exploration
of superintense laser–matter interactions by inheriting the
petawatt laser facility developed by Advanced Photonics
Research Institute (APRI), Gwangju Institute of Science and
Technology (GIST). The petawatt laser facility first achieved
petawatt capability in 2010 with a 33 J beam in 30 fs,
delivering 1.1 PW at a repetition rate of 0.1 Hz[147] , and
added the second petawatt beamline of 30 fs, 1.5 PW[148] ,
which is claimed to be the very first 0.1 Hz Ti:sapphire

Figure 16. The multi-petawatt laser facility at CoReLS, South Korea
(picture courtesy of CoReLS).

petawatt laser in the world. After the establishment of the
CoReLS, a research centre of the Institute for Basic Science
(IBS), in 2012 the 1.5 PW laser beamline was upgraded to
a 4 PW laser in 2016, delivering 83 J in 19.4 fs (4.2 PW)
at 0.1 Hz with a shot-to-shot energy stability of 1.5%[149] .
The upgraded laser with XPW and OPA front end stages
can achieve focused intensities of 1023 W/cm2 , with contrast
measured to be 1012 up to 150 ps before the main pulse. The
measured laser intensity, with an f /1.6 off-axis parabola,
was 5.5 ⇥ 1022 W/cm2 with a 3 PW laser pulse[150] .
At ETRI (Electronics and Telecommunications Research
Institute) Daejeon, South Korea a 200 TW (5 J in 20 fs) 5–
10 Hz PULSAR Ti:sapphire laser system from Amplitude
Technologies has been upgraded to 1 PW. The facility is
called EXLS (ETRI eXtreme Light Source) and operates
at 800 nm, giving 31 J in 22 fs at 0.1 Hz. The 200-mmdiameter beam has f /1.8 focusing.
2.3.4. India
The RRCAT (Raja Ramana Centre for Advanced Technology), Indore, Dept of Atomic Energy is the premier
Indian institute working in the field of lasers and particle
accelerators. In 2012 a 150 TW Ti:sapphire laser operating
at 5 Hz was procured from Amplitude Technologies, France.
The system provides 3.75 J in 25 fs with a pre-pulse contrast
of ⇠1010 at 300 ps. This system is mostly used to investigate
electron acceleration in gas jets and ion acceleration in thin
foil targets. Now RRCAT is in the process of establishing a
1 PW Ti:sapphire laser facility. The laser uses an XPW front
end. The final Ti:sapphire laser amplifier is pumped by four
Nd:glass pump lasers (ATLAS, Thales, France) providing
100 J at 2!. The final power is 1.1 PW at 25 J, 25 fs
operating at 0.1 Hz.
3. Discussion of fifty years of ultra-high-power lasers
Since the first demonstration of the laser in 1960 by
Theodore Maiman[9] , the principal defining characteristic of
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lasers has been their ability to focus unprecedented powers
of light in space, time and frequency. Shortly after its
discovery, the United States Department of Energy’s national
laboratories aggressively initiated research and development
on high-energy, high-peak-power lasers for laser fusion.
Similar efforts took place in laboratories in Europe and later
in Asia, and saw record peak powers rapidly scaling to the
100 TW level. Twenty years ago, LLNL’s petawatt laser
based on kilojoule CPA applied to one beamline of the Nova
fusion laser[2] represented a further decadal leap in peak
power. ‘The PW,’ as it was called, opened our eyes to the
science frontiers that high-intensity petawatt lasers offered
(1021 W/cm2 ).
Beyond achieving its anticipated goals of reaching the
threshold to the ultra-relativistic regime, wherein a free
electron oscillating in the laser field is accelerated to near the
speed of light (peak intensity >1018 W/cm2 ), unexpected
discoveries such as the production of ions at multi-MeV
energies, which have since become standard probes for
high-energy-density science, further enhanced their impact.
High-energy, short-pulse laser systems operating at petawatt
peak powers (e.g., from 20 J/20 fs to kJ/ps) have in the
intervening two decades enabled a wide range of new highenergy (keV–GeV) particle and radiation sources for singleshot discovery science.
An important contribution to enhance the global capabilities is the recycling of components from national laboratories
to academic environments, where their implementation is
enhanced by university innovators. In the USA, following the closure of the Nova laser, several internationally
recognized lasers were born including: PHELIX at GSI
Darmstadt, Germany[101] ; Vulcan PW at the Central Laser
Facility[36] , UK; LEOPARD at the University of Nevada,
Reno, USA[151] ; and Texas PW at the University of Texas at
Austin, USA[77] . In France, following the closure of the Phebus facility at Limeil-Valenton, the LULI-2000 facility was
created[152] at Ecole Polytechnique, with many components
also contributing to the Vulcan PW in the UK and PHELIX
in Germany.
The physics at the laser–target interaction point is strongly
governed by the intensity of the laser, although the reporting
of peak power has become the standard in defining laser
capability. This might be because a direct measurement
of the focal intensity is extremely difficult. Researchers
have measured the ionization ratio of atoms in the light
field (optical field ionization) to assess the focused peak
intensities[153] . Furthermore, many new high-peak-power
laser systems have arisen, and technology has improved
over the original petawatt, but the peak focal intensities
achieved have only increased from ⇠1021 to ⇠1022 W/cm2 .
However, the usable intensities for experiments have typically been an order of magnitude less than this, partly
due to a lack of emphasis on the integrated capabilities
required for practical exploitation, as opposed to academic
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demonstration. Notably, peak intensity demonstrations have
occurred on specific Nd:glass-based lasers: the Vulcan PW
in the UK at 1 ⇥ 1021 W/cm2 (2004)[35] ; the Ti:sapphirebased HERCULES laser at the University of Michigan, USA
at 1 ⇥ 1022 W/cm2 (2004)[70] , J-KAREN-P in Japan at
1 ⇥ 1022 W/cm2 (2018)[146] , and most recently, the record
intensity of 5.5 ⇥ 1022 W/cm2 was demonstrated at the
CoReLS laser[150] .
It is interesting to note that even the highest-peak-power
laser systems (10 PW and beyond) proposed or already
in commissioning make no exception to this trend and
largely predict intensities of only up to 1023 W/cm2 (notably L4-ELI[45] , EP-OPAL[154] , SULF[129] and SEL[130] ).
A fundamental physics or engineering limit is not clear;
however, material challenges such as imperfect diffraction
gratings[155, 156] , optics and gain materials reduce the overall
laser focusability in time and space.
Despite this observation, the race to even higher peak
power is underway (see Section 4.1 in this review). Figure 17
shows the development of peak power versus year across
the world and by region. It can be seen that all early highpower lasers were derivatives of the US inertial confinement
fusion (ICF) program and based on Nd:glass for gain media.
With the invention of titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:sapphire)
in 1982 at MIT Lincoln Lab[26] , which provides ⇠20⇥ more
gain bandwidth at a ⇠5⇥ lower saturation fluence compared
to Nd:glass, the invention of ultra-short pulsed (<100 fs)
terawatt and petawatt laser systems became possible. Commercially available 100 TW–10 PW lasers rely on largeaperture Ti:sapphire, with the exception of a product by
National Energetics that relies on a mix of Nd:phosphate
and Nd:silicate glass to enhance the gain bandwidth in
the amplifier chain. Figure 17 also shows that in the US
currently no high-power lasers exceeding 1 PW are planned,
despite its leadership in the past.
A representation of the operational limits of high-power/
high-energy laser systems is demonstrated in Figure 18.
The figure includes those facilities that are operational,
under construction, or decommissioned globally, with colour
indicating the laser media of the final amplifier stage. The
diameter of the circles/octagons are logarithmically proportional to the average power of the lasers shown. Vertical
and horizontal axes are peak power and integrated pulse
energy of a single (coherent) aperture – in the case of multibeam lasers like the 192-beam NIF laser shown, total system
performance is diagonally up and to the right by the number
of beams. Diagonal lines indicate the laser pulse width
corresponding to the pulse energy divided by peak power.
The right vertical axis indicates the peak focal intensity that
would be reached if the beam was focused to a spot of
a square micron in area, while the upper horizontal axis
indicates the energy density corresponding to depositing the
laser pulse energy into a cubic millimetre volume. Four
operational envelopes are shown, within which laser designs
satisfy limits of:
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Figure 17. Geographic distribution of high-peak-power lasers (top). Diameter of circle is logarithmically proportional to peak laser power and circle colour
is chosen for graphical clarity. Evolution of high-peak-power lasers (>100 GW) in the world over the last fifty years (bottom). Systems that are currently
operating are shown as circles with solid borders; systems that were operating in the past but are now de-activated are shown as octagons with solid borders;
and systems actively funded and being built are shown as circles with dashed borders. The diameter of the symbol is logarithmically proportional to laser
pulse energy and the colour indicates the laser media used in the final amplifiers: Ti:sapphire (red), Nd:glass (grey), Yb:X (orange), Cr:X (yellow), optical
parametric amplification (purple-blue), or gas (pink). As of early 2019, no high-power system has exceeded the 10 PW limit, even though there are several
funded projects underway in Europe and Asia to break this barrier.

• bandwidth constraints (left diagonal lines);
• aperture size limits (40 cm ⇥ 40 cm perpendicular
beam size for mirrors, lenses and nonlinear elements
such as doublers; and 40 cm ⇥ 100 cm optic-normal
for diffraction gratings);
• nonlinear B-integral limits; and
• damage fluence limits.
Limits on aperture size and damage fluence limits determine
the rightmost edges of the operational zones shown, while
the B-integral (intensity) limit and max aperture size limit
the peak power laser pulses in NIF-size apertures to <10 TW
in the 1 J–10 kJ range, as shown. The damage threshold
limits and bandwidth constraints of both gold and multi-layer
dielectric metre-scale diffraction gratings are also indicated,
as is the similar limits for fused silica. The damage threshold
data presented by Stuart et al.[157] were used for the gold
grating and fused silica limits as shown.

Figure 18 dramatically illustrates that high-peak-power
laser development since the invention of CPA has been
fundamentally constrained, especially in the case of Nd-glass
lasers based on fusion energy laser technology, by energy
limits determined by optic size and damage thresholds,
and in the case of Ti:sapphire-based ultrashort-pulse lasers
by bandwidth limits. The steady ascent of Ti:sapphire,
OPCPA and Nd:glass technologies upward in peak power
has, with the construction of several ten to multi-tens
of petawatt systems, nearly reached the ⇠100 PW limit
of metre-scale gold diffraction gratings. The continued
progress of ultra-intense CPA lasers must therefore take
a multi-beam approach. Non-CPA Nd:glass fusion lasers
have taken this approach for decades, which is most
dramatically demonstrated with the 192-beam NIF laser.
This could take the form of either incoherent or coherent
beam combination of ⇠10 PW scale beams. Indeed, the
Shanghai SEL facility is already taking that approach to
reach the 100 PW scale by combining four multi-tens
of petawatt beams. Finally, the pioneering work of the
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Figure 18. The current high-energy/high-power lasers globally (those that
are operational represented by circles with continuous borders; those under
construction represented by circles with dashed borders; or those that are
decommissioned represented by octagons; with colour indicating the laser
media of the final amplifier stage – defined in the legend in Figure 17).

astronomy community should be noted here, who faced
very similar challenges of optic size and performance
degradation (atmospheric turbulence), which were overcome
decades ago with multiple apertures and active beam
combination.
The cumulative peak power of high-power laser systems
worldwide is shown in Figure 19. In green colour are those
that are operational, and in orange colour are those under
construction (funded projects). Not shown are conceptual
or proposed systems. Europe (including systems in Russia
as they are geographically in continental Europe) and North
America currently operate approximately the same amount
of petawatts as Asia does. However, it can be clearly
seen that both Europe and Asia are heavily investing in
the installation of several laser systems with very high
peak powers, while there is only one high-peak-power laser
facility[55] currently being commissioned in North America.
The increasing number of petawatt class lasers has
also resulted in a significant increase in publications on
science with petawatt lasers, as described in the recently
published NAS Report for Opportunities in Brightest
Light[5] , with topics mainly in the areas of secondary source
generation, plasma physics and basic science. Practical
applications of such petawatt-class-driven capability include
the development of proton and ion sources for medical
applications, including cancer diagnostics and therapy;
high-flux neutron sources for neutron radiography, special
nuclear materials detection and materials science; highbrightness X-ray/gamma-ray sources for non-destructive
interrogation and evaluation, medical diagnostics, ultrafast
imaging at the molecular and atomic level, and nuclear
photonics; and electron particle accelerators for nextgeneration colliders. The prospect of these applications
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Figure 19. Cumulative peak power of operational (green columns) and in
construction (orange columns) high-peak power (>0.1 PW) laser systems
worldwide by area.

Figure 20. Peak power versus average power of high-peak-power, singleaperture laser systems and its primary pump lasers.

has been demonstrated in proof-of-principle experiments
using low-repetition-rate lasers (e.g., high-resolution micro
computed tomography[49] ). The ultimate realization of these
applications will require petawatt class lasers with photon
flux 10 MJ/day < flux < 100 GJ/day, i.e., high repetition
rates and higher average powers – beyond the ‘kW barrier’
to 10s of kW, and ultimately 100s of kW (Figure 20 quadrant
‘high-power applications’).
The peak power versus average power of high-peak-power,
single-aperture laser systems and its primary pump lasers
are shown in Figure 20. Key applications are indicated: a
laser-plasma collider 300 kW unit cell (of which there would
be ⇠200 in a TeV-scale collider); positron emission tomography (PET) radioisotope production, hadron and boronneutron capture (BNCT) therapies; ion and neutron beams
for radiography, non-destructive inspection and materials
processing; high-harmonic generation (HHG) light sources;
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laser-ablation-based space debris clearing; and inertial fusion energy unit cells (of which an IFE plant would require
100–200). Of particular note in this figure is the cluster of
systems following a 45-degree upward path. These systems,
predominately fusion laser architectures, scale both peak
and average powers by scaling aperture and hence pulse
energy at constant fluence. The four decades of sustained
programmatic investments in fusion laser technology have
brought innovations such as multi-beam operation, robust
and aggressive thermal management, and novel materials to
maintain scaling along this pathway. Future scaling along
this well-travelled pathway will lead into the quadrant for
applications at extreme peak powers.
An examination of the average powers of the operating
and planned petawatt facilities across the world, shown in
Figure 20, shows that average powers span from ⇠100 mW
(notionally a kJ shot per hour), where a large amount
of global follow-on petawatt capability exists, to state-ofthe-art sub-kilowatt, with the operating ⇠75 W flashlamp
pumped Ti:sapphire petawatt laser at the Colorado State
University[67] , the ⇠50 W flashlamp pumped petawatt laser
BELLA[40] , the 44 W SCAPA facility at the University of
Strathclyde, UK[88] and LLNL’s 500 W diode-pumped Highrepetition-rate Advanced Petawatt Laser System (HAPLS)
laser leading the pack[41] .
In fact, the high repetition rate (10 Hz) of the HAPLS
system is a watershed moment for the community, as it
reaches the point at which sophisticated feedback control
systems, as opposed to the feedforward designs of the
past, can optimize and maintain the spatial focusing and
temporal compression of the laser output to near-diffractionlimit values. At repetition rates >5 Hz they allow for
feedback from the sample or target itself (whether in an
academic or industrial application) to dynamically optimize
the laser system performance based on the end-product
performance. Furthermore, the high repetition rate allows
the laser system to stay in thermal equilibrium, and therefore
offers unprecedented pulse-to-pulse stability. Attributed
to its architecture and the diode pumping, HAPLS has
already superior stability in pointing (<1 µrad) and energy
stability (<0.6% RMS). These modern high-repetition-rate
laser systems open up a new arena of precision that gives
access to quantitative science.
Comparing the cumulative average power of petawatt
class lasers installed and in construction across the world
(Figure 21) to the cumulative intensity shown in Figure 19,
reveals that Europe is investing strongly in high-averagepower technology while Asia focuses its investments in
achieving the highest peak power. Europe’s investments,
mainly through its ELI (Extreme Light Infrastructure)
projects, represent a massive increase in experimental
productivity and a focus on development of high-intensity
laser applications. Although the US’s LLNL developed
the leading DPSSL HAPLS system for the ELI in Europe,

Figure 21. Cumulative average power of operational (green columns) and in
construction (orange columns) petawatt class lasers (>0.1 PW) lasers across
the world.

currently no other investments in US capability are known.
This was also reflected in the NAS Report for Opportunities
in Brightest Light[5] .
One of the most compelling applications is the realization
of a laser-based free electron laser (FEL). FELs are unique
X-ray light sources with unprecedented peak brightness,
offering insights into matter, molecules, chemistry, biology
and so forth, otherwise not accessible. Shrinking the electron
accelerator (typically a few tens of GeV) from several
kilometres down to a laser-driven plasma accelerator that
occupies only a few metres in real estate would allow a
dramatic cost reduction and enlarging the user base of these
unique light sources[45–47] .
High-power lasers have, over the preceding five decades,
illuminated entirely new fields of scientific endeavour, as
well as made a profound impact on society. While the United
States pioneered lasers and their early applications, it has
been eclipsed in the past decade by highly effective national
and international networks in both Europe and Asia.
4. Future technologies
In order to realize petawatt class laser facilities operating
at ever shorter pulses, higher energies and higher repetition
rates require advanced technologies to be developed. In this
section we examine the various technologies which point the
way to design these future systems. The section is broken
down into three main subsections:
• Ultra-high-power development
• High-average-power development
• Enabling technologies.
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4.1. Ultra-high-power development
The drive to deliver ever-increasing powers is driven largely
by a desire to achieve ever-increasing intensities to target to
achieve focused intensities >1023 W/cm2 . At these focused
intensities new regimes of physics could be realized. In
this section we therefore examine various techniques which
could be used to scale lasers to exawatt class facilities. Three
techniques are discussed:
• The journey to 100 PW OPCPA systems
• Alternative 100 PW schemes
• Plasma amplifiers.
4.1.1. The journey to 100 PW OPCPA systems
OPCPA was first demonstrated by Dubietis et al., at
Vilnius University, Lithuania in 1992[44] and the first practical designs for large-aperture systems to generate powers in
excess of 10 PW and focused intensities >1023 W/cm2 were
developed by Ross et al., Central Laser Facility, UK[158] .
In this technique the frequency-doubled light from a highenergy Nd:glass laser facility is transferred to a chirped
short-pulse laser via parametric amplification in typically
BBO, LBO or KDP crystals, depending on beam aperture.
The first terawatt OPCPA laser was demonstrated at the
Central Laser Facility in the UK by Ross et al. in 2000[159]
with a multi-TW OPCPA laser developed within SIOM’s
State Key Laboratory of High Field Laser Physics in 2002
producing 570 mJ in 155 fs, giving 3.67 TW[135] . The
limitation for these systems having a relatively long pulse
was using KDP as the output crystal, for which the gain
bandwidth is narrow.
Further progress towards scaling to the petawatt level
was possible after the discovery of ultra-broadband phasematching at 911 nm wavelength in DKDP crystal[160] . Even
though the difference between the refractive indices of
DKDP and KDP is tiny, it drastically impacts the bandwidth
of the parametric amplification. Based on this phenomenon,
the first petawatt class OPCPA system was developed at the
Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences
(RAS), Nizhny Novgorod. The laser, known as PEARL
(Figure 22), delivered 0.2 PW in 2006[116] and was upgraded
to 0.56 PW in 2007[117] using a homemade Nd:glass rod
laser (300 J at fundamental wavelength) as a pump.
Later the FEMTA laser was built at the Russian Federal
Nuclear Center in Sarov (Nizhny Novgorod region). The
scheme was the same as PEARL but the final OPCPA amplifier was pumped by a 2 kJ Nd:glass slab laser LUCH[161] .
The output power was 1 PW (70 J in 70 fs)[162] .
The technique has now moved on with the demonstration,
or plans to construct, multi-petawatt OPCPA lasers at a
number of institutions in Europe, USA and China, described
in the facility review section of this paper. The technique is
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Figure 22. The PEARL OPCPA laser facility at the Institute of Applied
Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences (picture courtesy of the Institute of
Applied Physics).

scalable with plans to use it at several laboratories globally
to generate powers of up to 200 PW.
At the Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE), University
of Rochester, USA, technologies are being developed for
using the OMEGA EP beamlines to pump an ultra-intense
OPCPA system, called EP-OPAL (Optical Parametric Amplifier Line)[154] . In this concept, two of the EP beamlines
would be used to pump large-aperture DKDP amplifiers with
a bandwidth at 920 nm sufficient for 20 fs pulses. The goal at
full scale is to deliver two beams each with 30 PW to a target
chamber for joint-shot experiments with picosecond and/or
nanosecond pulses from the other two EP beamlines. A
two-stage focusing scheme with an f /4.6 off-axis parabola
and an ellipsoidal plasma mirror has been proposed for
achieving intensities greater than 1023 W/cm2 . The technical challenges facing EP-OPAL are being addressed in a
prototype system, MTW-OPAL, which is a 0.5 PW facility
currently under construction to deliver 7.5 J, 15 fs pulses to
target using the same all-OPCPA platform[163] . The primary
challenges being developed are, ranked by difficulty:
(1) Advanced gratings; large-aperture DKDP; specialized
optical coatings for large-aperture mirrors.
(2) Wavefront control, adaptive optics, and two-stage focusing to maximize focused intensity.
(3) Ultra-short-pulse laser diagnostics and broadband dispersion control.
(4) Laser subsystem development including broadband
front end and OPA gain adjustment.
A common feature of the exawatt scale (>200 PW) facilities
is a requirement for coherent pulse combination as a means
of generating sufficient power, due to the constraints of
individual beam delivery. Precisely overlapping the ultrashort pulses in space and time is going to be extremely
challenging. Random spatiotemporal phase noise in one
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beam may cause the Strehl ratio of the combined focused
pulse to decrease and the temporal contrast on target to
degrade. Simulations indicate that phase noise on the
beam with peak to valley (P–V) of /4 and /3 results in
Strehl ratios of 0.9 and 0.8, respectively. They also show
that the higher the frequency of the noise, the poorer the
temporal contrast obtained after pulse combination. For
high-frequency spatiotemporal phase noise, just /5 P–V
could make the temporal contrast drop from 1030 (simulation
limit) to 108[164] .
The original concept of ELI was for there to be a fourth
pillar, to study ultra-high field science. This facility was to
use a coherent superposition of up to ten 20 PW beamlines
to produce 200 PW to target[46] . The facility is still on the
agenda but is currently unfunded. All three of the existing
pillars are contributing to high-power laser development or
nonlinear conversion techniques to generate the baseline
technologies to approach the 200 PW level and ultimately
generate focused intensities >1025 W/cm2[165] . In 2011,
the Ministry of Education and Science of France organized
the new international institute IZEST (International Institute
for Zettawatt-Exawatt Science and Technology) to provide
scientific and organizational support of projects aimed at
developing exawatt power lasers and their applications.
At the Institute of Applied Physics of the Russian
Academy of Sciences in Nizhny Novgorod XCELS (Exawatt
Centre for Extreme Light Studies) was proposed as a
megascience project. The design is based on phase-locking
of 12 laser channels, each of them a copy of the PEARL
laser upgraded by additional OPCPA amplification, each
delivering up to 15 PW[166] . As a result almost 200 PW will
be reached. A ‘double-belt geometry’ has been proposed,
which for 12 beams provides an order of magnitude increase
in focused intensity compared to the intensity generated
when a single 200 PW beam is focused by an f /1.2
parabola[167] . It is anticipated that funding from the Russian
government will be provided soon in order to start the
XCELS project.
An ambitious project led by SIOM, Shanghai, China is the
Station of Extreme Light (SEL, Figure 23). SEL is one of
the end stations of SHINE (Shanghai High-repetition-rate
XFEL aNd Extreme light facility), a hard XFEL currently
under construction in Shanghai. The laser will use coherent
beam combination generating four 30 PW pulses to deliver
1.5 kJ in 15 fs to target delivering 100 PW. The facility will
come online in 2023, firing into a target chamber 20 m
underground[140] . The facility is on the site beside ShanghaiTech University in the eastern part of downtown Shanghai, which will be the heart of the Shanghai Zhangjiang
Comprehensive Science Centre.
The Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University,
Japan has proposed a conceptual design of laser delivering
500 J in 10 fs (50 PW), named GEKKO-EXA. The OPCPA
chain has three stages generating 1 PW, 10 fs at 100 Hz;
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Figure 23. A schematic of the SEL (Station of Extreme Light) 100 PW
laser facility under construction in Shanghai (picture courtesy of SIOM).

20 PW, 10 fs at 0.01 Hz and a final stage delivering 50 PW,
10 fs at a shot on demand. The concept is based on laser
pumping of p-DKDP crystals, with the first stage pumped
by a DPSSL, the second stage by a split disk amplifier
producing 2.7 kJ in a sub-ns beam at 532 nm, and the third
stage using one of the output beams of the LFEX facility
generating 6.4 kJ in a sub-ns beam at 532 nm[168] . Although
this concept is not funded yet, development of the major
components for GEKKO-EXA is being undertaken at ILE.
To explore exawatt laser physics, a super-intense ultrashort laser project, named SG-II SuperX, is planned at
SIOM, China. SG-II SuperX is a multi-beam high-efficiency
OPCPA system pumped by the eight 2! nanosecond beamlines of the SG-II facility in four implementation phases.
• In phase 1, SG-II 5 PW, the single-beam OPCPA system pumped by the SG-II facility at partial capacity, is
used to verify the feasibility of large-aperture efficient
and stable OPCPA technology.
• In phase 2, the full capacity of two SG-II beamlines will be used for pumping two OPCPA beams
to demonstrate high-power ultrafast coherent beam
combining (CBC) technology. The two OPCPA beams
will be compressed, coherently combined and focused
onto target, yielding 35 PW (350 J/10 fs) peak power
and 1023 W/cm2 focused intensity.
• In phase 3, SG-II facility could be upgraded to deliver
1.8 kJ IR per beam. Two beams will be used to
pump early OPCPA stages and six beamlines used to
boost the final OPCPA stages of six SG-II SuperX
beams. On target, 250 PW (2.5 kJ/10 fs) peak power
will be obtained and greater than 1024 W/cm2 focused
intensity will be achieved.
• In the last phase, the OPCPA and CBC techniques
can be applied, in principle, to scale up SG-II SuperX
system into an exawatt class laser.
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Figure 24. Diagram illustrating the Compression after Compressor Approach (CafCA) (NP – nonlinear plate, CM – chirped mirror, BC – beam cleaner:
pinhole spatial filter[173] or free-space propagation[174] ).

The next decade will see a dramatic increase in development
work across the globe for the delivery of >100 PW systems,
together with the SEL project expected to come online in
2023. These facilities will open up a new regime in discovery
science as focused intensities in excess of 1023 W/cm2 could
be realized. To achieve 100 PW operation of future systems
with modest energies, researchers are also endeavouring to
reduce the pulsewidth of these lasers towards the singlecycle limit[169] .
4.1.2. Alternative >100 PW schemes
In the previous subsection we discussed the generation of
>100 PW using OPCPA as the principal technique. There
are also proposals for the generation of this type of pulse
using alternative techniques.
4.1.2.1. Compression after Compressor Approach (CafCA).
The main limitation of laser power is the damage threshold
and physical size of diffraction gratings. It is not possible to
increase the pulse energy after grating compression, but laser
power may be increased by pulse shortening. The technique
described here is called Compression after Compressor Approach (CafCA) and is based on spectral broadening by selfphase modulation (SPM) in nonlinear plates and eliminating
the spectral phase through chirped mirror(s). This idea has
been successfully used in mJ pulse energy systems since the
1980s, but power scaling was limited by the aperture of gasfilled capillaries and self-focusing.
In 2009 Mironov et al.[170] proposed a scheme to overcome this limit by using large-aperture nonlinear crystals
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instead of capillaries. In recent years CafCA was demonstrated with crystals, glasses, or plastics, in which the most
powerful experiment to date was carried out where a 100mm-diameter 5.5 J pulse was compressed from 57 fs to
22 fs[171] . At the PEARL laser, Institute of Applied Physics,
Russian Academy of Sciences, a pulse with an energy of 17 J
was compressed from 70 fs to 14 fs[172] .
The most detailed numerical studies[173] have shown that
the laser power may be increased by a factor of 27 in a
single-stage CafCA. In this paper nonlinear phase B was
accumulated up to value of B = 48. To avoid smallscale self-focusing the beam was cleaned by eight pinhole
spatial filters placed in between nine nonlinear elements
with B = 5.3 in each. This challenging design may be
simplified to a practical level by suppression of self-focusing
via beam free-space propagation which was proposed and
experimentally confirmed in 2012 by Mironov et al.[174] ,
or a multistage CafCA approach as shown in Figure 24.
The advantage of multistage CafCA is clearly seen from the
simple formulae showing how many times the pulse power
may be increased over a single-stage CafCA: Pout /Pin =
1 + B/2[175] . According to it Pout /Pin = 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 3 = 27 may
be reached by only three-stage CafCA, with a conservative
value B = 4 in each stage.
In pulse duration, CafCA is limited by the single-cycle
pulse, roughly an order of magnitude shorter than current
CPA and OPCPA limits. In energy CafCA is limited by
the laser-induced damage threshold of the chirped mirrors,
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Figure 25. Comparison of Raman amplification for two different parameter configurations, to demonstrate the importance of controlling long-wavelength
laser-plasma instabilities. The results displayed are based on numerical simulations originally by Trines et al.[183] .

which is much higher than the current grating damage
threshold[176, 177] . CafCA could drastically increase the
power of any laser from terawatts to tens of petawatts.
4.1.2.2. Nexawatt. Currently, scaling of petawatt lasers
to higher pulse energy and peak powers is limited by several things: intensity-dependent damage thresholds of postcompression and final focusing optics, insufficient stretched
pulse durations needed to avoid damage to amplifier and
transport optics, and a lack of pre-amplifier bandwidth to
support shorter pulse durations.
The Nexawatt concept[178] proposed at the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, US relies on extracting the
full potential of the disc amplifiers of a NIF or NIF-like
beamline (⇠25 kJ) but using a novel compressor design
to confine this energy to a 100 fs pulse, producing pulses
with peak powers of over 200 PW. This could be achieved
using a typical four-grating compressor; however, two of
the gratings would require apertures of 4.5 m. To avoid
this, a six-grating compressor design is proposed utilizing
gratings with a more achievable 2 m aperture manufactured
by stitched lithographic exposure.
The existing main amplifiers do not require any changes to
achieve 25 kJ output; however, significant work to the preamplifier sections of the beamline must be done to include
optical parametric and Nd:silicate amplification stages. This
will provide the necessary joule-level seed energy and bandwidth required to support the amplification of 100 fs pulses.
Damage to final optics is avoided by increasing beam
area via splitting the beam prior to compression and then
coherently recombining the beams prior to focusing, where
peak intensities of 1026 W/cm2 are anticipated.
4.1.3. Plasma amplifiers
Raman (and later Brillouin) scattering was first discovered in
solid-state physics[179] and also found applications in gases
and molecular vibrations as well as nonlinear optics. Raman
amplification is a pulse compression technique based on
Raman scattering[180] : a long pump pulse with a frequency
!0 interacts with a short signal pulse with frequency !1 < !0
in a medium with characterizing Raman frequency ! R , and

frequencies are chosen such that !0 = !1 + ! R . Since the
bandwidth of the signal pulse is determined by the growth
rate of the Raman scattering process, it can be much larger
than the bandwidth of the pump pulse, so the signal pulse
can be much shorter than the original pump pulse. If Raman
amplification is then carried out in a regime where the pump
pulse is significantly depleted, so a significant fraction of its
energy ends up in the signal pulse, then the signal pulse’s
intensity after amplification can be orders of magnitude
larger than the original pump pulse intensity. While Raman
scattering has been used widely in fibre optics, solid media
are not suitable for Raman scattering at truly high powers
because of their inherent damage thresholds. For this reason,
plasma-based compression and amplification of laser pulses
via Raman or Brillouin scattering has been proposed[181, 182] .
Numerical simulations of Raman and Brillouin amplification have been performed using a multitude of models.
Examples of Raman amplification modelling are shown
in Figure 25, which shows a comparison of Raman amplification for two different parameter configurations, to
demonstrate the importance of controlling long-wavelength
laser-plasma instabilities[183] . The left panel shows Raman
amplification of a 700 µm FWHM diameter signal pulse
in a 2D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation. Shown here are
snapshots of the growing probe pulse ( = 844 nm). The x
and y scales refer to the local coordinates of the probe pulse
itself, and the ‘time’ scale refers to the probe propagation
time. The final probe FWHM intensity, power and duration
are 2⇥1017 W/cm2 , 2 PW and ⇠25 fs after 4 mm interaction
length. The energy transfer efficiency is about 35% and
the amplified probe has a mostly smooth intensity envelope,
as the reduced plasma density (n 0 = 4.5 ⇥ 1018 cm 3 or
!0 /! p = 20) keeps the probe filamentation in check. The
right panel shows Raman amplification of a 350 µm FWHM
diameter signal pulse at a plasma density of n 0 = 1.8 ⇥
1019 cm 3 or !0 /! p = 10, all other parameters as in the left
frame. For this higher density, uncontrolled filamentation
severely compromises the pulse envelope.
In addition to Raman scattering, Brillouin scattering can
also be used to amplify and compress laser pulses in plasma
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(Brillouin amplification). In order to reach high powers
and intensities, Brillouin amplification will take place in the
so-called ‘strong coupling’ regime, where the ponderomotive pressure by the EM fields dominates over the thermal
pressure of the plasma electrons. The principles of the
Brillouin amplification process in plasma have been developed by Andreev et al.[184] and later by Lehmann and
Spatschek[185, 186] , and show that it is similar to Raman
amplification, even though the scaling is different.
The differences between Raman and Brillouin amplification can be summarized as follows. Raman amplification
will achieve the highest intensities, powers and pump-tosignal compression ratios, but requires the frequencies of
pump and signal to be separated by the plasma frequency,
a separation which depends on the plasma density and may
be difficult to achieve in experiments. It is therefore more
sensitive to fluctuations in the laser and plasma parameters.
Brillouin amplification achieves lower intensities, powers
and pump-to-signal compression ratios, but the frequency
difference between pump and signal is usually smaller than
the signal pulse bandwidth. This means that pump and
signal pulses can have the same carrier frequency and thus
be generated by the same laser source, making Brillouin
amplification experiments easier to design and less sensitive
to laser and plasma parameter fluctuations.
Numerous plasma-based Raman amplification experiments have been conducted since the publications by Malkin,
Shvets and Fisch[182] in the late 1990s. Three main
campaigns can be highlighted: at Princeton; Livermore;
and Strathclyde. Furthermore, there is a campaign to
demonstrate Brillouin amplification in plasma by a group
at LULI.
The work at Princeton culminated in an experiment by Ren
et al.[187] , in which a short seed pulse was amplified to an
intensity of 2.5 ⇥ 1016 W/cm2 , at 50 fs FWHM duration
and 15 µm FWHM spot diameter, using a pump pulse
at 1.5 ⇥ 1014 W/cm2 , 20 ps FWHM duration and 50 µm
FWHM spot diameter. This is the only experimental campaign that provides good temporal and transverse envelope
characterization of the amplified signal pulse, so the absolute
amplification and compression of the signal pulse can be
assessed properly. Again, this experiment showed good
amplification of the peak pulse intensity, while this was not
matched by a similar increase in total pulse power or energy,
mainly because the spot diameter of the seed pulse was much
smaller than that of the pump pulse.
The Livermore experimental results report[188–190] significant ‘spectral amplification’, which is roughly defined as
the spectral intensity of the amplified seed divided by that
of the initial seed, measured at the Raman backscattering
frequency !0
! p , where !0 and ! p denote the pump
and plasma frequencies, respectively. However, these experiments cannot be seen separately from the investigations
by Kirkwood et al. into energy exchange by crossing laser
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beams, which started in 1997 and continues into the present
day[191] . The pump-to-signal energy transfer efficiency as
measured in these experiments is at or below the 1% level.
The Strathclyde campaign on Raman amplification has
been backed up by theoretical and numerical work[192, 193] .
The experiments report high levels of spectral amplification[194–196] , while the pump-to-signal energy transfer
efficiency usually hovers around the 1% level.
At LULI research on Brillouin and Raman amplification
has consisted of a number of experiments. The early
experiments showed significant spectral amplification but the
pump-to-signal energy transfer was limited to only 0.1%–
0.3% of the total pump energy[197, 198] . In a more recent
milestone experiment laser amplification of subpicosecond
pulses above the joule level was demonstrated with a new
record for efficiency (⇠20%)[199] .
On the whole, Raman amplification in plasma has been
more successful in theory[182, 184] and simulations[183, 200, 201]
than even in the best experiments[187, 197] . This is in contrast
to Raman experiments in fibre optics, where this technique
is used routinely nowadays[180] . In particular, the efficiency
of plasma-based Raman amplification has to be increased
drastically. This can only be achieved if Raman amplification
can be maintained over longer interaction distances and
larger spot diameters, and future experimental effort will
have to concentrate on this. Also, experimental effort needs
to move away from maximizing spectral ‘gain’ via reducing
the energy content of the initial signal pulse, since this
will not lead to any improvement in absolute output power
and energy, which are the two yardsticks by which true
performance of any laser amplifier needs to be measured.
Furthermore, novel laser amplification techniques such
as OPCPA[174] or diode-pumped solid-state lasers[202] are
threatening to overtake even the theoretical predictions for
Raman amplification for near-infrared laser pulses. Thus,
Raman amplification needs to find new niches where these
competing techniques are not strong:
(i) scalability to other wavelengths;
(ii) scalability of signal pulse parameters with pump intensity and duration; and
(iii) amplification of higher-order laser modes, rather than
just Gaussian.
The nature of the Raman backscattering instability allows it
to be scaled in various ways. First of all, it can be scaled to
various wavelengths, to allow the amplification, for instance,
infrared light (for example, the third harmonic of a 1054 nm
laser at 351 nm)[200] or coherent X-ray pulses[203–205] , something that would be hard to achieve using conventional
methods. Second, the scaling of the seed pulse duration
with pump laser intensity and interaction distance can be
exploited to design a tunable Raman amplifier, where the
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duration of the amplified signal pulse can be controlled via
the pump laser parameters[200] , allowing access to a regime
of signal pulse parameters often unavailable to conventional
solid-state amplifiers.
Finally, Raman amplification can be used to amplify
higher-order laser modes (for example, Laguerre–Gaussian
or Hermite–Gaussian). The nonlinearity of the Raman
process can be exploited to: (i) create new modes from old
ones[206] and (ii) drive cascades of modes, where a large
number of higher-order modes can be generated using just
a few lower-order modes in the initial pulses[207] . These
features are not commonly available in present-day solidstate amplifier systems.
4.2. High-average-power development
The petawatt facilities described in Section 2 of this review
operate at relatively low repetition rates, generally limited to
sub-Hz operation, with only relatively recent facilities able
to achieve multi-Hz operation at petawatt power levels. Experiments using these facilities have therefore been limited
to fundamental science and proof-of-principle applications.
As these experimental techniques have matured, there is a
drive to deliver these systems for real-world applications. As
can be seen from Figure 20, envisioned applications (shown
with rectangles) require average power levels of a few
kilowatts to megawatts, with peak power levels of ⇠100 TW
to 1 PW. Getting both high-peak and high-average powers simultaneously is therefore becoming increasingly important.
Indeed, the first particle acceleration demonstrations[208]
relied on petawatt laser systems with relatively low repetition
rates (1 Hz) like BELLA at LNBL, USA[209] , that were
energized by multiple, aperture-combined flashlamp pumped
Nd:YAG lasers. The HAPLS laser developed by LLNL
for ELI-Beamlines is the highest average power diodepumped petawatt laser capable of delivering up to 300 W
of average power for user experiments. However, future
particle accelerators would require the laser to operate at
repetition rates orders of magnitude higher to reach the
hundreds of kW average power requested (see Table 25 in
paper by Leemans[210] ). In this section we look at techniques
which are making significant advances in the development of
systems to deliver high-average-power capabilities:
• HAP gas-cooled architectures
• Scaling petawatt class lasers beyond 10 kW
• Cryo-HAP laser development
• Coherent beam combining
• Time-domain pulse combining
• Temperature-insensitive OPCPA.
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4.2.1. HAP gas-cooled architectures
The general recipe for making high-average-power lasers is
to significantly reduce the laser gain medium heat intake and
optimize the extraction of heat. Furthermore, operating the
laser amplifier in a steady-state regime becomes important
for stability, repeatability and management of thermal stress
in the amplifier. Typical heat-induced, deleterious effects
resulting on the system are stress-induced birefringence,
thermal lensing or thermo-optic distortion.
Flashlamps energize most of today’s Nd-doped pump
lasers and are feasible for pumping Ti:sapphire-based
petawatt lasers up to 0.1 Hz. Only a fraction of the
flashlamp’s broadband optical emission is used for optical
inversion in the pump laser’s gain medium; the other
part is directly lost into heat in the amplifier medium.
Furthermore, the spectrum from the UV to IR results in a
varying loss due to the quantum defect of the gain medium.
Therefore, if the repetition rate is increased beyond 0.1 Hz,
aperture combining is necessary (i.e., the flashlamp induced
heat is distributed over multiple rod amplifiers, effectively
increasing the surface area to extract heat). Hence all
flashlamp-pumped lasers with repetition rates >0.1 Hz use
this technique. However, scaling the repetition rate beyond a
few Hz significantly increases the complexity of the system
and the electrical power consumed becomes prohibitive
(e.g., BELLA at 1 Hz consumes ⇠200 kW of electrical
power, including all systems and cooling, for 45 W of optical
output).
Therefore, pumping the laser gain medium in its absorption band with a narrowband source such as laser diodes
is preferable. Almost all of the optical energy is absorbed
– hence only the quantum defect and ASE losses must be
accounted for. The electrical-to-optical efficiency for laser
diodes is ⇠60%; therefore, replacing the flashlamps with
diodes in a Ti:sapphire petawatt laser system leads to a
thirteen times increase in efficiency, or the possibility to run
the laser system thirteen times faster with a similar heat load.
The second technology advancement required for average
power is the removal of heat. Typically, heat is removed
through the edges of the amplifier gain medium, resulting
in stress patterns perpendicular to the beam propagation
direction, and therefore to large distortions. LLNL pioneered
the gas-cooling technique in the early 1980s where heat
removal is achieved through face-cooling the amplifier with
room-temperature helium gas travelling at ultrasonic speeds.
In this case the heat gradient is along the beam propagation
axis, resulting in minimal distortions. The first high-energy
demonstration of this technique was realized in the Mercury
laser system[63] , which delivered at its time a record average
power of 650 W with 65 J/pulse in the first harmonic, and
225 W from a large YCOB crystal in the second harmonic
with ⇠50% conversion efficiency with a repetition rate of
10 Hz. The Mercury team won 3 R&D100 awards for its
innovations. The gas-cooling technique has been successfully adopted by several groups worldwide and extended to
cryogenic gas cooling of laser gain materials.
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Figure 27. In MPE mode, the same stored energy is extracted from the gain
medium over multiple, low-fluence pulses versus extracting the energy in a
single, high-fluence pulse. The extraction time in the MPE mode must be
less than the storage lifetime.
Figure 26. The HAPLS laser is compact and only 17 m long and 4 m wide.
The power amplifiers that use helium gas cooling are on the rear table and
the front ends are on the front table.

The HAPLS pump laser, shown in Figure 26, is an extension of the Mercury technology. Initially designed for
an inertial fusion energy power plant driver[211] , LLNL
downscaled their 8 kJ two-head design to a 200 J, DPSSL
Nd:glass gas-cooled system, enabling the production of a
pump laser pulse from a single aperture at 10 Hz. The power
amplifier consists of two amplifier heads that are pumped
by four High-Power Intelligent Laser Diode Systems (HILADS), jointly developed by LLNL and Lasertel Inc. Each
HILADS provides ⇠800 kW peak power per diode array in
a 300 µs pulse width at repetition rates up to 20 Hz and in
a 5.6 cm ⇥ 13.8 cm beam. HILADS is the highest-peakpower and brightest pulsed diode light delivery system in
the world. The optical-to-optical efficiency is approximately
21%, therefore significantly reducing the heat intake into the
amplifier slabs compared to flashlamps. A solid-state edge
cladding is used to minimize parasitic amplified spontaneous
emission.
A similar technique noteworthy is the thin-disk technology, where conductive cooling through the back-surface of
the laser gain medium is achieved. However, the thickness
of the disk must be kept small (<300 µm) so that stress
effects do not set in. Hence, the energy storage of such
media is typically less than 1 J and unsuitable for highenergy applications.
4.2.2. Scaling petawatt class lasers beyond 10 kW
Scaling the technology of high-peak power lasers to higher
average power while maintaining key technological performance requirements is challenging. Operating petawatt class
lasers beyond 10 kW average power requires a paradigm
shift in laser design. To date, average power increase
has been accomplished by scaling: increasing the repetition
rate of single-shot laser architectures, in which each shot
represents a complete pump/extraction cycle. A new scheme
developed by LLNL is multi-pulse extraction (MPE) and is
illustrated in Figure 27. In this scheme the gain medium
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is pumped continuously, and the upper-state population is
extracted over many pulses during the radiation lifetime,
allowing access to laser gain media with: long radiation life
times; extremely high saturation fluences; and broadband
gain spectrum. Hence the method has three primary benefits.
• There is no need to pump within a single inverse
lifetime, and therefore more efficient, much cheaper
CW pump sources can be used that deliver the pump
energy over a longer time.
• Because efficient extraction is not necessary in a single
pulse, the extraction fluence is much reduced in the
corresponding nonlinear phase as well.
• Broadband gain media that can be directly pumped
by diode become accessible, therefore reducing the
number of stages, the overall system complexity, and
the number of loss stages.
MPE requires that the gain material has an inverse lifetime
significantly less than the desired repetition rate. LLNL
conducted a study with over 80 known laser gain media
and analysed their suitability for maximum net efficiency,
for laser diode pumping (long upper-state lifetime) and for
lasing properties consistent with achieving high-peak power
operation (100 TW to multi-petawatt).
As shown in Figure 28 (left) thulium (Tm)-doped gain
media offer significant lifetime advantages over the wellestablished Yb-doped materials traditionally used for diodepumped fibre and bulk systems. Thulium MPE becomes
efficient at repetition rates >3–5 kHz (see Figure 28 right).
In comparison, ytterbium materials require repetition rates
>50–100 kHz to operate efficiently or must be cryo-cooled.
To be relevant for sub-100 fs applications, the gain bandwidth of thulium in the chosen laser host material must be
>50 nm, which is satisfied by most of the host materials.
These considerations led to choosing Tm:YLF as the laser
amplifier medium for a laser concept termed big aperture
thulium (BAT) laser[212, 213] , shown in Figure 29, consistent
with the requirements for secondary source generation, and
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Figure 28. Left: Net efficiency (quantum defect ⇥ indirect CPA efficiency ⇥ electro-to-optical efficiency) versus gain lifetime of various laser gain media. For
the Ti:sapphire case, ⌘ICPA is 0.38 while for the other cases, which use direct CPA designs, ⌘ICPA is unity. Laser media were down-selected for net efficiency
(>50%) and diode pumping suitability (gain lifetime >1 ms). Right: Extraction efficiency (stimulated emission rate divided by the sum of stimulated
emission rate and spontaneous decay rate). In multi-pulse extraction, higher repetition rates (while maintaining the extraction fluence) are beneficial to the
overall wall plug efficiency, i.e., the repetition rate determines the overall wall plug efficiency.

Figure 29. LLNL’s BAT laser is envisioned to be capable of delivering up
to 300 kW of 10 kHz, 30 J, 100 fs laser pulses.

specifically for an efficient laser for driving a laser wakefield
accelerator (LWFA). The facility will deliver 300 kW at 30 J
per pulse, but provides inherent through aperture (energy)
and repetition rate (average power) flexibility for a variety
of applications. For example, a 3 TW/1 MHz configuration
would be of great interest for future high-repetition-rate Xray FELs. Notably, higher wall-plug efficiencies can be
achieved at the greater repetition rates.
The BAT system leverages the HAPLS baseline two-head
helium gas-cooled four-pass amplifier design. It amplifies
the short pulse directly in the primary laser chain using
CPA, avoiding laser-pumped-laser architectures using indirect CPA (diode pumping of the pump laser) that have significantly higher energy loss inherently. Therefore, BAT can
operate at electrical-to-optical efficiencies >30% and true
wall-plug efficiencies of >20%. It can be directly pumped
by commercially available, standard and inexpensive CW
laser diodes at ⇠800 nm, making use of the 2-for-1 excited
state quenching in thulium, eliminating the need for an

additional laser system to deliver pump light to the final
amplifier. Furthermore, through a cross-relaxation process
it is possible to excite two thulium ions with a given pump
photon, decreasing the effect of the quantum defect.
Operating directly at 2 µm, BAT operates at reduced accumulated nonlinear phase retardation, or B-integral, which
scales as 1/ 2 . Together with the wavelength scaling, the
low-gain BAT architecture maintains a total B-integral <0.1
in the amplifier. This low total B-integral, together with
the relay-imaged architecture, produces high stability and
high beam quality, and contributes to maintaining the high
contrast of the front end through the power amplifier. The
BAT laser is truly a CW laser: at any given time, there is
more energy stored in the laser than extracted; hence the
underlying laser and material physics are steady-state and
continuous. This transition from pulsed operation to CW has
already been exploited in high-average-power fibre lasers for
many years.
Significantly, key operating performances of a full-scale
(300 kW) BAT can be effectively anchored on the performance of a ten-times-downscaled prototype BAT laser
(miniBAT = 30 kW), with lower pulse energy and average
power but identical fluences and identical thermal loading
per unit area.
In addition to the desired petawatt class secondary source
applications, the scalability of the system to higher pulse
energy and average power at 2 µm also presents opportunities for additional applications in medicine, non-destructive
evaluation, radiation testing, machining and other applications. Development of these new, very high average power
technologies is underway at NIF&PS Advanced Photon
Technologies Program.
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4.2.3. Cryo-HAP laser development
Cryogenic high-average-power (cryo-HAP) laser development is a proven route to meeting the demand for systems
that can operate at high average powers while maintaining
high energies, a prerequisite for a petawatt class laser system.
Cooling the gain media to cryogenic or close to cryogenic temperatures is a long-standing method for improving a number of critical parameters, including the thermal
conductivity[214, 215] and absorption and emission crosssections[216, 217] . In 1998 Fan et al. reported[218] on the
improved properties of the then relatively new material,
Yb:YAG, operating at cryogenic temperatures. These improvements were discussed between Yb:YAG operating at
300 and 100 K, and included a four-fold increase in thermal
conductivity, reducing thermal lensing and stress-induced
birefringence; in fact, they estimated that a system operating
at 100 K possessed similar thermo-optic properties to one
operating at 300 K, but at 1/15 of the average power.
Yb:YAG operates as a quasi-3-level laser at 300 K due to the
high population of its lower laser level. At cryogenic temperatures the population in this lower level is significantly
reduced, resulting in cryogenic Yb:YAG operating as a 4level laser, reducing the lasing threshold, another significant
benefit.
All of these benefits have resulted in a number of groups
working on cryo-HAP laser systems based on differing
amplifier architectures. For the purposes of this discussion
we will define cryo-HAP systems as those that possess the
potential to act as a pump or could be scaled to a level
suitable for higher-average-power petawatt class operation,
and therefore can operate >1 J and >10 Hz. The number
of systems operating at these levels is not vast, with only
a handful of successfully reported systems operating in this
arena; the three architectures that have proven successful in
this field are active mirror[73] , the so-called TRAM[219] (total
reflection active mirror) and multi-slab-based systems[220] .
Active-mirror and TRAM systems typically populate the
lower-energy space in this field, with energy currently limited to ⇠1 J. The active-mirror system is based on thindisc laser architecture but uses a thick (⇠5 mm) disc that
is longitudinally cooled by liquid nitrogen flow across the
rear face. This design has been shown capable of operation
at 1.5 J, 500 Hz[68] in a CPA-based scheme producing 5 ps
pulses. The system was later tested at 1 J, 1 kHz[221] ;
however, at this power level thermal effects dominated, and
resulted in a loss of energy after a short period of time.
Further work aims to manage this increased thermal load
and further scale the average power. The exception to the
low-energy trend for active-mirror systems is the LUCIA
laser system which is under development at LULI in France.
This uses a cryogenically cooled active-mirror design and
has been successfully operated at 14 J, 2 Hz[222] .
The TRAM design was proposed in 2009[219] as an extension to the active-mirror scheme that sees a thin (⇠ 200 µm)
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Figure 30. Schematic of the DiPOLE cryo-amplifier concept. Graded index
Yb:YAG ceramic slabs are cooled to cryogenic temperatures (150 K) using
a high-pressure, high-speed cryogenically cooled helium flow.

layer of Yb:YAG bonded to a trapezoidal undoped YAG
prism. The pump and laser light enters the anti-reflectioncoated side of the prism and is totally internally reflected at
the rear face of the Yb:YAG layer, removing the requirement
for a high reflective coating that could become damaged by
higher-power operation. As with the active-mirror design,
the TRAM is cryogenically cooled directly on the rear face
of the Yb:YAG substrate. The TRAM architecture has been
reported to operate at 1 J, 10 Hz with a design upgrade to
100 Hz operation well underway[223] . It is to be used as
part of the front end system for the GENBU laser concept
developed at ILE, Osaka University in Japan[224] .
To date, the highest reported energy from a cryo-HAP
system has been achieved using multi-slab architectures.
Of these the DiPOLE 100 system produced by the UK’s
Central Laser Facility is currently the only one to achieve
1 kW operation, with 100 J pulse energies at 10 Hz[224] .
DIPOLE uses ceramic Yb:YAG amplifier slabs. A general
schematic of the interior of the DiPOLE cryo-amplifier head
is shown in Figure 30. The gain media slabs are mounted
in aerodynamic titanium vanes and housed within a vacuum
insulated pressure vessel. The doping concentration of the
slabs is graded to provide uniform absorption of the pump
energy, resulting in a uniformly distributed thermal load.
High-pressure cryogenically cooled helium gas at 150 K
flows over the slabs to remove the waste heat.
The PENELOPE laser also uses the He-gas-cooling architecture for cryogenic cooling in its main amplifier[111] ;
however, as it is designed as a CPA system the gain media of
choice must support a broad bandwidth. As a result Yb:CaF2
is used in place of Yb:YAG and the system is not cooled
below 200 K in order to preserve bandwidth. It should
be noted that PENELOPE’s design repetition rate is 1 Hz
but is included here as by itself is a petawatt class system.
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Hamamatsu Photonics has also reported on the successful
operation of a 100 J class narrowband multi-slab system[225] .
The main amplifier uses Yb:YAG slabs that are edge-cooled
by two cryostats above and below the gain media. This
system has achieved output energies of 55 J but is currently
not operating at its design repetition rate of 10 Hz.
It should be noted that there are examples of high-averagepower systems operating at high pulse energies that do
not operate at cryogenic temperatures. The most notable
examples are the HAPLS system[226] developed by LLNL
and the POLARIS system[41] at Jena.
To date, the highest reported performance of a cryo-HAP
system is operation at the 1 kW level. This has been achieved
by an active mirror, at low energies, and a slab system at high
energies. If we consider that a high-average-power petawatt
class system would require at least tens of joules of energy
then the likely candidate for further increases in average
power is the slab-based architecture. Such development
work has already started at the Central Laser Facility, on
a collaborative project with the HiLASE Centre, Czech
Republic to increase the repetition rate of DiPOLE systems
to 100 Hz. This would be at the 10 J level, with a view to
future scaling of the energy where practicable. Such a system
would be capable of driving a short-pulse laser at the 100–
200 TW level at 100 Hz.
To summarize, gas-cooled HAP laser systems are already
operating well above what flashlamp systems can provide
and, in the coming years as the technology matures, they will
be capable of significantly increasing the average power.
4.2.4. Coherent beam combining
To achieve both high-peak and high-average powers simultaneously might become a reality thanks to a relatively
recent[227] laser architectural approach called coherent beam
combining (CBC). Although underlying advanced technology is necessary, the CBC concept can be described in quite
simple words: it basically consists in the spatial splitting of
an initial laser beam into N sub-beams prior to amplification, followed by subsequent recombination of the amplified
beams. The very large majority of ongoing laser physics
research in CBC relies on fibre-based amplifiers. Indeed,
the high geometrical aspect ratio of such amplifiers makes
it a solution of choice for high-average-power operation
requiring extremely efficient thermal management. Fibrebased CBC allows the distribution of power scaling challenges across multiple optical channels to overcome different
physical limitations such as average power-related effects
like mode instabilities[228, 229] , but also nonlinear pulseenergy- and peak-power-related effects.
To date, the highest peak power (⇠45 GW) was achieved
by the IAP-HIJ, Jena, Germany team: 12 mJ pulse energy
with 700 W average power and 262 fs pulse duration have
been obtained with eight parallel channels and four temporal
pulse replicas[230] . Recently[231] , the same team presented
operations at about 2 kW average power with 16 channels

Figure 31. Jena 16-channel filled aperture system.

(2.3 mJ) (Figure 31). Future activities will consider a 32channel system, also relying on rod-type large-pitch fibre
amplifiers[232] . In addition, a four-channel ytterbium fibre
femtosecond CPA system with 3.5 kW average power has
been demonstrated[233] . These performances have been
achieved through a filled-aperture configuration, a near-field
combination approach allowing a high efficiency (theoretically 100%, in most demonstrations well above 90%) but
involving multiple combining elements in cascade, so that
the system complexity increases with the number of fibres,
somewhat limiting its scalability potential. To overcome
this issue, the same team is also exploring multicore fibres
with segmented mirror splitters[234] , an interesting approach
on the journey to highly parallel CBC systems requiring
hundreds/thousands of channels. The idea is to decouple the
component count from the channel count, here by a factor
of sixteen since this is the number of embedded channels
within a single fibre. Future developments will concentrate
on increasing the core number per fibre, that will enable
joule-class pulse energy at tens of kHz repetition rates from
a single fibre.
With this in mind, the highest scalable architecture, XCAN
project, Ecole Polytechnique-Thales, Palaiseau, France team
is developing a 61-channel prototype (Figure 32) relying
on tiled apertures allowing single step far-field combination.
The advantage of this method is that there is no actual beam
combining element and therefore no power scaling limitation, but the combining efficiency is theoretically limited to
about 65% due to the multi-aperture Fourier losses. XCAN
recently demonstrated[235] operation of the first 7 channels
with 45% combination efficiency and 70 W average power
using 30 µm MFD (mode field diameter) fibre amplifiers.
The tiled-aperture approach appears most promising to combine 10,000 channels at unprecedented power levels.
These demonstrations pave the way towards a system
required for applications ranging from particle accelerators
and nuclear waste transmutation to space debris tracking and
mitigation[236, 237] in the near future.
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Figure 32. Palaiseau XCAN tiled-aperture system: Yb-doped fibres
fluorescence for 19 out of 61 channels. Insert: laserhead with 35 fibres
inserted.

4.2.5. Time-domain pulse combining
Coherent spatial beam combining of multiple fibre laser
apertures overcomes limitations of individual fibres, and
thus enables scaling of the total energy and power, but
it does so at the cost of requiring a very large number
of parallel channels in a fibre laser array. This is due
to the limited energies that are achievable with a fibrebased CPA system. Relatively small beam size and long
signal propagation length in a fibre lead to strong nonlinear
effects, which confine typical fibre CPA energies to the
100 µJ to 1 mJ range; for fibre core sizes between 30 µm
and 100 µm, respectively[238–240] . Hence, reaching 1 J of
pulse energy should need between 1000 and 10,000 fibre
amplification channels and combined beams[241] . Technical
challenges and costs associated with such large arrays are
very substantial; however, actual stored energies in optical
fibres are much higher, exceeding fibre CPA results by
approximately two orders of magnitude. This highlights
the potential of an approximately hundred times reduction
in fibre array size, which would have enormous practical
impact on reducing system size, cost and complexity.
Low fibre CPA energies are the result of the fundamental limits on CPA-stretched pulse durations, which cannot
exceed a nanosecond range. In solid-state CPA systems,
such as Ti:sapphire, large-transverse-aperture crystals can be
used to additionally increase CPA energies by a couple of
orders of magnitude to reach the full stored energy. Since
fibre lasers have constrained transverse apertures, full stored
energy can only be accessed by exploiting the time domain
– for example, by using coherent pulse combining to artificially extend amplified pulse durations from a nanosecond to
at least the hundreds of nanoseconds range.
Recently, a near-complete energy extraction from a fibre
amplifier has been achieved using the so-called coherent
pulse stacking amplification (CPSA) technique at the University of Michigan, US[242] . In the latest experiments[243]
a sequence of 81 pulses, each stretched to ⇠1 ns to provide
an approximately 80 ns effective pulse duration, was formed,
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amplified and coherently time-combined into a single pulse,
which was compressed down to ⇠500 fs. This CPSA
system, based on an 85 µm core CCC (chirally coupled core)
fibre amplifier[243, 244] , achieved 10.5 mJ energy extraction
with only 4.5 radians of accumulated nonlinear phase, which
is more than 90% of the measured stored energy.
The CPSA approach illustrated in Figure 33 consists
of two principal parts: monolithically integrated electronic
shaping of the stacking-burst sequence at the system’s front;
and a compact free-space pulse stacking arrangement at the
system’s end constructed using Gires–Tournois interferometer (GTI) cavities. The purpose of the electronic shaping is
two-fold. First, its phase modulates each individual pulse
in the stacking-burst sequence to enable, and to control,
its stacking in the GTI-based arrangement at the system’s
output. Second, since the final amplification stages operate
at near-complete energy extraction, it is necessary to control
the stacking-burst amplitude profile to offset temporal-shape
distortions caused by severe saturation of these stages. This
electronic control is implemented using a pair of fibrepigtailed fast electro-optic modulators, the amplitude modulator in the pair being used to carve out the required
burst shape directly from the mode-locked oscillator periodic
pulse train, and the phase modulator to imprint the required
optical phase on each of the pulses in the burst. Such an
arrangement is monolithically integrated, and therefore is
very compact. Most importantly, it provides all the degrees
of freedom in temporal-shape control needed for completely
offsetting the reshaping in strongly saturated amplifiers.
A different time-domain pulse combining technique, the
so-called divided pulse amplification (DPA), has also been
demonstrated both at Amplitude Systems, France and at the
Helmholtz Institute Jena, Germany[245, 246] . In this DPA
technique, illustrated in Figure 34, linear delay lines are used
to produce several sequential replicas of the stretched pulse,
which after the amplification are recombined back to a single pulse using an identical delay-line arrangement[245, 246] .
DPA is typically used to produce two to four stretched pulse
replicas, resulting in a similar improvement in the extracted
pulse energies, with experimentally demonstrated energies
in the 1–2 mJ range. In conjunction with coherent beam
combination of eight parallel fibre amplifiers, this approach
allows for the generation of 12 mJ pulses with 262 fs pulse
duration[247] . However, the further enhancement of the
energy extraction achievable with DPA is limited, which
is mainly associated with the fact that the opto-mechanical
arrangement used for pulse splitting offers insufficient degrees of freedom for arbitrary pulse-burst shape control.
Thus, the compensation of gain saturation effects of longer
sequences of pulses is limited. However, a novel approach
named electro-optically controlled DPA, which is based on
a fibre-integrated front end for pulse-burst generation, offers
sufficient degrees of freedom to arbitrarily scale the number
of pulses[248] . In a first proof-of-principle demonstration,
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Figure 33. Coherent pulse stacking amplification (CPSA).

Figure 34. Divided pulse amplification (DPA).

the temporal combination of up to eight pulses allowed high
temporal contrast and high combination efficiency of about
90%[248] . Subsequent experiments with this technique, now
involving a high-power ultrafast fibre laser system and an
improved low-footprint setup for pulse combination, were
carried out recently and have already led to promising initial
results at mJ pulse energy levels[249] .
4.2.6. Temperature-insensitive OPCPA
Owing to the inevitable thermal effects at a high repetition rate, OPCPA with simultaneous high-peak and average
powers is a challenge to laser technology[250] . The temperature distortion in an OPCPA crystal will cause thermal
dephasing (1k = k p ks ki 6= 0, where k p , ks and ki
are the wave-vectors of the pump, signal and idler waves
in Figure 35(a), respectively) and further degrade the con-

version efficiency and the spatiotemporal quality of output
pulses. The state-of-the-art OPCPA technique has produced
an average power of 88 W in a normal mode[251] , and 112 W
in a burst mode[252] . It is crucial to overcome the thermal
dephasing problem in high-average-power OPCPAs.
The phase-matching condition is a major factor that governs nonlinear parametric processes. To enlarge the phasematching temperature acceptance in second-harmonic generation (SHG), one can select a specific nonlinear crystal with
@1k/@ T = 0[253] or combine two different crystals with
opposite signs of @1k/@ T [254] . These methods, however,
will not be effective in OPCPA that requires broadband
phase-matching simultaneously.
With this in mind a new phase-matching design of
OPCPA has been proposed at Shanghai Jiao Tong University,
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Figure 35. (a) Collinear phase-matching. (b) Conventional wavelength-insensitive non-collinear phase-matching. (c) Temperature-insensitive non-collinear
phase-matching with signal angular dispersion. The second rows in (a) to (c) show the normalized gain versus temperature and wavelength. (d) Measured
signal efficiency versus temperature deviation for several non-collinear angles. ↵ = 5.8 and 6.8 correspond to non-collinear phase-matching with signal
angular dispersion, while ↵ = 1.2 corresponds to wavelength-insensitive non-collinear phase-matching. (e) Measured spectra of amplified signals with
different amounts of angular dispersion when ↵ = 5.8 .

China.
The non-collinear OPCPA configuration was
previously devoted to achieving wavelength-insensitive
phase-matching (@1k/@ = 0) with a large spectral
bandwidth (Figure 35(b)). Notably, it was recently found
that the non-collinear phase-matching configuration can also
make OPCPA insensitive to temperature (@1k/@ T = 0)
by setting an appropriate non-collinear angle ↵ [255] . In an
LBO-crystal-based OPCPA with p = 532 nm and s =
800 nm, the non-collinear phase-matching can be designed
for either @1k/@ T = 0 with ↵ = 5.8 or @1k/@ = 0
with ↵ = 1.2 . The non-collinear phase-matching with
↵ = 5.8 has a temperature acceptance six times larger
than that at ↵ = 1.2 (Figure 35(d)). As these two noncollinear angles are not equal, angular dispersion on the
seed signal must be introduced to ensure @1k/@ = 0 in
the temperature-insensitive non-collinear phase-matching
with ↵ = 5.8 (Figure 35(c)). In a proof-of-principle
experiment with a signal angular dispersion of 350 µrad/nm,
the spectral bandwidth of temperature-insensitive noncollinear phase-matching can be as large as that of the
conventional wavelength-insensitive non-collinear phasematching (Figure 35(e)).
Furthermore, simultaneous wavelength and temperatureinsensitive phase-matching, without the need of additional
angular dispersion at seed signal, can be realized if the two
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non-collinear angles for @1k/@ = 0 and @1k/@ T = 0
coincide with each other. This can be achieved by properly
designing the reference temperature for the crystal[256] . In
an LBO-crystal-based OPCPA with p = 355 nm and s =
550 nm, the two non-collinear angles for @1k/@ T = 0
and @1k/@ = 0 are equal to each other (↵ = 3.6 ) at
the crystal reference temperature of 337 K. As a result,
the spectral bandwidth of such an OPCPA phase-matching
design was similar to that (1 ⇠
= 90 nm) in conventional
wavelength-insensitive non-collinear phase-matching, while
the temperature acceptance (1T ⇠
= 40 K) was increased by
a factor of 4.3. Due to its ability to simultaneously support
broadband amplification and large temperature bandwidth,
the temperature-insensitive OPCPA design may provide a
promising way to generate ultra-intense lasers with kW
average powers[255, 256] .
4.3. Enabling technologies
The route to ever-increasing laser powers, coupled with a
desire to operate these facilities at higher repetition rates,
requires a number of key technologies. In this section we
look at some of these technologies and the challenges facing
their development.
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• The development of mid-infrared lasers
• Improvements in temporal contrast
• Plasma optics
• Grand challenges
Advanced optics
Laser diagnostics
Plasma diagnostics
Target fabrication.
4.3.1. The development of mid-infrared lasers
Most ultra-intense lasers available today operate at wavelengths around one micron. The reason is that the shortest
pulses are offered by Ti:sapphire lasers whereas the highest
pulse energies are possible with neodymium- and ytterbiumdoped materials. Moreover, many passive optical materials
with high transparency can be found in the near-infrared
(NIR) and there is typically no issue from molecular vibration absorption from the normal atmosphere in this range.
The classification of the infrared wavelength regions is often
inconsistent. Here we will use the term mid-infrared (MIR)
for all wavelengths above about 1.7 µm to about 15 µm,
even so it is often further split into short- (SWIR), mid(MWIR) and long-wavelength infrared (LWIR).
Many applications of ultra-intense lasers would greatly
benefit from wavelengths longer than those available around
one micron. This is not obvious since intensity scales with
the wavelength as 1/ 3 , the pulse length with 1/ and
the focusability with 1/ 2 . But laser–matter interaction
can only be proportional to intensity I if they are always
constrained to the same number of field oscillations. If this is
not the case, the interaction length, like the Rayleigh length
z R , assuming diffraction limited focusing, is proportional to
. Another scaling with 2 results from the ponderomotive
potential U p of the free electrons’ quiver motion in a electromagnetic field:
Up =

e2
I
8⇡c3 "0 m e

2

,

(1)

where e is the electron charge, c the speed of light, m e the
electron mass, and "0 the vacuum permittivity. This cancels
the 1/ 3 scaling of the intensity.
Moreover, the critical plasma density n e changes with
1/ 2 :
4⇡c2 "0 m e 2
,
(2)
e2
which allows less dense targets to be used for longerwavelength driving fields. For instance, the maximum
energy of laser accelerated ions in the TNSA (target normal
sheath acceleration) regime depends on the electron temperature and, by fixing I 2 , the lower intensities of longer
ne =

wavelengths relax the pulse contrast problem and RPA (radiation pressure acceleration) benefits from the critical density
scaling at longer wavelengths. For the wavelength scaling
of laser-based acceleration of electrons to maximum energy by LWFA (laser wake field acceleration) the situation
is more complicated, since many parameters have to be
considered[257] . Nevertheless it was shown that the larger
plasma structures are capable of accelerating bunches of
higher charges[258] .
Another application of high laser intensities is the generation of high harmonics (HHG), where the high-energy
cutoff also scales with I 2 , with the macroscopic scaling
}! ⇠ 1.6 – 1.7 . Unfortunately the yield ⌘ scales with
5 – 6[247, 259] . From these considerations, HHG
⌘ ⇠
with wavelengths longer than about 6 µm seems no longer
feasible, but MIR laser pulses are nevertheless beneficial.
The generation of THz pulses with high-intensity lasers is
also more efficient if the driver is an MIR laser[260] . The
advantage of the lower photon energies is that multi-photon
absorption is less likely and higher intensities can be applied.
Similar to THz generation, incoherent X-ray generation
with lasers can be more efficient with a longer-wavelength
driving laser, as was shown for instance by Weisshaupt
et al.[261] . There a comparable photon yield using a 0.8 µm
and a 3.9 µm wavelength lasers was observed, whereas the
intensity was about two orders of magnitude less in the longwavelength case.
Not only do direct laser–matter interactions demand longer
wavelengths to optimize the effects, the critical plasma
density scaling and therefore the plasma refractive index
dependence on wavelength requires the tuning of diagnostic
laser pulses to suitable wavelengths. The refractive index of
the plasma is given by
v
u
u
n =t1

!2p
2
!probe

(3)

with the plasma frequency ! p and the probe frequency
!probe . Therefore, higher-intensity drivers and lower plasma
densities need longer-wavelength lasers for diagnostics.
All these considerations show that there is a strong demand
for high-peak-power lasers in the MIR. Such lasers should be
capable of generating high energies as well as short pulses,
preferably pulses consisting of only a few cycles. Moreover,
laser diode pumping typically offers operation of such lasers
at higher repetition rates and, even more importantly, potentially higher long- and short-term stability. Most of today’s
petawatt laser designs comprise flashlamp-pumped Nd lasers
that are frequency-doubled to pump a Ti:sapphire crystal.
Compared to direct diode-pumped short pulse lasers like
the POLARIS laser scheme[110] , a two-step approach, where
pulse energy in the form of nanosecond pulses is generated
without the requirement to produce a broad bandwidth at the
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same time, has the advantage of a simpler design. Diode
pumping of broad-bandwidth materials that also show a
long fluorescence lifetime consequently has a small emission
cross-section and a high saturation fluence. The stored
energy is therefore difficult to extract. Alternatively, the twostep approach allows the separation of the two problems of
generating highly energetic pulses and a large bandwidth.
Moreover, it is not possible to find a suitable solid-state laser
material for a desired wavelength.
Optic parametric amplifiers (OPAs) are a very versatile
solution that offers broad bandwidth without significant
thermal limitations. Nevertheless, they require a coherent
pump with very high performance and good synchronization
with the seed pulse. Moreover, starting at one micron,
systems will become less efficient in generating longer
wavelengths. With a suitable MIR pump, ultra-intense pulses
with even longer wavelengths could be efficiently generated
by OPAs.
One problem of diode-pumping MIR lasers is that if the
quantum defect needs to be small enough, diode lasers with
wavelengths well above 1.8 µm are needed. But all known
semiconductor lasers suffer from poor efficiency in the MIR
range. Whereas the peak efficiency of diode lasers at 920–
980 nm can be more than 75%, 25% is hardly achievable
at 1900 nm – a wavelength that, for instance, is useful for
pumping Ho-doped materials.
Another approach to achieve efficient diode pumping of
MIR lasers is to use a cross-relaxation process where a single
pump photon will finally produce two excited states. Such a
system is offered by the aforementioned Tm3+ -doped laser
materials[262] . It was shown that if the thulium doping level
is high enough the cross-relaxation efficiency can be nearly
100%. Nevertheless, the competing energy transfer upconversion (ETU) as a loss mechanism for the desired laser will
also rise with the concentration of excited ions. For the optimization of the laser process a balance of doping and pump
fluence specific to the properties of the laser material must
be found. Moreover, Tm-based laser materials offer a highenergy storage capability because fluorescence lifetimes can
be even longer than 10 ms. For Yb:YAG, for instance, cooling to liquid nitrogen temperature levels allows a lifetime of
up to 15 ms to be achieved with an increased emission crosssection at the same time, as shown in Figure 36.
The high potential of Tm-doped solid-state lasers for generating coherent radiation around two microns has already
been employed for some time in fibre lasers. A Q-switched
fibre laser producing 2.4 mJ has been demonstrated[263] , as
well as the coherent combination of two Tm fibre lasers[241] ,
that offers high energies and high average power. Ultrashort pulses are also possible, as the reported compression
to 13 fs[264] demonstrates.
Volume lasers with Tm-doped materials have also been
investigated. A report of 0.8 J output from a Cr:Tm:YAG
laser dates back to 2000[265] . Nevertheless, this was a
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Figure 36. Temperature-dependent emission cross-sections of Tm:YAG.

flashlamp-pumped laser. The highest pulse energy from
a diode-pumped Tm:YAG, 128 mJ, was published by
Yumoto et al.[266] . An optical-to-optical efficiency of 51%
in a Q-switched laser was shown using a diode-pumped
Tm:YAP[267] , and a record average power of 200 W was
demonstrated with Tm:YLF[268] by the Fraunhofer Institute
for Laser Technology.
High average power, pulse energy and efficiency show
proof that thulium lasers are promising MIR sources. They
allow the production of pulses as short as 380 fs[269] by
themselves and can be used additionally as a pump for
another ultra-broadband laser material, which will offer the
two-step approach. Suitable materials for such a scheme
are the transition-metal-doped zinc chalcogenides[270–273] .
Since the pioneering work of DeLoach et al. in 1996[274]
showing a slope efficiency of 22% with Cr:ZnSe, many
promising results have been produced.
• 30 W CW output from Cr:ZnSe was achieved by fibre
pumping at 1.9 µm wavelength[270] .
• A mode-locked oscillator generating 41 fs was reported by Tolstik et al. in 2014[275] .
• The demonstration of a 1 J long pulse from Cr:
ZnSe[276] shows that not only average power but also
high pulse energies are possible.
• The amplification of a 27 fs pulse with a spectral
width that would even allow 16 fs[267] shows the
capability for the generation of very short pulses and
amplification with a gain of 500[273] .
The combination of ultra-broadband transition metal chalcogenides pumped by diode-pumped Tm-doped solid-state
lasers offers a promising two-step approach for the generation of ultra-intense laser pulses in the MIR (around
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Figure 37. Illustration of sources of contrast issues.

2.5 µm). In contrast to the traditional Ti:sapphire lasers that
are pumped by frequency-doubled Nd lasers, no additional
nonlinearity is involved. Some attempts can already be
found in the literature – for instance, Yumoto et al. showed
an optical-to-optical efficiency of 44% for a Cr:ZnSe laser
pumped by Tm:YAG[277] and a tuning range of this setup of
at least 600 nm[278] .
Transition-metal-doped zinc chalcogenides are not the
only option for broadband amplifiers pumped by Tm3+ based lasers. Another route may be offered by optically
pumping a CO2 -laser. High-peak-power CO2 -lasers that
are traditionally discharge-pumped are already being developed nowadays[279] . It seems that 100 TW and more are
achievable in the 10 µm wavelength range. The even longer
wavelength and the advantages of being gas lasers make
them promising candidates for high-peak-power applications
such as particle acceleration[280, 281] .
That optical pumping of CO2 -lasers could be rather efficient, which had already been shown for different wavelengths and pump laser systems in the 1980s[282] . Among the
different wavelengths that can be generated with high-power
chemical lasers in the MIR there is also an option to use the
output of thulium or holmium solid-state systems. Optical
pumping has the advantage that higher-pressure gases and
an extended mixture of isotopologues can be applied. The
latter is possible since, in contrast to discharge-pumped CO2 lasers, molecules are not dissociating through optical pumping and the rearrangement of isotopes will therefore not lead
to a degradation of the isotopologue mixture[283, 284] . Moreover, there is no need to pump any isotopologue separately.
Targeting one species is sufficient in order to incorporate all
of them in the laser process. This finally results in a possible
large amplification bandwidth supporting some 100 fs pulses
to be amplified, which makes such lasers very attractive for
high-intensity applications[285] .
4.3.2. Improvements in temporal contrast
When the first CPA high-power lasers were being built the
goal was to deliver the highest focused intensity to target;

temporal contrast was not a major concern. However, it
became rapidly apparent that any energy delivered to the
target before the main laser pulse arrived could radically
change the conditions of the interactions[286] . The ability to
deliver a ‘temporally clean’ laser pulse is now one of the key
parameters of any petawatt class laser system, and becomes
increasingly important as we move into new regimes at
focused intensities in excess of 1023 W/cm2 .
The energy which can precede the main laser pulse results
from six principal mechanisms (Figure 37).
• Amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from conventional laser amplifiers. This lasts for the lifetime of
the laser ion used in the amplifier and/or the pump
duration, typically hundreds of microseconds. If a
regenerative amplifier is used, pedestals of the Qswitch duration of the amplifier (typically hundreds of
nanoseconds) and the amplification window (of order
⇠10 ns) are present.
• Parametric fluorescence from optical parametric amplifiers, which lasts for the duration of the pump pulse
(usually a few nanoseconds)[287] .
• The coherent pedestal due to scattering from gratings
in the stretchers and compressors forms a ⇠100 ps
triangular pedestal (on a logarithmic scale) on either
side of the main pulse[288] .
• Features within a few picoseconds of the pulse can be
formed due to imperfect compression[289] .
• The inherent contrast of the laser (in the absence of
any pulse cleaning) is limited by the quantum noise
from the seed oscillator[291] .
• Poorly suppressed oscillator pulses or back reflections
in multi-passed components can lead to discrete prepulses. These may also be formed by nonlinear index
effects causing post-pulses to generate pre-pulses[291] .
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The final contrast of a petawatt class laser is influenced by
the design of many subsystems.
Oscillators: The innate contrast of a range of modelocked oscillators which form the seed for all petawatt
lasers has been characterized by Stuart et al. and Alessi
et al.[290, 292] , revealing unexpected features close to the
mode-locked pulses. These features can only be removed
using temporally gated amplification (ps-OPA) or nonlinear
processes.
Picosecond OPA: The first major improvement to the contrast of Nd:glass-based petawatt lasers was the development
of self-pumped picosecond OPAs by Dorrer et al. at the
University of Rochester[293] . First fielded on Vulcan by
Musgrave et al.[294] and later at OMEGA-EP[295] , Orion[296] ,
NIF-ARC[297] and PHELIX[298] , these systems take the
output of a mode-locked oscillator and amplify it to the
microjoule level in an OPA pumped with a laser seeded by
another pulse from the same oscillator. By amplifying the
pulse by a factor of 104 , while it is weakly stretched, any
parametric fluorescence is kept to within a few picoseconds
of the pulse. Any subsequent amplifiers (such as an OPA
pumped with a nanosecond duration laser) can have their
gain reduced significantly and hence reduce the intensity of
the parametric fluorescence in the nanosecond regime.
Double CPA: An alternative approach which can be used
in conjunction with ps-OPA is the use of double CPA[299] .
Here the seed pulse is stretched, amplified, then compressed
and passed through a nonlinear process which inhibits any
structure around the main pulse. The cleaned pulse is
stretched again and amplified before being compressed and
focused onto target.
In systems with short (<100 fs) pulse durations, crossed
polarized wave (XPW)[300] is the most commonly used
nonlinear effect. For systems with longer pulse durations
low-gain OPA[301] is more appropriate.
These processes are similar to ps-OPA in that they generate temporally clean seed pulses for the main amplification
stage of a laser. However, these seed pulses still need to be
stretched to nanosecond durations for further amplification,
which can lead to other effects limiting the contrast.
Stretchers: On all CPA lasers a triangular pedestal exists
for a few hundred picoseconds around the main pulse. This
is partially due to high-frequency phase errors from the
gratings, which form part of the stretchers and compressors. The impact of grating quality was studied by Dorrer
et al.[302] and later characterized and improved by Hooker
et al.[167] . Reducing this pedestal further is still an area of
active research.
Beamline design: Other features within the beamline also
have an impact on the contrast. Plane parallel surfaces
can generate post-pulses when the main laser pulses pass
through them. In the case of OPA crystals this post-pulse
will be amplified and sit, slightly delayed, under the main
laser pulse. Should the stretched pulse then pass through a
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Figure 38. Schematic of the nonlinear Fourier filter.

nonlinear process, such as saturated gain or B-integral build
up along the amplifier, a pre-pulse can be generated which
mirrors the post-pulse[291] . This effect can be avoided by
using wedged OPA crystals and replacing half-wave plates
with reflective polarization rotators[303] .
In multi-passed, imaged amplifiers, ghost foci from the
lenses can cause pre-pulses to be formed which lead the
main pulse out of the amplifiers. This effect led to the Texas
Petawatt system being redesigned by replacing the lenses in
their beamline with off-axis parabolic reflectors[304] .
Nonlinear processes post-compression: One of the most
dependable methods of improving contrast is to cause the
pulse to undergo a nonlinear process after final compression. The most common approach is the use of plasma
mirrors[305] . Here an anti-reflection-coated blank is placed in
the converging beam. When the intensity gets high enough
a plasma is formed on the surface, which then reflects subsequent light with high (⇠70%) efficiency. Hence the mirror
can be positioned such that any low-intensity pre-pulses leak
through and the reflective plasma is only formed by the rising
edge of the main pulse. The contrast enhancement of plasma
mirrors is limited by the reflectivity of the anti-reflection
coating on the blank. Further improvement to contrast can be
made by using double plasma mirrors[306] . By pre-ionizing
the surface of the plasma mirror with a controlled pre-pulse,
reflectivities of 96% have been realized[307] .
The other approach is frequency-doubling the beam postcompression. This requires very large, thin doubling crystals, to minimize nonlinear phase issues; and a series of
dichroic mirrors post-compression to reject the unconverted
fundamental. Conversion efficiencies of ⇠70% have been
realized[308] , but the difficulty in manufacturing large, thin
crystals limits the energy that can be provided.
Alternative schemes have been developed for short-pulse
gas lasers, such as the nonlinear Fourier filter[309] . Here an
annular beam is formed using an apodizing mask. The beam
is focused through a gas jet, re-collimated and blocked with
a second mask (Figure 38). Nonlinear effects at the focus
introduce an intensity-dependent directional modulation of
the beam, both in time and space, causing the main pulse and
the low-intensity pedestal to become spatially separated.
A huge amount of work has been undertaken to provide the
cleanest possible laser pulse, yet as the peak power of lasers
increases so does the importance of contrast. Future facilities
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could rely on coherent beam combining to achieve the highest possible focused intensities, which gives the possibility of
slightly mistimed beams producing interference which could
throw energy from the main pulse into satellite pulses. Short
pulses at large apertures are susceptible to spectral clipping
in compressors, along with localized wavefront and phase
errors[310] . The journey to 100 PW lasers will bring new
problems to be solved before these systems can realize their
greatest potential.
4.3.3. Plasma optics
As an optical wave propagates from vacuum into plasma it
experiences a wavelength- and density-dependent refractive
index which acts to refract it away from higher densities
(see Equation (3)). Utilizing this effect, in combination with
the optical ionization induced when a laser illuminates a
solid target, it is possible to generate effective switchable
plasma optic[311] . As the pulse length of high-power lasers
reduced to approximately a picosecond by the mid-1990s,
the plasma expansion from a solid target during the driving
pulse, typically characterized by the distance over which
the density reduces by 1/e, known as the scale length L s ,
also decreased. In many laser systems of this era, contrasts
of 104 –106 a few nanoseconds ahead of the peak of the
pulse were common, and scale lengths for interactions at
intensities of 1015 –1017 W/cm2 of the order of only a few
times the driving laser wavelength became possible for
the first time. For short (<ps) pulses and short scale
lengths, the plasma does not typically evolve significantly
hydrodynamically as the beam travels through it and the
refracted output beam leaves the plasma in the specular
direction. Also, the reflected fraction of the beam typically
becomes more dominant over large-angle scattering at short
scale lengths. Thus, novel high-quality plasma ‘reflecting’
optics which operates at high energy densities ⇠ kJ/cm2
becomes feasible.
Initial studies in the early 1990s with nanosecond laser
contrasts of <106 had shown that the reflected laser beam
typically ‘broke-up’ at intensities >1016 W/cm2 due to large
scale lengths[312] effectively producing ripples in the expanding plasma surface where the beam was being refracted.
Experimenters in the early 1990s explored the potential for
utilizing the plasma as a high-quality active optical switching mirror[313, 314] and characterized performance[315, 316] in
terms of the potential to deliver reflected pulses for subsequent high-contrast interactions, which became common
practice by the early 2000s. Ellipsoidal plasma optics
offers the advantage of delivering sub F/1 focusing[317] , enabling intensities[318] approaching 1022 W/cm2 with current
petawatt class lasers, and the prospect of enhancement of the
focused intensities of future systems, illustrated in Figure 39.
Recently, it has been observed that by utilizing a suitable picosecond-scale pre-pulse on the surface of a plasma
mirror, the scale length can be optimized[319] to minimize
absorption and give reflectivities of 96% for the main pulse,

Figure 39. (a) Schematic illustrating the operation principle of an
ellipsoidal focusing plasma mirror to increase the intensity by a factor
of five. (b) Input laser focal spot spatial-intensity distributions using
f /3 illumination at 1053 nm and (c) the output spot image obtained,
demonstrating a demagnification of 1/3 in this ellipsoidal geometry[318] .

approaching that of conventional multi-layers. The new
generation of high-repetition-rate lasers will require plasma
optics that can be fielded at repetition rates of >Hz, and
tapes[320] or liquids are an obvious choice. Liquid plasma
mirrors were first investigated in the early 1990s[321] and
high reflectivities were achieved using water[322] , which has
minimal associated hazards. More recently, liquid crystals
have been studied as their thickness can be readily tuned[323]
to <200 nm and they can be designed to be operated at Hz
repetition rates. Such thin plasma mirrors will be ideal for
staged acceleration[324] or beam combination/extraction in
the near future, as high-energy photons/electrons/ions will
easily pass through a thin plasma mirror without suffering
significant absorption or scattering.
At intensities of 1018 W/cm2 the laser interaction can
lead to two additional and significant effects on plasma
mirrors[325] . The light pressure can steepen the density
gradient close to critical and the electric field associated
with the pulse can drive the plasma electrons/surface, forcing
it to oscillate significantly. In such circumstances, a few
percent of the incoming beam is converted into the second
harmonic, being emitted in the specular reflected beam
direction. This work was extended[326] to intensities of
1021 W/cm2 by 2011, with the conversion efficiency into
second harmonic reaching 20%, equivalent to that achieved
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for BBO crystals of the time for such broad bandwidth
35 fs pulses. Due to the short optical path in the plasma,
this conversion mechanism should also be suitable for much
shorter driving pulses. As well as the second harmonic,
higher harmonics have also been observed as the driving
intensity is increased. By 1996 the 75th harmonic had been
detected[327] and enhanced driving contrast continued to
improve the conversion efficiency[328] due to the associated
sharper density gradients, with the 2000th harmonic being
observed[329] by 2007.
Utilizing the nonlinear plasma response has been used
to produce shorter (<picosecond) duration pulses at higher
powers than lasers could deliver at the time. Raman
scattering in the plasma was used to self-modulate the pulse
intensity envelope and self-focusing employed to effectively
extend the interaction length over which a pulse propagates
and maintains a sufficiently high intensity[330, 331] . Simple
gas jets were initially employed by many in the early
1990s and have been used extensively for laser-driven
However, more
electron acceleration[332, 333] studies.
complex gas cells with density structures, capillary discharge
devices[334–336] and multi-pulses[337] , have been used to
deliver tunable GeV-scale electron beams[230] over many
centimetres of interaction length. The nonlinear plasma
response can also be utilized for compressing[328] and
focusing[338] short ⇠30 fs beams, with expectations that they
could readily handle multi-petawatt powers and deliver nearideal focusing if a suitable density profile is obtained[319] .
More complex phenomena such as plasma compression
and diffraction[339, 340] can also be used to manipulate the
beam[341] . Future plasma components will also utilize
relativistic effects to deliver novel optics[342] with high
damage thresholds[328] , such as plasma apertures[343] ,
waveplates, separators, holograms[344] and q-plates[345] ,
and uses in areas such as plasma amplification, discussed
in Section 4.1.3, will be further developed to enable new
interaction regimes to be reached.
4.3.4. Grand technological challenges
As petawatt/exawatt laser systems are developed in the future
there are a number of grand challenges facing the community
to realize their potential. In this section we have briefly
examined four areas which need to be addressed:
• Advanced optics
• Laser diagnostics
• Plasma diagnostics
• Target fabrication.
4.3.4.1. Advanced optics. The performance limits of optical components are of crucial importance in realizing the
potential of petawatt systems. The principal limitation
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dictating the energy and power available on target is usually
laser-induced damage of the compressor gratings, where
energetic short pulses are first exhibited in a beamline[346] .
To realize the highest intensity, one requires gratings with
aperture >1 m, high-efficiency diffraction over bandwidths
of hundreds of nanometres and minimal diffracted wavefront
errors. For designs using high-angle-of-incidence gratings,
the limit may be transferred to the post-compression optics,
such as the focusing mirror.
The effective grating aperture may be increased by tiling
multiple gratings (and/or other transport optics)[347] . In this
scheme, the gratings must be positioned with interferometric
accuracy in five degrees of freedom (only translation parallel
to the grooves has a relaxed tolerance). Such a scheme
is an inherent feature of the coherent recombination of
sub-apertures discussed elsewhere. It has been shown in
the case of NIF-ARC, for example, that even when the
dispersion in sub-apertures differs slightly, then the overall
dephasing between beams in the spectral/temporal regime
can be controlled[348] .
Controlling the wavefront through the compressor is important to minimize spatiotemporal coupling and realize the
highest intensities. Adaptive optics systems both before and
after compression can address this issue.
When operating with high repetition frequencies and high
average power, the thermal loading on the optics and optomechanics becomes significant. For example, control of
the zero-order beam from gratings is necessary to avoid
local heating of components. Absorption within optical
components must also be minimized. High-repetition-rate
systems also require laser gain media suitable for diode
pumping. Materials with a broader gain bandwidth, such as
Nd:glass, may be used for direct CPA lasers, or for pumping
Ti:sapphire or OPCPA systems. Narrowband systems may
only be used as pump sources.
Future OPCPA systems with very high energy will require developments in gain media. For example, highly
deuterated (⇠90%) DKDP crystals, cut for Type-I phasematching, with high optical quality over a large aperture are
required[173, 349] . Coating development is also necessary to
achieve high damage thresholds with very large bandwidths
and adequate control of spectral phase[350] .
Improvements in optics performance are expected to
plateau unless advances in optical metamaterials[351] become
relevant. Further progress in ultra-high intensity may depend
upon alternative schemes, such as the Compression after
Compressor Approach (CafCA) and plasma amplifiers, both
discussed elsewhere in this paper.
4.3.4.2. Laser diagnostics. While high-power lasers can
generate extreme conditions of matter, for the physics to
be understood the laser must be well characterized and
diagnosed at the point that hits the target. The key parameters
required for each experiment differ, but consistency and
control of the delivery of energy is essential to reproducible
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Figure 40. The schematic of a STRIPED FISH apparatus for single-shot complete spatiotemporal pulse measurement (reproduced from Ref. [353]).

science. With the increase in peak and average power of new
laser systems, new challenges have come to the fore.
The traditional method of diagnosing a laser is subsampling a beam through a pick off or leak through an optic before reducing it down and sending it to a suite of diagnostics.
This becomes increasingly difficult as broad bandwidths and
high intensities become the norm. The impact of nonlinear
effects on material dispersion means that the diagnostic
beam can be radically different from the main beam[352] .
While these effects can be compensated for, the further one
goes from measuring the original beam, the more vulnerable
to variation in beam properties the diagnostics becomes.
All of the exawatt class facilities currently proposed rely
on combining many beams at target to reach the highest
intensities. In order to ensure full coherent combination,
the full spatiotemporal information of the beams must be
measured, including intensity and phase in time and space
domains. Advanced diagnostics are therefore required to reconstruct the E-field, such as STRIPED FISH[353] (Spatially
and Temporally Resolved Intensity and Phase Evaluation
Device: Full Information from a Single Hologram) shown in
Figure 40 or TERMITES[354] (Total E-Field Reconstruction
using a Michelson Interferometer Temporal Scan).
With increased repetition rates the rate at which diagnostic data is produced increases dramatically. Analysis and
optimization of the system can be performed in real time
and automated[355] to provide more robust facilities. These
techniques can even be applied to the plasma diagnostics
themselves, dynamically changing the laser parameters to
optimize experimental conditions[356] .
At the other extreme for single-shot facilities the demand
for increased information about the pulse as delivered at
focus increases. Techniques that had previously been used
in a scanning operation, such as high-dynamic-range contrast
measurements, now need to be converted to single shot[141] .
All of the aforementioned diagnostics use small optics
and are sensitive to wavefront (including pointing) and some

require small time-bandwidth products. On large aperture
laser systems those are often a challenge. Furthermore, beam
sampling and the beam transport to the diagnostics station
are challenging due to B-integral and other nonlinear effects.
Finally, most high intensity laser applications require highest intensities but the community still lacks an online diagnostic that measures intensity directly. None of these
challenges are insurmountable, but new techniques will need
to be developed and matured to a point that they can leave
the lab and become reliable facility diagnostics.
4.3.4.3. Plasma diagnostics. Measuring the radiation, particles, physical states and energy flows present within the
broad range of plasmas generated during the interaction
of a petawatt class laser with matter[357] is an ongoing
and critical challenge for the future of the field. If the
community is to effectively deliver the envisaged wide range
of medical[358] , scientific[359] and industrial[360] investigations and applications accessible with new high-power, highrepetition-rate lasers, a number of specialized diagnostics
will be needed. They must be capable of characterizing not
only the primary plasma but also any secondary beams[361]
and their subsequent interactions. High-dynamic-range systems (12–18 bit) capable of differentiating and detecting
structures, materials and features will be required from the
sub-micron scale through to characterizing large ⇠10 m2
areas for industrial and medical imaging[362] . Combining
high-resolution sensing and multi-modal capability, utilizing
the broad range of particles and radiation (X-rays[363] , THz,
ions[364] , electrons[365] , muons, neutrons etc.) available
from laser-driven sources will deliver new capability to the
community. Efforts on meeting these and similar challenges are underway internationally, not only within the
laser plasma community but also at other facilities such as
XFELs, Tokamaks, synchrotrons and accelerators, as they
face similar challenges in diagnostics, analysis and data
management.
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Figure 41. (a) Schematic diagram depicting an angular-resolving escaping
electron diagnostic which is based on injecting Cherenkov light[380] into
an optical fibre array surrounding the interaction, as shown in (b). The
diagnostic is capable of operating at repetition rates of MHz and, by
encoding the electron flux into an optical signal within a fibre, it can be
readily transported away from the interaction area, enabling the sensitive
detector and digitizing electronics to be located far from the interaction and
within an EMP-shielded enclosure giving high-quality data in (c).

The target chamber and environment surrounding a highintensity interaction[366] can often be challenging for diagnostic operations, due to the production and escape of:
(1) large fluxes of energetic particles
electrons[367] , ions[368] and neutrons);
(2) the generation of
pulses (EMP)[369] ;

associated

(primarily

electromagnetic

(3) the emission of broadband radiation at up to multiGW power levels from THz[370] through to hard Xrays[371] ;
(4) target debris.
By designing and controlling the interaction geometry to
reduce[372] and mitigate[373] EMP generation, many general
techniques[374] appropriate for ‘single-shot’ operation[375]
can be delivered at high repetition rates ( 10 Hz) with
suitable retuning/redesign and the replacement of the detector element or by transporting the signal to a more
benign environment[376] before digitization (see Figure 41).
Scintillators, phosphors and transducers capable of kHz–
GHz rates can be readily coupled to gated or rep-rated
high-dynamic-range detectors. Significant efforts are currently underway to increase radiation damage tolerance and
component lifetimes when exposed to particles or ionizing
fluxes and improve performance in terms of sensitivity,
specificity and spatial resolution[377] . Nuclear activation
techniques utilizing isotopes with >10 min half-lives have
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been frequently used[378] to characterize high-energy photons and particles (typically >4 MeV) in the laser-plasma
community. At tens of Hz such transitions would become
closer to becoming integrating detectors. However, there are
much shorter[379] nuclear transitions which can be adopted
so that individual shot measurements are possible for highrepetition-rate systems.
A significant challenge facing the laser-plasma community
is to deliver new, matched detectors capable of taking advantage of the short-pulse nature of laser-driven secondary
sources to obtain higher-quality, higher-resolution measurements for both scientific studies and applications. This will
be an area where development and new approaches and
techniques are needed (for instance, efficient hard X-ray
detectors with few-ps resolution would enhance backscatter
imaging[381] and provide discrimination against non-ballistic
photons for applications such as penetrative imaging). Electronics with sufficient bandwidth to directly digitize signals
with temporal resolutions of <20 ps and streak cameras with
⇠ps resolutions are currently available, and faster responses
are envisaged in the future. Acquiring and transferring
multi-megapixel, high-dynamic-range images at
10 Hz
is becoming routine for scientific-grade digital cameras.
Converting, transforming or encoding the desired diagnostic information into an electrical or photonic signal[382] is
already a regularly used technique. However, further developments in this area will enable faster and more complex
measurements to be made. Many early studies relied on
only a few data points/shots, but new laser systems will offer
the possibility of taking significant numbers of repeat shots
per configuration, allowing weaker signals to be extracted
and statistical techniques to be more fully employed. New
paradigms of data acquisition utilizing the high repetition
rates of future systems, more in common with particle
physics, where ‘near instantaneous’ processing enables significant data reduction and selection to be undertaken, will
be necessary for studies involving low-probability events.
State-of-the-art hardware and infrastructure are allowing
facilities to take advantage of the many new advances within
the electronics/telecommunications industries, where data
transfer rates of multi-GHz are now commonly available.
Combining such high data flow rates with the broad range
of opportunities for encoding and accessing plasma parameters will enable the next generation of laser facilities
to greatly extend our diagnostic capabilities, resolutions
and understanding of laser-driven interactions. Advanced
high-repetition-rate diagnostics and techniques will not only
enable new scientific measurements and discoveries to be
made, but as laser-driven sources mature, facilities will be
able to improve the quality, stability and level of control possible within the plasma and secondary source environment,
enabling novel and more advanced studies and applications
to be undertaken for the first time.
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Figure 42. A 100 mm silicon wafer that has been coated with 100 nm
low-stress silicon nitride and then processed using optical lithography and
silicon etching to produce target arrays for the Gemini laser at RAL. Target
flatness characterized to <2 µm variation over the open apertures. 16
arrays produce 400 targets per wafer (picture courtesy of STFC Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory).

4.3.4.4. Target fabrication. Future target fabrication challenges can be broadly split into two main areas:
(1) targets for high-repetition-rate ultra-high-power laser
systems;
(2) complex targets for multi-beam high-energy facilities,
usually coupled to petawatt class beam capability.
Each of these areas has challenges to overcome to deliver
the highly complex targets that are required by the respective
user communities.
The commissioning of new high-repetition-rate facilities
such as the ELI pillars will require a significant and fundamental change in the way targets are delivered, due to the
large numbers needed to field experiments. With petawatt
lasers at shot rates that are of the order of 10 Hz for ELIBL[383] , and with a petawatt system at ELI-ALPS running
at 10 Hz and a terawatt system running at 100 Hz[384] , there
is at least two orders of magnitude increase in the number
of targets that can be shot; currently there is insufficient
capacity to manufacture enough targets using conventional
techniques. To overcome this challenge, high-repetition-rate
liquid targets have been proposed[385–387] , and recently there
has been a demonstration of multi-MeV proton acceleration
from sub-micron liquid sheet targets at 1 kHz repetition
rates[388] .
The requirements for these and other high-power laser
systems, such as the European XFEL, Gemini (UK), CLPU
(Spain), Apollon (France), are well defined in a recent review
of target fabrication needs[389] which highlights a range of
techniques that are needed to be developed to deliver to such
facilities. While some of these facilities are developing a
limited range of the capabilities that are required for target
manufacture, to deliver a full experimental programme, a
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Figure 43. A complex gas target, manufactured by Scitech Precision,
UK, for studying counterpropagating radiative shock collisions with X-ray
radiography, generated from a petawatt laser beam, as a primary diagnostic
used on experiments on SG-II at SIOM, China (picture courtesy of Imperial
College London).

suite of integrated technologies is needed. Coordination
between each stage of what could be a complex target
manufacture process, including their support, base layer
coating, and etching is key (Figure 42). Target mounting
also needs to be carried out in a streamlined way. This will
require experts in many areas of fabrication to work with the
user communities and the facilities to develop strategies to
reach the most demanding of repetition rates.
In addition to a range of high-repetition-rate laser systems
there are many multi-beam high-energy facilities that are
open to the academic community to carry out fundamental
science experiments. The National Ignition Facility (NIF)
has a discovery science program with 41 shots dedicated
to this in 2018[390] . These targets are provided by the
extensive capabilities that are available to the NIF for its
internal program in inertial confinement fusion, high-energydensity physics and national security applications. Other
large-scale facilities such as the Laser MegaJoule (France),
Orion (UK) and SG-III (China), while having significant internal capability, require external academic users to provide
their own targets (Figure 43). These targets will require
access and expertise to the most cutting-edge fabrication and
assembly processes, such as diamond point turning, coatings
of materials, such as high-density carbon, characterization
of properties, such as grain size and orientation, and indeed
the ability to change these parameters for experimental
needs. These facilities are not available to most smallscale university user groups, and while larger groups such as
those at the University of Michigan (US) or the Laboratory
for Laser Energetics in Rochester (US) have capability to
field experiments, for smaller groups national laboratories
such as the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, or commercial
companies such as General Atomics or Scitech Precision, are
able to provide targets.
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5. Conclusion
This review of petawatt and exawatt class lasers has attempted to provide a snapshot in time of the state-of-theart of the global capabilities in the ultra-high-power environment. The profusion of these facilities in national
laboratories and university departments is largely due to
some key developments – not least, the invention of the
technique of CPA. Part of the motivation for this review is
to provide a tribute to the work of Donna Strickland and
Gerard Mourou as the inventors of CPA and to whom the
2018 Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded.
We have presented a comprehensive overview of the current status of petawatt class lasers worldwide. We have
described over 50 facilities that are, or have been, operational, under construction, or in the planning/conceptual
phase. Many of these facilities are coupled and synchronized
to other sources, such as nanosecond lasers, XFELs, particle
beams and z-pinches.
The evolution of such facilities, and the science they have
enabled, has been placed in a historical context, describing how the early pioneering work in the US has today
been progressed, notably in Europe and Asia. Increasingly,
as technology advances, high-average-power machines are
being constructed in preference to single-shot facilities.
Meanwhile, work continues apace to increase peak powers
to the highest possible values.
In looking to the future, we have described some of the
technologies that will lead to the next generation of lasers:
delivering higher peak powers for fundamental research; and
higher average powers relevant to applications. In looking
through our crystal ball it is not clear what these facilities
will look like 10, 20 or even 50 years from now, but it
promises to be a fascinating journey.
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ABSTRACT
We present the results of an experiment on laser-driven shock waves performed at the Prague Asterix Laser system (PALS), where the fundamental frequency of the laser (1315 nm) is used to launch a strong shock in planar geometry. The experiment aims to characterize both shock
waves and hot electrons generated at intensities of ’ 1016 W=cm2 . It is shown that, in these interaction conditions, hydrodynamics is
strongly impacted by noncollisional mechanisms, and the role of the hot electrons, generated by parametric instabilities, is essential in determining shock dynamics.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5119697

I. INTRODUCTION
1

The shock ignition approach to inertial confinement fusion (SI)
presents several advantages compared to the standard central ignition
approach,2 such as a lower implosion velocity in the compression
phase, which makes SI less sensitive to hydrodynamic instabilities, and
a lower amount of energy needed to achieve ignition.3,4 In the SI
scheme, ignition is triggered by a strong shock (>300 Mbar) launched
by a laser spike of duration a few hundred picoseconds close to the
end of the compression phase, with intensity between 1015 and 1016
W=cm2 . Interaction of the laser spike is expected to be strongly
affected by parametric instabilities such as Stimulated Brillouin
Scattering (SBS), Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS), and Two
Plasmon Decay (TPD), which reduce the laser energy coupled with
the target and can also produce suprathermal electrons.5,6
Several works have pointed out the essential role of such hot electrons (HEs) not only toward target preheating (a well-known effect in
inertial fusion research)7 but also in the process of shock generation
and in determining shock dynamics.8,9 It appears that if the energy of
HEs is not too high, they could actually improve the laser-plasma
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coupling and increase the shock strength, while at the same time, they
would not be able to penetrate deeply into the target and preheat the
fuel.8,10 Therefore, experiments have recently addressed the study of
HE, parametric instabilities, and shock generation in the SI interaction
regime. These include experiments done at OMEGA11 in planar12 and
spherical geometries,13–15 at LIL,16 and at the Prague Asterix Laser system (PALS).17,18 All of them made use of UV laser light, which is
expected to result in a stronger coupling with denser plasma regions.
The use of short wavelength laser light is essential for compressing
inertial fusion targets because it guarantees a better hydrodynamics
efficiency and a lower level of parametric instabilities. However,
assuming that HEs have a beneficial effect for the generation of the
final shock, it could be possible to think about mixed irradiation
schemes where compression is performed at 3x, and the final spike is
realized at 1x or 2x. The advantage of using longer wavelength radiation is a lower level of damage to the optics for beam transport and the
availability of larger energy. For example, at PALS,19 the laser can routinely deliver 300 J in the third harmonic (k0 ¼ 438 nm) but up to
700 J in the first harmonic (k0 ¼ 1.315 lm). Using phase plates to
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produce a uniform focal spot of 100 lm, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) provides an intensity of "1:5 # 1016 W cm$2 on the
target. If we consider the irradiance Ik2 , which is the physical quantity
governing the onset of parametric instabilities, we reach Ik2 "
3 # 1016 W lm2 cm–2, an order of magnitude higher compared to the
third harmonic.
Such nonlinear interaction conditions may result in stronger SRS
and TPD and consequently larger HE production, which should
strongly affect shock dynamics. In addition, studying parametric instabilities and HE generation at high intensity and longer wavelengths
will allow for a better understanding of the physical processes that take
place and for retrieving quantitative information on thresholds and
conversion efficiencies. Such information is essential for developing
advanced numerical models and validating them.10
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Streaked-optical-pyrometry (SOP) was used to characterize
dynamics of the shock waves, while focusing spectroscopy with spatial resolution (FSSR) and spherical crystal imaging (SCI) were used
to characterize Ka emission generated by interaction of hot electrons20 with tracer layers buried in the target. Parametric instabilities were studied by collecting light backscattered within the cone
of the focusing lens and characterizing it by time integrated optical
spectroscopy (OS) and calorimetry (Cal).21,22 Bremsstrahlung emission was recorded using a bremsstrahlung cannon placed in front
of the target (BC). A sketch of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 1.
In this work, we focus on hydrodynamics and hot electron effects
by analyzing SOP results through comparison with numerical simulations. Other diagnostics provided complementary information on
laser-plasma interaction, which reinforces the proposed interpretation
of the experiment and allows constraining simulation parameters. For
some of them, the detailed analysis is developed in an associated
article.23
PALS is a single beam laser delivering 700 J at a fundamental
wavelength (k ¼ 1.315 lm) in an %300 ps, full width half maximum
(FWHM), Gaussian pulse. The beam was smoothed with a Random
Phase Plate (RPP) providing a Gaussian focal spot of %100 lm

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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(FWHM). The RPP diameter was 30 cm, and its focal length was
60 cm, leading to an f/#2 optical system. By performing accurate calorimetric measurements, we determined that only %50% of the nominal energy was contained in the 100 lm spot. Therefore, the effective
laser energy inside the focal spot was 350 J. Figure 2 shows laser power
as a function of time (right) and intensity distribution as a function of
radius (left). Solid lines are horizontal and vertical line-outs of a time
integrated image of the laser focal spot. The dashed line represents the
smoothed profile used in simulations. The peak power of 1.10 TW
results in a peak intensity on axis of 0.97 # 1016W/cm2 and in an interaction parameter Ik2 ¼ 1.68 # 1016 W lm2 cm$2, which is largely
above the threshold for laser plasma instabilities. Hence, a significant
amount of hot electrons is expected to be produced. The PALS beam
was used to irradiate two-layer targets with a front layer of Polystyrene
(CH) of variable thicknesses, ranging from 10 lm to 180 lm, followed
by 5 lm of Titanium. The targets were embedded into an aluminum
washer, and the inner diameter was 2 mm. The use of different plastic
thicknesses allowed us to obtain information on both shock waves and
HE heating.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. X-ray measurements
Figure 3 shows a typical 2D-resolved image of the Ti Ka emission
produced by hot electron interaction with a target (in this case, a 5-lm
Ti layer covered by 10 lm of plastic). The elliptical shape of the emitting area corresponds to the oblique line of sight of the imager observing the target surface at an angle of about 45& . The measurement of
the number of photons emitted by Titanium at this energy gives information on the flux of hot electrons. This flux depends on the thickness
of the CH layer. Taking, for example, targets with 50 lm of CH, it can
be found that only hot electrons with energies of ' 50 keV reach the

FIG. 2. (top-left) PALS laser focal spot (see the text) and (top-right) laser power as
a function of time for a total energy of 700 J. Target scheme (bottom).
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of ’ 85 keV 6 5 keV. In agreement with known scaling laws (and with
the results of Ref. 23), we attribute the first component to hot electrons
produced by SRS and the second one to TPD. The total conversion
efficiency from the laser to hot electrons is g ¼ 5.3 6 0.58%, distributed
as 2/3 and 1/3 for SRS and TPD, respectively. Note that, in previous campaigns at PALS, using 300 J energy at the third harmonic (k0 ¼ 438 nm),
the measured conversion efficiency was below 1% with the hot electron
temperature of 25 6 7.5 keV.9,10
B. Bremsstrahlung cannon

FIG. 3. Distribution of Ka emission from the 1x-irradiated 5-lm-Ti foil covered by
10 lm of plastic, visualized by monochromatic imaging.

titanium layer. For targets with a thicker CH layer, this cut-off energy
increases, which results in a reduction of hot electrons reaching the Ti
layer and therefore a lower Ka signal. However, we observed the Ka signal even for the largest plastic thickness, implying the presence of a HE
component at high energy. Figure 4 presents the analysis of the Ka signal
as a function of the thickness of the CH layer. Squares represent the measured average fluxes at each thickness (these data refer to FSSR; however,
data from the SCI provide similar results), while spheres represent simulations of hot electron fluxes. The analysis has been performed with the
Monte Carlo code GEANT424 simulating propagation of hot electrons
and the K-shell emission inside the studied target. The K-shell ionization
cross sections were provided by the PENELOPE physics library.25 The
Monte Carlo simulation, which best-fits the experimental data, uses
two Maxwellian hot electron populations—a dominant one with the
temperature of ’40 6 5 keV and a hotter one with the temperature

FIG. 4. Integrated Ka emission vs plastic thickness obtained using the FSSR spectrometer. Experimental points are averaged over several shots. Simulation points
include the contribution of two Maxwellian hot electron populations, a dominant one
with a temperature of ’ 40 6 5 keV and a hotter distribution with a temperature of
’ 85 6 5 keV.
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A bremsstrahlung cannon (BC) provides information on the
high-energy photon distribution and hence indirectly allows us to estimate the hot electron energy distribution. The typical results from this
diagnostic are shown in Fig. 5.
Monte Carlo simulations have been used in two steps to infer hot
electron temperature. First, the BC structure has been fully simulated
to obtain, at the entrance, the photon spectrum yielding signals in
each image plate. In a second step, the MC code has been run to find
the electron population, leading to the photon spectrum at the position
of diagnostic. The best results were systematically obtained using a
Maxwellian distribution at an electron temperature of 45 6 10 keV.
C. Streaked optical pyrometer
Information on the shock wave dynamics was obtained thanks to
Streaked Optical Pyrometry (SOP) that measures the breakout time of

FIG. 5. Raw data from BC (each circle corresponds to a different IP) and fit related
to a photon spectrum at the entrance of the diagnostic.
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the shock at the rear side of the target. The target is imaged on the slit
of a streak camera that records the self-emission of the Titanium layer
in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum. Figure 6 presents
the SOP signal for three representative plastic thicknesses: 15, 50, and
125 lm. Line-outs of the SOP signal as a function of time are also displayed. The peak of emission observed at early times is due to preheating of the rear surface by hot electrons reaching the Titanium layer
after crossing the plastic layer. Practically, it occurs at the time of the
maximum laser intensity. Due to such significant preheating, the target
rear side expands rapidly, cooling down, which implies a rapid reduction of the emitted thermal radiation. For 50 lm and 125 lm plastic
thicknesses, a second peak of emission is clearly visible. It is induced
by the shock produced at the front side of the target that crosses the
whole target, heating and compressing it and finally reaching the rear
side. For the target with 125 lm of CH, the delay between the peak
due to hot electrons and the signal rising due to shock breakout is
4.1 6 0.2 ns. For the target with 50 lm, this delay is 1.0 6 0.1 ns. For
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the target with 15 lm of CH, there is no signal rise, and so the delay
cannot be defined. This does not mean that there is no shock but simply that the hot electron heating dominates the shock heating, hiding
its arrival at the rear side. The signal due to hot electron preheating
decreases with the plastic thickness, as expected. This is due to the fact
that when the propagation thickness increases, fewer electrons arrive
at the Ti layer, reducing its heating. At the same time, the signal corresponding to shock breakout also decreases because for larger propagation distances, the shock pressure reduces. However, for large
thicknesses, although reduced, it becomes larger than the initial peak
due to hot electrons.
D. Parametric instabilities
The impact of noncollisional processes in this interaction regime,
giving rise to HEs, is confirmed by spectroscopic and calorimetric
measurements of scattered light. In our setup, due to the low spectral

FIG. 6. Streak images of rear side emission for different thicknesses of the CH layer (top row) and corresponding line-out as a function of time (bottom row). The time t ¼ 0 is
defined by the peak of the emission due to the electrons. For the target with a 125 lm thick CH layer, the signal rises at t ¼ 4.1 6 0.2 ns due to shock breakout. For the target
with 50 lm of CH, this rises at t ¼ 1.0 6 0.1 ns. For the target with 15 lm of CH, the shock breakout time cannot be precisely measured.
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resolution of the optical diagnostics, we were not able to distinguish
SBS from laser light simply reflected from the target. The reflectivity
due to SRS, in the lens cone, was 0.6–4% of laser energy. Comparing
such results to our previous measurements performed at 3x,21,22 we
observe a large increase in SRS, which can be explained by the increase
in the irradiance parameter (Ik2 ), which determines the convective
gain in the resonance region. The measured increase in SRS is consistent with the rise in the hot electron signal, suggesting that the main
HE component is generated by SRS. This is further confirmed by the
spectral characterization of SRS back reflectivity, showing a maximum
in the spectral range of 2400–2450 nm,23 implying that SRS is preferentially emitted at densities of 0.17–0.19 nc. In this case, assuming a
background plasma temperature to be %4 keV (as extracted from simulations and as expected from simple scaling laws), we can estimate
that the energy of electrons accelerated by the plasma waves produced
by SRS is %40 keV, in fair agreement with our experimental findings.
IV. DISCUSSION
E. The numerical tool

Numerical simulations of the experiment were performed with
the hydrodynamic code CHIC,26 which includes a model10 accounting
nonlinear laser-plasma interaction (LPI), the generation of hot electrons, and their propagation into the plasma. The description of the
laser propagation is based on the Paraxial Complex Geometrical
Optics (PCGO): the laser beam is described by a bunch of thick
Gaussian rays. Unlike models based on ray tracing, the PGCO model
calculates laser intensity in plasma and allows computing parametric
instabilities and subsequent hot electron production. The electron
transport model is described in the continuous slowing down approximation considering electron-ion and electron-electron collisions. The
hot electrons are described by an exponential distribution function in
energy that is logarithmically discretized in a series of monoenergetic
beamlets. This multigroup model for HE beam transport in plasmas
has been validated by comparison with a reference code.27 The free
parameters defining the hot electron source are initial energy flux,
mean temperature, angular distribution, and direction. These parameters are determined from laser and plasma characteristics, thus coupling parametric instabilities and hot electron sources. In CHIC, they
are computed using scaling laws obtained from extensive PIC simulations or experimental data.10 For TPD HE, flux (W/cm2) and temperature (keV) are defined as
n
h !
"1=2 io
;
(1)
F TPD ¼ 2:6 # 10$2 I 1 $ exp $ nTPD $ 1
TPD

TPD

T TPD ¼ 15:5 þ 17:7nTPD ;

(2)

¼ I=I
is the ratio of the local intensity to the threshold
where n
intensity I TPD ¼ 8:2TkeV =ðLlm klm Þ PW/cm2, with Llm being the density scale length in lm. The electron plasma waves are excited by TPD
in a broad range of directions within the cone 645& with respect to
the pump. Multiplicity of configurations for the pump and daughter
waves produces a uniform hot electron emission in the 645& cone
with respect to the PCGO ray direction.
The energy of hot electrons produced by SRS is linked to the
phase velocity of the electron plasma wave at the point of resonance. It
is supposed that the hot electrons are produced at the density of
ne ¼ 0:2nc , and their temperature reads T SRS ¼ 34 þ 1:5TkeV .10 The
hot electron flux reads
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n
# !
"$o
W=cm2 ;
F SRS ¼ 12:5 # 10$2 I 1 $ exp $ n1=3 $ 1

(3)

where n ¼ I=I SRS is the ratio of the local intensity to the threshold
intensity. The threshold intensity can be calculated using the absolute
SRS
or convective threshold formulas, Iabs
¼ 99:5=ðL2lm klm Þ2=3 PW/cm2
&
'
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
SRS
or Iconv
¼ 220= Llm klm 1 $ ne =nc PW/cm2, respectively. From
experimental observations, it is known that SRS electrons are more
directional than TPD electrons relative to the laser direction. In CHIC
simulations, it is assumed that SRS electrons propagate in the laser
beam direction. The model describing coupling between the laser
beam, plasma dynamics, hot electron generation, and propagation has
been used to better simulate experiments in the intensity range of
1015–1016 W/cm2 with k ¼ 351 nm.10 Nevertheless, for longer laser
wavelengths, the scaling laws used to define the hot electron sources
from TPD and SRS have to be validated/tuned by comparison with
experimental measurements.
F. Simulation without the hot electron
We performed CHIC simulations using the PCGO description of
the laser beam, including or not the hot electron effects on hydrodynamics. The three plastic thicknesses, 15, 50, and 125 lm, have been
tested. All the simulations share a common time scale. The zero time
corresponds to the beginning of the laser pulse and differs from experimental zero time used in Figs. 2 and 6 defined at the maximum laser
intensity. Comparisons between experiment and simulation concern
the delay time between emission induced by hot electrons and emission induced by the shock breakout and so are independent of the
choice of zero time. A focus is made on the interpretation of the thickest CH layer, characterized by a longer distance traveled by the shock
wave. Figure 7 presents the results from the simulation without hot
electrons. In this simulation, only 9.3% of the laser energy has been
absorbed through inverse Bremsstrahlung. This low absorption is due
to the short pulse, long wavelength, and high intensity of the laser
pulse. 2D maps of pressure and density 800 ps after the beginning of
the simulation show a well-defined shock front with a pressure of %12
Mbar. The maximum pressure, 14–15 Mbar, is reached just after the
peak of laser intensity. This relatively low pressure, for a laser intensity
of %1016 W/cm2, can be explained by two main reasons. First, at the
first harmonic, laser-plasma coupling is weak. The laser absorption is
less than 10% and takes place at a density of 6:5 # 1020 cm$3 . Locally,
plasma temperature is high but pressure due to a low density is small.
The second reason is a small focal spot diameter of %100 lm. Lateral
losses are important and strongly reduce the pressure. A one dimensional simulation or a spherical geometry leads to higher pressure.
However, this pressure is large enough to compress the plastic up to
3.6 times its initial density. Pressure and density maps as a function of
time and space show that the shock propagates through the two layers
and breaks out at the rear side of the target 4.45 ns after the beginning
of the simulation.
Synthetic SOP images have been produced by looking at the total
radiation escaping from the target rear side in the range of 1–4 eV
accounting for the spectral acceptance of the SOP diagnostic (streak
camera sensitivity plus transport optics). In addition, we have taken
into account the spatial (80 lm) and temporal resolution (80 ps) of the
diagnostics.
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FIG. 7. Simulation without hot electrons. 2D map of pressure at 800 ps (top left), 2D map of density at 800 ps (top right). Pressure as a function of time and space (bottom
left). Density as a function of time and space (bottom right).

As expected, in Fig. 8, only heating induced by the shock appears
on the SOP signal, and the first emission induced by hot electrons is
not reproduced by this simulation. Note that the X-ray emission produced by the laser-plastic interaction is not strong enough to heat the
Ti layer and to be registered on the SOP signal.
At this step, an important remark has to be done concerning simulations and comparisons with experimental data. The CHIC code is a
two dimensional hydro-code. Two geometries can be used: slab or
cylindrical. The latter may be very close to 3D simulation in a case of
cylindrical laser beam illuminating a target perpendicularly to the target surface. This geometry correctly represents the laser in terms of
intensity, power, and energy. In planar geometry, the focal spot is a
stripe with an intensity distribution, which is correct in one direction
but invariant in the other one. To keep the same laser intensity on the
target, the laser power has to be modified. For short hydrodynamic
simulations or large focal spot dimension, both geometries lead to the
same results. In this PALS experiment, the laser focal spot size was
only 100 lm at FWHM, the pulse duration was short, and the shock
was traveling distances longer than 100 lm during several nanoseconds. The geometry effect on shock propagation without hot electrons
can be tested for the different plastic thicknesses using the model based
on ray tracing (the PCGO model is for the moment implemented
in planar geometry only). For the thickest layer, 125 lm, the shock
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breakouts 600 ps later in the cylindrical case compared to that in the
slab one. This is mainly due to different lateral losses during the shock
creation and its propagation. Indeed, if in the cylindrical case, these
losses are correctly calculated, in slab geometry, the invariance by
translation in one direction reduces losses, leading to a higher pressure
and finally to a faster shock. This effect is smaller for thinner targets.
For the 50 lm thickness, the delay between the two geometries is only
50 ps, and no difference is observed for the 15 lm thickness.
G. Simulation with hot electrons
When simulating the case of the 125 lm target with hot electrons, we have assumed that the difference between planar and axisymmetric geometries still results in a shock breakout difference of
600 ps. All the following simulations have been performed in slab
geometry.
Figure 9 presents hydrodynamics with hot electrons. Both SRS
and TPD electrons have been considered. The temperatures and conversion efficiencies of the electron sources are given by Eqs. (1) and
(3). For the SRS electrons, the time averaged temperature and conversion efficiency are 39 keV and 9.2%, respectively. We used for this run
the absolute intensity threshold. For the TPD electrons, these parameters are 83 keV and 1.9%. The SRS hot electrons have no initial divergence, while the TPD hot electrons have a 645& divergence.
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FIG. 8. Synthetic SOP image obtained by postprocessing the results of CHIC simulations, without HE (left) and line-out of this results along the axis y ¼ 0 (right).

Additionally, 8.2% of the laser energy is absorbed through inverse
Bremsstrahlung. Hence, collisional absorption is smaller than absorption by parametric instabilities. 2D maps of pressure and density 800
ps after the beginning of the simulation (Fig. 9, top row) show the
effects of hot electrons on hydrodynamics of the target. Hot electrons
heat the target both upstream and downstream of the shock front. In
the unshocked plastic, this heating increases the pressure up to a

maximum value of about 110 Mbar. We must notice, however, that in
this case, the pressure profile is not sharp, as the one obtained without
hot electron, but is characterized by a slow spatial decay. In this simulation, because of a high upstream pressure, due to preheat, the shock
wave compresses the plastic only by a factor of 1.15. The pressure
increase due to the hot electron energy deposition also leads to expansion of the target from both sides. At the rear side, the heated

FIG. 9. Simulation with hot electrons. 2D map of pressure at 800 ps (top left). 2D map of density at 800 ps (top right). Pressure as a function of time and space (bottom left).
Density as a function of time and space (bottom right).
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Titanium layer expands into vacuum, creating a decreasing density
gradient. Due to the directionality of the SRS hot electrons, this heating
is localized close to the laser symmetry axis (y ¼ 0). As a consequence,
the shock front curvature is larger in the simulation with hot electrons.
The pressure and density as a function of time and space (bottom
row) show the dynamics of the target. The shock is faster in the simulation with hot electrons, and it reaches the Titanium layer at 1.6 ns,
against 4.2 ns in the simulation without hot electrons. However, due to
the large expansion of the Titanium layer, the breakout at the rear side
of the target is not well defined. Figure 10 shows the synthetic SOP
image obtained from this simulation. The emissivity of the rear side
shows a behavior similar to the experiment. During laser matter interaction (before 800 ps), there is a peak of emissivity due to direct heating of the Titanium layer by the hot electrons. This signal then
decreases with time as the layer expands and cools down. Then, the
shock breaks out at the rear side of the target, leading to a second
increase in the emissivity. In this simulation, the delay between the rising of the signal due to shock breakout and the peak of emission due
to hot electrons is 1.6 6 0.1 ns. Even considering 600 ps delay due to
planar geometry, this is much shorter than the experimental delay
(4.1 6 0.2 ns). The disagreement between simulation and experiment
is due to overestimation of the amount of hot electrons in the computation. Indeed, in this simulation, 9.2% of the laser energy is converted
into SRS HE with a temperature of 39 keV. While the temperature is
close to the measurements, the conversion efficiency is much larger in
the simulation. In another simulation (not shown), the SRS intensity
threshold has been changed from the absolute to the convective one.
The latter intensity is higher, which leads to a smaller SRS electron
flux but not small enough to reproduce experimental data. This inaccuracy in the scaling laws used to estimate HE source parameters is
not surprising since these have mainly been determined from experiments and simulations at a shorter wavelength (typically 0.351 lm)
and smaller Ik2 .
H. Effects of reduced hot electron fluxes
We therefore performed another set of simulations adjusting the
HE flux and angular spreading with the goal of reproducing all experimental measurements (shock breakout time, hot electron temperature,
and conversion efficiency). It is important to notice that the goal of
this study is not to discuss in detail the origin of hot electrons but is to
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quantitatively characterize the hot electron amount and temperature
required to reproduce their effects on hydrodynamics. This is of course
more critical for SRS, which is the main source of hot electrons in our
conditions. In particular, we compared the hot electron flux needed to
reproduce experimental results to what predicated by scaling laws,
either considering the intensity threshold for absolute SRS or that for
convective SRS. Since the absolute SRS threshold is lower than the
convective SRS threshold, it means that absolute SRS is triggered earlier in the laser pulse and acts for a longer time. Therefore, we get a
higher hot electron flux from absolute SRS as compared to convective
SRS. In both cases, we need to apply a reduction to the flux predicted
by scaling laws in order to get the flux required to reproduce experimental results. This is a factor of about 4 if we consider absolute SRS
and about 2 if we consider convective SRS. Physically, the reduction of
hot electron fluxes needed for both SRS and TPD could be equivalent
to modify the scaling laws for the fluxes by adding a wavelength
dependence, but this reduction could also highlight a missing physical
effect in simulations, for instance, related to the presence of strong
magnetic fields close to the hot electron sources or other reasons. For
both SRS and TPD sources, the temperatures and initial divergences
have not been modified.
Figure 11 shows the effects of reduced hot electron fluxes on
hydrodynamics. The conversion efficiencies of SRS and TPD are now
2.3% and 1.1%, respectively. Additionally, 9.3% of the laser energy has
been absorbed through inverse Bremsstrahlung. 2D maps of pressure
and density 800 ps after the beginning of the simulation (Fig. 11, top
row) show that despite the flux reductions, hot electrons still heat the
target. However, their effects are significantly reduced. Expansion of
the Titanium layer is clearly less significant, and the shock is slower.
The maximum pressure in the target has also been reduced to %51
Mbar. This can also be observed in the pressure and density as a function of time and space (Fig. 11, bottom row). The shock now reaches
the Titanium layer at %2.2 ns. However, similar to the precedent simulation, expansion of the Titanium layer prevents from determining the
shock breakout time. Figure 12 presents the numerical SOP image
postprocessed from the hydrodynamic simulation, and it shows that
the rising of the signal due to the shock breakout arrives later. In the
time line-out (Fig. 12, right), the delay between the peak due to hot
electrons and the signal due to the shock breakout is 3.1 6 0.15 ns.
Adding 600 ps due to the planar geometry gives 3.7 6 0.14 ns, which is

FIG. 10. Synthetic SOP image obtained by postprocessing the results of the CHIC simulation presented in Fig. 9 (left) and line-out of this results along the axis y ¼ 0 (right).
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FIG. 11. Simulation with reduced hot electron fluxes. 2D map of pressure at 800 ps (top left). 2D map of density at 800 ps (top right). Pressure as a function of time and space
(bottom left). Density as a function of time and space (bottom right).

much closer to the measured delay. Emissivity of the rear side as a
function of time and space (Fig. 12, left) shows that the shock
breaks out earlier away from the central axis (the earliest being for
y ’ 150 lm). Indeed, expansion of the Titanium layer is more significant near the axis, y ¼ 0, and so at this position, the shock propagates a longer distance before breaking out. This effect is also

visible in the simulation with the nonreduced fluxes, but in this
case, the shock is faster, and therefore, the titanium layer has less
time to expand, reducing the difference between the center and the
edges of the emission. This effect is not observed in the experimental image, which suggests that in experiment, hot electrons are less
directional than what is assumed in the simulation.

FIG. 12. Synthetic SOP image obtained by postprocessing the results of the CHIC simulation presented in Fig. 11 (left) and line-out of this results along the axis y ¼ 0 (right).
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I. Effects of angular spreading
&

We repeated the simulation with reduced fluxes and with 620
initial divergence for the SRS electron source. While the temperature
and conversion efficiency for SRS and TPD hot electrons are kept
unchanged, electron heating shown in 2D maps of pressure and density at 0.8 ns, in Fig. 13, is much less directional. This results in a flatter
shock front and a decrease in the pressure in both shocked plastic and
the corona, the heated volume being larger, for the same injected
energy. A lower pressure and cooler unshocked material produces a
slower shock. The heated surface zone at the rear side is larger, which
reduces the time difference of the shock breakout between the center
and edges. Figure 14 shows the numerical SOP image. The curvature
of the shock breakout signal is still visible but is strongly reduced. Such
a curvature in the experimental image is not apparent but might be
blurred due to the low level of the signal. The line-out of the central
part of the rear side emission image shows a slightly later shock breakout compared to that in the simulation without initial divergence. The
delay between the peak of emission due to hot electrons and the second bump due to the shock breakout is 3.35 6 0.1 ns. Taking into
account 600 ps induced by the planar geometry of simulation leads to
a delay of 3.95 6 0.1 ns, in agreement with the measured delay within
error bars. The maximum pressure in the target is now reduced to
about 40 Mbar.

scitation.org/journal/php

The last simulation better reproduces the experimental SOP data,
while remaining close to the experimental constraints concerning the
measured characteristics of hot electrons. Yet, an increase in the signal
due to the shock breakout is steeper in the simulation, and it also starts
to decrease after %4.2 ns. This behavior differs from the experimental
signal that slowly increases with time. This difference has already been
observed in interpretation of other experiments.28 Among possible
explanations, we mention the equation of state and opacity of
Titanium, which might be inaccurate in the regime of low density
(below 1 g/cc) and moderate temperature (a few electron volts),
induced by rear side expansion.
J. Other plastic thicknesses
Parameters used to reproduce the experimental data for 125 lm
targets have also been used to simulate the cases of different plastic
thicknesses (50 and 15 lm). Figures 15 and 16 present synthetic SOP
images for both cases. The numeric SOP signals are close to the measured ones. For the 50 lm thick CH (Fig. 15, right), the delay between
the peak of emission due to hot electrons and the signal due to shock
breakout is 1.15 6 0.10 ns. Adding 50 ps from the planar geometry
correction brings this delay in fair agreement with the measured delay
(1.0 6 0.1 ns). Concerning the 15 lm thick CH, the shock breakout
does not lead to a significant increase in rear side emissivity. It slightly

FIG. 13. Simulation with reduced hot electron fluxes and with a 620& initial divergence of the SRS electron source. 2D map of pressure at 800 ps (top left). 2D map of density
at 800 ps (top right). Pressure as a function of time and space (bottom left). Density as a function of time and space (bottom right).
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FIG. 14. Synthetic SOP image obtained by postprocessing the results of the CHIC simulation presented in Fig. 13 (left) and line-out of this results along the axis y ¼ 0 (right).

changes the slope of the rear side cooling down after being heated by
hot electrons. This numerical SOP signal evolution looks similar to the
experimental image. Moreover, the overall shape of SOP images and,
specifically, the relative brightness of induced-hot electrons and -shock
emissions are correctly reproduced. As shock propagates, it compresses and heats matter and loses in strength. So one could expect to
obtain a lower emission for the thickest target. This is indeed the case,
but heating induced by hot electrons decreases even more rapidly with
the thickness. For 15 lm, heating of the Titanium layer exceeds 40 eV
during the laser pulse, whereas it is of 28–30 eV and 12–15 eV for target thicknesses of 50 and 125 lm, respectively. This is directly correlated with the electron ranges. The distance of 15 lm of plastic can be
crossed by 25 keV electrons, but distances of 50 and 125 lm require
energies larger than 50 and 90 keV, respectively. Since hot electron distributions are exponential functions of temperature, the number of
electrons at high energy is much smaller, thus reducing the Titanium
temperature accordingly. The line-outs presented in Figures 14–16 use
the same scale and can be directly compared.
V. CONCLUSION
This work presents experimental results obtained at high intensities and long laser wavelength, k ¼ 1.315 lm. These conditions

dramatically increase hot electron generation and decrease the role of
collisional absorption. A significant fraction of the laser energy absorption is due to parametric instabilities, which are responsible for hot
electron generation. Consistent experimental data have been interpreted with the hydrodynamic code CHIC, which accounts for laserplasma coupling, the generation of hot electrons by SRS and TPD, and
their energy depositions. Compared to a previous PALS experiment
performed at the short laser wavelength (3x of the iodine laser), experimental data can be interpreted only if the hot electron parameters are
modified. Specifically, the angular spreading of SRS electrons had to be
increased, and the hot electron fluxes had to be reduced by a factor
between 2 and 4 (depending on whether we consider the threshold for
absolute or for convective SRS). Such modifications of the fluxes could
be interpreted as the signature of an additional wavelength dependence in the scaling laws for hot electron fluxes. However, they could
also be produced by some missing effects in the simulations, eventually
enhanced due to the long wavelength used in the experiment: 3D
geometry, the presence of a strong magnetic field near the hot electron
source, and strong filamentation locally modifying the laser intensity.
Spectroscopic data, data from crystal imagers and from bremsstrahlung cannon, demonstrate the presence of a significant number
of hot electrons, a fraction of which can penetrate deeply into the

FIG. 15. Synthetic SOP image obtained by postprocessing the results of the CHIC simulation for a 50 lm plastic target (left) and line-out of this results along the axis y ¼ 0
(right).
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FIG. 16. Synthetic SOP image obtained by postprocessing the results of the CHIC simulation for a 15 lm plastic target (left) and line-out of this results along the axis y ¼ 0
(right).

target, suggesting energies beyond 90 keV. Our experimental results
and the simulations show a dramatic impact of hot electron preheating
on shock dynamics. Energy deposition from hot electrons is clearly
visible in the experimental and synthetic SOP images.
Hot electrons strongly increase the shock pressure.30 The previous
experiment performed at PALS, at the third harmonic, showed a pressure increase of 40%.10 The pressure increase in the present experiment
is larger than 250%. This difference comes not only from an enhancement of the hot electron number but also from a weaker laser-mater
coupling by collisional absorption. Hot electrons also have a significant
impact on shock velocity owing to preheat of the unshocked plastic.
The pressure increase due to hot electrons could be a beneficial
factor for shock ignition29 if one can suppress the strong preheat
upstream of the shock front. In our experiment, we used thin targets
characterized by a small areal density of %0.01 g/cm2, which are
unable to stop electrons with energies larger than a few tens of kilo
electron volts. In the SI scenario, one should get values of areal density
larger than unity for the compressed shell. This could be sufficient to
stop all hot electrons downstream of the shock. Therefore, in future
shock ignition experiments, hot electrons could turn out to be beneficial for shock amplification, and long wavelength lasers could be a possible alternative for the spike irradiation.
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Abstract

The production of high-quality electron bunches in laser wakeﬁeld acceleration relies on the
possibility of injecting ultra-low emittance bunches in the plasma wave. A new bunch injection
scheme (resonant multi-pulse ionization, ReMPI) has been conceived and studied, in which
electrons extracted by ionization are trapped by a large-amplitude plasma wave driven by a train
of resonant ultrashort pulses. Such a train of pulses can be obtained in a very efﬁcient, compact
and stable way, by phase manipulation in the laser front-end. The ReMPI injection scheme relies
on currently available laser technology and is being considered for the implementation of future
compact x-ray free electron laser schemes. Simulations show that high-quality electron bunches
with an energy of up to 5 GeV and a peak current exceeding 2 kA, with normalized emittance of
below 0.1 mm×mrad and a slice energy spread of below 0.1%, can be obtained with a single
stage.
Keywords: laser-plasma acceleration, high-brightness beams, resonant multi-pulse ionization
injection, multi-pulse laser wake ﬁeld acceleration, free electron lasers, high-quality electron
beams
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
emittance bunches [28], though it is not easy to disentangle
the mean energy, the energy spread, the charge and the
emittance of the produced bunch.
The need for a ﬂexible scheme capable of generating
very low emittance bunches led to the introduction of the twocolor ionization injection [31]. The two-color ionization
scheme needs the use of two laser systems. The ‘driver’ pulse
excites the plasma wave and is delivered by a long-wavelength (e.g CO2) system, while a synchronised pulse (the
‘ionization’ pulse) from a Ti:Sa system extracts the electrons
from the dopant by tunnel ﬁeld-ionization. To date, however,
long-wavelength (λ>5 μm), high-power (P>100 TW) and
ultrashort (T=100 fs) laser systems are lacking and hopefully will be available in the near future.
The new resonant multi-pulse ionization injection
scheme (ReMPI) [32] is capable of generating very low
emittance bunches in a ﬂexible way, yet using a single Ti:Sa
laser system. In ReMPI, the long-wavelength driver pulse of
the two-color injection is substituted by a train of pulses
that excites the wakeﬁeld through the multi-pulse LWFA

1. Introduction
Laser wakeﬁeld accelerators (LWFA) are nowadays
approaching the 10 GeV energy scale [1], with accelerating
gradients in the order of 40 GeV m−1. Several applications of
those electron bunches, including staging [2–6], LWFA-based
colliders [7–9] and high-quality secondary sources [10–16]
can now be envisaged. Therefore, a viable laser wakeﬁeld
accelerator producing GeV scale, high-quality, electron bunches should operate with a ﬂexible and stable injection
mechanism capable of producing very low emittance
bunches.
Several electron injection schemes have been proposed
and tested so far. Among them, ionization injection [17–25]
opens up the possibility of experimental control of the
injection mechanism. Injection via density downramp [26–30]
has been proven to be capable of generating very low
1
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thus allowing for a recovering of the pulse energy at a relatively small price in terms of additional pump energy. The
TEMPI scheme should result in a more compact and stable
setup with respect to the above mentioned schemes, yet be
able to generate a train of pulses with almost constant peak
intensity along the train and with an energy conversion efﬁciency approaching unity. Finally, we stress that being the
driving train and the ionization pulse ampliﬁed replicas of the
same master pulse, no synchronization jitter issues are raised.
Nonetheless, μm sized mechanical vibrations can induce
some ﬂuctuations in the ionization pulse-to-driver train delay,
but those ﬂuctuations can be safely maintained at (some)
femtoseconds level, i.e. to a very small fraction of the plasma
period. The laser train and ionization pulse parameters have
been collected in table 2.
The plasma target consists of a two adjacent sections
stack. In the ﬁrst section, made by a gas-cell ﬁlled with a
mixture of argon (50%) and helium, electrons are extracted by
ﬁeld ionization and subsequently trapped by the plasma wave.
Finally, electrons experience a longitudinal phase-rotation
that reduces their overall energy spread to a percent level. In
this ﬁrst section the laser pulse is still focusing, therefore a
guiding parabolic channel is not necessary here. The second
section is placed as close as possible to the cell and consists of
a gas capillary ﬁlled by pure helium. In the capillary the laser
pulse remains focused and can excite the plasma wave for
about 25 cm [1]. In both stages, background plasma density is
set to ne=2.1×1017 cm−3, which sustains a plasma wave
of wavelength 75 μm.
Simulations of about 25 cm of propagation in the plasma
have been performed with the hybrid ﬂuid/PIC code QFluid
[46]. The QFluid simulations assume a 2D cylindrical symmetry of the ﬁelds, while particles of the bunch move in a full
3D space. The bunch is sampled with Nb≈106 equalweighted macroparticles and the simulation box (a cylinder,
actually) has radius 320μm and length 690 μm. QFluid is
equipped with a mesh-reﬁning technique, which is activated
in the longitudinal portion of the cylinder where the bunch is
placed. The ﬁelds are solved by quasi-static approximation
[47] by using the coarse resolution of dzcoarse=0.47μm
(longitudinal) and drcoarse = 0.93 m m (radial), while the
reﬁned grid spacing are dzﬁne=0.012 5 μm and drﬁne=
0.1 μm.
We remark that the evolution of the laser pulse’s complex envelope [48] has been performed maintaining the second order derivative in the time evolution, thus ensuring the
most accurate description of the (very long) pulse’s evolution.

Figure 1. The ReMPI scheme. The incoming pulse passes through a

beam splitter; a portion is time shaped as a train of eight pulses (red,
transparent surface), while a smaller portion in fourth harmonics is
tightly focused in the rear of the train (purple surface) and extracts
electrons from the argon dopant. The driver train resonantly excites a
high-amplitude plasma wave (black line) that traps and accelerate the
electrons.

mechanism [33–36], maintaining each pulse’s electric ﬁeld
under the ionization threshold for the selected dopant (e.g.
nitrogen or argon). Subsequently, a tightly focused, low
amplitude, pulse in second, third or fourth harmonics in the
tail of the train ionizes the dopant, thus injecting the electrons
into the wakeﬁeld with an ultra-low emittance (see ﬁgure 1).
While the ReMPI scheme has been already (numerically)
tested for producing low-charge (Q;5pC) high-quality
beams [32, 37, 38], relatively high-charge (Q;30 pC) highquality explorations of the scheme were still lacking.
In this paper we report on numerical simulations about
the trapping and acceleration of a 5 GeV electron bunch, with
a beam-quality high enough to drive a free electron laser
(FEL), as envisaged in the EuPRAXIA project [39]. FELs are
extremely demanding in terms of beam quality [40, 41],
especially at their high energy end, where radiation with
wavelength lR lU 2g 2 » 1 A (here λU≈2 cm is the
undulator period) can be generated. In addition to standard
beam-quality parameters, the so-called ‘slice quality’ parameters should be evaluated for a bunch aiming at driving a
FEL. Slice parameters refer to the phase space quality of each
transverse slice of the bunch, and give us relevant information
on which slice will participate in FEL lasing. In the case of
the EuPRAXIA envisioned FEL, the required global and slice
parameters at the undulator entrance are summarized in the
‘requested’ row of table 1.
The working conﬁguration shown here is based on a
1PW Ti:Sa laser system, temporally shaped into a train of
eight pulses in the fundamental harmonics, each delivering
6.3J in 55 fs. Moreover, a 45 fs long pulse in the fourth harmonics, obtained by an ampliﬁed portion of the same master
pulse of the train, is tightly focused behind the driver, thus
constituting the ionization pulse. The experimental arrangement can deal either with multiplexing techniques after the
ampliﬁcation chain [34–36, 42] or with the new TEMPI
scheme, recently proposed by Labate et al and tested with
start-to-end simulations [43, 44]. TEMPI is based upon the
usage of birefringent plates of increasing thicknesses and
crossed polarizations, which produce delayed replicas of the
original pulse, and linear polarizers [45]. In contrast to the
arrangement described in [45], in TEMPI such a stack is used,
on the stretched pulse, early in the CPA ampliﬁcation chain,

2. Driving pulse train evolution
The evolution of the driver train as a whole is highly nontrivial, due to propagation of the pulses in a nonuniform
plasma. A detailed analysis of this evolution is beyond the
scope of the present work and will be presented elsewere [49].
However, as the ﬁrst pulse propagates in a steady, uniform
plasma, it starts exciting the wakeﬁeld, which is reinforced by
the subsequent pulses via a resonant process. We point out
2
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Table 1. Requested beam quality (‘R’ raw) and quality parameters obtained by means of the simulations reported in the paper (‘O’ raw). The

overall and slice relative energy spread σ(E)/E and normalised emittance òn, as well as the total charge Q and peak current I, are shown.
Param.

σ(E)/E

òn

s (E ) E
∣ slice

n∣slice

Q

I

R
O

<1, %
0.9%

=1 μmrad
0.085 μmrad

<0.1%
0.03% (min)

=1 μmrad
0.085 μmrad

30 pC
30 pC

>1 kA
2.5 kA

being the pulse wavelength and vector potential amplitude,
respectively. Therefore, a large electric ﬁeld amplitude can
be realized with a moderate normalized amplitude a0 but
with a very short wavelenght. If a Ti:Sa pulse is chosen
(λ;800 nm), a fourth harmonics conversion is an efﬁcient,
yet cumbersome, option. In the following, a fourth harmonics
converted pulse will be considered, along with the resulting
normalized amplitude a0,ion=0.25 and a minimum waist
of w0, ion = 5.8 m m .
Once the electron leaves the atom, it starts to quiver in
the oscillating pulse electric and magnetic ﬁelds and, after the
ionizing pulse has overpassed it, a residual secular transverse
momentum along the polarization axis is left, thus constituting a source of bunch emittance. Analytical results and
simulations in [50], show that the minimum normalized
emittance achievable by using a linearly polarized pulse can
be as low as

Table 2. Relevant parameters set for the driving train and the
ionization pulse. The total delivered energy (E), the FWHM pulse(s)
duration (T), the minumum waist (w0), the pulse-to-pulse delay (the
ionization pulse refers to the last pulse of the train) and the
normalized pulse amplitude (a0) are shown.

Laser
Driver
Ionization

E

T

w0

Delay

a0

50 J
0.06 J

55 fs
45 fs

90 μm
5.9 μm

250 fs
85 fs

0.63
0.25

that in such a framework, all the driver pulses behind the ﬁrst
one interact with a perturbed plasma density which can
strongly affect their evolution. Therefore, different portions of
a given driver pulse, depending on its length and phase in the
plasma wave, could be refracted away or focused. Moreover,
the energy exchange from the pulse and the wave can vary
signiﬁcantly from the usual scenario.
In the simulation shown here, some optimization procedure has been employed to stabilize the evolution of the
pulses in the tail of the driving train. Nevertheless, a sizable
ﬂuctuation of the peak intensity is still present during the
25 cm of propagation, as is shown in ﬁgure 2(a). The severe
pump depletion of about 70% of laser energy is mostly due to
erosion of the last pulses in the train, as is now apparent in
ﬁgure 2(b), while not only the ﬁrst pulse shows a depletion of
just a 10 % (not shown there) but also experiences a strong
self-focusing. Nonetheless, the train is capable of exciting a
large-amplitude plasma wave for most of its propagation
distance, as will be shown in the next section.

n,min

with D º a 0, ion ac , ac = 0.108 · lion (Ui UH )3 2 (UH;
13.6 eV; see equation (26) in [50] and (4) in [32]). Having
selected the transition Ar 8 +
Ar 9 +, along with the above
mentioned ionizing pulse, we derive from equation (1) a
minimum achievable ‘thermal’ emittance of òn,min;0.05
μmrad. We mention, however, that other mechanisms can be
responsible for an emittance increase. Though the ponderomotive forces are a good linear approximation in the transverse coordinate and consequently do not contribute to the
transverse emittance (see [50]), the transverse kick on the
low-energy electrons increases the beam radius just after
the pulse passage and causes a fraction of the beam lying in a
region of nonlinear transverse force. Those electrons, therefore, will oscillate with a lower betatron frequency, thus
partially spoiling out the transverse quality. Moreover, as
bunch charge increases, space charge and beam loading can
contribute to increasing the beam emittance. In our simulations a ﬁnal emittance of ònx=0.08 μmrad in the ﬁrst section
has been obtained, which should be compared with the
minimum value of 0.05 μmrad obtained with equation (1).

3. Tunnel ﬁeld-ionization of bunch electrons
In the ﬁrst target section containing argon, it is supposed that
the laser prepulse and the ﬁrst few cycles of the ﬁrst driver
pulse are able to ionize the gas up to the eighth level. This is
because the ionization energies of the ﬁrst eight electrons are
relatively low, with the highest being about 144 eV. In the
passage to the K-shell (i.e. to the ninth electron), however, a
large jump in the ionization energy occurs (Ui,9;422 eV),
thus realizing the optimal conditions for a controlled extraction of the electrons with an ad hoc large-amplitude electric
ﬁeld. This is accomplished by focusing the fourth harmonic
‘ionization’ pulse behind the train, in such a way that its
Ar 9 +
electric ﬁeld is close to its threshold for the Ar 8 +
transition. It is worth noting that the electric ﬁeld amplitude of
a laser pulse is proportional to its normalized amplitude
a 0 = eA0 mc 2 and to its wavevector k0=2π/λ0, λ0 and a0

4. Bunch trapping and energy boosting up to 5 GeV
Once the newborn electrons are extracted by the ionizing
pulse, they slip back in the wake while they are accelerated by
the electric ﬁeld. Those electrons are trapped by the wave,
provided that they reach the wake (phase) velocity prior to
entering into its decelerating region. The trapping, therefore,
occurs if the wake accelerating ﬁeld exceeds some threshold
3
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w0, ion · a 0, ion · D2 =
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Figure 2. Driver train evolution. (a) Peak intensity and overall pulse energy evolution. (b) Initial (upper) and ﬁnal (lower) maps of the pulse

envelope. Pulses move towards the left.

Figure 4. The phase-space ((z + ct )[m m] , x [m m] , E [MeV]) of the
bunch at the end of the 25 cm (aprrox.) long capillary. The
longitudinal electric ﬁeld map is also shown.

Figure 3. An axis snapshot at the early stage of bunch trapping.
Lineout of the driving train (red line) and of the ionizing pulse
(purple line) normalized amplitudes, as well as the lineout of the
longitudinal normalized electric ﬁeld Ez/E0 are shown. The Lorentz
factor γ associated with the wakeﬁeld is gph 90 . The longitudinal
phase space of the bunch (black dots) is (z + ct [mm], uz gph), where
uz = -pz mc . Particles with uz gph 1 are trapped by the wave.

E0=mc ωp/e is the nonrelativistic wavebreaking limit and
ωp is the plasma frequency). As the bunch is fully trapped by
the wave, a longitudinal phase-space rotation occurs. Moreover, transverse focusing forces remain linear inside the
bunch, which is adiabatically squeezed down to a (quasi
round) beam of about 0.8 μm diameter.
After the phase-space rotation, the train and the bunch
enter into the helium-ﬁlled capillary, which guides the laser
for more than 20 cm. Notwithstanding the nontrivial evolution
of the laser pulses (as shown in section 2), the bunch always
experiences linear focusing forces, though the accelerating
ﬁelds varies considerably during the propagation. Yet, a mean
accelerating gradient of ;45 GV m−1 has been obtained,
which corresponds to a mean normalized ﬁeld Ez/E0;0.45.
At the end of the capillary, the driving train is depleted by its
70% and the bunch energy is about 5 GeV, with a marginal
increase of the normalized emittance up to ònx=0.085 μmrad
and òny=0.080 μmrad. The ﬁnal beam phase-space, along
with the longitudinal electric ﬁeld in its bucket, are shown in
ﬁgure 4.

that depends on the exact phase of the wake where the the
electrons are frozen. In our simulations electrons reach the
wake’s speed well before its node, which means that trapping
occurs within the standard trapping and the ‘strong’ trapping
[32] condition boundaries. In ﬁgure 3 a snapshot of the bunch
longitudinal phase-space is shown, at a time in which electrons are still being extracted from the dopant. The bunch
(black dots) is already partially trapped, while most of the
particles still have a longitudinal momentum uz = -pz mc
well below the trapping threshold gph = 1 1 - b 2ph 90 ,
βph=vph/c being the phase speed of the wake. In ﬁgure 3 the
driving pulse train (red line) and ionization pulse (purple line)
are also shown. After the last train pulse, a nonlinear wave
(blue line) with amplitude Ez/E0;0.7 has been excited (here
4
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Figure 5. Phase-space cuts of the ﬁnal beam. Here ux, y = px, y mc and uz = - pz mc . The bunch moves towards the left.

5. Final bunch quality
As we pointed out in the introduction, a FEL oriented beam
should be analyzed in both the overall and slice perspectives.
While the projected (overall) one gives us relevant information about quality degradation during the beam transport lines
[51, 52], a slice inspection of the phase space will deﬁnitely
show us which (and how) portions of the bunch will participate in lasing [40, 41]. In ﬁgure 5 some cuts of the 6D ﬁnal
phase space are shown. As is apparent from cuts in the x−y
and x−ux planes, a (quasi) round and matched beam has
been obtained. The z−uz plane, however, shows us that a
higher energy tail is present. This tail partially spoils the
longitudinal beam quality, the overall energy spread being
about 1.8%. A better inspection of the longitudinal phasespace cut, however, reveals that only a small fraction of the
beam charge (about 8%, actually) is responsible for the highenergy tail and of the subsequent large energy spread (see
ﬁgure 6). The tail is therefore easily removed with a simple
tuning of the transfer line energy acceptance. The transported
beam (with about 92% of the total charge, i.e 30 pC) complies
with all the (projected) requirements of the ‘requested’ raw in
table 1, its overall energy spread being σE/E=0.9%.
Slice analysis of the bunch phase space has been performed with a slice thickness of 0.1 μm, which is compatible
with the cooperation length of the envisioned FEL
setup [40]. In ﬁgure 7(a) the slice current proﬁle, as well as
brightness-5D (B5D º 2I (p 2 nx ´ ny )) and brightness-6D
(B6D º B5D (sE E 10 3)) are shown. Remarkably, at least
brilliance-5D is about a factor of three above the one recently
obtained with a two-stage LWFA/PWFA hybrid approach
(see [53], where a deﬁnition of brightness without the πʼs has
been used). Moreover, the current distribution shows a gentlevarying proﬁle with peak value of 3.7 kA. In ﬁgure 7(b) the
normalized emittances along the x (ionization) and y (driver)
polarization axis are reported. At peak current, i.e at a longitudinal position of about −1 μm from the bunch center-ofmass, emittances of 0.065 μmrad and 0.04 μmrad along the

Figure 6. Longitudinal phase-space plot ((z + ct )[m m] ,
(E - <E > ) < E >) and current proﬁle of the ﬁnal beam. By
selecting a standard beam optics with maximum energy below
1.3 ´ <E>, about 92% of the bunch charge is transported to the
ﬁnal undulator stage for lasing.

x- and y-axis are reported. Remarkably, the slice energy
spread reported in ﬁgure 7(c) shows an excellent distribution,
with more than 80% of the bunch charge in slices having an
energy spread of less than the required upper limit of 0.1%.
Finally the minimum slice energy spread is attributed to a
slice in the head of the bunch and in position −1.4 μm. That
slice possesses the highest brightness, having extremely low
emittances of 0.045 μmrad and 0.03 μmrad, an energy spread
of 0.03% and a current 2 kA.

6. Sensitivity to parameter ﬂuctuations
Several laser and plasma parameters can affect the ﬁnal beam
quality. Fluctuations on the delivered laser pulse energy,
for example, is directly linked to variation on both the
5
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Figure 7. Slice analysis with slice thickness 0.1 μm The longitudinal
axis corresponds to the slice position with respect to beam center-ofmass. (a) Current (black), brightness-5D B5D º 2I (p 2 nx ´ ny )
(blue) and brightness-6D B6D º B5D (sE E 10 3) (red). (b) Emittances in the x (red) and y (blue) directions. (c) Energy spread using
the rms estimator (red, dashed) and the mean absolute deviation
robust indicator (black).

Figure 8. Sensitivity of the accelerating ﬁeld (blue lines) on the
resonance condition mismatch. The horizontal axis refers to the
number of plasma periods and in the vertical axis both the
accelerating ﬁeld and pulses amplitude (orange) are shown. While in
the optimized case (full lines) the peak accelerating ﬁeld reaches the
value of Ez, ref = 0.7E0 , the wakeﬁeld excited in a plasma with a
background density increased by 5% (dashed lines) has peak value
Ez = 0.55E0 , showing a reduction of more than 20%.

accelerating ﬁeld amplitude and phase (due to nonlinear
plasma wavelengh increase), while variations in the background density mostly affect the resonance condition for the
wave excitation. A full evaluation of the ﬁnal beam parameters’ stability against most of the working point parameters
has been performed for a setup related to a 150 MeV injector
for the EuPRAXIA 5 GeV line [54], where a background
density of about 1·1018 cm−3 was used. There, we found
that the selected working point is stable, provided that ‘reasonable’ conditions for the upper limit of the experimental
conditions ﬂuctuations were satisﬁed. As an example, a 1%
level of maximum admissible delivered pulse energy should
be assured so as to limit the mean ﬁnal energy ﬂuctuation to
about 1%. Pulse-to-pulse delay TD (timing) jitter can be
responsible of a resonance condition loss, therefore inducing
a ﬂuctuation in the wakeﬁeld amplitude (and phase) unless
Nd (wp · TD ) (wp, ref · TD, ref )
1, where N=8 is the number
of pulses of the train and the subscript ref refers to the
reference value of the parameter. Therefore, the experimental
scheme that generates a time modulation in the laser pulse
must possess a very good stability (dTD TD, ref
1 N ). The
TEMPI scheme, which was selected for the experimental
demonstration of the ReMPI, shows a virtually null pulse-topulse jitter: the replicas of the stretched pulse (about 1 ps
long) are produced by a mechanically stable stack of birefringent crystals and polarizers and overlap until they leave
the compressor. We also mention that the time jitter between
the pulse train and the ionizing pulse possesses potential
detrimental effects on beam quality. However, being both the
driving train and the ionization pulses ampliﬁed replicas of
the same master pulse, the time jitter between them is only
due to mechanical vibrations and can be safely limited to a
few μm, which should be compared with the plasma

wavelength λp;75 μm. Plasma density ﬂuctuations result in
the most severe source of beam-quality ﬂuctuations. The
resonance condition refers to the plasma period, which
depends on the local background density n 0 = n 0, ref + dn 0 .
Since the efﬁcient resonant excitation of the wave can be
rewritten as dn 0 n 0, ref 2 + dTD TD, ref
1 N , extremely
low (of percent size) background density ﬂuctuations can be
acceptable. This can be made clearer by ﬁgure 8, where the
pulse train and its excited wakeﬁeld is shown in two different
cases: the optimized case with the couple of parameters
(TD, ref , n 0, ref ) (full lines) and a case with the couple
(TD, ref , n 0, ref + dn 0 ), being dn 0 = 5% n 0, ref (or, alternately,
the couple (TD, ref + 2.5% TD, ref , n 0, ref ), shown with the
dashed lines). From ﬁgure 8 we can infer that a variation of
5% of the plasma density, or equivalently, a variation of about
2.5% of the time delay of all the pulses, will cause cause a
reduction of more than 20% in the wakeﬁeld amplitude, thus
reinforcing the claim that the background plasma density
must be controlled at about one percent level.

7. Conclusions
We have shown, by means of hybrid ﬂuid/PIC simulation,
that a FEL-quality 5 GeV electron bunch can be obtained with
a single-stage LWFA. In order to employ the ReMPI injection
scheme, the 1PW Ti:Sa laser system is equipped with a
longitudinal pulse-shaper that modulates the pulse envelope
in a sequence of eight pulses which drive a large amplitude
plasma wave. Just after the pulse train, a low-intensity fourth
harmonic converted portion of the initial pulse is tightly
focused, so as to act as an ‘ionization pulse’. The argon
6
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K-shell electrons are extracted by tunnel ionization in the
ionizing pulse ﬁeld and are subsequently trapped by the
wakeﬁeld. Finally, after about 25 cm of propagation in a
capillary ﬁlled with helium, they are accelerated up to the
desired energy of 5 GeV. The pulse train evolution is highly
nontrivial and will be further investigated in a future work.
Despite this, a 30 pC electron bunch with an energy spread of
below 1% can be obtained after a standard selection of the
beam transport energy range. The normalized emittance,
being below 0.1 μmrad, is about on order of magnitude below
the one usually obtained at those energies. Moreover, slice
analysis reveals an excellent quality of a large fraction of the
slices, with about 80% of the charge in slices having an
energy spread below the threshold of 0.1%. We ﬁnally
mention that a record brilliance-5D of 4×1017 A m−2,
along with outstanding properties of the best slice of
sE /E = 0.03%, nx = 0.045 m mrad, ny = 0.03 m mrad and
current of 2 kA, can be obtained. The experimental demonstration of the scheme should face mechanical stabilization at
(some of) μm size of the laser system, the pulse beamline and
the interaction area, as usual in high energy LWFA experiments. Moreover, an additional constraint of stable control of
the plasma background density at the 1% level is necessary,
so as to assure an efﬁcient resonant excitation of the
plasma wave.
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